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ABSTRACT 

Research on perfonnance of banks in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries is very 
limited despite being one of the key global banking markets, main suppliers of oil around the 
globe, and economies that attract significant foreign direct investment (FD!). Hence, this stndy 
provides new insight on bank performance using bank-specific, macroeconomic, and financial 
structnre indicators. Using the generalized method of moments dynamic model estimation, this 
study analyses the perfom1ance of banks in GCC countries over the period from 2000-2015. This 
stndy finds that the perfom1ance of foreign banks is better than that of domestic banks and the 
perfomrnnce of listed banks is better than that of unlisted banks. The results show that there is a 
significant direct impact of oil price shocks, FD! inflows, and financial crisis on bank 
performance. It also finds that the bank-specific factors, macroeconomic factors and financial 
structure indicators are significant determinants of bank performance. In terms of theories, the 
stndy finds evidence to support the moral haz.ard theory, competition-stability theory, defensive 
expansion theory and traditional intem1ediation theory (except Bahraini banks). The results are 
also robust when controlling for the Arab Spring transition period as well as when using 
alternative risk and bank competition measures. The results show that Arab Spring increases 
bank risk. The findings of this study have major policy implications. Gulf authorities need to 
enhance bank protection against risk by improving the application of Basel llJ especially during 
the crisis period like the Arab Spring. Gulf Banks also need to track the changes in oil prices as 
this also have impact on bank performance. There is a need for some ease of restrictions on the 
entry of foreign banks in the domestic market in the Gulf countries ( except for Bahrain) as it can 
enhance bank performance. 

Keywords: bank performance, macroeconomic and financial structure indicators, financial 
crisis, Arab Spring, GCC countries. 
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ABSTRAK 

Kajian untuk menilai prestasi bank di negara anggota Majlis Kerjasama Negara Teluk (GCC) 
amat terhad walaupun negara-negara ini merupakan antara pasaran perbankan utama dunia, 
pembekal utama minyak di seluruh dunia, clan memiliki ekonomi yang dapat menarik pelaburan 
langsung asing (FD!) yang signifikan. Oleh itu, kajian ini memberikan wawasan baharu 
mengenai prestasi bank menggunakan penunjuk spesifik untuk bank, makroekonomi dan suuktur 
kewangan. Dengan menggnnakan model anggaran dinamik '"generalized methods of moments", 
kajian ini menganalisis prestasi bank di negara GCC sepanjang tempoh 2000-2015. Kajian 
mendapati bahawa prestasi bank asing lebih baik berbanding bank domestik dan prestasi bank 
tersenarai adalah lebih baik berbanding bank yang tidak tersenarai. Dapatan kajian menunjukkan 
bahawa terdapat kesan langsung yang signifikan dari perubahan harga minyak, aliran masuk 
FD!, dan krisis kewangan terhadap prestasi bank. Kajian juga mendapati bahawa faktor spesifik 
bank, faktor makroekonomi dan penunjuk struktur kewangan adalah penentu yang signifikan 
bagi prestasi bank. Dari segi teori, kajian ini menemui bukti m1tuk menyokong tcori bahaya 
moral, teori persaingan-kestabilan, teori pengembangan pertahanan dan teori pengantaraan 
tradisional (kecuali bank-bank di Bahrain). Dapatan kajian juga lidak berubah apabila tempoh 
peralihan Arab Spring (Kebangkitan Arab) dikawal serta apabila menggunakan ukuran-ukuran 
alternatif untuk risiko dan persaingan bank. Dapatan kajian menunjukkan bahawa Arab Spring 
meningkatkan risiko bank. Penemuan kajian ini mempunyai implikasi dasar utama. Pihak 
berkuasa negara Teluk perlu meningkatkan perlindungan bank terhadap risiko dengan 
meningkatkan pcnerapan Basel III terutamanya dalam tempoh krisis seperti Arab Spring. Bank
bank negara Teluk perlu juga mengesan perubahan harga minyak kerana ha! ini lurut 
mernberikan kesan terhadap prestasi bank. Selain itu, terdapat keperluan untuk meringankan 
sekatan kemasukan bank asing ke dalam pasaran domestik negara-negara Teluk (kecuali 
Bahrain) kerana kemasukan ini dapal meningkatkan prestasi bank. 

Kata kunci: prestasi bank, penunjuk struktur ekonomi makro dan kewangan, krisis kewangan, 
Arab Spring, negara GCC 
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1.1 Background of Study 

CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The financial services commercial banking sector is one of the most important service sectors in 

a nation's economy (Huang, Chiang, & Tsai, 2015; Saci, Giorgioni, & Holden, 2009). Banks 

provide a safe linkage between the savers and the borrowers, Therefore, government and the 

central bank of any country are always concerned to ensure continuing strength and stability of 

the country's banking and financial system for capital fonnation, innovation, the creation of job 

opportunities (Huang et al., 2015), There are five key elements in the financial climate of any 

economy viz., money; financial institutions; financial tools; and system and rules (Karim & 

Alam, 2013; Saif-Alyousfi, Saha, & Md-Rus, 2017a). 

Banks are the main component of the financial system of any country and are also active players 

in financial markets of any a nation (Dhanabhakyam & Kavitha, 2012). Efficiency in the 

financial perfom1ance of banks is, therefore, the key to ensuring economic growth and 

development. Analysis and evaluation of bank perfonnance can identify the inherent strengths 

and also weaknesses in the fmancial position of banks. According to, Rachdi (2014) evaluation 

of bank perfonnance is important for all parties: bank managers, borrowers, depositors, and 

regulators. Soundness in the financial health of banks also attracts shareholders interest to 

strengthen their capital base to bring it in line with the regulatory and prudential requirements. 

Globalization and internationalization initiatives of the goverruuent of many countries have 

opened up the domestic banking sector by allowing foreign banks to enter domestic markets and 



to open branches and provide a broader range of hanking services (Dekle & Lee, 2015). 

According to Hassan, Sanchez, and Safa ( 2013), globalization initiatives is not only to allow 

foreign banks to invest in the local markets but it also to ensure an increase in the growth of 

international trade in financial goods and services. 

Chen and Liao (2011) argue that financial liberalization initiatives of various countries and 

improvements in the supervisory framework have benefited both domestic as well as foreign 

banks. At the domestic level, globalization enhances the competitiveness of banking and 

financial markets, economic performance of creditors, reduce the operation costs of banks and 

financial intermediation, reduce the net interest margin (NIM) creating pressure on banks to 

become more efficient. At the global level, globalization has allowed foreign banks to expand 

their business in the emerging and developing market economies (Chen & Liao, 2011; Claessens 

& Horen, 2011; Dekle & Lee, 2015). In addition, entry of foreign banks ean help in improving 

the institutional and regulatory framework in a nation (Mish.kin, 2009). 

Bruno and Hauswald (2014) argue that contrary to the perception that foreign banks impede the 

real economic activities in the economy by constraining the availability of funds to local firms, 

the presence of foreign banks reduces financial constraints and facilitate economic growth in the 

developing economies. Claessens and Horen (2011) argue that in developing economies, the 

presence of foreign banks have an adverse effect on the creation of domestic credit. Demirgil,

Kunt, Laeven, and Levine (2004) and Herrero and Peria (2005) argue that entry barriers and 

limited development in a country can be lead to reduce the effectiveness of foreign banks, In the 

recent years, developing countries have provided greater access to foreign banks under the 
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assumption that their presence in the local economy would increase the supply of credit 

availability credit thereby improve the efficiency of the banking system (Lin, 2011 ). 

According to the survey of global industry revenues and profit in 2006, the banking sector has 

the highest revenue and profit compared to other industry which has amounted to USD 788 

billion (Dietz, Reibestein, & Walter, 2008). Profitability of the global banking sector also has 

witnessed strong growth during 2009-201 I. The profitability of the top !000 banks in the world 

increases by USD 553 billion between 2008 and 2012 and further increases by 4.6 percent in 

2013. In 2014, total profits of the 500 largest banks worldwide are about USD 650 billion, 

primarily due to the efforts taken by the banks to reign in their costs and disposition of non-core 

assets and unprofitable assets (Dietz el al., 2014; Yadav & Suvama, 2013). This indicates that 

the role of profitability in the banking sector is very important and the impact of the banking 

sector on the capital market and the entire economy is more significant, which makes these 

questions are of vital importance. 

Importance of foreign direct investment (FDl) for emerging markets and developing economies 

arise from the fact that entry/presence of multinational corporations (MNCs) and multinational 

banks (MNBs) in the host country have positive effect on the productivity of the domestic finns 

due to increased competition and technology diffusion (Lee & Rugman, 2012; Bhaumik & Gelb, 

2005). Alfaro, Kalemli-ozcan, and Sayek (2009), Borensztein, De Gregorio, and Lee (1998), 

Cipollina, Giovaunetti, Pietrovito, and Pozzolo (2012), and Meyer and Sinani (2009) propose 

that under the right conditions like developed fmancial system and availability of human capital, 

FD! can raise employment. capital formation, exports, and environmental protection in the host 
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countries. It also leads to technology transfer and the domestic fim1s also gains from productivity 

spillovers due to backward and forward linkages as domestic firms imitate multinational 

enterprises (MXEs), or employ workers trained by MNEs. Bruno and Cipo!Jina (2014a, 2014b) 

argue that FDI can immediately result in teclmology transfer to branches of the foreign entity or 

totally new local finns' set-up during the process of FDI. The indirect impact may be due to 

horizontal (intra-industry) or vertical (inter-industry) effect. The vertical impact may be further 

divided into backward linkages (upstream domestic suppliers) and forward linkages (downstream 

domestic customers). 

FDI inflow into developing economies in the world have risen dramatically since the beginning 

1990s and has become more important after the period of financial crisis 2008. UNCTAD Report 

2014 shows that developing economies presently attracts more than half of global inflows of 

FD!: it has amounted USD 682 billion out of USD 1228 billion in the world at the end of 2014. 

FD! to developing economies amom1ted to 55.5 p~'l'Cent of global inflows in 2014, of which Asia 

has accounted for about 68.5 percent (USD 465 billion) (UNCTAD, 2014).This increase may be 

due to mergers and acquisitions by foreign MNCs. 

FDI performance index of Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries has ranked amongst the 

first 40 countries in the world in 2012 (Table 2.4)1
. The results of these efforts are reflected in 

numbers. FD! in the six GCC countries grows from USD6.l billion in 2003 to USD62.6 billion 

in 2008, more than a tenfold increase. However, in recent years, the rate of FD I into the GCC has 

declined - from USD42.1 billion in 20IO to USD21.8 billion in 2014, a fall of almost 48.5 

'Table 2.4 is on page 57 
1 Table 2.4 is on page 5 7 
3 

Table 2.11 and Figure L 16 are on page 85 and page 88 r4spe.ctively. 
4 Figure 2.17 is on page 9 l. 

'Table 2.8 is on page 76. 
6 Figure 2, 16 is on page 88. 
7 

Fieure 2.15 is on oaf.!e 84. 



percent. The GCC's share of world FD[ has dropped to 1.6 percent, compared to a high of 4.2 

percent five years ago (Table 2.3)'. Some of the declines can be explained by the lower risk 

appetite of foreign corporations in the wake of the global financial crisis, and the drying up of 

credit. Yet, a pa1i of the decline may be explained by a shift in how Gulf governments think 

about foreign invesnneut (Al-Ammari, 2014) or it is may due to the impact of Arab spring 

revolutions on Gulf economies. 

Banks are highly correlated because of their interlinking through the payment system and their 

commonality in their function. Failure of a bank, therefore, does not only affect the bank's 

investor or owners, but also all other banks and other companies linked to that bank (Kumbirai & 

Webb, 2010). In the era of globalization, the failure of the large bank in any country do not only 

have a negative effect on the development and economic growth in the home of the country but 

can extend fast and wide across countries; this is why the financial crisis which has originated in 

the USA has spread across the globe with its adverse effect on the global economy (Ongore & 

Kusa, 2013). 

Around the world, many banks have failed during the financial crisis period and the profitability 

of the banking sector has reduced significantly. The financial crisis also lead to a major overhaul 

of the regulatory framework of banks and consequent stricter capital adequacy requirement 

(Maghyereh & Awartarri, 2014b). Agnello and Sousa (2012) stress that global financial crisis has 

shaken the banking system worldwide and has forced governments and central banks in the 

individual country to intervene and pay special attention to maintaining the stability of the 

financial system of the country concerned. 

'Table 2.4 is on page 57 
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The financial crisis raises concerns about the entry of foreign banks and the often claimed 

beneficial effects of such access on countries' economy. Following the collapse of Lehman 

Brothers bank in 2008 when global liquidity tightened on the global economy, banks have 

reduced their international exposure, particularly in the emerging and developing market 

countries. During financial crisis 2007-2008, international bank loans fell by 80 percent, from 

USD500 billion to USDIO0 billion (Dekle & Lee, 2015). This decrease has contributed to the 

decline the level of production in many economies after 2008, especially in the emerging market 

econon1ies. 

After a prolonged phase of deregulation, globalization, and innovation in financial instruments 

products and services, banking sector across many developed parts of tbe world is on the brink 

due to the global financial crisis. ln view of major changes in the operating environment and 

market developments across the globe in the recent years, Mokni and Rachdi (2014) and 

Rosentha (2011) argue that there is a need for a fresh evaluation of the financial performances of 

banks. 

Evaluation of financial perfon11ance enables the shareholders, regulators, and other stakeholders 

to assess their finn's perfonnance. It also indicates how efficiently the banks' management 

invests customers' deposits. uses shareholders' equity and other liabilities in their effort to 

generate the profits. Evaluation results also provide information to the management of banks to 

initiate an appropriate action plan to improve bank perfonnance (Lin, Liu, & Chu, 2005). 
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1.2 GCC Economy Overview 

The CJCC region is basically a custom union consisting of six members, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emiratis (UAE), fonr of them are oil-exporting countries 

and are amongst the decision-makers in Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 

(Srairi, 2011; Fernandez & Sahawneh, 2010; Hammoudeh & Choi, 2007; Islam, 2003). 

Furthermore, the GCC countries classify as the largest producer and exporter of petroleum, 

where a leading role in the world plays in general and OPEC in particular. GCC region has the 

largest oil reserve in the world (486.8 billion barrels), representing 35.7 percent of the world's 

total oil reserve. While the OPEC accounts for 70 percent of the world's total proved crude oil 

reserve, GCC region accounts for 52.1 percent of the OPEC total oil reserves and 49.1 percent of 

the OPEC total crude oil production. In addition, oil and gas in GCC countries represent about 

41 percent of its GDP, 63 percent of total government's revenue as well as 73 percent of total 

export earnings (Fernandez & Sahawneh, 2010; www.gulfbase.com). 

During the period of 2002-2008, the GCC economy has tripled in size. At the end of 2008, the 

nominal GDP in GCC economies grow at a rate of approximately 29 percent to USD 1077 billion 

compared to USD836 billion in 2007 with a growth rate of about 14 percent (Tompkins, 2013). 

The increase in global oil demand, privatization initiatives in GCC economies, political reform, 

and strength in the financial position of firms contributed to the economic performance of 

economies. In 2009, however, global financial crisis, which began in 2007 and consequent drop 

in global oil demand, adversely has affected the GCC economies; in 2007, the nominal GDP 

drops by 19.3 percent to reach USD868.5 billion. With the gradual ease in the crisis position, and 
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the nominal GDP increase by 17.6 percent and 9.5 percent respectively during 2010 and 2013 

respectively to reach USD 1118 billion ( Gulf annual reports, 2014 ). 

Non-oil production in GCC countries has increased since 2000; however, progress in the 

direction of production diversification has been simple. Non-oil GDP growth rate averaged 6.85 

percent during the period of 2000-2013 (IMF, 2014). Also, the share of non-oil output in real 

GDP ofGCC rises by 12 percentage points to 70 percent, this mainly dne to 1he UAE and Saudi 

Arabia (Callen, Cherif, Hasanov, Hegazy, & Khandelwal, 2014). However, Gruss (2014) and 

IMF (2014) indicate that high rates of non-oil GDP growtl1 are essentially driven by concurrent 

growth in oil prices. Moreover, the rising of oil price from the 2002-2013 enables the 

government to finance spending resulting in strong gro.,,'ih in consumption demand and low 

productivity in the non-tradable domestic sector. IMF's regression estimates 2014 suggest that 

there has been a modest progress towards real diversification of output. 

1.3 Banking Industry in GCC Countries 

Over the last few decades, the banking sector in the GCC economies has witnessed rapid 

changes. Liberalization and globalization of financial markets, financial innovation, rapid 

progress in information teclmology revolution, and changes of customer level of preferences 

have put pressure on the banking sector and adjusted by the development of banking technology 

{Al-Jarrah & Molyneux, 2007; Carvallo & Kasman, 2005). Due to these changes, most of the 

Arab countries have introduced a lot of financial refonn in their banking and financial sector 

which started from thel980s. limi (2004) Arab economic gro\\'ih depends on the banking sector, 
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which is the main source to cover financial needs and also the major financial intem1ediary to 

manage the investments and funds. 

All GCC economies, except Kuwait and Bahrain, have started with a low level of financial depth 

since 1980. GCC economies have recorded significant and accelerated growth in banking habits 

since then. Their attempt to nurture the growth of financial market resulted in substantial 

increase in financial depth (Islam, 2003; Srairi, 2011). The banking sector in GCC countries 

consisting of domestic as well as foreign banks has a greater role in speeding up the economic 

growll:l and development. 

According to Al-musalli and Ismail (2012} and Zeitun (2012) the GCC region has a significant 

financial sector with well-capitalized profitable banks. GCC banking sector also has a corporate 

governance regime ll:lat is more significant than other sectors in the GCC economies (Saidi & 

Kumar, 2008). Loghod (20 I 0) indicates that the banking sector in the GCC region is the second 

largest contributor to the GDP in the region after the oil sector, as well as one of the main of the 

non-oil GDP growth driver in these economies. 

The hanking sector in GCC countries has a commanding position in the financial sector (Al

Hassan, Khamis, & Oulidi, 20 I 0). Given the high dependency of the GCC economies on oil 

revenues, AI-Obaidan (2008) argues that banking sector is one of the diversification options 

available to them. In line with their commitments to the World Trade Organization (WTO), GCC 

economies have reduced the barriers to entry of foreign banks and have encouraged foreign and 

domestic banks to compete in their countries. 
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The economy of GCC countries shares a lot of commonalities. All GCC economies are oil 

exporters and follow fixed exchange rate mechanism which exposes them to the volatility of 

global oil price. The similarities in the drivers of these economies also reflect the vulnerabilities 

of their financial system to common shocks, GCC countries have one of the largest banking 

markets in the Arab and the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) eount1ies and the GCC 

banking sector represents the main source of firumcial intermediation; dominating 011 average 82 

percent of the total assets of the fmancial system in the region over the period 2000-2015 

(BankScope). Moreover, the banking stocks in the GCC region are also the most heavily traded 

stocks in the GCC stock markets (Abraham, 2013). 

Furthermore, over the last three decades, GCC banking sector has witnessed a significant 

structural change through applying nnmerous policies that encourage financial restructuring and 

financial liberalization as well as removal of barriers to investment in the financial sector in 

order to enhance the soundness of banks and make them more competitive. Moreover, GCC 

banks are subjected to wide-ranging reforms, like applying Basel II regarding capital adequacy, 

removal the controls of interest rate, and enhancing banking supervision and regulations 

(Maghyereh & Awartanj, 2014b). In addition, research in Asian banks is very important since 

they are the principal financing source for Asian private sector businesses (Lee & Hsieh, 2013), 

There is no previous literature on a comprehensive analysis of the financial performance of 

banks in GCC countries (Al-Hassan et al., 2010). An analysis of banking sector in GCC 

countries is necessary to identify the strengths and weakness as well as the gaps and understand 

how the fmancial systems in GCC countries can be affected by the changes in the GCC 
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economic conditions. A detailed analysis of the banking sector in GCC countries is presented in 

Chapter two. 

l.4 Problem Statement 

In recent years, several factors have contributed to the competition in the GCC banking sector 

which poses significant challenges to banks and have contributed to systemic instability in the 

banking sector in the GCC countries. Globalization, frequent changes in supervisory framework, 

the advent of technology in banking and financial services industry and liberalization of entry of 

foreign banks in home countries are some of the contributing factors (Saif-Alyousfi, Saha, & 

Md-Rus, 2017b; Ghosh, 2014; Maghyereh & Awartani, 2014a, 2014b; Rachdi, 2014; Abraham, 

2013; Arouri, Hossain, & Muttakin, 2011; Alsarhan, 2009; Turk-Ariss, 2009; Unite & Sullivan, 

2003). Thus, it is reasonable to suppose that all these changes must have had some effect on 

GCC banks' perfonnance. 

Given this backdrop, evaluation of the financial performance of commercial banks is extremely 

relevant and crucial not only for investors and depositors but also for the regulator and the policy 

planners in those countries. Galin and Delhaise (2012) indicate that adequate profitability of 

banks is very important in order to maintain bank solvency and to enable them to survive under 

an unstable economic environment. The relationship between economic growth and bank 

profitability is also well documented (Mokni & Rachdi, 2014). Flamini, McDonald, and 

Schumacher (2009) have argued that weak economic performance exposes banks to risk as low 

economic growth promotes the deterioration in the credit quality and increases the probability of 

loan default~. Banks in any country have a commanding role to ensure economic grov:th in 
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general and in the financial sector, in particular, since efficient channelization of savings to 

investment is an essential prerequisite to growth (Al-Hassan, Khamis, & Oulidi, 2010). Banking 

insolvencies and bankruptcy, in tum, have significant negative fall-out on the economic 

development in a country (Bolt, de Haan, Hoeberichts, van Oordt, & Swank, 2012; Levine, 1997; 

Levine & Zerves, 1998; Pasiouras & Kosmidou, 2007). Therefore, a clear knowledge and 

understanding of the fundamental factors which affect banks' profitability is crucial and 

necessary not only for the shareholders, managers, depositors and borrowers of the banks but for 

several interested parties like governments, regulators, bankers' associations, central banks, 

Ministry of Finance, and other regulatory authorities in any country. Clarity regarding these 

driver variables will enable various stakeholders in the banking sector to assess how they could 

affect the health of banks with the changes in the economic conditions (Sun & Chang, 2011 ). 

Furthermore, even when the solvency is high, lower profitability decreases the ability of banks to 

face adverse economic shocks that would ultin1ately affect the solvency of banks. Given an 

economic environment, profitability of banks reflects how well they are run. Profitability of 

banks reflects the efficiency and quality of banks' management. their competitive strategies, 

robustness in their risk management capabilities and also shareholders· behavior. High level of 

profitability apparently speaks good about the health of banks but it can also be the result of 

higher market concentration, less competition, and higher market power or higher economic 

growth. Low profitability, on the other hand, may lower the interest of investors iu bank stocks 

thereby lower the market access to raise capital which is vital in detennining the ability of banks 

in promoting economic growth through their lending activities. The GCC banks are apparently in 

the latter of the two states, as mentioned above. 
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The average NIM and retum on equity (ROE) of banks in GCC region for the 2000-2007 (pre

crisis), 2008-2009 (during the crisis) and 20 l0-20 I 5 (post-crisis) periods are 3.2 and 19.4 

percent, 3.1 and 12.8 percent, and 3.1 and 13.6 percent respectively, lower than those values in 

other Asian economies such as East Asia excluding GCC countries ( 4.8 and 22.5 percent, 4.6 and 

15.2 percent, and 3.9 and 17.8 percent respectively); South Asia region (4.1 and 25.0 percent, 4.8 

and 25.4 percent, and 4.6 and 23.4 percent respectively). The said ratios are also much lower 

than, for instance, the average NIM and ROE of Turkey (5.8 and 33.1 percent, 5.4 and 23.8 

percent, and 4.3 and 18.7 percent respectively}, developing countries in Latin America and 

Caribbean (6.5 and 23.2 percent, 5.8 and 21.6 percent, and 5.7 and 18.6 percent respectively}; as 

well as the average of the global banks (4.4 and 22.3 percent, 4.3 and 16.5 percent, and 3.8 and 

14.4 percent respectively) over the same periods (World Bank, 2016). Therefore, lower 

profitability of GCC banks compared to other regions raises the question abont knowing the 

factors that affect the profitability or the performance of banks in the GCC economies. 

Assessing the effect of foreign banks in the domestic markets in developing and emerging 

countries is an important issue for academic research as well as policy makers (Jeon, Olivero, & 

Wu .. 20! 1; Rajan & Gopalan, 2009; Yildirim & Philippatos, 2007). In spite of various literatures 

on foreign ownership and bank performance, the evidence is mixed and inconclusive. Moreover, 

most of these studies are carried out in a developed economy like l:.S.A and European countries. 

Thome (1993) argues that the presence of foreign banks in the local market has a positive effect 

on the domestic market due to the significant expertise, high skills, and the know-how. However, 

no studies have been done in the Middle-Eastem counllies in general or in GCC countries in 

particular despite the presence of 117 foreign banks compared to 113 domestic banks in GCC 
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countries, This study auempts to fill this gap in the literature by examining the perforrnance of 

both domestic and foreign banks in GCC countries. 

Several studies such as Chen and Liao (2011), Jeon et al, (2011), Lin (2011), and Tsai, Chang, 

and Hsiao (2011) find that foreign banks perforrn better than domestic banks around the globe. 

They argue that strong performance of foreign banks in home countries exerts a positive 

influence on the perfonnance of its subsidiaries abroad. In addition, the weakness in the 

competitive enviromnent in the domestic banking sector tends to increase the profitability of 

foreign banks, Similar conclusions have been made by Goldberg, Dages, and Kinney (2000), 

Crystal, Dages, and Goldberg (2002), and Peria and Mody (2004) for U,S.A and Latin America, 

Laeven (2005), Yokoi-Arai and Kawana (2007), and Rajan and Gopalan (2009) for Asia, Lin and 

Zhang (2009) and Xn (2011) for China, and Unite and Sullivan (2003) for Philippine. In contrast, 

Sturm and Williams (2004) fmd that domestic banks perform better than foreign banks, this is 

due to the fact that increased domestic market incumbency rednces the performance of foreign 

banks in the host market Rosengren and Kasirye (1999), Claessens et al. (2001), and Peek and 

Sathye (200 I) find that foreign banks snffer from "deprivation" compared to domestic banks in 

developed conntries. However, Mian (2003 ), Crystal et al. (2002), and V ennet (l 996) find no 

significant differences in performances between foreign and domestic banks. It is argued that the 

main cause for this finding is that the foreign banks have little knowledge about the home 

country when they make the investment (Deyonng & Nolle, I 996; Mahajan, Rangan, & 

Zardkoohi, 1996). The possible reason for these conflicting resnlts may lie in the fact that 

empirical analysis of foreign banks' performance has mainly focused on USA and European 
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Union banks operating abroad. Moreover, cross-country studies focusing on the Middle Eastern 

countries especially the GCC countries have not been reported in the literature. 

In general, the banking literature finds that bank perfonnance depends on bank-specific factors, 

macroeconomic factors and financial structure indicators (Khediri, Charfeddine, & Youssef, 

2015; Fu, Lin, & Molyneux, 2014a; Jara-Bertin, Jose, Moya, & Perales, 2014; Liang, Xu, & 

Jiraporn, 2013; Soedarmono, Machrouh, & Tarazi, 2013; Barry, Lepetit, & Tarazi, 20 I J; Chen & 

Liao, 2011). In tenns of bank-specific factors, Caprio, Lacven, and Levine (2007), Dietrich and 

Wanzenried (2011, 2014), and Roman and Tomuleasa {2012) argue that efficient cost 

management is a prerequisite to improving the profitability of banks in any country. On the other 

hand, an increase in expenses may be related to an increase in the size of banking activities and, 

therefore, it will increase the income (Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 2014).The cost to income ratio 

(COST) of GCC banks ranged between 38 to 90 percent with an average of 56 percent compared 

to the average of the said ratio in China (38.24 percent); MENA (excluding GCC countries) 

(45.91 percent); India (47.44 percent); East Asia and Pacific {excluding GCC countries) (47.77 

percent); South Asia (48.07 percent); Euro area (55.67 percent); and World (54.68 percent) 

during the period 2000-2015 (BankScope, 2016). Therefore, the higher the COST of banks in 

GCC region compared to other regions as well as the significant divergence in the value of this 

ratio raises the question about the efficiency differences of banks in the GCC region. 

The high percentage of non-interest revenue (NIR) in the revenue stream of the GCC banks also 

create an issue to be studied. NIR ranged between 35 to 81 percent of gross income of GCC 

banks with an average of 52 percent compared to 14.18 percent for Chinese banks; 27.91 percent 
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for banks in South Asia; 29.45 percent for banks in East Asia and Pacific (excluding GCC 

countries); 30.69 percent for Indian banks; 31.96 percent for banks in the MENA region 

(excluding GCC countries); 38.31 percent for Euro area; and 35.83 percent for the World over 

the period 2000-2015. The off-balance sheet activities to total assets (OBSs) ofGCC banks also 

ranged between 15 to 27 percent (average 20 percent) during tbe same period (BankScope, 

2015). Diversification in the sources of income depend on the bank's expertise and strategic 

objectives (Goddard, Molyneux, & Wilson, 2004b; Goddard, McKillop, & Wilson, 2008; 

Lepetit, Nys, Rous, & Tarazi, 2008: Mirzaei, Liu, & Moore, 2013; Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 2014). 

DeYoung and Rice (2004) and DeYoung and Roland (2001) provide three explanations: they 

argue that there is stiff competition in NIR generating activities which calls for high level of 

expertise in order to be successful in pursuing strategies to augment NIR. Moreover, fixed costs 

associated with fee-based activities and lack of regulation on NIR activities, require focused 

attention of the top management of banks. Casu and Girardone (2005) argue that non-traditional 

activities are increasingly important and failure to account for them will lead lo biased 

conclusions. 

As opportunity costs (OPC), which measured by total reserve to total assets, increase the cost of 

funds beyond the expected rate, banks gain NP.vf by compensating for these costs (Saunders & 

Schumacher, 2000). Chen and Liao (2011) and Naceur and Omran (2011) argue that a positive 

relationship ofOPC with bank performance reflects that banks make customers pay a price above 

the OPC of keeping reserves (measured in terms of liquid reserves to total assets). Osuagwu 

(2014) argues that a negative relationship indicates that as banks hold more reserves the level of 

profitability declines. In the case of GCC banks, the OPC has increased sharply from 1.5 percent 
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in 2000 to 8.8 percent in 2015 (around fivefold). Moreover, the NIM ofGCC banks fell from 2.5 

percent to 1.9 percent during this period (BankScope, 2015). Thus, there is a need to examine the 

impact of OPC on bank performance in GCC countries. 

The sharp increase in loans to total deposits or liquidity risk (LR) of the GCC banks also creates 

an issue to be studied. Banks in GCC countries seem to keep low levels of liquidity compared to 

international standards, which argue that LR ratio of banks should be less than JOO percent 

(discounting for capital requirements, banks may want this ratio to be in the range of 75 percent 

to 90 percent). LR ratio of banks in GCC countries are extremely high (See Table 2.11, 

Figure.2.16)', a benchmark set by the international standard to indicate excessive lending (QCB, 

2009). A lower LR ratio increases the liquidity of bank but it reduces the profitability of banks 

because liquid assets are usually related to lower rates of return (Akhtar, Ali, & Sadaqat, 2011; 

Chen & Liao, 2011 ). Fu, Lin, and Molyneux (2014b) and Molyneux and Thornton (1992) argue 

that the negative effect may due to resource immobilization, representing a significant cost to 

institutions. The high perceutage of LR ratio in GCC banks raises the question of the impact of 

LR on banks perfonnance in these countries. 

Commercial banks in GCC countries depends more on stable deposits as tl1eir major source of 

funds. An insignificant percentage of bond financing obscures the ability of banks in managing 

the maturity mismatches between assets and liabilities in their balance sheet (See Figure 2.16). 

Demand deposits to total deposits (DMDEP) of GCC banks ranged between 15 to 65 percent 

with the average 33 percent during the period 2000-2015 (See Table 2.11 ). Due to the higher the 

short term deposit, lower is the cost of deposit and consequently, higher is the bank profitability 

3 Table 2.11 and Figure 2.16 are on page 85 and page 88 respectively. 
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(Jara-Bertin et al,, 2014). Having a higher proportion of DMDEP increases the level of 

efficiency because banks can utilize this source of financial resources (core deposits) without 

incurring higher interest cost (Chen, 2009; Osuag,vu, 2014), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) 

argue that banks with larger deposit base can be more profitable because such funds are cheaper 

especially in the presence of deposit insurance, but can also be less profitable because deposits 

are costly in tenns of transaction cost (branching). In the litf;'!'ature, there is no conclusive 

evidence about the relationship between DMDEP and bank performance_ As DMDEP account 

for a major percentage of total deposits in GCC banks, there is a need to examine this 

relationship in GCC banks. 

Excessive risk-taking in financial markets may destroy the shareholder value (Fiordelisi & 

Molyneux, 20 I 0). Fiordelisi and ?vfolyneux (2010) stress that banks that involved in capital 

markets activity have a significantly negative link with profits. Fu et al. (2014b) report a 

significant positive relationship between market risk (MR) exposure and bank shareholder value 

(Tobin's Q). Leunga, Taylorb, and Evansa (2014) find that earnings contribute positively to MR 

during the non-crisis period, while the relationship reversed during the crisis period. This is 

possible since the losses from the mispriced risky investments have started to be realized, 

Furthermore, banks with more income arising from non-interest activities have significantly less 

MR during the crisis period, In the case of GCC countries, before the financial crisis, the 

investment securities as percentage of total assets of GCC banks increase sharply from 7.32 

percent in 1990 to 35 percent in 2007, during the financial crisis 2008 the said ratio decrease to 

24.62 percent, and after the financial crisis the said ratio goes up again to reach 25.40 percent in 

the end of 2015 (BankScope, 2015). Meaning that the GCC banks are strongly engaged in the 
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GCC stock market activities and hence it is pertinent to assess the extent to which MR has effect 

011 GCC bank performance. 

Non-perfonning Joan (NPLs) of the GCC banks also create another issue to be studied. GCC 

banks are found to be saddled with high NPLs compared to a group of selected emerging and 

developed countries as well as the average NPLs ratio of the global banks during the period of 

2005-2014, which may due to their risky strategies (Figure 2.17)4. Deficient risk management 

functions and poor asset quality feed into higher amounts of unpaid Joans which negatively 

impacts bank perfonnance (Miller & Noulas, 1997). Daly and Zhang (2014) argue that exposure 

to risky credit assets increases the exposure of banks to bad loans and hence lowers profit. Brock 

and Suarez (2000) argue that the negative relationship may be due to distortions caused by 

inadequate regulation that allows banks to report misstate loan losses. Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014), Jara-Bertin et al. (2014), Staikouras and Wood (2011), and Raza, Ansari, and Younis 

(2012) argue that competitive credit market condition, the successive cuts in interest rate, and the 

lower interest spread together with a higher loan-loss lead to lower profitability. In contrast, 

Maudos and Guevara (2004) find that banks facing higher credit risk might charge a higher risk 

premium on their loans, thereby increasing interest margins. Lee and Hsieh (2013), banks in 

Islamic countries anticipated for higher risk taking as large provision are used to meet the 

expected losses that might occur due t,J excessive risk taking. Furthermore, loan loss provision 

(LLPs) plays a vital role in detennining a bank's success and failure. If a bank fails to handle 

NPLs properly it will lead to a significant loss to the bank. There is a large variation in the LLPs 

of GCC banks. Some banks do not have much fluctuation however some do fluctuate widely 

4 Figure 2.17 is on page 91. 
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over time. The LLPs to total loans of GCC banks is about 8.27 percent in 2002, 2.16 percent in 

the 2006 and goes up to 4.18 percent atthe end of 2014 (BankScope, 2015). The high percentage 

of NP Ls and fluctuating level of LLPs raises the question of their impact on the perfonuance of 

GCCbanks. 

The role of capital adequacy requirement on financial banks performance is an issue to be 

studied. More stringent capital regulation with a corresponding increase in the capital is assumed 

to reduce the bank risk taking and increase the bank performance (Athanasoglou, Brissimis, & 

Delis, 2008; Barry et al., 2011). In coulrast, Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) argue that high 

level of capital adequacy ratio ( CAR) and cheap deposits, implies that some banks have not been 

able to exploit the opportunity to strengthen bottom-line through its lending activities because of 

low demand for credit during the fmancial crises. h1 the case of GCC banks, the minimum 

regulatory capital requirement (CAR) is between 8 to12 percent (GCC Authorities, 2015) but the 

said ratio ranged between 15 to 27 percent during the period 2000-2014 (See Table. 2.8)5. This 

raises a question as to whether the high CAR in GCC banks reflects their inability or reluctance 

to lend due to fear of adding to NPLs or it is due to the lack of demand for credit which is 

adversely affecting their fmancial performance of GCC banks. 

Abreu and Mendes (200 J) and Naceur and Omran (20 I I) stress that the positive effect of loans 

to total assets (LOAN) on bank performance may due to the ability of hanks to maintain a low 

level ofNPLs, thereby increasing margins and profits. Iannotta et al. (2007) argue that loans may 

be more profitable than other types of assets and hence has a positive relationship with bank 

perfonnance. As noted by Bedendo and Bruno (20 I 2) and Caprio et al. (2007), banks with 

5 Table 2.8 is on page 76, 
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higher loan growth (LNGRTH) will have higher NIM. Faster credit gro>wih in relation to market 

may result in decreased in credit quality and hence lowered the bank performance (Dietrich & 

Wanzenried, 2011 .. 2014; Garcia-Herrero, Gavila, & Santabarbara, 2009). GCC banks have huge 

exposnre to few customers and also to institutions having significant exposures in real estate and 

equity market which are prone to volatilities in the marketplace. In addition, between 50 to 70 

percent of domestic credit in GCC countries are to the household sector which is secured by 

salary, can lead to massive loan defaults especially during the economic recession (IMF, 2015; 

Figure 2.16}6. The high percentages of loans to the household sector of the GCC banks indicate 

higher concentration risk. Thus, the relationship between loan concentration to risky sectors and 

GCC banks performance needs to be studied. Furthermore, increase in the reliance of some 

banks of GCC countries on external financing during recent years has significantly increased 

banks' susceptibility to conditions of external credit (Figure 2.15; Figure.2, 16)' which also needs 

to be studied, 

Flamini et al. (2009) argue that bigger banks tend to operate in markets where there is Jess 

competition and have higher tendency to gain profits. Houston, Lin, Lin, and Ma (2010) argue 

that larger banks are likely to have a higher range of products and have more loan diversification 

than smaller banks, and as a result, they benefit from economies of scale. In contrast, Arouri, 

Hossain and Muttakin (2014) and Dietrich and Wanzenried (201 I) argue that the main reasons 

for a negative relationship between bank size (SIZE) and profitability are that bigger banks have 

relatively higher LLPs especially during the crisis and this may also be the consequence of some 

reputational problems that bigger banks faced during the crisis. In the case of70 countries, Chen 

6 Figure 2.16 is on page 88, 
7 Figure 2.15 is on page 34. 
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and Liao (2011) indicate that smaller banks tend to earn higher profits while bigger banks tend to 

earn lower profits. They argue that compared to smaller banks, bigger banks experience 

diseconomies of scale and scope. In view of inconclusive evidence about the relationship 

between the size and the bank perfonnance, it is necessary to examine the relationship between 

SIZE and GCC bank perfomiance. 

The impact of oil price fluctuations (OIL) on GCC bank perfonnance is an issue to be studied. 

Crude oil is the world's most actively traded commodity in both volume and value. Oil revenue is 

the main source of revenue for the oil exporting countries in general, and GCC countries in 

particular. Traditionally, this oil revenue has supported the economic growth of these countries. 

Given the strong correlation between non-oil growth and government spending, GCC banking 

systems have been affected by the decline in oil prices. The effects of lower oil prices on GCC 

economic activity has weakened asset quality and liquidity as in Figure 2.16, and profitability of 

their banking sectors (IMF, 20 I 5). During the financial crisis 2008-2009, the decline in oil price 

has resulted in declines in exports, revenues, fiscal balances, GDP growth, and real estate /equity 

prices in GCC countries which have put strains on both firm and bank balance sheets and credit 

growth to the private sector (IMF, 2012, Figure 2.16). These have significantly worsened the 

profitability of many corporations and banking sector in that region. Poghosyan and Hesse 

(2009) stress that oil prices can influence the bank perfonnance in various ways. Directly, it may 

affect bank profitability due to increased oil-related lending or due to excess liquidity in the 

banking sector. Indirectly, the decline in fiscal spending affects the performance of private sector 

which in tum adversely affects bank performance. Also, the higher the oil prices, the higher is 

the public and private investments in the region, the higher the domestic demand and the higher 
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the bank confidence, higher is the bank lending and lower is the NPL. Before the financial c1isis, 

higher oil prices enabled GCC countries to undertake i:n large investm~'llt programs to diversify 

the domestic economy and develop human capital. GCC hanks have reaped sizable profits and 

appeared financially stable with sound CAR and low NPLs (asset quality) (See Figure 2.16). 

This situation thus creates a question the extent of the relationship between OIL and GCC banks 

performance. 

ln tem1s of other macroeconomic variables, the results for the GDP growth, inflation (INF) and 

real interest rates (RIR) with bank perfom.ance have been mixed (Lee & Hsieh, 2013; 

Soedarmono et aL, 2013; Bolt et al., 2012; Chen & Liao, 2011; Houston et al., 2010; Flamini et 

al., 2009; Lensi:nk & Hermes, 2004; Unite & Sullivan, 2003; Claessens et al., 2001; Bemanke & 

Gertler, 1989). They argue that demand for lending increases during cyclical upswings. In 

contrast, when GDP growth slows down, and, in particular, during recessions, credit quality 

deteriorates, companies borrow at higher margins, and defaults increase, thus reducing bank 

profit. On the other hand, higher INF increases uncertainty and reduces demand for credit and 

hence reduees bank profits. They also argue that banks are usually able to adjust interest rates if 

INF (satisfactorily expectation) increases which may feed back into increase profits and 

revenues. ln the case of GCC countries, the link in the GCC countries may be somewhat 

different since the exchange rate peg to the U.S. dollar implies that I"'F is imported from abroad 

(given that monetary policy is geared towards maintaining the peg). This situation thus creates a 

question as to what is the extent of the relationship between GDP growih, INF, and RlR with 

GCC banks perfonnance. 
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The importance of FDI inflow in developing and emerging countries in general, and in GCC 

countries in particular also creates another issue to be studied. FDI inflow into GCC countries 

has increased by tenfold during 2003-2008, however, after the financial c1isis (2010-2014), FD! 

inflow into GCC economies fell by almost 48.21 percent (Table 2.3)'. FD! performance index of 

GCC economies has ranked amongst the first 40 counnies in the world in 2012 (Table 2.4)9
• 

Makino and Tsang (2011) argue that in making FD! decisions, the decision makers take into 

cognizance factors like historical ties that exist between two geographic regions. Sabi ( 1988) and 

Williams (1998a, 1998b) find that defensive expansion increases the profit of foreign banks. 

They argiie that banks follow their clients into the host market in order to retain (defend) their 

bank-client relationship. To the contrary, Ursacki and Vertinsky (1992) find that many foreign 

banks, excepting from USA and Japan, have opened branches in Korea despite negligible levels 

of FD! by their clients which has negatively effect on foreign banks performance in Korea. 

Kosmidou et al. (2007) find that most Greek bank subsidiaries are located in the neighboring 

countries, which have not benefited from higher growth opportnnities. The association of FD! 

inflow with both domestic and foreign bank performance as well as the importance of FD! 

inflow in GCC countries has not been studied before in the previous literature. Hence, there is a 

need to examine the impact ofFDI inflow on the performance of GCC banks. 

In tenns of financial structure indicators, researchers have found mixed resnlts between 

Herfindahl-Hirsclnnan index (HHI) of market concentration and bank performance (Jara-Bertin 

et al., 2014; Chen & Liao, 201 I; Dietrich & Wanzenried, 2011; Fu & Heffernan, 2009; Garcia

Herrero et al., 2009; Unite & Sullivan, 2003; Demirguc-Knnt & Huizinga, 1999; Hannan & 

'Table 2.3 is on page 55 
s Table 2.4 is on page 57 
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Berger, 1991 ). They argue that the better management and/or better technology lead to lower 

costs, higher profits, and bigger market share. They also suggest that in a financial system 

characterized by less banking competition, firms tend to have larger scales of operation, and this, 

in tum, leads to a higher degree of market concentration and profits. ln contrast, higher HHl are 

associated with low bank performance. Furthermore, the hypothesis of structur~onduct

performance (SCP) stresses that in a highly concentrated market there is less competition; banks 

collude to generate unusual returns. Concentration in the banking sector of GCC economies is 

very high compared to other Asian countries and some other developed economies (World Bank 

Data, 2015). During the post-financial crisis period 2010-2015, the average assets of the five 

larger GCC cormnercial banks (CR5) account for 92.75 percent (95.87 percent for Bahrain, 100 

percent for each Kuwait and Oman, 99.09 percent for Qatar, and 79.55 percent and 82.0 l percent 

for Saudi Arabia and UAE respectively), an increase of 2.48 percent compared to the crisis 

period 2007-2009. In comparison, the CR5 ratio is either comparatively low or very low in other 

Asian countries, like China (82.39 percent), India (39. 76 percent), Japan (58.03 percent), 

'vlalaysia (78.28 percent), Thailand (68.50 percent), and Indonesia (57.83 percent). Including 

other developed countries, such as USA (47.42 percent), UK (78.28 percent), and Turkey (67.13 

percent) over the same period. Hence, the high banking concentration in the GCC banking 

markets compared to other developing, emerging and developed markets is another issue that 

needs to be investigated regarding its impact on the banks' performance in the region. 

Similarly, findings on stock market capitalization as a percent of GDP (MARKE_ CAP) and bank 

performance are mixed (Demirguc-Kunt & Huizinga, 1999; Dietrich & Wanzenried, 2014; 

Pasiouras & Kosmidou, 2007). These researchers argue that at a lower level of financial 
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development, development of stock market leads to a better profitability of banks. As stock 

markets enlarge, improved infomrntion availability increases the potential number of bank 

customers by easing identification and monitoring of borrowers that increases bank activity and 

profitability. In contrast, other researchers argue that tougher competition results in lower 

profitability of banks. As the GCC countries arc Islamic countries, the linkage between the 

financial structure indicators and bank perfonnance may be different However, with the rapid 

development and corresponding integration with the intemati011al financial market, GCC 

countries are increasingly taking a more active interest in innovative fmancial instruments that 

can help them manage their savings or provide them with appropriate investment tools. Thus, it 

creates concern whether the relationship between financial structure indicators and bank 

perfonnance in developed countries are applicable to the GCC countries. 

Barry et al. (201 I) and Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) find that listed banks perfonn better than 

unlisted banks, This may be due to that such banks can raise additional equity capital at lower 

transaction costs, which enables them to generate faster growth in assets and, thus become larger. 

Farazi, Feyen, and Rocha (2011) argue that listed banks have performed better than non-listed 

banks, and this may be due to the stricter governance standards and disclosure requirements 

imposed on these banks. They also argue that listed banks tend to generate higher NJM, due to 

lower interest expenses and higher interest income relative to total assets. Agyei and Yeboah 

(2011) find that unlisted banks outperform listed banks, This may be due to the flexible control 

over banks (investors) and weak stock market regulations in Ghana to ensure that investors get 

their money's worth. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) argue that listed banks are facing increase 

pressure to be profitable by their shareholders, analysts and financial markets in general. Unlike 
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unlisted banks, listed banks are faced with potentially negative impact of reports and other 

requirements, which create significant additional costs, Therefore, the overall effect is 

indetenninate and remains to be answered empirically, Trinugroho, Agusman, and Tarazi (2014) 

find little evidence in NIM between listed and non-listed banks, There are relatively large 

number of unlisted banks compared to listed banks (69 domestic banks are listed and 41 

domestic banks are unlisted) in the GCC region. No previous study has compared the 

performance of listed and unlisted banks in GCC countries and hence there is a need to address 

the said issue. 

The inconclusive evidence on the effect of the financial crisis (CRISIS) on bank perfonnance 

also creates an issue to be studied. Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) argue that the positive effect 

of CRISIS on bank performance in low and medium income economies may due to the private 

support from their ultimate controlling shareholders, the govenunent support or from their 

related finns within the pyramid during the CRISIS. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) argue that 

in high-income countries, the CRISIS has severely weakened the banking industry resulting in 

lower profitability. In contrast, banks in low-income countries are better able to face the 

challenges created by the economic downturn compared to developed economies. In GCC 

countries, limited OBSs losses, reduced exposures in the derivatives market before the crisis, 

increase equity capital buffers and profits of GCC banking sector before CRISIS (Al-tamimi, 

2014; Callen, Cherif, Hasanov, Hegazy, & Khandelwa], 2014; Tompkins, 2013) have helped the 

GCC economies to withstand the effect of CRISIS, However, the CRISIS has revealed that the 

GCC banking sector has some vulnerability such as exposures to the equity prices and 

concentration and real estate sector, and increased reliance on external financing (Al-Hassan et 
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al., 2010; Ghosh, 2014) which have an effect on these economies. The Central Bank of Kuwait 

halted the trading in Gulf Bank share after it suffered huge losses in the foreign currency 

derivative contracts in 2008. Similarly, Qatar authorities have invested in the stocks of their 

banks to tide over the CRISIS. The UAE and Saudi Arabia injected liquidity into tl1eir banking 

sectors. In addition, to maintain the confidence level in the financial system, Kuwait and the 

UAE have moved to guarantee deposits. The Dubai's debt crisis (2009) and the default of the 

two larger business groups (Saad and Al Gosaibi) in Saudi Arabia may be due to the potential 

problems that arose in the banking sector ofGCC region (Maghyereh & Awartani, 2014b). Such 

developments create a question as to what extent the CRISIS has affected GCC banks' 

performance. 

Lag performance is included, following earlier literature, to capture the convergence effect, 

which is consistently positive, implying that banks experiencing higher performance in the 

previous year may face higher performance in the subsequent year. A value between zero and 

one implies persistence of profits and risk, but they will eventually return to their nonnal level. A 

value close to zero indicates an industry that is competitive, while a value close to one implies a 

less competitive structure. Given the dynamic nature of the study model with the included lagged 

dependent variable as regressor, least squares estimation methods produce inconsistent and 

biased estimates (Arellano & Bond, 1991; Arellano & Bover, 1995; Baltagi, 2008). Therefore, 

this study uses techniques for dynamic panel estimation that are able to deal with these 

inconsistencies of study estimates. Another challenge with the estimation of bank profitability 

and risk refer to the endogeneity problem. This study has good reasons to believe that at least 
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some of study explanatory variables (in addition to the lagged dependent variable) are 

endogenous. 

It is evident from the above that comprehensive evaluation of the perfonnances of banks, both 

foreign and domestic (including the listed and the unlisted banks) in the GCC economies has 

eluded the attention of researchers. Given the importance of the GCC economies in the arena of 

global financial markets, it is extremely important to carry out a comprehensive evaluation of 

banks in GCC economies which should include both domestic as well as foreign banks operating 

in these countries. Thus, the current study aims to analyse the performance of both domestic and 

foreign banks in GCC countries in general and also country by country analysis and contribute to 

fill-in a yawning gap in the literature, as mentioned above. 

1,5 Research Questions 

The study attempts to answer the following qnestions: 

I. What is the overall level of banks' performance in GCC countries? 

2. What are the differences in performance between GCC domestic and foreign banks? 

3. Is there any relationship between bank specific characteristic (lagged of bank 

performance (LPERFORM;1.,} cost to income ratio (COST}, non-interest revenues {NIR}, 

opportunity cost (OPC), liquidity risk (LR), demand deposit to total deposit ratio 

(DMDEP), market risk (MR), non-perfonning loans ratio (NP Ls), loan loss provision 

(LLPs), capital adequacy ratio (CAR), loan to total assets (LOAN), loan growth 

(LNGRTH}, bank size (SIZE), and off-balance sheet activities (OBSs)) and banks' 

performance? 
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4. Is there any relationship between macroeconomic factors (GDP growth rate, inflation rate 

(INF), real interest rate (RIR), FD! inflow, and oil price shocks (OIL)) and banks' 

perfonnance9 

5. Is there any relationship between financial structure indicators (Herfindahl-Hirschman 

index (HHI) of market concentration, stock market capitalization as a percent of GDP 

(MARKE_CAP), and credit to private sector as a percent of GDP (DCPS)) and banks' 

performance? 

6. Is the perfonnance oflisted banks better than unlisted banks in GCC countries? 

7. Did global financial crisis (CRISIS) affect GCC banks' performance? 

1.6 Research Objectives 

This study aims to analyze the financial performance of commercial banks, both foreign and 

domestic in the GCC countries. The specific objectives are the following: 

!. To identify the overall level of banks' performance in GCC countries. 

2. To investigate the difference between GCC domestic and foreign banks. 

3. To examine if some bank specific characteristics (LPERFORMu.J. COST, NIR, OPC, LR, 

DMDEP, MR, NPLs, LLPs, CAR, LOAN, LNGRTH, SIZE, and OBSs) have relationship 

with banks' performance. 

4, To examine whether macroeconomic factors (GDP, INF, RIR, FDI inflow, and OIL) have 

relationship with banks' performance. 

5. To examine whether f'"mancial structure indicators (HHl, MARKE_ CAP, and DCPS) have 

relationship with banks' performance. 
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6. To investigate whether there are differences in perfonnance of listed and unlisted banks 

in GCC countries. 

7. To detennine the impact of CRISIS on GCC banks' performance. 

1. 7 Significance of the Study 

Banks play a major role in the economic development of any country and hence ensuring 

financial stability has become one of the major mandates of the central banks in economies 

across the globe. Hence, analysis of the financial perfonnance of both domestic and foreign 

commercial banks and identification of factors that drives banks' perfonnance has been a subject 

of continuing interest to the researchers. Identification of these factors is crucial for the 

government, regulators, shareholders and other stakeholders and will continue to attract the 

attention in future academic research. As commercial banks in most countries dominate the 

financial system, identification of the sources of strengths and vulnerabilities, and understanding 

how the banking system can be affected with changing economic conditions becomes the 

concern of one and all. It is argued that entry of foreign banks enhances competition i11 domestic 

banking markets, improves the efficiency of domestic bank operations, provides financial 

services at lower costs, and promotes economic growth by boosting the efficiency of resource 

allocation. While others argoe that due to the high quality of foreign banks services, the domestic 

banks have become less competitive, inefficient, and unprofitable. The empirical evidence on 

this issue remains mixed as well as inconclusive. 

As of now, there is only few research stodies reported in the literatore on the determinants of 

banks' performance in GCC countries in general and in each GCC country in particular. It is, 
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therefore, important to study the parameters that influence the perfonnance of the financia I sector 

in general and the banking sector in particular in GCC region because of the dominant presence 

of this sector. The economy ofGCC countries is well connected to the global economy and holds 

a significant position at the global leveL Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the largest country in GCC 

region, is also an active member of the G20 and various global financial organizations, like 

Financial Stability Board, International Settlements, International Association of !11surance 

Supervisors, Basel Committee, and the Islamic Financial Services Board. 

In addition, the contribution of GCC countries to international trade is significant. Moreover, 

GCC attracts huge foreign investments and is also the largest exporter of oiL The assessment of 

the financial soundness of banks in GCC economies is gaining significance over time. Hence, the 

findings of this research can be considered as an importa11t contribution to literature which 

focuses on the health of banking sector in the developing economies especially GCC economies. 

This identification of drivers of financial performance of banks in the GCC economies will be 

useful to owners, investors, policymakers, government, community and other financial 

institutions as well as researchers. 

This study provides a comprehensive analysis of financial performance of both domestic as well 

as foreign banks in GCC countries. Being unique in this area, the findings of this study will be of 

sii,,'Ilificance to bank regulatory authorities, bank managers as well as financial analysts in GCC 

economy. 
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The results of this study will be helpful to financial analysts in order to identify the strengths and 

weaknesses and may provide a benchmark to prospective investors in GCC economies. Investors 

will also be able to assess the impact of various risks on the financial perfonnance of banks. 

Finally, this study will be useful to the future researehers interested in analysing bank 

performance. 

This thesis contributes to the previous literature in several ways: 

First, there is a lack of published research that compared the financial performance of both 

domestic and foreign banks in GCC countries in general and also country by country. Assessing 

the effect of the presence of foreign banks in the domestic markets in developing and emerging 

countries is an important issue for academic researchers as well as policy planners (Goldberg et 

al., 2000; Crystal et al., 2002; Peria & Mody, 2004; Galindo, Micco, Powell, & Bank, 2005; 

Laeven, 2005; Yildirim & Philippatos, 2007; Rajan & Gopalan, 2009; Jeon et al., 2011). Jeon et 

al. (2011) and Rajan and Gopalan (2009) also suggest that more research should be carried by 

using data from oth~-r countries. 

Second, the existing literature has paid extensive attention to the financial system in the USA and 

the European countries. Although, GCC region has become an important economic zone in the 

world economic order by virtne of its status as one of the largest in oil-exporting regions and has 

the largest presence of forei1,>n banks (127 foreign banks compared to 113 domestic banks in the 

region), assessment of the financial health has somehow skipped the attention of researchers 

across the globe. Therefore, this present study will be among the first comprehensive study on 
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the financial perfonnance of commercial banks in GCC countries in general and in each of GCC 

country in particular. In essence, it takes into account bank-specific characteiistics, 

macroeconomic factors, and financial strncture indicators in the analysis. 

Third, it is reported in the literature that there is a significant impact of CRISIS on bank 

performance in the high-income economies and it has mixed impact on the financial perfonnance 

of hanks in medium and low-income economies. However, as researcher knowledge, no specific 

study has been done on the impact of CRISIS on bank performance in GCC economies. 

Maghyereh and Awartaui (2014b) take the CRISIS as a dummy variable to examine the 

efficiency of only listed banks in GCC countries during the peiiod 2000-2009. As it has excluded 

foreign banks as well as other domestic banks in these ewnomies, it has lin1ited scope and hence 

relevance. The present study will be among the first of its kind that looks at the in1pact of 

CRISIS on bank performance in GCC countiies on a comprehensive basis. 

Fourth, as of now, all the previous studies have reported in the literature on the banks' 

perfonnance in GCC couutiies, have focused on listed banks in GCC stock exchanges (See, e.g. 

Abraham, 2013; Al-Hussain, 2009; Almazari, 2013; AI-Musali, 2013; Al-Musalli & Ismail, 

2012a, 2012b; Khediri et al., 2015; Maghyereh & Awartani, 2014b; Muharrami, 2009; Tai, 

2014). The present study will be among the first of its kind that makes a comparative evaluation 

of perfonnances of both listed as well as unlisted banks in GCC economies. 

Fifth, to the best knowledge of the researcher, the study provides new infonnation regarding 

drivers of perfonnance of both domestic and foreign bank performance, The study has 
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considered numbers of new key variables which have so far not been tested in earlier studies as 

drivers of bank pe1fon11ance (profitability, market-based perfonnance, and bank risk). For 

example, the relationship between MR with bank profitability as measured by ROE and NIM, 

and LNGRTH with ROE are not considered in the previous studies. Moreover, bank-specific 

factors like DMDEP and NPLs ratio, macroeconomic factor like RIR; and financial structure 

indicators like MARKE_ CAP and DCPS have not been used to assess bank performance with 

Tobin's Q as a proxy for market-based performance. Similarly, bank-specific characteristics like 

OPC, DMDEP, LNGRTH, and OBSs; and financial structure indicators: HHI and MARKE_ CAP 

have not been used to assess bank risk as measured by standard deviation ROA (SDROA) and 

standard deviation ROE (SDROE). In addition, there are no studies which have examined the 

impact of FD! inflow on both domestic and foreign banks perfom1ance either in terms of 

profitability, Tobin's Q or bank risk. Kosmidou et al. (2007) also recommend that more research 

should be done to investigate the influence of FD! on bank performance. 

Sixth, to the best of the knowledge of the researcher, there is no study which has evaluated the 

impact of fluctuations in oil price (OIL) on bank performance using parameters like profitability, 

Tobin's Q and bank risk in all oil exporting economies. Investigating the effects of oil price on 

GCC banks performance is interesting for several reasons. First, GCC economies are an oil

based economy and major suppliers of oil in the world, their markets are therefore susceptible to 

changes in oi! prices, and hence the relationship between OIL and income generating activities of 

banks cannot be ignored. Second, OIL affects corporate and consequently affect the domestic 

share prices in GCC economies. Third, they are overly sensitive to regional political events 

(Hammoudeh & Li, 2008), and finally, they are very promising areas for international portfolio 
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diversification (il.rouri & Rauh, 2012). So far, there is only one study that examines the 

association between OIL and bank perfonnance in the MENA area. Poghosyan and Hesse (2009) 

analyze the effect of OIL on the bank profitability using the only ROA in MENA countries for 

the period 2000-2011. The present study, thus, represents one of the first comprehensive studies 

of the impact of oil price risk on bank performance (profitability, Tobin's Q, and bank risk) in oil 

exporting cow1tries. 

Seventh, past researchers evaluate the performance of commercial banks using profitability 

(ROA and ROE) and other bank-specific characteristics. On the other hand, present study will be 

more comprehensive in evaluating the performance of commercial banks using six dependent 

variables which are three for profitability: ROA, ROE, and NIM; two for risk: SOROA, and 

SDROE; and one for market-based performance- Tobin's Q, with thirteen bank-specific 

characteristics, five macroeconomic factors, three financial structure indicators as well as three 

dummy as independent variables. Using six dependent variables will give more comprehensive 

results relating to the performance of banks in GCC countries and find out the proxy for 

perfonnance that is suitable for these banks. 

Eighth, this study also incorporates a range of robustness tests using various model 

specifications. To the best of the knowledge of the researcher, this study is the first study that 

provides robustness test of the results regarding the impact of competition on bank profitability, 

market-based perfonnance as well as bank risk-taking behavior thrnugh replacing HHI by both 

stmctural (CR5) and non-structural approaches (Lerner index and Boone indicator) as indicators 

of competition. The use of the Lerner index and Boone indicator provide the competitive 
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conditions of different ownership types of GCC banks. The study uses a new method proposed 

by Boone (2008) which is based on the idea that competition crashes the performance of 

ineffective banks and improves the 'performance of efficient banks. Until now, only Schaeck and 

Cihak (2014) and Kasman and Kasrnan (2015) have used Boone indicator to investigate the 

relationship between competition and bank stability. 

Ninth, this study is one of the earliest studies to consider the impact of Arab Spring on the 

performance of banks in Arab economies. Until now, only Ghosh (2016) and Bitar, Saad, and 

Benlemlih (2016) have addressed the impact of the Arab Spring on the banking sector. They 

investigate the effect of Arab Spring on ROA, cost efficiency, capital and credit risk of banks in 

.\1ENA countries. Present study examines the impact of the Arab Spring on bank profitability 

(ROA, ROE, and NIM), Tobin's Q, as well as bank risk-taking behavior (SDROA and SDROE) 

in the GCC countries. 

Finally, unlike most of the reported studies in the literature which makes use of linear panel 

framework, present study adopts dynamic panel methods (two-step system GM.\1 estimator) to 

control for the persistence of profitability and risk and endogeneity problem in the model. 

1.8 Scope of the Study 

There are 230 domestic and foreign banks operating in GCC countries: 94 banks in Bahrain, 23 

banks in Kuwait, 21 banks in Oman, 18 banks in Qatar, 23 banks in Saudi Arabia, and 51 banks 

in UAE. All these banks are included in the sample except for banks with missing data. This 

study covers 113 domestic banks and 11 7 foreign banks in GCC countries for the period from 
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2000 to 2015. This study uses Bankscope Database of Bureau van Dijk's company from 

Universiti Teknologi MARA (UITM) Perlis/Malaysia 10 collect the data of listed banks in GCC 

stock markets. The data for unlisted and foreign banks are collected from their respective annual 

reports for the period 2000-2015. Annual Economic Reports, lntemational \1onetary Fnnds 

(IMF) Reports, UNCTAD Reports and West Texas lntennediate (WT!) for each country in GCC 

are nsed to collect the data on macroeconomic factors and financial structure indicators for the 

same period. 

In this study, the analysis is carried out in five main stages. In the first stage, the independent 

variables (bank-specific, macroeconomic, and financial market indicators) are regressed withont 

dnmmy variables of the listed banks, foreign banks, CRISIS as well as a country dummy. In the 

next stages, the independent variables are regressed with the LISTED_ Dummy in the second 

stage, FOREIGN_Dununy in the third stage, CRISIS as a dummy variable in the fourth stage, 

and a country dummy in the fifth stage, respectively. In order to get more robust findings and to 

avoid the noise on the main variables of interest that may distort the fmdings, the analysis 

involving dummy variables are estimated separately. 

1.9 Organization of the Thesis Chapters 

This thesis has six chapters organized as follows: chapter one is the introduction, which explains 

the background of this study, GCC economic overview, the banking industry in GCC Countries, 

problem statement, research questions, objectives of the study, significance of the research and 

scope of the study. In chapter two an analysis of the GCC economies and banking sector is 

discussed. Chapter three presents the empirical insight of financial performance of commercial 
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banks. Chapter four explains the methodology, sample data and the research framework of the 

study, Chapter five discusses the empirical analysis and the findings and Chapter six summarize 

the findings and provide recommendations and suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

A:'.'iALYSIS OF THE GCC ECONOMIES AND BANKING SECTOR 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides an analysis of the economies and banking sector in the GCC countries. 

Section 2.2 shows an analysis of the main indicators of the GCC economies. Section 2.3 

illustrates the GCC fiuancial systems before aud after the finaucial crisis. Section 2.4 presents an 

analysis of the main characteristics of banking sector in the GCC countries, covering the 

stmcture of the GCC banking sector; profile in the growth of credit commercial banks; the 

balance sheet of the GCC banking sector- stylized facts; financial soundness indicators of GCC 

countries over the period of the study (2000-2014); and the key weakness in the GCC banking 

sector. Section 2.5 is the chapter summary. 

2.2 An Analysis of GCC Economies 

The GCC is established in 1981 in order to integrate the in the GCC countries (Al-Muharrami, 

2005; Ariss, Rezvanian & Mehdian, 2007). The GCC region consists of six Arab countries, 

namely, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and Bahrain. These regions share cultural 

and historical links and are looking foiward to developing their economy through an economic 

block between the countries (World Bank, 2010). Over the past decade, GCC economies have 

evolved significantly by implementing several policies to improve economic diversification, to 

develop infrastructure, improve the work environment and increase the size of financing for all 

fim1s, in general, and for the small and medium enterprises (SMEs} in particular (Callen et al., 

2014). 
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GCC Capital Spending and Oil P1ice, 1990-2013 (Billions USD) 
Source: IMF, 2014 
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Being the largest producer and exporter of petroleum (AI-Muharrami, 2005), GCC countries are 

one of the key regions in the world. In recent years, GCC countries have shared 35.7 percent of 

the world's total oil production compared to J 8 percent at the end of 1999. The revenues of oil 

sector dominate the government spending and fiscal revenue and hence the major driver of GCC 

economies. In 2013, the oil revenue constitutes 80 percent of the total revenues of GCC 

governments (Rashid et al., 2014). Figures 2,1 and 2,2 show that the government spending has 
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significant correlations with oil sector developments in GCC countries; the average relationship 

among oil prices and government spending is 0.33 during the period 1995- 2007. However, the 

average correlation between the oil sector and the wages of the public sector is approximately 

0.40 during the same period (Rashid et al., 2014). 

2.2.l Trends of Economic Growth 

2.2.1.1 Trends of Economic Growth in GCC Countries 

The GDP is widely used to measure the performance of economic development of any country in 

the world. The financial crisis has interrupted a decade of high but volatile growth of GCC 

countries. Before the financial crisis of 2008, the economies of GCC countries grow at an annual 

average rate of 14.9 percent (Table 2.1; Figure 2.3). Among the GCC countries, Qatar has 

witnessed the highest growth rate at 27.1 percent during the period of 2000-2007; followed by 

Kuwait at 18.9 percent; the UAE at 15.6 percent; Bahrain at 14.3 percent; Oman at 13.6 percent; 

and finally Saudi Arabia which grow by 12.4 percent during the same period. TI1ese increases are 

due to the rising energy prices, increased government spending as well as the revenues from 

hydrocarbon (ICAEW, 2014a; Kanuner & Dorsey, 2011; Kem, 2012). 

The impact of the CRISIS on the GCC economies reaches its peak 2009. In 2009, the GDP of the 

GCC economies go down by 19 percent: Kuwait's economy has experienced the highest decline 

rate at 28.l percent in 2009: followed by Oman·s economy at 20.6 percent; the UAE at 19.2 

percent; Saudi Arabia at 17.4 percent; and Qatar at 15.2 percent. Bahrain's economy has 

witnessed the lowest decline of 10.8 percent during the said year (Table 2.1; Figure 2.3). 
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Between 2010 and 2015, the economies of GCC countries have experienced an average growth 

rate of 10.9 percent. Qatar's economy has witnessed the highest average growth of 15.6 percent; 

while Saudi Arabia records the second highest average growth of 11.2 percent. They are 

followed by Kuwait's economy, which held the third rank with average growth rate of 10.5 

percent; followed by Oman, the UAE_, and Bahrain with annual average growth rates of 9.9 

percent, 9.3 percent, and 7.1 percent, respectively (Table 2.1; Figure 2.3). 

As per the IMF forecasts that the performance of GCC economies will continue to develop 

during the next four years, i.e., 2016-2019, with an average GDP growth rate of 4.7 percent; it 

expects that Qatar's economy will grow by 7.2 percent and the UAE will grow by 5.1 percent. 

Saudi Arabia will have the third highest growth at 4.2 percent, followed by Oman, Kuwait, and 

Bahrain economies with growth rates of 3.9 percent, 3.5 percent, and 3.4 percent respectively 

(Table 2.1; Fib,ure 2.3 }. 

Trends of GDP Growth in GCC countries 2000-2019 

60.0 ~--------------------------------

Years 

-...Bahrain -ti-Kuwait -.-Oman --Qatar --lli-Saudi Arabia ...... UAE --+-GCC 

Figure 2.3: 
Trends of GDP Growth in GCC CowHries during the Period of 1000-20/9 
Source: IMF reoorts 2014. 2015 and various versions {estimates start after 2014) 
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Table 2.1 
GDP Growth Rate Countries and other Regions 2000-2019(USD. Billion) 

Euro· 
area 

25.2 25.2 43.3 16.6 25.4 :'+ · 21.3 3.l 8.1 11.0 6.5 -8.9 
2001 1.4 -7.5 -0.3 -1.3 -2.8 -0.6 :·• -2.4 -0.6 5.5 LO 3.3 1.2 
2002 4.4 9.3 3.3 10.4 2.9 6.3 4.9 3.9 9.4 0.7 3.3 9.1 
2003 15.4 25.5 7.5 21.5 13.6 13.2 14.8 12.3 14.0 13.5 4.8 23.3 
2004 18.7 24.2 14.5 34.8 16.8 18.9 19.1 12.6 16.0 21.5 6.6 14.5 
2005 21.4 35.9 25.3 40.3 26.9 22.2 27.2 8.2 15.4 22.6 6.7 3.8 
2006 15.9 25.7 19 I 36.7 14.7 22.9 19.9 8.2 18.7 18.7 5.8 6.0 
2007 17.4 12.9 13.8 30.9 10.4 16.2 14.1 12.7 26.8 18.2 4.5 15. I 
2008 18.3 28.5 45.0 44.6 25.0 22.3 27.1 9.6 20.6 25.0 1.7 9.9 
2009 -10.8 -28. l -20.6 -15.2 • l 7.4 -19.2 -19.0 -5.2 8.4 -I 0.8 -2.1 -8.7 
2010 12.1 13.2 21.9 27.9 22.8 12.8 19.3 9.2 20.8 17. l 3.7 -2.1 
2011 13.0 34.0 19.0 37.0 27. l 21.3 26.7 10.7 19.5 17.8 3.8 7.8 
2012 4.5 14.9 11.9 12.2 9.6 l 0.1 10.6 1.7 9.0 4.0 4.6 -7.0 
2013 6.1 0.4 2.9 5.3 1.5 3.2 2.4 2.6 8.5 1.4 3.4 4.3 
2014 4.0 0.0 2.1 5.5 3.7 4.1 3.5 3.8 7.8 4.6 4.3 5.5 
2015 2.7 0.6 1.4 5.3 2.4 4.3 3.0 5.5 8.9 5.3 4.8 4.7 
2016 3.0 1.3 2.8 6.1 3.2 3 3 3.4 5.6 8.7 5.6 5.0 
2017 3.7 3.5 3.8 7.3 4.1 4.5 4.6 5.8 8.7 6.0 5.0 4.7 
2018 4.1 4.3 4.2 7.5 4.6 5.7 5.2 5.7 8.5 6.5 4.6 4.6 

2019 29 4.8 4.6 7.8 4.9 6.5 5.6 5.3 7.0 6.9 4.3 4.6 -·-·-•-· - ·---.. ,~~----~ 

9.8 4.2 4.8 

Source : IMF reports 2014, 2015 and various versions ( estimates start after 
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2.2.1.2 Trends of Economic Growth in GCC Countries Vis-a-Vis other Economies 

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4 show the perfonnance of GCC economies compared to economies in 

other regions, A close look at Table 2.1 indicates that between 2000 and 2007, GCC economies 

p~'rfom1ed better than other economies, such as the USA and the Euro Area, GDP of GCC 

economies grow by 14,9 percent which is more than double compared to lISA economy with a 

growth rate of 5, 18 percent, and Euro Area grows by 8.0 I percent during the said period. 

Furthermore, during the same period, the GDP growth of GCC economies is highest amongst the 

Asian economies, in general, and in the MENA in particular, where the GDP grows by 14.2 

percmt and 13.4 percent respectively. During the period of financial crisis of 2008-2009, the 

GDP gro"1:h of the world fell by 5,5 percent; the GDP of the USA shrunk by 2.1 percent; the 

Euro Area by 8.7 percent; while that of the GCC economies by 19 percent over the same period 

(Table 2.1 & Figure 2.4). After the financial crisis, GDP of the GCC economies gains its growth 

momentum and grow by average of l0,9 percent during 20!0 to 2015 compared to the average 

growth rate of 2.2 percent in the Euro Area, and the average of GDP of USA grows by 4.1 

percent during the same period (Table 2,1; Figure2.4). 

IMF expects that the GCC economy will on an average grow by 4.7 percent between 2016 and 

2019, which will be equal the GDP growth of the USA and more than the GDP growth rate of 

Euro Area 45 percent IMF also expects that the GDP of the world will grow by 5.6 percent and 

the Asia economies by 8,2 percent during the same period, which is almost double the GDP 

growth of GCC countries. IMF expects that the GDP of !be J\,fENA region will grow by an 

average of 6.3 percent (Table 2.1; Figure 2.4), Hence it may be concluded that in tenns of 
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economic outlook of IMF, GCC economies are projected to grow even faster than some of the 

advanced economies of the world during 20 I 6 to 2020. 
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Figure 2.4: 
Trends ofGCC GDP Growth Compared with Others Regions during the Period of2000-2019 
Source: ]MF reports 2014, 20]5 and various versions {estjmates start after 2014) 

2.2.2 Trends oflnflation Rate 

2.2.2.1 Trends of Inflation Rate in GCC Countries 

Over the last decade, inflation rates (INF) in GCC countries underwent several changes: starting 

at zero level at the beginning of 1990 (https:i/malgendy.wordpress.com) it 1ises to 0. 8 percent in 

1999 (Table 2.2), which may due to the rising global demand for oil. Due to the discreet 

management of the monetary and fiscal policies and the sufficient availability of services and 

goods in the region, GCC countries have recorded very low INF during the pre-crisis period of 

2000-2007, especially until the beginning of 2004. Between 2000-2007, the average INF in GCC 

countries is 2.8 percent. At the level of each GCC country, Qatar has witnessed the highest 
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average level of l~F of 5.9 percent, whereas UAE has experienced the second-highest average 

INF level at 5.2 percent. Kuwait, Oman, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia have recorded average INF of 

2.3 percent, 1.2 percent, 1.2 percent and 0.8 percent, respectively during the same period (Table 

2.2; Figure 2.5). 

In 2008, GCC countries have witnessed a sharp rise in the INF: Qatar sees the highest INF level 

at 15.2 percent while the lowest level of INF is at Bahrnin at 3.5 percent. Furthermore, Oman has 

experienced the second-highest level of INF at 12.6 percent, followed by the UAE at 12.3 

percent, Kuwait at 6.3 percent; and Saudi Arabia 6.1 percent (Table 2.2; Figure 2.5}. In general, 

the main reason for this higher INF is a rise in global oil demand and its corresponding effect on 

the oil price. Depreciation of the US Dollar against world's major currencies, imported INF, high 

spending, declining interest rates, shortage of housing, ample liquidity, demand/supply 

imbalances for services and commodities, especially construction material, food, beverage;; and 

others have been identified as major drivers for this sharp rise in INF in GCC economies 

(Bahrain, 2009; Kammer & Dorsey, 20 I I; Kem, 2012; Prasad, Kumah, Williams, & Espinoza, 

2010). 

After the outbreak of the CRISIS, average INF in the GCC region declines sharply and reaches 

the level of2.0l percent at the end of 2009. This may due to prudent and timely policies ofGCC 

governments in view of declining the world demand of energy and CRISIS (Kem, 2012}. Over 

the last six years (2010-201.5}, the average INF in the Gulf region is 2.6 percent; Kuwait has 

witnessed the highe;;t average level of INF at 3.8 percent while the UAE has experienced the 

lowest average INF level of 1.4 percent during tile same period. Qatar, Bahrain, Oman and Saudi 
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Arabia have recorded average INF of 1.9 percent, 2.1 percent, 2.9 percent and 3.4 percent, 

respectively over the same period (Table 2.2; Figure 2.5). 

The IMF expects that during the next four years (2016-2019), the average level of INF in GCC 

economies will be 3.4 percent. Kuwait's economy is expected to witness the highest INF level 

averaging 4.0 I percent, followed by economies of Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia which are 

forecasted to witness an average INF of 35 percent during the same period. The CAE economy 

will witness the third highest average INF level at 3.3 percent, and Bahrain's economy is 

forecasted to see the lowest average INF level during the coming years (Table 2.2; Figure 2.5). 

Trends oflnflation Rates in GCC countries 2000-2019 
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Figure 2.5: 

Trends of lr1flation Rates in GCC Countries during the Period of 2000-2019 
Source: IMF reports 2014. 2015 and various versions (estimates start after 2014) 
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Table 2.2 
Average Consumer Prices ofGCC Countries and other Regions 2000-2019(USD. Billion) 

fA"' \ ~" •. f,.;,;,.c;_c,,, ,~1;-«,,,,.,.;.;;4 .... i'.J, ... 'f,ll<-.~,.>,;, 

' -, ,,. ,,., ' ,,,,,; 'i:r ' "'' . !f(:~.l,[fi;)t~'l~}~';;'t"~' ; ·,;•~:~'thfiGo~!ies .. 

· Bahrilll\ 'Kti~.11.it ·'6AfJ1t'~i?Jf'.,i:~i:;ti UAli ::,. ;• · • .. occ ';"world · Asia MENA Year 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 

2003 
2004 
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2.2.2.2 Trends of Inflation Rate in GCC Countries Vis-a-Vis Other Economies 

Table 2.2 and Figure 2.6 also show the comparative trends of the INF for GCC countries and 

other regions during the period 1999-2019, For the period 2000-2007, the average INF as 

measured by consumer prices, for the global economies is 3.9 percent. USA has an average INF 

of 2.8 percent which is equal to the average INF for GCC countries as a whole during the same 

period, The Euro Area has witnessed lower average INF level than GCC countries (Table 2.2; 

Figure 2,6). 

Dming the 2008 CRISIS, the average INF level for the world is 6.0 l percent Asian countries 

have recorded an average level of an INF of 7.4 percent while the MENA region has witnessed 

the highest average INF of 12.3 percent during the CRISIS, The USA and Euro Area have 

experienced an average level of INF of 3,8 percent and 3.3 percent, respectively, compared to the 

average INF of 9.3 percent in the Gulfregion. Between 2010 and 2015, the average INF for the 

world declines to 3.8 percent; Asian countries to 5.01 percent; and the MENA region to 8.9 

percent. The average INF of the Euro Area and the USA are 1. 7 percent and 1.9 percent 

respectively, compared to the average INF level ofGCC countries of2.6 percent during the same 

period (Table2.2; Figure 2.6). 

IMF forecasted that the average INF level will be 3 .5 percent between 2016 and 2019 in the 

world economies, 4.01 percent in Asian countries and 7.7 percent in the MENA region. The 

average level of INF in developed countries such as in the USA and Euro Area will be 2,01 

percent and J ,5 percent respectively compared to the average level of INF rate in GCC 

economies of 3.4 percent during the same period (Table 2.2; Figure 2.6), 
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2.2.3 Trends of FDI in GCC Countries 

In general, FD! has consisted of capital flow, expertise as well as technology in a host country. 

Officially, it is defined as "an investment make to achieve fixed benefits in enterprises operating 

outside of the country of the investor" (IMF, 1993 ). In the era of globalization, liberalization and 

privatization, FD! constitutes a significant component of international capital flows. Its linkage 

with the economic growth process of any country is well recognized in the literatute as also by 

international organizations like the World Bank, IMF. FD! is considered as one of the important 

factors in a country's effort to limit dependence on natural resources as well diversifying 

economic activities in the long tem1. 

Recognizing the importance of FOi, the governments of GCC countries are working towards 

developing sustainable knowledge-based economies away from oil and gas sectors by raising 

investment rates especially for private sectors, strengthening skills and domestic technological 
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capacities, encouraging the competitiveness of exports in global markets and attracting foreign 

investments. It is hoped that openness to foreign capital and FDI will result in attracting new 

technology and raise efficiency with which the side technologies are used. This will also upgrade 

the techniques and management skills and increase marketing capabilities of domestic finns. FDT 

is therefore treated as one of the pillars for the stmctural transformation of the GCC economies 

(Mina, 2014). 

Table 2.3 presents the FDI inflow into GCC economies during the period of 2000 to 2014, which 

shows that inflow of FDI is significant in most of the Gulf countries. As a percentage of GDP, 

average FDI inflow in GCC economies is more than FD! inflow in the U.S.A, developed 

economies as well as world average in five of the six GCC economies (Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, 

Saudi Arabia and UAE). In the case of Bahrain, the FDI inflow grows at an average annual 

growth rate of 4.6 percent over the past decade reaching USD 1.01 billion or nearly 3 percent of 

GDP in 2014. Meanwhile, inward of FD! stock grow by an average 58.7 percent of total GDP 

growth which amounts around USD 19 billion or about 55.4 percent of GDP at the end of the 

same year. FDI inward stock in Saudi Arabia has witnessed the highest level, which grows by a 

19,l percent of GDP during the period of 2000-2014 reaching USD 215.9 billion or 28.7 percent 

of GDP at the end of2014 (Table 2.3). 

UAE has witnessed the highest level of FDI inflow at USD 10.1 billion at the end of 2014 

compared to the rest GCC countries. At the same time, FDI stock grows from USD 1.J billion (l 

percent of GDP) in 2000 to USD 115,6 billion (28,8 percent of GDP) in 2014, the second highest 

GCC country after Saudi Arabia. Followed by UAE, FD! in Qatar and Oman grow from USD 

l.9 and 2.6 billion (10,8 and 13.6 percent of GDP) in 2000 to USD 31.0 and 19.7 billion or 
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almost 14.8 and 25.3 percent of GDP percent, respectively in 2014. Kuwait has experieuced the 

lowest level of FOi inflow and FOi stock during the period of 2000-2014 at an average 0.6 and 

4.8 percent of GDP and reached USO 0.5 and 15.4 billion, respectively at tl1e end of 2014 (Table 

2.3). Most of FD! inward stocks in GCC countries are concentrated in finance, real estate, 

construction, and M&A in finance, communications, transportation and utilities (Mina, 2014 ). 

Before the CRISIS period, FD! inflows to the Saudi Arabia grow from USD 0.5 billion (0.1 

pereent of GDP) in 2000 to USD 24.3 billion (5.8 percent of GDP) in 2007. Inflows of FD! to the 

UAE rise from USD 1.2 billion (I. I percent of GDP) in 200 I to USD 14.2 billion (5.5 percent of 

GDP) in 2007. Followed by Qatar, Oman, and Bahrain, where FD! inflows grow from USD 0.3, 

0.1, and 0.4 billion (1.4, 0.4 and 4.0 percent of GDP) in 2000 to USD 4.7, 3.3, and 0.9 billion in 

2007 (5.9, 8.0 and 8.1 percent of GDP), respectively in 2007. Following the 2008 CRISIS period, 

Inflows of FD! to the UAE has dropped significantly to USO 4.0 billion (1.6 percent of GDP) in 

2009, followed by Oman to USO 1.5 billion and Bahrain to USO 0.3 billion in the same year. 

However, Saudi Arabia and Qatar rise to USD 36 and 8. I billion (8.5 and 8.3 percent of GDP), 

respectively in 2009, Flows of FD! to UAE rises gradually after the CRISIS (20I0-2014), 

however still remained well below the level of 2007 at USD I 0.1 billion (2.6 percent of GDP) at 

the end of2014 (Table 2.3). 

At the aggregate level, Global FD! inflow reaches USD 1228,3 billion in 2014 (2.4 percent of 

GDP), increasing at an average annual growth rate of 2.4 percent of GDP since 2000. 

Furthermore, there are large increases in the share of developing economies in the inflows of 

FD!. Inflows ofFDI to developing economies grow by 3.1 percent of GDP reaching USD 681.4 
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billion in 2014 while the share of developed economies rises at an annual average growth rate of 

2.01 percent of GDP. FD! inflows in Asian countries have witnessed a significant rise during the 

same period (average growth of 2.8 percent). There is a significant rise in the FD! inflow in the 

UK which grows at an average growth rate of 3.6 percent of GDP. However, in the USA, it 

grows at the rate of 1.3 percent of GDP (Table 2.3). 

Most important factors that explain this increase in inflows of FD! into developing economies in 

general and GCC countries, in particular, are strong competitiveness in several industries, the 

rise in the prices of several commodities, reduction of taxes on FD!, rich natural resources, 

encourag<e'lllent of foreign investment (UNCTAD, 2014). UNCTAD also argues that FD! inflow 

to developing countries will increase in the future because of the favorable expected economic 

growth, profit opportunities, opportunities arising out of cmporate restructuring and the appetite 

of the source country to explore new markets. 

Table 2.4 shows the perfonnance index of inward FDI of UNCTAD in 2012. It can be seen from 

the table that the FD! perfonnance index of GCC countries is higher than many others in the list: 

Qatar is ranked second; UAE is ranked fifth in the said table followed by Bahrain which is 

ranked twenty-third, Saudi Arabia twenty-ninth, Kuwait thirty-seventh and Oman thirty-ninth. 

This clearly reflects that GCC countries are considered as of the most preferred destinations for 

foreign investments. 
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Table 2.3 
. FD/ in GCC Economies and Other Regions during_ the Period of 2000-2014 . 

. co~~ilf lii~~i~~:;;;,~~11ij~;; ~~~t~,:(~~~~,~~b,~i~~~~~:~;~~~~,~~~~l~'.~-~~Ir~~~~i:i:1 ~~ili(~;~h2· ·• ···2011 2014 Average 

FDI Inflows {USD Billion) 
Bahrain 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.9 1.0 2.9 0.9 2.6 0.3 0.2 O.& 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 

Kuwait 0.0 - 0.1 0.0 - 0.1 0,0 0.2 0,1 0.1 - 0.0 1.1 1.3 3.3 2.9 IA 0.5 0.7 

Oman 0. J 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 1.5 1.6 3.3 3.0 1.5 1.2 0,9 1.0 1.6 1.2 1.1 
Qatar 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.6 1.2 2.5 3.5 4.7 3,8 8.1 4.7 0.9 0.4 - 0.8 1.0 2.1 

Saudi Arabia 0.2 0.5 0.5 0,8 1.9 12.1 18.3 24.3 39.5 36.5 29.2 16.3 12.2 8.9 8.0 13.9 

UAE - 0 5 1.2 0.1 4.3 IO.O 10.9 12.8 14.2 13.7 4.0 5.5 7.7 9,6 10.5 1()1 7.6 

GCC-Total 0.5 2 1.5 6.1 14, 1 28.2 39.2 47,5 62.6 51.5 42.1 29.9 27 22.6 21.8 

FDI Inflows as% of GDP 
Bahrain 4,0 0.9 2.3 4.7 6.6 6.6 15.8 8,1 7,0 I.I 0 6 2,7 2,9 3.1 3.0: 4.6 

Kuwait 0.0 -0.3 0,0 -0.I 0.0 OJ 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.1 I 1 2.0 2.1 1.3 0,8 : ···., 0,6 

Oman OA 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.4 5.0 4.3 8.0 4.9 3.1 3.0 2.2 1.3 2.0 2.1 2.5 

Qatar 1.4 1.7 3.2 2,7 3.8 5.6 5.7 5,9 3.3 8.3 3.7 -0.1 02 -0.4 0,5 , . 3.0 
Saudi Arabia 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0,8 3.7 4,9 5.8 7,6 8.5 5.5 2.4 1.7 1.3 I.I 3.0 
UAE -0.5 1 l 0.1 3.4 6.8 6.0 5.8 5.5 4.4 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.6 r,:-.,.3-;l, 

FDI Inward Stock (USD Billion) 
Bahrain 5.9 6,0 6.2 6.7 7.4 8.3 11.2 12.1 14.7 15.0 15.2 15.9 16.8 I 7.8 I 8.8 11.9 

Kuwait 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.9 8.7 10,2 11.9 l 5.2 18.l 16.I 15.4 6.7 

Oman 2.6 2,6 2.7 2,7 2,8 4.4 6,0 9.3 12.3 13,7 15.0 15,9 16,9 18.5 19.7 9.7 

Qatar 1.9 2.2 2.8 3.5 4,7 7.2 10.7 15.4 17.8 25.9 30.6 31.5 30.9 30 0 31.0 I 6.4 

Saudi Arabia 17.6 17.3 17.7 18.5 20.5 33.5 50.7 73.5 112.9 148.1 176.4 186,8 199.0 207.9 215.9 99.7 

UAE I. I 2.3 2.3 6.6 16.6 27.5 40.3 54,5 68.2 72.2 77.7 85.4 95.0 105.5 115.6 5 I .4 

Source : Constructed from UNCTAD (2015) http://unctad.org/eniPages/Statistics.aspx 
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Table 2.3 (Continued) 

·· ·•·· · " : 1· 1~:'f'';,,J•if ~!lliri~lfiiiltw~~f,I t:Mi: &, ~JJl?l"diiffl'l1,!)'::&iit" ioi'lr0l'io12···· ·2oi 
. /(]~11.~.•.rY <- .J~~~t~\r~t2;;,~t~~. ·.~,,f!,\1~::1~~.!!lii•·~ _1_{ii1ii1. •a:";1)'.:i~::1t'.irit1¥\l[1::~=/Jlm.~1t::;~:;._,,1:::~-.;i.,[,~;(;:·,,{,~~i,::;:1r.~~~~;;:~.i;;~)/t~.-:·i=~- , , IT:."• ·,.: .7,:r::. · · .._.; ·3 2014' Average 

FDI Inward Stock as % of GDP 
Bahrain 65.2 65.2 64.7 60.7 55.9 51.8 60.5 55.7 57.3 65.4 58.9 54,9 54.9 543 55.4 58.7 

Kuwait 1.6 l.2 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0,8 5.9 9.7 10.3 9.8 10.4 9.2 8.9 4.8 

Oman 13.6 13.7 13.9 13.1 11.9 14.5 16.5 22.8 20.7 29.4 26.4 23.4 22.4 24.1 25.3 19.5 

Qatar 10.8 12.6 14.6 14.7 14.7 16. I 17.5 19.3 15.4 26.5 24.4 18.6 16.2 14.7 14.8 16.7 

Saudi Arabia 9.3 9.4 9.4 8.6 7.9 10.2 13.5 17.7 21.7 34.5 33.5 27.9 27.1 27.9 28.7 19. l 

lJAE LO 2.2 2.1 5.3 11.2 15.2 18.1 21.1 21.6 28.5 27.2 24.6 25.5 28.8 17.3 

FDI Inflow as % of GDP in Other Regions 
GCC 0.1 0,5 0.4 1.4 2.6 4.2 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.4 3.7 2.0 1.8 1.5 l.7 . 2.7 

World 4.3 2.6 1.9 1.6 1.7 2.1 2.9 3.5 2.9 2.1 2.2 2.4 1.8 1.9 1.4 2.4 

Developed economies 4.5 2.4 1.7 1.3 1.3 l.8 2.7 3.3 2.5 1.6 l. 7 2.0 1.2 1.3 l.3 2.0 

Developing economies 3.8 3.2 2.4 2.5 3.1 3.1 3.4 3.9 3.8 3.0 3.1 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.9 3:(-

Developed Asia 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 ". 0.3 

Developing Asia 3.7 2.9 2.1 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.5 36 3.4 2.7 2.9 2.6 2.3 2.2 2.2 . 2.8 

UK 8.2 3.6 1.6 1.5 2,6 7.7 6.3 7.0 33 3.5 2.2 2.1 1.9 1.5 0.9 "• 3.6 

lJ.S.A 3.0 1.5 0,7 0.5 I.I 0.8 17 1.5 2.1 1.0 1.3 1.4 1.0 I I 0.5 1.3.-.... 
Source : Constructed from UNCT AD {2015) http://unctad.org/en/Pages/Statistics.aspx 
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Table 2.4 
Rankings ofsome Developed ond Developing Countries by the Inward FD/ Perf(mnance Index, 2012 
GCC Countries Rank Other Asian Countries Rank Developed Countries Rank 
Bahrain 23 China 27 U.S.A 1 
Kuwait 37 Malaysia 35 U.K 11 
Oman 39 India 79 Gem1any 6 
Qatar 2 Japan 26: Canada 14 
Saudi Arabia 29 Thailand 56 France 20 
UAE 5 lndonesia 84 I Australia 15 

Source: UNCT AD. World Investment Report 2012 
http://chartsbin.com/viewl2266 and http://unctad.org/Sea,:chCenter/Pages/results.aspx?k 

2.3 GCC Financial Systems Before and After the Financial Crisis 

Prior to the CRISIS in 2008, there was optimism about the dynamism and growth forecasts of the 

economies in GCC region and their financial centers, The economy of the GCC countries 

expanded at rates (14.9 percent) well above the global average (7.6 percent) and financial sectors 

have witnessed significant gro-wih throughout the last decade (Kem, 2012). The economies of 

GCC countries, however, did not escape the world turmoil that has shaken the financial markets. 

But, the continued availability of income from hydrocarbons (oil and gas) in the region, GCC 

economies appear stable despite the spill-over effect of the CRlSlS over the last six years 2010-

2014. 

Financial systems in GCC countries have witnessed two major issues during the course of the 

financial and economic crisis. Firstly, there is significant decline in the indices of financial 

markets in the USA and the European Union since the latter half of 2008 and continue during the 

early days of 2009. TI1is has a knock-on effect on the financial markets of GCC economies and 

as well the other way round: stock market index drops by 50 percent in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia; around one-fifth in Oman; two-thirds in Dubai; and almost one-third in the case of Abu 

Dhabi, Bahrain and Kuwait (Callen et al., 2014; Sal, 2013, 2014; Kem, 2012; Bahrain, 2011; 
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World Bank, 2010). Secondly, at the end of 2009, USDI0 billion debt problems of the state

owned enterprises Saad and Al-gosaibi in Saudi Arabia and similarly in Dubai are hailed-out by 

neighboring Abu Dhabi. This shows that there exist a cooperation between the financial markets 

in GCC countries to solve the debt problems caused by the CRISIS, in general, and state-owned 

fim1s, in particular (Baraka et al., 2013, 2014; Kem, 2012). This tunnoil has not only had a 

significant impact on domestic financial markets but also on global financial markets. 

During the CRISIS 2008-2009, GCC markets fell by between one-fifth and two-thirds compared 

to about 50 percent decline in the Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) Emerging 

Markets and S&P 500 (Kem, 2012). Since the critical phase of the financial turmoil, there is a 

wide divergence in the perfonnance of stock markets in GCC countries: with stock indices in 

Kuwait, Dubai and Bahrain remained below 50 percent of their levels immediately prior to the 

financial crisis (Kem, 2012). In contrast, Abu Dhabi, Oman and Saudi Arabia have recovered 

around 80 to 90 percent of their index values before CRISIS period and are in line with S&P 500 

in the USA (Callen el al., 2014; Hammoudeh & Choi, 2007; Kem, 2012; Mclaurin, 2007; World 

Bank, 2010). However, even the rebonnd in these three GCC markets has been very weak to 

keep up with the pace in other stock markets especially in emerging countries where price levels 

have risen to 15 percent above pre-crisis levels. 

With regards to stock price development, the market capitalization of listed companies in Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi and Dubai have declined significantly compared to their level before 

the CRISIS. However, the market capitalization of companies listed in Oman, Bahrain, and Qatar 
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stock exchanges are close to pre-crisis levels or more at the end of 2010 (AI-Ammari, 2014; 

Ahmed, 2014; Callen et al., 2014; Kammer & Koranchelian, 2013; Kem, 2012). 

An analysis of the GCC stock markets will indicate that the Qatar stock exchange is the best 

perfonning market in GCC countries during 2014: total returns have amounted to 18.4 percent in 

the said year. Total return is 24.2 percent at the end of 2013, the second highest among all GCC 

countries (see Figure 2.7). Though the trading activities on the Bahrain stock exchange declined 

to its lowest level in 2014, it has experienced the second highest growth rate of 14.2 percent. 

This is followed by the Dubai financial market and Abu Dhabi securities market which rises by 

12.0 percent and 5.6 percent respectively during the same period (see Figure 2.7}. The total 

market capitalization of the combined GCC stock markets rises by 7.6 percent to reach GSD I 

trillion, compared to USD 961.5 billion at the end of 2013. On the other hand, compared to 2013, 

trading activities in the GCC stock markets grow by 60.3 percent in 2014: the total trading value 

has amounted to USO 796.6 billion during 2014 compared to USD 497. I billion in 2013 (Central 

Bank of Bahrain, 2014; IMF, 2013; Kammer, 2013). 

The performance of GCC stock markets at the end of 2014 is a shock to the investors, as they are 

expecting that the upward trend as is witnessed in 2013. However, the decline in oil prices in 

2014 lead to random selling of stocks which has affected the overall perfonnance indices of 

GCC stock markets (Al-Ammari, 2014; Baraka et al., 2014). Nevertheless, despite the drop in 

the region's markets, the combined market capitalization nse by 7.6 percent to reach USD 1 

trillion, as a result, entry of new firms in GCC markets during 2014. 
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The Perfonnancc ofGCC Stock '\1arkets 2010-2015 
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Source: htrp://al~sevassah.com/ 

There are 15 new listed firms in 2014, which is the largest nwnber of new firms that have been 

listed since 2008. Initial Public Offering (IPOs) of the newly listed firms is highest in the Saudi 

Stack Exchange; significant amongst them is that of the shares of the National Commercial Bank 

which is listed on November 14, 2014. In the said year, five new firms are listed in Dubai and 

Abu Dhabi stock market, three in Muscat and one in Kuwait (Baraka et al., 2015). 

2.4 The GCC Banking Sector 

The banking sector in GCC countries has a dominant position in the financial s~-ctor (Al-Hassan 

et al., 20 JO). These economies are primarily driven by oil revenues and want to diversify and 

expand their economies. AI-Obaidan (2008) argues that the financial sector is one of the most 

economically feasible diversification options available to these economies. The GCC regions 

have a significant financial sector with well-capitalized and profitable banks (AI-Musalli & 

Ismail, 20 l 2a; Zeitun, 2012). The banking sector in the region is the second largest contributor to 
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the GDP after the oil sector, as well as the main driver of the non-oil GDP growth in these 

economies (Loghod, 2010), 

Prior to the period of the CRJSJS (2000-2007), when the oil and gas prices are high, increase 

government spending, high liquidity in the banking sector, bullish sentiments of the consumer 

and investors resulted in rapid rise in bank lending to non-oil creating domestic imbalauces ( e.g., 

bubbles of asset price) (Tata & Mazarei, 2008; Al-Hassan et al., 2010; Kammer & Dorsey, 2011; 

Kem, 2012), During the period of the CRISIS (2008-2009), the hydrocarbon revenues decrease; 

there is a reversal of the short-tenn capital inflows to the GCC countries and straining of the 

rollover ofexternal debt, especially for the private sector in the Gulfregion. 

The CRISIS has revealed that the GCC banking sector has some weaknesses, High exposure to 

equity prices, construction and real estate sector and increasing dependence on external financing 

(Al-Hassan et al., 2010; Ghosh, 2014; Kammer & Koranchelian, 2013; Kem, 2012) are some of 

these weaknesses, During the CRISIS, the Central Bank of Kuwait has stopped the trading in 

Gulf Bank share after the bank has suffered huge losses in foreign currency derivative contracts 

in 2008 (Maghyereh & Awarrani, 2014b). After the CRISIS, the levels of bank profitability, 

capitalization and liquidity improve as a result of decline in the ratio of loans to total deposits as 

well as increase government support which is expected to continue in future (Al-Hassan et al., 

2010; Baraka et al., 2013, 2014, 2015; Kem, 2012), 

An in-depth analysis of the performances of the banking sector in GCC countries is necessary to 

identify the strengths and weaknesses as well as the gaps and understand how the frnancial 
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systems in GCC countries, especially the banking seetor, can be affeeted by the changes in the 

GCC economic conditions. The remainder of this section is organized as follows: section 2.4. I 

illustrates the slruchlre of the GCC banking sector; section 2.4.2 describes the profile in the 

growth of credit to connnercial banks in GCC countries; section 2.4.3 shows the analysis of the 

GCC banking sector balance sheet during the shldy period; section 2.4.4 shows the analysis of 

credit risks of the GCC banking sector: and section 2.4.5 analysis the indicators of financial 

health of the GCC banking sector. 

2.4.1 Structure of the GCC Banking Sector 

Banking has a prominent position in the GCC economies. Total assets of the hanking sector in 

GCC economies as a percentage of GDP grow from 85 percent in the year 2000 to 125 percent of 

GDP in 2007. Even after the CRISIS, though the percentage declines to I 10 percent of GDP in 

2012, it rose to 121 percent by the end of 2014. Nonbank financial institutions (NBFis) have 

limited presence in the GCC economies. Investment funds tend to remain largely focused on 

domestic equity and real estate. In addition, most of the investment funds are banks' ownership: 

245 investment funds in Saudi Arabia, 71 in Kuwait, 45 in UAE, 17 in Oman, 6 in Qatar and 4 in 

Bahrain at 7th September 2015 (http://,;vww.gulfbase.com). 

At the country level, Bahrain has the largest banking sector in the Gulf region, with average 

assets amounting to almost 169 percent of GDP for the period 2000 to 2014, while Oman has the 

smallest banking sector assets at 61 percent of GDP during the same period. The U AE has the 

second largest banking sector with assets of 132 percent of GDP; followed by Kuwait at 101 
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percent of GDP; Qatar at 97 percent of GDP; and Saudi Arabia at 67 percent of GDP over the 

same period (Table 2.5). 

Table 2.5 

Total Banking_ Sector Assets 2000-2014 as% of GDP 

Year Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar Saudi Arabia UAE GCC 
2000 106 99 52 80 62 109 85 

2001 103 115 51 85 63 111 88 

2002 74 120 52 85 68 111 85 

2003 101 103 52 84 64 105 85 

2004 119 94 50 76 65 107 85 

2005 140 81 45 80 61 120 88 

2006 187 84 50 85 61 133 100 

2007 246 101 64 103 71 162 125 

2008 252 84 66 94 68 142 118 

2009 222 120 70 113 85 162 129 

2010 222 112 68 125 72 152 125 

201 I 197 100 65 98 62 135 110 

2012 186 92 71 108 64 140 110 

2013 192 99 74 118 68 144 116 
2014 194 I 09 79 120 71 152 121 

Average 169 IOI 61 97 67 132 105 
Source: IMF Reports, and GCC Central Banks and Calculation by the Researcher 

Over the period of 2000-2007. Bahrain's banking sector has the highest average level of total 

assets amounting to 135 percent of GDP; while the average total assets of the banking sector in 

Oman is the lowest (52 percent of GDP) during the same period. In the case of Kuwait, Qatar 

and Saudi Arabia, the average total assets of the banking sector as a percentage of GDP is 100 

percent, 85 percent, and 64 percent respectively (Table 2.5). 

In 2008, exeept in Bahrain and Oman, total asset of the banking sector as a percentage of GDP 

the banking sector in all GCC countries go down. The ratio declines to 142 percent, 94 percent, 
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84 percent and 68 percent respectively for UAE, Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. The total 

assets of the Bahrain's banking sector grow to 252 percent of GDP, while, in the case of Oman, 

the ratio goes up to 66 percent of GDP during the same year (Table 2.5). Oman banking sector is 

the smallest in the GCC region. It may be recalled here that in 2008, the Central Bank of Kuwait 

halted trading in the Gulf Bank stocks and appointed an auditor to monitor operations after the 

bank suffered big losses in currency derivative contracts. Both Kuwait and the UAE introduce 

the system of deposit insurance in the year 2008 to ensure financial stability. To tide over the 

crisis, the central banks of UAE and Saudi Arabia Monetary Agency (SAMA) inject liquidity 

into their banking systems. Qatar, to the contrary, invests in the stocks of the country's banks in 

the said year (Maghyereh & Awartani, 2014a, 2014b). 

Post-CRISIS, dming the last five years (2010-2014), an average of total assets of Bahrain's 

banking sector are 198 percent of GDP; followed by the UAE at 145 percent of GDP, Qatar at 

114 percent of GDP, Kuwait at l 02 percent of GDP. In the case of Oman and Saudi Arabia, the 

average levels of total assets of the banking sector as a percent of GDP are 71 and 67 percent 

respectively during the same period (Table 2.5). 

The banking sector in GCC countries is dominated by foreign banks. This is the result of the 

reduction of entry barriers and licensing restrictions for foreign banks in the Gulf region. In GCC 

countries, a number of foreign banks represent 54 percent of the total nlllllber of banks at the end 

of 2014. The percentage of foreign banks is highest in Bahrain: of the total number of I 03 banks 

in the country, 57 are foreign banks accounting for 74 percent of the total assets of the Bahrain's 

banking sector at the end of 2014 (Table 2.6). 
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In 20 J 4, the number of foreign banks in UAE is 28 banks representing 55 percent of the total 

number of banks in the country. Assets of foreign banks constitute, 76 percent of the total assets 

of UAE's banking sector. There are 12 foreign banks both in Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. 

However, foreign banks assets in Kuwait represent 50 percent of total banking sector assets, 

while it is 36 percent of Saudi banking sector assets at the end of 2014. Assets of foreign banks 

in Oman and Qatar have totaled 50 percent of the total assets of the banking sector in each 

country. At the end of 2014. assets of foreign banks represent 73 percent of the total assets in the 

banking sector of Oman, while it is 29 percent for the banking sector in Qatar (Table 2.6). 

Table 2.6 

Structure of the Domestic and Foreign Banking Sector in GCC Coun/ries in the End of2014 

Country 
Total Domestic Foreign As % of Banking Sector Assets 
Banks Banks No Banks No. Domestic Assets % Foreign Assets % 

Bahrain 103 46 45% 57 55% 0.26 0.74 

Kuwait 23 11 48% 12 52% 0.50 0.50 
Oman 18 9 50% 9 50% 0.71 0.29 
Qatar 18 9 50% 9 50% 0.27 0.73 

Saudi Arabia 24 12 50% 12 50% 0.64 0.36 

UAE 51 23 45% 28 55% 0.24 0.76 

GCC 237 110 46% 127 54% 
Source: Bahrain Central Bank, 2014; Kuwait Central Bank, 2014; Oman Central Bank, 2014; Qatar Central 
Bank, 2014,SAMA, 2014; UAE Central Bank, 2014 

2.4.2 Trends in Credit Growth of the GCC Banking Sector 

In the last decade, GCC countries have experienced rapid growth in domestic credit to the private 

sector as percentage of GDP (DCPS), rising from 34.31 percent of GDP in 2000 to 53.08 percent 

of GDP at the end of 2014 or at an average of 47.18 percent over the period of 2000-2014 

(Figure 2.5; Table 2.7). During the period of 2000-2014, Kuwait has witnessed the highest 

significant !,<rowth in DCPS at 64.32, while Saudi Arabia's credit growth has the lowest growth 
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rate in the Gulf countries at around 34.81 percent of GDP over the same period. As for other 

GCC countries, Bahrain witnesses the second largest credit growth in the region at almost 55.65 

percent of GDP; followed by the UAE at 53.01 percent; Oman at 38.48 percent: and Qatar at 

36.86 percent of GDP (Figure 2.8; Table 2.7). 

The average DCPS is more than their counterparts in other developing and emerging countries 

(Figure 2.9; Table 2.7). During the period of 2000-2014, DCPS in GCC countries grow by an 

average of 47.18 percent of GDP compared to 38.6 percent in the Arab World; 40.71 percent in 

MENA; and 39.37 percent of GDP in South Asia. The average level of DCPS grows by an 

average of I 28.28 percent in the world, 185.16 percent in the USA and 160.13 in the UK during 

the same period (Figure 2.9; Table 2.7). 
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An increase in the average global oil price led to increasing the DCPS (Figure 2. J 0). Al-Hassan 

et 111.(2010), Hesse and Poghosyan (2009) and Crowley (2008) argue that increased oil prices 

have strengthened non-oil GDP growth and government spending, resulting in increase in the 

level of business confidence, regional and domestic private activities as well as investments. 

Over the period of 2000-2014, average oil prices grow by USO 64.67 to reach USO 93.17 per 

barrel at the end of2014 compared to USO 30.38 per barrel in 2000. In tum, DCPS in the Gulf 

region grows by 47.18 percent of GDP over the same period to reach 53.08 percent at the end of 

2014 compared to 34.3 I percent of GDP in 2000 (Figure 2. 10). In addition, an increase in the 

deposits of the banking sector has strengthened its capacity of lending (Figure 2.11; Table 2. 7): 

at the end 20 I 4, Bahrain has witnessed the highest level of deposits and credit growth as a 

percentage of GDP (at 127.7 and 69.72, respectively). It is lowest in Oman (54.6 and 43.33 

respectively) (Figures 2.8, 2.11; Table 2. 7). 

Al-Hassan et al. (2010) argue that the experience at the global level suggests that high rates of 

DCPS during economic recovery may lead lo increase in the levels of credit default, especially 

when the economic activity starts slowing down. "Ibe recent higher growth in DCPS is driven by 

the revival of projects, which are frozen during the past five years (Central Bank of Bahrain, 

2014a, 2014b). 
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Table 2.7 
Trends the Domestic Credit to Private Sector(% of GDP) during the Period 2000-2014 

GCC Countries Other Rei:ions 

Bahrain Kuwait Oman Qatar 
Saudi 

lJAE GCC World 
Arab 

MENA 
South Euro 

UK USA 
Arabia World Asia area 

2000 40.51 45.39 37.46 26.85 24.37 31.28 34.31 125.25 33.26 38.16 26.98 94.46 123.37 162.09 

2001 41.82 64.29 40.13 34.89 27.26 34.42 40.47 126.23 36.13 41.59 27.36 95.86 129.25 170.21 

2002 44.36 66.67 38.90 28.68 29.11 36.12 40.64 123.26 36.80 42.08 30.33 96.17 133.17 161.69 

2003 42.13 67.74 36.79 29.99 28.40 36.18 40.20 127.18 35.86 40.95 30.21 98.33 137.03 176.56 

2004 43.94 63.44 34.23 28.98 32.35 37.72 40.11 127.13 34.68 39.69 34.41 100.26 144.50 183.94 

2005 43.68 58.48 30.65 33.72 35.42 43.77 40.95 129.51 35.74 40.47 37.70 I 05.62 150.90 187.85 

2006 44.88 57.43 30.73 36.00 33.72 47.30 41.68 132.30 35.77 40.38 40.11 110.90 161.60 197.71 

2007 53. l 2 66.08 35.55 41.58 37 07 56.04 48.24 132.23 38.86 44,13 41.92 117.23 177.69 206.30 

2008 64.21 63.54 35.12 40.80 37.68 67.08 51.41 126.74 40.67 44.92 44.77 122.41 200.61 188.02 

2009 71.44 85.17 46.70 51.74 45.63 84.05 64.12 135.06 47.79 50.35 43.48 129.02 201.09 196.53 

2010 67.70 79.25 42.35 44.70 39.27 75.04 58.05 129.44 43.20 43.63 45.92 129.00 190.54 190.71 

2011 68.91 64.47 40.24 39.28 34.19 63.99 51.85 124.66 39.71 40.12 46.36 127.02 175.10 182.35 

2012 69.13 58.70 41.53 36.52 36.44 59.07 50.23 126.33 38.27 34.90 46.83 124.11 166.42 186.00 

2013 68.89 61.58 42.69 39.27 40.29 6107 52.30 128.44 36.82 34.39 46.71 118.97 155.49 192.31 

2014 69.92 62.50 43.33 39.86 40.90 61.98 53.08 130.37 37.38 34.90 47.41 120.76 157.82 195.20 

Avera!!e 55.64 64.32 38.43 36.86 34.81 53.0l 47.18 128.28 38.06 40.71 39.37 112.67 160.31 185.16 

Sources: Country Authorities; IFS and World Economic Outlook (IMF); and Researcher Calculate. 
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2.4.3 Balance Sheets of GCC Banking Sector: Stylized Facts 

The banking sector in the Gulf region still depends on the deposits and loans as the main sources 

and uses of funds (Figure 2.12, 2.1 OJ. Banking sector' assets in GCC countries mainly consist of 

loans as well as securities investments. Oman has the highest level of loans at 70 percent of total 

assets during the period of 2014; while Bahrain has witnessed the lowest level of loans in the 

Gulf region at 55 percent of total assets in the banks' balance sheet during the same period. The 

said ratio is 65 percent in the balance sheet of banks' in Qatar at the m1d of 20 I 4, followed by 

Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and the DAE at 62, 60 and 60 percent, respectively (Figure 2.12). 

Securities investmm1ts as a percentage of total assets are IO percent in both Oman and the DAE; 

13 percm1t in Kuwait; and 17 percent in Qatar and about 21 percent in Bahrain and Saudi Arabia 

(Figure 2.9). During the CRISIS, tlie banking sectors have witnessed significant losses on these 

securities investments by mark-to-market valuations of their trading portfolios, despite there 

being no evidence to indicate the investment book of banks are in the classes of high-risk assets, 

financial derivatives or stocks (Al-Hassan et al, 2010). At the end of 2008, the GCC banking 

sector held almost I 8 percent of their portfolio investments in different securities, with only 

around one percent of this percentage in stocks and derivatives (Bahrain, 2009; !CAEW, 2014a, 

2014b; Th1F, 2009, 2014). 

Due from banks, constitute almost 16 percent of total assets in Qatar; approximately 14 percent 

in the UA,E; 11 percent in Bahrain and Knwait; and 0.5 percent in Saudi Arabia, which is the 

lowest due from banks in GCC countries atthe end of 2014. 
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Customer deposits constitute the highest component of banks' liabilities in GCC countries. At the 

end of 2014, the percentage of customer deposits is at the highest level in Saudi Arabia (75 

percent); followed by Bahrain at 73 percent; Kuwait and Oman at 70 percent each, UAE at 62 

percent and Qatar at 60 percent (Figure 2.13). This means that the customer deposits are the main 

source to finance loans GCC banks. 

Shareholders' equity as a percentage of total liabilities is at the lowest level at 12 percent in 

Saudi Arabia; while it is at the highest level at 15 percent Oman. Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar and the 

UAE have a similar level of shareholders' equity as a percentage of total liabilities al the end of 

2014. Furthermore, the item due to banks constitutes 17 and 14 percent of total liabilities in 

Qatar and UAE respectively at the end of 2014. Bahrain and Saudi Arabia have witnessed the 

lowest level of due to banks as a percentage of total liabilities at 4 and 6 percent, respectively. It 

is nine and seven percent respectively in Kuwait and Oman's banking sectors (Figure 2.13). 

Reliance on bond financing is low in the banking sector in GCC countries. On a comparative 

basis, however, bond financing as a percentage of total liabilities is highest in Qatar (four 

percent), while in the Oman and Bahrain two percent at the end of 2014. The said ratio in Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, and the UAE is only one percent at the end of 2014 (Figure 2.13). This leads to 

heightened mismatch between assets and liabilities in the GCC banks. 
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Furthermore, except for Bahrain, foreign liabilities in the balance sheet of banks GCC countries 

are still limited (Figure 2.14). The average level of foreign liabilities to total liabilities in the 

banking sector of Bahrain is 79 percent during the period of 2000-2014. This suggests that the 

foreign liabilities have played a major role in the lending activities Bah.rain banks. Average 

foreign liabilities as a percentage of total liabilities in the UAE and Qatar are 16 percent during 

the same period and it averages 27 and 23 percent respectively for these countries during the 

CRISIS. In general, foreign liabilities in the balance sheet of GCC banks have grown since the 

CRISIS. The average foreign liabilities as a percentage of total liabilities in the banking sector of 

Oman, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia are ten, nine and eight percent respectively during the period of 

2000-2014. During the CRISIS, the average levels of foreign liabilities as a percentage of total 

liabilities are 14, I I, and nine percent respectively in Oman, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia. 
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2.4.4 Financial Sonndness Indicators of GCC Countries 

2.4.4.1 Capitalization 

Capitalization of the banking sector in GCC is presented in Table 2.8. The minimum regulatory 

CAR is 12 percent in Kuwait and Bahrain; 11 percent in the UAE; 10 percent in Qatar and 

Oman; and eight percent in Saudi Arabia (GCC Authorities, 2015). According to IMF (2010), a 

higher level of capitalization during 2000 to 2007 is associated with higher level of profitability. 

In 2008, profitability is adversely affected by the higher level of provisioning. Post-CRISIS, 

there is an overall decline in the level of capitalization with a corresponding drop in the level of 

profitability. 

During 2000-2007 and also during the CRISIS of 2008-2009, the banking sector in Qatar has the 

highest average level of CAR of 24 and 20.2 percent respectively; while the banking sector in the 

UAE has the lowest average level of CAR at 17.2 and I 3 percent respectively during the same 

period. As for Bahrain, it averages 23.2 and 18.1 percent, at 20.2 and I 7.1 percent in Kuwait, at 

19.5 and 16.0 percent in Saudi Arabia; and at 17.3 and 14.7 percent respectively in Oman over 

the same period. 

Post-CRISIS, the CAR of the banking sector in Oman is at the lowest average level in the Gulf 

countries at 15.8 percent; as a result of capital injections into banks by the UAE govermnent in 

2009, banks in UAE has the highest average level at 19.9 percent during the same period (Baraka 

et al., 2015). The average level of CAR of the banks in Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Qatar 

are 19 .4, 18 .2, 17. 7 and I 7.3 percent respectively during the same period (Table 2.8). 
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Table 2.8 
Financial Soundness Indicators (Capitalization) ofGCC Countries 2000-2014 (%) 

·--

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average 
;. Capita1-A11fq'Utt"ey'ltafl()'"l!::t~.: <;/~ ,!i.~fFiii';;;1:::,:],:'.Ji:(.~: ·:, :·: ~,- .. ·t,(,'.f::: "7i:\/.J;. ~r "':J-·: .''.~·i1$1 ~·1:~◄--;i._t:1:~;~:~;~: '1>, -1 1i~!f!-'· \?: '·:·. ,. 

Bahrain 17.0 25.8 23.4 23.8 25.7 26.9 22.0 21.0 18.l 19.6 19.9 19.9 19.3 19.2 18.3 21.3 

Kuwait 22.2 22.0 19.7 18.4 17.3 21.1 21.2 19.4 17.1 16.7 18.9 18.5 18.0 18.9 18.3 19.2 

Oman 17.4 16.8 17.2 17.6 17.6 18.5 17.2 15.8 14.7 15.6 15.8 15.9 16.0 16.2 15.1 16.5 

Qatar 24.3 24.6 24.6 25.3 24.9 24.5 22.2 21.7 20.2 16.l 16.1 20.6 18.9 16.0 I 6.3 ,21.1 

Saudi Arabia 19.8 19.6 19.2 19.4 17.8 17.8 21.9 20.6 16.0 16.9 17.6 17.6 18.2 17.9 17.9 18.5 

UAE 20.2 20.0 18.3 18.9 16.9 17.4 16.6 14.4 13.0 19.9 20.7 20.0 21.2 19.3 18.1 18.3 
:·capihltfoAss~~ .r. . .• frii\ · •.... ii-''.'f:~://{ ~:,i?-\> > 

_,··:· ,,, .. _ . > 1 .: .. ~:·.; r.:'.~:4< .' . """" ·---··· -· . 
, ,r~>·;;· 

Bahrain 12.7 12.7 12.8 12.9 13.6 13.7 14.3 12.6 12.9 12.4 13. 7 13.7 12,6 11.8 12.2 .13.0 

Kuwait 11.5 11.2 l 0.4 10.7 12.1 13.0 11.7 12.6 11.7 12.1 13.9 12.4 12.6 12.2 11.1 :;:)i\o'.. 
Oman 12.4 13.2 13.6 12.6 12.9 14.6 12.9 14.5 13.3 13.5 13.5 12.5 13.0 13.5 11.7 : '}l:~ •. 2 , 
Qatar I 1.5 12.1 12.3 14.0 13.5 12.8 15. I 13.5 15.5 16. l 16.I 20.6 18.9 16.0 16.5 ·. ;15,.0 

Saudi Arabia 8.1 8.4 8.8 8.8 8.0 8.8 9.3 9.9 I 0.1 I l.9 12.8 14.2 13.9 13.6 ····''to' 13.8 ·,,,.:7. 
UAE I 0.6 10.9 11.2 11.4 I I.I 11.9 12.6 10.5 11.8 16.0 16.6 17.2 16.8 15.2 12.3 'i::i.1 

Sources: IFS and World Economic Outlook (IMF); Country Authorities; and Researcher Calculate 
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2.4.4.2 Asset Quality 

The asset quality of the banking sector in GCC countries has improved over the period 2000 to 

2007 (Table 2.9): average ratio of NPLs to total loans rntio has witnessed a decline from 9.7 

percent in 2000 to reach around 2.5 percent at the end of 2007 in GCC countries. The said rntio 

reduces from 19.2 and 12.7 respectively in 2000 in Kuwait and UAE to 3.2 and 2.9 in 2007. 

There is a shaip rise in NPLs ratio in 2009 (Table 2.9). NPLs ratio in the banking sector of 

Kuwait increases from 5.3 in 2008 to 11.5 percent in 2009. Banks in Qatar has the lowest level 

ofNPLs ratio which increases from 1.2 in 2008 to 1.7 in 2009. The NPLs ratio in the banks of 

Bahrain, UAE, Oman and Saudi Arabia rise from 2.3, 2.3, 2.1 and 1 A percent in 2008 to 3.9, 4.3, 

2.7 and 3.3 percent respectively in 2009, Over the period of 2010-2014, the average J\--PLs ratio 

is highest in the banking sector of Kowait at 5. 7 percent: the Gulf Bank in Kuwait is closed in 

2009 due to NPLs problem, UAE banks have the second highest average level of NPLs ratio 

(7.01 percent) during this period. The avernge value of the said ratio is 5.2, 2.2, LS and 1.8 in the 

banks of Bahrain, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar respectively. 

The fall in asset quality during the CRISIS, which has reflected in the rise in NP Ls ratio, is more 

prominent in countries that have faster growth in credit prior to the CRISIS and higher exposure 

to real estate and construction sectors. Loan growth has witnessed the highest average level in 

Banks in Saudi Arabia and U AE at 80 and 36 percent respectively before the CRIS IS period and 

around 29 and 46 percent during the CRISIS of 2008. The supervisory and regulatory authorities 

in the Gulf countries have directed the banks to create LLPs in expectation of increasing NPLs in 

the future. 
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Table 2.9 
Financial Soundness Indicators (Asset Quality) o/GCC Countries 2000-2014 {%) 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average 
·.>\.sse·t .Qu~,i~:-\ ,' ,, ' ' : ·, \;., ; j~~;,,\''.'. : .. ~\(1_':::;;:· \{~;-it ··>~h .;.:/1;'.1(:~•·s' :·i' h ·, 

~·:._;,./::·:,i,:, ... ,.··· 

NPL!i fo Total.Loans. · ' ' · 
Bahrain 7.8 7.9 8.1 10.3 7.6 5.8 4,8 2.3 2.3 3.9 5.1 4.9 5.8 5.6 4.6 5.8 
Kuwait 19.2 10.3 7.8 6.1 5.3 4.1 3.9 3.2 5.3 11.5 8.9 7.3 5.2 3.6 3.5 7.0 
Oman 8.7 8.4 9.3 12.8 11.0 7.0 4.9 3.2 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 5.4 
Qatar 6.9 7.2 7.7 8.1 6.3 4.3 2.2 1.5 1.2 I. 7 2.0 1.7 1.7 1.9 1.7 3,7 

Saudi Arabia 2.6 3.3 3.7 5.4 2.8 l.9 2.0 2.1 l.4 3.3 3.0 2.2 1.7 1.3 I.I 2,5 
UAE 12.7 I 12 12.8 14.3 12.5 8.3 6.3 2.9 2.3 4.3 5.6 7.2 8.4 7.3 6.5 8.2 
B'ailk Provisionst~·:Nrt."7:"'~~-"":T·--·--···- ···----~·- - ---·--·-

Bahrain 80.3 80.5 80.6 67.7 68.0 67.7 68.5 74,0 84.0 60.3 49.5 53.6 53.1 56.0 59.4 66.9 
Kuwait 50,1 53.7 64.3 39.7 42.5 48.1 47.8 48.2 41.6 38.3 33.9 29.5 26.9 31.7 30.4 41.8 
Oman 76.1 78.4 83.6 85.4 87.6 97.4 109,6 111.8 127.3 59.8 65,6 63.3 69.6 71.5 70.5 83.8 
Qatar 83.2 84.6 85.0 85.4 87.6 84.3 94.0 90.7 83.2 84.5 85.1 87.2 97.5 968 99.1 88.5 
8aud i Arabia 95.5 110.I 119.2 1282 175.4 202.8 182.3 142.9 153.3 89.8 122.3 132.8 145.l 157.4 182.9 tl2.7 
lJAE 86.0 88.5 88.5 88.5 94.6 95.7 98,2 100.0 102.6 85,0 89.0 90.0 85.1 93.4 81.2 91.1 
Li~nGrowth f-->~, · ·'··· .-'1;1,\'<~1~1'., -:,:·:t~ ,1,,Z' ~' .·':, ,~,-~}·,::''. i\~ ~.·.·,, f:~f?· :>:irs."' ,.½,' . \it. . -----------·-- ~·--·-. 

Bahrain 14,0 14.3 14.5 14.5 14.6 36.4 21.7 45.2 4.2 3.7 50.9 10.7 2.7 7.2 34.8 19.3 
Kuwait 10.5 10.9 12.4 13.2 19.0 28.9 39,5 10.9 3.2 5.1 2.8 18.6 11.0 19.1 20.4 15.0 
Oman 2.1 2.4 2.5 2.5 3.6 7.7 18.4 18.6 20.0 7.7 I I. I 20.8 15.3 9.6 8.9 -10.J.. 
Qatar 19.8 21.6 22.2 20.0 54.9 43.6 42.8 50.5 13.5 8.9 24.0 17. l 18.2 21.5 22.8 26.8 
Saudi Arabia 29.8 29.6 28.8 30,2 32.2 24.I 17,6 43.3 28.6 3.6 5.1 14.0 18.5 7.7 14.3 48.5 
UAE 28.6 30.4 32.8 34.4 35.1 45.7 45.3 32.9 45.7 4.2 9.3 4,8 13.2 1.2 19.9 25.6 
NetLoans',toTotalAssiits .. ·,)f,;.f"':,..7''• ~ ''f;77'"'.: ': : "."'. ~ • 
Rahrain 40.5 41.0 41.2 41.2 40.5 46.4 47,7 46.8 45.8 44,8 46.8 44.9 42,7 24.l 33.4 41.9 
Kuwait 45.4 51.2 59.8 67.5 71.5 75,9 76.l 80,6 80.9 81. l 80.2 77.2 79,0 70.8 75.3 71.5 
Oman 93. I 96.3 92.7 91.9 92.7 89.3 88.6 80,6 83,8 86.8 84.5 89.9 83.9 70.0 75.3 86.6 
Qatar 42.3 43.2 46.4 47.2 42.7 55.2 54.9 67.2 82.4 77.5 71.5 69,6 61.5 45.0 55.0 57.4 
Saudi Arabia 28.7 26,9 28.2 29.9 45.9 57.3 51.8 56.2 63.9 49.0 44.5 64.9 72.1 55.6 61.8 49.1 
UAE 65.7 69.5 76.9 78.9 80.7 76.5 74,9 69.7 79.6 80.6 82.5 81.9 82.3 75.6 73.3 76.6 

Sources: IFS and World Economic Outlook (IMF); Country Authorities; and Researcher Calculate 
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In general, GCC banks' provision to NPLs is high compared to the intemati011al standards. Banks 

in Saudi Arabia had the highest average level of provisions for NPLs among the GCC countries: 

it averages 142.7 percent during the period of2000-2014. Kuwait has the lowest average level at 

41.8 percent. The average level of Banks' provisions for NPLs in the UAE is 91.1 percent, 

followed by Qatar, Oman, and Bahrain at an average level of 88.5, 83.8 and 66.9 percent, 

respectively over the same period (Table 2.9). 

2.4.4.3 Profitability 

GCC banking sector has stable traditional sources of income. Net interest income constitutes the 

major source of banks' income in the region; it ranged between 57 to 90 percent of total gross 

income across the GCC countries during the period of 2000-2014 (Table 2.10). During 2000-

2007, Bahrain's banking sector has the lowest level of net interest income to 1,>ross income ratio 

at an average level of 64.8 percent; the said ratio is highest (85.8 percent) in Oman. In 2008, net 

interest income to the gross income of banks declines to 57.1 percent and 78.1 percent in Bahrain 

and Oman respectively. After the financial crisis, the average ratio of net interest income to gross 

income for the banking sector in Qatar is the highest (82.2 percent) among GCC countries and is 

lowest (69.1 percent) in the case of banks in Saudi Arabia. 

The average ROE of GCC banks dming 2000-2007 is 19.4 percent. During 2008-2009, the 

average value of the said ratio is 14.6 and it is 13.1 percent during 2010-2014 (Table 2.10). 

Banks in Saudi Arabia has the highest average level of ROE (29.6 percent) during 2000-2007 

and the said ratio is the lowest (9.5 percent) in Oman during the said period. ln 2008, ROE of 

banks in Saudi Arabia declines to 22. 7 percent, while the value of the said ratio increases to 12.6 
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percent in the case of banks in Oman. Post-CRISIS period (2010-2014), ROE in the banking 

sector in Qatar is the highest average level (17.8 percent) amongst the GCC countries and it is 

lowest (8.3 percent} in the case of banks in Kuwait. 

The average returns on assets (ROA) of banks in GCC countries are 2.3 percent during 2000-

2007, it is 1.8 during 2008-2009 and 1.7 during 2010-2014 (Table 2.10). Prior to the CRISIS 

(2000-2007), banks in Qatar have the highest average level of ROA of 2.9 percent, followed by 

banks in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait at 2.6 percent each, banks in UAE at 2.1 percent and banks in 

Bahrain and Oman at 1.7 percent each. During 2008-2009 and post-CRISIS (2010-2014), banks 

in Kuwait has the lowest level of average ROA at 0.9 and I. I percent respectively, while banks 

in Qatar has the highest level of ROA at 2.9 and 2.4 percent respectively during 2008-2009 and 

2010-2014. 

The average NIM as a percentage of total assets prior to the CRISIS (2000-2007) of GCC banks 

is 3.2 percent and continues at the same level during 2008-2009 and goes marginally down to 3.1 

percent during 2010-2014. Prior to the CRISIS, banks in Oman have the highest average level of 

NIM as a percentage of total assets (3.8 percent); the said ratio is the lowest (2.7 percent) in 

banks in Kuwait During and after the CRISIS, banks in CAE have the highest level of NIM as a 

percentage of total assets at 3.7 percent and 4.01 percent respectively. It is lowest (2.4 and 2.2 

percent) in the case of banks in Bahrain. ]11e drop in profitability in the banking sector in some 

of the GCC countries is due to a slowdown in the economic activities in those countries or loan 

loss provision due to the exposure of the banks in those countries to certain sectors like real 

estate and construction (IMF, 2014). 
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The ripple effect of the CRISIS is more palpable in Kuwait and Bahrain due to the linkage of 

their stock markets with the developed world. In 2008, the Gulf Bank, which is one of the thtee 

largest banks in Kuwait, suffers heavy losses due to the transaction of foreign exchange 

delivatives. The bank is recapitalized by Kuwait Investment Authority (KIA) via capital 

injection by shareholders and the Kuwaiti government in the ratio of 68 and 32 percent 

respectively (Al-Hassan et al., 2010; AL-Omar & AL-Mutairi, 2008; Enders, Hasan, Williams, 

Prasad, & Erbas, 2008). Profitability in the banking sector in Bahrain is the second least 

profitable sector after Kuwait among GCC countries during the crisis period of 2008-2009. As a 

result of the crisis, the Arab Banking Corporation and Gulf International Bank in Bahrain have 

registered huge losses during the CRISIS period (USD 0.9 billion and USD I.I billion, 

respectively) due to the exposure of their portfolios in several advanced economies (AI-Ajmi, 

Hussain, & Al-Saleh, 2009; Bahrain, 2009). 

On the other hand, the banking sector in Qatar has been least affected by the CRISIS due to the 

booming gas sector in the said country, and the government support to Qatari banks. The Qatari 

government bought real estate assets and stocks of Qatari banks up to approximately USD 6.01 

billion which represent 6.1 percent of GDP at the end of the first half of 2009 (Callen et al., 

2014; Kammer & Marston, 201 I; Al-Hassan er al., 2010; Muharrami, 2009). Moreover, it may 

be mentioned that the Qatari banks have the second highest diversified sources of income in the 

Gulf countries. 
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Table 2.10 
Financial Soundness Indicators (Profitability) ofGCC Countries 2000-2014 (%) 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2013 2014 Average 
' ';:,~ability/ ., ·\ ;;:;:i:.-4': ; :W, /:-~:~~\~~l'.J,~t;;~11)~~--t 1!t,i\,''\'.~~t.}t~!,~u1;?jf :!1 · 1~1~l~?J_:)if):',:)fil;J~;/ti·~::;;=1; ::: ~_<'.,;,ifr\~;,i. 

Bahrain 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.9 22 2.1 2.1 1.2 1.3 1.2 I.I 1.2 1.2 I. I 1.4 1.5 

Kuwait 2 2 1.8 2 2.5 3.3 3.7 3.6 0.9 0.7 1.2 I. I 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.9 

Oman 0.8 1.3 1.5 1.2 1.7 2.3 2.3 2.1 I. 7 2.1 I. 9 1.R 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7 

Qatar 1.7 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.8 4.3 3.7 3.6 2.9 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.1 2.1 2.7 

Saudi Arabia 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.4 3.4 4.0 2.8 2.3 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.5 2.4 

IJi\E 1.R I. 7 2 2.3 2.1 2.7 2.3 2.0 2.1 1.4 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.9 

GCC 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.3 3.1 3.1 2.5 1.9 1.6 1.7 I. 7 1.8 I. 7 1.8 
ROE - . :""-:~~~,~ ., :·• ----, .. ------- . .. 

Bahrain I.I 13.2 13.2 I 8.3 20.8 14.3 15.4 18.4 16.9 10.6 9.6 10.7 11.5 16.2 13.2 13.6 

Kuwait 17.6 I 8.2 17.4 18.6 20.9 26.2 28.8 29.4 7.7 6.1 9.1 8.1 9.0 7.4 8.0 . 15.5 

Oman 1.7 5.2 5.9 1.8 13.5 15.6 17.8 14.3 12.6 15.0 13.4 12.4 12.4 11.0 12.2 · 11.0 

Qatar 19.2 19.5 20.2 20.8 20.8 28.5 27.2 30.4 21.5 I 9.3 19.9 18.6 17.7 16.5 16.5 21.1 

Saudi Arabia 21.6 22.6 24.25 25.9 31.7 38.5 43.4 28.5 22.7 14.2 13.6 15.0 15.1 14.6 18.2 23.3 

111\E 14.9 14.6 15.5 16.4 18.6 22.5 I 8.2 19.3 17.3 10.9 10.4 11.4 I 1.5 15.3 13.7 15;4 

GCC 12.7 15.6 16.1 17 21.1 24.3 25.2 23.3 16.5 12.7 12.8 12.7 
~-NIM·'~ ~:·r:: :·- ) .· -~>~: ,:'f;;J~-'-~~--~~:'.~~~l:ii't~1:}*fi,jlt:,'\i0j1_~,; .;~,_\~H '.:-:r~Jj;:~4!J;10s:·;1!it¥ ·-~;;;']~:e;+>; ., ' ·;:~~r'.!;K;¼/!fi~it~rr:-:~).fSR:0''.'hfi~':~,~,, ,%\':--

12.9 13.5 13.6 
·-· -~-·--~---

Bahrain 2.4 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.1 3.9 4.0 4.0 2.4 I. 7 1.4 1.8 1.8 3.0 3.1 2.6 

Kuwait 2.1 ' . •. o 2.4 2.6 2.6 3.3 3.5 3.0 3.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.1 2.8 .. 2.9 

Oman 2.6 3.2 3.9 4.1 4.2 4.6 4.5 3.8 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.6 

Qatar 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 4.1 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.7 3.6 3.0 3.0 2.9 3.2 

Saudi Arabia 2.6 3.2 3.5 3.6 3.4 3.2 4.2 3.9 3.4 3.2 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 ~--3..._:_ 

UAE 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.7 3.9 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2 : . 3.6 

GCC 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.7 4.1 3.6 3.3 3.1 3.1 3.2 2.9 3.2 3.1 
. : ·. -; "-"" :,- •>' -J,/> .1~·:·-"'.'' ::.,_,,;{\¥'!,,_:_H_;.~L-~-c:i;: ,t<f'.h~/r. :,:?, :~,-~~:T?J:t:~~~~~~ ·t.,·:~~r~; :--~~.: ~f::::;~i~~:i'.~~~f~~:-~~~:~f;~~t::~i,<:\~--1::;~- -0:~:-;-Net-interest incometogross-int/ime,, c..,,, ""'' .· . 

,_______,.....~-------- . -- -

Bahrain 64.9 64.5 63.6 65.5 62.9 64.3 59.9 72.8 57.1 67.3 65.4 66.0 86.4 84.6 83.7 68.6 

Kuwail 82.1 80.5 80.1 78.3 79.7 75.8 79.7 79.1 83.2 80.7 80.2 79.7 74.7 81.7 80.3 79.7 

Oman 89.4 88.2 87.8 88.8 84.0 85.4 84.9 77.9 78.1 80.7 83.5 80.9 80.0 72.7 77.4 82.6 

Qatar 81.3 80.2 79.9 79.6 73.3 60.9 73.7 77.6 75.2 80.2 84.9 82.0 80.6 81.8 81.6 78.2 

Saudi Arabia 89.3 89.1 88.6 88.4 78.5 71.1 72.7 80.1 79.1 76.4 72.2 69.1 68.1 68.6 67.5 77.2 

lli\E 80.1 78.3 77.6 76.2 73.5 70.6 84.6 76.6 79.3 81.0 80.8 82.4 80.3 77.7 74.6 78.2 

GCC 81.2 80.1 79.6 79.5 75.3 71.4 75.9 77.4 75.3 77.7 77.8 76.7 78.4 77.9 77.5 

Sources: IFS and World Economic Outlook (IMF): Country Authorities; and Researcher Calculate 
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2.4.4.4 Liquidity 

Deposits are the main source of liquidity of the banking sector in GCC countries (Table 2.11 ). 

The deposits constitute between 40 to 78 percent ofGCC banking sector's total assets during the 

period 2000-2014. Prior to the CRISIS, during the CRISIS and after the CRISIS period, 

Bahrain's banking sector has the lowest average ratio of deposits to total assets at 48.8, 46.4 and 

50.5 percent respectively. llie said ratio is the highest (73.4, 70.4 and 74.1 respectively) in the 

case of banks in Saudi Arabia during the same periods. Most of these deposits are demand 

deposits. 

Loans to total deposit ratio is a major indicator of the liquidity risk (LR). If the ratio is less than 

one, it indicates that the bank depends on its own deposits to provide the loans without any 

external borrowing. If the ratio is more than one, i.e., the loans more than the deposits, it 

indicates that the bank has become dependent on external financing, in other words, there is a 

funding gap. When the LR is too high, it implies that the bank does not have sufficient liquidity 

and may not be able to face the fall-out of economic crisis or any unexpected funding needs by 

customers (End, 20!3, 2014; Rengasamy, 2014). LR in the banking sectors in GCC countries is 

very high (Table 2.11) which implies that banks in GCC countries have become significantly 

dependent on external fmancing: external financing rises by more than four-fold to reach USD 

86 billion at the end of2014 compared to CSD 20 billion in 2001 {Figure 2.15). On an average 

over the period of 2000-2014, the banking sector in the UAE, Bahrain, and Saudi Arabia have 

the highest level of external financing at USD 18.5, USD 15.5, and USD 14 billion, respectively. 

Banks in Oman have the lowest level of external financing of USD 1.3 billion; followed by 

Kuwait banks at around USD 3.8 billion; and Qatar at USD 11 billion during the same period. 
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Figure 2. l 5: 
Trends o/Exlenwl Fmmcing of CCC Banks during tire Period o/2000-2014 
Source: BJS Consolidated Banking Statistics, 

The average level of liquid assets to total assets ratio of banks in GCC countries is 24,7 percent 

during 2000-2007; it is 25.4 percent during the CRISIS period 2008-2009 and 26.9 pereent 

during 2010-2014 (Table 2.J I). Prior to the CRISIS (2000-2007}, banks in Bahrain sector have 

the highest average level of liquid assets to total assets ratio of 29 .3 percent, followed by banks 

in Saudi Arabia at 28, l percent. Liquid assets to total assets ratio of banks in Qatar, UAE, Oman 

and Kuwait are 26.7, 24, 21 and 19.4 percent respectively. During 2008-2009 and post-CRISIS 

(2010-2014), banks in UAE have the lowest level of average liquid assets to total assets ratio at 

19.1 and 19 percent respectively, while banks in Qatar have the highest average level of liquid 

assets to total assets ratio at 34.6 and 42.2 percent respectively during 2008-2009 and 2010-2014 

(]'able 2.11 ). 
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Table 2.11 
Financial Soundness Indicators (Liquidily) qfGCC Countries 2000-2014 (%) 

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Li•f•d~iiy\:'.\·. ;i1'.-tr(f:'. ·'.tjr:;,:i:··. <· \~/;'.~~}i~{::'~i~fif)}j'.f~~f~'.f,~!'t/f 
LoanstoTotalDeposits:· '.•• ···•··•./ · •··. ,.•,, 
Bahrain 88.7 90.4 91.5 92.5 163.8 
Kuwait 90.6 98.7 110.2 113.4 116.7 
Oman 125.3 137 143.3 119 127 
Qatar 107.1 l04.1 103.8 101.0 95.5 
Saudi Arabia 140.7 144 138.8 147 138 
UAE 100.0 107.8 109.5 109.9 111.8 

-Liquid Ass(ltsfo,'f'otal:£ssets' ·-:· · '.'.· -~-. ....,,.., 
Bahrain I 8.3 25.4 3 1.2 31.3 32.3 
Kuwait 16.3 14.8 14 12.9 15.7 
Oman 16.5 17.1 17.35 31.5 20.6 
Qatar 19.5 22.1 23.4 32.1 29.8 
Saudi Arabia 31.4 30.6 30.3 29.4 27.3 
UAE 34.8 33.8 22.7 23.2 26.9 

""nep~~ii!~ t~l~S~1s1\::: rt=1;~'.\~::::t~~~~~~4*~:fi~:~ 

269.4 
137.5 
123 

103.6 
137.7 
112.9 

33.6 
13.8 
21.5 
26.4 
28.9 
16.4 

124.7 
134.9 
125 

108.7 
137 

l 16.5 

32.3 
34.5 
20.9 
28.9 
25.4 
13.2 

126.4 
140.8 
116 

138.4 
136 

107.6 
~ 

29.6 
32.9 
22.3 
31.l 
21.7 
20.8 

122.3 
130.9 
120 

149.I 
124 

125.1 
r~----·. 

26.2 
28.4 
15.5 
32.9 
22 

20.4 

.,'!!-

107.9 
I 
119 

140.6 
129 

124.2 

27.l 
27.9 
24.8 
36.3 
25.3 
17.8 

\,,\1 

116.7 
133,2 
111 

118.3 
136 

115.4 

26.2 
22.8 
22.3 
38.5 
24.7 
15.3 

Bahrain 50.1 50.3 50.5 51.0 48.8 47.6 44.2 41.7 46.4 48.5 50.4 
Kuwait 60.9 62. I 60.5 59.4 58.5 62.8 62.3 61.6 59.0 61.8 64.4 
Oman 58.4 61.l 64.6 77.1 73.8 72.8 71.0 68.8 68.4 70.8 72.1 
Qatar 72.2 74.3 75.0 75.5 72. l 71.7 68.9 61.1 57.2 57.2 61 .4 
Saudi Arabia 72.4 75.3 75.7 73.4 73.1 70.8 73.7 72.5 70.4 69.2 72.1 
UAE 70.1 71.5 72.1 72.8 73.0 67.8 66.3 64.8 66.7 66.1 68.3 
uema·nd.v ~ts·fo'·TOUff·Utp~dsitS;l'.,,· f•::<:.:f.~·.'-,y~1~r:1••:~•=·,1-'Y;J.<>/•'._·:''·~"-, 'C'i·:~ _,;, :·<·:~- ,. - ,,- : ',,. 'h•~·~~~~·"!'!'t , ~- , . , '~P ·"·, ·1Jl',;' ," . l!'.'lflh,,Lm•,.u~ ,,. ,LO .. ---,.. •', ·::rt't-. . . .,r;"'c'::-C-

• ' ' • ' ,. ..: ' ' ' 1, ' ' .. ' ,, .. ·,, '·" . 

Bahrain 40.9 52.4 50.7 59.9 65.1 54.1 
Kuwait 32.3 33.5 35.1 36.7 33.8 43.0 
Oman 14.6 14.9 15.2 15.7 24.8 24.9 
Qatar 25.5 27.6 26.8 27.8 26.4 34.2 
Saudi Arabia 45.2 46.6 49.7 48.5 49.9 45.6 
UAE 15.8 16.6 17.1 17.3 225 23,8 

43.9 
34.9 
22.4 
29.7 
41.2 
21.1 

33.2 35 .3 
28.7 11.7 
22.5 20.3 
27.4 26.5 
43.4 40.5 
23.0 22.9 

23.7 
14.0 
24.2 
22.7 
46.1 
23.2 

23.3 
16.4 
25.7 
24.5 
53.8 
21.5 

Sources: IFS and World Economic Outlook (IMF); Country Authorities; and Researcher Calculate 
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126.7 
183.9 
109 

117.1 
136 

115.8 

26.8 
26.5 
20.7 
36.3 
22.6 
15. I 

51.8 
62.8 
75,6 
60.2 
74.1 
68.1 

26.1 
22.0 
25. l 
26.9 
58.1 
24.4 

2012 2013 2014 

144.3 
132.7 
109 

112.1 
132 

113.7 

26.8 
27.3 
28.3 
38.1 
23.7 
15.1 

217.3 
112.1 
97.9 
l04.4 
129 
99.4 

25.5 
25.4 
24.5 
50.9 
21.5 
24.2 

200.6 
123.4 
102 

107.7 
134.7 
IOI.I 

23.3 
29.5 
25.7 
47.3 
25.9 
25.5 

52.5 47.6 50.2 
62.5 62.2 60.9 
74. l 64.7 74.7 
63.6 66.2 66.2 
75.0 73.9 75.3 
68. 7 69.4 69.4 

25.3 41.5 
33.2 36.9 
31.8 46.8 
26.4 20.4 
59.8 61.1 
26. l 33.0 

48. I 
57.9 
44.5 
21.7 
65.2 
38.l 

Average 

138.9 
126.1 
118.8 
114.1 
136.0 
111.4 

27.7 
22.8 
22.0 
32.9 
26.0 
2L7 

48.8 
.61.4 
. 66.2 
66.9 
73.1 
69.0 

41.6 
31.3 
24.9 
26.3 
50.3 
23.1 



2.4.5 Some of the Key Weaknesses of the Banking Sector in the GCC Countries 

In general, the level of capitalization of banks in GCC countries appears comfortable despite the 

adverse effect of the CRISIS, However, experience suggests that the position might become 

vulnerable especially in those countries which have registered high credit growth and have 

significant exposures to real estate and construction (which by nature, are pro-cyclical). Despite 

apparent financial soundness as presented earlier in the write-up, there are certain weaknesses in 

the banking sector of GCC countries which needs investigation, 

Firstly, GCC countries have registered sharp growth in of credit in co11Sonance with the steady 

rise in the price of oil straining the liquidity position of banks. lntemational experience suggests 

that swift growth of credit during the period of high real economic growth leads to high level of 

loan impainnent when there is a reversal in economic conditions. During the CRISIS, there is a 

sharp decline in oil prices that have resulted into a slowdown in the economic activity, as well as 

worsening banks' asset quality. This phenomenon has drawn the at!ention of the policymakers in 

GCC economies and is examining policy measures that can reduce the influence of oil prices on 

the economic activities and finally on the health of the financial sector (IMF, 2015; Figure 2.16). 

Secondly, there are concerns regarding asset management practices of banks in GCC countries, 

According to IMF Reports (2010, 2014), GCC banks have huge exposure to few customers and 

also to institutions having significant exposures in real estate and equity market which are prone 

to volatilities in the marketplace, ln addition, some banking systems in GCC countries are highly 

exposed to households including expats secured by their salaries which are associated with the 

level of economic activities in the respective countries (for example, in Bahrain, the personal 
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domestic credit that secured by salary ranging between 50 to 60 percent of the total personal 

domestic credit, while more than 70 percent in Qatar during the period 2005 to 2014). As a 

result, a slowdown in economic activities in those GCC economies results in massive loan 

defaults. 

Thirdly, other pressing issue varies across countries but often include the resolution of NP Ls, 

curbing consumer lending, and curtailing directed lending. Brownbridge (1998) and Kammer 

(2013) NPLs, which is an important indicator of risk has reduced the quality of banks assets and 

eroded the banks' profits. Brownb1idge (I 998) also argues that high NP Ls ratio lead to financial 

distress and bank failure. Furthermore, he also stresses that the severity of bad debt problems is 

attributable to moral hazard on bank owners and the adverse selection of bank borrowers. 

Although the overall NP Ls ratio in the GCC banking sector is at historically low levels, however, 

it has remained high when compared to a group of selected emerging and developed countries as 

well as the average NP Ls ratio of the global banks during the period of 2005-2014 (Figure 2.17). 

This may be due to their risky strategies. The average NPLs ratio to total loans in the banking 

sector ofUAE and Kuwait (6.01 and 5.8 percent) have witnessed almost double than the average 

NPLs ratio of the global banks (3.01 percent) while it has experienced 4.6 percent in Bahrain and 

3.6 percent in Oman during the same period (Figure 2.17). However, the delinquency periods for 

NPLs under loan classification norms differ, being more conservative in Qatar, and Saudi 

Arabia, and less so in the UAE, Kuwait, Bahrain, and Oman. In other word, enforcing NPLs 

ceilings, increasing financing and coverage of the problem loan fund, stronger enforcement of 

provisioning rules, and stricter requirements for the accurate classification of NPLs in GCC 

countries are still needed. 
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Fourthly, there is a need to evaluate the liquidity management practices of banks in GCC 

countries. In general, banks in GCC countries seem to keep low levels of liquidity compared to 

international standards. Loan to total deposits or LR of banks in GCC countries are extremely 

high (Table-2.J I; Figure.2.16). Though banking institutions in GCC countries rely comparatively 

more on stable deposits as their major source of funds, little share of bond financing obscures the 

ability of banks in managing the maturity mismatches between assets and liabilities in their 

balance sheet. Funhennore, increase in the reliance of some banks of GCC countries on external 

financing during recent years has significantly increased banks' susceptibility to conditions of 

external credit. This has been proved during the CRISIS as liquidity of banks is squeezed with 

the constriction in the conditions of global liquidity. 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides an economic overview in GCC countries, development in the banking 

sector in the Gulf region as a whole and in individual economies. The structure of the GCC 

banking sector, trends in credit growth of GCC banking sector, balance sheets of GCC banking 

sector: stylized facts, financial soundness indicators of GCC countries and the key weakness in 

the GCC banking sector have also been discussed. In the next chapter, theories of banking and 

financial intermediation and literature review relevant to the present study have been discussed. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Introduction 

The current chapter reviews the literature on the performance of commercial banks and discusses 

the conceptual framework used in the present study. This chapt~T presents the theories relating to 

hanking and financial intennediation is presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 reviews the relevant 

literature related to the independent variables. Section 3.4 shows the gap in the literature. 

Sumruary of the chapter is presented in the last section 3.5. 

3.2 Underpinning Theories 

3.2.1 Agency Theory in Financial Intermediation 

The assumption of Ross (I 973) is that the state independent von Nuemann-Morgenstem utility 

functions, U (.) and G (.) are possessed by both the principal and its agent respectively, to 

explore the possibility of maximizing their predicted utility. However, findings show that both 

the agent's direct and indirect compensation has an effect on the utility of the principal 

(Copeland & Weston, 1988). The effect caused by direct compensation can be traced to the 

influence of function of compensation on the actions taken by the manager, which later have an 

impact on the outcomes· distribution. 

Jensen and Meckling (1976) stress that the assumption of agency theory is that there will be 

conflict of interest as well as moral hazard between the principal (lenders) and the agent 

(borrowers) since the fiduciary duty of the agent is to perform in the best interest of his principal 

that may be costly and sometimes not in the best interest of the agent. Hence, incentives are 
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created by the principal for the agent in order to control their action and to act in the best interest 

of their principal so that the exposure of the principal to risk and information asymmetry can be 

avoided. 

In addition, the theories of financial intermediation stress that banks lower costs of the 

transaction are achieved through economies of scale which give them the opportunity to get 

cheaper fund in comparison to individual borrower and lender. However, prior to the existence of 

deposit insurance, bank depositors or fund increase the monitoring activities to avoid adverse 

selection problems and reduce moral hazard. 

The study of Demsetz, Saidenberg, and Strahan (I 997) indicate that the bank risk-taking is a 

function of franchise value and the owner/manager agency problem. They argue that 

owner/manager agency problem is more intense in the case of banks with low insider holding 

and low franchise value. In such banks, the moral hazard problem is acute and the conflicts of 

interest about risk preference between manager and owner are strongest. They also indicate that 

with an increase in insider holding, resulting in a change in the structure of ownership, there is an 

increase in risk taken by banks and the hence the owner/manager agency problem gets resolved. 

Beck, Demirgu~-Kunt, and Men-ouche (2013) argue that agency problem affects banks on both 

sides of balance sheet since the banks stand as principals on the assets side and, at the same time, 

stand as agent on the liabilities side. 
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3.2.2 Financial Intermediation Theory 

Theory of financial intem1ediation deals with issues relating to moral hazard, adverse selection 

and asymmetric infonnation in financial contracts (Allen & Santomero, 1998; Diamond, 1984). 

The basic role of banks as financial intem1ediaries is to serve as an intennediary between the 

lender and the borrower, Banks receive deposits from savers and provide loans to borrowers, and 

in return profits are made by the banks through the interest spreads of interest. Pagano (2001) 

argues that financial intermediation theory based on the idea that both internal and external 

factors influence bank perfomiance. The author argues that the role of intermediary played by 

banks assists in capturing the value tliat is related to solving information asymmetries and 

reducing transactional costs between lenders and borrowers. However, it is noted by Ciancanelli 

and Gonzalez (2000) that banks may act selfishly by granting loans to borrowers that are risky so 

as to receive high returns, This problem is very common in banks that have high ownership 

concentration where the majority of the shareholders prefer involving in risky transactions so as 

to maximize their own separate returns at the cost of other shareholders (Pinteris, 2002). 

Diamond (] 984) argues that financial institutions play the role of delegated monitors in his 

financial intermediation theory under moral hazard. There is a problem of concealed infonnation 

because of the unnoticed profitable activities of the firrn by outsiders which are costly. Hence, 

the presence of financial inte1mediaries is justified by the amount of cost saving generated by 

them. This indicates that when monitoring cost is lower than the reduction in fim1 value as a 

result of inadequate monitoring or from direct monitoring cost from each separate lender, the 

value of financial i:ntem1ediation increases. Therefore, in attaining this goal, there is a need for 

banks to conduct their transaction diligently and efficiently through using depositors' money in 
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productive and profitable investments with satisfactory risk The moral hazard that occurs in the 

financial market is described by Mishkin (2012) as the possible risk that a bon-ower may incur 

through undesirable transactions thereby lowering the possibilities of repayment. Bhattacharya 

(I 993} stresses that the problems of moral hazard can be reduced as measures of regulation for 

improving stability through the implementation of the requirement of capital adequacy by the 

regulator. Pricing of deposit insurance will solve the problems of moral hazard and private 

infonnation. The hypothesis of moral hazard is proposed by Berger and DeYoung (1997} 

indicating that there is a tendency for undercapitalized banks to increase their risk portfolio 

which then increases credit risk and NPLs. 

Wolfson (1996) states that the cause of information asymmetry is due lo incapability of the 

banks to distinguish between the "bad·· (high-risk) borrowers and the "good" (low-risk) 

borrowers which consequently result into the adverse selection. According to Mishkin (1990), 

the presence of asymmetric information in a credit market gives a sound argument in favour of 

banks collecting deposits and lending it to the bon-owers who provide the most reliable 

investment opportunities resulting in improved efficiency. The asymmetric infonnation between 

lenders and bon-owers also leads to problems of moral hazard, which influences the effectiveness 

of the financial markets. The theory of financial intermediation shows that banks play the role of 

delegated monitors by depositors. Therefore, all activities of the existing and potential bon-owers 

are expected to be examined by the banks in order to protect the welfare of the shareholders and 

depositors. Adverse loan selections by banks and moral hazard activities engaged in by 

management increase bank risk. 
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3.2.3 Diversification Theory 

Markowitz (1952) develops diversification theory, He proposes the rule of expected-variance 

tliat hypothesized that an investor wishes to diversify by choosing an effective portfolio that 

reduces risk and maximizes expected returns. Under this theory, Thygerson (1995) stresses that 

banks aim to diversify their sources of income to reduce risk. As tl!e expected return from bank 

assets is mainly from loans it must not be correlated and must not move with it A statistical 

measure like portfolio correlation should be used by the banks' while choosing a specific loan; 

management loans portfolio that shows zero covariance is preferable one, since the negative 

return on a loan is offset by the positive return from another one. This can only be acltieved by 

diversifying into different kind of loans and in a different geographical area. Hayati and Arif 

(2007) argue that the bank loans portfolio must show that all the risk on the loans is diversified 

assumed, The covariance of the expected returns from each Joan must have a correlation 

coefficient that is closer to zero for diversification of individual asset's risk. 

Under this theory, it is generally believed that diversification by a bank reduces risk. However, 

Smith et al. (2003) argue that diversification does not necessarily translate into risk reduction 

because banks also tend to shift into riskier activities and hold less equity. Diversification in the 

sources of income (NIR and OBSs) depend on the bank's expertise and strategic objectives 

(Goddard et al., 2004b). 

3.2.4 Internalisation Theory 

The exact application of the theory of internalization is fue approach of defensive expansion in 

towards multinational banking. Initially, the approach is used by banks in the USA to overcome 
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the restrictions imposed by domestic regulation by which banks are not allowed to expand its 

network beyond individual state boundary, 'Irus theory stresses that banks go along with their 

clients into the host foreign country's market so as to maintain and defend the bank-customer 

relationship, TI1e failure of the bank to follow their client overseas can lead to tl,e client fanning 

a new relationship with another bank in the host country, and which can jeopardize their existing 

banking relationship with their client. Infonnation relating to the bank-client are not available at 

a cost which is acceptable to the bank (Brimmer & Dahl, 1975; Grubel, 1977). 

Rngman ( 1981) considers internalization of infonnation to be mainly beneficial to the ~Bs. 

The bank-client association entails flows of information. This information flows result into a 

public good in tl1e finn that is best exploited through FD! {Buckley & Casson, 1991). According 

to Stunn and Williams (2008), the relationships of defensive expansion are best measured 

through direct inveshnent relationships, since direct investment relationships lead to !he MNBs 

requesting a physical presence in host countries so as to maintain its bank-customer relationship. 

The fundamental premise of the hypothesis of defensive expansion is it formed in the defense of 

the bank-customer relationship. The tl1eory of internalization FD! proposes that MNCs emerge 

once it is more advantageous to these companies having these bmefits to internalize instead of 

externalizing them by licensing (Rugman, 1980}, 

Rugman (1981) stresses that regulatory protection, market power, and scale economies increase 

internalization. Banks also profit from international investment through internalizing the benefits 

of portfolio diversification. Tschoegl (1987) also regards internalization as part of tlle scope of 

economies that banks exploit both locally and globally, Knowledge is a significant contribution 
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to multinational retail banking, especially knowledge of domestic conditions. Another key 

determinant in multinational retail banking is the regulatory structure since it incorporates the 

locational factors of the theory of internalization. The non-banking existence of companies 

overseas is considered by Fieleke {1977) as a preliminary entry from where banks can 

acclimatize to host conditions. It is essential for banks to have a long-tenn bank-client 

association, thus the bank wish to modify the location synthesis of its branches so as to react to 

the moving locations of its client's operations. 

3.2.5 The Structure-Conduct-Performance Theory 

Tlie structure-conduct-performance theory (SCP) argues that hanks in the highly concentrated 

market have more market power and face less competition, which leads to collusion between the 

banks to generate unusual returns. The idea of this theory is based on the fact that in a highly 

concentrated market, few banks control the market, have greater market power and higher 

profits. In other words, this theory claims that profitability of banks is derived from market 

structure. Banks with higher shares of the market may be able to charge higher rates on loans, 

which boost their revenues and profitability. These indicate that there is a negative association 

between competition and bank profitability. However, Demsetz (1973) argues in his efficient 

structure that profitability depends on the efficiency of the hank, where banks with greater 

efficiency are more able to enhance their SIZE and market share, which leads to increase in 

profits. 

Furtl1ermore, the SCP hypothesis stresses that banks in the less competitive market (higher HHI 

and higher Lerner index) tend to have more power in the market, which results in more profits 
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(Claessens & Laeven, 2004). However, competit1on-efficiency hypothesis argues that in a higher 

competitive market, banks managers have greater incentives to enhance their efficiency; increase 

in efficiency leads to decrease in cost and improve their profitability. Boone (2008) develops a 

new measure of bank competition called Boone indicator. The main idea of Boone indicator is 

that competition enhances the performance of efficient banks and decreases the perfonnance of 

inefficient ones. The Boone indicator can be negative or positive. A larger negative Boone 

indicator suggests that the competition is higher, while a more positive value suggests that the 

competition is lower. 

3.3 Related Empirical Studies 

Previous studies related to this study can be divided into two main categories. The first comprise 

of literature that focuses on the determinants of banks' performance. The second consists of 

studies that comparative performance of foreign and domestic banks. In the following 

subsections, the study will discuss both of these categories separately. 

3.3.1 Empirical Studies on the Determinants of Bank Performance 

Many of the past studies have broadly focused on bank performance. The study of Bourke (1989) 

and Short (1979) are two of the early studies that have focused on bank performance, but 

afterward, other studies have focused on identifying main determining factors of bank 

performance. Moreover, most of these empirical studies are based on both a country-specific 

banking sector (e.g., Goddard et al., 2008; Al-Omar & Al-Mutairi, 2008; Garcia-Herrero et al., 

2009; Xu, 2011; Almazari, 2013; Al-Saidi & AI-Shammari, 2013; Almumani, 2014; Apergis, 

2014) and on cross-countries (Pasiouras & Kosmidou, 2007; Ramanathan, 2007; Loghod, 2010; 
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Chen & Liao, 2011; Arouri et al., 2014, 20 I I; Staikouras & Wood, 2011; Lee & Hsieh, 20 I 3; Fu· 

et al., 2014; Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 2014; Tai, 2014; K11ediri et al., 2015). The study of 

Molyneux and Thornton (1992) is one of the first studies that analyze the detenninants of banks 

performance on a cross-country basis. 

Bank performance is analysed along three dimensions which are profitability, market-based 

assessment, and risk-taking behavior. The proxies for bank profitability are NIM, ROE, and 

ROA; the proxies for bank risk-taking behavior are SDROE and SOROA (Goddard, McKillop, 

& Wilson, 2008; Chen & Liao, 2011; Staikouras & Wood, 2011; Lee & Hsieh, 2013; Saghi

Zedek & Tarazi, 2014); and while the proxy for market-based performance is Tobin's Q (AL

Omar & AL-Mutairi, 2008; Fu et al., 2014). 

In view of the significance of bank performance to the health of the financial system, previous 

studies have primarily focused on the understanding of the major determining factors of bank 

performance. These determining factors are categorized into two major groups; internal and 

external determinants. Internal determinants encompass bank-specifie features while external 

determinants encompass environmental features that influence both the performance of the 

financial institutions and all the firms in general. The remainder of this section is structured as 

follows. Section 3.3.1 .I describes the related literature on the determinants of bank-specific 

characteristics. Section 3.3.1.2 reviews the empirical relevant studies on the macroeconomic 

factors, followed by financial structure indicators in section 3.3.1.3. The related literature on the 

listed banks and financial crisis in this study will be shown in the sections 3.3.1.4 and 3.3 .1.5 

respective! y. 
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3.3.1.1 Bank-spedfic characteristics 

Previous studies indicate that bank-specific characte1istics significantly affect bank perfonnance 

in different ways. Present study uses the following bank-specific characteristics as detem1iuants 

of bank performance: COST, NIR, OPC, LR, DMDEP, MR, NPLs, LLPs, CAR, LOAN, 

LNGRTH, SIZE, and OBSs. The potential influence of each of these listed bank-specific features 

on bank perfonnance is explained below with reference previous related studies. 

3.3.1.1.1 Cost to Income Ratio 

One of the main internal determining factors of bank performance is the cost-to-income ratio 

(COST). It is used to measure tbe influence of operational efficiency or quality on bank 

perfonnance (Dietrich & Wanzenried, 2014; Sangmi & Nazir, 2010). It is represented by 

dividing the total cost of operation (administrative costs, staff salaries, property costs, deducting 

losses caused by bad and non-performing loans) with total income (Pasiouras & Kosmidou, 

2007; Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 2014), 

Based on the fmdings ofMaudos (2017), Sissy, Amidu, and Abor (2017), Ghosh (2016), Rashid 

and Jabeen (2016), Capraru and lhnatov (2014), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011), Said and 

Tumin (2011), and Shah and Jan (2014), COST has a negative significant relationship with bank 

performance measured through NIM, ROA, and ROE, This indicates that higher COST will lead 

to lower bank efficiency with regard to the income generated. On the other hand, the findings of 

Athanasoglou et al. (2008) and Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) show a negative relationship 

between COST and bank performance indicating that lower COST leads to higher bank 

efficiency in terms of profitability. This means that an efficient and effective management of cost 
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is essential for the improvement of banks profitability. However, Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014) stress that the influence of COST on profitability varies among countries due to the 

difference in income level; it has higher influence on banks from low-income countries than that 

of high and middle-income countries where banks profitability cannot be easily influenced by 

gains from efficiency in these two income levels. According to Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), 

the determinant of foreign banks performance measured by ROA is the COST ( coefficient of the 

operational efficiency). They show that increase (reduction) in banks profitability (bank 

perfom1ance) is influenced by the reduction (increase) in banks expenses. They also repo11 that 

the causes of variance in the influence of COST on banks profitability among foreign and 

domestic banks may be due to diseconomies of operation and distance of the controlling 

authorities in tl1e case of foreign banks. Some studies also stress that another major cause of poor 

profitability is poor management of expenses (Ahuumani, 2014; Almazari, 2013; Said & Tnrnin, 

2011; Kosmidou et al., 2005; Gum, Staunton, & Shanrnugam, 2002). 

Furthermore, Brighi and Venturelli (2016), Petria, Capraru, and lhnatov (2015), Saghi-Zedek and 

Tarazi (2014), Bany et al. (2011), and Shehzad, de Haan, and Scholtens (2010) find that COST 

has a negative impact on the profitability of banks using ROA and ROE as proxies, and a 

positive impact on risk using SDROA and SDROE as proxies. This indicates iliat decrease in 

bank expenses increases bank efficiency and increase in bank profitability lowers the bank risks 

and vice versa, showing a positive (negative) association between risk (profitability) and 

operating expenses ratio. The study of Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi, (2014) show that there is no 

difference in the impact of operating costs between the pre and post financial crisis of 2007-2008 

because COST of the banks was lower during these periods which suggest that they are operating 
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efficiently. Gerhardt and Venne! (2017) find that bad management enhances the probability of 

bailout involvement of banks. 

In contrast, another argument stresses that COST may have a positive effect on bank 

performance. Almazari (2013) stresses that despite the straightforward relationship between 

COST and bank profitability (the lower the COST the higher the profitability and vice versa), 

this assertion may not be the case when increase in expenses is correlated with increase in the 

volume of banking services and activities, which then increases the bank's profitability. Thus, 

studies in Kenya (Ongore & Kusa, 2013), China (Tan, 20 l 6), and European Union (Titko, 

Skvarciany, & Jurevicien, 2016) have found that there is a positive relationship between 

management efficiency measured by COST and bank performance. The stndy of Karim and 

Alam (2013) also find that operational efficiency is positive and significantly related with bank' 

ROA and Tobin's Q. 

Similarly, the fmdings of Abreu and Mendes (200 I) show that operating costs explain banking 

institutions that achieve high NIM. Banks that incur high operating expenses transfer it to their 

customers by charging a higher interest rate on loans and providing lower interest rate on 

deposits in order to increase in the banks' NIM. Banking institutions also use the imposition of 

higher NIM to protect themselves from the local markets high-interest rates volatility. In 

addition, banks discover that inefficiency in the management of their assets will lead to high-cost 

of liabilities and lower profitability. Thus, hanks that incur high implicit levels of interest 

payment will fix a higher NIM since this variable indicates additional expense. 
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However, some studies also find that bank performance is not intluenced by COST. For 

example, the study of Djalilov and Piesse (2016), Terraza (2015), and Alkhatib and Harsheh 

(2012) find that COST did not influence bank profitability. Similar results are found by Chen and 

Liao (2011) with ROE. Previous studies that focus ou the association between COST and the 

performance of banks are summarized in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 
Summa1y of Cost-lo-Income Ratio (COST) and ifs Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 
Gerhardt and Vennet(2017) Europe 2007~201) Logit regression 

Maudos (2017) Europe 2002-2012 Fixed effects 

Sissy el al. (2017) 29 African 2002-2013 Fixed effeds 
ecomoincis and GMM 

Brighi and Venturelli (2016) Italy 2006-2012 Fixed effects 

Djalilov and Piesse (20! 6) CEE countries 2000-2013 GMM 

Elq,u and Paloni (2016) UK 2005-2009 Fixed cffrct 

Ghosh (2016) !69 nations 1998-2013 Fixed effect 
andGMM 

Mirzaet and Moore (2016) Qatar 2000-2006 Flxed effects 

Titko el al. (20 I 6) European Union 2008-2014 OLS 

Tan (2016) China 2003-201 l GMM 

Albulcscu (2015) USA 2005-2013 Fixed effects 

Petri a el al. (2015) EU27 2004-21111 fixed effects 

Tc1rnza {2015) European countrie,<:, 2005-2012 Fixed effect 
and GMM 

Dietrich and Wanzenricd (2014) 118 countries 1998-2012 GMM 
CEE == Central and Eastern European Countries 
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Empirical results 
The COST is significantly positively related to the probability nf the hank 
bniJ.::mt, 

Less efficient bnnks have v lower probability ofinsolvcncy nnd higher 
profitability. 

Efficiency decrease bank perro11nance. 

High COST decreases bonk· profitobility and stability. 

COST is not significantly related to ROA. 

COST has n negntive significant effect on ROE, 

A COST reduces bank profits. 

The impact of hanks' COST on the gro¼th or •12 industries is negative, 

A significant positive ussodntion between COST and hank' ROA and 
ROE. 

COST is highly significunt ;;nd positively related to bank profitabWty 
ROE and NIM 

Bank efficiency negatively affects the profitability level. 

A negative relationship is found between bank en1ciency and ROA ond 
ROE. 

No real evidence of a positive 2s3ociation between bank profitability and 
bight;r efliciency. 

COST is negatively a!Tcclcd on bank· ROA, ROE, and NIM. 



Table 3.1 (Continued) 
Authors~ 

Caprnru and thnatov (20 t 4) 

Saghi-Zedck and Tarazi {2014) 

Trinugmho el al. (2014) 

Shah and fan (2014) 

Alnrnmani (2014) 

Alma7.ari (2013) 

Alkhatib and !larshch (2012) 

Chen and Lian (20 I I l 

Barry el nl. (2011) 

Said and Tumin 1201 I) 

Dietrich and W an,;r.enried (2011) 

Shch7.ad et n/. (2010) 

Athanasoglnu et al. (2008) 

Pasiouras and Kosm idou (2007) 

Caprio et ed. (2007) 

Knsmidoo el al (2005) 

Cit1ru et al. {2002) 

Abreu and Mendes (2001) 

Countries 
CEE countries 

Eur-ope 

Indonesia 

Pakistan 

Saudi Ambia 

Saudi Arabia 

Palestine 

70 countries 

Europe 

Malaysta 
and China 

Switzerland 

50 countries 

Greek 

Europe 

44 counlrks 

UK 

Malaysia 

Europe 

Period 
2004-2011 

2002-201() 

2001-2009 

2006-20 I 0 

2007-2011 

2007-201 I 

2005-20 I 0 

1992-20% 

1999-2005 

2001-2007 

1999-2(1()<) 

2005-2007 

!985-2001 

1995-2001 

2000-2001 

1995-2002 

1985-1998 

1986-1999 

Methodologies 
Pooled OLS 

GLS 

Pooled 01.s. GLS 
and GMM 

Emp_irical results 
COST is negatively significant on bank performance (ROA. ROE, and NIM), 

COST is more significantly ncgati\'C {positively) cffcclon bank prnlitability (rlsk}, 

COST has a ncgalivc impact on N[M using all methods. 

Pooled OLS Operational cflicicncy is negalivcly related with the ROA and NIM. 

P~)olcd OLS ROA and ROE ha\'C a ncgalivc signific,:mt associathrn ,vith COST. 

ANOV A COST ls negatively aftCctcd to bank prnfitability. 

OLS COST is an insignificant affected on ROA and Tobin's Q. 

Panzar-Rossc NIM and ROA arc correlated significantly and negatively ,vith opcrnting cost. 
model at1d random I Iowcvcr, the correlation with ROE is irisignlflcant. 

OLS rcgrcssirms. COST arc negatively (positively) and significant related to bank profitability (risk). 

Pooled OLS There is a strong negative relationship hetvveen COST and bank· ROE ,md ROA 

GMM 

Random effects 

GMM 

Fixed effects 

OLS 

Fixed effects 

Ponied OLS 

Fixed effects 
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COST is assoclatc<l ,vith negative bank· ROA, ROE. and NIM. 

Bonk risk is positively related to the COST. 

COST appears to be an important determinant of profitability (a higher ncgat1\'cly). 

COST ls negatively as:-odatcd with ROA for bolh domcstk imd fon.:ign banks. 

COST has a negative effect Tobin's Q. 

COST has a negalive and significant association -,,vith bank' ROA and NlM, 

ROA ond ROE arc negative related to COST. 

N[M reacts positively to operating UlSts, but prc~tax profits do not 



3.3.1.1.2 Non-Interest Revenues 

Non-interest revenue (NIR) is used to measure non-traditional activities of t11e bank, It is an 

internal variable that reveals the strategic choices and business opportunities of the bank that can 

be used to examine the non-interest activity and bank perfonnance relationship (Stiroh, 2004), 

\fixed results have been shown from recent studies on the influence of NIR on bank 

performance, The study of Osuagw-u (2014) stresses that there may be a positive or negative 

relationship between total operating revenue and NIR which depend on the strategic goal, skills, 

and experience of the banks. A positive relationship shows that there is technical capability of 

the banks to achieve NIR through product lines i.e. through fee established activities that enable 

the bank to obtain a higher efficiency level of its resources (particularly human capital), 

meanwhile, a negative relationship shows that human capital resources and expertise of the bank 

concentrate more on commercial and industrial lending activities. The study of Saglri-Zedek and 

Tarazi (2014) indicate that NIR significantly detem1i11es bank profitability. 

\faudos (20 I 7), Brighi and Venturelli (2016), Ghosh (2016), Saghi-zedek (20 l 6), Tan (20 I 6), 

Chen and Liao (2011), Calmes and Theoret (2010), and Lin and Zhang (2009) find NIR to have a 

negative significant association with bank perfonnance. This shows that income and other 

operation activities decreased due to NIR. Maudos and Solis (2009) and Smith, Staikouras, and 

Wood (2003) stress that the coefficient of the NIR indicates that lower intermediation margin 

(NIM) is generated by more diversified banks. Mercieca, Schaeck, and Wolfe (2007) also argue 

that this negative significant association indicates an increase in NIR is related with lower ROE 

and ROA levels. It also suggests that a lower bank performance is due to banks diversification 
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into NIR activity such as involvement of underperforming institutions in risky and uncertain 

trading activities, 

Recent studies show that NJR has a different influence on small and large banks. For small 

banks, the risk is higher if there is an increase in the income from commissions and fee activities 

(Lepetit et al., 2008), but lower risk can also be of benefit for them through the effect of portfolio 

diversification in order to achieve higher shares in trading activities. On the side of large banks, 

their risk is not affected by any increase from the share of NIR, either through commission and 

fee or trading activities. Hahm (2008) stresses that despite the high unit costs, smaller banks still 

able to achieve higher margins by charging higher interest rates because of their borrowers' 

higher switching costs as well as paying lower interest rates because of the base of their loyal 

customer. In this case, larger banks imperatively needed NIR than smaller banks. Goddard et al, 

(2008) stress that diversification should be avoided by smaller banks and should focus on 

operating as a normal savings and loans institutions; while larger banks are encouraged to 

explore new product prospects that are around their main expertise, The study of Demsetz and 

Strahan ( 1997) show that larger banks grant more risky loans, they are better diversified and 

achleve better profitable lending than smaller banks, 

Williams (2016), Stiroh and Rumble (2006), and Stiroh (2004) find that there is a high volatility 

in '!\1R and it highly influences bank performance. Through this, they fmd that too much 

dependence on NIR will lead to an increase in risk and a decrease in risk-adjusted profits. Bitar 

et al, (2016) also find that higher diversity leads to increased bank risk but it enhances bank 

profits and decreases bank inefficiency. In regards to the study of Stiroh and Rumble (2006) and 
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Stiroh (2004) mention above, the cause of higher influence of NIR on bank pertorn1ance may be 

probably traced to the attitude of customers buying all the different products. De Young and Rice 

(2004) reveal that the expansion of efficient and effective banks into NIR is a gradual process 

and higher NIR level is related to the trade-off of poorer risk-return. De Young and Roland 

(2001) also reveal that there is a relationship between banks' non-traditional activities and both 

the higher total leverage and higher revenue volatility. Three reasons for this relat1onship are 

suggested by De Young and Roland (2001) include; highly competitive :\!IR activities, correlation 

of fixed costs with fee-based activities as well as the absence of regulation pertaining to NIR 

activities. 

Moreover, Williams (2003) finds that foreign banks perlorrnance and NIR is positively and 

significantly related due to their ability to provide many product lines for NIR. Using market-to

book valuations as a dependent variable, Edirisuriya, Gunasekarage, and Dempsey (2015) find 

similar results for listed banks in four South Asian economies. Ashraf, Ramady, and Albinali 

(20 I 6) and Chen, Liu, Opong, and Zhou (2016) find that banks which are more engaged in fee

based activities are more stable compared to banks that mostly generate their revenues from 

traditional intennediation activities. Bedendo and Bnmo (2012) reveal that bank-risk measured 

by SDROA and NIR are insignificant and negatively related in the case of larger banks. They 

argue that this can be traced to the huge users of credit risk transfer caused by an increase in 

leverage ratios instead of high volatile asset returns. Sissy et al. (2017) find similar results with 

bank profitability. The relationship between NIR and bank perlomiance are summarized in Table 

3.2, 
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Table 3.2 
Summary of Non-Interest Revenue (NJR) Ratio and ifs Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 
Maudos (2017) Europe 2002-2012 Fixed effects 

Cl a/. (2017) 

Ashrnf el al. (2016) 

Bitar el al. (2016) 

Brighi and Venturelli (2016) 

Chen el al. (20! 6) 

Hollmann (2016) 

Saghi-zcdck (2016) 

Ghosh (2016) 

Tan (2016) 

Williams (2016) 

Edirisuriya cl al. (2015) 

Sagbi-Zcdckand Taro,i (2014) 

Osuagwu (20 I 4 J 

29African 
Countries 

GCC 

MENA 

Italy 

IJSA 

Latin 
America 

Europe 

169 nations 

China 

Australia 

4 South 
A:;ian 

Countries 

Europe 

Nigeria 

2002-2013 

2000-2011 

1999-201.l 

2006-2012 

2002-2012 

1995-2012 

2002-20!0 

1998-2013 

2003-2011 

2002-2008 

!999-2012 

2002-2010 

1980-2010 

Fixed effocts 
an<l GMM 

Random effects 

OLS 

Fixed effects 

OLS, llcckman 
and 2SLS 

UMM 

GMM 

Fixed effects 
and GMM 

GMM 

GLS 

Pooled OLS 

GLS 

Fixed <1nd 
Random effects 

l lO 

EmP.irical results 
An increase in the share ofNJR has a ncgalivc (positive) impacl on hank 
prolilabilily (risk). 

There is no link between high exposures to NIR and hank profitability. 

Banks engage in non~traditional activltics arc more flnnncially stable. 

The income diversity ratio increases bank risk hut reduces hank incflkicncy 
and enhances bank profits. 

Higher diversification decreases bank risk and increases risk-adjusted 
profitability. 

A higher level of<liversi[icution decreases hank risk. 

NIR impact negatively on the bank performance, 

} Iigh divcrsi ncation is associated higher risk-taking and higher default risk 

fncrcascs in divcrsiiicalion reduce bank profits. 

Higher level of diversified business precedes a decline in bank profltablliry 

increasi:d NIR results in increased bank risk. 

Bunks wllh more diversify from interest income h.:ivc higher murkct-to
hook valuations. 

NlR hus u positlvc cftC:ct on profitability and risk. 

NIR is significant und ossociuted o positive rcbli.c.mship with LnROJ\. 



Table 3 .2 (Continued) 
Authors (year) Co1111tries Period 

Bcdcndo and Bruno (2012) U.S.A 2007-2009 

Chen and Liao (2011) 70 countries 1992-2006 

Calmes and Theorct (201il) Canada 1988-2007 

Lin and Zhang (2009) Chlna 1997-2004 

Maudos and Solis (2009) Mcxko 1993-2005 

Lepctit et al. (2008) Europe 1996-2002 

Goddard et al. (2008) lJ.S.A 1993-2004 

llahm (2008) OECD 1992-2006 

Mcrcicca el al. (2007) Europe I 997-2003 

Stiroh and Rumble (2006) U.S.A 1997-2002 

Stiroh (2004) U.S.A 1978-200 I 

De Young and Rice (2004) U.S.A 1989-2001 

Williams (2003) Australia I 989-1993 

Smith et al. (2003) Europe 1994-1998 

lkYoung and Roland (2001) lJ.S.A 1988-1995 

Dcmsctz and Strahan ( 1997) 150 Bl!Cs 1980-19')3 

Methodologies 
GMM 

Run<lorn crtbct 

OLS and 
ARCH~M cstim.:ition 

Fixed effocLs 

Fixed effects 

OLS 

Pooled OLS 

OLS and 
Random effect 

OLS and 
Fixed effects 

OLS and 
Fixed effects 

pooled OLS 

GLS 

OLS estimation 

Ponied OLS 

OLS regressions 

Flxc<l effects 

11 I 

EmJ?_irical results 
insigniticanl correlation between NIR and SDRO/L 

NlR arc significantly ncga!lvc with h1111k pcrfixmancc. 

N(R impacts banks returns (ROA and ROE) negatively. 

There is a strong negative relationship between NIR and bani-. profit and 
risk, 

The coefficient ofNIR shows lhat more diversified bnnks have lower NIM. 

The risk is mainly positively related to NJR. This positive link is mostly 
accurate for small banks. 

Profitability suggests that an increased reliance on NIR is associated with 
higher volatility of returns, 

NTR is significantly positively associated with SOROA and RO/\, while 
negative significant with NIM. 

NlR is strong negative effoct on profitability (ROJ\ and ROE) and positiYe 
effects on volatility (SDROi\ and SDROE). 

A greater reliance on NlR tends to decrease risk~adjustcd prntits und 
increased risk, 

Higher NIR is associated with lowr.:r risk-adjusted profits and higher risk. 

A ncgal[ve relationship belwecn NIR wilh profitabilily and risk is fotin<l. 

NIR is associated with positi\'c significant ROA. 

There is a negative correlation between NIM and NIR. 

Non-traditional activities of bunks arc correlated wilh higher prntit volatility. 

Large banks are n,orc NIR than small hanks (i.e., higher riskier loans and 
more profitable lendln ). ~----------------



3.3.1.1.3 Opportunity Cost 

Opportunity cost (OPC) represents the opportunity forgone for keeping reserves and is used as a 

measure for the bank benefits that should have been received for choosing an alternative action. 

The study of Cheu and Liao (20 I I) indicate that OPC, measured using the ratio ofliquid reserves 

divided by total assets, has a positive significant relationship with bank profitability proxied by 

NIM, ROA, and ROE, implying that increase in OPC wil! increase the profitability of the bank. 

The study ofNaceur and Omran (2011) show that OPC is positively and significantly related to 

the profitability of the bank measured by NIM and ROA, indicating that increase in liquid 

reserves volume will lead to increasing in OPC, which will then increase profitability. The 

findings are also in confon11ity with the notion that bank performance is influenced positively by 

the OPC of holding reserves that are regarded as an implied tax. Commercial banks make effort 

to nullify this tax that weakens their profitability by passing it to their customers through 

increasing explicit margins. The study of Saunders and Schumacher (2000) stress that OPC for 

keeping reserves can be regarded as the average of ROA that is forgone for keeping deposits in 

the form of cash. Since the cost of funds is increased by OPC beyond the expected rate, banks 

achieve NIM to compensate these costs. Hoffmann {2016) finds similar results with Latin 

American banks' NIM. 

On the other hand, the study of Osuagwu (2014) on commercial banks in Nigeria indicates that 

increase in OPC decrease banks profitability proxied by NIM, ROE, and ROA. This means that 

tl1e profitability level of banks decline as banks held more reserves. 
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Table 3.3 
Summa1y of Opportunity Costs Ratio(OPC) and its lmpac/ on Bank Pe1.formance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 

Hoffmann (20 I 6) Latin America 1995-2012 GMM 

Oscmgwu (2014) Nigeria 1980-2010 Fixed effects 
Random effects 

Chen and Liao (201 I) 70 countries 1992-2006 Panzar··Rossc 
Random cffccl 

Naccur und Om ran (20 I I) MENA 1988-2005 GMM 

Maudos and Solis (2009) Mexico 1993-2005 Fixed effect 
GMM 

Maud,» and Guevara (2004) Europe 1993-2000 Fixed cffocfs 

Ho and Saunders ( 1981) U.S.A 1976-1979 c:ross-scction 
regression models 
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Em.J?_irical results 

A pnsitlvc relationship hcl\vecn the OPC ofrcsL"rvc .:ind the bank' NIM. 

Then; is a strong negative rclutionship het\,·ccn OPC nJ reserve and 
hank performance (ROE, ROE, and NIM). 

Bank performance (ROA, ROE. and NIM) are positively 
related to OPC of reserve. 

OPC of reserves is associated with positive hank performan1.:c (ROA 
and NIM). 

The coefficients of correlation bet\vccn the OPC and NIM arc not 
statistically significant 

OPC has a positive but insignificant relationship 1\'ith bank pro!Hah1 
(NIM). 

The coefficients on the OPC of reserves are small and insigni JicanUy, 



On the contrary, some findings show that OPC of reserve ratio and bank perfo,mance have no 

statistically significant relationship. The study of Maudos and Solis (2009) find that OPC of 

keeping reserves does not have a significant influence on bank perfonnance proxied by NIM. 

The study of Maudos and Guevara (2004) also show that there is a positive and non-significant 

influence of OPC of keeping reserves on European banks perfonnance proxied by NIM. Fnrther, 

Maudos and Guevara (2004) find that the only UK and Spain show significant OPC of keeping 

reserves. Ho and Saunders (1981) find that banks that incur high reserves level use high 

intennediation margin to transfer the cost to their borrowers. The summaries of previous studies 

related to the relationship between OPC of keeping reserves and bank performance are given in 

Table 3.3. 

3.3.1.1.4 Liquidity Risk 

This study uses loans-to-total deposits as a measure of liquidity risk (LR). Previous empirical 

studies show that there are mixed results with regard to the influence of LR on the perfonnance 

of banks. The study of Trinugroho et al. (2014) and Chen et al. (2016) show that LR and bank 

performance is significant and positively related, implying that increase in the value of the ratio 

will reduce the liquidity of the bank, and increases profitability; hecause lower rates of return are 

always associated with liquid assets. Mamatzakis and Bermpei (2017) and Chen and Liao (2011) 

fmd that ROA, ROE, and NIM have a positive significant relationship, which means that the 

higher the LR ratio the higher the bank's profitability. In addition, the study of Akhtar et al. 

(2011) show that LR of Islamic banks has a positive significant relationship with bank 

profitability proxied by ROE and RO. This implies that the increase in profits will improve the 

Islamic banks' liquidity position. They stress that the reason for this is that any transaction in 
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Islamic bank is backed by asset instead of dealing with money. Srairi (2009) finds that the ratio 

of LR has a positive and statistically significant relationship with conventional banks 

profitability, implying a negative association between level of the liquid assets kept by tl1e bank 

and bank profitability. The said ratio is negative and statistically significant for Islamic banks, 

implying that bank profitability and liquidity has a positive relationship. The study of Pasiouras 

and Kosmidou (2007) also show similar findings with ROE and ROA for both foreign and 

domestic banks in 15 countries in Europe. 

Fu et al. (2014b) find that bank performance proxied by ROA and Tobin's Q and LR have a 

negative relationship. A similar finding is reported by Tai (2014) for conventional and Islamic 

banks using ROE and ROA as proxy for bank performance. He argues that Islamic banks are less 

liquid and profitable than conventional banks in the earlier years reviewed while conventional 

banks are less profitable than Islamic banks in the later years reviewed. Claessens et al. (200 I) 

and Tran, Lin, and Nguyen (2016) conclude that liquidity, risks, and bank profitability levels are 

negatively correlated, implying that higher risks and profitability are caused by lower liquidity. 

Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999; 2000) report that liquidity and bank performance (proxied 

by ROE and ROA) are negatively related. Jara-Bertin et al. (2014) find that assets profitability is 

reduced by an increase in the liquid assets (bonds) due to immobilization ofresonrce leading to a 

significant banking cost (Molyneux & Thornton, 1992). Bedendo and Bruno (2012) and 

Cebenoyan and Strahan (2004) find that LR and bank performance proxied by SDROA and 

SDROE are negatively associated, the huge liquid assets of large banks that involve in buying 

and selling of loans are reduced tl1rough involving in risky transactions. 
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Table 3.4 
Summary of Liquidity Risk (loans to total Deposits Ratio) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (vear) Countries Period Methodologies 
Mamatzakis and Bcrmpei (2017) USA 2007-2013 Fixed effects 

andGMM 

Trad el al, (2017) 12 Islamic 2004-2013 GMM 
countries 

Chen el al. (2016) USA 2002-2012 OLS, Heckman 
and 2SLS 

Ekpn and Paloni (2016) UK 2005-2009 Fixed effect 

nhosh (2016) MENA 2000-2012 Fixed effect 

Leven\ (2016) Turkey 2002-2012 Random and 
Fixed effects 

Trnn e1 al. (2016) USA 1996-2013 GMM 

Uhde (2016) Europe 2000-2010 2SLS 

Petrin el al. (2015) EU27 2004-2011 Fixed effecti:; 

Albulescu (2015) USA 2005-2013 Fixed effects 

Trinugrnho et a/. (2014) Indonesia 2001-2009 OLS, Rum.lorn 
effect and GMM 

Jara-Bertin el ol. (2014) Latin Americ,c1 1995-20!0 GMM 

Fu el al. (2014b) 14 2003-2010 GMM 
Asla Pacific 

Tai (2014) GCC 2003-2011 OLS 
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Emp_irical results 
LR has a po.sitlvc association with bank performance. 

A better liquidity position maximizes the gains or f slam le banks and minimizes 
their risk 

A high(:r level of liquidity decreases bank risk. 

LR ha~ no significant cffCct on ROE. 

Liquidity has no significant effect on bank. profitability. 

LR has no significant effect on bank profitability. 

Banks that create more liquidlty and exhihit higher illiquidity risk have lower 
profitability. 

Uank's liquidity position has a signlticanlly positive impact on financial stability, 

The association between LR and hunk profitability (ROA and ROE) is negative 
and significant 

Liquidity positively influences the profitability. 

Higher profits arc driven by higher risk aversion and higher LR. 

Bank performance (ROA and NIM) is negatively related to LR. 

High lcvd of LR is associated ,vi!h lmv bank performance (Tobin's Q and ROA). 

LR is negatively related to Islamic and conventional banks' performance, hut for 
Islamic banks is si_e;nificant. 



Table 3.4 (Continued) 
Authors (year) 

Caprnru and lhnatov (2014) 

Cheng rN al, (20 I 3) 

Ongorc and Kusa (2013) 

Bcdendo and Bruno (2012) 

('hen and Liao (2011) 

Akhtar er al, (2011) 

Alper and Anhar (201 I) 

Lbpcz-Espinosa el a/, (2011) 

Srairi (2009) 

Pasiouras and Kosmidnu (2007) 

Ccbcnoyan and Strahan (2004) 

Claessens el al. (200 I) 

Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (2000) 

Dcmirguc~Kunt and I Jui1,inga ( 1999} 

Molyncu,, an<l Thornton ( 1992) 

Countries 
CEE countries 

IJ.S.A 

Kcnyn 

IJ,S.A 

70 rnuntrics 

Pakistan 

15 Developed 
and emerging 

economies 

GCC 

Europe 

!LS.A 

80 Countries 

44 Countries 

80 Countries 

Europe 

Period 
2004-2011 

2004-2(Kl9 

2001-2010 

2007-2009 

I 992-2006 

2007-2010 

2002-20 I 0 

1999-2008 

1999-2006 

1995-2001 

1987-1993 

1988.1995 

1990-1997 

l 98X-1995 

1986-1989 

Metbodolog_ics 
Pooled OLS 

OLS 

Panel data model 

GMM 

Panzar-Rossc and 
Random effect 

OLS 

Fixed effects model 

Cross-sectional and 
"l'lme~scries 

Fixed cffocts model 

Fixed effects model 

Pooled regression 

WLS 

Pooled regression 

WLS 

Cross-sectional 
regressions 
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Em.e.irical results 
The coefl1cicnts of correlation between LR and bank performance 
(ROA, ROI,, and NIM) arc insignificant. 

LR i~ insignilicantly related to abnormal returns of banks. 

LR has no statistically significant a~!'-()ciation wllh banks' 
performance (ROA. ROE. and NIM). 

LR is negatively associutcd with bank risk. 

There is a strong positive relationship hctwccn LR and bank 
performance (ROE. ROE. and NIM). 

Bank' ROA and ROE is positively related with LR. 

LR has no imrminnt cflcct on bunk' ROA and ROE. 

A higher level of liquidity ls associated with decrease NIM, 

The relation between LR and bank performance (ROA) is m:gath'c 
only for Islamic banks. 

/\ positive (negative) association ii- found between LR and bank 
pcrformam;c for domestic (foreign) hanks. 

Bank rerformancc (SDROE and SDROA) is ncgaliYdy related t() 

LR. 

LR is ncg3tivcly and signilicantly related to NIM ,md hank risk. 

I.R is negatively related to bank' ROA nnd NIM, 

LR is negatively and slgnHicanl!y related to hank" ROA and NIM. 

A negative association between LR and hank prolilubility. 



According to Lopez-Espinosa, Moreno, and Gracia (2011 ), high liquid assets level rsults i11 

decrease in NIM, while Trad, Trabelsi, and Goux (2017) find the opposite is true. Olson and 

Zoubi (2011) argue that reduction in bank profits are due to increase in liquidity, high provision 

for loan losses, and high dependence on debt. 

On the other hand, Capraru and Ihnatov (2014) find that bank performance (measured by NIM, 

ROA, and ROE) and LR in the CEE conntries are not statistically related. Ongore and K.nsa 

(2013) find that in Kenya LR ratio and commercial banks petlormance (using NIM, ROA, and 

ROE) are not statistically related. This indicates that petlonnance of banks docs not depend on 

the level of liquid assets. Similarly, Alper and Anbar (20 I I), Cheng, Shamsher, and Nassir 

(2013), Ekpu and Paloni (2016), Ghosh (2016), and Levent (2016) establish that the effect of LR 

on banks profitability is not important. The summary of prior studies on the association between 

banks petlonnance and LR are shown in Table 3.4. 

3.3.1.1.5 Demand Deposits 

Demand-deposits-to-total-deposits ratio (DMDEP) is another measure of liquidity in the banking 

institution. Jara-Bertin et al. (2014) find that DMOEP and performance of banks in Latin 

America (using NIM and ROA) are positively and significantly related, implying that increase in 

DMDEP leads to increase in ROA and NIM. A similar result is found by Kashian, Tao, Kashian 

and Tao (2014) using ROE and ROA as a proxy for the performance of Denovo banks. This 

shows that banks depend more on deposit funding (total deposits to total assets) in order to 

achieve higher risk and higher profitability (Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 2014; Saghi-zedek, 2016). 

They stress that banks that achieve larger deposit base may achieve higher profit because this 
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type of funds is cheaper particularly since there is deposit insurance, but they may also achieve 

less profitability because of the higher deposit costs from labor and fixed costs. According to 

Alper and i\nbar (2011), deposits are the major low cost source of bank funds. Interest margin 

and profitability of banks will increase when more deposits are converted into loans, enhances 

banks profitability measured through ROE and ROA. lannotta et al. (2007) stress that the 

average of DMDEP incurs lower interest cost which then leads to increase in bank profitability. 

In addition, the conclusion of the study of Chen (2009) is that bank perfonnance and DMDEP 

has a positive significant relationship, implying that this ratio is able to show that deposit mix 

influences bank profitability. The level of bank efficiency increases when a higher DMDEP level 

is achieved because banks can make use of this source of the fund without incurring huge interest 

cost. Chirwa (2003} and Smirlock (1985) find that the proxies ofbauk profitability and DMDEP 

coefficients are positively and significantly related. Their findings are in conformity with the 

notion that DMDEP is cheaper as a source of funds to the banking institution. They also stress 

that DMDEP is able to capture the comparative advantage of cost of funds between banks. 

Moreover, Gropp and Kohler (2010) find that DMDEP and long-term performance are positively 

and significantly related. This positive relationship implies that higher long-term performance is 

achieved by banks that maintain higher deposit base, while it is not achievable when deposit base 

is smaller. This is understandable because refinancing through deposits is reasonably cheaper 

than seeking for other sources for the fund, particularly since it is backed by deposit insurance 

and serves as a reliable source of fund, especially where there is poor functioning of the market. 
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Table 3.5 
Summary of Demand Deposits lo Total Deposits (DMDEP) and ifs Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 

Jara-Bertin et al. (2014) Latin America 1995-2010 GMM 

Kashian ct al. (2014) De novo bnnk:; 1993-2010 Pooled regressions 
(FDIC) Fixed ~~fleets 

Mixed models 

Osuagwu (2014) Nigeria 1980-2010 Fixed effects 
Random effects 

Alper and Anbar (20 I l) Turkey 2002-2010 Fi:sed effects model 

Grnpp and Kilhler (2010) OECD Countries 2000-20ll6 2SLS 

Chirwa (2003) Greek 1970-1994 Time.series 

Smirlock ( 1985) ll.S.A 1973-1978 Pooled regressions 
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Emp_irical results 

The higher DMDEP participation in banks lolal assets ls assodakd 
to a higher NIM and ROA. 

The relationship between DMDEP and bank performance (ROA and 
ROE) is positive. 

DMDEP has a n~gativc hut insignilicant associc:ition with hank:-: 
performance (ROA. ROE. and NIM). 

The coe:tlkients of cotrelation between DM DEP and bank 
performance {ROA and ROE) arc positive with a level of' 
significance. 

A po:-.itive association is found hctwccn shnrMem1 dcpos[ls and 
long .. tcrm performance {ROA). 

DMDEP arc positively and significunlly related to protitahillty 
(ROA and ROE). 

There is a strong positive relationship between DMDEP and bank 
.e_crlbrmancc. 



Furthennore, DMDEP is used as a measure for growth opportunities by some studies. Empirical 

studies show that bank perfonnance is positively influenced by higher growth opportunities 

(Berger & Bonaccorsi, 2006; Berger, 1995a; Goddard et al., 2004b). Though, Berger (1995b) 

states that DMDEP characterizes the main source of generated agency costs incurred through 

government protection. These types of costs can also have a negative effect on bank profitability. 

However, Maudos and Solis (2009) argue that the level of specialization in the banking sector 

can also be explained by DMDEP. 

On the other hand, Osuagwu (2014) finds that the performance of commercial banks in Nigeria 

(proxy by NIM, ROA, and ROE) and DMDEP are negatively and insignificantly related. 

Summary of prior studies on the association between bank perfom1ance and DMDEP are listed 

in Table 3 .5. 

3.3.1.1.6 Market Risk 

This study measures the market risk (MR) of banks using the total-security-investments to total 

assets ratio. Santomero (1997) states that MR cannot be completely diversified but can be 

evaded. Interest rates and comparative currency value is the two vital MR in the banking sector. 

The banking instimtions are mainly concerned with these two MR because they impact their 

performance. Fiordelisi and Molyneux (2010) indicate that banks that are more into capital 

markets activilies have a significant and negative relationship with their profits. They argue that 

banks that possess skills to exposure to l\1R may choose to increase their investment in securities 

to increase their profitability. Though, this decision will decrease the level of liquidity reserves 
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or interest-bearing assets that may result in a rise in the OPC of capital. Similar results are found 

by Ekpu and Paloni (2016) for 83 UK' banks. 

In addition, another study of Leunga et al. (2014) on :MR indicates that in the time of crisis, MR 

has negative contribution to earnings as losses from investments in risky assets are realized but 

it has a positive contribution when there is no crisis. The said study also report that banks which 

generate more income through non-interest activities have less significant MR in the time of 

crisis. This indicates that banks' exposure to MR through diversification of sources of earnings is 

reduced by the earnings from non-interest sources of fund in nom1al periods, and increased by 

earnings from non-interest sonrces of fund during the period of crisis. Jones, Lee, and Yeager 

(2013) fmd similar result when they find that banks need h.igher rates of return for investments 

that are opaque which lead to increase in systematic risk when tl1ere is no crisis. :\faudos and 

Solis (2009) find that MR and bank performance are positively and significantly related, in 

wh.ich NIM is increased by MR. Moreover, Fn et al. (2014b} find that MR exposure and bank 

shareholder value (Tobin's Q) and profitability (ROA) are positive and significantly related, 

indicating that a positive perspective can be taken by shareholder regarding their exposure of 

MR. However, Cheng and Nasir (20 IO) find that MR measured by standard deviation of market 

returns are negative but insignificant effect on China commercial banks' returns. Summary of 

prior studies on the association between bank performance and MR are listed below in Table 3 .6. 
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Table 3.6 
S11mma1y of Market Risk ( MR) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 

Ekpu and Paloni (20 I 6) UK 2005-2009 Fixed effect 

Fu et al. {2014b) 14 2003-2010 GMM 
Asia Pacific 

Lcunga el al (2014) U.S.A 2007-2009 Pooled WLS 
Fixed effects 

Cheng et al. (2013) U.S.A 2004-2009 OLS 

Jones cud. (2013) U.S.A 2000-2006 Ponied WLS 
Random effects 

Cheng and Nasir (2010) China 71-11 months OLS 

Fiordelisi and Molyneux (2010) Europe 1998-2005 GMM 

Maudos and Solis (2009) Mexico 1993-2005 Fixed effect 
GMM 
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Empfrical results 

A b1gher proportion of MR (securities in total as.sets) has been 
linked with a lower ROE. 

MR is positlv.dy associated with banks· performance as measured 
by Tobin·, Q and ROA. 

The1·c is a strong positive relationship hctwcen MR (total risk and 
residual risks} and profitability (Nll) during the non-crisis period, 
white this relation is negative and significant during the crisis 
period. 

The coefficient for share markc1 risk is ne,,ativclv and 
significantly related to abnormal retmns of hanks. 

A positive associution is found hctwecn ch,in,:cs in systcmutic risk 
and banks: earning. 

Market risk hos insignificant impact on returns to- earnings 
relation. 

MR exposures arc negatively relat~d to hank pcrformuncc (net 
operating profits and EVA}. 

Tht coefficients of correlation belween banks' performance ;;1s 

measured by NlM and systematic rlsk are positively significant. 



3.3.l.1.7 Non-Performing Loans 

The extent of the impact of credit risk in the loans portfolio of banks is reflected in the ratio of 

non-perfonning loans to total loans (NPLs). It is also used for measuring the level of the 

influence of environmental factors on the perfonnance of banks. High NPLs ratio decreases bank 

generation revenue as well as profit (Osuagv,lll, 2014; Brighi & Venturelli, 2016; Ekpu & Paloni, 

2016). It has been stressed that since the poor quality of asset limits bank's pool of loanable 

resources, it should also reduce their profitability. Though the evidence of this asse11ion has been 

ascertained frequently in developed countries but it is not frequent in developing and emerging 

countries. The study of Brock and Suarez (2000) on Latin American banks find that NPLs ratio 

and bank spreads are negatively related. They stress that the cause of this distortions is triggered 

by insufficient regulation which gives room to banks to report distorted loan losses, Higher NPLs 

reduces banks' income and correspondingly the spread of the bank will also reduce if there are 

no reserves for loan loss. This finding also indicates that banks that accrue high level of bad 

loans may possibly lower their spreads, increase deposit rates, and then lower their loan rates in 

order to curb their financial difficulties. The authors also argue that unwillingness of the banking 

authorities to close troubled banks with the greter proportion of bad loans may in effect 

encourage them to take higher risk to ameliorate their difficulties. 

The suggestion of Dang (201 I) is that the main risk affecting banks is the losses accrued through 

negligent loans; thus the main concern of all banks is to maintain the volume of NPLs to the 

lowest level. The reason behind this is that NPLs has an influence on the banks' profitability, 

The notion of Ongore and Kusa (2013) and Mamatzakis and Bermpei (2017) is that commercial 

banks perfomrnnce strongly depends on the value of the loan portfolio. Their findings show that 
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the NP Ls ratio and the indicators of bank performance (NL\1, ROA, and NIM} are negatively and 

significantly related. The implication of this is that high NP Ls ratio or poor asset quality leads to 

poor perfonnance of the bank. This is because loans constitute the largest proportion of the 

earnings assets in 1l1e balance sheet of banks. 

Maudos and Solis (2009) also show that credit risk and interest rate risk have a significant and 

negative relationship with bank performance. This indicates that the higher the interest rate 

volatility the higher default risk exposure and the lower is the influence on NIM. They stress that 

the cause of this may be traced to the availability of unlimited deposit insurance that resulted in 

high credit risk levels to the banks, and, therefore, escalated the difficulties of moral hazard. 

Similar findings are reported by Chaibi and Ftiti (2015), Petria et al. (2015), Albulescu (2015), 

Apergis (2014), Capraro and lhnatov (2014), Daly and Zhang (2014), Trinugroho et al. (2014), 

Cheng et al. (2013), and Garcia-Herrero et al. (2009). 

In addition, Boudriga, Taktak, and Jellouli (2009) in their study of 59 countlies find that the 

relationship between risk and performance holds at the level of bank and not at the aggregate 

level. They argue that one of the possible reasons behind this is that the large variation in the 

performance of banks at the individual level gets masked at the aggregate level. This, however, is 

not true in the case of NPLs where the variations across banks are less. The second possible 

reason behind a low relationship between N?Ls and performance at the aggregate level may be 

due to the fact the sample in their study include countries with different level of bank 

performance. 
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Table 3.7 
Summary of Credit Risk (NP Ls Ratio to Total Loans) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Empirical results . ····--
Gerhardt and Venner (2017) Europe 2007-2013 Logit regression A higher NPLs ratio is associated with a higher probability oflnmk hailouL 

Mamatzakis and Bermpci (2017) USA 

Brighi and Venlurdli {20i6) lta!y 

Chen el al. (20 I 6) USA 

Ekpu and Paloni (2016) UK 

Albulescu (2015) USA 

Chaibi and Ftili (2015) France and 
Germany 

Pctria el al. (2015) Ell 27 

Apc~gis (2014) U.S.A 

Capraru and lhnatov (2014) CEE countries 

Trinugroho et al. (2014) Indonesia 

Daly and Zhang (20 l 4) China 

Fah and Nasir (2014) rl Asia Pacific 
countries 

Cheng el al. (2013) U.SA 

Ongorc and Kusa(20l3) Kenya 

Bcdcndo and Bruno (2012) U.S.A 

Garciawf Icrrero el al. (2009) China 

Maudos and Solis (2009) Mexico 

Brock and Suarez (20001 Latin Amcrit.;a 

2007-2013 Fixed ctfocts and GMM 

2006-2012 Fixed effects 

2002-2012 OLS and 2SLS 

2005-2009 Fixed effect 

2005-2013 Fix-..:J effects 

2005-201 l GMM 

2004-201 \ Fixed effects 

2000-2013 fully modified OLS 

2004-201 l Pooled OLS 

2001-2009 Pooled OLS, Random 
effect and GMM 

2004-2010 Linear model 

2000-2008 OLS 

2004-2009 OLS 

2001-2010 Panel dala model 

2007-2009 GMM 

1997-2004 GMM 

1993-2005 Fixed clfoct and GMM 

1990-1995 2SLS 
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NPLs ratio has a negative association with bnnk performance. 

Higb NPLs ratio decreases bank· profitability and stability. 

Higher NPLs increase bank risk. 

NP Ls have a negative cl1CCt on banks· ROE. 

NPLs have a negalive impact on banks' profitability. 

A negative significant re1atio111>hip between the NPLs and ROE. 

A negative association is shown between NP Ls with ROA and ROE. 

The relationship between NPLs and banks' ROA is negative significant 

NPLs ratio has a negative impact on ROE and ROA, and NJM. 

A negative association is found between NPLs ratio and bank perfhrmanl;e 
as measured by NIM. 

A negative relationship exists between NPLs and bank' ROA and ROE, 

Higher the bank credit risk leads to a higher provision fbr default. 

NPLs ratio is ni.::gativcly related to abnormal returns of hanks. 

High NPLs is related to poor bank' ROA, ROE. and NIM. 

NPLs ratio is associ~ted \Vith positive bank dcf-3.ults. 

NPLs ratio is negative and significantly related to bank' ROA. 

The greater the exposure to default risk. the less the effect on NIM. 

NPLs are assoclatcd with bank s.e_rccu.ls. 



Bedendo and Bruno (2012), Fah and Nasir (2014), and Gerhardt and Venne! (2017) find a 

positive relationship between NPLs and bank defaults. This implies that increase in NPLs ratio 

will lead to an increase in risk. These stodies also perceive that battles that are involved in loan 

sales and secnritization have a greater level ofNPLs on their balance sheets. This indication can 

be found as significant in both large and medium banks, as well as during expansion and 

recession period. Maghyereh and Awartani (2014a) also find a positive relationship between 

NPLs ratio and the chance of banks' distress among GCC countries, Maudos and Guevara (2004) 

note that interest margin increases when banks that incurred higher credit risk charged higher 

risk premium on loans. On the other hand, Fungacova and Poghosyan (2011) argne that 

depositors may want higher interest rates on deposits since they assume that banks are highly 

risky, and this may lead to lower interest margin. Therefore, credit risk has an ambiguous 

expected sign. Summaries of past researches on the association between bank performance and 

NPLs ratio is in Table 3.7. 

3.3.1.1.8 Loan Loss Provisions 

lbe ratio ofloan loss provisions to total loans (LLPs) is a measure of credit allocation and credit 

quality of banks. Demirgnc-Kunt and Huizinga ( I 999) stress that LLPs ratio stands as a direct 

proxy for the variance in credit quality in all countries, and also reveals variance in regulations 

governing provisions. In France, the Nordic countries and Eastern Europe countries, banks are 

required to maintain high LLPs. According to Cooper, Jackson, and Patterson (2003), differences 

in the LLPs ratio may show the strength of the loan portfolio of the bank, which may influence 

the bank performance. This led to the argnment on loan quality. Duca and Mclaughlin (1990) 

and some other studies establish that the difference in bank profitability is caused by the 
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difference in LLPs ratio because the increase in LLPs ratio will lead to a decrease in firm 

profitability. This argument is only based on the quality of the loans granted and not the volume. 

In the same way, Miller and Noulas ( 1997) stress that the influence of LLPs ratio on profitability 

is negative. The plausible reason for this result is that the increases in exposure to high-risk loans 

by the financial institution will lead to higher unpaid loans, which results in generates lower 

returns to the banks. Similar results are found by Djalilov and Piesse (2016) in transition 

countries. 

In addition, the observation of Lancaster, Hatfield, and Anderson (1993) is that LLPs ratio exerts 

negative influence on shareholder value when it increases above the projected annual loan loss 

reserves (LLRs). Likewise, Docking, Hirschey, and Jones (1997) find that LLPs announcement 

day effect is negative on shareholder value and also led to dividend reductions and decrease in 

profitability. Wahlen (1994) evaluates the LLl's, loan charge-offs, and NPLs information content 

and reveals that the three variables are essential in explaining future cash flows and expected 

returns. In order to lay more emphasis on the value of this information content, Kim and 

Santomero (1993) argue on the significance of providing unbiased estimations of hanks' LLP. 

Although the management of banking institution has substantial discretion on the size and the 

timing of the change in reserve, decrease (increase) in LLPs can offer new information on the 

improvement (deterioration) of the banks' loan portfolio. 'TI1erefore, Musmneci and Sinkey 

(1990) and Strong and Meyer (1987) suggest that shareholders should use the infom1ation 

provided by LLPs to review their future hank's performance expectations. It is stressed that 

hanks quarterly percentage measure that show the difference in LLPs as a percentage of the 

banks' total loans, is measured appli,ing the LLRs. 
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Furthennore, the study of Athanasoglou, Athanasoglou, and Staikouras (2006) show that the 

LLPs and profitability of the South East European banks are negatively and significantly related, 

indicating that these banks should put more effort into their credit risk management. The cause of 

the severe banking difficulties is due to the failure of the banks to ascertain the weak assets and 

make appropriate provisions. They argue for greater transparency in the financial system in 

South East Europe to ensure effective evaluation of credit risk by banks to avoid such large loan 

losses, Athanasoglou el al. (2008), Said, Nor, and Low (2008), and Ekpu and Paloni (2016) also 

show that LLPs and bank profitability are significantly and negatively related. This implies that 

in order for managers of Greek banks to maximize their profits, they adopt a risk-averse strategy, 

primarily by involving in policies that will improve the screening and the monitoring of credit 

risk. The suggestion of Brighi and Venturelli (2016) and Calmes and Theoret (2010) is that LLPs 

ratio is the most important and significant variable in their research, where they find that the 

LLPs ratio and bank profitability (proxy by ROE and ROA) have a significant negative 

relationship, It is stressed that LLPs ratio rises sharply during recessions that attenuate the pro

cyclicality of ROA and ROE following the engagement of banks more in OBSs related activities. 

Moreover, the conclusion of Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) is that LLPs has a robust and 

negative significant influence on the profitability of all the commercial banks in all countries of 

the world. How to control credit quality is still one of the main issues affecting banks especially 

in the period of the economic meltdown, They also stress that those countries with high-income 

move on with the stronger competition and higher capital allocation efficiency (proxy by LLPs 

ratio), but also generate lower profitability. Thus, these banks must be highly efficient so as to 

improve the lower margins and the pressure of higher efficiency, Fu et al, (2014b) conclude that 
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LLPs, bank shareholder wealth (proxy by Tobin's Q), and bank' ROA are significantly and 

negatively related. implying that investors may view the banks' exposure to credit risk as 

negative. Caprio et al. (2007) also find similar results by using Tobin's Q to measure bank 

perfonnance. Other researchers recommend that banks that achieve lower LLPs are more healthy 

and such advantage can lead to higher profitability (using ROE and ROA) (Jara-Bertin el al., 

2014; Lee & Hsieh, 2013; Raza et al., 2012; Said & Tumin, 2011; Staikouras & Wood, 2011). It 

is stressed that the risk-adverse strategy of banks results in lower profitability due to two main 

reason which are; first, based on accounting principles, the LLPs are provided from banks' 

annual earnings; second, batiks achieve high profitability when they involve in more loaning 

activities, if the bank level of provision is high then its ability to grant loan will reduce and it will 

therefore significantly depresses the ROA of the bank (Vong & Chan, 2009). Al-tamimi (2014) 

and K.hediri et al. (20 I 5) find in a separate study that the LLPs and perfomiance of banks in 

GCC Islamic are insignificant but negatively related. They also find that the credit risk {LLPs) of 

Islamic banks is lower than that of conventional banks. 

On the other hand, the study of Kosmidou, Tamm, and Pasiouras (2005), Jara-Bertin et al. 

(20 I 4), and Hoffmann (2016) find that LLPs is positively and significantly related with NIM, 

implying that higher risk leads to higher margins. Meanwhile, Lee and Hsieh (2013) find that 

LLPs and bank profitability (NIM) and risk measured by the variance of ROA (VROA) and 

variance of ROE (VROE) are positively and significantly related. The explanation behind this is 

that the anticipation of banks from Islamic countries towards higher risk makes them create large 

provisions to deal with the expected losses that may result from their higher risk taking. 
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Table 3.8 
_Summa,y of Ratio of Loan Loss Pravisions to Tola! Loans (LLPs) and its Impact o .... n..cB .... a ___ n ___ k .... P .... e .... 1,_-fo .... r_m .... a .... » .... c .... e ____________ _ 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Empirical results 
Trad et al (2017) 12 Islamic countries 2004-2013 GMM 1,1,Ps ratio has a positive (negative) and signilkant dfoct on profitability 

(risk). 

Psillaki and Mamatzakis (2017) CEE countries 

CJcrhardt and Ven net ( 2017) Europe 

Brighi and Venturelli (2016) Italy 

Djalilov and Picssc (2016) CEE countries 

Ekpu and Pa Joni (2016) UK 

Hotlinann (2016) Latin America 

Mcie, el al. (2016) USA 

Tan (2016) China 

Khcdiri el al. (2015) GCC 

Al-tamirni (2014) GCC 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2014) 118 countries 

Jara-Bertin el al. (2014) Latin America 

Fu el al. (2014h) 14 
Asia Pacific 

Lee and llsich (2013) Asia Countries 

2004-2009 Fixed effect 

2007-2013 Logit regression 

2006-2012 Fixed effects 

2000-2013 GMM 

2005-2009 Fixed cfTcct 

1995-2012 GMM 

2005-2012 OLS 

2003-201 I GMM 

2003-20!0 Logistic regression 

2000-2012 OLS regressions 

1998-2()12 GMM 

1995-2010 GMM 

2003-2010 GMM 

1994-2008 GMM 
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The insignificant relationship between LLPs and hank efficiency. 

A higher LLPs ratio is associated with a higher prohahDity of bank bailouL 

More LLPs ratio dec1'eases the prnfitahility and bank stability. 

The impact ofLLPs on hank profitability ls positi\'C in early transition 
countries hut negative in late transition countries. 

LLPs have a negative effect on banks' ROE. 

U ,Ps impact signi ncantly po~itively on bank' NIM. 

LLPs have a posilive significant (insignificant) crfoct on ROA (ROE). 

LLPs have not significant effect on banks profitability. 

The negative coefficient on LLRs indkatcs Urn! Islamic hanks have lovvcr 
credit risk than convcntl<mal banks. 

The relationship between the GCC Islamic banks· performance (ROA and 
ROE) and LLPs is negative but insignificant. 

LLPs have negutivcly effect on bunk performance (ROA. ROE. and NlM). 

LLPs arc negatively (positively) and signilkunt related tn ROA (NlM). 

LLPs are negatively associated with banks' pcrfmmanc~ as measured hy 
Tobin•s Q. 

The coefficients of the ratio or LLRs arc signiiicantly negative on ROA 
and ROE, hu! the same coefficients ore positive on NIM, VROA, und 
VDROE. 



Table 3.8 (Continued} 
Authors (year) 

Raza el al. (2012) 

Said and Tumin (2011) 

Dietrich and Wanzcnried (201 l) 

Staikouras and Wood (2011) 

Calmes and Theorct (2010) 

Vong and Chan (2009) 

Athanasoglou et al (2008) 

Said el al. (2008) 

Caprio el al. (2007) 

Kosmidou el al. (2007) 

Athanasoglou el al. (2006) 

Kosmidou et al (2005) 

Maudos and Guevara (2004) 

Demlrgue-Kunt and Huizinga ( 1999) 

Miller and Noulas ( 1997) 

W ahlcn (l 994) 

Lancaster et al. (l 993) 

Duca and Mclaugl1lin ( 1990) 

Ho and Saunders (198!1 

Countries 
Pakistan 

Malaysia and 
China 

Swit1,crland 

Europe 

Canada 

Macao 

Greek 

Malaysia 

44 countries 

Greek 

SEE countries 

UK 

Europe 

80 countries: 

lJ.S.A 

U.S.A 

U.S.A 

1i.S.A 

U.S.A 

Period 
2001 2009 

2001-2007 

1999-2009 

Methodologies 
OI_,S regressions 

Pooled OLS 

GMM 

Em(!irical re.suits 
The less level ofLLPs is associated with higher profitabil!ty. 

Credit risk or LLI>s arc nc:ealivclv related to ROA and ROE. 

LLPs have an insignificant (significant) effccl on bank profitabilily before 
(during) the crisis. 

1994~1998 OLS and fixed effects The higher banks1 profitability ls negatively associ.ated with LLJ>s. 

1997-2007 OLS and ARCil~M The cocnicicnl orthc ratio ofLLPs is signilicanlly negative with ROA an<l ROE. 

1993~2007 Fixed effect and GLS LLfls have a significant negative impact on hanks' profitability (ROA) 

1985-200 I GMM LLPs affect negatively lo bank prnfitability as measured by ROA and ROE. 

l 998~2004 DEA and Fixed cffc(,;t LLPs have a negative impact on ROE. 

2000-200 I OLS Rcgression1- LLPs indicalc to have a statistical significant negative association \vith Tobin· s Q. 

J 995-2001 Multinational and The non-significant relationship between LLPs and bank profitability (ROA). 

1998-2002 

1995-2002 

1993-2000 

1988-1995 

1980-1980 

1989-1990 

1980-1986 

1985-1989 

1976-1979 

Integrated model 

Random effects 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effects 

WLS 

Timc~series 

2SLS 

Event study 

Cross .. seclion 

Cross-sectfon 
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LLPs are negatively and significanlly related to bank' ROA and ROI-:. 

LLPs have a positive impact on NlM (ROA} and are significant {insignificant}, 

There is r:1 strong positive relationship between LLP;,; and bank' NIM. 

LLPs arc positively related to bank performance as measured by NIM. 

The effect of LLP on profitability (ROA} appears strong i1cgativ\:'. 

LLPs and NPLs arc important for explaining returns and future cash flows. 

LLPs have negative effects on shareholder wealth. 

LLP is normally C\mnccted ,vith thi.: decrease of the firm prolitahility. 

There is no significant relationship between LLPs and bank· ROA and NIM. 



Also, Valverde and Fernandez (2007) and Trad et al. (2017) show that LLPs significantly 

increases the relationship between net profit margin and bank credit. Similar results have been 

found by other studies (Demirguc-Kunt & Huizinga, l 999; Maudos & Guevara, 2004). The 

finding of Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) show that LLPs does not significantly influence bank 

profitability prior to the crisis but significantly increases throughout the crisis. Ho and Saunders 

(1981) and Kosmidou et al. (2007) find that the association between LLPs and bank profitability 

(proxy by ROA) is insignificant and generally low. Meles, Porzio, Sampagnaro, and Verdoliva 

(2016) and Tan (2016) find similar results with ROE. The summary of prior smdies that evaluate 

the association between LLPs ratio and bank performance is depicted in Table 3.8. 

3.3.1.1.9 Capital Adequacy Ratio 

Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is refe1red to as the ratio of total equity to total assets. It is 

considered as the main plank to ascertain the financial strength of the banks. There are many 

reasons to expect that profitability of banks will be higher with a higher degree of capitalization. 

Firstly, capital may be regarded as a cushion for rising share for risky assets, for instance, loans. 

If market situations make banks provide further loans with a positive risk/return profile, this will 

lead to higher profitability. Secondly, banks that have a high franchise value, measured in terms 

of its capitalization, would have sufficient incentives to remain better capitalized and involve 

injudicious lending. Thirdly, though capital is regarded as the most costly bank liability based on 

anticipated return, maintaining a comparatively large base of share capital is a significant 

indication of its creditworthiness. When market discipline is enforced by depositors, banks that 

are highly capitalized must be capable of lowering their costs of funding. Lastly, a highly 

capitalized bank has to involve in less borrowing so as to maintain a certain assets level. This 
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may be essential in emerging countries where banks face sudden break in bon-owing. 

Beforehand, Buser, Chen, and Kane (1981) have evaluated the theoretical association between 

bank capitalization and bank profitability. Their finding shows that banks usually have au 

internal ratio of optimal capitalization since deposit insurance is present. Ill general, a new entry 

in countries having banks with high franchise value is costly. This acts an incentive to banks to 

remain well-capitalized banks and also pursue sound lending behavior (Stig]itz, 1996). Berger 

(1995b) findings show that CAR ratio is positively related with ROE. He stresses that banks fund 

cost (both price and quantity of fund) should be reduced when CAR ratio is higher, which then 

lead to improving in banks' profitability and net interest income. 

The suggestion of Maudos (2017), Bougatef and Mgadmi (2016), Ghosh (2016), and Jara-Bertin 

el al. (2014) is that increase in CAR leads to increase in profitability when the increase in capital 

decreases risk-related obstacles to expansion or entry into more lucrative product lines. This 

implies that a bank that increases capital and reduces its risks may be well capable of benefiting 

from opportunities to provide OBSs guarantees, for instance, letters of credit and loan 

co1m11itments. Safe banks are also capable of borrowing uninsured funds more effortlessly to 

acquire high-income on-balance-sheet investment when the opportunities arrived. The study of 

Clipraru and Ilmatov (2014) and Sissy el al. (2017) show that CAR ratio and bank profitability 

are positively and significantly related. Banks with higher CAR and the consequent cost aims for 

higher margin. This is in line with the understanding that capital is regarded as a signpost of the 

solvency of banks. This may lessen the cost deposit of the highly capitalized banks resulting into 

higher income margins. Some other studies find similar effects (Mili, Sahut, Trimeche, & 

Teulon, 2016; Albulescu, 2015, Beltratti & Paladino, 2015; Terraza, 2015; Apergis, 2014; Lee & 
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Hsieh, 2013; Aebi. Sabato, & Schmid, 2012; Ayadi & Boujelbene, 2012; Staikouras & Wood, 

2011; Athanasoglou el al., 2008; Pasiouras & Kosmidou, 2007; Valverde & Fernandez. 2007; 

Kosmidou el al., 2005; Lensink & Hermes, 2004; Demirguc-Kunt & Huizinga, 2000, I 999). 

In addition, Trad et al. (2017), Bitar et al. (2016), Fralzscher, Konig, and Lambert (2016), Jamil, 

Said, and Nor (2015), Fu and Heffernan (2009), Garcia-Herrero et al. (2009), and Liang el al. 

(2013) show that banks that maintain high equity level to their total assets have the best 

perfonnance. These authors clarify this relationship when they observe that banks with a higher 

ratio of CAR tend to face lower costs of funding because of the lower prospect of bankruptcy 

costs. In the same way, Khediri et al. (2015) find that the capitalization of the Islamic banks in 

GCC is better than that of the conventional banks in GCC. Demand for higher margin by banks 

with higher capit,il is aimed at compensating them for their higher average cost of capital. As 

identified by Goddard et al. (2008), Lepetit, Nys, Rous, and Tarazi (2008), Barry et al. (2011), 

Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Saghi-zedek (2016}, and Williams (2016) a positive relationship 

between CAR ratio and bank risk as proxy by SDROE and SDROA, may be caused by 

bankruptcy cost avoidance, the unpremeditated influence of minimum capital requirements, risk 

aversion through bank managers, or regulatory costs. Altunbas, Carbo, Gardener, and Molyneux 

(2007) also regard the positive correlation between CAR ratio and credit risk as a 'regulatory 

hypothesis", which means that regulators inspire banks to upsurge their capital commensurate 

with the level of risk taken. 

On the other hand, some authors note that CAR ratio and total revenue are negatively related, as 

a decrease in capital ratios will result to increase in bank revenues. Based on conventional 
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banking wisdom, an increase in CAR ratio will lead to a decrease in profitability. An increase in 

CAR ratio will reduce equity risk and this, in tum, reduces the expected level of retum by 

investors on bank stock at equilibrium. Furthermore, an increase in CAR ratio reduces earnings 

after tax through a reduction of the tax shield generated by deducting interest payments. In 

addition, the reduction of risk through an increase in CAR ratio can reduce earnings by 

depressing the level of accessibility to deposit insurance. Goddard et al. (2008) show that CAR 

ratio negatively and significantly influence bank profitability, implying that bank profitability is 

affected by higher CAR ratio. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) conclude that CAR ratio does not 

significantly influence bank profitability prior to the crisis, but negatively and significantly 

influences bank profitability during the period of the crisis in 2007-2009. One of the major 

causes of this correlation is because safer Switzerland banks attracted more saving deposits in the 

time of the crisis. However, they have not been able to convert the considerable increase in the 

level of deposits to increase their income earnings because the demand for a loan is lower dming 

this period. Despite the slight increase in the banks' total earnings during the crisis. their 

profitability decreases since they could not find investment opportunities that are attractive 

enough to deploy the additional fund. 

Al-tamimi (2014) finds that the perfonnance (ROE and ROA) and CAR ratio oflslamic banks in 

GCC have a significant and negative relationship, Gerhardt and Venne! (2017), Brighi and 

Venturelli (2016), and Lee and Hsieh (2013) also fmd that CAR and risk (SDROE and SDROE) 

have a negative relationship. Demirgu~ and Kane {2002) refer this negative relationship as a 

'moral hazard hypotheses' where undercapitalized banks take on excessive risk to exploit 

existing flat deposit insurance arrangements. It is also found that the largest and positive 
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influence of capital on ROE is attained by banks that are based in Middle Eastern countries. The 

hanks in Asia have the largest negative capital influence on LLRs and VROE while the lowest 

VROA value is found among banks based in the Middle Eastern countries. Because of the 

historical origin of Islam in Middle East countries, banks there are at the lowest risk level. 

According to Jslamic principles, banks ca1111ot accept interest without reason, and ca1111ot invest 

in uncertainty and gambling, Therefore, the amount of risk-taking behavior is guided by the 

principles of religion in the Middle East. lt is worth noting that banks in the Middle East 

countries persistence for both highest risk and high profit and as a resnlt enjoy dominant 

competition. 

Ahnazari (2013) finds that CAR indicates an insignificant association with ROA, implying that 

highly capitalized banks achieve negative retums. The finding is apparently not in line with the 

banking reality. Low level of operational efficiency of banks in the usage of their asset may 

result in a negative association with CAR. Related effects are shown by Alper and Anbar (201 I), 

Kosmidou et al. (2007), and Williams (2003). The finding of Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) 

also indicate that CAR ratio is higher in low-income countries than that of high-income 

countries. Though. bank's level of capital does not have influenced on the profitability in middle 

and low-income-countries, the profitability of banks from high-income colllltries is significantly 

and positively influenced by the CAR ratio. The sununary of p1ior research on the association 

between CAR ratio and bank performance are depicted in Table 3,9, 
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Table 3.9 
Summa,y of Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Emp_irical results 
Mama11.akis and Bcrmpei (2017) USA 2007-2013 Fixed cfli;cts and GMM CAR has a positive association with banks' ROA, ROE, and NIM. 

Maudos (2017) 

Psi!1aki and Mamatzakis (2017) 

Sail~Alyousli el al. (2017a) 

Sai!CAJyousti el al. (2017b) 

el al. (2017) 

Trad el al. (2017) 

Gerhardt and Vennet (2017) 

Bitar el al. (2016 l 

Brighi and Venturelli (2016) 

Bougatef and Mgadmi (2016) 

Chang and Chen (2016) 

lljalilov and Picssc (2016) 

Ekpu and Paloni (2016) 

Fratzschcr el al. (2016) 

Europe 

CEE countries 

Saudi Arabia 

Saudi Arabia 

29 African countries 

12 Islamic countries 

Europe 

MENA 

Italy 

MENA 

USA 

CEE ~~mmtrlcs 

UK 

50 Developed 
countries 

2002-2012 Vixed eflbcts Bank pmJitabillty (risk} is posilive.ly (negatively) nssm.:itHed with 
capitalization level. 

2004R2009 Fixed cffoct A positive relotionship between CAR and bank efficiency. 

2000-2014 OLS and Fixed c11ects Banks with higher capital are more prnfltahlc. 

2000-2015 OLS and Random cffoc!s Higher CAR lead to a decline in shareholders' value of lhc 

2002-2013 

2004-2013 

2007-2013 

I 999-2013 

2006-2012 

2004-2012 

2008 

2000-2013 

2005-2009 

2002-2013 

Fixed effects and GMM 

GMM 

l ,ogit regression 

OLS 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effect and 2SLS 

Geometric Brownian 
model 

GMM 

Fixed effect 

Fixed effoct 
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conventional banks. 

Higher capitalilations incn~as~~ the shibility of banks. 

Bank capitalization has a positive (negative) and signillcant crfcct on 
profitability (credit risk). 

A higher CAR is nssociatcd \Vith a lowcl' probability of bank bailout. 

Higher capital ratios ameliorate bank efficiency c1nd profitability. 

Higher capltalization decreases the risk and enhances bank stnbility. 

Bank profitability is positively associated with capitalization level. 

Government capital injection is found to increase the hank 
profitability and reduce default risk. 

Better capilalized banks arc more profitable in early transition 
countries. 

An increase in equity reduces tl1e ROE. 

fligher capital buffers improved aggregate hank stability a Iler the 
CRISIS. 



Table 3.9 (Continued) 
Authors (year) 

Saghi-zedek (2016) 

Ghosh (2016) 

Ghosh (2016) 

Leven! (2016) 

Mili e1 al. (2016) 

Tan (2016) 

Trane/a/, (2016) 

Williams (2016) 

Albulcscu (2015) 

Bcllratti and Paladino (20! 5) 

.Jamil el al. (2015) 

Khcdiri er al. (2015) 

TctTaza (2015) 

/\1-tamimi (2014) 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) 

Countries 
Europe 

169 Nations 

MENA 

Tmkey 

Developed and 
developing countries 

China 

USA 

Australia 

USA 

44 countrJCs 

Malaysia 

GCC 

Europe 

ace 

I I 8 countries 

Period 
2002-2010 

998-20!3 

2000.2012 

2002-2012 

2003-2011 

19%-2013 

2002-2(!08 

2005-2013 

2005-201 l 

2000-2012 

2003-2010 

2005-2012 

2000-2012 

1998-2012 

Methodologies 
GMM 

Fixed eft"ect and GMM 

Fixed cffccl 

Random and Fixed cfti.:t:ts 

OLS 

GMM 

GMM 

GLS 

Fixed effects 

GMM 

ou; 

Logistic regression 

Fixed effect and GMM 

OJ ,S Regressions 

GMM 
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____ Emrirical results 
Better capi1alizcd banks are mon: profitable and less vulnerable bu! 
more risky, 

High t:apitalization ofb.inks is beneficial for bank profitahility. 

11ighcr capitalized banks arc more prnlitable and stable. 

More capitalization increases bank profitability. 

Foreign hanks' prolitahility increases their cupital through retained 
earnings. 

CAR has not significant effoct on hanks profitability. 

Rcgulntory capital is negatively related to hank profitability for 
higher cnpitalizcd banks hut positively rclatct.l to prolitahllity for 
lower capitalized hanks, 

lnct·cuscd CAR results in increased bank risk. 

Bank capitalizatlon positively influen1:es the profitability. 

A significant positive link between the CJ\R and pmfitahillly. 

CAR has positively effect on bank stability, 

Islamic banks are better capitalized than conn.:n!ional banks. 

Capitalization levels increase hank pm!it:.ibility. 

CAR is significantly and negatively J'datcd to fs:lamic banks' ROA 
and ROE. 

A bauk"s C/\R level does not uffect bank" ROA. ROE and NIM in 
low- and middlc~incomc countries, while the CAR in high~incomc 
countries has a positive and signi tlcant cfrCct on bank profilabil ily, 



Table 3.9 (Continued) 
Authors~ 

Jarn-Berrin et al. {2014) 

/\pcrgis (2014) 

CJpn1ru und Ihmitov (2014) 

Saghi-Zcdck and Tarazi (2014) 

Trinugroho el al. (2014) 

Alma7.ari (2013) 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) 

Liang et al. (2013) 

/\chi et a( (2012) 

Ayadi and Boujclbcnc (2012) 

Staikouras and Wood (201 I) 

Alper and An bar (2011) 

Barry et al (2011) 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2011) 

Fu and Heffernan (2009) 

Ga1·efa-Hcrrcro et al. {2009) 

Countries 
Latin Amerka 

U.S.A 

CEE countries 

Eurnpc 

lndonesia 

Snudi Arahia 

Asia Countries 

China 

U.SA 

Tunisia 

Europe 

Turkey 

Europe 

Switzerland 

China 

China 

Period 
1995-2010 

2000-2013 

2004-2011 

2002-2010 

201ll-2009 

2007-201 l 

1994-2008 

2003-2011 

2007-2008 

1995-201)5 

1994-1998 

2002-201(] 

1999-2005 

1999-2009 

1985-2002 

1997-2004 

Methodologies 
GMM 

Fully modified OLS 

Pooled ols 

GLS 

OLS, Random effect 
GMM 

Em£irical results 
CAR levels bavc a positive and statistically signiticanl relation with hank' ROA 
and NIM. 

There is a positive signiflcant correlation between banks' ROA and NIM with 
CAR. 

The CAR rntio has a statistically significant positive impact on honk 
prnfiiubility. 

A positive link between CAR and risk as measured by SDRO/\ and SDROE, 

The ('AR has a positive and significant coefficient with NIM, 

Linear regression CAR shows an insignificant rchitionship with ROA. 

GMM CAR ha5'> a positive (negative) significant effect on h;.mk prnl1tability (risk), 

GMM Banks with a higher degree of capitalization perform belter. 

OLS regressions ROE is positively related to CAR ratio. 

GLS CAR is negatively effect on bank performance (ROA). 

OLS and :fixed eflCcts CAR is associated with positive bank performance (ROA and ROE). 

Fixed eftccts CAR has nol important effect on bank profiwbility (ROA and ROE). 

OLS regressions. The higher level of CAR has a positive impact on prolttability and risk. 

GMM CAR has a negafrn:: and significant (insignificant) impnd on bank protitohility 
during (before) the CRISIS. 

OLS regressions 

GMM 
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The higher bnnk pcrformoncc is po::;itivcly related to CAR rntio. 

Banks with higher CAR tend lo lwvc a higher ROJ\. 



Table 3.9 (Continued) 
Authors (:year) 

i\thanasoglo\l et al. (2008) 

l.cpctil el al. (2008) 

Goddard el al. (2008) 

i\ltunbas cl al. (2007) 

Pasiourns and Kosmidou (2007) 

Valverde and Fernandez (2007) 

Kosmidou el al, 0007) 

Kosmidnu el al (2005) 

Lcnsink and Hermes (2004) 

Williams (ZOOJ) 

Dcmit'guc-Kunt and Hui7.inga 
(2000) 

Dcmirgut.:-Kunt and Huizinga 
(1999) 

Berger (I <J<J 5 b) 

Countries 
Greek 

Europe 

lJ.S.A 

Europe 

Europe 

Europe 

Greek 

UK 

Host coun1ry 

Australia 

44 Count1ics 

80 countries 

\J.S.A 

Period 
1985-2001 

1996-2002 

I 993-2004 

1992-2000 

1995-200 I 

1994-200 I 

1995-2001 

1995-2002 

1990-1996 

1989-1993 

1990-1997 

1988-1995 

1983-1989 

Methodolo_g_ies 
GMM 

OLS regressions 

Pooled regressions 

S1 JR simultaneous 

Fixed crtCcts 

GMM 

Multinational and 
Integrated model 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effCcts model 

Ol,S estimation 

Pooled regression 

WLS Regressions 

Pooled re£ression 

14 I 

Emp_irical results 
The cocfticicnt of the CAR is positive ,:md significant on bank· ROA and ROE. 

CAR has a positive impact on risk. 

CAR is negatively (positively) and significantly related to profitahility (risk}. 

The risk is positively related to the CAR. 

CAR is positively related to both performances of domcstk and foreign lnn1~s, 

CAR is associated with positive hank' RO/\. ROE. and NIM 

There is no significant relationship between CAR and bank· ROA. 

CAR has positive a ffcet bank performance. 

CAR is significunHy posilivc with bank performance. 

CAR has an insignificant ettect on bank performance. 

CAR is positively significant on bank performance. 

There is a strong positive relationship between CAR and banks" ROA and NJM. 

That higher CAR is pnsitivl'l)' related to higher ROE. 



3.3.1.1.10 Loans to Total Assets 

Most studies on bank margins and perfonnance use the loans to total assets ratio (LOAN) to 

measure the LR of banks, the source of income of banks, loaning specialization or to measure 

credit risk (Kosmidou el al, 2007; Fu & Heffernan, 2009). Based on the study of Abreu and 

Mendes (2001), Mamatzakis and Bermpei (2017), and Maudos (2017) the ratio of LOAN 

positively influences bank perfonnance. This indicates that banks carefully select and monitor 

the lending process and keep a low level of l\l'Ls which help the banks to increase in margins 

and profitability. Naceur and Omran {2011), Bitar et al. (2016), and Tan (2016} find that LOAN 

and bank perfonnance are positively related. They explain the positive influence of credit risk on 

NIM and bank efficiency may be due to the fact that banks ccver their greater exposure to risk by 

increasing their margins and they also cover their cost of origination of loans which are to be 

serviced and monitored. Olson and Zoubi (2011) find that loan specialization ratio (proxied by 

LOAN) increases profitability due to hight,-r returns generated by loans than other types of assets. 

Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga ( 1999) show that an increase in loan ratio will lead to increase in 

interest margins, implying that risk-averse shareholders demanded higher earnings to 

compensate them for taking hight,-r credit risk. Srairi (2009) fmds that LOAN ratio significantly 

influences ROA in all the cases but with reverse signs for Islamic and conventional banks. He 

also argues that the variation in the influence of credit risk on bank profitability may be traced to 

the amount of provisions possible loan losses that are lower in Islamic banks than in 

conventional banks. 

Similar to Duca and Mclaughlin ( 1990) and Molyneux and Thornton ( 1992} reveal that risk level 

and performance is negatively and significantly related. This finding indicates that financial 
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institutions that are exposed to highly risky loans also accumulate higher unpaid loans. Their 

credit risk exposure reduces the expected returns of the involved banks and contributes to the 

decrease in bank profitability. Maudos and Solis (2009) and Miller and Noulas (1997) suggest 

that credit risk and bank profitability have a negative relationship since banks' exposure to bad 

loans is influenced by higher LOAN, which then reduces bank profit margins. Hassan and Bashir 

(2003), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), and Saghi-zedek (20 I 6) also find that banks that acquire 

a higher level of LOAN have high risk and low and profitability. Meanwhile, Staikouras and 

Wood (2011) recommend that the ratio of LOAN is inversely correlated with ROA of banks. 

This indicates that banks that possess high non-loan earning assets achieve better profitability 

than those that highly depends on loan assets. Alper and Anbar (2011) and Osuagwu (2014) find 

similar results when they find that weak asset quality and credit portfolio volume negatively 

influence bank profitability. 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) find that LOAN ratio significantly and negatively impacts ROE and ROA 

but positively influence NIM, SDROE, and SDROA Similarly, Kasman and Kasman (2015) 

indicate that banks with higher LOAN are less stable and higher NPLs. Fu and Heffernan (2009) 

stress that lower LOAN ratio significantly and positively influences ROA but negatively 

influences ROE as a proxy for bank performance. The opposite results are found by Meles et aL 

(2016). Staikouras, Mamatzakis, and Koutsomanoli-Filippaki (2008) fmd that LOAN ratio has a 

positive relationship with profitability; however if there is too much investment in securities, the 

association could be negative. The study of Trad et al. (2017) and Goddard et al. (2008) shows 

that LOAN coefficient is negative and insignificant in the regression analysis for ROE and ROA, 

but it positively and significantly influences bank risk in the regression analysis. They conclude 

that lower specialization seems to be related to an increase in risk-adjusted profit. 
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Table 3.10 
Summmy of Loan lo Assets Ratio (LOAN) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

. Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Emp_irical results 
Mamalmkis and Bcrmpei (2017) USA 2007-2013 Fixed effects and GMM LOAN has a positive association wiib hank performance. 

Maud0s (2017) 

Psillu.ki and Mamatzakis (2017) 

Trad <I al (2017) 

Bitar el al. (2016) 

Bougatcfand Mgadrni (2016) 

Mclcs el al. (2016) 

Sagh i-zcdck (20 I 6) 

Tan (2016) 

Khcdiri el al. (2015) 

Kasman and Kasman (2015) 

Gurcfa-Meca el ol. (2014) 

Saghi-Zcdck and Tarazi (2014) 

Osuagwu (2014) 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) 

A lpcr and /\nbar (20 I I) 

Europe 

CEE countries 

12 lslamic 
countries 

MENA 

MENA 

US/\ 

Europe 

China 

GCC 

Turkey 

Nine countries 

Europe 

Nigeria 

Asia Countries 

Turkey 

2002-2012 

2004-2009 

2004-2013 

1999-2013 

2004-2012 

2005-2012 

2002-2010 

2003-201 I 

2003-2010 

2002-2012 

2004-2010 

2002-2010 

1980-20!0 

1994-2008 

2002-2010 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effect 

GMM 

OLS 

Fixed effect and 2SLS 

OLS 

GMM 

GMM 

Logistic regression 

Banks with a higgcr share ofloans in their assets arc more pw1Hi1hk. 

The effect of LOAN on hank efflcienc;: is negative. 

LO/\N has a n!.:gat1vc (positive) and signiflcnnt cfti:ct on profltability 
(credit risk). 

Higher proportions of LO/\N reduce hank risk and improve bank 
efficiency and profits. 

Liquidity (lower LOAN) is positively insignificant related to risk, 

LOAN has a signiHcam positive (negative) cl"foct on ROE (ROA), 

Banks more relianl on lending activilics are less risky. 

A higher degree of loan exposure (lower liquidity) leads lo an increase 
in bank profitabiHty. 

There arc no significant differences between Islamic und conventional 
banks during and alter lhe CR!SlS. 

GMM Higher LOAN ratio decreases (increases) bank stahility (NPLs) 

GMM Tbe relationship between LOAN ratios and bunk' ROA and Tobin's Q 
are not signi licanL 

GI ,S A higher share of LOAN is less risky and proJitability, 

Fixed and random cffecls LOAN ratio impacts negatively on banks' pro1itability, 

GMM LO/\N ratio is .significantly negatively (positively) 1m ROA rind ROE 
(NIM. VRO/\. and VROEJ. 

Fixed effects LOAN ratio impacts banks· ROA and ROE negatively, 
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Table 3.10 (Continued 
Authors (rear) Countries Period 

Naccur and Omran (2011) MENA 1988-2005 

Olsnn and 7,,;ubi (2011) MENA 2000-2008 

Staikouras and Wood (2011) Europe 1994-1998 

Cheng and Nasir (2010) China 71-11 months 

Fu and I lcflcrnan (2009) China 1985-2002 

Maudos and Solis (2009) Mexico 1993-2005 

Srniri (2009) GCC 1999-2006 

Goddard cl al. (2008) U.S.A 1993-2004 

Staikourns ct al. (2008) Europe 1993-2003 

Kosmidou el al. (2007) Greek 1995-2001 

Hassan and Bashir (2003) 21 Countries 1994-200 I 

Ahrcu irnd Mendes (2001) Europe 1986-1999 

Dcmlrguc-Kunt and Huizinga {1999} 80 countries I 988-1995 

Miller and Noulas (1997) U.S.A 1980-1980 

Molym:ux iln<l Thornton (!992) l~urope 1986-1989 

Duca and Mclaughlin ( 1990) l!.S.1\ 1985-1989 

Methodologies 
GMM 

Random effects 

OLS and fixed effects 

OLS 

01 ,S regressions 

Fixed effect 
GMM 

Fixed effects mo<ld 

Pooled regressions 

Stochastic frontier 
approach (SFA) 

Multinational ::ind 
Integrated model 

GLS 

Fixed effects mn<lcl 

WLS Regressions 

Cross-section and 
tlme~series 

Cross-sectional 

Empfrica! results 
LOAN ratio is positively significant on hank' NIM, 

1 ligh level nl'LOAN is associated with high hank' ROE and ROA. 

LOAN ratio appcan;. to he inversely related to hanks· ROA. 

LOAN has n negative sign wlth banks returns. 

LOAN ratio has a signlfican! positive (ncgatiYc) cffccl on ROA 
(ROE). 

There is a strong negative relalionship between LOAN ratio and 
bank' NIM. 

LOAN ratio has a significant impuct on ROA but wilh opposite 
signs H•r conventional and Islamic hanks. 

The coefficients on LOAN are ncgatrve but insignificant (posilive 
and significant) with profitability (risk). 

LOAN rntio is positively (negatively) related to profitahility. 

LOAN ratio is negative but insigni!icant on ROA. 

LOAN ratio is negatively related to bank· ROA. ROE and NIM. 

LOAN ratio is positively rcl•Jtcd lo hank' ROA, ROI' and NIM. 

A positiYc assodation is found hct,,.·ccn LOAN ratio and NIM. 

There is a negative correlation hctwccn credit risk and bank 
profitability. 

LOAN is ncga!ivcly related lo hank prolitahility, 

Crns,-SP,cllnn .,. --· ---·· Higher LOAN is associated \Vlth dcc1·eased in bank protilability. 
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Garcia-Meca er a/.(2014) show that the association between the ratio of LOAN and perfonnance 

of bank (proxied by Tobin's Q and ROA) is insignificant Khediri er al. (2015) use the LOAN to 

measure asset quality, their conclusion is that there is no significant difference between GCC 

conventional and Islamic banks through and after the financial tunnoiL The study of Kosmidou 

et al, (2007) also reveals that ratio of LOAN has negatively but insignificant in influence on 

ROA. Bougatef and Mgadmi (2016) find similar results with bank risk. The summary of prior 

studies on the association between LOA!\ ratio and bank perfonnance is presented in Table 3, IO. 

3.3.1.1.11 Loan Growth 

Loan growth (LNGRTH) is a vital contributing factor to bank performance. Foos, Norden, and 

Weber (2010) empirically prove the direct association between risk and LNGRTH. They use a 

large and varied sample of more than I0,000 banks in 14 developed countries from 1997 to 2005. 

111e study shows robust evidence that LNGRTH resulted to higher LLPs and leads to a lower 

risk-adjusted interest income. It indicates that bank risk and LNGRTH have a strong positive 

relationship, but the negative influence of the risk occurs with a lag of three years. Moreover, the 

findings show that banks in developed markets granted Joans at the cost of lower margins though 

the new customers are perhaps more risky compared to the old customer. 

Ktlh!er (20 l 2) finds that one of the most important risk detenninants in banking is the growth in 

the loan portfolio, This implies that banks lessen their collateral requirements and standards of 

lending so as to achieve LNGRTH. In addition, banks that achieve significantly higher LNGRTI{ 

level than their rivals may entice clients that have not been granted loan by some other hanks due 
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to their demand for too low loan rates or have provided insufficient collateral relative to the 

quality of their credit (Foos et al., 2010). 

Keeton ( 1999) stresses that a fast rate of LNGRTH will result into greater loan losses. If banks 

are eager to agent to provide a loan, they will reduce their rates and lessen their credit standards. 

If larger Joans are requested by more borrowers, the total volume of lending will increase and 

longer would be the period before loan losses emerge because bad loans do not always face the 

problem of repayment within the first year. When banking lending increases due to high credit 

demand, banks will raise the rates of the loan and increase credit standards; hence the total level 

of bank lending will not increase as fast as it would have been otherwise. As a result, there will 

be an improvement in the average credit quality of borrowers and reduced possibilities of future 

loan losses. 

Additionally, Naceur (2003) and Hoffinann (2016) reveal that the relationship between bank 

LNGRTH and bank perfonnance (proxy by NIM) is significant and positive. Bedendo and Bruno 

(20 I 2) and Williams (20 I 6) find a positive significant relationship between LNGRTH and bank 

defaults risk. A similar result is reported by Caprio et al. (2007) when they applied Tobin's Q as 

a proxy for bank performance. 

On the other hand, some other studies have revealed that LNGRTH has a negative inflnence on 

bank performance (proxy by ROA and ROE) (Said et al., 2008; Garcia-Herrero et aL, 2009; 

Ghosh, 2016). Rapid credit growth in relation to market may lead to a reduction in credit quality 

and also bank performance (Dietlich & Wanzenried, 201 I). ]11e summary of previous research 

on the LNGRTH and bank performance relationship is shown below in Table 3.11. 
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Tahle 3.11 
Summa,Jl of Loan Gmwth (LNGRTH) and its Impact on Bank Pe1formance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Emp_irical results 

Ghosh (2016) 

Hoffmann (2016) 

Williams (2016) 

Bcdcndo and Bruno (2012) 

Ki1h1cq2012) 

Foos et al. (20 I 0) 

GarCla-1-lcrrcro et al, (2009) 

Said et al. (2008) 

er al. (2007) 

Naccur {2003) 

Keeton ( 1999) 

l 69 nations 

Latin America 

Australia 

U.S.A 

15 European 
countries 

14 major western 
countfles 

Chinu 

Malaysia 

44 countries 

Tunisia 

60 Large Banks 

1998-2013 

1995-2012 

2002-2008 

2007-2009 

2002-2009 

1997-2005 

1997-2004 

1998-2004 

2000-200 I 

1980-2000 

1967-1996 

Nole: SU) Senior Loan Office conducted by the Federal Reserve 

Fixed effect and GMM A higher share of LNGRTH significantly reduces bank 
pro/itability. 

GMM 

GLS 

GMM 

GMM 

OLS regressions 

There is a pmiltivc and swrislically 
between bank LNGRTH and NIM. 

as~ociation 

LNU RTI l increases the risk of lurgcst and median 
concentratl:d banks: hontcvcr. it h~s no cffet'.1 on the risk of least 
concentrated banks. 

A positive and significant association is found betwi::en 
LNGRTfl and bank defaults risk. 

Hanks' LNORTH is an important determinant of risk-laking in 
the EU banking sector. The higher rates of LNGRTI I arc more 

(Z-Score). 

LNGRTH has a positive and inl1ucncc on hank risk, 

GMM The coctlicicnts or correlations between LNGRTJ I and hank 
(ROA) are negative and significant 

DEA and Fixed effect LNGRTI l has a negative impact. on ROE. 

OLS regressions There is a slrnng positive rel.:ilionship between mm"kct hased
bnnks performance (Tobin's Q) and LNORTI I. 

GLS LNGRTH is positively and significantly related to profitability 
as measured by NIM. 

SLO Survey The levels of banks LN<iRTll lend to loan losses. 
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3.3.1.1.12 Bank Size 

The measurement for bank size (SIZE) is log-of-total-asset. Trnd et al. (2017), Mamatzakis and 

Bem1pei (2017), Maudos (2017), Sissy et al. (2017), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), and 

Smirlock (1985) reveal that SIZE and bank profitability are significantly and positively related. 

This is due to the fact that larger banks probably have a better and higher level of loan 

diversification and product compared to smaller banks, so as to take advantage of economies of 

scale. Almazari (2013) also find that SIZE and ROA are significantly and positively related. It 

indicates that higher ROA is achieved by larger banks. Similar results are found by other studies 

like Alper and Anbar (2011), Guillen, Rengifo, and Ozsoz (2014), Liang el al. (2013), Kasman 

and Kasman (2015), Chen et al. (2016}, and Brighi and Venturelli (2016). The finding of Short 

and Keasey (1999) suggest that funds for investments can easily be generated by large banking 

fim1s and they creates entry barriers that result in perfonnance. This means that higher profits 

can be achieved by larger banks. In contrast, this type of success cannot be achieved by small 

banks in a short period of time. Other studies conclude that increase in SIZE can lead to an 

increase in savings especially in developed markets (Athanasoglou et al., 2006; Ayadi & 

Boujelbene, 2012). Eichengreen and Gibson (2001) also state that the growth in SIZE can 

positively influence bank profitability up to a certain limit. 

Berger, Hanweck, and Humphrey (1987) find that increase in SIZE marginally decrease costs 

and scale inefficiencies are encountered by larger banks. The study of Micco, Panizza, and 

Yanez (2007) shows that there is a positive but insignificant relationship between SIZE and bank 

profitability (ROA). Fu et al. (2014b) also find a significant positive association between Tobin's 

Q and level of assets and negative association with I-year lag asset size of the bank. This 
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indicates that investors may, in the short-run focus on the synergy of increased asset size hut in 

the long nm, this may have a negative effect on shareholders' value. Fiordelisi and Molyneux 

(2010) find also that shareholder value and asset size are significantly positive related. 

Bedendo and Bruno (2012), Saghi-zedek (2016), and Ashraf el al. (2016) show that larger banks 

are exposed to a higher credit risk portfolio during the time of recession since they are activity 

involved in securitization and selling of loans, which leads to decreases in quality of their asset 

portfolio. Haq and Heaney (2012) show that bigger banks tend to engage in risky transactions as 

they enjoy the 'safety-net' provided by the government under the "too big to fail" policy; due to 

this, larger banks increase their involvement in OBSs transactions in order to boost their fee 

income, which in tum increases their credit risk. Authors find a direct association of OBSs 

transactions and a shortage of liquidity which trigger losses. Goddard et al. (2008) state that fast

growing banks achieve higher returns with little volatility. Wilcox (2006) also suggests that 

larger banks tend to provide better rates to borrowers and savers compared to smaller banks in 

order to achieve higher ROA, since; relatively speaking they incur lower operating expenses than 

interest expenses. 

However, SIZE may have a negative influence on profitability beyond a certain point. Hassan 

and Bashir (2003) show that SIZE and profitability ofislamic banks are significant and negative. 

They argue that this may be the result of a possible linkage between optimal size and 

maximization of margin. Kosmidou et al. (2005) find that SIZE and NIM are statistically 

significant and negative, implying that larger banks are likely to earn lower margins. This is in 

line with the researchers that find that smaller banks achieve economies of scale while larger 
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banks achieve diseconomies of scale. In the same way, Claeys and Venner (2008) and Naceur 

and Goaied (2008) find that SIZE and NIM are statistically significant and negatively related. 

Almumani (2014) and Psillaki and Mamatzak:is (2017) states that increase in assets (SIZE) lead 

to decrease in the perfomiance of the banks. Al-Saidi and Al-Shammari (2013) find that the 

relationship that exists between the SIZE and perfomiance of bank (measured by Tobin's Q) is 

negative, However, the relationship is positive when performance is measured using ROA. 

Therefore, larger banks achieved better performance when measured with ROA compared to 

smaller banks. Authors find that banks in Kuwait benefit from not only providing loans but also 

from offering services too. Caprio et al. (2007), Chaibi and Ftiti (2015), Tan (2016), and 

Gerhardt and Venne! (2017) also support the view too big to fail. Chen and Liao (2011) reveal 

that SIZE and profitability bear a negative relationship. This nega1ive coefficient implies that 

larger banks face diseconomies of scale and scope. Capraru and lhnatov (2014) also conclude 

that SIZE has negative impact on profitability ratios (NJJ\1, ROA, and ROE), indicating the 

higher the SlZE the lower the NIM ratio. 
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Table 3.12 
Summary of Bank Size (SIZE) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies EmE_irical results 
Gerhardt and Venn et (2017) Europe 2007-2013 Log it regression Support the view that argues that too-big-lo-foil mid too

systcmic-tovfail argument. 

Mamatzakis and Bermpei (2017) USA 

Maudos (2017) Europe 

Psillaki and Mamatzakis (2017) CEE countries 

Sissy el al. (2017) 29 African 

Trad el al. (2017) 12 Islamic 

Ashraf er al. (2016) GCC 

Brighi and Venturelli (2016) llaly 

Bougatcfand Mgadmi (2016) MENA 

Chen el al. (2016) USA 

Djalilnv and Picsse (20 I 6) CEE countries 

Ghosh (2016) MENA 

Hoffmann (2016) Latin America 

Le vent (2016) Turkey 

Mel cs el a/_ (2016) USA 

Saghi-zedck (2016) Europe 

2007-2013 Fixed effects and GMM 

2002-2012 Fixed effects 

2004-2009 Fixed effect 

2002-2013 Fixed effects and GMM 

2004-2013 GMM 

2000-2011 Random effects 

2006-2012 Fixed effects 

2004-2012 Fixed effect and 2SLS 

SIZE has a positive association with bank ROA. ROE. and NfM. 

Larger banks are able to achieve higher profils, 

The effect ofS?ZE on hank crticicncy is ncgutivc, 

SIZE has a positive and significant effect on hank stability. 

Increasing STZE leads to higher profitability. 

Higher financial fragility is related to the Islamic SIZE 

SIZE has a positive imp'1ct on hank profitability and stnbility. 

Larger banks are able to better manage their risk. 

2002-2012 OLS, Heckman and 2SLS Support foe too- big-to-fail theory. 

2000-2013 GMM S!ZE is not stable across the models. 

2000-2012 Fixed effect SlZE has no significant effocl on bank profitability. 

1995-2012 GMM SIZE has a positive association with the NIM. 

2002-2012 Random and fixed effects Large sh:c increases bank profitability. 

2005-2012 OLS S!ZE leads to enhance banks" ROA and ROE. 

2002-2010 GMM Large SlZE is more profitable than small banks but they also a 
higher probability of failure. 
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Table 3.12 (Continued) 
Authors~ 

Tan (2016) 

Titkn er al. (2016) 

Chaibi and Ftiti (2015) 

Jamil et al. (2015) 

Kasman and Kn.sman (2015) 

Tcrraza (2015) 

Almumani (2014) 

Caprnru and lhnatov(2014) 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) 

Fu et al. (2014b) 

Guillen er al. (2014) 

Almazari (2013) 

Al-Saidi and Al-Shammari (2013) 

Liang cl al. (2013) 

Bcdcndn and Brunn (2012) 

I luq and Heaney (2012) 

Countries 
China 

European l Jnion 

France and 
Germany 

Malaysi..l 

Turkey 

Europe 

Saudi Arabia 

CEE countries 

118 countries 

]4 Asia Pacific 

Latin America 

Saudi Arabia 

Kuwait 

China 

U.S.A 

Europe 

Period 
2003-2011 

2008-2014 

2005-2011 

Methodotoi:.ies 
GMM 

OLS 

GMM 

2000-2012 OLS 

2002-2012 GMM 

2005-20! 2 Fixed effect and GMM 

2007~20J l Pooled regression 

2004-2011 Ponied OLS 

1998-2012 GMM 

2003-20!0 GMM 

1985-2005 DEA 

2007~20l 1 Linear regression 

2006-2011l OLS and 2SLS 

2003-20! 1 GMM 

2007-2009 GMM 

199(,-2010 GMM 
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Em£1.irical results 
Support the view that too big to fail. 

SIZE has insignificant association on ROA and ROE. 

Support the view that loo hig to foil. 

SIZI~ has positively effect on bank i-tability. 

Larger hunks arc less risky. 

Positive an<l sigulficanl profitability persistence for only medium 
SIZE. 

liigher assets eausc a decrease in hank"s profitability 

SIZE is negatively significant on bank· RO!\. ROE and NIM. 

No empirical evidence that larger commcrdul banks arc more 
profitable than medium~sizcd and sm.1H-sir:cd hanks. 

SIZE is positive/negative assoc lated with Tobin's Q, 

Bank performance {ROE) is pusltlvely related to SIZE. 

SIZE has a posltive significant relation \Vith bank' ROA and NIM. 

SlZB is significant ne,,at1ve (positive) with Tobin's Q (ROA). 

SlZF is ussnciatcd with positive bank' ROA and ROE. 

The larger banks are exposed to higher cr<:dit risk portfolio. 

A posillve association bclwccn tol.-il risk and SIZE is obsL:rvcd. 



Table 3.12 j_Continued 
Authors~ 

i\lpcrand i\nbar (2011) 

Chen and Liao (2011) 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2011) 

Fiordclisi and Molyneux (2010) 

{'lacys and Vcnncl (2008) 

Goddard el al. (2008) 

Caprio cl al. (2007) 

Micco el al. (2007) 

Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) 

Athanasoglou et al (2006) 

Wilcox (2006) 

Kosmidou et al (2005) 

Hassan and Bashir (2003) 

Smirlock ( 1985) 

Countries Period 
Turkey 2002-2010 

70 countries 1992-2006 

Swit;,crland 1999-2009 

Europe 1998-2005 

CEE countries 1994-200I 

U.S./\ 1993-2004 

44 countries 2000.2001 

I 79 countries 1995-2002 

Europe 1995-200 I 

SEE countries 1998-2002 

(/.S.i\ 1995-2004 

UK 1995-2002 

21 Countries 1994-2001 

!J.S.A 1973-1978 

Methodologies 
Fixed effects 

Pan7.ar-Rossc model and 
Random effect 

GMM 

GMM 

GLS 

Pooled OLS 

OLS Regressions 

Baselin(! Regressions 

Fixed effects 

Random effects 

Panel data 

Fixed effects 

GLS 

Pooled rcgressiong 
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Emp_irical results 
Large banks ure associated wilh higher profitability (ROA and ROE), 

SIZF is associated will, ncgali\'c bank' ROI\, ROE. and NIM. 

The large banks arc less profitable than small and mcdiurn~:--izcd. 

A significantly positive link between SlZE and sharcho!Jcr value. 

SIZE has .:i ncgutivc cffCct on bank· NIM. 

The larger credit unlons: tend to deliver higher returns: vdth less 
volatility. 

SIZE has a significant negative association with Tohln·s Q. 

SIZE arc positively and significant ·with profitability, 

SIZE has a significant positive impact on bank' ROA. ROE and NfM, 

The study Ands forget b,mks are the most profitable. 

The large credits unions tend to generate higher profitability. 

There is an inverse relationship between SIZE and bank' NIM. 

SLlE is negatively related to bank' ROA. ROE and NIM. 

There is a positive significant correlation between SIZL and hank· 
ROI\ and NIM. 



Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) show that there is no statistical indication that the profitability 

of larger commercial banks is higher than that of small-sized and medium-sized banks across 

countries in various income groups. It is only in a high-income economy that medium-sized 

banks appear to be marginally less profitable compared to smaller banks. The authors argue that 

larger banks are not able to lake advantage of the opportunities ofloan diversification and higher 

product, and also economies of scale. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) stress that smaller and 

medium-sized Swiss banks are more profitable compared to larger banks after three years of 

financial meltdown. The major causes of their result can be traced to the higher LLPs provided 

by larger Switzerland banks during the crisis, and also because larger banks achieve significantly 

lower NIM during the crisis compared to the smaller banks. This can also be the result of some 

reputaional difficulties that mostly larger Swiss banks encountered during the period of the 

recent financial crisis. Terraza (2015) finds evidence that profitability is significantly and 

positively persistence for only the medium sized bank. The summarization of prior research on 

the association between the SIZE and performance of banks is shown in Table 3.12. 

3.3.1.1.13 Off-Balance Sheet Activities 

Off-Balance Sheet activities (OBSs) are measured by dividing total OBSs activities with total 

assets. Based on the study ofMokni and Rachdi (2014) OBSs activities is positively related with 

ROE but tl1e association is weakly significant for the whole sample but it is issignificant at one 

percent level under conventional banks. Thus, OBSs activities increase the profitability of 

conventional banks. TI1e justification for this result is that the involvement of commercial banks 

in OBSs activities improves their operational scope and ensures diversification in the sources of 

their earnings of earnings and product lines. Similarly, Tafri, Hamid, Meera, and Omar (2009) 
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conclude that activities improve bank profitability by providing room for expansion of 

investments with alibeit an increase in risk exposure. This is why DemirgU,;:-Kunt and Huizinga 

(2010) find that the expansion of fee income (OBSs) improves the level of ROA and provide 

benefits for some diversification of risk. The suggestion of Karim and Chan (2007) is that OBSs 

assist a bank in covering up its long-term financial assets as well as increasing its profitability 

which allows the bank to expand its leverage and maximizes its investment returns. Their finding 

also shows that OBSs and market risk are significantly and positively related. The reason for this 

is because OBSs activities do not serve as the major source of the bank funds since the 

application of OBSs items is still developing. 

Recent studies find a positive relationship between OBSs activities and bank risk (Fraser, 

Madura, & Weigand, 2002; Angbazo, 1997; Wagster, 1996). The result of Haq and Heaney 

(2012) indicate that OBSs activities and measures of risk (total risk, interest rate risk, systematic 

risk, idiosyncratic risk and credit risk) are positively related. Therefore, bank risk increases when 

the OBSs activities level increases. This outcome has significant policy implications and strongly 

justifies the disclosure of such information in the financial reports of the bank to increase the 

transparency in banking activities. The risk of OBSs activities can also serve as a concern on the 

part of bank re6'lllalors because if it is not properly managed it could severely impair tbe liquidity 

position of banks and can result into unexpected losses. Though the Basel Accord I and II 

accords also regard OBSs activities as risky and they include it in the calculations of risk

wdghted assets for the computation of bank capital ratio of banks. 
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i\ktan, Chan, and Evrim-Mandaci (2013) find that OBSs activities and all risk factors (such as 

market risk, short-!em1 interest rate risk, foreign exchange rate risk, unsystematic and total risk) 

are positively related. OBSs influences exchange rate risk at IO percent significance level, 

suggesting that foreign exchange exposure of the banks increase with the engagement of the 

banks in OBSs. They stress that this positive correlation can be a sign of warning to the banks' 

speculative motive in using OBSs in !he fmancial market. Allayammis and Ofek (200 l) also 

point out that the positive association between OBSs and bank exposures may be caused by the 

speculative motive of the banks to generate higher earnings by using transactions from OBSs in 

the financial market. The application of OBSs products in the market will indirectly lead to 

higher risk. Choi and Elyasiani (] 997) find that tl1e activities of OBSs highly influence exposure 

of foreign exchange risk of co1mnercial banks in the U .S,A than interest rate risk. 

On the other hand, the study of Chen and Liao (2011) shows that the association between OBSs 

activities and bank profitability (NIM, ROA, and ROE) is significantly negative, meaning that 

increase in bank OBSs activities will lead to a decrease in bank profitability. Rogers and Sinkey 

(1999) also find that non-traditional activities and NIM have a significant and negative 

relationship. Moreover, they stress that most large banks concentrate on non-traditional 

activities. Aktan et al. (2013) also find that OBSs activities negatively influence ROE. This 

negative relationship may be traced to the expectation of the shareholders that return will fall if 

activities of OBSs significantly reduce banks' risk exposure. Klein and Saidenberg ( I 998) show 

that on the average banks that involve in diversification through OBS activities generate low 

profitability. 
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Hassan (1993) shows that OBSs activities and bank returns, equity risk and systematic risks are 

negatively related. He stresses that banks risk increases with the OBSs activities such as 

gnarantees because of the obligation of the bank to make future payments under some conditions 

that may affect the bank. Meanwhile, Bennett ( 1986) stresses that the activities of OBSs may 

lead to increase in credit risk since these activities provide opportunity to banks to increase their 

leverage withont conunensurate regulatory requirements for capital. Lynge and Lee (1987) 

concentrate on the commercial banks in the U .S .A, and they frnd that OBSs items have a 

negative impact on total risk, implying that OBSs items decrease the total risk of the banks. Delis 

and Kouretas (201 I) suggest that higher OBSs items level do not increase the level of difficult 

loans. Their finding also shows that the negative association is robust for banks that are highly 

engaged in non-conunercial banking transactions. Mokni and Rachdi (2014) show that the 

influence of OBSs activities on Islamic banks is negative and strongly significant at a confidence 

level of l percent. It implies that the involvement in OBSs transactions reduces the stock return 

of the banks. Khediri el al. (2015) reveal that the negative influence ofOBSs activities on assets 

ratio shows that Islamic banks involved less in OBSs activities compared to conventional banks. 

Goddard et al. (2004) study the performance banks in across six European banks. Except for UK 

banks, all banks in other countries show negative or neutral relationship because some banks 

with high OBSs activities faces the problem of sustaining their profitability. Mirzaei et al. (2013) 

conclude that OBSs activities are negatively and statistically significant in the banking systems 

in developed markets since it is related to lower returns. They argue that the staitistically 

insignificant relationship of OBS activities of banks in emerging markets with profitability may 

be due to the fact that the scale of OBS activities is low there. Rachdi (2013) shows that OBSs 
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activities and ROE have a negative insignificant relationship, but OBSs activities and ROA have 

a positive significant relationship prior to financial crisis. TI1ough, throughout the financial crisis, 

the first difference in results indicates a positive insignificance of OBSs activities to ROA and a 

negative insignificance of OBSs activities to ROE. 

The study of Amin, Sanusi, Kusairi, and Abdallah (2014) shows that OBSs activities negatively 

inflnence ROA but positively influence ROE. The implication of this is that OBSs transactions 

increase banks activities which lead to increase in ROE but a result-in decrease in ROA as OBSs 

activities increases profitability but lead to more increase in assets also results in adding more 

risk-adjusted assets due to credit conversion factors than profitability which leads to a reduction 

in ROA. Meanwhile, ROE increases because capital is not influenced for the reason that it 

becomes another source of generating funds. Finally, the study of Boyd and Graham (1986) 

shows an insignificant association between non-bank activities and bank risk. They stress that the 

relationship level between non-bank activities and risk of failure increases if the regulations on 

non-bank transactions are not strict. Therefore, the positive association between the two factors 

vanishes when the regulations are stricter. The summary of prior research on the association 

between the OBSs activities and perfom1ance of banks are sho'hn in Table 3.13. 
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Table 3.13 
Summary of Off Balance-Sheet Activities (OBS) and its Impact un Bank Pe1formance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 

Khcdiri el al. (2015) 

Amin el al. (2014) 

Mokni and Rachdi (2014) 

Aktan el al. (2013) 

Mirzaei el al. (2013) 

Rachdi (2013) 

Haq and 1-leaney (2012) 

Delis nn<l Kouretas (2011) 

Chen and Liao (2011) 

Dcmirgu,;-Kunt and Huizinga (20 I 0) 

Tafri et al (2009) 

Karim and Chan (2007) 

GCC 

Tanzanla 

MENA 

Turkey 

40 economics 

Tuni~ia 

Europe 

Europe 

70 countries 

IO I countries 

Malaysia 

Malaysia 

2003-2010 Logistic regression 

2003-2012 OLS 

2002-2009 GMM 

2002-2007 Random effects 

1999-2008 Panel data model 

2000-2010 GMM 

1996-2010 GMM 

2001-2008 GLS and 2SLS. 

1992-2006 Panzar-Rossc model 
and Random effect 

1995-2007 Fixed effocts 

l 996-2005 GLS 

]995-2003 Fixed effects 
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Emp_irical results 

Islamic banks are less involved in OBS lhan conv\.~ntional banks. 

ORSs have a negative (positive} and signitkant effect on ROA 
(ROE). 

OBSs arc positive (negative) and significant with conventional 
(Islamic) banks' ROA and ROE. 

OBSs are positively (negaiive[y) related to systematic risk 
(profitability). 

OBSs are significant {ln!:iignificant} for lhc advanced (emerging) 
markets banking returns with a negative &ign, 

OBSs are negatively insignificant to ROE before and during the 
CRlSIS, while positively significant (insignificance) to ROA before 
(during) CRISIS. 

A 00<1t:1ve association between risk and OBSs activities is observed, 

Iligher OBSs items do not seem lo increase the level of problem 
loans. 

OBSs are associated v.iith ncgatiVj,,' bank' ROA, ROE: and NlM. 

The higher offre income (OBSs) is associated with increases bank 
ROA. 

OBSs activities arc positively associated with banks' ROA and ROE. 

ROE is significantly positively related to OBS activiti,~s. 



Table 3.13 (Continued) 
Authors (year) 

Goddard et al (2004) 

Fraser er al. (2002) 

Allayammis and Ofek (2001) 

Rogers and Sinkey ( 1999) 

Klein and Saidenhcrg (1998) 

Angbazo ( I 997) 

Choi and Elyasiani ( 1997) 

Wagster (1996) 

Hassan (1993) 

Lynge and Lee (1987) 

Boyd and Graham (1986) 

Countries 

Europe 

Cross banks 

U.S.A 

l!.S.A 

MBHCs 

U.S.A 

U.S.A 

7 countries 

U.S.A 

U.S.A 

U.S.A 

Period 

1992-1998 

1991-1996 

1991-1995 

1989-1993 

1990-1994 

1989-1993 

1975-1992 

1986-1988 

1984-l 988 

1981-1985 

1971-1983 

Methodologies 

OLS and crnss-
sectional mode! 

OLS and WLS 

OLS and WLS 

Rondom effects 

Multi factor model 

GLS 

Mu!tifacior model 

Multivariate 
Model 

(]LS 

Pooled regression 

Linear nJgt'essions 

EmP.irical results 

A significantly positive relationship hctwccn OBSs and hnnk· ROA and 
ROE in the UK while either neutral or negative for o!hcr countries. 

A significantly positive link between OBSs and interest rate risk. 

OBSs nre positively correlated with the market, shorMcrm interest rate, 
foreign exchange rate. unsystematic: and total risk. 

A negative and significant relationship bct,i,·ccn NIM <.rnd OBSs. 

Diversified banks are less profitable on average. 

The risk is positively related to the OBSs. 

OBSs arc more prominent in aftCcting foreign exchange risk exposure 
compared lo the interest rate risk. 

OBSs activities have a statistically signiikant positive impacl on bank risk 
portfolio. 

OBSs ate negatively associated with bank systematic risks, cquily tisk and 
returns. 

The effect of the OBSs items on total risk is negative, 

No significant relationship betwcl.'.n non-bank a..:tivities and risk, 

Cross hanks== all hanks in Compustat database. MBHCs= Multi-bank hank holding companies. 
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3.3. 1.2 Macroeconomic Indicators 

The second category of independent variables under the conceptual framework of this research is 

the macroeconomic indicators. The perfonnance of banks is sensitive to macroeconomic 

conditions in spite of the tendency of the industry towards achieving better geographic 

diversification and better usage of innovative instruments to hedge the risk that is related to the 

predictions of the economic cycle (Ayadi & Boujelbene, 2012). A number of researchers 

evaluate the association between macroeconomic factors and banks performance. The following 

variables are used as macroeconomic factors that influence bank performance in this study: GDP, 

INF, RIR, FDI inflow, and OIL. The relevant studies on the macroeconomic factors are 

represented by the following sub-points which discuss their potential influence on bank 

performance, 

3.3.1.2.l GDP Growth Rate 

Economic growth reveals the condition of a country's economic activities as well as output 

generated which is represented by GDP growth rate. The suggestion of Sissy et al. (2017), Ghosh 

(2016), Trad et al. (2017), Petria et al, (2015), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011), and Kosmidou 

et al. (2005) is that bank's profitability increases when economic growth increases, which 

implies a positive relationship between bank profitability and economic growth ( measured by 

GDP). It is pointed out by Guillen et al. (2014) 1hat banks wish to loan more and aims for higher 

margin in the time of higher economic growth when the quality of assets have also improved. 

The study of Dietiich and Wanzenried (2014) shows that GDP of middle and high-income 

countries influences bank profitability significantly and positively, indicating that the 

profitability of these banks increases during the booming economic peiiod. Their findings also 
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show that the GDP per capila is mainly significant in low-income countries banks. The findings 

of Lee and Hsieh (2013) show that hank profitability and economic growth are positively related. 

Ibey argue that the possibility of having a default risk is reasonably lesser in a healthy economic 

condition which will lead to rapid increase in both interest and non-interest activities, and then 

increases the bank's profitability due to the increase in demand. In the same way, Demirguc

Kunt and Huizinga (1999), Hassan and Bashir (2003), Marcucci and Quagliariello {2009), 

Flamini er al. (2009), Srairi (2009), Khediri and Khedhiri (2009), BUytikkarabacak and Valev 

(2010), Houston et al. (2010), and Nouaili, Abaoub, and Ochi (2015) also establish that higher 

profitability can be attained through conducive economic conditions. 

On the contrary, Staikouras and Wood (201 J), Rashid and Jabeen (2016), Mamatzakis and 

Bennpei (2017), and Psillaki and Mamatzakis (20 l 7) find that economic growth and bank 

profitability are negatively related. They argue that as an economy expands and become 

wealthier, th;,-re is an increase in demand for financial services. However, when banks encounter 

volatile economic growth, they face a low demand for financial services and there is also rise in 

NP Ls. The study of Chen and Liao (2011) shows a negative significant coefficient of GDP, 

signifying that the N1\1 of foreign banks is lesser than that of domestic banks in a host country 

that achieve higher GDP. Lensink and Hennes (2004) find that with the increase in economic 

development, the coefficient of foreign bank entry decreases. They also propose that the level of 

economic development is a significant detemtinant for the entry of foreign banks into an 

economy. Lee and Hsieh (2013) and Soedannono el al. (2013) suggest that increase in economic 

performance proxied by GDP reduces bank risk. Meanwhile, Jakubik (2007) and Chaibi and Ftiti 

(2015) stress that increase in GDP result in lower credit risk and in line with the economic 
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theory, and weakening in economic growth lead to unemployment and increases credit risk 

(Castro, 2013). However, Kasman and Kasman (2015) and Levent (2016) indicate that higher 

economic growd1 lead to increase the NP Ls and decrease the stability of banks due to the higher 

competition. 

Ashraf et al. (2016), Saghi-zedek (2016), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (20 l 4), Kosmidou (2008), and 

Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) find that for domestic banks a higher GDP is related to both 

lower risk and higher profitability. However, foreign banks performance and GDP are negatively 

related. They also stress that this difference has two likely explanations. Firstly, banks that 

operate in countries that achieve higher GDP usually function in more established environments 

leading to more profit margins and competitive interest. Secondly, as it is expected that GDP 

influences various factors that are associated with supply and demand of deposits and loans, the 

negative coefficient can be traced to the fact that domestic and foreign banks usually cater to 

different clientele group that may provide different reaction under similar macroeconomic 

conditions. 

Alper and Anbar (201 I), Djalilov and Piesse (2016), and Aydemir and Ovenc (2016) propose 

that rate of GDP has no significant impact bank profitability. Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012) show 

that the association of GDP and bank profitability is insignificant and negative related. 

Moreover, banks wish to serve clients from various sectors who respond differently to similar 

macroeconomic conditions. The findings of Naceur (2003) indicate that the growth of the 

economy does not play any role on the performance in die banking sector. The summary of prior 

studies on tl1e association between bank performance and GDP is shown in Table 3.14. 
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Table 3.14 
Summary of GDP Growth (GDP) and it.1· Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (vear) Countries Period Methodologies Emp_irical results 
Mamatzakis and Bcrmpci (2017) USA 2007-2013 Fixed effects and GMM GDP has a negative association with bank performance, 

Psillaki and Marnatzakis (2017) 

Sissyela/ (2017) 

Trad el al, (2017) 

Aydemir and Ovenc (2016) 

Ashraf el al. (20 I 6) 

Djalilov and Piessc (2016) 

Ghosh (201 6) 

Hollmann (20 I 6) 

Leven! (2016) 

Melesel nl, (2016) 

Rashid and Jabccn (2016) 

Saghi-zcdck (2016) 

Tan (2016) 

Uhde (2016) 

CEE countries 2004--2009 fixed effect The lcvd ccunornic development is not m.;ccssarily an indicator of bank 
efficiency. 

29 African 2002-2013 Fixed effects and GMM GDP has a positive and significant cffoct on hank performance and 
stability. 

12 Islamic countries 2004-2013 GMM GDP lends to influence positively and significantly Cl'ccUt and insoivi,:;nc: 
rfsks. 

Turkey 2002-2014 GMM GDP has no eftcci on banks' NIM and ROA. 

GCC 2000-2011 Rimdom effects Banks are less vulnerable for countries facing economic expansion. 

CEE countries 2000-2013 GMM GDP has no effect on ROA 

169 nations 1998-2013 Fixed effect and GMM GDP improves bank profit. 

Latin America 1995-2012 GMM GDP impacts negatively on the bank' NIM. 

Turkey 2002-2012 Random and Fixed cl'focts The increase in GDP reduces bank profit.ability. 

USA 2005-2012 OLS GDP leads to enhance banks ROA and ROE. 

Pakistan 2006-2012 GLS The impact of GDP on the performance ofconventiona1 and Islamic 
hanks is negative. 

Europe 2002-2010 GMM GDP is positively related to profitability 0.11d negatively to risk, 

China 2003-201 l GMM GDP has a positive impact on banks NIM. 

Eumpe 2000-2010 2SLS GDP has no impact on bank stability. 
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Table 3.14 (Continued 
Authors {vcar) Countries 

Chaibi and Ftili (2015) France and 
Gernrnny 

Kasman and Kasman (2015) Turkey 

Nouaili et al. (2015) Tunisia 

Pctria cl al. (2015) EU 27 

Cuprnru and lhnatov (2014) CEE countries 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2014} 118 countries 

Gumen et al (2014) Latin America 

Saghi-Zcdck and Tarazi {2014) Europe 

Lee and Hsieh (20 I J) Asia Countries 

Soedarmono el al. (20 IJ) Asia 

Ayadi and Boujdbenc (2012) Tunisia 

Alper and Anbar (2011) Turkey 

Chen and Liao (2011) 70 countries 

Diclri<h and Wanzenricd (2011) Switzerland 

Staikouras and Wood (201 I) Europe 

Period Methodologies 
2005-2011 GMM 

2002-2012 GMM 

1997-2012 Fixed effects 

2004-2011 Fixed effects 

2004-2011 Ponied 01.S 

1998-2012 GMM 

1989-2005 DEA technique 

2002-20 I 0 GLS 

1994-2008 GMM 

1994-2009 OLS. 2SLS 

I 995-2005 GLS 

2002-2010 Fixed effects 

1992-2006 Pan7.ar-Rossc and 
Rnndom effect model 

1999-2()09 GMM 

I 994-1998 OLS and fixed cffecls 
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Emp_irical results 
NPI, is ncgatiYcly influenced hy a slowdown in economic grn\\1:h. 

UDP has a negative (positive) Jmpact on bunk stability (NPJ ,s), 

l lighcr level or I he economy tends to ini..:n.!<.lSC the level of bank 
margins. 

A positive association is shown he tween ( H}P and ROA and ROE. 

The cflCct of GDP on hank' ROA. ROE and NJf,.,1 is nut signilkant. 

GDP positively significant related to hank profitability in middle and 
high~incomc countries 
Rank lends to lend more and charge higher margin during higher 
economic growth. 

A positive {negative) correlation between (jl)p and hank profituhility 
(risk). 

GDP has a significant. positive {negative) effect on profitahiltty (risk). 

The high levels or GDP reduce bank risk, 

Report that GDP grO\vth has no crfoct on pmlitability. 

GDP has not important effect on hank profitability (ROA and ROE). 

There i:. a strong negative rclation.,;hlp between GDP and bank 
performance (ROE. ROE. and NIM). 

GDP is associated with higher prnlitnhility (ROA, ROE, and NIM! 

The higher bunks' ROA i!i negatively ossociatcd 1,vlth GDP, 



Table 3.14 (Continued) 
\ J d Methodologies Empirical results Countries Period 

:ytikkarabacak and Valev (2010) 37 countries 1990-2007 Logit probability model (!DP has a positive impact on bank risk and is significant. 3 7 countries 1990-2007 Logit probability 1 

Houston el al. (20!0) 

Flamini et al. (2009) 

Khcdiri and Khcdhiri (2009) 

Marcucci and Quagliariello (2009) 

Srairi (2009) 

Kosmidou (2008) 

P(1sioun:1s and Kosmidou (2007) 

Kosmidou et al (2005) 

l ,ensink and Hermes (2004) 

Hassan and Bashir (2003) 

Naeeur (2003) 

. Demir~uc-Kunt and Huizm!ia ( t 92':')_ 

69 countries 1996-2007 

42 countries ]999-2006 

MENA 1999-2006 

Italia 1992-2004 

GCC 1999-2006 

Europe 1990-2002 

Europe 1995-2001 

UK 1995-2002 

Host country 1990-1996 

21 Countries I 994-2001 

Tunisia 1980-2000 

&O countries I 988-1995 

Fixed cllCcts 

Random effects 

Pooled OLS 

Threshold rcgrcs:-ion 

Fixed effects 

Pooled time series 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effects 

GLS 

GLS 

WLS Re_£essions 
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GDP is associated with positive signitkant risk. 

The higher of GDP is assm:iatc<l with higher bank profitability. 

Bank performance is positively and significantly associated with GDP. 

There is a positive correlatfon bctYvcen bank risk and CrDP. 

GDP rate ha'-': a positive impact on bank profitability. 

GDP is positively (negatively} related to financial sector performance 
(foreign banks ROA). 

GDP is positively (negatively) related to the performance or domestic 
(foreign) banks. 

There is positfve J'elationship between GDP and bank profitnbility. 

GDP is significantly negative with foreign bank1 NIM. 

GDP is positively relalcd to bank· ROA. ROE and NIM. 

GDP is insigni fk.t1nt in both spread and profit 

A positive association is found bct\veen GDP and bank profits, 



3.3.1.2.2 Inflation Rate 

One of the significant determining factors of banks' profitability is the level of inflation (INF) in 

the country. Perry (1992) confirms that the influence of INF on bank perfomiance depends on 

whether the INF has been anticipated or not. In other words, there is an ambiguous association 

between profitability and INF. If the INF is wholly anticipated by the bank management, banks 

can suitably amend the interest rates in order to increase the bank's products than the costs so as 

to gain higher profitability. Trad et al. (20 I 7), Hoffinann (2016), Tan (2016), Apergis (2014), 

Capraru and lhnatov (2014), and Molyneux and Thornton (1992) also test this hypothesis 

empirically and they find that there is a positive association when the INF is anticipated 

illdicating that higher INF will lead to higher costs and higher income. Athanasoglou et al. 

(2008) also show that the anticipated INF, as estimated through the prior period's actual INF, 

significantly and positively influences profitability. They stress that this probably because of the 

capability of the management of Greek banks to satisfactorily predict future INF, indicating that 

interest rates have been suitably amended by Greek banks to attain higher profits. This can also 

be caused by the failure of the banks' customers (in compare to the managers of banks) to fully 

predict INF, indicating that exceeding normal profit can be achieved through infonnation 

asymmetric. Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) find similar results by analyzing the low and 

middle-income earning countries. They find that profitability of banks in high-income countries 

is not affected by INF. Adjustment of interest rates appears to be challenging for bank managers 

in these competitive markets because INF is considerably lower compared to developing 

countlies. 
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Furthennore, Flamini et al. (2009) and Olson and Zoubi (2011) provide a different explanation 

of the relationship between INF and bank profits, they stress that banks anticipate future 

fluctuation in INF promptly enough and correctly to amend margins and interest rates. In other 

words, due to the cross product tenn, the implication of INF on interest rates on deposits and 

loans is not neutralized, indicating that there is a positive influence of INF on the spread of 

interest rate. Supposing that a major determinant of bank returns is NIM, this implies that bank 

returns are positively influenced by INF in the absence of the adjustment of interest rates towards 

INF shocks. Psillaki and Mamatzakis (2017), Hoffinann (20 I 6), Leven! (2016), Garcia-Herrero 

et al. (2009) and Jara-Bertin el al. (2014) also find that higher banks' interest rate is caused by 

the higher INF, which then lead to increase in the interest earnings of banks and enhance their 

performance. Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (I 999, 2000) propose that banks attain more profits 

during the period of INF. INF brings about higher costs with more transactions with more 

extensive branch networks and higher income through the bank float. It is also found by Chen 

and Liao (2011) that INF has a positive sigmficant coefficient in the regression, indicating that a 

host country that achieves high levels of INF would mainly enlarge margins of foreign hanks. 

On the other hand, unexpected INF can result in an improper change in the interest rates and thus 

to the probability that costs can increase quicker compared to products and then decrease 

profitability. It is confirmed by Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012), Kanwal and Nadeem (2013), and 

Mamatzakis and Bennpei (2017) that there is a negative relationship between bank performance 

and INF, implying that when INF is unexpected, the cost incurred wm surpass the revenues 

generated, which then decrease the profitability. In addition, AfanasiefI, Lhacer, and Nakane 

(2002), Naceur and Kandil (2009), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Nouaili el al. (2015), and Ghosh 
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(2016) find that INF negatively influences the performance of banks, This association may be 

elucidated through the fact that uncertainty about the future is increased by INF; hence, the credit 

application will be reduced by INF. Since the major activity of the banks is to grant credit, a fall 

in credit demand due to uncertainties created by INF, which then lead to a decrease the 

performance. Castro (2013) and Soedarmono et al, (2013) find that high INF could lead to easier 

debt servicing through a reduction in the real value of outstanding Joans. It may weaken the 

ability of the borrowers to service debt through decreasing their real income. 

The study of Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) shows a mixed outcome when it shows that INF 

has a significant influence on ROA but different signs for both foreign and domestic banks. INF 

has a positive relationship with domestic banks, indicating that for the period under their review 

domestic banks anticipate INF levels. This provides them the chance to amend the interest rates 

consequently and accordingly to achieve higher profitability. On the other hand, INF brought 

higher costs to foreign banks than their revenues and hence the negative relationship. These 

contradictory findings can be related to the different degrees of knowledge of country's 

macroeconomic situations and anticipations regarding the rate of INF between foreign and 

domestic banks. In contrast, Srairi (2009) fmds that INF is insignificant to both the profitability 

of conventional and Islamic banks in GCC countries. This is due to the largely moderate INF 

during the years under review in GCC countries; it may also be caused by high-interest margins 

earned by the banks. Sissy et al, (2017), Djalilov and Piesse (2016), Petria et a/. (2015), Alper 

and Anbar (2011), and Claessens et al. (2001) also find similar results. The previous research on 

the association between banks' performance and the INF is summarized in Table 3.15. 
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Table 3.15 
Summa1y of Inflation Rate (INF) and its Impact on Bank Pe1formance 

Authors (vear).. Countries Period Ml,thodologies 
Mamat,.akis and Bermpei (2017) USA 2007-20!3 Fixed eftects and GMM 

Psillaki and Mamatwkis (20 l 7) 

Sissy et al. (2017) 

Trad el al. (2017) 

Djalilov and Piessc (2016) 

CEE countries 

29 African 

12 countries 

CEE countries 

169 nations 

Latin America 

2004-2009 Fixed effect 

2002-20B Fixed effects and GMM 

2004-2013 GMM 

2000-2013 GMM 

1998-20!3 Fixed effect and GMM 

1995-2012 GMM 

Empirical results 
JNf has a ncg;;1ive ossociution with bank performance. 

JNF is significant and positively related to bank efficiency. 

1NF bas an in11ignificant effect on bank perforrnm,cc and stability. 

INF rate tends to influence positively and significan1!y, 

INP has no effect on ROA. 

INF decrease bank prnfit. 

[NF impacts positively on the bank' NIM. 

Ghosh (2016) 

Hoffmann (2016) 

Leven! (2016) 

Tan (2016) 

Turkey 

China 

2002-2012 Random and Flxcd effects Rises in lNF lead to increases in non-lcn<llng activities and NlM. 

Nouaili e1 al. (2015) 

Pctria el al. (2015) 

Apcrgis (2014) 

Cupran: and lhnatov (2014) 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) 

Jara-Be11in et al. (2014) 

Castro (20 I 3) 

Tunisia 

EU27 

U.S.A 

CEE countries 

118 countries 

Lalin America 

GIPSI' 

2003-2011 

1997-2012 

2004-2011 

2000-20)3 

2004-2011 

1998-2012 

1995-20!0 

)997-2011 

Kanwal and Nadecm (20J1l. Pakistan 2001-20 I I 
Note: (HPSI Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Italy. 

GMM 

Fixed effects 

Fixed effects 

modified OLS 

Pooled OLS 

GMM 

GMM 

OLS. Fixed effect and 
GMM 

OLS 
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lNF is significantly and positively related lo bank profitability. 

A higher level of [NF tends to reduce the level of banks perfi)rtnunce. 

The association between INF and bank profitability is insignificant. 

The relationship between 1NF and banks' ROA is positive significant. 

The effect oflNF on bank perl()rmance is positive and significant. 

INF is positively significantly related to bunk profitability in low- and 
middle~incomc countrie~. while in high-income countries it is not significant. 

INF haS a positive <1ml significant relation with bank performance. 

High INF is ncgativdy associated with banks credit risk. 

Levels oflNF arc negatively rdotcd to banks' ROA on<l ROE< 



Table 3.15 (Continued} 
Authors (J:'.ear) Countries Period 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) Asia Countries 1994-2008 

Soc<larn1ono et al (20! 3) Asia I 994-2009 

J\yadi and Boujclbcnc (2012) Tunisia I 995-2005 

Alper and Anbar (201 l) Turkey 2002-2010 

Chen and Liao (2011) 70 countries 1992-2006 

Olson and 7,,ubi (201 I) MENA 20(10-2008 

Flamini e1 al. (2009) 42 countries 1999-2006 

Garcia-1 lerrcro el al. (2009) China 1997-2004 

Nuceur and Kandil (2009) Egypt t 989-2tm4 

Srairi (2009) GCC I 999-2006 

Athanasoglou el al. (2008) Greek 1985-2001 

Pasiouras an<l Kosmidou (2007) Europe l 995-2001 

Afonasieff cl al. 2002) Brazil 1997-2000 

Claessens el al. (200 I) 80 countrlcs 1988-1995 

Dcmirguc-K unt and Huizinga (2000) 44 countries l 990-1997 

De:mirgttc~Kunt and liuizinga (1999) 80 countries 1988-1995 

Molyneux and Thornton (1992) Europe I 986-1989 

Methodologies 
GMM 

OLS, 2SLS and Fixed 
effects 
GLS 

Fixed effects model 

Panzar-Ro:-~e and 
Random effect 

Random effects 

Random effects 

GMM 

Panel data and GMM 

Fixed effects 

GMM 

Fixed effects model 

Panel data 

WLS 

Pooled regression 

WLS Regressions 

Cross,..sectional 
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Emp_irical results 
{NF has a negative significant effect on bank performance. 

'fhe high kvcls orTNF 1·educc hank risk. 

The banks· performance ls ncgn!ivcly associaled with INF, 

INF h"s nn effect on bank' ROIi und ROE. 

There is a strong positive relationship between INF and bank 
performance (ROE, ROE. and NIM). 

INF is assciciated with higher profilability (ROA and ROE). 

The higher of INF is associated\\ 1th higher bank ROA. 

(NF has a positive and significant cffocl on banb; ROA. 

INF has a negative effect on bank RO.:\ and ROE. 

INF has an insignificant 
conventional hanks' profitability 

on both OCT Islamic and 

The coefficient of the (NF is a po~ilive 
significant on hank performance. 

a11d highly 

rNF i.s positively (negatively) related to domestic (foreign) banks 
perforrnance. 

INF is negatively related to bank perfornrnncc. 

The effect of INF on bank pc:l'fom1ance is insignificant 

INF is positively significant on bank performance. 

/\ positive association is found behvccn INF und banks 
performance. 

INF is positively related to bank performance. 



3.3.l.2.3 Real Interest Rate 

Another vital macroeconomic variable that influence banks performance is the real interest rate 

(RIR). The first study to examine the detenninants of profitability of bank in cross-country 

setting is Molyneux and Thornton (1992). After using a panel data of 18 countries in Europe 

from I 986-l 989, they find that RIR level and ROE are significantly related in each country. In 

addition, Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) reveal iliat ROA and KIM are positively related. 

They also find that increase in RIR does not really increase spread in developed countries, maybe 

due to the fact that deposit rate ceilings do not tie down their deposit rates as RIR increase. 

Ghosh (2016), Leven! (2016), Alper and Anbar (2011), and Obamuyi (2013) establish that 

profitability of banks increases when there is au increase in RIR. This is reasonable because most 

of the times many banks charge high-interest rate on loans and advances due to their apparent 

risk of undertaking business activity in the country. As no other source of borrowing is available 

to borrowers to fund their investments, the only option will be the availability policy instead of 

the cost policy. This means obtaining loans from the bank at any cost and their decision base on 

the availability of the loans. Banks benefit from higher RIR, but this is at the cost of economic of 

ilie whole country growth. Aburime (2008) and Riaz (2013) also find similar results. 

Bolt et al. (2012) suggest that the real economy growth rate will determine the extent of the 

positive influence of long-term interest rates on the profitability of banks. Similarly, the 

influence of economic growth and RIR to banks profitability depends on the structure of 

particular balance sheet. Their findings imply that a long run significant and positive relationship 

exist between long-term interest rate and NIM. On the other word, NIM and short-term interest 

rate are negatively related. Similar results are found by Aydemir and Ovenc (2016) for Tutkey 
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banks' NIM, ROA, and ROE The study of Chen and Liao {2011) shows that the influence of 

RIR on the perfonnance of all and local banks in 70 countries is positively significant However, 

foreign banks perfonnance and the coefficients of RIR are negatively significant, signifying that 

foreign banks that operate in a host country that have higher RIR will achieve lower NIM than 

the domestic banks, Claessens el al, (200 I) also stress that performance of foreign banks is 

influenced by the higher RIR. 

Staikouras and Wood (2011) reveal that RIR level is negatively related with large banks but 

positively related to small banks, Their findings support earlier findings which state that there 

exist diseconomies of scale beyond a certain size. Banks that are growing will be faced with 

diminishing marginal returns, therefore average profits decline with the level of size, The gains 

in enforcement power due to size and information advantage are both significant for small banks, 

Alternatively, Lee and Hsieh (2013) find that bank profitability (NI!vl and ROE) and bank risk 

(SDROE and SDROA) with RIR significantly and negatively related. This indicates that higher 

RIR level reduces the profitability as well as the risk of banks, Rashid and Jabeen (2016) also 

find that the association between the financial perlomiance of conventional and Islamic banks 

with RIR is negative but not significant 

Related to risk, Unite and Sullivan (2003) find that risk level and RIR level arc positively related. 

They find that the quality of banks' loan improves with the rise in RIR, but weaken as the 

economy contracts. Moore and Craigwell (2003) confirm that small loans attract higher RIR 

because large loans arc usually granted to more establish and bigger corporate customers that are 

well known and have a continuous relationship with the banks. 
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Table 3.16 
Summary of Real Interest Rate (RIR) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year} Countries Period Methodologies Empirical re=-su=-1'-'t=--s ____ _ 

Aydemir and Ovenc (2016) 

Ghosh (2016) 

Leven! (2016) 

Rashid and Jabeen (2016) 

Chai bi and Ftiti {20 I 5) 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) 

Obamuyi (2013) 

Ria,(2013) 

Ilnltcla/. (2012) 

Alper and Anbar (2ll l l) 

Chen and Lian (2011) 

Staikoun;1s and Wood (2011) 

Turkey 

169 nations 

Turkey 

Pakistan 

France and 
Germany 

Asia Coi.intries 

Pakistan 

17 crtuntrics 

Turkey 

70 countries 

Europe 

2002~2014 GMM NIM: ROA. and ROE have positive {negative) sig11ifica11t 1·clalion with 
long~term (short-term) RfR. 

1998-2013 Fixed effect and GMM Higher RlR raises bank profit. 

2002-2012 Random and Fixed Rises in RJR lead to increases in non•lcnding activities and NIM. 

2006-2012 

2005-201 l 

1994-2008 

2006-2012 

2006-2010 

1990-2007 

2002-2010 

1992-2006 

1994-1998 

effects 

GLS 

GMM 

GMM 

Fixed effects 

OLS 

GLS. OLS and 
Fixed eftCcts 

Fixed effects 

Pa,n:ar-Rosse and 
Random effect 

OLS and fixed effects 
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RJR does not l1avc any significant effect on the per{Ormance of 
conventional and lslamic banks. 

A positive significant relationship is found between RtR and bank NPLs. 

RIR has a negative signific1111t ctlCct on ba11k pro!itability and risk, 

RJR is a positive impact and highly significant on bank performance. 

RIR has a significant influence on the banks 1 ROA and ROE, 

NIM has a positive (negative) significant relation with king-term (shori
term) RlR. 

RIR has a positive effect on bank performance (ROA and ROE}. 

RJR is positively (negatively) related to the performcince ofwhnlc nnd 
domestic (foreign) banks. 

RIR has a negative impact on large banks and positive on small banks, 



Table 3.16 (Continued) 
Authors (year) 

Abudme (2008) 

Quagliariello (2007) 

Moore <md Craigwell (2003) 

tlnite and Sullivan (2003) 

Claessens cl al. (200 I) 

Cebula (1999) 

Demirguc-K11nt and Huizinga (1999) 

Molyneux and Thornton ( 1992) 

Countries 

Nigeria 

Italia 

Small open 
economy 

Philippine 

80 countries 

U.S.A 

80 countries 

Europe 

Period Methodologies Empirical results 

2(!00-2004 Panel data RIR is a positively related to banks performance (ROA). 

1985-2002 Fixed effect and GMM RIR has a positively significant effect nn bank risk (LLP). 

1986-1998 Fixed effect 

1990-1998 Random~cffccls 

1988-1995 WLS 

1%3-1991 OLS 

1988-1995 WLS regressions 

1986-1989 Cross-sectional 
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A positive and significant relalionship hel\veen loan risk and the 
difference between RIR on loans and small !oJn.:.. 

The level of risk is positively assoeintcd with the lcvd ol' RIR. 

Higher RJR tend to improve the foreign ban~ performance (ROA) 

A significant and negative rclalionship betV\.'<'.'Cn RiR and bank failure. 

A positive association is found between RIR and banks ROA and NIM. 

A significant positive il:%ociation between ROE and RIR ln each counlr;r. 



Their findings indicate a significant positive association between the difference in RIR on small 

loans and large Joans and loan 1isk. This implies that the interest on loans increases in order to 

compensate the increase in loans risk. A similar association is revealed by Quagliariello (2007) 

while examining the association between the RIR of ten years Italian Treasury bond and risk of 

banks proxy by LLP. This is consistent with the notion that the commitment of the borrowers 

increases dne to RIR and which then increases the risk of the banks. In contrast, Cebula ( 1999) 

find that RIR has a significant negative relationship with bank failure, suggesting that increase in 

R1R resnlt in the increased cost of deposits of banks that lead to decrease in banks' profitability. 

The summary of past studies on the association between banks' performance and RIR is shown 

in Table 3.16. 

3.3.1.2.4 Foreign Direct Investment 

A couple of empirical measures have been used in the literature to measure defensive expansion 

effects. According to Williams (2002), the defensive expansion effect can be categorized into 

two groups namely: (i) those considering direct investment from the home conntry to the host 

country; (ii) those considering trading relationships. The application of various empirical 

measures in the studies is because it has not been clarified by the defensive expansion theory 

which customer's actions lead to multinational banking. There is mixed empirical evidence for 

this hypothesis. Sabi (1988) argues that the existence of MN Cs from the home country and the 

economic growth level are significant determining factors of the development of MNBs in the 

least developed countries. Foreign direct investment (FDI) through foreign nations is vital for 

improving the firm-specific abilities of beneficiary companies in host countries (Pojar, 2012; Lee 

and Rugman, 2009). 
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Different origins of FDI can create different influence on finn-specific benefits and as a result, it 

may have a considerable impact on the indigenous MNEs performance in the world markets. 

Lecraw ( 1993) stresses that FOi motivations differ base on the geographical origin of the 

investors. Tan and Meyer (2011) find that the shared socio-culrural backgrounds under similar 

country of origin assist in developing trust, reduce economic exchanges uncertainty, and improve 

the legality on the side of foreign investors directing FDI in host countries. Makino and Tsang 

(2011) reveal that historical relations that may be articulated within a geographical region must 

be regarded as an extra factor when evaluating FDI decisions. Lee and Rugman (2012) find that 

when the MNEs in Korea received inward FDI through their close home region nations, they 

may exploit the finn-specific advantages (FSAs) more advantageously than receiving inward 

FD! through distant nations in the non-home regions, because of the home region-specific 

benefits (HRSAs) that decrease transaction costs for FDI getting MNEs in Korea. 

There is a huge body of literature on the association between economic performance and FOi 

and a fairly considerable amount of empirical research on European and emerging countries 

(Meyer & Sinani, 2009; Havranek & lrsova, 2010, 2011; Ahmed, 2012; Belloumi, 2014; Kudina 

& Pitelis, 20 I 4; Silajdzic & Mehic, 2015). Some theoretical studies envisage favorable direct or 

indirect impact of FD! on the host nation. MN Cs attract new capital to the economy and thus 

directly enhance the inputs in the function of production. Similarly, FDI can generate positive 

externalities to domestic companies by facilitating productivity of firms and eventually 

nationwide economic development. FDI can offer direct financing for acquiring new equipment 

and plant and be a vital substance in restructuring the economy. It may also transfer technology 

directly to foreign panners, and indirectly diffuse into domestic economies. Therefore, the 
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influence may be indirectly on fully domestic firms or directly on the foreign subsidiary. In the 

fonner scenario, tl1e indirect influence can be vertical (l.e inter-industry) effect or horizontal 

(intra-industry) effect. In conclusion, the vertical effect is divided into backward linkages 

(upstream domestic suppliers) and forward linkages (downstream domestic customers). 

As much as the direct effect of FD! is regarded (i.e. when FDI come along with capital to the 

host nation) there is adequate empirical to prove the positive influence on the firms in host 

countries (Blomstrom & Kokko, I 998; Benacek, Gronicki, Dawn, & Magdolna, 2000; 

Branstetter, 2006; Waldkirch, 2010; Laborda Castillo, Sotelsek Salem, & Moreno, 2014; Zhang, 

Guo, & Wang, 2014). On the other hand, the investigation on the existence of an indirect 

influence (externalities or spillovers) on host nations' companies has provided a less conclusive 

result. This is in view of the fact that externalities and spillover effects also depend on the level 

of development of the host nation, its environmental standards, the potential of technology 

transfer to indigenous finu and employment condition which are all idiosyncratic in nature. 

Actually, the indirect influence of FD! on host nations has been mostly researched from the 

viewpoint of economic development and growth in countries with low income (Bruno & 

Campos, 2013) and in European countries (Bruno & Cipollina, 20! 4), working and employment 

conditions (in tenns of labor mobility), business environment, as well as the transfer of 

technology from foreign to domestic companies. It is extensively acknowledged that the inflows 

of FDI have the possibility to improve the skills, technological capabilities, and level of 

competitiveness of reputable domestic companies in the host nations when it makes positive 

externalities. 
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Earlier research that study MNBs concentrate on Japanese FD! in Australia. An instance is 

Williams (1998a) tha1 reveals that following clients as a proxy by exports and capital flow 

increases the profitability of foreign banks in Anstralia though the significance on the economy 

is minimal. Williams ( 1998b) finds that there is little backing for the defensive expansion 

influence of Australia foreign banks (applying exports and capital flows). Exports positively 

influence ROA in 1987 only. Meanwhile, Williams (1996) shows no proof of following clients 

influence profitability of Japanese banks in Australia. Williams (2003) also tests the defensive 

expansion hypothesis applying capital flow as a proxy for banks following their customers. This 

proxy is found to be insignificant. 

In Korea and Japan, Ursacki and Vertinsky (1992) suggest that the FDI level from its home 

nation are significant and negatively influence the total assets of the foreign banks in Korean, 

and negatively insignificant to foreign banks in Japan. Arguing that Korea has little FDI and 

more than 80 percent of the FDI they have been since 1986, it came from only two nations, the 

USA. and Japan. They also stress that numerous banks of other countries operate in Korea in 

spite of levels of negligible FDI by their customers, while there is a small number of Japanese 

and USA banks attracted to such a small market (in spite of the irresistible domination of 

investment from those nations in terms of percentage) may have caused these findings as a 

statistical object. Kosmidou et al. (2007) find in Greece that the location-specific multinational 

factors ( exports and the variance between the level of GDP growth of Greece and the host 

country) are insignificant. Therefore, there is no evidence for the defensive expansion theory, 

implying that Greek banks follow customers out of the country. 
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Table 3.17 
Summwy of Defensive Expansion or FD[ and its Impact on MNBs Pe1formance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 
Kosmidou et al (20()7) Greek 1995-2001 Multinational and 

Integrated model 

Williams (2003) Australia 

Minh To and Tripe (2002) New Zealand 

Williams (1998a) Australia 

Williams (1998h) Australia 

Williams (1996) Australia 

Ursacki and Vcrtinsky ( 1992) Japan and Korea 

Sahi(l988) Lesser developed countries 

1989-1993 

1991-2000 

1987-1993 

1987-1993 
By year 

1997-1992 

1979-1986 

1975-1982 
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OLS estimation 

Pooled cross~scctionul 
time t-erics regressions:. 

Unbalanced pooled data 

Pooled data 

Pooled OLS 

Multinomial log.it and 
regression 

Pooled data 

Empirical rcs_u_l_t_s _____ _ 
Defense expansion as measured hy exports and lhc 
<ltlTercncc between the percentages GDP growth rates or 
lhe hosl counlry and Greece arc insignilicant cffet'1 on 
ROA. 

Capital flow is positively but insigni tkant associated 
with ROA. 

Bilateral trade hos a consislcnll.;- positive uf!Cct on the 
fineign-owncd bunks' profitability (ROA}. 

Defense expansion us measured by USO capital flow 
positively rc]aled to ROA. 

Limited evidence is found to support the <lclcnsc 
expansjon as mcasmcd by capital now ,rnd exports. ROI\ 
has a positive relationship with exports in 1987 hut not in 
any other years, 

Japanese FDJ. in millions of Australian dollars. Is not 
significant effect on ROA, 

The level of FOi from its home country. arc significant 
(insignificant} and negatively effect on total assets of 
Korean (Japan's) branches, 

FDI in USO million has u positively significant cfR:ct on 
MNBs assets growth. 



Lastly, on smaller developed countries, Sabi (1988) concentrates on the detenninants that have 

added to the development of USA banks in emerging countries. Sabi (1988) establishes that FDI 

in USD million is statistically and positively significant at one percent level. This simply 

validates the assumption of the theoretical studies and offers a robust evidence for the "Follow

the-Client" hypothesis in the situation smaller developed nations. They also recotrunend that 

MNBs theories are similar to the general eclectic theories of FDI. Meanwhile, banks follow their 

clients and pursue local market prospects in order to maintain their locational specific and 

ownership-specific benefit. Minh To and Tripe (2002) also reveal related findings for New 

Zealand (applying bilateral trade). Previous studies on the influence of different proxies of 

defensive expansion or FD! on MNBs performance is shown in Table 3.17. 

3.3.1.2.5 Oil Price Shocks 

The literature on oil price shocks (OIL) impacts can be broadly divided into macroeconomic 

impacts, impacts on firm performance, impacts on stock market returns, and impacts on 

efficiency and performance of banks. 

The impacts of OIL on the macroeconomic conditions have been widely studied in different 

c'Quntries such as (Bekiros, Gupta, & Paccagnini, 2015; Cologni & Manera, 2005; Cunado & 

Gracia, 2005; Hamilton, 2009; Kilian & Vigfusson, 2011; Melichar, 2016; Yazdan, Ehsan, & 

Hossein, 2012). Hamilton (2009) suggests that oil prices are an important contributing factor to 

the economic recession in the USA that hegan in 2007. Hamilton notes that OIL rose in 2007 and 

2008 due to a number of factors, including the decline the output of the mature oil fields in the 

Notth Sea and Mexico, political instabilities in Nigeria, and the decline of Saudi Arabian oil 
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production by about 850,000 barrels per day between 2005 and 2007. MacLaury (1978), 

Hamilton (1983), Melick and Thomas (1997), Ederington and Guan (2010), and Narayan and 

Shanna (201 I) document that OIL has a negative effect on the macroeconomy. In the other 

words, if a rise in OIL reduces the GDP, it will reduce earnings of those firn1s for which oil is 

either a direct or an indirect factor in its cost of production. ln this case, an increase in the OIL 

will reduce firn, earnings, which will, in tum, lead to a fall in the stock price (effectively a fal] in 

returns). If the stock market is inefficient, the effect of OIL on returns will occur with a lag. 

Wattanatorn and Kanchanapoom (2012) investigate the impact of crude OIL on the profitability 

of all sectors except banking sector in Thailand Stock Exchange during the period 2001 to 2010 

using the random effect model. Their study finds that crude OIL is positively significant impact 

on the ROA of only the energy and food sectors, Dayanandan and Danker (2011) discovers that 

the increash1g crude OIL has significant positive impact on ROE for oil and gas finns while it 

affects negatively in crisis periods (Asian crisis, 9/11, and US financial crisis 2008). Zaabouti, 

Mohamed, and Bouri (2016), using a stochastic frontier approach for 19 industrial Tunisian films 

listed on the Tunis Stock Exchange between 2007 and 2011, find that changes of OIL can largely 

explain distortions in the value of fim1s is empirically demonstrated. 

The effect of OIL on stock returns has also been examined in the literature. Henriques and 

Sadorsky (2008) show that the overall impact of increasing OIL on stock prices of alternative 

energy companies is positive because of substitution effects towards other energy sources. 

Driesprong, Jacobsen, and Maat (2008) find significant relationships between OIL and stock 

returns in both developed and emerging markets. Similar results are found in the USA by Hong, 
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Torous, and Valkanov (2007), Sadorsky (1999), and Narayan and Sharma (2011). Nandha and 

Faff(2008) find that OIL increases have a negative effect on market returns for all sectors except 

mining, and oil and gas indust1ies. Jones and Kaul (1996) use a time series regression model to 

examine the effect of real OIL on real stock returns based on quarterly data for four developed 

countries, namely USA (]947-1991), Canada (1960-1991), Japan (1970-1991), and tbe UK 

(1962-1991). They find that OIL has a negative effect on aggregate real returns for all USA, 

Canda, Japan and UK. 

Using VAR models and cointegration tests, Hammoudeh and Aleisa (2004) show that there is a 

bidirectional relationship between Saudi stock returns and OIL changes, The findings also 

suggest that the other GCC stock markets are not directly linked to OIL and are less dependent 

on oil exports and are more influenced by domestic factors. Zarour (2006) uses VAR model 

analysis to study tl1e effect of OIL changes on GCC stock markets and shows that only the Saudi 

and Omani markets have predictive power of OIL increase. More recently, Hammoudel1 and 

Choi (2006) examine the long-term relationship of the GCC stock markets and their linkage to 

tl1e OIL, the USA S&P 500 index, and the US T-bills rate. They find that the T-bill rate has a 

direct impact on tl1ese markets while OIL and the S&P 500 have indirect effects. Arouri and 

Rault (2012) stress that there is evidence for cointegration between OIL and stock markets in 

GCC countries while their results indicate that OIL increases have a positive impact on stock 

prices, except in Saudi Arabia. 

In literature, there is limited evidence of the effects of OIL on bank performance of the financial 

sector. Said (2015) investigates the influence of the OIL on the Islamic banking efficiencies 
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scores during the CRISIS of 2008-2009. The study shows that there is no a direct relationship 

between the OIL and the efficiencies scores of Islamic banks in the MENA area. Lee, Dennis, 

and Simlai (2015} examine the link between oil production and bank deposits in North Dakota's 

Bakken oil fonnation. They find that oil production is positively related to bank deposits, which 

indicates a strong relationship between oil production and bank deposits. Nevertheless, there is 

only one study which investigates the impact of the OIL shock on the profitability of banks. 

Poghosya11 and Hesse (2009) study the relationship between OIL shock and bank profitability 

(ROA) using GMM and data from 145 banks in 11 oil-exporting MENA countries for I 994-

2008. They find that OIL shock influence performance of banks in general and the impact of OIL 

are most evident for investment banks while there is less evidence supporting that commercia I 

and Islamic banks are affected to the same extent. Summary of prior studies that examine the 

association between banks perfonnance and the OIL shocks is shown in Table 3.18. 
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Table 3.18 
Summa,y oj'Oil Price Shocks and its [mpact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies 

Said (2015) MENA 2008-2009 DEA 
countrie;; 

Leer Dennis and Simlai North Dakotas 1995-2009 GMM 
(2015) Bakken 

Poghosyan and Hesse (2009) 11 oil- 1994-2008 GMM 
expo1ting 
MENA 

countries 
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Emp_irical results 

There is 110 direct relationship between the oil price and the 
efficiencies scores of Islamic banks. 

There is a strong positive relationship between oil production 
and bank deposits. 

The shocks of oil price have an impact on bank profitability 
measured by ROA however that investment banks are the most 
affected ones compared to commercial and Islamic banks. 



3.3.1.3 Financial Structure Indicators 

The third group of independent variables in the conceptual framework of this research is 

financial structure indicators. There are a quite a number of studies that have examined the 

relationship between financial structure indicators and banks perfonnance. This study uses tl1e 

following variables as financial structure factors that influence bank performance: HHI, 

MARKE .. CAP, and DCPS. The next sub-points characterize the connected studies on indicators 

of financial development mentioned above and deliberate their possible influence on the 

performance of banks. 

3.3.1.3.1 Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 

This study uses a square of market share as a proxy for HHI. HHI of market concentration is 

another important determinant of bank performance. Past studies on the financial structure 

concentrate on performance and competition in the banking institution. This comprises of both 

structural as well as the non-structural methods (Berger, Demirgii9-Kunt, Levine, & Haubrich, 

2004). The strnctnral approaches apply both the relative market power hypothesis (RMP) and the 

X-efficiency hypotheses (ESX). The RMP hypothesis, which is also regarded as the SCP 

hypothesis, states that increase in market power leads to monopoly profits. As a specific 

instance, the RMP hypothesis suggests that only companies with well-differentiated products and 

large market shares are capable of exercising market power and earning non-competitive profits. 

Similarly, the ESX hypothesis proposes that increase in scale and managerial efficiency result 

into higher concentration and then higher profitability. This is also proven by Apergis {2014) and 

Jara-Bertin er al. {2014). These hypotheses try to show that maybe a highly concentrated market 

leads to collusive behavior amongst the major banks leading to a superior market performance 
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and in addition, the efficiency of the major banks raises their perfonnance. The non-stroctural 

approach which emanated from studies in the new empirical industrial organization, evaluate 

market strength while analyzing the competitive behavior of banks. However, the SCP 

hypothesis, that is panly suppo11ed theoretically by Bikker and Bos (2005) in the case of studies 

on new empirical industrial organization (NE!O), stress that banks can achieve monopolistic 

rents in concentrated markets due to their capability to offer reduced deposits guarantee and 

amend the increase borrowing rates by virtue of the conspiracy or other non-competitive 

behavior. When the concentration on the malket increases the level of competition will decrease 

and as a result, there will be convergence in the price of output. This strocture is akin to the 

monopolistic situation. 

Furthe1more, Maudos (2017), Psillaki and Mamatzakis (2017), Beck, Jonghe,and Schepens 

(2013), Dietrich and Wanzenried (201 I), and Molyneux and Thornton (1992) find that banks 

performance and HHI are significantly and positively related, which is in line with the traditional 

SCP paradigm and the empirical findings of Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999), Hassan and 

Bashir (2003), Demirgiiu-Kunt, Laeven, and Levine (2003), Demirgil9-Kunt et al. (2004), 

Goddard, Molyneux, and Wilson (2004a), Martmez Peria and Mody (2004), Kosmidou el al. 

(2005), Athanasoglou et al. (2006), Srairi (2009), Tregerma (2009), Sufian (2011 ), Sastrosuwito 

and Suzuki (2012), Karimzadeh, Akhtar, and Karimzadeh (2013), Perera, Skully, and Chaudrey 

(2013), Rachdi (2013), Trujillo-Ponce (2013), Ayaydin and Karakaya (2014), and Phan, Daly, 

and Akhter (2016). The positive influence of HHI on bank profitability is because of tl1e index 

value and the market competition level move in the reverse direction, indicating that decrease in 

market competition increases bank profitability. Therefore, banks would achieve more 
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profitability either when they become bigger or when they expand their realm of activities. 

Assessment by Claeys and Vennet (2008) and Horvath, Seidler, and Weill (2016} supports the 

SCP hypothesis in their sample as a whole. The coefficient of the concentration ratio in their 

result is highly significant and positive of all variables in case of some particular banks together 

with the effect of countries and time. Therefore, any increase in market concentration will 

positively influence the bank margins which indicate complicity. Fu and Heffernan (2009) also 

find evidence favorable to the SCP paradigm for banks in China. Floerkemeier and Dabla-Norris 

(2007) find that high concentrations in deposit and loan markets have a positive influence on 

both NIM and interest spreads. Bourke (] 989) proposes that profits increase with improve 

concentration since overhead expenses reduce with concentration. According to Short (1979), a 

reasonably large decrease in concentrntion is essential to bring about a one percent point 

decrease in rates of profit. 

In contrast, Ashraf et al. (2016), Yang and Shao (2016), Kasman and Kasman (2015), 

Chronopoulos, Liu, McMillan, and Wilson (2015), Petria et al. (2015), and Fu et al. (2014a) 

establish that HHI has negative significant association with bank perfonnance, signifying that 

higher concentration decreases profitability and stability and enhances risk. Similar findings have 

been shown by other results (Ameur & .Mhiri, 2013; Tan & Floros, 2012; Kanas, Vasiliou, & 

Eriotis, 2012; Ramadan, Kilani, & Kaddumi, 201 I; Liu & Wilson, 2010). Ramadan et al. (2011) 

suggest that the negative relationship is because of aggressive non-price competition, as well as 

the managers' behavior as a risk-averse investor. Naceur and Goaied (2008) and Naceur (2003) 

reveal that concentration significantly and negatively influences NIM. This implies that 

concentration is less advantageous to Tunisian commercial banks than competition. It also 
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indicates that big banks' monopoly is a problem to profitability, Hence, they recommend that 

focus should be given on the development of competition in the banking system. Park and Weber 

(2006) show a negative and significant inflnence of market concentration on bank profitability. 

They stress that the policy of restrncturing has pursued by govemments after the CRISIS, 

encourage mergers and acquisitions (M&As) or purchases and assumptions (P&As) result in 

increased concentration. For the period 1997-2000, the relationship is a negative because of the 

CRISIS and high NPLs. Williams (2003) reveals that concentration decreases the profitability of 

the foreign competitors and serve as a real obstacle to entry. Liang el al. (2013) contend that 

negative relationship is a result of expropriation influence of controlling shareholders. 

,\fixed results are found for the middle, high and low-income countries. Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014) find that market concentration positively and significantly influences the perfonnance of 

banks in low-income nations, while in middle or high-income nations the relationship is 

negative. The findings for developing countries are in accordance with the SCP hypothesis, 

which asserts that increase in market power results in monopoly profits. Ghosh (2016), Flamini 

er al. (2009) and Hsieh and Lee (2010) find that low-income level countries may reinforce the 

positive association between profit and concentration. Banks in developing countries enjoy the 

marlcet power to be in a position capable of passing costs to customers and adjusting spreads in 

reaction to negative changes in the macroeconomic environment, leaving returns unaffected. 

Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) establish that the influence of concentration on ROA varies 

between domestic and foreign banks. They fmd a negative insignificant association between 

domestic banks profitability and concentration but find positive and significant influence in the 

case of foreign banks, They maintain that a plausible reason is that many of the foreign banks in 
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the sample came from a small number of countries in which foreign banks control the market or 

hold a substantial amount of banking sector's assets. 

On the other hand, Capraru and Ilmatov (2014) and Aydemir and Ovenc (2016) find that market 

concentration is insignificant with banks performance proxy NIM, ROE, and ROA. Osuagwu 

(2014) also reveals that market concentration does not consistently change bank profitability, 

implying that their exist no collusion among banks to realize excessive profitability in an 

oligopolistic market structure in the banking sector. Batllcs are completely independent in making 

decision. None of the individual banks has an absolute effect on the market. Tai (2014) also finds 

that HHI has insignificant influence on both GCC conventional and Islamic bank performance. 

Berger (1995a), Mamatzakis and Remoundos (2003), Athanasoglou el al. (2008), and Kosmidou 

et al. (2007) find no proof lo support the SCP hypothesis or defensive expansion, which propose 

that banks pursue clients overseas. Others sllldies find that insignificant relationship is Al-Jafari 

and Alchami (2014), Turgutlu (2014), Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012), Olson and Zoubi (201 I), 

Staikouras and Wood (2011), Vong and Chan (2009), and Goddard et al. (2008). The finding of 

Chumaeero and Langoni (2001) does not establish a relationship between risk and concentration 

in their Chilean bank's sample. Table 3.19 shows the summary of earlier research on the 

association between HHI of market concentration and performance of banks. 
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Table 3.19 
Summaiy of lTHl of Market Concentration and its Impact 011 Banks Pe,.fimnonce 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies EmJ?.irical results 
Psilloki and Mamatzakis (2017) CEE countries 2004-2009 Fixed effect HHI arc associated with the higher efficient hnnk. 

Maudos (2017) 

Aydemfr and Ovcnc (2016) 

Ashraf er ul. (2(ll 6) 

Djalilov and Picsse (2016) 

Ghosh (2016) 

Hoffmann (2016) 

Horvath 1H al. (2016) 

Mirzaci and Moore (2016) 

Tal1 (2016) 

Phan d al. (2016) 

Yang and Shao (2016) 

Chronopoulos el al. (2015) 

K nsman and Kasman (20 l 5) 

Pctriael al. (2015) 

Emope 2002-2012 fixed clfocts Banks wlth greater market pO\vcr are more profitable. 

Turkey 2002-2014 GMM HHI has no impact on NIM, ROA, and ROE. 

GCC 2000-2011 Random cffCct'\ Higher concentration of ownership is .issociated \Vlth higher 
insolvency risk. 

CEE countries 2000-2013 GMM IU!l is nut stable across the models. 

169 nations 1998-2013 Fixed effect and GMM Greater lllll increases bank profits. 

Latin America 1995-2012 GMM Higher HHf increases hank' NIM. 

Czech 2002-2010 GMM Higher competition (less HHI) increases hanks' financial fragility. 

Qatar 2000-2006 Fixed effect Banks with more HHI affect negatively on the growth of42 industries. 

China 2003-2011 GMM HHI has a positive impact on hank profitability. 

Six Asian nations 2005-2012 Tobit and 2SLS !IHI (competition) has a positive (negative) effect on hank cf!icicncy. 

China 2003-2014 GMM Banks with less market power index) or higher comp\.~tition 
tend to increase loan and are less sensitive to monetary policy 
shocks. 

U.S.A 1984-20 IO GMM Higher concentration leads to decrease profitability. 

Turkey 2002-2012 GMM Greater conccnlration (more competition) has a positive (ncgutlvc) 
impact on the NPL and negative (positive) impact on the Z~scorc. 

EU 27 2004-201 l Fixed effects A negntivc significant association is found between l-ll-H and bunk 
rotitabilit•· 
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Table 3 .19 (Continued) 
Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Emeirical results 

Al-Jafari and Alchami (2014) Syria 2004-2011 GMM Concentration ratio has no impact on hunk· RO/\. 

Apergis (2014) U.8.A 20011-2013 Fully modi lied OLS l IJ II is positively related on and banb-1 performance. 

Ayaydin and Karakaya (2014) Turkey 2003-2011 GMM /\ posilivc cffCct ol'HHl on hunk profitnhilily. 

Capraru and lhnatov I 2014) CEE countries 2004-2011 Pooled OLS HHJ insignilieantly ef1cct on hanks' ROA. ROE, and NIM. 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2014) 118 countries 1998-2012 GMM HI ll is positively (negatively) ond signilic,mlly rcl;,Hcd to hank 
prnlitahilily in low~ income (middl and high-income) countries. 

Fu et al. (2014a) 14 Asia Pacific 2003-2010 GMM Higher HHJ fosters financial fragility of hanks, 

Jara~Bcrtinetal, (2014) Latin America 1995-20 IO GMM ROA and NIM arc positi\'cly related to l-ii--11. 

Osuagwu (2014) Nigeria ]9~0-2010 Fixed effects I II II docs not proportionally change ROA, ROE, and NIM. 

Tai (2014) GCC 2003-201 l 01.S I IHI has not effect on Islamic and conventional bank performance. 

Turgutlu (2014) Turkey 2006-2012 GMM The relationship between bank pro fib and fJHf ls in~ignlficanL 

Ameur and Mhiri (2013) Tunisia 1998-2011 GMM HI 11 arc negatively and significant !'elated to hanks pcrfol'mancc. 

Liang el al. (20 I 3) China 2003-20! I GMM Banks with a higher degree of market concentration perform !css. 

Perera ct al. (2013) South Asian 1992-2007 GMM High levels off H n still allow · Jargc' banks lo earn higher pm firs. 

Rachdi (2013) Tunisia 2000-2010 GMM A positive association hctwccn HHT and hank performance. 

Trujillo-Ponce (20 l 3) Spain I 999-2009 GMM The etlCct or I H ll on hanks performance is positi,·dy significant. 

Ayadi and Boujelbenc (2012) Tunisia l 995-2005 GLS Market concentration is insignificant 011 bunks performance, 

Kanas eta!. (2012) U.S.A I 988-2011 Scmi-puramctric model The higher the IIHI the lower the hank prollluhility. 

Al-Jafari and J\lchami (2014) S~ria 2004-2011 GMM Concentration ratio has no impact on bank· RO/\. 
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Table 3.19 (Continued) 
---

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Eml!irical results 
Tan and Fl mos (2() l 2) China 2003-2009 GMM HHI has a significant negative impact on bank performance. 

Diclrich and Wanzenricd (20\ I) S"'il?,crland 1999-20()9 GMM lllll has a positive cllcct 011 bank· ROA, ROE. and NIM. 

Olsnn and Zoubi (2011) MENA 2000-2008 Random effects There is no relationship hetwccn bank pcrform::incc and 1 JJ IL 

Staikouras and Wood (2DI I) Europe I 994-1998 OLS and Fixed effects The effect ofHHI on banks performance is insignificant. 

Sulian (2011) K0rca 1992-2003 Fixed cffoct I ligh level oi"HHI is assoclate:d wlth high hank performance. 

Hsieh and I.cc (2010) 61 cnunlrics 1992-2006 GMM I H ll is posilively (n,egallvcly) associated with banks profitahi lit; 
in lo,v-incomc (high and 1m::diun, income} countries. 

Liu and Wilson (2010) Japan 2000-2007 GMM The effect ofHHl is negaliv<.: on banks performance. 

F!amini el al. (2009) 42 countries 1999-2006 Random Effects Hl-ll is related to higher bank prnfitahillty in lmv~income 
ctrnntrics. 

Fu and llcffurnan (2009) China 1985-2002 O1.S and HI-H has a significant positive effect on ROA and ROE. 

Srairi (2009) GCC I 999-2006 Fixed effects HHT bas a positive and significant impact on ROA for both 
conventional :md ]slamic banks. 

Tregcnna (2009) U.S.A 1994-2005 GMM HHI and are positively related to bank performance. 

Vong an<l Chan (2009) Macao 1993-2007 Fixed effect and GLS HHI have un insignificant impact on banks ROA. 

Athanasnglou et al. (2008) Greek I 985-2001 GMM No evidence to support the SCP hypothe~is. 

Claeys and Venne! (2008) CEE countries I 994-2001 GLS I-IHI ls positively effected 011 bank NIM, 

Goddard cl al. (2008) U.S.A 1993-2004 Ponied OLS There is no relation between HJ II and banks pcrfonmmcc. 

Flnerkcmeier and Dab la-Norris (2007) Armenia 20ll2-20ll6 OLS High IlHI in loan and deposit have a po:-.itive enect on NfM. 

Kosmidon ct al. (2007) Greek 1995-200 I Multinational model No relationship between 1-IHf and hanks ecrfnrmancc. 
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Table 3.19 (Continued) 
Authors (rear) Countries 

Pasiourns and Kosmidou (2007} Europe 

Athanasoglou ct al. (2006) SEE countries 

!'ark and Weber (2006) Korea 

l!ikker and Bos (2005) Europe 

Kosmidou er al (2005) UK 

Martinez Peria and Mody (2004) U.S.A 

Goddard et al. (2004a) Europe 

Dcmirgiiu-K unt ct al. (2003) 72 countries 

Hassan and Bashir (2003) 2 ! Countries 

Mamat7,akis and Rcmoundos {2003) Greek 

Naccur (2003) Tun[sia 

Williams (2003) Australia 

Dcmirguc-Kunt and Huizinga ( l 999) 80 countries 

Berger ( l 995a) Cross 

Molyneux and Thornton (1992) Europe 

Bourke ( 1989) 12 countries 

Short ( 1979) CWE.I 

Note: CWE.I Canada, Western Europe, and Japan 

Period Methodologies 
I 995-200 I Fixed cflects 

I 998-2002 Random effects 

1992-2002 DEA 

I 990-1997 SCF model 

I 995-2002 Fixed effects 

I 995-2000 Pooled OLS 

I 992-1998 Cross~sectional 

1995-1999 GLS 

1994-2001 GLS 

1989-2000 Fixed effects model 

1980-2000 GLS 

1989-1993 ()l~S estimation 

1988-1995 WLS Regressions 

I 980-1989 Panel data 

[986-1989 Cross-sectional 

1972-1981 Pooled lime series 

I 973- I 975 Pooled time series 
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Em:eirical results 
HH[ is ncg,.itivcly insignificantly (positively signilicnntly) 
associalc<l with domc;-;tk: {foreign) bank performance. 

A higher f-H-H leads to a higher prufllahility orbcrnks. 

A negati\'C relationship between HlH and hank pcrformam;e, 

The mn!'c the market is conccntrnted, tbe lower is the degree of 
competition and lhc higher the profitJbility. 

A positive relationship between HHJ and bank profitability, 

HHI is positive and significant on bank performance, 

/\ positive relationship between 1 ll Hand hank pcrt'ormancc. 

1-Jighcr HHI is positively associated with bank' NIM. 

Market concentration is positively related to bank performance, 

Market concentration is contradicted the SCP hypothesis. 

I JHl is negatively significant wilh hanks performance. 

i\ ocgativc association between banks performance and I IHL 

i\ posillYc association is found between HHI and hank' RO/\. 

Insignificant correlation among I II II and hank pcrformi.lncc. 

;\ signi fkant positive association between hank performance and 
Hl-II in each country. 

Profits rise wil.h increased concentration. 

i\ large reduct.ion in concentration brings about a nnc percentage 
Joint rcduclton in profit rates. 



3.3.1.3.2 Stock Market Capitalization 

One of the financial structure indicators influencing the performance of banks is stock market 

capitalization to GDP ratio (MARKE_CAP). This measure is a measure of the level of the 

development of the stock market. Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012) and Levine (1997) suggest a 

complementary influence between MARKE_ CAP and the growth of a country's banking system. 

An advanced equity market gives provide easier access to banks to raise capital. Higher 

capitalization and profitability are related. Similarly, there is more availability of company 

infonnation in the advanced stock market. This allows banks to have an improved judgment on 

credit risk Naceur and Omran (2011) suggest that banks operating in a more advanced stock 

market environment have numerous opportunity to achieve greater profitability. Demirguc-Kunt 

and Huizinga ( 1999) and Tan (2016) indicate that the MARKE_ CAP has a positive relationship 

with profit margin; suggesting that better equity markets enable banks to achieve higher profit 

margins. This supports the hypothesis of complementarity between financing by debt and equity. 

Thus, as the stock market advances, improve accessibility to information upsurges the usual 

exp~-ctation of funds of the borrowers, in a manner that allows the banks to recognize and 

observe them thereby increase the business volume, and generating higher margins. 

Furthennore, Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (2000) show that the growth of the stock market 

increases the bank margins even in the less-developed financial systems. Additionally, the 

accessible information need in the stock market enables the banks to well evaluate their credit 

risk. Therefore, the statistically significant and positive association between the banks' 

MARKE_CAP and stock market capitalization to total assets ratio indicates that improve the 

stock market, increases banks' profitability. 111ese findings are also similar to the empirical 
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findings of Naceur and Goaied (2008) who examine the banking sector in Tunisia. Authors 

observe that improvement in the development of stock market will improve the availability of 

infonnation. This resulted in a rise in the number of potential customers that banks can identify 

and monitor closely. Hence, the increase in banks' activity contributes to the increase in banks' 

profitability. It is also confinned by Pasionras and Kosmidou (2007) that MARKE_CAP are 

positively related and statistically significant with both the ROA of foreign and domestic banks. 

Similar findings are found by Sufian (20 I I) and Tan and Floros (2012a). Growe, Debruine, Lee, 

and Tud6n (2014) suggest that in the USA, a higher MARKE_CAP is a vital indicator of 

economic success that improves the profitability of banks. 

On the other hand, the study of Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) indicates that 'v!ARKE_CAP 

significantly and positively influence bank performance in low and medium-income countries, 

while it has negatively influence on banks performance in high-income countries. Countries that 

achieve high(er) MARKE_ CAP values show a negative and highly significant influence on bank 

performance. It appears that banks operating in stock markets with a higher market capitalization 

confronted stronger competition and thus reduce profitability. Similarly, their findings confirm 

Liu and Wilson (2010) and Tan and Floros (2012b) work. The high value of the ratio reflects a 

vibrant stock market is related to the decisions of the firm to finance by using equity issues 

instead of bank loans. This will reduce business opportunities of the bank that leads to decrease 

in performance, However, no relationship between the variables is found in studies such as in 

Hoffmann (2016), Raza, Jawaid, and Shafqat (2013), Sufian and Chong (2008), and Sufian and 

Noor (2012). Table 3.20 shows a summary of prior studies that consider the relationship between 

MARKE_ CAP and banks performance. 
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Table 3.20 
Summa,y of Marker Capitalization as% of GDP( MARKE CAP) and ifs Impact on Banks Perf(Jrmance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Empirical results 

llotlinann (2016) J ,at!n America 

Tan(2016) China 

Dietrich and Wanzcnried (2014) l I 8 countries 

Growe et al. (2014) U.S.A 

Ra1.a et al. (2013) Pakistan 

Ayadi and Boujclbcne (20 I 2) Tunisia 

Suifan and Noor (20 I 2) India 

Tan and Floros (2012a) China 

Tan and Floros (2012b) China 

Naceur and Omran (2011) MENA 

Suiian (2011) Korea 

Naccur and Go.:iied (2008) Tunisia 

Sufian and Chong (2008) Philippine 

Pa:-iourns and Kosmidou (2007) Europe 

Dcmirguc-K unt and Huizinga 44 countries 
(2000) 

Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga 80 countries 
( 1999) 
Levine ( 1997) 7 7 countries 

I 995-20! 2 OMM 

2003-2011 GMM 

1998-2012 GMM 

1994-201 I GMM 

2001-2010 Random effects 

1995-2005 GLS 

2000-2008 Fixed cftCcts 

2003-2009 GMM 

2003-2009 GMM 

1988 2005 GMM 

1992-2003 Fixed effect 

1980-2000 Pane! data 

1990-2005 Fixed and random 
effects 

1995-2001 Fixed effects 

I 990-1997 Pooled OLS 

i9RS-1995 WLS 

I 960-1980 Pooled OLS 
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MARKE_CAP increases. the bank performance lowers. 

A positive rdationship hetwecn MARKE_ CAP and hank ROA 

MARKE_CAP is positively (negatively) and significant rdatcd to bunk 
profitability in low~ and middle-income (high-income) i..:ountrics. 

A positive relationship between MARKE_ CAP un<l t1a11k pafi.1rnrnncc. 

MARKE_CAP is negatively but insignilkant related to profitahillty. 

MARKE_CAP has a positive effect on banks profitability. 

No slgnitfoant relationship hctwccn MARKE_CAP and bank pcrformam;c, 

The cllCct ofMARKE_CAP on hank performance is positively signilic<mt. 

A higher MARKE_CAP tends to reduce the level of banks performance. 

MARKE_CAP is positively significant related to bunk performance. 

High level ofMARKE __ CAP is related to higher hank pcrformam;e, 

MARKE_CAP has a signlficant positive impact on hank profitability. 

The clJcct ofMARKE_CAP on h,:mks performance appears insigniJic,:rnL 

MARKE_CAP is positively related to domestic and foreign bank' ROA 

There is a positively signlficant relationship between hank performance and 
MARKE_~C,\P. 

A positive association is found bct"vccn MARKE_ CAP nnd margins bank. 

Higher capitalization is associated with increased protitahility. 



3.3.1.3.3 Credit to Private Sector 

The measure of the importance of bank financing to the economy is measured by the domestic 

credit to private sector as a percentage of GDP ratio (DCPS). Findings of the study ofMirzaei et 

al. (2013) are different between developed and emerging economies. While developed 

economies show a positive significant association between DCPS and profitability, emerging 

economies show a negative relation. This implies that in the emerging economy, scarcity of fund 

turns out to be an important constraint to the development of competition. The higher is the 

availability of funds in the market, higher is the pressure on banks to offer competitive services, 

In other words, increase the supply of DCPS leads to decrease in stability and profitability in 

emerging economies; this is however not true in the context of developed economies. This may 

be because banks in emerging economies would like to invest in risky investment or provide 

funds to a low-quality borrower with an absence of sufficient screening and monitoring methods. 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) find that DCPS and profitability (proxy by Nl:'vl, ROE, and ROA} are 

significantly negatively related; while positively related to risk (proxy by LLR and SDROE). 

This suggests that a higher DCPS tends to lower banks profitability and increase risks in 

emerging economies. Similar results are found by Ghosh (2016) and Hoffmann (2016} with bank 

profitability which may be due to the more developed banking sectors and higher competition. 
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Table 3.21 
Summmy of Credit to Private Sec/or as% o(GD and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Empirical results ______ _ 

Ghosh (2016) 

Hoftmann (2016) 

Navjas and Thcgcya (2013) 

Lee and llsich (2013) 

Mirzaci cl al, (2013) 

Naccur and Omran (2011) 

Wu el al, (2010) 

Srairi (2009) 

Dctragiachc el al, (2008) 

169 nations 

Latin America 

28 countries 

Asia countries 

40 emerging and 
advanced 

economics 
MENA 

35 emerging 
economics 

GCC 

89 countries 

1998-2013 

1995-2012 

2005-2012 

1994-2008 

1999-2008 

1988-2005 

996-2003 

1999-2006 

1995-2002 

Fixed effect and GMM A higher DCPS significantly n:<lucc bank prolitability 

GMM DCPS impdcts the pcrforruancc of banks negatively. 

Logit regressions DCPS is significantly related to hanks performance (ROA). 

GMM The cocfflcicnL, of DC'PS arc significanlly positive (ncg;itivc} on 
bank pcrrnrmancc in low (high and nh:dium Hncomc countries. 

Panel data model DCPS is negatively (positively) and slgnificantly associnted with 
profitability in emerging (advanced) economies. 

GMM DCPS is insignificant 'on hank performance (ROA and NIM). 

OLS and fixed effects There ls no relationship between hanks grnwLh and DCPS. 

Fixed effects model DCPS has a positive and insignificant impact on ROA for hoth 
conventional and Islamic banks. 

OLS regressions More foreign hanks associated with lower DCPS. 
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A theoretical model of Detragiache, Tressel, and Gupta (2008) find an empuical proof in 89 less

developed countries to back the hypothesis that DCPS is lower in nations with more foreign bank 

involvement. Navjas and Thegeya (2013) find that DCPS is significantly associated with tlie 

perfonnance of hanks (proxied by ROE). Srairi (2009) indicates that banking development factor 

as a proxy of DCPS positively influences hank profitability, but this influence is insignificant for 

both Islamic and conventional banks in GCC countries, Related findings are shown by Naceur 

and Omran (2011) and Wu, Jeon, and Luca (2010). Summary of prior studies that examine the 

association between banks performance and the DCPS is presented in Table 3.21. 

3.3.L4 Listed Dummy 

Some evidence is provided by Mokni and Rachdi (2014) that listed banks on the stock exchange 

are more profitable compared to non-listed banks. Their result is in line with the opinion that 

listed banks are required to adhere to stricter rules of corporate governance. In addition, listed 

banks increase their profitability through the competitive force from the stock market as well as 

the market discipline, Farazi et al. (201 l) also fmd that the perfonnance oflisted banks is better 

than that of non-listed banks (measured through NIM, ROE or ROA). The authors find that the 

plausible reason is the stricter disclosure requirements and governance standards enforced on the 

listed banks, A similar resull is found by Koheissi and Sun (2010). According to the authors, due 

to higher interest income and lower iuterest expenses relative to total assets, listed banks achieve 

higher NIM. Lower costs of funding may result in lower risk premium hecause these banks are 

suhjected to stringent disclosure requirements governance standard, as well as closer market 

monitoring. 
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Moreover, Ban-y et al. (2011) clarify that the increase in the profitability of listed banks may be 

because they can acquire more equity capital at a lower rate of transaction costs that enables 

them to grow larger through achieving faster equity and assets growth. 11,ese banks may also 

take advantage of economies of scale to achieve higher profit relative to risk compared to non

listed banks. Similarly, Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) find that public-listed banks have better 

profitability than non-listed banks. Meanwhile, Yao and Jian (2009) find that listed banks 

operate carefully in expanding their credit and investment portfolio; while Uchida and Satake 

(2009) find that listed banks significantly and positively influence cost inefficiency. This is not 

in line with the hypothesis of market discipline. They stress that these findings are not because 

listed banks are less efficient but it is due to their size and organizational complexity. 

Anandarajan, Hasan, and McCarthy (2007) also reveal that banks that are listed have more 

incentive to involve in earnings management in order to show sign of stability and 

accomplishment to shareholders because the stock market serves as a place to generate fund for 

them. In comparing LLPs across public and private banks in the USA during the period 1992 to 

2002, Nichols, Wahlen, and Wieland (2009) suggest that listed intermediaries have higher 

incentives to engage in income smoothing practices that will reduce the variability of their 

earnings and the perception of bank risk in the financial markets. 

Some prior studies report mixed findings. Dietrich and Wanzenried (201 I) find that listed banks 

have less profitability than non-listed banks. However, their resulls also indicate that listed banks 

have better profitability in the period of CRISIS than non-listed banks. The result may be 

because of the general practice of the aim of some listed banks to maximize shareholder wealth, 

specifically the equity returns. Particularly, some banks listed in Switzerland may have reduced 
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their equity capital effectively so as to improve their ROE. TI1e conclusion of Jiang, Yao, and 

Feng (2013) is that the coefficient of listed bank dummy is negatively significant on interest 

income efficiency and profitability efficiency but positively significant with the efficiency of 

NlR. This implies that banks that are listed are more profitable, efficient, and achieve more 

interest income but they are inefficient in garnering NIR compared to non-listed banks, 

irrespective of the nature of ownership. 

On the other hand, the suggestion of Agyei and Yeboah (201 I) and Hou and Wang (2016) is that 

banks that are listed perfonn poorly than non-listed banks. This may be traced to the relaxed 

control of banks by shareholders after they are listed and the weak regulations of the stock 

exchange ensure investors get the worth of their money. Fonseca and Gonzalez (2008) find that 

larger listed banks have lower incentives to smooth income as supervisors pay more attention to 

them than the non-listed banks, because of their systemic significance during bank crisis. TI1e 

study of Curcio el al. (2014) also indicates that banks that are listed are less involved in the 

practices of income smoothing, which is consistent with their lower incentives and lower 

riskiness so as to engage in risk-laking behavior. Trinugroho et al. (2014) and Sagh.i-zedek 

(2016) find no significant evidence of a difference in the profitability and risk of non-listed and 

listed banks. The summary of prior research that compares the performance between listed and 

the non-listed bank is presented in table 3.22. 
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Table 3.22 
Summary of Li sled Banks Vr. 

Authors~ 
I loo and Wang (2016) 

Scighi-zcdck (2016) 

Cure in et al. (2014) 

Mokni and Rachdi (2014) 

Saghi-ledek and Tarazi (2014) 

Trinugroho et al. (2011) 

Jiang et aL {2013) 

Agyei and Yeboah (201 l) 

Barry et al. 11) 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) 

Farazi ct al. (201 !) 

Kobeissi and Sun (2010) 

Garcia-Herrero Cl aL (2009) 

Nich>ls ct al. (2009) 

Uchida and Satake (2009) 

Yao and .Tian (2009) 

Fonseca and Gonzalez (2008) 

Anandarajan ct al. (2007) 

Unlisted Bank Perf!!rmance 
Countries Period Methodologies 

China 2003-2011 GMM 

Europe 2002-2010 GMM 

China 2007-2012 Gl.S and GMM 

MENA 2002-2009 GMM 

Europe 2002-2010 GLS 

Indonesia 2001-2009 OLS 1 Random effecl 
andGMM 

China 1995-2010 SFA 

Ghana 1999-2008 Rnndom effects 

Europe 1999-2005 OLS 

Switzerland 1999-2009 GMM 

MENA 2001-2008 OLS 

MENA 2000-2007 O1.S 

China 1997-2004 GMM 

lJ.S.A l 992-2002 OLS 

Japan 2000-2005 OLS 

China 1995-2005 SFA 

/40 eountries 1995-2002 GMM 

Australia 1991-2001 OLS 
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Emp_irical results 
Listed banks are less stabk th::m unlisted banks. 

No difference between Listed and unlisted banks' profitability and risk. 

Listed banks are less involvl:-0 in ineomc smoothlng eompared to unlisted banks. 

Listed banks arc more profitable than unlisted banks. 

Listed bunks have higher prolitahility and !ovYcr risk than unlisted banks. 

Little evidence of the difference regarding NIM between listed and 11nlislcd banks. 

Listed banks are significantly and negatively {positively) related to pi·ofit and 
interest income (N!R). 

Listed banks perform poorly as compared to unlisted banks. 

Profitability for listed banks is higher than unlisted banks. 

Listed banks are sllghtly less (more) profitable than unlisted b1:mks <luring all ycurs 
and pre- (during) CRISIS period. 

Listed banks perform better than unlisted bunks, 

J .isted banks tend to generate higher NlM compared to unlisted banks. 

Usted banks arc insignificant compared to unlisted banks. 

Listed banks have higher incentives to put in place lncotnc smoothing practices, 

Listed bunks have a positive and significant impact on cost incflkiency. 

Listed banks have positive and significant relationship compared to unlisted banks. 

Listed banks have lower incentives to smooth income compared to unlisted oncs. 

The relationship on listed hanks is significant and positive. 



3.3.1.5 Global Financial Crisis 

The studies on drivers of profitability of banks during the recent global financial crisis (CRISIS) 

are relatively less in number. In their analysis of the Swiss market both before and dming the 

CRISIS, Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) provide an empirical proof that LLPs has a statistically 

insignificant influence on the profitability of bank before the CRISIS. They observe that LLPs 

increased significantly during the CRISIS. In addition, they show that, during the years of 

CRISIS, deposit growth has a negative and significant influence on bank profitability. Dietrich 

and Wanzenried (2014) establish that the influence of the CRISIS on profit of bank is negative 

and highly statistically significant in high-income nations. The CRISIS has harshly debilitated 

the banking sector, leading to lower profit. To the contrary, banks operating in the low-income 

country are more able to encounter the problems caused by the economic depression than in 

advanced economies. They also find that Middle-income nations are more susceptible compared 

to low-income nations, but on the whole, the effect of CRISIS on bank profitability 1s 

insignificant. 

Maudos (2017) and Matousek, Rughoo, Sarantis, and Assaf (2015) show that the many of the 

Eurozone and EU 15 countries have suffered from a drop in performance during the period of 

CRISIS, Furthennore, Faitlenbrach, Prilmeier, and Stulz (2012) reveal that poorly performed 

banks during the l 998 crisis also well performed poorly during the 2007/2008 CRISIS. Fu et al 

(2014b) find the CRISIS variable to be negatively and significantly influence proxy by Tobin's 

Q indicating that the shareholder value is lower during the period of fina11cial depression, 

Related findings are shown by Capraru and lhnatov (2014) and Jara-Bertin et al. (2014) with 

bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). Zouari and Taktak (2014) also reveal that the 
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perfonnance of Islamic bank is influenced by the CRISIS, signifying that the perfonuance of 

Islamic banks is negatively influenced by the stock market during the period of eeonomic 

depression. Similarly, Hasan and Dridi (2010) reveal that the Islamic banks' profitability is 

higher compared to that of conventional banks before the CRISIS, however, these variations are 

not available during the CRISIS, implying that higher profitability of lslamic banks before the 

CRISIS is dne to excessive risk-taking. 

Beltratti and Stulz (2012) find that well-performing banks have lower returns and less leverage 

prior to the CRISIS. They also stress that during the CRISIS, differences in banking regulation 

across conntries are usually unrelated to banks performance, but larger banks from countries with 

stricter regulation performed well. Due to lack of evidence that these banks had lower risk ex

ante, higher returns may be achieved by banks where their activities are restricted and are not 

given the chance to expand into activities that unpredictably performed below par during the 

CRISIS. Their proof challenges the findings of those studies which state that lack of governance 

in banks is the major driver of crisis. Beltratti and Stulz (2012) also show that banks that have 

less friendly shareholder boards perforn1ed better during the CRISIS than those with friendlier 

shareholder boards. Banks in the latter group are more risky and reduced tlieir lending activities 

during the CRISIS. 

Huang and Ratnovski (2011) stress that some banks that depend less on general funding survived 

the financial depression. The study of Demirgil9-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) also indicates that 

the risk of banks increases due to reliance on non-deposit funds. Haas and Lelyveld (2011) 

suggest th.at despite the fact tliat multinational banks may well contribute to financial stability in 
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the period of the CRISIS, they also contribute to increasing risk and instability from overseas. 

This indicates that when the parent of multinational banks gives support to their subsidia1ies, this 

support leads to a competitive advantage in the period of financial difficulties and will have a 

better stable lending than individual domestic banks. The suggestion of Anginer, Demirguc

Kunt, and Zhu (2014) is that both the systemic risk and bank risk of individual domestic banks 

are reduced in the period of the financial meltdown in countries that have coverage for deposit 

insurance. Maghyereh and Awartani (2014b) show that there is the negative significant influence 

of CRISIS on the hanks in GCC countries. Similar results are found by Bhimjee Ramos, and 

Dias (2016) for 114 countries. 

In contrary, the study of Rosman, Wahab, and Zaino! (2014) shows that capitalization and 

profitability are the two general determinants that have positive and significant influence on the 

efficiency of Islamic banks in Asia and Middle East in the period of CRISIS. Latin America, 

Hoffinann (2016) find similar results with NIM. However, Kasman and Kasman (2015), Leunga 

et al. (2014), and Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) show that the CRISIS variable is significant 

and positively influence banks risk. Mokni and Rachdi (2014) find that the coefficients of the 

CRISIS for both Islamic and conventional banks are negatively insignificant. The plausible 

reason for this is because MENA banks are generally slightly affected due to their less exposure 

to the risk of the subprime loan. The analysis of Malhotra, Poteau, and Singh (2011) reveal that 

the banking sector of India stayed comparatively healthy in the period of the CRISIS and banks 

performance is not negatively and significantly influenced. Both the private and public owned 

banks show healthy CAR during the period under review. Other studies such as Curcio, Dyer, 

Gallo, Gianfrancesco, and Dye1· (2014) and Doyran (2013) find similar results. The summary of 

prior research examining the influence of CRISIS on bank perfonuance is depicted in table 3.23. 
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Table 3.23 
Summmy of the Global Financial Crisis (CRISIS) and its Impact on Bank Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period Methodologies Emp_irical results 

Maudos (2017) Europe 2002-2012 Fixed eflects The CRISIS is negatively relaled to bank pro!itability und stabilily. 

Bhimjee et al. (2016) 114 countries 2007-2010 Regime-switching model The CRISIS has affected negatively of the banking institutions. 

Hoffmann (2016) Latin America 1995-2012 GMM The impact of the CRISIS on NIM is positive significant. 

Olson and Zoubi (20 I 6) Middle East. Africa 1996-2014 Fixed effects Islamic banks initially weathered the onslaught of the CRISIS better 
, und Southeast Asia than commercial banks. 

Kasman and Kasman (2015) Turkey 2002-2012 GMM The CRISIS is positively (negatively) related to bank NPL 
(stability). 

Matousek et al. (2015) EU 15 countries 2005-2012 convergence methodology The CRISIS is negal'ively associated with bank performance. 
and Eurozonc 

C5praru and Ihnatov (20 I 4) CEE countries 2004-2011 Pooled regression The CRISIS is negatively significant affected bank performance. 

Curcio et al. (2014) China 2007-2012 GLS and GMM The CRISIS has no impact on bank risk (LLPs). 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) 118 countries 1998-2012 GMM estimate The CRISIS is a negative and significant effect on bank profitability 
in high-income countries. 

Fu el al. (2014b) 14 Asia Pacific 2003-2010 GMM The CRISIS is a negatively associated with Tobin's Q. 

.Tarn-Bertin el al, (2014) Latin America 1995-2010 GMM ROA and NIM are negatively related to the CRISIS. 

Leunga el al. (2014) U.S.A 2007-2009 WLS and fixed effects The CRISIS is significant und positive effect on bunk risk. 

Maghyereh and A,varlani (2014b) GCC 2000-2009 DEA The impact of the CRISIS on bank efficiency is negatively 
significant. 
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Table 3.23 {Continued) 
Authors (year) Countries 

Mokni and Rachd, {2014) MENA 

Rosman el al (2014) Middle East and Asia 
lslamic banks 

Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) Europe 

/,ouilri and Taktak (2014) l 5 countdc.s 

Dietrich and Wanzcnricd (2011) Switzerland 

Malhotra et al (20 I I) India 

Hasan and Dridi (2010) 9 countries 

Period Methodologies 

2002-2009 GMM 

2007-2010 DEA 

2002-2010 GLS 

2005-2009 Panel data 

1999-2009 GMM 

2005-2(109 Fixed eftect 

2005-2009 OLS 
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Em]!irical results 

The CRISIS ncgalivcly insigniticiJnt effect on bank profitability. 

Profitability and cnpllallzation have a signilicant pnsi1ivc cnt~ct on 
efficiency for both during the CRISIS. 

The CRISIS is significantly positively uffcclcd on bank risk. 

The CRISIS impacts negatively on Islamic hank performance. 

The CRISIS has a significant cffoct on ROA. ROE, and NIM. 

Bank performance is not impacted negatively by CRISfS. 

The CRISIS has u negative effect on Islamic hank profitability, 



3.3.2 Foreign Verues Domestic Banks 

Literature review pertaining to the performance of foreign and domestic banks can be grouped 

into two broad sections. The first section compares foreii;,'ll and domestic banks while the other 

section reviews the role of foreign banks. 

3.3.2.l Empirical Studies on Foreign Versus Domestic Banks 

The performances of domestic and foreign banks have been compared by some empirical studies. 

The findings of 40 empirical studies on the domestic and foreign banks performance are 

summarized in Table 3.24. The findings of these studies are varied: 16 studies indicate that 

foreign banks have better performance in comparison with domestic banks using all measures of 

performance, 13 studies indicate the weaker performance of foreign banks and six studies 

indicate statistically insignificant variation across these groups using all measures of 

performance. The findings, however, are not clear in another set of studies: on a number of 

proxies of foreign banks show better performance in comparison with domestic banks. 

Variations in findings may be due to the variation in country coverage and sample periods as is 

shown in the Table 3.24. 

Researches that focus on the USA indicate that the performance of foreign banks is significantly 

poorer than that of domestic banks (Chang, Hasan, & Hunter, 1998; Peek et al., 1999). The 

conclusion of Mahajan et al. (1996) is that foreign banks operating in the USA have lesser cost 

etliciency in comparison with domestic banks. Molyneux and Seth (1998) suggest that capital 

strength is the most significant factor that influences the profitability of foreign banks in the 

USA. On the other hand, Meinster and Elyasiani (1988) find that foreign and domestic banks 
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have equal perfonnance in the USA. Researches that evaluate the Australian market, report 

similar findings. By applying DEA, Sathye (2001) and Dong, Firth, Hou, and Yang (2016) find 

that domestic banks perfonn better than foreign banks; while Williams (2003) finds a conflicting 

result that concentration in the Australian banking market reduces the profitability of foreign 

banks and act as an effective entry banier. Other studies find that foreign banks have better 

perfonnance in host countries (Sturm & Williams, 2004). 

Berger, DeYoung, Genay, and Udell (2000) have reported that foreign banks are, on an average, 

less efficient compared to domestic banks. In EU countries, profit efficiency and cost efficiency 

are lesser for foreign banks than domestic banks in TJK, Germany, and France but the variation is 

statistically insignificant. In the case of the USA, the findings indicate that foreign banks are less 

profit efficient than domestic banks, but foreign banks are on an average more cost efficient than 

domestic banks. Buch and Golder (200 I) evaluate whether the activities of foreign and domestic 

banks show cormnon features in Germany and in the USA. Their findings suggest that the 

relative advantage of domestic banks to deal with local clients and assessing credit risk are too 

much to overcome by foreign institntions. 

Researches have also evaluated various European markets. Kosmidon, Pasionras, Doumpos, and 

Zopounidis (2004) apply a multi-criteria decision aid methodology to find that higher 

performance is exhibited by domestic banks in the UK in comparison with their foreign 

competitors. Kosmidon, Pasionras, Zopounidis, and Doumpos (2006) further examine the 

difference between domestic and foreign banks in the UK; they find that domestic banks have 

higher KIM, ROE. short-term funding and higher loans to the customer. Similar findings are 
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shown by Pasiourns and Kosmidou (2007) as well as Yildirim and Philippatos (2007) in 

European countries and Khan et al. (2016) in Asian economies. To the contrary, the study of 

Bonin, Hasan, and Wachtel (2005) show that the foreign banks have better perfonnance than 

domestic banks in eleven Transition countries. Foreign-ov.med banks, specifically in developing 

countries, may improve their quality of performance through the provision of various kinds of 

fmancial products and services. In European countries, Fries and Taci (2005) and Wu, Luca, and 

Jeon (2011), Havrylchyk and Jurzyk (201 l) show that foreign banks perform better compared to 

domestic banks. Though research in ECE by Haas and Lelyveld (2006) indicate that the activities 

of both domestic and foreign banks are affected by the banking crises and business cycles, they 

report that during the periods of crisis, domestic banks are able to contract their credit base, but 

foreign banks are not able to do so. 

In the study of foreign banks across developing and developed countries, some studies find that 

foreign banks perform better than domestic banks. The study of Hassan et al. (20 I 3) shows that 

foreign banks operating in some countries have better perfonnance in terms of NIR and NIM 

despite enjoying lower tax advantage in many of these countries. Furthermore, they also have a 

higher cost, and, therefore, their profits before taxes are similar to domestic banks. Domestic 

banks appear to achieve both higher net profits and cost advantage. This indicates that foreign 

Islamic banks apply aggressive financing strategy as their customer and base short-term funding 

is higher than that of the domestic Islamic banks. Chen and Liao (201 I) reveal that foreign banks 

have better profitability in compared with domestic banks if the parent banks in the home 

country achieve high profitability, despite the fact they operate in a host country where banking 

institution is less competitive. In addition, foreign banks margins increase when they function in 
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a host country with lower GDP, higher INF and RIR and stricter Basel risk weights compliance 

requirements, In contrary, Claessens and Horen (2011) show that foreign banks and domestic 

banks differ in te1111s of cel1ain key items in their balance sheet: foreign banks have higher 

capital and better liquidity but generate lower profits. Cross-country study indicates that only in 

developing markets, the existence of foreign banks is negatively related to credit creation in the 

local market They find that during the period of CRISIS foreign banks, if not dominant in the 

market of the host country, have decreased their credit portfolio more than domestic banks. 

Lensink, Meesters, and Naaborg (2008) also report a negative association between foreign 

ownership and bank perfom1ance. 

Ful1hennore, studies that focus on the comparison between domestic and foreign banks 

performance in developing countries find varied results. Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) 

and Claessens et al. (200 l) find that the performance of foreign battles is poorer tl1an domestic 

banks in advanced countries but not in developing countries. The findings of Claessens et al. 

(2001) show that the profitability, overhead expenses and NIM of foreign battles are lower in 

advanced countries and the reverse is true in the case of developing economies. The findings of 

Berger et al. (2000) indicate that foreign banks, irrespective of their original ownership, have 

less NPL, lower reserve and are more productive. Similarly, Claessens and van Horen (2012) 

find that foreign banks from high-income economies are likely to perform well if they the 

regulatory framework in the host country is weak They also perfom1 well if they are bigger in 

size and have large market share. lbey also find that foreign banks originating from home 

countries having similar regulation and the same language as the host country also produce better 

performance. 
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Pennathur and Vishwasrao (2014) find that foreign banks in emerging economy tend to provide a 

loan to export-oriented companies. As foreign banks concentrated more on well-performing 

companies and industries shows that in case of credit constraints caused by financial depression, 

they can get involve in cream-skimming, leaving domestic banks with only companies that are 

less profitable. San, Theng, and Heng (2011) have applied DEA to report that domestic banks in 

Malaysia have more management competency and are more efficient compared to foreign banks. 

A similar result is found by Sufian (2009) by applying the fixed effect model regression. ln their 

study covering l 00 emerging economies, Mian (2003) confinns that foreign banks possess the 

benefit of accessing external liquidity from their parent bank which reduces their cost of deposit. 

This external funding of foreign banks comes at the expense being restricted (apparently by their 

parent banks) to provide loan mainly to "hard information" companies. 

Few studies have compared the performance of domestic and foreign banks in GCC nations. 

Abrnham (2013) compares the performance of the listed foreign and domestic banks in Saudi 

Stock exchange for the period 2008 to 2009 by using T-test. The findings indicate that foreign 

banks in Saudi Arabia are more aggressive with regard to regulatory tier 1 capital, capital 

structure, and loan portfolios, but these does not result in higher performance by them. Al

Tamimi and Al-Mazrooei (2007) examine seventeen foreign and domestic banks in UAE using 

questionnaires, Pearson correlation coefficient, and OLS regression. The findings show that the 

banks are capable of handling risk and that there is significant difference between the foreign and 

domestic banks in terms risk assessment and risk management capabilities. 
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Table 3.24 
Eme_irical Stt1dies on Foreign Versus Domestic Banks Performance 

Authors (year) Countries Period 

Saif-Alyousfi et al. (2017a) S.:iudi Arabia 2000-2014 

Dong cl al. (2016) China 2002-2013 

Ghosh (2016) 169 nathms 1998-2013 

Khan cl al. {2016) Ascan countries 1999-2014 

Pcnnathur and Vishwasrao (2014) India 2006-2009 

Abraham (20 13) Saudi Arabia 2008-2009 
1 i listed banks 

Hassan el al. (2013) 24 countries 1996-2010 

Claessens and van I-loren (2012) 51 large dcvefoplng 1999-2006 
countries 

Chen and Lian (2011) 70 countries 1992-2006 

Claessens and Moren (2011) 13 7 countries 1995-2009 

Mavrylchyk and Jurzyk (2011) EEC countries 1993-2004 

San cl al. {2011) Malaysia 2002-2009 

Wu el al. (2011) OECD countries 1996-200:l 

Correa (2009) 179 Dc,·cloping and 1994-2004 
<lcvclnpc<l countries 

Methodologies 

OLS and Fixed effects 

DEA 

Flxe<l effect and C1MM 

GMM 

OLS 

T-tcst 

WLS 

OLS 

Panzar-Rossc and 
Random effect model 

OLS 

Random effects 

DEA 

OLSandGMM 

Fixed effect 
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Emp_irical results 

Domestic bunks urc more prolilahle than foreign banks. 

Foreign banks arc the 1nost cost efficient but the least profit 
efficient. 

Foreign banks outpcrl'onn domestic hanks. 

Foreign banks oulpcrform domestic btmk:s. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic bunks. 

ownership banks arc more aggressive hul do nol have 
higher performance outcomes. 

lslamic hanks outperform domestic banks with respect to 
NIM No difference with respect to their profit before iO:"lt:s, 

Foreign bunks in a high--income country outperform when 
1·egulation in the bast country is relatively \YCak 

Foreign banks perform hettcrthan domestic banks. 

Domestic banks have a higher profit than foreign bunks. 

F orcign bimks outperform domestic banks. 

Domestic bunks outperform foreign bunks and arc rnorc cnicicnt 
and have management competency. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic banks. 

No difference for ROA ond ROE bul domestic banKs outpcrfo1111 
foreign banks according to COST, 



Table 3.24 (Continued) 
Authors (vear) 

Sulfon (2009) 

Lcnsink er al. (2008) 

Al-Tumimi and Al-Mazrooci 
(2007) 

Yildirim and Philippalos (2007) 

Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) 

Haa.s and Lelyveld (2006) 

Kosmidou ct aL (2006) 

Bonin et al. (2005) 

Chantapong (2005) 

Fries and ·raci (2005) 

Sturm and Williams (2004) 

Kosmidou ct al.. (2004) 

Mian (2003) 

Williams (2003) 

Countries 

Malaysia 

I 05 countries 

t!.I\.E 

12 Transition 
European countries 

Europe 

Europe 

llK 

I [ Transition 
countries 

Thailand 

15 European 
countries 

Australia 

UK 

100 Emerging 
cco11omics 

Australia 

Period 

2000-2004 

1998-2003 

Qrn,::;;tionm1!re 

1993-200() 

1995-200 I 

t 993-2000 

1998-2001 

1996-2000 

1995-2000 

1994-2001 

1988-2001 

1998-2001 

I 992-1999 

1989-1993 

Methodolo_g_ies 

Fixed effect 

SFr\ 

ANOVr\ 

SFr\ and DFA 

Fixed cffoets 

OLS 

I ,ogistic rcgrc:,sions 

DEA and SFA 

GLS 

SFA and DEA 

DEA 

Logistic regression 

Fixed effects 

OLS 
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Eml'_irical results 

Domestic banks perform better than foreign hanks. 

Negative pe1'formancc wlth incrc.ising lc\'cls of foreign ownership, 

Domestic banks are more capable !n managing risk and havi: .i 
better risk a,;sessment and <moJysis. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic bnnks in cosl cflkicncy: 
opposite is true for pro lit efficiency. 

Foreign banks less perform than domestic hanks. 

No different bet\:veen foreign and domestic banks performance. 

Dome.s:llc hanks outperform foreign b;,111ks.. 

Foreign banks outperform dome,5tic hanks according lo both 
etlicicncy measures, for ROA there is no difference. 

Foreign banks have higher profitablity than domestic bunks. 

Foreign banks outperform <lomcstk banks. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic banks. 

Foreign banks Jess perform than domestic banks. 

No difference in ftl'rcign and dnmcslic banks performance. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic bunks. 



Table 3.24 (Continued) 
Authors (year} Countries 

Miller and Parkhe (2002) 13 host countries 

Buch and Golder (200 I) Germany and 11.S.A 

Claessens ct al. (2001) 80 Developing and 
developed countries 

Crystal ct al. (2001) Chile. Colombia, 
and Argentina 

Sathyc (200 I) Australia 

Barajas ct al. (2000) Colombia 

Berger ct al. (2000) France. Germany. Spain, 
ll.K. and 11.S.A 

Goldberg et al. (2000) Mexico and Argentina 

Dcmirguc-Kunt and Huizinga 80 countries 
(1999) 

Peck ct al. ( 1999) 

Chang ct al. (!998) 

Molyneux and Seth ( 1998) 

Mahajan cl al. (1996) 

Mcinster and EJ:yasiani ( 1988} 

U.S./\ 

U.S.A 

U,S.A 

U.S.A 

lJ.S.A 

Period 

1989-1996 

1986-1999 

1988-1995 

1995-2001 

1986-1995 

1991-1998 

1992--1998 

1994-1996 

1988-1995 

1984-1997 

I 984-1988 

1987-1991 

I 987-1990 

1970-1980 

Methodologies 

EITicicnt frontier 

Multiplicative X 11 

WLS 

1995-2000 

DEA 

Fixed effects 

fixed cflCcl 

OLS 

WLS 

Em.e.irkal results 

Domestic hanks outperform foreign hanks. 

Domestic banks outpcrfonn or perform equally .as foreign banks. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic banks in dc,:c1oping countries. 
otherwise is true in developed cconotnies, 

No difference in foreign and domestic banks pcdi:mnancc. 

Domestic bunks outperform fbreign banks. 

Foreign banks outperform domestic banks. 

Domestic banks outrx:rform or perform equally as foreigners. 

Foreign banks have better growth than domestic banks, 

Foreign banks outperform domestic banks in developing countries. 
otherwise is true in developed economics. 

OLS Forclgn banks less pcrfbrm than domestic banks. 

OJ .S Domestic banks outperform foreign banks. 

2SLS F orcign banks outperform domestic banks. 

Pooled~timc scrie:-: Domcslk banks outperform foreign banks. 

3SLS and OLS No diffCrence in the performance of foreign and domestic banks, 
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Various econometric techniques and pertbnnance measures have been used to measure the 

perfonnance of foreign and domestic banks in host nations and have arrived at varied results. 

Variations in time pe,iods and countries may explain some of the differences in repo11ed results. 

However, these studies do not fully explain the diversity of perfomiances amongst foreign banks 

and their operating conditions in host nations. Several studies propose that host and home 

country features play a significant role in bank performance. Furthermore, features of host and 

home nations, cultural, institutional or geographical distance may also influence the comparative 

evaluation of the performance of foreign and domestic banks. 

3.3.2.2 The Role of Foreign Banks: Related Literature 

The role plays by foreign banks and the effect of their entry into the domestic financial markets 

have been considered by many studies. Several studies lay emphasis on issues such as the 

variations in comparative advantages in financial services across countries and, the influence of 

foreign bank entry on the systemic stability of the domestic financial sector. 

The supporters of foreign hank entry contend that foreign banks improve competition in the local 

banking markets, increase the effectiveness of local bank activities, offer financial services with 

lesser costs, and contribute positively in economic development through enhancing the efficacy 

of resource (Acheampong, 2013; Simpasa, 2013; Jeon et al., 2011; Xu, 2011; Wu et al., 2010; 

Reddy, 2009; Kosmidou et al., 2007; Claessens & Laeven, 2005; Denizer, 1999). They also 

contend that foreign banks do not weaken the domestic banking markets or confuse the 

transmission mechanism of monetary policy to a substantial level, but they play a positive role in 

mitigating the banking crisis and credit crunch in host countries by bringing in added liquidity 
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from their parent banks in the home nation (Haas & Lelyveld, 2010). Bruno aud Hauswald 

(2014) propose that foreign banks ameliorate the effect of financial constraints and improve real 

growth in developing countries where finns usually have no accessibility to other sources of 

financing. The larger is their presence, the less does the external financial reliance hinder the 

performance of banks. Berger, Hasan, and Zhou (2009) also indicate that minority foreign 

ownership significantly improved the efficiency of"Big-Four" Chinese banks. 

Furthermore, foreign bank entry increases regulation of the domestic banking sector and 

improves banking sincerity (Demirgil~-Kunt, Detragiache, & Tressel, 2008). The entry of 

foreign-owned banks is also beneficial to the domestic banking system since it results in the 

development of the local financial sector through innovative buildings and technology (Gormley, 

2010). It also results in domestic banks learning good banking practices from the foreign-owned 

banks, and also from the transfer of proficiency to the domestic banking sector (Qin & Liu, 

2008). The entry of foreign bank typically results in attracting FD!s, which finally result in 

economic development of emerging market economies (Asiedu, 2006). FD! is beneficial to fund 

local income-producing plans, which will lead to capital growth and diversification. Moreover, 

foreign banks may also assist in improving the domestic bank's management by partaking in 

joint ventnres or M&As (Bhaumik & Gelb, 2005; Lensink & Hermes, 2004 ). This may result in 

managerial efficiency and improvement since the new entities will be managed by the 

management teams of the foreign banks. The appearance of a foreign bank can also result in the 

improvement and development of the legal framework and supervision of the local banking 

system (Lensink & Hermes, 2004). This is as a result of foreign-owned banks may demand 

improvement in the local banking sector from the regulatory bodies as a pre-requisite to entering 
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the domestic market. In other words, foreign banks can demand better systems of supervision 

and regulation from the regulatory bodies in the host countries. This may improve the banking 

operations of local banks. 

The antagonists of the developing role of foreign banks are worried that entry of foreign-owned 

banks exerts negative influences on the local banking sector. Ghosh (2016), Levent (2016), and 

Lee and Hsieh (20 J 4) find a significant negative influence of foreign ownership, indicating that a 

higher foreign ownership level decreases the level of financial stability in the domestic market. 

Berger, Klapper, and Turk-Ariss {2009) find that foreign owneiship affects bank stability in 

twenty-three advanced countries confinning home field hypothesis of the basic model of the 

authois. However, Yeyati and Micco {2007) evaluate eight countries in Latin American and 

reveal that foreign entry seems to have resolted in higher bank risk. Denizer, Dine, and 

Tarimcilar (2007) confirm that the entry of foreign-owned banks leads to competition for locally

owned banks resulting in increases in operating expenses and decrease in ROA. Lensink and 

Naaborg (2007) find sin1ilar resnlts. Additionally, Jeon and Wu (2014) contend that generally, 

foreign banks do not portray distinctive behavior from local banks in modnlating loan interest 

rates and loan growth in host banking markets during non-CRISIS periods. However, it is also 

revealed that in the periods of CRISIS, foreign banks create hindrance in the transmission 

mechanism of monetary policy by taking opposite posture compared to domestic banks in setting 

interest rates and loan growth. 
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3.4 Gap in Literature 

Previous studies on the comparative perfonnanee between foreign and domestic banks have 

mainly focused 011 the U.S.A and the European countries. There are only a few studies that 

provide insight on perfom1ances of the banking industry in the Asian economies in general and 

in Middle East countries in particular. Moreover, the results reported so far are far from uni vocal. 

Some studies find that foreign banks performed better compared to domestic banks while others 

find the opposite to be true. Hence, an agenda for this study is to study the performance of 

foreign banks compared to domestic banks in developing economies with specific reference to 

GCC countries. In addition, most of the previous studies have looked at the performance of 

banks either considered domestic or foreign banks on a standalone basis or have taken domestic 

and foreign banks together. Moreover, there only a few studies which have taken a 

comprehensive view of the perfonnances of domestic, foreign on an independent hasis and also 

as a whole. 

In recent years, foreign banks have expanded their presence significantly in several emerging and 

developing economies. Today, in many countries foreign banks have become an important part 

of the local banking system. The impact of entry of foreign banks on the financial sector 

development and financial stability depends importantly on the host country, home country, and 

bank characteristics. Although most of the Middle Eastern countries are oil-producing countries, 

several of them increasingly depend on foreign banks to meet the expanding needs of the 

bon-owers. However, the impact of the expansion of foreign banks in domestic markets and the 

comparative perfonnance of foreign banks and domestic banks are unclear in the Middle East in 

general and in the GCC region in particular. 
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Theoretical and empirical evidence on banks specific factors, macroeconomic factors and 

financial structure indicators that contribute to the perfonuance of domestic and foreign banks so 

far have looked at non-Islamic countries. The impact of such factors on the financial 

perfonnances of banks in Islamic countries may, however, be different in view of significant 

differences in the capital structure, regulatory framework, systems and processes and principles 

of banking between Islamic and non-lslamic countries. 

Survey of literature shows that while measuring bank performance. some key bank-specific 

factors are not considered in those studies (see Table 3.25). For example, the impact of MR on 

bank profitability measured by ROE and NIM has not been examined. Similarly, the impact of 

LNGRTH on ROE has not been tested. NPLs ratio has not been evaluated with market-based 

performance (Tobin's Q). Furthermore, previous studies have not examined the effect of 

DMDEP on hank performance using Tobin's Q and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). In 

addition, OPC, MR, LNGRTH and OBSs activities have not been studied with bank risk 

measured by SDROA and SDROE. 

The past literature investigates the impact of macroeconomic indicators (especially GDP, INF, 

RIR) on bank performance. However, to the best of the knowledge of the researcher, no studies 

have investigated the effect of RIR on bank perfonnance as measured by Tobin's Q. Also, there 

are no studies that have examined the impact of FD! on both domestic and foreign banks 

perfonnance. Previous literature finds that FD! may produce positive externalities towards local 

firms, by direct financing, enhancing firms' productivity, directly transfer technology to foreign 

branches as well as indirectly spread or "spill over" into domestic firms. Therefore, gaining 
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insightful evidence on the effect of FD! on banks perfornrnnce is critical in order to understand 

whether the impact of FD! on the performance of banks in each GCC countries is similar or 

different. 

In addition, the importance of oil prices for the economic development of oil-exporting countries 

is widely acknowledged. The empirical academic literature mainly has focused on the influence 

of oil price changes on economic activities and stock returns in several different countries. 

However, all the previous studies that mainly have looked at the bank perfonnance have not 

analyzed their relationship with the oil price. The oil price is the major revenue source of oil 

exporting economies and affects the banks through its influence on the liquidity, costs, profits, 

returns and share price of the banks. There is only one paper (by Poghosyan & Hesse, 2009) 

which studies the influence of oil price shocks on banks' ROA. Thus, a gap in the literature of oil 

price studies can be observed. 

The literature also suggests that the financial structure indicators clearly have an influence on the 

profitability of foreign and domestic banks and plays a significant role in understanding their 

respective competitive advantages. However, to the best of the knowledge of the researcher, the 

impact ofHHI and MARKE_CAP on bank risk, as measured by SDROA and SDROE, have not 

been studied empirically either at a country level or across countries. Also, no studies have 

examined Lerner index, MARKE_ CAP, and DCPS with market-based perfom1ance (Tobin's Q). 

Furthermore, until now, the impact of Boone indicator as a measure of bank competition has not 

been examined with bank profitability, market-based perfonnance as well as bank risk. 
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Table 3.25 
Summmy c,f 1he Jndependenl Variables (IVs) Thar Examined in Previous Srudies with the Dependenl Variables (DVs) ~ft his 
S1udy and Gae. in Literalure 

De[!endent Variables 
Independent Variables Bank Profitability Market-Based Performance Bank Risk 

ROA ROE NIM Tobin'sQ SOROA SDROE 

Bank Specific Characteristics 

Cost to income ratio (COST) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Non-interest revenues (NIR) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ J ✓ ✓ 

Opportunity cost (OPC) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 1 

Liquidity risk (LR) (loans/deposits) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Demand deposits to total deposits (MDEP) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Market risk (MR) ✓ ✓ 

NPLs ratio ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

LLPs ratio ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Loans to assets ratio (LOAN) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Loan growth (LNGRTH) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Bank size (SIZE) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Off balance sheet activities (OBSs) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Note: ✓= The IVs used while Gap (The ]Vs have not been examined before) 
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Table 3.25 (Continued) 
DeJ:lendent Variables 

Independent Variables Bank Profitability Market-Based Performance Bank Risk 

ROA ROE NIM Tobin's Q SOROA SDROE 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

GDP growth ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Inflation rate (INF) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Real interest rate (RIR) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Fl)) inflow 

Oil Price shocks ✓ 

Financial Structure Indicators 

1-lerfindahl index of market concentration (HHl) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Five bank concentration (CR5) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Lerner index ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Boone indicator 

Stock market capitalization (MARKE_CAP) ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Credit to private sector (DCPS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Dummy Variables 

Listed ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Foreign banks ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Global financial crisis (CRISIS) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Arab spring revolutions ✓ 

Note: ✓- The IVs used while Gap (The IVs have not been examined before) 
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Table 3.26 
Summary of/he Independent Variah/es (TVs) Iha/ Examined in Previous Studies in GCC Countries with !he Dependent Variables 

(DVs) of this Study and Ga,., _____ il'-1 l=-'=-i/_e,_·a_l;_u_re'-' ----------------------------------

Independent Variables 

Bank Specific Characteristics 

Cost to income ratio (COST) 

Non-interest revenues (NJR) 

Opportunity cost (OPC) 

Liquidity risk (LR) (loans/deposits) 

Demand deposits to total deposits (MDEP) 

Market risk (MR) 

NPLs ratio 

LLPs ratio 

Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) 

Loans to assets ratio (LOAN) 

Loan growth (LNGRTH) 

Bank size (SIZE) 

Off balance sheet activities (OBSs) 

Bank Profitabilitt 

ROA 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

ROE 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

NIM 

Def!.endent Variables 
Market-Based Performance 

Tobin's Q 

Note: ✓= The IVs used while ~ = Gap (The IVs have not been examined before) 
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SDROA SDROE 



Table 3.26 (Continued) 

Independent Variables 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

GDP growth 

Inflation rate (INF) 

Real interest rate (RIR) 

FD[ inflow 

Oil Price shocks 

Financial Structure lndicators 

Herfindahl index of market concentration (HHI) 

Five bank concentration (CR5) 

Lerner index 

Boone indicator 

Stock market capitalization (MARKE_CAP) 

Credit to private sector (DCPS) 

Dummy Variables 

Listed 

Foreign banks 

Global financial crisis (CRISIS) 

Arab spring revolutions 

Bank Profitabiliti 

ROA ROE 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

✓ 

NIM 

Oep_endent Variables 
Market-Based Performance 

Tobin's Q 

Note: ✓= The IVs used while - = Gap ( The [Vs have not been examined before) 
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Bank Risk 

SOROA SDROE 



Previous literature has focused eitlier on domestic listed banks or comparing tlie perfom1ance of 

Islamic and conventional banks in GCC countries. Also, most of the past studies in GCC 

countries have examined the profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) with some bank-specific 

characteristics such COST, LR, NPLs ratio, LLPs ratio, CAR, LOAN, SIZE and OBSs activities. 

Some macroeconomic factors namely GDP growth and INF; and financial structure indicators 

like HHI, CR5, MARKE_CAP, and DCPS have been used. However, studies on bank 

petfomiance in GCC economies have not analysed the relationship between bank petfomiance 

and NIR, OPC, MR, LNGRTH, DMDEP, RIR, FDI, OIL, a proxy for the CRISIS and for listed 

banks. Furthennore, there are no reported studies that have investigated all the independent 

variables used in this study (excepting SIZE and CAR) with market-based performance (Tobin's 

Q), as well as bank risk measured by SOROA and SDROE. Table 3.26 provides a list of 

parameters used in various studies on banks petfonnance in GCC countries. 

3.5 Chapter Summary 

The present chapter presents the review of the literature on underpinning theories and empirical 

research on bank performance. It also presents the literature review relating to the detenninants 

of banks performance that is addressed in this study i.e., bank-specific factors (COST, NIR, 

OPC, LR, DMDEP, MR, NPLs, LLPs, CAR, LOAN, LNGRTH, SIZE, and OBSs), 

macroeconomic indicators (GDP, INF, RIR, FDI inflow, and OIL), financial structure indicators 

(HHI, MARKE_CAP, and DCPS), listed bank and CRISIS. Survey of literature pertaining to the 

comparative perfomiance of foreign and domestic banks as well as the role of foreign banks in 

economic development is also highlighted. The current chapter ends in listing the gaps in the 

literature on the petfonnances of banks in general and more specifically in GCC economies. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
4.1 Introduction 

The first section of this chapter elaborates the research framework used in the present study to 

measure bank performance. The second section presents the hypotheses test of this study. The 

research design and operational definition of variables and their measurements are discussed in 

the third and fourth sections respectively. In the next sections, data collection, the specification 

of regression models, preliminary tests of data analysis, and techniques of data analysis are 

discussed. The last section summarizes the chapter. 

4.2 Research Framework 

The following research framework is based on previous literature (Leunga et al., 2014; Saghi

Zedek & Tarazi, 2014; Trinugroho et al., 2014; Lee & Hsieh, 2013, 2014; Liang, Peng, & Chan, 

2013; Chen & Liao, 2011; Dietrich & Wanzenried, 2011, 2014; Kosmidou et al., 2007; Pasiouras 

& Kosmidou, 2007; Williams, 2003). This framework suggests four sets of independent 

variables (bank-specific characteristics, macroeconomic factors, financial structure indicators, 

and the CRISIS, listed and foreign banks as dummy variables) which are the likely detenninants 

of the dependent variable which is bank performance (profitability as measured by ROA, ROE 

and NIM, market- based perfonnance as measured by Tobin's Q and bank risk as proxy by 

SDROA and SDROE) parameters of both domestic and foreign banks (see Figure 4.1). 
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Independent Variables 

Bank Specific Characteristics 

• Cost to Income Ratio 

• Non-Interest Revenues 

• Opportunity Cost 

• Liquidity Risk 

• Demand Deposits 

• Market Risk 

• Non-Performing Loan 

• Loan Losses Provision 

• Capital Adequacy Ratio 

• Loan to Assets Ratio 

• Loan Growth 

• BankSize 

• Off Balance Sheet Activities 

Macroeconomic Indicators 

• GDPGrowth 

• Inflation Rate 
• Real Interest Rate 

• FDIInflow 
• Oil Price Shocks 

Financial Structure Indicators 

• Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) 
• Stock Market Capitalization %GDP 

• Credit to Private Sector %GDP 

Dummy Variables 

• Listed Banks 
• Foreign Banks 

• Global Financial Crisis 
• Country Dummies 

Figure4.1 
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Dependent Variable 

Bank Performance: 

► ProfitabiUtv 
• ROA 
• ROE 

• NIM 

► Tobin's Q 

► Risk 

• SOROA 

• SDROE 



4.3 Hypotheses Development 

Based on the arguments provide in the review of literature in the previous chapter, and in line 

with the research questions and objectives of the study report in the first chapter, the following 

hypotheses are proposed. 

4.3.1 Foreign Versus Domestic Banks 

The home field advantage hypothesis (Berger et al., 2000) predicts foreign banks to be at a 

disadvantage in tenns of higher costs of providing the same financial services or lower revenues, 

and have problems in providing the same quality and variety of services as a domestic bank. 

Important factors leading to a home field advantage are the distance between the principal and 

the agent, differences in language, culture and regulatory and supervisory structures. The general 

fom1 of the global advantage hypothesis, on the other hand, argues that foreign-owned banks 

have comparative advantages relative to domestic banks leading to a better perfonnance. One of 

the main arguments is that foreign-owned banks use more advanced technologies. 

Abraham (2013), Claessens and Horen (201 I), Lensink et al. (2008), Pasiouras and Kosmidou 

(2007), Kosmidou et al. (2006), Berger et al. (2000), and Mahajan et al. ( 1996) provide evidence 

in favor of the home field advantage hypothesis (domestic banks better perform than foreign 

banks). However, Pe1mathur and Vishwasrao (2014), Claessens and Horen (2012), Chen and 

Liao (2011), Fries and Tad (2005), Williams (2003), Claessens et al. (2001), and Molyneux and 

Seth (1998) conclude that foreign banks are better performance than domestic banks. Correa 

(2009), Haas and Lelyveld (2006), Bonin er al. (2005), and Me:i11Ster and Elyasiani (1988) find 

no significant results for either the home field advantage theory or the global advantage theory. 
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Rela1ing foreign bank perfonnance to the level development of a country, Demirguc-Kunt and 

Huizinga ( 1999) find that in developed economies foreign banks are less profitable than 

domestic banks while in developing countries foreign banks are more profitable than domestic 

banks. Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

HI: There is a difference between the performance of foreign and domestic banks in GCC 

countries. 

4.3.2 Bank specific Characteristics 

The formulation of bank perfonnancc is influenced by bank-specific characteristics. The present 

study employs thirteen bank-specific variables: COST, NIR, OPC, LR, DMDEP, MR, NPLs, 

LLPs, CAR, LOAN, LNGRTH, SIZE, and OBSs. These variables have been identified from 

previous studies. 

4.3.2.1 Cost to Income Ratio 

Numerous studies have examined whether cost lo income ratio (COST) influences bank 

perfonnance. For instance, Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Shah and Jan (2014), Trinugroho et 

al. (2014 ), and Chen and Liao (20 I 1) find a negative relationship between COST and bank 

performance due to a lack of competence in expenses management. On the other hand, higher 

expenses may be linked with an increase of banking activities and, therefore, higher profits. 

Karim and Alam (2013), Ongoreand Kusa (2013), and Abreu and Mendes (2001) find a positive 

relationship between COST and bank performance. On the other hand, Alkhatib and Harsheh 

(2012) find no relationship between COST and bank performance. Therefore, based on the 
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transaction costs theory and consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis is 

proposed: 

H2: There is a relationship between the COST and bank perfonnance. 

H2a: There is a relationship between the COST and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

H2b: There is a relationship between the COST and market-based performance (Tobin's 
Q), 

H2c: There is a relationship between the COST and bank risk (SD ROA and SD ROE). 

4.3.2.2 Non-Interest Revenues 

The coefficient of non-interest revenues (NIR) may be positive or negative depending on the 

bank's expertise or strategic objective. The relationship can be positive if a bank has tl1e 

technical ability to offer NIR product lines, i.e., fee-based services, which pennit the bank to 

achieve a higher level of efficiency from its resources (especially its human capital). It can be 

negative if the bank human capital resources and expertise are oriented more towards traditional 

cormnercial and industrial lending activities. Osuagwu {2014), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), 

Goddard et al. (2008), Williams {2003), and De Young and Roland (200 I) find that NIR is 

positively related to bank performance. However, Chen and Liao (2011 ), Calmes and Theoret 

(2010), Lin and Zhang (2009), and De Young and Rice (2004) conclude that the effeet is negative 

while Bedendo and Bruno (2012) find that the effect is insignificant. Therefore, based on the 

theory of diversification theory and consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis is 

proposed: 

H3: There is a relationship between NIR and bank performance. 

H3a: There is a relationship between NIR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
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H3b: There is a relationship betwem NIR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q), 

H3c: There is a relationship between NIR and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE), 

4.3.2.3 Opportunity Cost 

The opportunity cost (OPC) of keeping reserves, which can be considered as an implicit tax, 

seems to positively influence hank profits. Thereby, conunercial banks t1y to alleviate the effect 

of this tax that erodes their profitability by increasing their explicit margins and passing it on to 

customers. Besides, the impact of the cost of reserves on profit is positive, meaning that banks 

make customers pay a price above the OPC of keeping reserves, Chen and Liao (2011) and 

Naceur and Omran (2011) find that the relationship between OPC and bank performance is 

significantly positive, while Maudos and Solis (2009), Maudos and Guevara (2004), and Ho and 

Saunders (1981) find the relationship is positive but insignificant. In contract, Osuagwu (2014) 

conclude that the relationship is negative. He argues that this may be due to the data 

inconsistency. Therefore, based on the theories of financial intermediation and consistent with 

previous studies, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

1-14: 11iere is a relationship betwG>en OPC and bank perfonnance. 

H4a: There is a relationship between OPC and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

H4b: There is a relationship between OPC and market-based perfomiance (Tobin's Q). 

H4c: There is a relationship between OPC and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). 

4.3.2.4 Liquidity Risk 

The classic argument is that higher liquidity levels imply higher costs. In other words, lower risk 

exposure, combined with high liquidity has a negative effect on bank performance. In the loan 
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market, particularly loan to households and companies is risky and has a higher expected 

profitability than other assets of the bank, Jara-Bertin et al, (2014), Fu et al. (2014b), Bedendo 

and Bruno (2012), and Cebenoyan and Strahan (2004) find the relationship between liquidity risk 

(LR) and bank perfonnance is negatively significant. In contrast, Trinugroho el al. (2014), Chen 

and Liao (2011), Akhtar el al., (2011), and Bourke (1989) conclude that the relationship is 

positively significant On the other hand, Ongore and Kusa (2013) and Alper and Anbar (201 I) 

conclude that there is no relationship between LR and bank performance. Therefore, the 

hypothesis is developed as follows: 

HS: There is a relationship between LR and bank performance. 

H5a: There is a relationship between LR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

H5b: There is a relationship between LR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H5c: There is a relationship between LR and bank risk (SD ROA and SD ROE). 

4.3.2.5 Demand Deposits 

Banks with larger deposit base may be more profitable because such funds are cheaper especially 

in the presence of deposit insurance (Gropp & Kohler. 2010) but may also be less profitable 

because deposits are costly in terms of fixed and labor costs (branching), Jara-Bertin el al. 

(2014), Alper and Anbar (201 I), Chirwa (2003), and Smirlock (1985) find that the relationship 

between demand deposits ratio (DMDEP) and bank performance is positive, while Osuag,vu 

(2014) finds the relationship is negative but insignificant. Therefore, based on the infonnationa] 

asymmetries and moral hazard theory and consistent with previous studies, the following 

hypothesis is proposed: 

H6: 111ere is a relationship between DMDEP and bank perfom1ance. 
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H6a: There is a relationship between DMDEP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

H6b: There is a relationship between DMDEP and market-based performance (Tobin's 
Q). 

H6c: There is a relationship between DMDEP and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.2.6 Market Risk 

!'vlany studies try to estimate the impact of systematic risks on bank performance. CAPM theory 

asserts that systematic risk is a undiversifiable risk and bank's management tries to manage the 

impact of systematic risk by transferring and hedging. Fu et al. (2014b), Leunga et al. (2014), 

Jones et al. (2013), and Maudos and Solis (2009) suggest that market risk (MR) is posilively 

significant to bank performance, while Fiordelisi and Molyneux (20 I 0) find the relationship is 

negative due to the inefficiencies in risks management. Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as 

follows: 

H7: There is a relationship between MR and bank performance. 

H7a: There is a relationship between MR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

H7b: There is a relationship between MR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H7c: There is a relationship between MR and bank risk (SD ROA and SD ROE). 

4.3.2.7 Non-Performing Loans 

There are two competing arguments regarding the relationship between non-performing loan 

(NPLs) and margins. On the one hand, banks facing higher credit risk may charge a higher risk 

premium on their loans (Maudos & Guevara, 2004) thereby increase their interest margins. On 

the other hand, as argue by Fungacova and Poghosyan (20 I I) depositors may require higher 
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interest rates on their deposits because they feel that the bank is more risky and, therefore, 

interest margins may be lower. Apergis (2014), Trinugroho et al. (2014), and Daly and Zhang 

(2014) find the relationship between bank perfonnance and credit risk is negatively significant 

hence_, the expected sign for credit risk and bank margin is ambiguous. Therefore, the hypothesis 

is developed as follows: 

H8: There is a relationship between NPLs and bank performance. 

H8a: There is a relationship between NPLs and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

H8b: There is a relationship between NPLs and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H8c: There is a relationship between NPLs ratio and bank risk (SOROA and SD ROE). 

4.3.2.8 Loan Loss Provisions 

Given a similar charge-off policy, the higher the loan loss provisions to gross loans ratio (LLPs) 

the poorer the quality and, therefore, the higher the risk of the loan portfolio. The risk-return 

hypothesis implies a positive relationship between risks in a bank's portfolio of assets and its 

profitability. However, increase exposure to credit risk is normally associated with higher LLPs 

and hence decreases bank profitability. On the other hand, bad asset quality may have a negative 

impact on bank profitability by reducing interest income revenue and by increasing the 

provisions costs. ln addition, if banks operate in more risky environments and lack the expertise 

to control their lending operations, it will probably result in a higher LLPs ratio to cover this risk 

and vice versa. Khediri et al. (2015), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), and Lee and Hsieh (2013) 

find the relationship between bank performance and LLPs is negatively significant, while Raza er 

al. (2012), Kosmidou et al (2005), and Maudos and Guevara (2004) conclude that the 
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relationship is positively significant. Kosmidou et al. (2007) and Ho and Saunders ( 1981) find 

the effect of this ratio on bank perfonnance is insi&'llificant Therefore the hypothesis as the 

following: 

H9: There is a relationship between LLPs and bank performance. 

H9a: There is a relationship between LLPs and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

H9b: There is a relationship between LLPs and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H9c: There is a relationship between LLPs and bank risk (SDROA and SD ROE). 

4.3.2.9 Capital Adequacy Ratio 

Altunbas et al. (2007) refer to a positive relationship between capital and performance as the 

'regulatory hypothesis', meaning regulators encourage banks to increase their capital 

commensurable with the amount of risk taken. A negative relationship between capital and 

performance may refer to the ·moral hazard hypothesis' that undercapitalized banks take on 

excessive risk to exploit existing flat deposit insurance schemes (Demirg09 & Kane, 2002). In 

general, banks with high capital adequacy ratio (CAR) are considered safer. 111e conventional 

risk-return hypothesis will thus imply a negative relationship between the CAR and bank 

profitability. However, a lower risk should increase a bank's creditworthiness and reduce its 

funding cost. Furthenuore. banks with higher CAR norn1ally have a lower need for external 

funding, which bas again a positive effect on their profitability. Jara-Bertin el al. (2014), Saghi

Zedek and Tarazi (2014), and Liang et al. (2013) find the relationship between CAR and bank 

perfonnance is positive and significant, while Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012) and Goddard et al 

(2008) find the relationship is negatively significant. Alper and Anbar (201 I) and Williams 

(2003) conclude that !he relationship is insignificant. TI1erefore the hypothesis as the following: 
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Hl0: There is a relationship between CAR and bank perfom1ance. 

Hl0a: There is a relationship between CAR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

HI Ob: There is a relationship between CAR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

HI 0c: There is a relationship between CAR and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.2.10 Loans to Total Assets 

Amongst bank assets, in general, loans generate the highest return and hence loans should 

positively affect bank perfonnance as long as a bank is not taking on unacceptable level of risk, 

but if a bank invests too heavily in securities at the expense of issuing loans (i.e., loans are more 

costly) the relationship may become negative. For example, if banks that held fewer loans had 

more credit risky securities, ii is expected that these banks to have perfonned worse because of 

the increase in credit spreads. In contrast, banks that held government securities instead ofloans 

will presumably have performed better. Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) and Staikouras and 

Wood (2011) find a negative relationship between loans to total assets (LOAN) and bank 

perfom1ance while Olson and Zoubi (201 I) and Abreu and Mendes (2001) find the relationship 

is positive significant. On the other hand, Khediri et al. (20 I 5) conclude that the relationship 

between LOAN and bank perfom1ance is insignificant. Hence, the expected relation between 

LOAN and bank performance is unclear. Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

H 11: There is a relationship between LOAN and bank performance. 

HI la: There is a relationship between LOAN and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

HI I b: There is a relationship between LOAN and market-based performance (Tobin's 
Q). 
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HJ 1 c: There is a relationship between LOAN and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.2.ll Loan Growth 

Loan asset is one of the key drivers of eamings in the balance sheet of commercial banks and 

hence a major driver of its earnings performance. The implicit assumption in this earning 

performance is that the bank is able to maintain its asset quality. International experience 

suggests that pe1iods of rapid growth in loans exposes the bank to the risk of poor asset quality 

resulting in higher Joan provisioning and finally loan losses (Keeton, 1999). This adds to the 

fragility of the banking system of any country. Bedendo and Bmno (2012), Foos et al. (2010), 

Caprio et al. (2007), and Naceur (2003) find a positive relationship between loan growth 

(LNGRTH) and bank performance. On the other hand, Kohler (2012) and Garcia-Herrero et al. 

(2009) find a negative relationship between this variable and bank perfonnance. Therefore, based 

on the theory of the infom1ational asymmetries and moral hazard issue, the following hypothesis 

is proposed: 

H 12: There is a relationship betwL>en LNGRTH and bank performance. 

Hl2a: TI1ere is a relationship between LNGRTH and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

Hl2b: There is a relationship between LNGRTH and market-based performance (Tobin's 
Q). 

Hl2c: There is a relationship between LNGRTH and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.2.12 Bank Size 

Intermediation theory predicts efficiency gains related to bank size (SIZE), owing to economies 

of scale. Larger banks are likely to have a higher degree of product and loan diversification than 
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smaller banks, which reduces risk. Moreover, economies of scale can arise from a larger size. 

Reduced risk and economies of scale lead to increased operational efficiency (i.e., lower costs 

for larger banks that they may result in higher profits if they do not operate in a very competitive 

environment), However, prior studies have shown mixed results, such as Guillen et al. (2014), 

Liang et al. (2013), and Fiordelisi and Molyneux (2010) who find a positive relationship between 

SIZE and bank pelfonnance, while Capraru and lhnatov (2014), Chen and Liao (2011), and 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011) show a negative relation between the two, On the other hand, 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) find no evidence tl1at larger banks are more profitable than 

medium-sized and small-sized banks. TI1erefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

H 13: There is a relationship between SIZE and bank perfom1ance. 

HI 3a: There is a relationship between SIZE and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM}. 

Hl3b: There is a relationship between SIZE and market-based perfonnance (Tobin's Q). 

Hl3c: There is a relationship between SIZE and bank risk (SD ROA and SD ROE). 

4.3,2,13 Off-Balance Sheet Activities 

Off-balance sheet activities (OBSs) should normally increase bank profitability since tl1ey pennit 

banks to expand its earning activities beyond which is pennitted by equity or deposit financing 

(Angbazo, 1997; James, 1988). On the other hand, since these instruments are subject to lower 

capital requirements, the moral hazard hypothesis predicts that banks will increase OBSs in a 

manner that increases asset risk and enhances the subsidy value of deposit insurance if the 

premium does not reflect the marginal risk associated with new investment opportunities. 

Khediri et al. (2015) and Chen and Liao (2011) find a negative relationship between OBSs and 
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banks perfonnauce while Haq and Heaney (20 I 2) and Tafri et al. (2009) find a positive 

relationship betwe~'ll this variable and banks performance. Delis and Kouretas (2011) conclude 

that there is no significant relationship between OBSs and banks risk. Therefore, the hypothesis 

is developed as follows: 

Hl4: There is a relationship between OBSs and bank performance. 

Hl4a: There is a relationship between OBSs and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

Hl4b: There is a relationship between OBSs and market-based perfom1ance (Tobin's Q). 

Hl4c: There is a relationship between OBSs and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). 

4.3.3 Macroeconomic Indicators 

This study uses four variables of macroeconomic indicators: GDP, INF, RIR, FDI inflow, and 

OIL 

4.3.3.l GDP Growth Rate 

Asset quality of banks will depend on the position of an economy in the cycle of growth. LLPs 

are related to default risks. These will be greater in downturns than in upturns so that bank 

profitability will be positively correlated with GDP growth rate (GDP}. Moreover, during 

upturns (i.e., when there is 1,>rmvth in the economy), there will be a higher demand for bank 

credit than in downturns. If the number of banks operating across the cycle remains constant, one 

will, under conditions of imperfect competition, expect the higher profitability of banks. On 

other hand, countries with higber gross personal income (GPI) or GDP are assumed to have a 

banking system that operates in a mature environment resulting in more competitive interest and 
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profit margins (Goldberg & Anoop, 1996). Nouaili el al. (2015) and Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014) find a positive relationship between GDP and bank performance while Chen and Liao 

(201 I) and Staikouras and Wood (2011) find a negative relationship between the two. However, 

Alper and Anbar (2011) and Naceur (2003) find no significant relationship between GDP and 

bank perfom1ance. Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

H 15: There is a relationship between GDP and bank perfonnancc. 

HI 5a: There is a relationship between GDP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

Hl5b: There is a relationship between GDP and market-based perfomrnnce (Tobin's Q). 

Hl5c: There is a relationship between GDP and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). 

4,3.3.2 Inflation Rate 

The relationship between the inflation rate (INF) and bank performance may be positive or 

negative depending on whether it is anticipated or unanticipated. It also depends on wages and 

other operating costs of banks which may increase at a faster rate than INF (Peny, 1992 & 

Revell, 1979), If the INF is fully anticipated by the bank's management, it implies that banks can 

appropriately adjust interest rates in order to increase their revenues faster than their costs and 

thus acquire higher economic profits. In contrast, unanticipated INF can lead to an incorrect 

adjustment of the interest rates and, therefore, the possibility that costs may rise faster than 

products. Apergis (2014), Jara-Bertin et al. (2014), and Chen and Liao (2011) find that the 

relationship between INF and bank performance is positively significant, while Lee and Hsieh 

(2013) and Afanasieff et al. (2002) find the relationship is negatively significant. Alper and 
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Anbar (20 I I) and Claessens er al, (2001) find an insignificant relationship between INF and 

bank perfomiance. Therefore the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

H 16: There is a relationship between INF and bank perfonnance. 

HJ 6a: There is a relationship between INF and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

Hl6b: There is a relationship between INF and market-based perfom1ance (Tobin's Q). 

Hl6c: There is a relationship between INF and bank risk (SOROA and SOROE). 

4.3.3.3 Real Interest Rate 

The low-interest rate stimulates the demand for loans which facilitates economic activities result 

in increased business and households' earnings. These conditions increase the borrowers' ability 

to repay their loans (profit and risk are low). In contrast, high-interest rate increases the cost of 

borrowed funds. As a result, the borrowers will face a problem to repay their loans (profit and 

risk are high). The effect of interest rates on bank perfonnance depends on the growth rate of the 

real economy. Moreover, the transmission of interest and economic growth rates to bank profit is 

conditional upon the specific balance sheet structure (Bolt et al., 2012). Lee and Hsieh (2013) 

and Staikouras and Wood (2011) find the relationship between real interest rate (RIR) and hank 

performance is negative while Alper and Anbar (2011) and Molyneux and Thornton (1992) find 

the relationship is positive. Tims, the hypothesis to be tested is as follows: 

HI 7: There is a relationship between RIR and bank performance. 

HI 7a: There is a relationship between RIR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

HI 7b: There is a relationship between RIR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H 17c: There is a relationship between RIR and bank risk (SOROA and SDROE). 
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4.3.3.4 FDJ Inflow 

The defensive expansion hypothesis suggests that banks follow their clients into foreign markets 

(Brimmer & Dahl, I 975; Grubel, I 977). Fieleke (1977) argues that this expansion may be a 

method for a bank to gain access to a new market, and, thus, following clients acts as a 

beachhead. Some of the previous studies find evidence to support the application of the 

defensive expansion hypothesis to trade patterns while others have found mixed resnlts. For 

example, Williams (2003), Minh To and Tripe (2002), Williams (1998a), Williams (1998b}, and 

Sabi (1988) find evidence to support the application of the defensive expansion hypothesis, while 

Kosmidou el al. (2007) and Williams (1996) find no evidence to support the defensive expansion 

hypothesis. On the other hand, Ursacki and Vertinsky ( I 992) find the effect of defensive 

expansion is negatively significant on total asset of Korean banks, while negative but 

insignificant on total assets of Japan's banks. Therefore, based on the defensive expansion 

hypothesis (internalisation theory) and consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis 

is proposed; 

Hl8: There is a relationship between FD! inflow and bank performance. 

H 18a: There is a relationship between FD! inflow and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

Hl8b; There is a relationship between FD! inflow and market-based perfonnance 
(Tobin's Q). 

HI 8c: There is a relationship between FDI inflow and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.3.5 Oil Price Shocks 

Higher oil prices in oil exporting countries are associated with higher liquidity which will 

increase the deposits inflows and the consequent rise in the lending activities. Therefore, a 
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positive relationship between oil prices and banks perfomiance is likely. Furthermore, with oil 

prices falling recently has hit banks in the oil exporter countries. On the other word, Poghosyan 

and Hesse (2009) stress that there are direct and indirect channels through which oil prices 

shocks (OIL) may affect bank perfom1ance. The direct channel assumes that OIL may affect 

bank profitability by increased oiJ.related lending or business activity. The indirect channel 

suggests that tl1e impact is transmitted tlrrough macroeconomic and institutional characteristics 

of the countries bolstered by increased expectations and business sentiment in the country. 

Therefore, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

Hl9: There is a relationship between oil price and bank performance. 

HI 9a: There is a relationship between OIL and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM}. 

HI 9b: There is a relationship between OIL and market.based performance (Tobin·s Q}. 

H19c: There is a relationship between OIL and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). 

4.3.4 Financial Structure Indicators 

Financial structure indicators are the third group of variables whose effect on bank perfonnance 

is being evaluated in this study. This study uses three variables of financial structure factors: 

HHI, MARKE_CAP, and DCPS. These variables have been identified from the previous 

literature. 

4.3.4.1 Herfindabl•Hirschman Index 

According to the SCP hypothesis, banks in highly concentrated markets tend to collude and, 

therefore, earn monopoly profits as they tend to charge higher rates on loans and lower interest 

rates being paid on deposits (Short, I 979; Gilbert,1984; Bourke, I 989). On the other hand, 
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higher bank concentration may be the result of a tougher competition in the banking industry, 

which will suggest a negative relationship between perfonnance and market concentration 

(Williams, 2003). As a result, the overall effect of market concentration on banking perfonnance 

is indeterminate. In addition, the empirical evidence on the relationship between Herfindahl

Hirschman index (HHI) and bank perfonnance is not conclusive. For instance, Apergis (2014) 

and Jara-Bertin et al. (2014) find a posihve relationship between HHI and bank performance 

while Chronopoulos el al. (2015), Liang er al. (2013), and Kanas el al. (2012) find the 

relationship is negatively significant. Ayadi and Boujelbene (2012) and Athanasoglou et al. 

(2008) find no relationship between bank performance and HHL Therefore, the following 

hypothesis is proposed: 

H20: There is a relationship between HHI and bank performance. 

H20a: There is a relationship between HHI and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

H20b: There is a relationship between HHI and market-based perfonnance (Tobin's Q). 

H20c: There is a relationship between HHI and bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.3.4.2 Stock Market Capitalization 

The growth of the stock markets inherently allows banks to obtain higher profit margins. This 

supports the hypothesis of complementarity between financing through raising funds and throngh 

debt. With the development of the stock market, a better availability of infonnation increases the 

common potential funds of the borrowers. This enables the banks to identify and monitor the 

borrowers thereby increasing the vohnne of the business of banks and making their margins high 

(Levine, 1997). However, greater bank development brings about tougher competition, higher 
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efficiency and lower profits. Growe et al. (2014) and Naceur and Omran (201 I) find the 

relationship betwee11 stock market capitalization (MARKE_ CAP) and bank perfmmance is 

positively significant while Raza et al. (2013) find the relationsl1ip is negative. Sufian and Noor 

(2012) and Sufian and Cho11g (2008) find no significant relationship between this variable and 

bank performance. Consequently, the hypothesis is developed as follows: 

H2 l: There is a relationship between MARKE_ CAP and bank performance. 

H2la: There is a relationship between MARKE_CAP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, 
and NIM). 

H21b: There is a relationship between MARKE_CAP and market-based performance 
(Tobin· s Q). 

H2Jc: There 1s a relationship between MARKE_CAP and bank risk (SDROA and 
SDROE). 

4.3.4.3 Credit to Private Sector 

Previous studies have examined whether credit to private sector (DCPS) influences performance. 

For instance, Srairi (20 JI) find a positive relationship between DCPS and bank performance, 

while Detragiache et al. (2008) find a negative relationship between the two. Naceur and Omran 

(2011) and Wu et al. (2010) find no relationship between DCPS and bank perfonnance. On the 

other hand, Mirzaei et al. (2013) suggest that an increase in releasing DCPS results in lower 

profitability and stability in emerging eeonomies, but the reverse is the case in advanced 

economies. Again, this is perhaps due to the fact that un-matured banks tend to invest in risky 

investment projects or release funds to lower quality borrowers with a lack of adequate screening 

and monitoring systems in place. Therefore, based on the theory of info,mational asymmetries 
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and moral hazard theory and consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis is 

proposed: 

H22: There is a relationship between DCPS and bank perfonnance. 

H22a: TI1ere is a relationship between DCPS and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
NIM). 

H22b: There is a relationship between DCPS and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H22c: There is a relationship between DCPS and bank risk (SDROA and SDROE). 

4.3.5 Listed Bank 

Listed banks are subject to stricter governance standards and regulatory requirements compared 

to unlisted banks and this adversely affects their profit performance. Listed banks also face 

increased pressure to be profitable by their shareholders, analysts and financial markets in 

general. Several studies have compared whether listed banks perfom1 better than unlisted banks. 

For example, Mokni and Rachdi (2014}, Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), and Barry et al. (2011) 

find listed banks perfonn better than unlisted banks, while, Curcio et al. (2014), Agyei and 

Yeboah (2011), and Fonseca and Gonzalez (2008) fmd that performance of listed banks are 

lower than unlisted banks. On the other hand, Trinugroho et al. (2014) find no difference 

between the performance of listed and unlisted banks. Therefore, based on the regulatory theory 

and consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H23: Listed banks have higher perfonnance than unlisted banks in GCC countries. 

H23a: Listed banks have higher profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) than unlisted banks. 

H23b: Listed banks are more risky (SD ROA and SD ROE) than unlisted banks. 
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4.3.6 Global Financial Crisis 

Numerous studies have examined whether the global financial crisis (CRISIS) has an effect on 

bank performance. For instance, Matousek el al. (2015}, Capraru and lhnatov (2014), Dietrich 

and Wa11Zenried (2014), and Fu el al. (2014b) find that the effect of the CRISIS is negatively 

significant on bank perfonuance. They argue that CRISIS has significantly affected the hanking 

industry in the high-income countries whereas the banks in low-income c01mtries are better able 

to meet the challenges of the fall-out of the CRISIS. On the other hand, Curcio et al. (2014), 

Mokni and Rachdi (2014), and Malhotra et al. (2011} conclude that the effect is not significant, 

which may due to that these countries are less exposed to subprime loan risk. Therefore, 

consistent with previous studies, the following hypothesis is proposed: 

H24: The CRISIS has an effect on bank performance in GCC countries. 

H24a: The CRISIS has an effect on bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 

H24b: The CRISIS has an effect on market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 

H24c: The CRISIS has an effect on bank risk (SD ROA and SDROE). 

4.4 Research Design 

This study adopts secondary data in a quantitative approach to analyLing the financial 

performance of commercial banks, both foreign and domestic in GCC countries. The secondary 

data is collected from several published sources: data of listed banks in GCC stock markets are 

collected from Bankscope Database of Bureau van Dijk's company from Universiti Teknologi 

MARA (UITM) Perlis, Malaysia. The data for unlisted and foreign banks is collected from their 

respective a1111ual reports. Furthermore, Annual Economic Reports, International Monetary 

Funds (IMF) Reports, World Bank Reports, UNCTAD Reports, and WT! Reports for each 
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country in the GCC region are used to collect the data on macroeconomic factors and financial 

structure indicators. The macroeconomic data extract from the above sources has been cross

checked to ensure consistency and accuracy of the indicators. This study uses annual data from 

the year J 996 to 2015, where selected data set consists of panel data. The use of panel data 

provides the advantage of using all the information available that is not detectable in the separate 

cross-sectional and time series data (Cesar, 2012). In addition, in order to compare the levels of 

banks performance, the analysis will be carried out in five main stages. In the first stage, the 

independent variables are regressed without a dummy variable. In the next stages, the 

independent variables are regressed with various dummy variables separately. 

4.5 Operational Variables Definition and Theil' Measurements 

The study employs six dependent variables to test bank performance of domestic and foreign 

banks. There are 25 independent variables that are used in this study: 13 bank-specific factors, 

five macroeconomic indicators, three financial structure indicators, and four dummy variables. 

Such variables are explained and operationally defined in the following sections. 

4.5.1 Dependent Variables 

The dependent variables of the study are bank profitability measured by ROA, ROE, and NIM; 

market-based perfonnance measured by Tobin's Q; and bank risk taking measured by SDROA 

andSDROE. 
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4.5.1.1 Bank Profitability 

This study uses the three most common accounting measures of bank profitability which are the 

ROA, the ROE, and the NIM. The ROA is defined as the ratio of after-tax profit over total assets. 

ROE indicates the return of after-tax profit over total equity. The NIM is defined as the net 

interest income divided by total assets. Following, Trad et al. (2017), Saghi-zedek (2016), Saghi

Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Liang et al. (2013), Chen and Liao (20ll), 

Naceur and Omran (2011), Angbazo (1997), Goldberg and Anoop (1996), and Berger (1995a) 

among others, the dependent variable use in this study is ROA, ROE, and NIM. 

ROA shows the profit earned per dollar of assets and most importantly, reflects the ability of 

bank management to utilize financial and real investment resources to generate profits (Dietrich 

& Wanzenried, 2014; Pasiouras & Kosmidou., 2007; Hassan & Bashir, 2003). For any bank, 

ROA depends on tl1e bank's policy decisions as well as uncontrollable factors relating to the 

eeonomy and government regulations. Many regulators believe ROA is the best measure of bank 

profitability (Hassan & Bashir, 2003}. Furthermore, Rivard and Thomas (1997} and Dietrich and 

Wanzenried (2011, 2014) suggest that bank profitability is best measured by ROA since ROA is 

not distorted by high equity multipliers and represents a better measure of firms· ability to 

generate returns on its portfolio of assets. The calculation for ROA is as follows: 

Net Income 
ROA= ----*100 

Total Assets 

The second measure of profitability is the ROE, which is the return to shareholders on their 

equity and equals ROA multiplied by the ratio between total assets and equity which is known as 
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the bank's equity multiplier. As the bank's multiplier reflects financial leverage, ROE can be 

interpreted as ROA adjusted by the amount ofleverage. The higher the equity (and the lower the 

leverage}, the higher will be the ROA and the lower will be the ROE Given that ROA may be 

biased due to OBSs activities and that ROE disregards financial leverage and the risks associated 

with it {i.e, the proportion of risky assets, liquidity and solvency situation), the study chooses to 

employ ROE profitability measures. Athanasoglou el al. (2008) and Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014) argue that an analysis based on ROE disregards the risks associated with leverage, often a 

consequence of regulation. On the other hand, Goddard et al. (2004b) employ ROE as a 

profitability measure, arguing that for many European banks, the OBSs business makes a 

significant contribution to total profit. The earnings generated from these activities are excluded 

from the denominator of ROA. Since ROA tends to be lower for financial intenuediaries, most 

banks utilize financial leverage heavily to increase ROE to competitive levels (Hassan & Bashir, 

2003). The calculation for ROE is as follows: 

Net Income 
ROE= ----*JOO 

Total Equity 

The third measure of profitability uses in this study is the NIM. Broadly defined, NIM measures 

the cost of financial intennediation calculates as the net interest income (the difference between 

interest income and interest expense) as a percentage of total assets. This ratio suggests that the 

higher the NIM, the better the perfonnance. \Vhile the ROA and ROE reflect bow well bank 

management uses tl1e bank·s real investment resources, the NIM focuses on the profit earned on 

interest-bearing activities (lending, investing and funding activities). Ameur and Mhiri (2013) 

argue that ROA and NIM are more robust in reflecting bank's profitability and they use them as 
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1be main dependent variable in their analysis. Hassan and Bashir (2003) argue that NIM captures 

the bank's ability 10 reduce the risk of insolvency. Moreover, since the returns on banks' deposits 

are contingent on 1he outcomes of the projects that banks finance, then N !M reflects the 

management's ability to generate positive returns on deposits. The calculation for NIM is as 

follows: 

NIM 
Net Interest Revenue 
--------•100 

Total Assets 

4.5.1.2 Market-Based Performance (Tobin's Q) 

Tobin (1969) explains the relationship between the current cost of replacement assets to the 

market value of the fim1's assets including share and stocks. Tobin's Q calculates as the ratio of 

finn market value to replacement value i.e., market value of common equity plus the book value 

of debt divided by the book value of total assets (Laeven & Levine, 2007; Liang el al., 2013; Al

Saidi & AI-Sbammari, 2013; Arouri el al., 2014; Fu et al., 2014b; Jiang & Zeng, 2014; Pan & 

Tian, 2014; Battaglia & Gallo, 2015; Cornett et al., 2016), If the Tobin' Q is less than one, it 

means that the bank is undervalued as the market value of the banks is below its total assets, 

Similarly, if the ratio is more than one, it means that the bank is overvalued because the market 

value of the bank is higher than the book value of the bank's total assets. They also argue that 

Tobin's Q is popularly adopted as a measure of firm performance because it reflects the market's 

expectations of future earnings. Tobin's Q is the main measure of the performance of finns 

(Short & Keasey, 1999). 

The use of Tobin's Qin the finance literature is motivated by the insight that firms earning a rate 

of return in excess of the required rate of return will command a market valuation premium 
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relative to replacement or book values. Thus, contemporaneously, banks with a higher Tobin's Q 

can be considered to be more favorably viewed by the market (Abraham, 2013). Elrrunza and 

Senbet (1981), Smirlock, Gilligan, and Marshall (1984), and Lustgai1en and Thomadakis (1987) 

have utilized Tobin's Q to measure the monopoly power of a firm. They argue that replacement 

cost of assets should equal the capitalized competitive rents on employed capital. The difference 

between the market value of the firm's securities and replacement cost of its assets will reflect the 

monopolistic component of future profits. Thus, values that exceed replacement cost indicate 

barriers to entry of additional players into the industry, and values that fall short of replacement 

cost indicate restrictions on an exit of resources out of the industry. On the other hand, Al

Kayed, Zain, and Duasa (2014) recommend that future research where market data are available 

can use Tobin's Q as a performance measure. Therefore, this study uses Tobin's Q, primarily 

because of its popularity and ease of use. The calculation for Tobin's Q is as follows: 

, Market Value ofEquitv + Book Value of Debt 
Tobins Q= • *100 

Book Value of Assets 

4.5.l.3 Bank Risk 

Bank risk-taking behavior is the third dependent variable in this study. Bank risk-taking 

behavior, which refers to the level of risks in banks, is measured by the volatility of returns 

(Barry et al., 201 I; Soedarn1ono et al., 2013). Rivard and Thomas (1997) argue that volatility 

risk is present because banks face uncertain returns and costs of financing. Volatility risk is 

measured by SDROA and SDROE. SDROA measures the riskiness of the income stream 

produced by each bank. SDROA measures assets risk and it the actual risks faced by hanks 
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whereby the larger the standard deviations, the higher the uncertainty of future returns and thus 

the higher the risks, 

SDROE measures equity risks. Bank regulators and the public are generally more concerned 

with the risk that a particular bank will become insolvent than with the volatility risk of a bank 

(Rivard & Thomas, 1997). The volatility of returns as measured by SD ROA and SDROE has 

been widely used by previous researchers as it indk,ites the real financial condition of banks 

(Agusman, Cullen, Gasbarro, Monroe, & Zumwalt, 2014; Ayaydin & Karakaya, 2014; Saghi

Zedek & Tarazi, 2014; Soedarmono et al., 2013; Lee & Hsieh, 2013; Kohler, 2012; Rahman, 

Ahmad, & Abdullah, 2012; Barry et al., 2011; Laeven & Levine, 2009; Agusman, Monroe, 

Gasbarro, & Zumwalt, 2008; Lepetit et al,, 2008; Berger & Bonaccorsi, 2006; Cebenoyan & 

Strahan, 2004; Rivard & Thomas, 1997) among others. 

This study uses SD ROA measured as net income to total assets while SD ROE is measured as net 

income to total equity. To compute volatility return measures (SDROA and SD ROE), five years 

data is used by Nash and Sinkey { 1997), Rahman el al, (2012), Beck et al. (2013), Anginer et al, 

(2014), and Rahman (2014). They argue that five years is enough to reflect changes or variance 

in bank return. For instance, SD ROA in 2015 is measured using observations from 2011 to 2015; 

SDROA in 2014 is measured using observation from 2010 to 2014 and so on, To calculate 

SD ROA and SD ROE for the years of2001 and 2000, data from 1996 and 1999 is used. 

SD ROA= Standard Deviation of ROA from A Five-Period Rolling Window 

SD ROE Standard Deviation of ROE from A Five-Period Rolling Window 
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4.5.2 Independent Variables 

Independent valiables or predictors variables are those variables that will have an influence the 

dependent variable. The independent variables of this study are hank characteristics, 

macroeconomic variables, financial structure indicators, and dummy variables. 

4.5.2.l Bank Specific Characteristics 

4.5.2.1.1 Lagged of dependent variable 

Lagged one-period performance (profitability, Tobin's Q and risk), i.e., LPERFORM,.1 is 

included to capture the dynamic adjustment of PERFORM. A positive coefficient with the 

LPERFORM,_1 is expected because banks experiencing higher perfom1ance in the previous year 

may face higher performance in the subsequent year. While previous studies use a second or 

third lag to capture the dynamic adjustment of PERFORM, this study only uses the first lag to 

avoid losing observations. The use of a lagged dependent variable as an explanatory variable 

may also entail the problems of endogeneity and serial correlation (Arellano & Bond, 1991; 

Arellano & Bover, 1995; Baltagi, 2008). 

4.5.2.1.2 Cost-Income-Ratio 

The efficiency in bank performance is measured by the cost-income-ratio (COST). The COST, 

defined by operating expenses divided by total income, can be used by a bank to benchmark its 

operational efficiency. On other meaning, the COST is defined as the operating costs (staff 

salaries, prope1ty costs, administrative costs, excluding losses due to bad and non-performing 

Joans) over total revenues generated. This is in line with research by Dietrich and Wanzenried 
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(2014), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Ameur and Mhiri (2013), Louzis, Vouldis, and Metaxas 

(2012), Chen and Liao (2011), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011), and Pasiouras and Kosmidou 

(2007). Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) find that COST is the most significant detenninant of 

perfonnance for both domestic and foreign banks. This ratio is used to measure the impact of 

efficiency in managing expenses on banks perfonnance. The lower the ratio of operating 

expenses to total income (revenue) the more efficient is the management in tenns of operational 

efficiency and income generation (i.e., better perfonnance). The calculation for COST is as 

follows: 

Operating Expenses 
COST(%}= ----'---- • l 00 

Total Income 

4.5.2.Ll Non-Interest Revenues 

The share of non-interest revenue to total revenue (NIR) is a measure of the focus on non

traditional banking activities. V.'hile this is not an exogenous variable and reflects banks' 

strategic choices and business opportunities, one can use it to examine the historical relationship 

between revenue and non-interest activity (Stimh, 2004). Lin and Zhang (2009) use NIR to 

capture business orientation. Growe, Debruine, Lee, and Tud6n (2014) argue that NIR may be 

less stable than interest income but it provides the bank with the diversification of income 

streams. Financial institutions in recent years have increasingly been generating income from 

OBSs business, particular income from trading in the stock markets and derivative financial 

instruments and fee income. The share of NIR is calculated as the ratio of NIR, as in Saghi-

Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Grawe et al. (2014), Chen and Liao (2011}, Lin and Zhang (2009), 

Stiroh and Rumble (2006), and Stiroh (2004). The share of NIR consists of the commission, 
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service charges, fees, guarantee fees, net profits from sales of investment securities, and foreign 

exchange profits. The calculation for NIR is as follows: 

NIR(%) 
Non-Interest Revenue 

Total Revenue 

4.5.2.l.4 Opportunity Cost 

Non-Interest Revenue 
= •100 

Net Interest Revenue+Non-lnterest Revenue 

Opporrunity cost (OPC) reflects the benefits one can receive by taking an alternative action. The 

notion of OPC plays a crucial part in ensuring that scarce resources are used efficiently. The 

maintenance of bank reserves remunerated al an interest rate below that of the market involves 

costs whose magnitude will depend on the volume of reserves and on their OPC (Maudos & 

Guevara, 2004). Following Chen and Liao (2011), Naceur and Omran (2011), Maudos and Solis 

(2009), Maudos and Guevara (2004), and Ho and Saunders (1981), OPC of bank reserves is 

measured by the ratio of liquid reserves to total assets, using the cash variable ( cash and due 

from banks) as a proxy for bank reserves. The greater the volume of liquid reserves, the greater 

the OPC, so a greater margin is needed. The calculation for OPC is as follows: 

Liquid Reserves 
OPC(%)=-=T~o-ta_l_A_ss-e-ts-

4.5.2.1.5 Liquidity Risk 

Cash + Due from Banks 
--------•100 

Total Assets 

Liquidity risk (LR), which is defined as the possible inability of a bank to adapt itself to decrease 

its liabilities or realize gains on the side of the balance sheet, is considered an important 

determinant of bank perfonnance (Ayadi & Boujelbene, 2012). Tai (2014) argues that 
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maintaining adequate liquidity is one of the major challenges that banks face. Pasiouras and 

Kosmidou (2007) contend that lhe ratio of net loans to customers and short-lenn funding is used 

to measure the relationship between liquidity management and perfomrnnce. On other meaning, 

illiquidity of a bank can be measured by loan to deposit ratio used to measures loans created per 

dollar of deposits. Th.is ratio shows the relationship between comparatively illiquid assets (i.e. 

loans) and comparatively stable funding sources (i.e. customer deposits and other short-term 

funding). Therefore, the lower the value of this ratio, the more liquid the bank is. The measure is 

used by Jara-Bertin et al. (2014), Leunga et al. (2014), Trinugroho et al. (2014}, Liang et al. 

(2013), Chen and Liao (201 J), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), Spathis, Kosmidou, and 

Doumpos (2002), and Sabi {1988). Trinugroho et al. (2014) argue that the higher the ratio of 

loan to total deposits, the higher tlie LR and the lower the bank holds reserves. The calculation 

for LR is as follows: 

Net Loans 
LR(%); C D . d T F d" ustomers epos1ts an Short - erm un mg 

*100 

4.5.2,1,6 Demand Deposits 

Another important determinan1 of commercial bank performance is the ratio of demand deposits 

to total deposits (DMDEP). The DMDEP is included in the analysis because explicit interest 

payments on demand deposits is prohibited and thus provides a cheaper source of funds than 

other deposits (Smirlock, 1985). Having a higher proportion of DMDEP increases the level of 

efficiency because banks can utilize this source of financial capital (core deposits) without 

incurring higher interes1 cost (Chen, 2009). The DMDEP is a measure of liquidity. Smirlock 

(I 985) argues that demand deposits are a low-cost source of funds that improves bank 
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profitability. The ratio is used by Smirlock ( 1985), Barajas et al. (2000), Hao, Curt, and Keun 

(2001), Chirwa (2003), Yeyati and Micco (2007), Al-muhatTami and Matthews (2009), and 

Osuagwu (2014). Barajas et al. (2000) argue that the less intensive use of demand deposits by 

foreign-owned banks is reflected in higher average interest payments. The calculation for 

DMDEP is as follows: 

Demand Deposits 
DMDEP(¾)= T ! . *100 

ota Deposits 

4.5.2. 1. 7 Market Risk 

Market risk (MR) is the risk of change value of assets associated with a systematic factor. MR by 

its nature can be hedged but cannot be completely diversified (Santomero, 1997). MR reflects 

bank exposure to the MR factor and shocks to interest rate risk, market-wide default risk, the 

structured finance market and asset-backed money markets. Santomero (1997) argues that two 

types of MR that concem the banking sector and have impacts on its performance are interest 

rates and the relative value of currencies. Leunga et al. (2014) present significant evidence that 

better banks perfonnance, have a lower market risk. Fiordelisi and Molyneux (20 I 0), Jones et al. 

(2013), Fu et al. (2014b), lmbierowicz and Rauch (2014), and Leunga et al. (2014) measure MR 

exposure as the ratio of the total amount of investments in securities to total assets. The 

calculation for MR is as follows: 

Total Amount oflnvestments in Security 
MR(%)= ---------------*JOO 

Total Assets 
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4.5.2.1.8 Non-Performing Loans 

The ratio of impaired loans to gross loans (NPLs) is included to capture the effect of credit risk 

on bank profitability. Evidence suggests that impaired loans may increase after periods of 

increased lending when senior bank managers under competitive pressure to satisfy short-tenn 

profit targets and employ less rigorous lending standards. The loan portfolio quality has a direct 

bearing on bank perfom1ance. The highest risk facing a bank is the losses derived from 

delinquent loans (Dang, 201 I). Thus, NPLs ratio one of the best proxies for asset quality or 

credit risk. It is the major concern of all commercial banks to keep the amount of NPLs to a low 

level. This is so because high NPLs affect the profitability of the bank. The lower the ratio the 

better the performance of bank (Sangmi & Nazir, 2010). This study uses NPLs ratio to measure 

the credit risk as in Apergis (2014), Daly and Zhang (2014), Trinugroho er al. (2014), Jones el al. 

(2013), Bedendo and Bruno (2012), Fungacova and Poghosyan (201 l), and Maudos and Solfs 

(2009), This :ratio also measures the strength of environmental variables on bank perfonnance 

(Osuagwu, 2014). The calculation for credit risk is as follows: 

NPLs 
NPLs Ratio(%)= T IL • 100 

ota oans 

4.5.2.l.9 Loan Loss Provision 

Loan loss provision to total loans (LLPs) is a measure of credit allocation and credit quality of 

banks, which show how much a bank is provisioning in a given year relative to its total loans. A 

higher ratio indicates a lower credit quality and, therefore, a lower profitability. Fu et al. (20 I 4b ), 

LLPs ratio is used to measure output quality and management's strategy for high-risk 

investment. Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) argue that LLPs ratio is a direct measure of the 
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difference in credit quality across countries but it also reflects differences in provisioning 

regulations. Miller and Noulas (I 997) suggest that declines in LLPs are in many instances the 

primary catalyst for increases in profit margins. Wahlen ( 1994) examines the infom1ation content 

in NPLs, LLPs and loan charge-offs and finds that all three components are important for 

explaining returns and future cash flows. LLPs are amounts set aside from earnings to adjust for 

the probable decline in the value of the bank's loan assets. Because provisions depend on the 

probability of loans becoming non-performing, higher provisions usually indicate a higher 

probability of LLPs ratios and lower asset quality. LLPs ratio is used by Dietrich and 

Wanzenried (2011, 2014), Fu et al. (2014b), Kanagaretnam, Lim, and Lobo (2014), Tan and 

Floros (2012a), and Athanasoglou el al (2008). 

LLPs 
LLPs Ratio(%}= T IL *JOO ota oans 

4.5.2.1.10 Capital Adequacy Ratio 

Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) is the equity to assets ratio and is used to measure the capital 

strength of a bank. Financial regulators require commercial banks to maintain a minimum CAR 

to ensure that banks hold a sufficient amount of equity to absorb any shocks they might 

experience. Under the 1988 Accord of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the 

minimum capital requirement is specified as a percentage of the risk-weigl1ted assets of the bank, 

measured by either Tier I or total capital ratio. Under the new accord (known as Basel II and Ill), 

the definition of capital and the minimum capital requirement of 8 percent remain unchanged 

although the current risk categories of credit risk and market risk are supplemented by a third 

risk category - operational risk - which in future will have to be explicitly backed by capital. 
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Berger (J 995b), among others, supports the notion that well-capitalized banks enjoy access to 

cheaper sources of funds with subsequent improvemem in profit rates. Probably the use of risk

weighted capital ratios such as Tier I or (Tire I+ Tire 2) divided by risk-weighted assets would 

be more appropriate, but due to many missing values of these measures in a dataset of this study 

researcher had to rely on equity to assets ratio (CAR). CAR is considered as one of the 

traditional ratios for capital strength whose use dates back to the 1900s (Golin, 2001 ), and is used 

in many recent studies in banking (e.g. Kosmidou et al., 2007; Goddard el al., 2008; Liang et al., 

2013; Dietrich & Wanzenried, 201 l, 2014; Kanagaretnam eta/., 2014; Lee & Hsieh, 2013, 2014; 

Trinugroho et al., 2014; Khediri el al., 2015). 

Total {Tier I and Tier 2) Equity 
CAR(%)= ----------*100 

Total Assets 

4,5.2.1.11 Loan to Total Assets 

The ratio of loans to total assets (LOAN) is used to characterize the asset side of banks. 

Specifically, banks with higher values of LOAN ratio are banks with a smaller portfolio of 

investment securities. It is also a measure of the sources income of the bank {Alper & Anbar, 

2011). Kosmidou et al. (2007) use the LOAN ratio as a measure of liquidity indicating the 

percentage of bank assets that is tied up in loans. It is sometimes referred to as a loan 

specialization ratio, liquidity ratio, or as asset utilization ratio. To avoid insolvency problems, 

banks often hold liquid assets that can be easily converted into cash. Hence, the higher the 

LOA,",; ratio, the less liquid a bank is. The measure is used by KJ1ediri et al. (2015), Saghi-Zedek 

and Tarazi (2014), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Goddard el al. (2008), Kosmidou et al. (2007), and 
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Miller and Noulas (1997). Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) find that banks with a higher share of 

LOAN are less risky and profitability. 

Net Loans 
LOAN(¾)=T IA *100 ota ssets 

4.5.2. 1.12 Loan Growth 

Loan growth (LNGRTH) is a crude measure of credit risk. Kohler (2012) stresses that LNGRTH 

is an important determinant of bank risk. He finds evidence that banks with high rates of 

L:\GRTH are more risky. To measure banks' lending activity, this study includes a bank's 

LNGRTH as a measure of credit risk. Follo'wing Growe et al. (2014), Garcia-Herrero et al. 

(2009), and Foos et al. (20 I 0) the annual growth rate in total loans is used as a measure of credit 

risk 

Total Loans,• Total Loans,_, 
LNGRTH=AnnualGrowthRateofTotalLoan= T IL ¥100 

ota oans,.1 

4.5.2.1.13 Bank Size 

Bank size (SIZE) is considered as an important determinant of its perfonnance. The reason is 

that large size may result in economies of scale that will reduce the cost of gathering and 

processing infonnation {Boyd & Runkle, 1993}. As in most studies in banking, this study uses 

the natural log of total assets of the bank as a proxy for its size to account for size-related 

economies or diseconomies of scale. This proxy has been widely used by researchers such as 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Fu et al, (2014b}, Liang et al. (2013), Chen and Liao (2011), 
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Fiordelisi and Molyneux (2010), Goddard et al. (2008), Micco et al. (2007), and Smirlock 

( 1985). 

SIZE L11To1al Assm 

4.5.2.l .14 Off-Balance Sheet Activities 

Off~balance-sheet activities to total assets ratio (OBSs) is another important variable includes the 

study. Casu and Girardone (2005) argue that empirical study without the role of OBSs activities 

will lead to biased results. Furthennore, controlling for all other relevant factors, the coefficient 

on the OBSs is statistically sii;,<trificant for the advanced markets banking systems. However, Haq 

and Heaney (2012) argue that greater levels of regulation and increased competition have 

prompted in banks developing non-traditional activities which do not appear on the balance 

sheet, but create contingent assets and liabilities. It has proven difficult for investors and 

regulators to identify the actual level of risk a bank faces in a given period of time with these 

changes in OBSs activities. 

OBSs can be categorized into lending (or credit-related) products, such as loan commitments and 

letters of credit, and derivatives (or risk-management) products, including futures, options, and 

swaps. OBSs help banks to cover their long-term financial assets and increase their profitability 

which allows banks to expand their leverage and maximize the return on investment (Karim & 

Chan, 2007). However, OBSs activities, such as guarantees, increase the risk of banks because 

the bank is obligated to make payments in the future under certain circumstances, which may 

seem adverse to the bank (Hassan, Karels, & Peterson, 1993). Mokni and Rllchdi (2014) assume 

that the OBSs increase profitability because they allow banks to expand their investments while 
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increasing their risk exposure. To measure this variable this study uses the ratio of OBSs lo total 

assets as in Khediri et al (2015), Mokni and Rachdi (2014), Mirzaei et al. (2013), Haq and 

Heaney (2012), Chen and Liao (201 I), Karim and Chan (2007), Allayammis and Ofek (2001), 

and Angbazo ( 1997). 

Off-Balance Sheet Activities 
OBSs (%)= ----------*100 

Total Assets 

4.5.2.2 Macroeconomic Indicators 

Bank performance is sensitive to the macroeconomic conditions despite the industry tendency 

towards a greater geographic diversification and greater use of financial engineering techniques 

to manage risks arising out of volatilities in the macro economic conditions. The GDP, INF, and 

RIR are the macroeconomic indicators most commonly used and they are a measure of total 

economic activity within an economy. 

4.5.2.2.1 GDP Growth Rate 

The GDP growth is one of the macroeconomic indicators most commonly used. 1t is a measure 

of all the economic activity expected to have an impact on many factors related to the supply and 

demand for Joans and deposits. Claessens er al. (200 I) argue that the level of economic 

development is an important factor that detennines the entry of foreign banks in the domestic 

market. Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) include the GDP growth to control for differences in the 

macroeconomic environment. Flamini et al. (2009) use GDP growth as a control for cyclical 

output effects and find that downturns in the GDP cycles deteriorate banks' profits. Dietrich and 

Wanzenried (2014) suggest that the effect of GDP growth on bank performance is statistically 
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significant and positive in middle and high-income countries. This study uses GDP growth rate 

as in Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Lee and Hsieh (2013), 

Chen and Liao (2011 ), Flamini el al. (2009), and Kosmidou el al (2005). 

GDP =Annual Growth Rate of GDP (as Proposed ofWDl) 

4.5.2.2.2 Inflation Rate 

This study also accounts for macroeconomic risk by controlling for inflation rate (INF), as 

measured by the current period consumer price index (CPI) growth rate as in Apergis (2014), 

Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Chen and Liao (2011), Flamini et al. 

(2009}, Garcfa-Herrero el al. (2009), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), and Claessens et al. 

(2001). The relationship between INF and banks perfonnance depends on whether the INF is 

anticipated or unanticipated (Perry, 1992}. In anticipated DIF, banks can timely adjust interest 

rates, with a positive impact on performance and vice versa in unanticipated INF. Demirguc

Kunt and Huizinga (2000) find INF is significant and positive, which suggests that banks tend to 

profit in inflationary environments. DIF is measured as: 

JNF = Current Period Inflation Rate (Consumer Prices) (as Proposed ofWDI) 

4.5.2.2.3 Real Interest Rate 

The real interest rate (RIR) is the rate of interest an investor expects to receive after allowing for 

inflation. On other meaning, an interest rate that has been adjusted to remove the effects of 

inflation lo reflect the real cost of funds to the borrower, and the real yield to the lender. It can be 
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described more fonnally by the Fisher equation, which states that the RIR is approximately the 

nominal interest rate minns the INF. This study uses RIR as in Lee and Hsieh (2013), Bolt el al. 

(2012), Chen and Liao (2011 ), Claessens et al. (2001), and Demirguc-Kunl and Huizinga (I 999). 

Alper and Anbar (2011) find that only the RIR affects the perfom1ance of banks positively. 

RIR = Real Interest Rate as proposed of WDI = Nominal Interest Rate - Inflation Rate 

4.5.2.2.4 FDI Inflow 

FDI has been defined in various ways. For example, IMF ( 1993) define the FDI as an investment 

made to achieve fixed benefits in enterprises operating outside of the country of the investor. 

Pajunen (2008) define FD! as private capital flows from a parent company to an enterprise 

outside the parent company's home country and Bradley (2005) define it as the establishment of 

a new business abroad. Cavusgil, Knight, and Riesenberger (2012) argue that FD! is an 

internationalization strategy in which the fim1 establishes a physical presence abroad through 

ownership of productive assets such as capital, technology, labor, land, plant, and equipment. 

Bronzini (2007) confinns that FDI occurs when a foreign company establishes a subsidiary in 

another country from scratch. This includes acquiring real estate, hiring and !raining employees, 

providing capital and the management style in accordance with the culture of the company (Osei, 

2014). 

Defensive expansion effects have been measured using a number of empirical proxies which, 

according to Williams (2002), can be classified into two groups: (i) those that consider direct 

investment from the home nation to the host nation; (ii) those that consider trading relationships. 
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The use of numerous empirical proxies in the literature owes to the fact that the defensive 

expansion theory does not clarify which client's activities result in multinational banking. 

Williams (2002) and Kosmidou el al. (2007) suggest that the use of investment measures like 

FDl as preferred proxies for testing the defensive expansion hypothesis. The theory of defensive 

expansion argues that banks follow their clients into the host market in order to retain ( defend) 

their bank-client relationship. lf the bank fails to follow the client overseas, the bank is 

concerned that a new banking relationship will be formed in the host country. This new banking 

relationship may expand to exclude the existing banking relationships. ln this study, the 

defensive expansion hypothesis is tested using the natural log of FDI inflow as a measure of 

banks following their clients. This proxy has been nsed by Benacek, Gronicki, Dawn, and 

Magdolna (2000), Bellak, Leibrecht, and Riedl (2008), Ahmed (2012), Qiong and Minyu (2013), 

and Kahouli and Maktouf (2015). 

FDI Inflow Annual FD! Inflow (as Proposed ofUNCTAD) ~ Lnro1 Jnflow 

4.5.2.2.5 Oil Price Shocks 

The ehanges in oil price (oil price shock or OIL) is a key factor in the production process which 

affects the costs, cash flow and the financial performance of institutions which, in tum, 

influences the dividend pa11nents, the retained earnings, and therefore, the stock prices of these 

institutions. Basher and Sadorsky (2006) argue that rising oil prices are often indicative of 

inflationary pressures which central banks can control by raising interest rates. Higher interest 

rates make bonds look more attractive than stocks leading to a fall in stock prices. The rise in oil 

price before the CRISIS has spurred series of studies discussing appropriate measures of OIL 
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(see, e.g., Hamilton, 2005; Kilian, 2008; Poghosyan & Hesse, 2009). Since there is no agreement 

in the literature on a single measure that would constitute OIL, the study employs average yearly 

oil spot price changes (Dollars per Barrel} which are collected from WTI - Cushing, Oklahoma 

as in, Dayanandan and Danker (2011), Wattanatom and Kanchanapoom (2012), Said (2015), and 

Zaabouti et al. (2016). OIL is measured as: 

OIL Percentage change in an annual oil prices (as Proposed of WT!) 

4.5.2.3 Jiinancial Structure Indicators 

In this study, there is an endeavor to examine how bank perfonnance is linked to the relative 

development of the banking sector and stock market using ratios of the I-IHI, MARKE-CAP, and 

DCPS. 

4.5.2.3.1 Herfindabl-Hirschman Index 

Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) of market concentration index is a measure that is tested with 

respect to the link between market structure and perfonnance. HHI may influence performance, 

according to two well-known theoretical models: first is the SCP hypothesis, which indicates that 

banks in highly concentrated markets tend to collude and, therefore, earn monopoly profits as 

they tend to charge higher rates on loans and lower interest rates being paid on deposits (Gilbert, 

1984). Second is the efficient-structure hypothesis, which states that bank's higher margin is 

attributable lo more operational efficiency, better management or better production technologies. 

Since these banks will also gain a larger market share, the structure will become more 

concentrated due to efficiency gains (Berger, 1995a ). 
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There are alternative indicators of the degree of competition in banking, such as the Rosse-

Panzar, Lerner index and the Boone indicator. However, the use of such non-structural measures 

in the perfomumce function has some major limitations. For example, to use the Rosse-Panzer, 

one has to effectively proxy bank output and then estimate the overall market equilibrium on the 

basis of a static model. The estimation of market equilibrium requires several assumptions 

concerning methodology, the evaluation of which is beyond the scope of the present work. 

Hence, without denying its limitations, this study proceeds with using HHI of market 

concentration index and make robustness tests by CR5, Lerner index, as well as Boone indicator. 

The HHI index measures market concentration and equals the sum of the squares of each bank's 

market share in total industry assets as in Mirzaei et al. (2013), Chen and Liao (2011 ), Liu and 

Wilson (2010), Seelanatha (2010), Garcia-Herrero el al. (2009), Park and Weber (2006), and 

Park (2004). The calculation for HHI index is as follows: 

I-IHI = Sum of the Squared Market Shares of Each Bank Assets = 

[ 
Bank Total Assets ] 

------------· 100 J 
Banking Sector Total Assets -

4_5.2.3.2 Stock Market Capitalization 

Another industry-based indicator is the ratio of stock market capitalization to the GDP 

(MARKE_ CAP). The size of the stock market may signal a competitive challenge to banks, or be 

complementary to banking operations. A larger stock market size increases bank profits (Kyriaki 

Kosmidou et al., 2005). This study uses MARKE_CAP as a proxy of financial market 

d~'Velopment and is a measure of the size of the equity market as in Dietrich and Wanzenried 
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(2014), Tan and Floros (2012a), Naceur and Omran (201 I), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), and 

Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999). 

MARKE_CAP (%) 
Stock Market Capitalization 

GDP *JOO 

4.5.2.3.3 Credit to Private Sector 

Bank credit to the ptivate sector as a percentage of GDP is the credit to the private sector divided 

by GDP (DCPS). DCPS is used as an indicator of the size of banking in a financial structure or 

the degree of financial deepening. This variable is also used to measure the importance of bank 

financing in the economy. Levine and Zerves ( I 998) stress that the DCPS may be a better 

measure of banking sector development. This study uses the ratio of DCPS as in Costa Navajas 

and Thegeya (2013), Lee and Hsieh (2013, 2014), Mirzaei et al. (2013), Jeon, Olivero, and Wu 

(20Il ), Naceur and Omran (20 I I), and Detragiache et al. (2008). 

Domestic Credit to the Private Sector 
DCPS (%) = GDP * l00 

4.5.2.4 Listed Banks 

The first dummy variable includes in this study is listed banks. Listed banks are included in the 

model to investigate whether being listed at a stock exchange has an impact on bank 

perfonnance. Farazi et al. (2011) note that the listed banks perfonn better than unlisted banks; 

this observation is due to more stringent governance standards and disclosure requirements 

imposed on these banks. However, Trinugroho et al. (2014) find little evidence of the difference 
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regarding NIM between listed and unlisted banks. Listed banks is a dummy variable that takes 

the value of one if the bank is listed on the stock market and zero if otherwise as in Curcio et al. 

(2014), Molmi and Rachdi (2014), Saghi-Zcdek and Tarazi (2014), Trinugroho et al. (2014), 

Jiang et al. (2013), Barry et al. (2011), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2011), Garcia-Herrero et al. 

(2009), and Uchida and Satake (2009). 

Listed Bank Dummy= Dummy Takes A Value of One for Listed Banks and Zero Otherwise 

4.5.2.5 Foreign Banks 

Consistent with previous literature (Dekle & Lee, 2015; Pennathur & Vishwasrao, 2014; Chen & 

Liao, 201 I; Berger et al., 2009; Sufian, 2009; Leusink et al., 2008). This study uses dummy 

variables to control for the impact of foreign bank ownership on bank performance. Foreign 

banks is a dummy variable, uses to examine the relationship between foreign bank ownership 

with bank perfonnance. It takes a value of one for foreign banks, zero otherwise. The study does 

not have a priori expectation on the sign of the variable. 

Foreign_Dummy = Dummy Variable Equals to One for Foreign Banks and Zero Otherwise 

4.5.2.6 Global Financial Crisis 

To perfom1 study analysis, this study has included the global fmancial crisis (CRISIS), as an 

explanatory variable, in the fourth model. This study considers a CRISIS dummy variable to gain 

additional insights into the impacts of the CRISIS on tbe GCC baitl<s. Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014) find that tbe CRISIS has severely weakened the banking industry, resulting in lower 
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profitability in high-income countries, while banks in low-income countries are less vulnerable 

than middle-income countries, A dummy variable labeled as CRISIS is incorporated into the 

regression model, laking a value of one in the years 2008 and 2009, and zero otherwise as in 

Dekle and Lee (2015), Fu et al. (2014b), AI-Musali and Ismail (2014), Zouari and Taktak (2014), 

and Didier, Hevia and Sclunukler (2012), 

Dummy CRISIS 

Dummy Crisis Takes A Value of One for the Years 2008 and 2009 and Zero Otherwise 

4.5.2. 7 Country Dummies 

The study uses country dummies to control for country differences. Also, country dummies 

incorporate fixed effects for countries in the equation to disentangle the country effect. Country 

dummies are included to allow for differences in efficiency perhaps because of regulatory and 

institutional variations as well as the huge differences in GDP gro\\1h in the countries of GCC 

region. Furthennore, country dummies (Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and UAE) 

are used to distinguish between the countries of origin of the banks in the sample. Each dummy 

variable is equal to one if the bank nationality is that of the corresponding country and zero 

otherwise. Country dummies variable is the following (the corresponding countries are reported 

in parenthesis): 

Dummy_BHR (Bahrain), Dumrny_KWT (Kuwait), Dummy_ OMN (Oman), Dumrny __ QAT 
(Qatar), Dummy_ SAU (Saudi Arabia), Dummy_ UAE (UAE). 
The Dummy_ UAE dummy variable has been dropped to avoid collinearity in the data. 

Table 4.1 describes the measurements of the dependent variable and independent variables of 

this study, sources and expected sign which are as follows: 
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Table 4.J 
Summa']' of Variables, Measurements and Exp_ected sig_n 

Variables Notation Measurements Sources Data Expected 
Sources Sin 

Dependent Variables: 

Profitability: 
Net Income Trad et al, (2017). BankScope 

ROA ROA 
*100 Saghi-,.edek (2016). and Annual Total Assets 

Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi reports 
(2014), Lee and Hsieh 

Net Income (2013), Liang et aL Bank Scope 
*100 

ROE ROE Total Equity (2013), Chen and Liao and Annual 
(201 I), Naceur and reports 

Net In1erest Revenue 
Omran (201 I), Angbazo 

BankScope •ioo (1997), Goldberg and 
NIM NIM T olal Assets Anoop (1996), and and Annual 

Berger (1995a). reports 

Market-Based 
Performance Laeven and Levine 

(Markel Value ofEquity + (2007), Uang et al. 
Tobin's Q Book Value of Debt) 

*100 
(2013), Al-Saidi and Al-

Book Value of Assets Shammari (2013), BankScope 
Tobin's Q Arouri <'I al. (2014), Fu and Annual 

et al. (2014b), Jiang and repons 
Zeng (2014), Pan and 
Tian (2014), Battaglia 
and Gallo (2015 ), and 
Cornett el al. (2016). 

Bank Risk: 
Bank Scope 

SDROA SDROA Standard Deviation of ROA from a Nash an<l Sinkey (1997), and Annual 
Five-Period Rolling Window Rahman et al. (2012), reports 

Beck et of_ (2013), 
Standard Deviation of ROE from a Anginer ct al. (2014), BankScope 

SDROE SDROE Five~Period Rolling Window and Rahman (2014), and Annual 
reports 

Independent Variables: 
Dietrich and 
Wanzenried (2014), 

0 perating Expenses Saghi-Zedek and T arazi 
*JOO (2014), Ameur and Totul lneome BankScope 

Cost~Income-Ratio COST 
Mhi,i (2013), Chen and 

and Annual +l-
Liao (201 I), Dietrich 

reports 
and Wanzenried (201 I), 
and Paslouras and 
Kosmidou (2007). 

Sa_ghi~Zedek and Tarazi 
Non-lnteres1 Revenue (2014), Growe et al. 

Tolai Revenue 
*100 (2014), Chen and Liao BankScope 

Non-Interest Revenues KIR (2011 ), Lin and Zhang and Annual +/-
(2009), Stiroh and reports 
Rumble (2006), and 
Stiroh 2004 ). 
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Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variables 

Opportunity 
Cost 

Liquidity Risk 

Demand 
Deposits 

Market Risk 

NPLs Ratio 

Loan Loss 
Provision 

Notation 

OPC 

LR 

DMDEP 

MR 

NPLs 

LLPs 

Measurements 

Liquid Reserves 

f otal Assets 

Cash + Due from Banks 
--~~----•100 

Total Assets 

Net Loans 
-------•mo 
Customers Deposits 

Demand Deposits 
-,,----~~--• l 00 
Total Deposits 

Total Amount of Investments in Security 
--------------•100 

Total Assets 

NPLs 
-~---•100 
Total Loans 

LLPs 
~~---'100 
Total Loans 
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Sources 

Chen and Liao (201l ). 
Naceur and Omran 
(201 I), Mau dos and 
Solis \2009), Maudos 
and GuevJra (2004), 
and Ho and Saunders 
(l 981) 

Jara-Bertin et al. (2014), 
, Leunga el al. (2014), 
Trinugroho et al. 
(2014), Liang e, al. 
(2013), Chen and Liao 
(2011), and Pasiouras 
and Kosmidou (2007) 

Srnirlock ( 1985), 
Barajas er al. (2000), 
Hao el al. (2001), 
Chirwa (2003), Y eyati 
and Micco (2007), Al
muharrami and 
Matthews (2009), and 
Osuagwu (2014) 

Flordelisi and Molyneux 
(2010), Jones el al. 
(2013), Fu et al. 
(2014b), lmbierowicz 
and Rauch (2014). and 
Leunga ct al. (2014) 

Apergis (2014), Daly 
and Zhang (2014), 
Trinugroho ef al. 
(2014), Jones et al. 
(2013), Bedendo and 
Bruno (2012), 
FungaCova und 
Poghosyan (201 I), and 
Maudos and Solis 
(2009). 

Dietrich and 
Wanzenried (2011, 
2014), Fu cl al. (2014b), 
Kanagaretnam, Lim and 
Lobo (2014), Tan and 
Floros (2012a), and 
Athanas.oglou et fll. 
(2008). 

Data 
Sources 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

Bank Scope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

Expected 
Sin 

+/. 

+/-

+I-

+/-

+!-

+!~ 



Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variables Notation Measurements Sources Data Expected 

Sources Sin 

Kosmidou et al, (2007), 
Goddard ct al. (2008), 
Liang er al. (2013), 
Dietrich and Bank Scope 

Capital Total (Tier 1 and Tier 2} Equitv Wanzenried (2011. aod 
Adequacy Ratlo 

C'AR . '100 2014), Kanagaretnam et . .<\nnua] 
+!-

Total Assets 
al. (2014), Lee and reports 
Hsieh (2013, 2014), 
Trinugroho et al. 
(2014), and Khediri er 
al. (2015) 

Khediri et al. (2015), 
Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi 

BankScope 
Loan to Total Net Loans (2014), Lee and Hsieh 

and 
LOAN *IO0 (2013), Goddard et al. +/-

Assets Tota I Assets (2008), Kosmidou er al. 
Annual 

(2007), and Miller and 
reports 

Noulas (I 997). 

Annual Grow1h Rate of Total Loan= Growe Cl al. (2014). 
Bank Scope Garcfa-Herrero er al. 

Loan Growth LNGRTH TornJ LoansT - Total Loansr_1 (2009), and Foos el al. and 
+/~ 

*100 (2010) Annual 
Total Loansr.1 reports 

Dietrich and 
Wanzenried (2014), Fu 
et al. (2014b), Liang el 
al, (2013), Chen and BankScope 

Bank Size SIZE Lnro1~1 Asstts 
Liao (201 !), Fiordclisi and +!~ 
and Molyneux (20l 0), Annual 
Goddard et al. (2008), reports 
Micco et al. (2007), and 
Smirlock ( l 985) 

Khedirt ('{ al (2015), 
Mokni and Rachdi 

Qff .. J3a1ance Sheel t\ctivitjcs (2014), Mirzaei et al. BankScope 
Off-Balance Tota\ Assets 

*100 (2013), Haq and Heaney and 
Sheet Activities 

OBSs 
(2012), Chen and Liao Annual 

+!-

(2011), Karim and Chan reports 
(2007), Allayamrnis and 
Ofek (2001 l 

Macroeconomic Indicators:: 
Dietrich and 
Wanzenried (20!4), 
Saghl~Zedek and Tarazi 

GDP Growth 
GDP Annual growth Rate of GDP as Proposed of 

(2014), Lee and Hsieh WDI 
+!-

Rate (2013), Cheo and Liao 
WDI 

(2011), Ftamini et al, 
(2009), and Kosmidou 
e1 al (2005) 
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Table 4.1 (Continued) 
Variables Notation 

In-fl ation Rate INF 

Real Interest Rate RIR 

FDI inflow FDI 

Oil Price Shocks OIL 

Financial Structure Jndicaton: 

Herfindahl
Hirschman bidex 

Siock Market 
Capitalization 

HH! 

MARKE_CA 
p 

Measurements 

Current Period Jnflation Rate 
(Consumer Prices) as Proposed of 
\VDI 

Real Interest Rate as proposed of 
WDJ= Nominal Interest Rate -
Inflation Rate 

Annual FD! inflow as proposed of 
UNCT AD = Lnm1 inflow 

Qi\ Price= Percentage change in an 
annual oJI prices (as Proposed of 
WTI) 

Sum of the Squared Market Shares 
of Each Bank Assets 
= [ _Bimk To!al Assets * l OO l 02 

Bonkmg Stct<lrTotnl AVieU 

Stock :\1arket Capilalization 
GDP • IOO 
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Sources 

Apergis (2014), Dietrich 
and Wan7,:nried (2014), 
Lee and Hsieh (2013), 

Data 
Sources 

Chen and Liao (2011 ), WDI 
Flamini el al. (2009), 
Garda-Henero el al. 
{2009), and Pasiouras and 
Kosmidou (2007) 

Lee and Hsieh (2013), 
Bolt et al. (2012), Chen 
and Liao (201 !), 
Claessens et al. (2001), WDJ 
and Demirgoc-Kunt and 
Huizinga (J 999) 

Benacek et al. (2000), 
Bellak, Leibrecht and 
Riedl (2008) Bellak el al, 
(2008),Ahmed (2012), U!\CTAD 
Qiong and Minyu (2013), 
and Kahouli and Maktouf 
(2015) 

Dayanandan and Donker 
(201 I), Wattanatom and 
Kanchanapoom (2012), WT! 
Said (2015), and Zaabouti 
et a/, (2016) 

Mirzaei el al. (20)3), 
Chen and Liao (2011 ). Liu 
and Wilson (2010), 
Seelanatha (20 I 0), Garcia
Herrero et al. (2009), Park 
and Weber (2006) and 
Park (2004) 

Dietrich and Wanzenried 
(20] 4), Tan and Floros 
(2012a), Naceur and 
Omran (201 I), Paslouras 
and Kosmidou (2007), and 
Demirguc-Kunt and 
Huizinga (1999) 

Calculated 
by Author 

WDI 

Expected 
Sign 

+!-

+/-

+/-

+/. 

+!-

+!-



Table 4.1 {Continued) 
Variables Notation Measurements Sources 

Credit to Private DCPS Costa Navajas and 
Seetor Thegeya (20 l 3), Lee and 

Domestic CredlL to the Private Sector Hsieh (2013, 2014), 

* l00 Mirzaci el al, (2013), 
GDP Jeon~ Olivero and Wu 

(20! l), Naceur and 
Omran (2011 ), and 
Detragiache ct al. (2008) 

Dummy Variables: 
Curcio el al. (2014), 
Mokni and Rachdi 
(2014), Saghi-Zedek and 
Taraz.i (2014), 

Dummy Listed Takes a Value of I for 
Trinugroho el al. (2014), 

Listed Banks LISTED 
Usted Banks and 0 Otherwise 

Jiang et al, (2013), Bany 
et al. (2011), Dietrich 
and Wanzenried (2011 ), 
Garcia-Herrero er al. 
(2009), and Uchida and 
Satake (2009) 

Dekle and Lee(20!5}, 
Pennathur and 

Dummy Variable Equals to One for 
Vishwasrao (2014), 

Foreign banks FOREIGN Chen and Liao (20! I), 
Foreign Banks and Zero Otherwise 

Berger el al. (2009), 
Sufian (2009), and 
Lensink et al. (2008) 

Global Financial CRISIS Dummy Crisis Takes a Value of I for the Dekle and Lee (2015), 
Crisis Years 2008 and 2009 and O Otherwise Fu et al. (2014b), Al-

Musali and Ismail 
(2014), Zouari and 
Taktak (2014), and 
Didier el al. (20 I 2) 

Durnmy-BHR (Bahrain), Dummy_KWT (Kuwait), Dummy_OMN 
Country (Oman), Dummy_QAT (Qatar), Dummy_SAU (Saudi Arabia), and 
Dummies Dumrny_UAE (UAE), The Dummy_UAE dummy variable has been 

dropped to avoid collinearity in the data. 

Other Variables used in the Robustness Tests 

Alternative Dependent variables: 

ROAA ROAA 

ROAE ROAE 

SDROAA SDROAA 

SDROAE SDROAE 

Net income/ Average Total Assets 

Net income/ Average T oral Equity 

Standard Deviation of ROAA from a Five
Period Rolling Window 

Standard Deviation ofROAE from a Five
Period Rollin Window. 
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Mercieca et al (2007), 
Dietrich and Wanzenried 
(2011 ), and Dietrich and 
Wanzenried (201 I) 
Olson and Zoubi (2016), 
and Mirzaei and Moore 
(2016). 

Data 
Sources 

WDI 

Calculated 
by Author 

Calculated 
by Author 

Caleulated 
by Author 

Calculated 
by Author 

BankScope 
and 

Annual 
reports 

Calculated 
by Author 

Expected 
Sin 

+!-

Better 

Difference 

+!-



Table 4.1 (Continned) 
Variables Notation Measurements Sonrces Data Expected 

Sources Sin 

NPLsi1 
Bank Scope 

Credit Risk NPLs and Annual 
Total Loans11 reports 

LLPS,, BankScope 
Credit Risk LLPs Stiroh and Rumble and Annual 

Total Loans11 (2006), Mercieca el al, reports 
l+ROEi, (2007), Lepetit el al, 

Calculated 
Default Risk ZROE SDROEu (2008), Goddard el al, 

(2008), Barry el al, by Auth-0r 

ROAil+EQTAit (201 I), K~hler (2012), 

Default Risk ZROA 
Soedannooo et al. Calculated 

SDROA" (2013), and Kasman by Author 

ROAit 
and Kasman (2015), 

Portfolio Risk ZROAl SOROA,, 
Calculated 
by Author 

Leverage Risk ZROA2 EQTA,, Calculated 

SDROA,. 
by Author 

Alternative and additional Independent variables: 

Concentration 
The five largest banks 1 assets divided hy 

ratio of Top Five CRS 
total assets of the banking sector in each Calculated 

banks 
country Khan et a/, (2016) and by Author 

Tan (2016 ), Kasmao 
Bank's Prin• -!\t:ngmal fom and Kasman (2015), Fu Calculated 

Lerner Index Lerner Bank's !'nee et al, (2014a), and by Author 
Chen and Liao (2011 ), 

Boone Indicator Boone 
ln(Profil),~ a+(lln(Margioal Costs),+ c, Calculated 

by Author 

Bank Fixed 
Effect Bank Effect Dummies of bank level fixed effect.-;. 

Calculated 

Dummies of time~invariant 
by Author 

Time Effect Time Effect 

A dummy variable !hat equals 1 if a 
ArabSpring- country is. affected (major and minor) by Calculated 
l the Arab Spring and 0 otherwise. by Author 

A dummy varlabJe that equals l ifa 
Ghosh (2016) and Bitar 
et al, (2016), 

Arab Spring ArabSpring- country is only severely (major) affected 
Bloomberg and World 

Calculated 
2 by the Arab Spring and 0 othenvise. 

Baok(201 !). and 
by Author 

A dummy variabJe that equals I if a 
Wikipedia 

ArabSpring-
country is only mildly (minor) affected by 

Calculated 
3 

the Arab Serin~ and 0 otherwise. 
by Author 
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4.6 Population and Data Collection 

In this study, the sample frame consists of all banks in GCC countries (UAE, Saudi Arabia, 

Qatar, Oman, Kuwait, and Bahrain) during the period from 2000 to 2015. According to the 2015 

annnal reports issued by the central banks in all GCC economies, the banking sectors in the 

region comprises of 230 banks (94 banks in Bahrain, 23 in Kuwait, 21 in Oman, 18 banks in 

Qatar, 23 banks in Saudi Arabia, and 51 banks in the UAE), of which 113 are domestic banks 

(70 banks of them are listed in GCC stock markets in 2015) and I I 7 are foreign-owned banks 

from the USA, Europe, and Asian countries. 

Tah1e4.2 
Tr2.es and Number~" ofGCC Banks included in this Studv 

Domestic Banks Foreign Banks Total 

Listed 
Unlisted 

Total 
Foreign Non-

Foreign GCC Totai To1al Total 
Country Banks Domestic banks Foreign 

No. 
Banks Banks GCC Banks 

{Excluded)16 Banks Banks Observations 

Bahrain 13 33 46 41 7 48 94 1504 
Kuwait 10 1 11 4 8 12 23 368 
Oman 8 4 12 7 2 9 21 336 
Qatar 8 I 9 8 I 9 18 288 
Saudi Arabia 1 1 I 12 6 5 11 23 368 
UAE 20 3 23 22 6 28 51 816 
Total 70 43 113 88 29 117 230 3680 

Sam tin 
f'oreign Non-GCC Total 

Country Listed Banks Sample Unlis1ed Banks Sample Banks Sample Total Sample Observa1ions 

Bahrain 13 20 38 71 
Kuwait IO I 4 15 
Oman 8 4 6 18 
Qatar 8 1 8 17 
Saudi Arabia l l l 6 18 
liAE 20 3 20 43 
Total 70 30 82 182 

w This study has incorporated the foreign GCC banks as a dummy variable; however, the results are insignificant 
and do not affect the results of the other variables. Thus, this dummy ls dropped from the analysis. 
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The study also covers all listed and unlisted banks on GCC markets including the non-GCC 

foreign owned banks and local banks. However, in order to be more accurate and clearer, the 

GCC banks which have branches in other GCC countries have been excluded to avoid double 

counting. Table 42 shows the types and numbers of banks in each GCC country included in this 

study as well as a selection of sample banks. 

4. 7 Regression Models 

In order to test the hypotheses of the study, the analysis will be carried out in five main 

regression models, The first regression model tests the impact of bank determinants on bank 

perfonnance without dummy variables, The next set of regression model tests the bank 

determinants on bank perfonnance using various dummy variables; CRJSIS dummy variable in 

the second model, LISTED dummy in the third model, FOREIGN dummy in the fourth model, 

and a country dummy in the fifth model, respectively. In order to get more robust results and to 

avoid noise on the main variables of interest that may distort the results, the analysis involving 

dummy variables are estimated separately. 

The study employs specific factors determinants as suggested in the theoretical and empirical 

literature to determine the effect of bank-specific characteristics, macroeconomic factors, 

financial structure indicators, and listed banks dummy on bank performance of domestic and 

foreign banks. The general equation model for this study is as follows: 
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PERFORMit = /3 0 + /3 1 LPERFORM1,-i + /32COST1, + l33NIR1, + /34 OPCit + 13s LR;, 
+ /36 DMDEP11 + (37 MR;,+ /38 NPLsit + (39 LLPs1, + (3 10 CAR;, 
+ 1!11 LOAN;,+ flu LNGRTH it+ (313 SIZEit + (314 OBSs;, + 131s GDP1, 
+ 1!16 INFit + 1!11 R!Rit + 1l1s FDI;, + /319 OIL;,+ llzo HHI;, 
+ (321 MARKE_CAP1, + /322 DCPSl! + (3 23 LISTED_Dummy;, 

5 

+ 1324 FOREIGN_Dummy1, + (3 25 CRIS!S1, + (3 26 I COUNTRY;, 

+ E1t (4.1) 

Where; 

Dependent variable: 
Perform= Bank Performance 
i = Bank 
t = Time Period 

Independent Variables: 
LPERFORM1,_ 1= Lagged of dependent variable 
COST= Cost-Income-Ratio 
N!R = Non-Interest Revenues 
OPC = Opportunity Cost 
LR = Liquidity Risk 
DMDEP = Demand Deposits Ratio 
MR = Market Risk 
NPLs = Non-perfonning Loans 
LLPs = Loan Loss Provision 
CAR = Capital Adequacy Ratio 
LOAN= Loan to Total Assets 
LNGRTH = Loan Growth 
SIZE= Bank Size 
OBSs = Off-Balance Sheet Activities 
GDP= GDP Growth 
INF Inflation Rate 
RIR = Real Interest Rate 
FD!= FD! Inflow 
OIL = Oil Price 
HHI = The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index of Market Concentration 
MARKE_ CAP = Stock Market Capitalization to GDP 
DCPS = Domestic Credit to Private Sector to GDP 
LISTED_ Dummy= Dummy of Listed Banks 
FOREJGN_Dummy = Dummy of Foreign Banks 
CRISIS Global Financial Crisis. 
COUNTRY= Country Dummies 
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As this study uses three measures of bank profitability {ROA, ROE, and NIM), one measure of 

market-based perfom,ance (Tobin's Q) and two measures of bank risk (SOROA and SDROE), 

the equation models to be tested are as follows: 

ROA;,= Po+ P1lROAu-1 + P 2COSTu + P3 NIR1t + P• OPCu + Ps LRit + P6 DMDEPu 
+ p, MR;,+ Pa NPLsu + P9 LLPs1, + Pio CARu + P 11 LOANu 

+ P12 LNGRTH it+ P 13 SIZE;,+ P 14 OBSs;, + Pis GDP it+ P 16 INFit 

+ P11 RI Rn+ Prn FDI;, + P19 OIL;,+ Pzo HHla + Pn MARKE_CAPu 
+ Pzz DCPSu + P 23 LISTED_Dummyu + P 24 FOREIGN_Dummy,1 

5 

+ P25 CRIS/S 11 + P26 L COUNTRY 11 + E1t ••• ... (4. 2) 
i=1 

ROEit !lo+ IJ1LROE1,_1 + ll2 COST;1 + 133NIR 11 + 134 OPC;, + 135 LR;,+ 116 DMDEP;, 
+ 13 7 MR1t + 138 NPLs;, + 119 LLPs;, + 1310 CAR;, + 1311 LOANu 
+ 1312 LNGRTH u + 1313 SIZEu + 13 14 OBSs;, + 1315 GDPit + 1316 INF;, 
+ 1311 RIR;, + 131s FDl1t + 1319 OILit + 1320 HHl;t + 1321 MARKE_CAP;1 
+ 1322 DCPS;1 + 1323 LISTED_Durnrny11 + 1324 FOREIGN_Durnrny11 

5 

+ 132s CRISIS;,+ IJ26 L COUNTRY;,+ E1t (4.3) 
i=1 

N/Mit = 130 + 131lN/M1,-1 + 132COST1, + l33NIR1, + 13 4 OPC;1 + 13s LR;1 + 136 DMDEP;, 
+ 13, MR1, + 138 NPLs11 + 139 LLPs1, + 1310 CAR;, + 13 11 LOAN11 
+ 1312 LNGRTH it + 1313 SIZE1, + 13 14 OBSsit + 13 15 GDP11 + 1316 INF;, 
+ 1311 RIRu + 1310 FDI;, + 1319 OIL;, + 1320 HHl;t + 1321 MARKE_CAP1t 
+ 13 22 DCPS1, + 13 23 LISTED_Durnrny1, + 1324 FOREIGN_Durnmy11 

s 

+ 132s CRISIS;,+ 1326 L COUNTRY;,+ £ 11 ...... (4.4) 
i=1 

Tobin's Q11 = 130 + 131LTobin's Q1,-t + 132 COSTu + l33 NIR11 + 134 OPC11 + 135 LRit 
+ 13. DMDEP1t + 137 MR 11 + 138 NPLs1, + 139 LLPs;, + 1310 CAR1, 
+ 1311 LOAN;,+ 1312 LNGRTH 1t + 1313 SIZE11 + 1314 OBSsn + 1315 GDP11 

+ llt6 INF11 + 1311 RIR11 + llrn FDI;1 + IJ19 OIL;,+ 1320 HHl;1 
5 

+ ll21 MARKE_CAP;, + 1322 DCPS;, + 1323 CRISIS;,+ IJ24 L COUNTRYu 
i=l 

(4.5) 
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SDROAi, = Po+ P1LSDROA 1,_1 + P2 COST1t + P3 NIR;1 + P4 OPCa + Ps LR1t 
+ P6 DMDEP1, + P7 MR;,+ Pa NPLsa + p9 LLPs;, + P10 CAR;, 
+ Pu LOAN 11 + Pu LNGRTH ;1 + P13 SIZEn + Pu OBSsn + Pis GDP,, 
+ P16 INF;,+ 1317 RIR1, + P18 FD11, + 1319 OIL;,+ 1320 HHl1t 
+ 1321 MARKE_CAP1, + 13 22 DCPS1, + 13 23 LISTED_Dummy1, 

5 

+ 1324 FOREIGN_Dummy1, + 132s CRISISa + 1326 L COUNTRYu 
i=1 

+ t'.jt ...... (4.6) 

SDROE 1, = 130 + lhLSDROEit-t + j32 COSTn + l33 NIR 1, + 134 OPCu + 13s LR;, 
+ P6 DMDEP1t + P1 MR;, + Pa NPLs11 + l39 LLPs;, + P10 CARu 
+ P11 LOAN1t + P12 LNGRTH it + 1313 SIZE;,+ 1314 OBSs;, + 131s GD Pu 
+ 13 16 INFu + 13 17 RIR;, + P18 FDI;, + 13 19 OIL1, + 1320 HHl;1 

+ 1321 MARKE_CAPu + P22 DCPS 1, + 13 23 LISTED_Dummy;, 
s 

+ p24 ~·oREIGN_Dummy;, + 1325 CRISIS;,+ 13 26 L COUNTRY;, 

+ £11 ...... (4.7) 

Where; 

ROA Return on Assets 
LROA = Lag of of Return on Assets 
ROE= Return on Equity 
LROE = Lag of of Return on Equity 
NIM = Net Interest Margin 
LNIM Lag of Net Interest Margin 
SDROA Standard deviation of ROA 
LSD ROA Lag of Standard deviation of ROA 
SDROE = Standard deviation of ROE 
LSDROE = Lag of Standard deviation of ROE 

1=1 

Listed dummy and foreign dummy variables are excluded from the models of Tobin's Q as 

Tobin ·s Q is applicable only with listed banks. The above models are regressed using 

generalized method of moments (GMM) estimators to measure the effect of bank determitiants 

on bank perfonnance. The Wald Chi-square will be used to determine the explanatory power of 

independent variables. 
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4.8 Preliminary Tests of Data analysis 

Before regression analysis is conducted, several tests such as normality, multicollinearity, 

homosccdasticity, and autocorrelation test are carried out. Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 

(2006) and Gujarati (2003) have posited that linearity, nonnality, multicollinearity, and 

heteroscedasticity are four main assumptions, that need to be tested to verify the validity of 

inclusion of the variables in the study in order to arrive at the best linear unbiased estimator. 

4.8.1 Normality Test 

This test is most fundamental in multivariate analysis. It refers to the degree to which the 

distribution of the sample data corresponds to a normal distribution. As suggest by Hair et al. 

(2006), residual (the difference between the observed and predicted values for dependent 

variable) plots and statistical tests are used to cheek the normality of the data. The statistical test 

used to check for normality in this study is kolmogorov-smirnov test or shapiro-wilk test and 

skevmess and kurtosis test. 

4.8.2 Linearity 

As stated by Osborn and Waters (2002), the assumption of a linear relationship in regression 

analysis between dependent and independent variable may result in Type-I and T)pe-II error. 

Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003) and Pedhazur (1997) suggest that it may be relevant to 

look into a possible theoretical justification or empirical work in assuming a linear relationship 

between the variables. The plot of residuals may also be looked into in this regard as suggested 

by Osborn and Waters (2002). 
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4.8.3 Multicollinearity Test 

TI1e main objective of this test is to estimate the correlation between the independent variables. 

To estimate the impact ofmultieollinearity, there are two tests which are tolerance value and the 

variance inflation factor (VIF).Tolerance value demonstrates the variability of the specified 

independent variable that is not clarified by alternate by the other variables in the model. Pallant 

(2007) argues that the tolerance value below 0. IO indicates presence of multicollinearity 

(multiple relationships with other variables may he high). On the other hand, VIF value is the 

opposite of the tolerance value, whereby VIF values over IO demonstrate multicollinearity. 

4.8.4 Heteroscedasticity Test 

Hair et al. (2006) argue that when the variance of error terms appears constant over a range of 

independent variables, the data is said to be homoscedastic. On the other hand, heteroscedasticity 

show the distortion that exists in the regression analysis where error term shows no variance 

similarity. The problem ofheteroscedasticity may be detennined through the use of Park Test or 

Glejser Test, Breuch-Pagan Godfrey Test, White Gen~Tal Heteroscedasticity Test (Gujarati, 

2003; Wooldridge, 2009). Hair et al. (2006) and Gujarati (2003) argue that the problem of 

heteroscedasticity may be resolved through the use of WLS and GMM methods or by data 

transformation. 

4.9 Technique of Data Analysis 

There are several methods that can be used to measure the bank perforniance. For example, 

Saghl-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) use the GLS to investigate the determinants of bank profitability 

and risk in Europe during the period 2000-2010. Furthem1ore, Lepetit et al. (2008) examine the 
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detenninants of banks perfonnance during 1996-2002 using ordinary least square (OLS) method. 

Chen and Liao (2011) analyze the profitability of both domestic and foreign banks in 70 

countries during 1992-2006 using random effects method. However, Baltagi (2008) stress that 

fixed effect and random effect are biased in a dynamic model of panel data. He also argues that 

pooled OLS is biased and inconsistent even if£;, are not serially associated. 

Furthermore, Garcia-Herrero er al. (2009) argue that when estimating bank performance, the 

researcher faces a number of challenges. First, endogeneity may make the results biased. As an 

example, more profitable banks may be able to increase their equity more easily by retaining 

profits. They can also pay more for advertising campaigns and increase their size, which in turn 

may affect profitability. However, the causality can also go in the opposite direction as more 

profitable banks may hire more personnel, reducing their operational efficiency. Second, 

unobserved heterogeneity across banks cannot be measured accurately. Hence, in order to solve 

these problems, GMM estimates can be used. This methodology accounts for endogeneity. 

Arellano and Bond ( 1991) suggest that consistency and efficiency gains can be obtained by using 

all available lagged values of the dependent variable plus lagged values of the exogenous 

regressors as instruments. Arellano (2003) and Baltagi (2008) stress that GMM methodology 

control for unobservable heterogeneity and endogeneity and provides estimators with a snperior 

efficiency compared with other estimation methods such as conventional static panel data 

regression model (Jara-Bertin el al., 2014). 

Yet, the Arellano and Bond estimator have been criticized when applied to panels with very 

small T, the argument being that under such conditions this estimator is inefficient if the 
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instruments used are weak (Arellano & Bover, 1995). However, in the present study T=l6, 

which is large enough to avoid such problems. Consequently, the study will proceed with the 

estimation of its model using the estimator in the Arellano and Bond paradigm. Most 

importantly, GMM accommodates possible endogeneity of dependent variables of this study and 

some of the explanatory variables in its models by means of appropriate instruments. The system 

GMM estimator uses lagged values of the dependent variable in levels and in differences as 

instruments, as well as lagged values of other regressors which may potentially suffer from 

endogeneity. The latter problem may lead to a correlation between those endogenous variables 

and the error tenn and too inconsistent estimates if not properly taken care of 

Lee and Hsieh (2013) argue that GMM model is particularly well-suited to handling short macro 

panels with endogenous variables and is also helpful in amending the bias induced by omitted 

variables in cross-sectional estimates and the inconsistency caused by endogeneity. It is rather 

convenient that tl1e dynamic GMM technique at the same time allows us to control for the 

endogeneity bias induced by reverse causality running from profit (or risk) to banking capital and 

other explanatory variables. This estimation technique is particularly suitable for small T and 

large N samples such as this study. Kohler (2012), using System GMM is appropriate for at least 

two reasons. First, the variables used to describe a bank's business model are potentially 

endogenous as outlined above. Second, first differencing the regression equation to eliminate the 

bank-specific effects would lead to a correlation between the Jagged dependent variable and the 

error tenn. Furthennore, the ability of a bank to channel funds efficiently across a continent or 

even across tlie regions within the continent is limited despite ongoing financial integration (Bos 
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& Kool, 2006). ln addition, bank-specific variables such as bank capital, liquidity, size, charter 

values are considered to be endogenous. 

GMM estimator is used in the current study due to the fact that a number of problems in 

estimating the detem1inants of bank profitability including unobserved heterogeneity, 

endogeneity, profit persistence, and autocorrelation cannot be solved by OLS and fixed effects 

(Poghosyan & Hesse, 2009; Tan, 2016). Furthermore, the estimator of system GMM addresses 

the unit root property problem and provides more accurate findings (Bond, 2002). In addition, 

Driffill, Psaradakis, and Sola ( 1998) indicate that a conventional OLS analysis of the actual 

change in the short rate on the relevant lagged term spread yields coefficients with some wrong 

signs and the wrong size. Lee, Liang, Lin, and Yang (2015), Guidara et al. (2013), and Hall 

(2005) stress that GMM estimation more efficient estimator than 2SLS or 3SLS estimation 

because it accounts for heteroskedasticity. Dietrich and Wanzenried (20 I I) argue that dynamic 

panel estimation is more appropriate in generating unbiased and the consistent estimates. Finally, 

the estimation methods based on the OLS principle are vulnerable to the omitted variable bias if 

some important detem1inants of bank perfonnance are not included among explanatory variables. 

The system GMM method is also robust to the omitted variable problem (Poghosyan & Hesse, 

2009). 

There are two types of GMM estimator have been used in the literature to estimate dynamic 

panels: First, the difference GMM estimator developed by Arellano and Bond (I 991 ), and 

second, the system GMM estimator developed by Arellano and Baver (1995). In the difference 

GMM, the data is first-differenced to eliminate fixed effects, while in system GM:\1, data is 
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estimated simultaneously in differences and levels. Blundell and Bond ( 1998, 2000) and Lee and 

Hsieh (20 I 3) argue that the system GMM performs better than the difference GMM because it is 

more robust to improve efficiency gains and may reduce the finite sample bias. Sarafidis, 

Yamagata, and Donald Robertson (2009) also argue that the system GMM may probably deal 

with serial correlation better in unbalanced panel data as in this study. Therefore, this study 

prefers the system GMM due to the fact that the estimator of system GMM addresses the unit 

root property problem and provides more accurate fmdings (Bond, 2002; Tan, 2016). 

To test the validity of the instruments, the Sargan test of over-identifying restrictions is used 

where the null hypothesis of the error tem1 is uncorrelated with the instruments. In this case, one 

should get high Sargan p-value (p-value is insignificant) in order for the instrm11ents to be valid. 

Furthennore, to test the autocorrelation, the Arellano-Bond test for autocorrelation has a null 

hypothesis of no autocorrelation and is applied to the differenced residuals. The presence offirst

order autocorrelation, AR (I), does not imply that the estimates are inconsistent. The presence of 

second-order serial correlation, AR (2), would render the GMM estimator inconsistent and this is 

the most important test. For this reason, the result for AR (2) should not reject the null 

hypothesis to ensure the consistency of the GMM estimator. 

System GMM estimator has one- and two-step alternative. According to Castro (2013) and Lee 

and Hsieh (2013), for the system GMM, the two-step GM..M: estimator is usually more efficient 

than the one-step GMM estimator because it is more robust to the weak instruments problem. 

Moreover, Windmeijer (2005) presents a corrected variance estimate for the two-step estimator 

and has produced more accurate inferences than that of the one-step estimator due to lower bias 
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and standard enors. For these reasons and in line with the previous study of Sissy el al. (2017), 

Yang and Simo (2016), Kasman and Kasman (2015), Trinugroho el al. (2014), Castro (2013), 

Guidara el al. (2013), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Fiordelisi et al. (201 I), Hsieh and Lee (2010), Liu 

and Wilson (2010), Flamini el al. (2009), Garcia-Henero el al. (2009), Maudos and Solis (2009), 

Detragiache el al. (2008),and Goddard et al. (2004a, 2004b ), this study uses the two-step system 

GMM estimator with Windmeijer (2005) conected standard enor to conduct its analysis. In this 

study, the regression models for bank performance analysis that cover the period 1996-2015 are 

estimated using the orthogonal deviations option using STAT A 13. 

4.10 Chapter Summary 

This chapter depicts the research framework, hypotheses, research design, operational definition 

of variables, data collection and techniques of data analysis. The present study investigates the 

relationship of bank characteristics, macroeconomic factors, financial structure indicators, and 

dunnny variables with bank performance (profitability, market-based performance, and bank 

risk-taking) in GCC countries as aggregate and in every GCC country. The analysis is carried out 

in five main models: in the first model, main determinants of bank performance are analysed, 

followed by an independent analysis of each of the main bank performance determinants with 

CRISIS, listed, foreign, and country dummies in the second, third, fourth and fifth models 

respectively. The sample of the study comprises of 113 domestic-owned banks and 117 foreign

owned banks during the period of 1996 to 2015 (20 years). In this study, the number of 

observations is 4600 observations (20 years x 230 banks). To test the hypotheses of the study, 

two-step system GMM estimator is used. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

The current chapter presents the empirical results of the analysis carried out in the study for the 

GCC banking sector for the period 2000 to 2015. The descriptive statistics of the variables 

studied are presented in the first section. The findings of the analysis to test nomiality, 

multicollinearity, homoscedasticity and auto-correlation of the variables are than considered. 

This chapter then focuses on the results of multiple regression analysis of the direct impacts of 

bank-specific characteristics, macroeconomic factors and financial structure indicators on bank 

perfonnance. Conclusions are drawn in the final section. 

5.2 Descriptive Statistics 

Descriptive statistics explain the fundamental characteristic of the data used in the study. Table 

5.1 presents the descriptive statistics of the dependent and the independent variables. The table 

reports the mean, standard deviation, the minimum and maximum for the complete sample, as 

well as the domestic and fordgn banks separately. In order to check whether there exist any 

significant differences between the parameters used in the study, a column is added to the Table 

5.1 that reports the significance level of the difference between the domestic and foreign banks 

by using Bonferroni, Scheffe and Sidak multiple comparison tests. 

From Table 5. 1, it is observed that tbe mean ROA, ROE, and NIM for the domestic banks are 

1.30, 8.68 and 3.21 respectively compared to 1.80, 9.98 and 5.10 respectively for the foreign 

banks. This indicates that ROA, ROE, and NIM of foreign banks are significantly (10 percent 
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level for ROA and one percent level for ROE and NIM) higher than thal of domestic banks. 

These resuhs are inconsistent with the findings of Abraham (2013) for banks in Saudi Arabia. 

The higher level of profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) of foreign banks can be explained by the 

fact that foreign banks have advantages in engaging in more diversified activities compared to 

domestic banks. With regard lo the other dependent variables, the average of Tobin's Q (0.48) 

value of the listed banks in the GCC economies is lower than one, which means that the market 

value of equity of these banks is lower than the book value of equity. The average of SOROA 

and SOROE is 2.77 and 11.11 respectively; the high average values largely result from the 

foreign banks in the sample (SOROA and SOROE are 4.61 and 12.48 respectively). This implies 

that the retums of domestic banks more stable than the returns of foreign banks over the period 

1996 to 2015. 

As for the independent variables, domestic banks have, on an average, a lower COST (52.86 

percent). It seems that GCC domestic banks enjoy a cost advantage over foreign banks but are 

less profitable, as mentioned above. Domestic banks have however a lower ratio of NlR (37.43 

percent) than foreign banks (65.98 percent), which means that foreign, banks more diversified 

base of income than domestic banks. The mean OPC of keeping reserves for domestic banks 

(0.25 percent) is lower than the mean for foreign banks (0.27 percent) but the statistical 

difference between the means is not significant. The average LR of GCC banks are 63.04 

percent; the high value is mainly due to domestic banks (80.01 percent). This indicates that 

foreign banks are more liquid (lower liquidity risk) than domestic banks. Likewise, the mean of 

DMOEP for domestic banks (68 percent) is higher than the average of DMDEP for foreign banks 

(41 percent). 
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Table 5.1 
Descriptive Stalislics of Variables 

Sign. of diff. 

All banks Domestic Banks Foreign Banks btw the me.-1ns 
ofdom ;1nd 

for banks 

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Mux Mean Std. Dev. Min Ma,-.: Mean 
Std. 

Min M.a;,,; 
Dev. 

ROA 2722 1.59 5.17 -44.35 15.29 1.30 5.39 -80.80 15.29 1.80 7.09 -68.17 15.27 
ROE 2721 9.16 29.53 -946 05 64.06 8.68 32.57 -946.05 52.77 9.98 23.62 -150A5 64.06 ""~* 
NIM 2689 4.28 5.95 -26.27 15.95 3.21 2.82 -26.27 31.00 5.10 8.46 -40.00 39.93 **,jc 
Tobin·s Q 757 0.48 0.28 0.09 2.59 0.48 0.28 0.09 2.59 

SDROJ\ 2343 2.77 4.64 0.02 33.54 1.88 4.34 0.02 37.80 4.61 4.48 0.08 21.67 ... 
SDROE 2342 I Ll I 28.90 0.18 435.33 9.68 32.44 0.22 435.33 12.48 19.17 (1.18 138.07 • 
COST 2692 56.17 69.66 4,78 950.00 52.86 69.15 9.57 950,00 60.45 64.54 0.59 771.88 • 
NIR 2672 47.44 38.17 -437.93 225.00 37.43 30.53 -437.93 225,00 65.98 43.05 -131.57 212.71 ... 
OPC 2714 0.25 0.23 0.00 4.59 0.25 0.23 0.00 4.59 0.27 0.24 0,00 0.99 

LR 2401 63.04 48.40 0.16 339.29 80.01 39.87 0.67 354.19 55.27 56.90 0,1(, 248.75 • 
DMDEP 2462 61.32 25.56 0.00 97.88 68.28 24.14 0.00 94.11 40.53 24.71 0,(10 122.43 '*' 
MR 2604 24.84 23.42 0.13 96.25 19.20 16.60 0.23 96.25 34.32 25.85 0.13 85.99 ... 
NPLs 2568 8.50 12,5.l 0.10 99.51 7.35 l 1.66 0.01 99.51 13.98 16 .. 11 0.1 I 67.73 ' 
LLPs 2595 l.38 7.14 -<,6.67 80.13 1.48 7.95 -56.60 167.98 1.39 10,91 -66.67 75.32 
CAR 2713 30.49 25.17 -51.55 99.82 24.46 23.44 -15.69 99.78 49.86 26.62 .51.55 99.24 ... 
1.0J\N 2575 ·--43,83 28.63 0,15 99.5 I SJ...81- 24.12 0.27 99.40 ..;JO,J.1 .. 28.83 0.15 99.51 ... 
LNGRTH 2498 25.30 l I 8.43 -I00.00 2333.39 24.64 90.07 -100.00 1868.79 23.19 141.86 -\00.00 2333.39 

SIZE 2711 14.52 1.85 8.87 18.81 15.13 1.82 9.40 18.81 13.38 1.67 8.12 17.28 "' 
OBSs 2476 23.57 31.l(i 0.1 I .J 14.26 29.12 28.20 0.02 .114.26 12.92 21.96 0.11 275,89 

.,, 
GDP 2722 5.01 4.46 -7.08 26.17 5.20 4.28 -7.08 26.17 4.87 4.82 -7.08 26.17 

INF 2722 3.21 3.15 -4.86 I 5.05 2.88 3.19 -4.86 15.05 3.27 2.93 -4,86 I 5.05 

RIR 2695 1.54 9.14 -1993 43.50 1.55 8.94 -19.93 43.50 1.32 9.69 -19.93 43.50 

FDI 2706 21.00 1.98 15.10 24.40 20.88 J.98 15.JO 24.40 20.65 2.08 15.10 24.40 

OIi. 2722 9.31 25.27 -47.77 57.08 9.78 26,78 -47.77 57.08 \0.67 23.16 -47.77 57.08 
11!1] 2714 56.54 238.32 0.00 3508.17 89.64 303.79 0.00 .1508.17 7. lfl 35.40 0.00 651.74 ... 
MJ\RKl,_CJ\P 2722 67.58 37.79 5.49 196,71 65.79 37.18 5.49 196.71 76.68 38.56 5.49 196.71 
DCPS 2722 54.0J 15.05 24.37 85,17 50.58 14.87 24.37 85.17 57.41 14.42 24.37 85.17 

The la bk rc;mrll; descriptive ~l~limics of1he "ariahles 11ned In 1Lc J'eg1cssion amilyie~ by type h1mk. Data is annually iiml co ,,crs the years 2000-2015. D1!Terencc.'> bclween the meiins ofd1mic5tic end IOfci;p1 bnnk~ lhal an: sigmik:inl!y differen1 from ic1·0 ~! the 
1%, .~'1/.,_ p11d !0% Ievet art, m~rked wirt, **"" ..... and• n.•spectively ar,d are hascd on Bonfernmi, Scheffu and Sidak multiple -t{lfflpariron tuts. ROA rs nc1 pnifils over ~veragc tot~l ~sscts; ROE is net p1·ofits ci~r svemge 101.a! eq11i1y: NJM is Ht! inkiest 
income divided 1o!al Msets: Tobin'$ 0 ls the marh·t \'tllue of equit;r pins hook valne oftlebl divided li00l va!ce ofassc!s, The indq,entlenl n1riabks arc oper;.tmg np,en$1::S.10 total ineome {COST). nori-iritm:st 1evcnm: to totaf r,:\·eriue !NIR}. liquid reserves 10 
tol\11 asset, {OP{'). liqmdity risk meMl!retl hy lo;1ns divided by <:11.J!!omers imd short-term funding \Lit). demand depo$il to w~I tlcposrts (DMDEP), market 1i>k rn<'a:.ured by tot~l amo11n1 nf investments in ~e1mty d1nded 10r.il a~scts /MR), oon-perfo1111111~ 
lruim to ((>!Ill fo1ms (1':PLs). ltian lou provition 10 rnrnl foan., {LLPst capital 11dequacy ratio me11s11tcd hy equicy to 10111l ,1swtt (\AR), loani r0 1otal ~met$ (LOAN). annual 1iro,,,.,th r,,1e of!otJ1l lo3n (LNGRTHt 1ht 11:11h1ral IOFMithm of rhc 1mal a:!IS<.'t~ v.aluc 
{SJZn off-h:11IM1cc ~heel dtvided total u~ets (OBSs). Annual growtb JI.ale of GDP (GDP). lnfl:,;tio& Rate (INr .. ), real intt1t5t rate (RIR), the nat11nd logarithm of the fl)] ionow ,·aluc (l'Dl). annn~I 01\ .,pot price i::Wmge tr>oifar~ per n,1.rrclj {OlL}, llcrfmdrihl 
in,k\ mc~surtd h)' ~11m ofll;e ~uarnd ca.~h !1.a.nk' o rmal a~~s .1? .. \'.'.t'.!.!.!:'!".~ing s~clor a~S~!S. 1~!_11}, J!OG~ Jl)~[kct '>!_!pi1aliza1ion mcuorcd val tu; oflistcd shari:, rdalive 10 GDP (MARKE_ l AP). ~ml m:dil 10 prival,;, ie-r.:1w 111ca~nrcd by v~lm· of doim•,t•~ crcdn 
101hc nnvnw sector 10 UDP fOCPSt Nrire· Ba1)ks whh netmtive ~11itv will lie rtrrn◊~d from the ,eareMmn, 1ma!V1-l$. 



The significant difference, at the level of one percent, between the means of MR for both 

domestic and foreign banks indicate that foreign banks have more investment in the securities 

(34.32 percent) compared to domestic banks (19.20 percent). On the average, NPLs ratio at the 

aggregate level is 8 .5 percent; the higher value is due to the fmeign banks where the value of the 

said ratio is 13.98 percent. Furthermore, the LLPs ratio indicates that the quality of the credit 

portfolio and the allocation efficiency in the credit market are quite lower for foreign banks than 

for domestic banks in GCC. Bank capitalization or CAR between the banking groups is 

significantly different (at one percent). In general, GCC ban.ks have maintained a much higher 

level of CAR than the minimum required level of eight percent: foreign banks ( almost 50 

percent) arc better capitalized than domestic banks (around 25 percent). Support from their 

respective parent banks explains the strong capital base of the branches of foreign banks in the 

host countries. 

The mean value of LOAN of GCC banks is 43.83 percent; the higher value of this ratio is due to 

the domestic banks (51.8 I percent). The mean value of LOAN of domestic hanks is lower 

compared to Khediri et al. (2015), which report LOAN was 55 percent for the period (2003-

20 l 0) of their study. The higher mean LOAcl\l indicates the higher participation of banks in 

extending loans. Likewise, domestic banks have slightly higher mean value of LNGRTH (24.64 

percent) compared to foreign banks (23.19 percent), which confirms that domestic banks are 

more focused on loan growth. The table also shows that there is a significant difference (at the 

level of one percent) between the SIZE of both domestic and foreign banks in GCC economies. 

ln fact, domestic banks have the larger size in terms of total assets compared to foreign banks. 

Similarly, results indicate that domestic banks have higher OBSs. OBSs average 29.12 percent 
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for the domestic banks versus 12.92 percent for foreign banks. The difference between the two 

groups of banks is statistically significant at one percent level for this variable, which indicates 

that domestic banks are more engaged in OBSs activities. 

With regards to the macroeconomic and industry environment in GCC region, the table shows 

that macroeconomic environment in GCC countries is more stable than the industry environment 

during the under reference period. The mean GDP growth, INF, RIR, the natural logarithm of 

FDI, and OIL are 5.01, 3.21, 1.54, 2, and 9.31 percent respectively at the aggregate level. The 

HHI as a measure of bank concentration on average amounts to 56.54 percent. Domestic banks 

have a significantly higher market concentration than foreign banks in GCC economies 

(significant at one percent level). The average of MARKE_ CAP and DCPS relative to GDP are 

67.58 and 54.03 respectively, which is quite high compared to other countries (Naceur & Omran, 

2011 ). 

Overall, it is observed that there are significant differences among the domestic and foreign 

banks in tenns of various parameters during the study period: all the parameters excepting OPC, 

LLPs, and LNGRTH are significantly different between the domestic and the foreign banks 

operating in GCC economies. TI1e differences in the value of the variables between the banks 

may due to the differences in the bank's policies, lending guidelines. ability to do diversified 

business, financial snpport by government or support from parent banks. 
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5.3 Normality Test 

Table 5.2 provides rhe findings ofKolmogorov-Smimov and Shapiro-Wilk tests, which estimate 

the nonnality of the distribution of the study parameters. The findings of the nonnality test are 

presented in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 
..Jest o{Normalitv 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
ROA .120 705 .000 .807 705 .000 

ROE ,056 705 .000 .971 705 .000 

NIM .132 705 ,000 .819 705 .000 
Tobin's Q ,]24 705 .000 .866 705 .000 
SOROA .343 705 .000 .333 705 ,000 
SDROE ,397 705 .000 ,] 92 705 .000 

Nonnality assumptions: If the p-value of the variable is less than 0.05 (p-value<0.05), the results 

are significant and the distribution of the data is not normal; while if p-value of the variable is 

more than 0.05 (p-value>0.05), the result is not significant and the distribution is normal. In this 

study, the results as presented in Table 5.2 shows that the p-values of the dependent variables are 

less than 0.05, which clearly indicate that the variables are significant and follow a non-normal 

distribution. 

Furthermore, Hair er al. (2006) argue that skewness and kurtosis tests are tests to check for the 

normality in data distribution. Table 5.3 shows the results for the test of skewness and kurtosis. 
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Table 5.3 
Skewness and Kurtosis Test 

Skewness Kurtosis Normal 
Statistic Std. Error Z-Value Statistic Std. Error Z-Value 

ROA 2.18 0.05 41.91 5.82 0.10 56.05 Non 
ROE 0.64 0.05 12.42 0.49 0.10 4.69 Non 

Jsi!M I.SI 0.05 28.88 441 0.10 42.19 Non 
Tobin's Q 2.41 0.09 27.12 10.70 0.18 60.27 Non 
SDROA 3.08 0.06 53.96 11.15 0.11 97.82 Non 

SDROE 9.74 0.06 170.78 124.17 0.11 1089.32 Non 

COST 7.32 0.05 140.02 67.61 0.10 646.84 Non 

NIR 1.23 0.05 23.43 1.61 0.10 15.38 Non 
OPC 508 0.05 97.66 71.48 0.10 687 30 Non 
LR 1.48 0.06 26.30 4.16 0.11 37.l l Non 

DMDEP -0.95 0.06 -17.16 -0.41 0. I I -3.74 Non 
MR 1.22 0.05 22.83 0.63 0.11 5.91 Non 
NPLs 3.28 0.06 52.97 13.08 0.12 105.62 Non 
LLPs 8. I 7 0.06 146.64 83.37 0.11 748.82 Non 

CAR 1.43 0.05 27.42 0.91 O.IO 8.70 Non 
LOAN -0. 10 0.05 -1.86 -1.20 0.11 -11.14 Non 
LNGRTH 13.55 0.05 247.47 227.68 0.11 2080.02 Non 
SIZE -0.l 9 0.05 -3.57 -0.41 0.10 -3.90 ~on 
OBSs 3.81 0.06 69.26 23.94 0.11 217.48 Non 
GDP 1.60 0.05 30.77 4.53 0.10 43.60 Non 
INF I. 73 0.05 33.37 2.87 0.10 2768 Non 
RIR 3.32 0.05 63.47 ]2.39 0.10 l 18.60 Non 
FDI -1.93 0.05 -36.93 ]2.67 0.10 12].44 Non 
OIL 0.74 0.05 14.28 -0.41 0.10 -3.99 Non 
HHl 9.02 0.05 172.95 98.66 0.10 946.51 Non 
MARKE_CAP 0.93 0.05 17.97 0.85 0.10 8.20 Non 
DCPS 0.04 0.05 0.84 -l.13 0.JO -10.89 Non 
LISTED _Dummy 0.24 0.05 4.53 -1.95 0.]0 -18.72 Non 
FOREIGN_ Dummy 0.32 0.05 6.18 -1.90 0.10 .JB.26 Non 
CRISIS l.96 0.05 37.81 1.86 0.10 17.88 Non 
Dummy .. BHR l.07 0.05 2056 -0.86 0.10 -8.29 Non 
Dummy_KWT 1.48 0.05 28.53 0.19 0.10 l.88 Non 
Dummy_OMN 2.65 0.05 5l.10 5.05 0.10 48.61 Non 
Dummy_QAT 3.21 0.05 61.87 8.33 0.10 80.24 Non 

Dummv SAl 2.48 0.05 47.68 4.13 O.JO 39.8] Non 

Note: Z-value (skewness) skewness/std, error skewness; Z-va!ue (kurtosis) kurtosis/std. error kurtosis 
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Hair et al. (2006) suggest that the most commonly used critical value are +1.96 (0.05 

significance level) and +2.58 (O.Ol significance level), which can be compared with the Z-value 

from kurtosis and skewness of the variables. Table 5.3 shows that the calculated Z-value for 

kurtosis and skewness exceeded the specified critical values, and therefore suggests that the 

distributions of the sample are not normal as per Shapiro-Wilk and Kohnogorov-Smimova test. 

Pallant (2007) and Hair el al. (2006) argue that in a large sample (N> l 00 observations), violation 

of nonnality assumption should not cause any major problems. Gujarati (2003) argues that in a 

large sample (N>30 observations), the normality assumption does not assume a critical role and 

may be relaxed because non-normality will not affect the findings of regression analysis. In the 

present study, the sample size is very large (N=3600 observations), thus the violation of the 

normality assumption may not become a serious problem. 

5.3 Multicollinearity Analysis 

Table 5.4 shows the results of the Multicollinearity Diagnostic Test which is used to test the 

multicollinearity problems in the variables included in the analysis of the study model. Hair et al. 

(2006) stress that multicollinearity problems exist when the values of VIF are higher than l O or 

the values of Tolerance are less than 0.10. In this case, Table 5.4 shows that there is no evidence 

of multicollinearity problem between the variables of this study. All the study variables have VIF 

that is less than JO and the Tolerance are more than 0.10. The values of VIF test are recorded 

between 1.14 and 4.35. 
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Furthe1more, Pallant (2007) stresses that the correlation analysis can also be used to identify the 

existence of multicollinearity proble111s between the independent variables, which may influence 

their association with the dependent variable. Table 5.5 shows the correlation analysis between 

the study variables. 

Table 5.4 
Multicollinearity Diagnostic Test 

Variables Tolerance VIF 
COST .752 L330 

NIR .475 2.104 

OPC .582 I. 717 

LR .645 L550 

DMDEP .240 4.!68 

MR .485 2.061 

NPLs .629 1.589 

LLPs .800 l.251 

CAR .247 4.053 

LOAN ,385 2,596 

LNGRTH .876 1.141 

SIZE .289 3.461 

OBSs ,726 1.378 

GDP ,558 1.794 

INF .495 2.022 

RIR ,540 1.851 

FDI .359 2.787 
OIL .593 L688 
HHI .717 L395 

MARKE_CAP .436 2.295 

DCf'S .246 4.059 
LISTED ___ Dummy .342 2.922 

FOREIGN_ Dummy .230 4,346 

CRISIS .432 2.312 

Dummy_BHR .329 3,038 

Dummy_KWT .255 3,915 

Dummy_OMN .368 2,720 

Dummy __ QAT .386 2,590 

Dummy_SAU ,283 3.531 
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Table 5,5 
Correlation Matrix 

ROA ROE NIM TobinsQ SDROA SDROE COST NIR OPC LR DMDEP MR NPLs LLPs 
ROA 1 
ROE .550 ... 

NlM . I 97 ... .243' .. 

Tobin·s Q .463 
... 

.352'" .040 
SDROA -.027 -.31 -.no'" .260 ... 

SDROE -,104 ... -.144'" -.146 
... 

.086'" 4ls' .. 

COST -.233' .. .,342'" -.216 ... .0(18 .438"* . 130""'· 
NIR ,l70m -. l 57'" -.58 i'" .224 ... J78"' .128 .. ,I 88' .. 

ore . 078"' .O!O -.107' .. . l 19 ... -.027 .014 .017 .096"' 

LR ,003 .024 . 348 ... -.140'" -.07s"" -.052" -.076"' -.301 ... -,164 ... 

DMDEP ,316~ .. .260 ... .015'" .323'" ..455'" -.058" -.202""" -.415~H .003 -0.045* 

MR . 190"· -.160'" -.326"' .169"" _349"" .069"' .oso·" .44f .. -.026 • _344"" -.408 ... 

NPLs .045 -, 190'" -.I Is'" .044 .405'" .310°
0 .242 ... .299"" .107'" -.171 -.236 ... .300'" 

LLPs -.oso"· -.188'" •. 120"' .037 .266'" .l3s'" .100"' . I 68'" -.Ill I -.098"' -.138""' .222 ... .352··· 

CAR .341 .. -.012 .346"' .454 
... 

.009 ..241'¥. . 347*
0

• .049" __ 793•• .. .412'"* ,324'" 

LOAN •. 100"" .20(" .42s"" -.156"" -.321 ... • .093' .. -.202*'* -.536'" -.254,u .472° -.614"' • .3r,7'" -.222'" 
LNGRTH , 1 so'" .004 .0001 . 165•H 0.046* -.002 .056 .. 0.043* .010 .009 -.06 7'" ·.001 -.093'" -.012 
SIZE -.276 ... .268'" ~.081

00 

•.257'" • .433'" -.os2"· •. 22s'" -.257'" -.089'" .006 .567 
... -.343'" -. .197"' -, J 7;* .. 

OBSs -.014 .199 
... 

.142"' -.064 -.131 ... .. 
-.056 ..12o' .. -.147'" -.036 .!0l .221 ... -.22s'" -.175°" -.096'" 

GDP .194"" .228°~ .027 .238'" -.llf
0 

•.070"" -.099'" -.002 .075'" -.027 .013 -.001 .. or,s'" .. on·" 
INF .044" .076"" .004 .126"' .030 .017 -.059'" .044" -.028 .043 .052" -.Q46n -. 125'" -.009 
!UR -.137"' -.16f .• -.024 -.073" .os2"" .Q41 .011"' -0.042* ·.004 .015 -.0001 ·.010 .024 0.039* 
FD! -.104u, 0.028*' .049 ... -.068 .10s·· 0.043* -.osi"* •.113"" -.11 t .. " J47''H .rss"" -.222"' -.184~H -.021 
()[[. .100"' ,133' .. 0.0.15' .279,.0 

0.007' 0.001• -.043'' .029 .047' -.osf· .005 .014 .008 -.019 
l-!HI -.067'" .099"' -.012 -.026 •. 122"' -.oso" -.064"" -.105''"" -.021 .014 .168'" -,078" .. -.096 

... 
-,055'~ 

MARKE_CAP . .10s"" .I 90'" -.126 
... .538 ... .097 ... 0,041' ·.022 , 197"" .ws" •.144'" • .140"' .21 s'" .033 .014 

DCPS -,093' .. -.360~ .. •. 212'" -.210 ... .}S{u . I sz'" .160"' .253'" .009 -.076"' -.240"' .1s9'" .097"" .142"' 

CRISIS -,135'" -.138,H -.018 0.068"'* .123"' ,062~H .083' .. .000 -.018 .002 -.01.1 •.026 -.06(,'" .047'' 

***. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailcd). 
*'. Correlation is signilicanl at the 0.05 level (2-tuiled). 
•. Correlation is significant at the 0. lO level (2 .. tailed}. 
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Table 5.5 
Continued 

CAR LOAN LNGRTH SIZE OBSs GDP INF RJR FDI OIL HH! MARKE CAP DCPS CRISIS 
ROA 

ROE 

NIM 

Tobinsq 

SDROA 

SDROE 

COST 

NIR 

ore 
LR 

DMDEP 

MR 

NPLs 

LLPs 

CAR 

LOAN • .327· .. 

LNGRTH ,0(,8 ... •.019 I 
SIZE -.617H. .23 I" -.073 ... 

OBSs -.214••· .256 ... ·.007 .107'·· 
GDP .002 -.024 .068" .. .021 .024 

INF -.0 I 4 .029 .on··· .083'"' .059w .205 .. ~ 

RIR .001 .015 -0.042* ·.034 ·.027 -. 191 ••• -.1 

FDI -.117''" .139 .. -.001 .236 ... .046 .. ,ogo•H .304'"" -.12im 

OIL ·.002 -.039 -.002 -.071 ... . 069 ... .319 ... .2!7 
. .. ._377'"' ·.049 .. 

111-11 ., J 56 ... .osi .. -.025 .280'" .057 .. ,096··· -.006 .015 ..058"" .019 

MARKE __ CAI' ,156··· -.247°· .092'
0 

.000 -.201'" .Joo·-- .025 -.065 ... -.196-" .117 ... ,047 .. 

DCl'S ,169··· •. 212"' .003 -.056'"' -.211'° -.328'" -.013 . 237 ... -.061''" -.252°" -.128' .. .064 ... 

CRISIS ·.00 I -.007 •,008 .024 -.035 -.121 H• .3gg'" ")H• 
,41"' ,091 '" .078''" -.031 -.076 ... .284'" 

'fh, Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level {2-tailed). 
H, Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tai!cd). 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.10 i'3vel (2-tailed). 304 



As shown in Table 5.5, the values of the correlation coefficients are less than 0.90 which is the 

benchmark to identify multicollinearity problems (Pallant, 2007), Hence this study does not 

show existence of multicollinearity between the independent variables of the study. Hence, all 

the independent variables are justified for inclusion in the model. 

5.4 Homoscedasticity Analysis 

Tilis study uses the Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey test to identify the existence of heteroskedasticiry 

problem. The results find that the p-value is significant (p<O.O I), suggesting that null hypothesis 

of homoscedasticity is rejected, which means that there is a heteroscedasticity problem in the 

study model. To control for this, Gujarati (2003) argues that White's General Heteroscedasticity 

test is suitable for non-nonnal data as the test does not rely on normality assumption. The system 

GMM estimator also controls for unobserved heterogeneity problem (Arehano & Boverb, 1995) 

5.5 Auto-Correlation Analysis 

Wooldridge (2009) and Gujarati (2003) argue that AR (1) and AR (2) models are the most 

cmrm1on procedures and are widely used to correct auto-correlation problems, which should be 

tested for autocorrelation before regression analysis. The results of AR( 1) and AR(2) tests for the 

six dependent variables (Tables 5.6, 5.8, 5.10, 5.12, 5.14, & 5.16) indicate that average auto

covariance in residuals of order one is zero (HO: no autocorrelation). 

5.6 Regression Analysis 

Taking into account the problems that exist in the data like auto-correlations, homoscedasticity, 

and nonnality problem, the regression analysis for this study is managed by using GMM 
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estimation (Arellano & Bond, 1991). GM:'vl method is more appropriate to solve several 

problems such as unobserved heterogeneity, endogeneity, profit persistence and autocorrelation 

which cannot be solved by fixed effect (Tan, 2016). If there is endogeneity, using the OLS 

estimation leads to inconsistent and biased estimates (Lee et al., 2015). 

In the present study, as bank performance is measured by ROA, ROE, and NIM for profitability, 

Tobin's Q for the market-based shareholder value, and SD ROA and SD ROE for bank-risk taking 

orientation, regression results on each of the six dependent variables are shown in the next 

subsections. 

5.6.1. Empirical Results for Profitability Measures 

This section discusses the findings for the bank profitability measures used in the study which 

are ROA, ROE, and NIM. 

5.6.l.l. Empirical Results for the ROA 

Table 5.6 reports the empirical results of the regression analysis of various driver variables and a 

combination thereof on ROA. There are eight columns in Table 5.6; column one presents the 

detennirumts of bank-specific factors in the study model. Column two presents the results of the 

model with bank-specific and macroeconomic indicators. Column three reports the results using 

determinants of the bank-specific and financial structure indicators. Column four reports the 

results of the full model with bank-specific, macroeconomic, and financial market indicators. 

Colunm five reports the estimation that is controlled for LISTED _Dummy. Column six reports 

the outputs that are controlled for FOREIGN_Dummy. Column seven controls for the financial 
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crisis as a dummy variable, while Column eight controls for country dummies. h1 order to 

identify the stability of the coefficients and their significance as well as to get more robust 

results, the analyses first include the first three columns. Furthermore, to get more robust 

findings and to avoid the noise on the main variables of interest that may distort the findings, the 

analysis involving dummy va1iables are estimated separately. 

It is argued that the estimation teclmiques, which from the foundation of any econometric 

analysis, must be carefully specified. As noted above in Chapter four, the GMM estimator by 

Blundell and Bond (2000) and Arehano and Bover ( 1995) is used in the regression model to 

estimate bank performance: the presence of a lagged dependent variable (ROA,.i) among the 

explanatory variables leads to the correlation between ROA,.1 and the error tem1 (endogeneity 

problem). For this reason, the GMM estimator is used to alleviate the endogeneity problem by 

taking into consideration dynamic adjustment of the dependent variable. 

In addition, the estimation of GMM dynamic model is efficient and consistent if it satisfies two 

conditions: First, the p-value result of Sargan test should give a non-significant result. The 

Sargan test of over-identifying restrictions is used to assess the validity of the overall 

instruments. Second, the test of the second-order of the Arellano-Bond serial correlation or AR 

(2) should also give a non-significant result. AR (2) test detects the autocorrelation in the model. 

For instruments, Arellano and Bond (1991) suggest that all available lagged values of the 

dependent variables and exogenous regressors can be used as instruments. In this study, 

following Arellano and Bond (] 991 ), the analysis uses one-period lag for the dependent variable 
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(ROA,. 1) and explanatory variables as instruments in the model. This study uses STAT A 

software version 13 to report all of these values when the GMM method is applied. 

As shown in Table 5.6, the estimation results have stable coefficients. The Wald-test, which 

explains the overall significance of the model, is found to be significant. The Sargan-test displays 

that there is no evidence of over-identification restrictions. In other words, the Sargan test for 

over-identifying restrictions fails to reject the null hypothesis in all models, indicating that the 

instruments used in the ROA analysis are valid. 

The Arellano-Bond autocorrelation tests, AR(!) and AR(2), are also reported in Table 5.6. The 

AR(l) of ROA models shows that the first-order serial correlation is present in the differentiated 

residuals. However, this does not mean that the estimates ofGMM are inconsistent. Arellano and 

Bond ( 1991} argue that the inconsistency would be implied if second-order autocorrelation is 

present. As shown in Table 5.6, the p-value for AR(2} fails to reject the null hypothesis of the 

absence of second-order serial autocorrelation. This means that the GMM estimator used to 

analyse the profitability of banks in this study is consistent. 

As expected in the results in Table 5.6, the lagged dependent variable (ROA,1.1) displays a 

positive and highly significant coefficient across all models. This implies that there exists a high

level of the persistence of GCC banks' profitability, giving a good reason to use the dynamic 

model in this study. This indicates that there is a relatively competitive structure in the GCC 

banking sector. It also shows that the prior year's ROA of GCC banks can be used to detem1ine 

their ROA for the current year: on an average, the increase in the prior year ROA by one percent 
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led to an increase in the current year's ROA by 0.0576 percent In other words, the prior period 

of profit (ROA) will enhance the profit in the next period. 

Turning to other explanatory variables, the cost-to-income ratio (COST) has a negative and 

significant effect on GCC banks profitability (ROA). This means that the higher the COST, the 

lower the ROA. In other words, the higher the efficiency of bank management, the lower will be 

its cost and higher will be the profit of the bank. These findings are consistent with the findings 

of Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), Athanasoglou el al. (2008), Dietrich and Wanzcnried (201 !, 

2014), Chen and Liao (2011), and Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) who use ROA, ROE and NIM 

as dependent variables, as well as with Almazari (2013) and Almumani (2014) who use ROA 

and ROE as dependent variables for the Saudi Arabia banking sector. Evidently, efficient cost 

management has enhanced the profitability of GCC banks. 

With regard to non-interest revenue (NIR), the analysis finds that the relationship between NIR 

and profitability (ROA) of GCC banks is negative and significant at level I percent, suggesting 

that banks with growing shares of NIR tend to generate lower profits. The findings can be 

interpreted by the fact that banks that engage in various non-lending fee generating activities 

adjust their pricing of loan products to cross-subsidize (Valverde & Fernandez, 2007; Lepetit et 

al., 2008). This finding is also in line with the results of Tan (2016), Chen and Liao (201 I), 

Calmes and Theoret (20 I 0), and Lin and Zhang (2009), which imply that on the whole GCC 

banks might not have necessary technical competence to offer relevant services to generate 

revenues :from the non-traditional activities. 
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Table 5.6 
Jie~ression Results for ROA as Deeendent Variable 

Variables Model I Model 2 Model3 Model4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

LROAu.; 
.146 _:06 .0607 .0637 .0597 ,0643 .0619 ,0576 
(.0005J•··• (.00i8)••· L0012l""** (.0014)0 * C00J17J* 0 (.ODJ27)*** (.00112)*** (.OC275)*** 

Bonk-speq/ic.li1ctors 

COST -.024 ·.021 •,0179 ~.0163 -.l)J62 ·.01621 ._QJ609 -.0J775 
(.00006)••· (.000: 3,♦•• (.00007}4** (.0001)•** (.00013}0 * (.00009)0 "' (.0001~)*** (.00015,♦** 

NlR 
-.0004] -.0001 I ._()0()48 -.00037 ._00()61 -.C~l03 -.00039 -_00055 
(.00001)* .. (.00003)*"'* (.00001)0 • (.00003)** ... (.00002) ... L00002t.,. (,00003) ... (J)0004)* .. 

OPC- 2.AOI 2.785 1.775 1.2783 LB37 1,82661 l.23S09 l.2i924 
C0844)*U (. 184 l)"'** (.099)'·•· (.156}0 * (J6797)* ... (,16723) ... (.]9893)*** (,18466)*** 

LR ·.0023 ·.0029 ·.0058 • 0040 -.00399 -JX)276 •,00406 ~.00185 
(.00005)*·· (.000l2)*0 (.000! I},.,.. (.00009) ...... (.00012)* ... (.00017) .... * COOQ12)"** (.00020)** .. 

DMDEP .0165 026 .0427 .0316 .OH6 .03503 .031 ~5 .02984 
(.0007} .... (.0012)* 0 (.0008}"'** (.0014)"' 0 (.00162)"** (.0015])* 0 (.00162)0 * (.00!78)0 • 

MR 
-,0161 •,0186 •,0::26 •,0410 -.0367 -.0!484 -.0407:! -.03912 
{.001)• ... (.00'.4)•0 (.0013)*"'* (.0016)•*" (.00J J 8)*** (.00222)*"* ( .00 174 )+ ♦♦ (.00334) ... 

Nf'Ls 
-.0194 -.035 -.034) -.0412 -.04143 ·.04413 ·.04134 •,03625 
(.00015) .... (.0004)**• (.0002)*"• (.0004)*"* (-00031)*""' (,00037)*•* \.00032}*** (.00067,♦** 

LLPs 
-.389 -.377 -.3829 -..3893 -.3934 •,39270 •,39102 -39796 
(.0014}*** (.0022)*** (.0012)*** (.0022)*** (.00266)••· (.00.240)*"* (.00252) ... t00316)*** 

CAR .2191 .2333 .2466 .2446 .25036 .26364 ! .24566 .2&031 
( 0006}*** (.00l2)h+ (.0009)"'** (.0011)"** (.00142)**• COOl50)*•* ( .00133)*** (,00239)*** 

LOAN .0962 0997 .1008 .0863 ,08008 .06913 .08568 .06259 
(.0009)"•* (.0013)"** (.0012)*** (.002)*0 (.00142)"'** (.00213) ... * {.00224}**" (,00259)0 • 

LNGRTH 
•,00054 •,00013 •,0048 -.0050 -.0052 -.00516 -.00513 -.00614 
(.0001)• .... (.0002)••· (.0002}**• (.0003)•0 {.0002St"'• (.00036)""""' (.00031 )O• {.00039)"'"'"' 

SIZE 
.7TJ.9 .0465 .!906 .5654 .5129 .25243 .59373 .34513 
(.Ol I)"'** (.0142)•• * (.))16)••· (.0191) ... {.02874)**"' (.02306) .... (.01956)•0 (.04577)*•• 

OBSs 
00088 .0023 .00056 .00065 .00065 .00083 .00060 .00022 

(.00008)*•• C0002)*** (,00008)**• (.0002)"'** (.00019)*'"* (.000] 7) ... * {.OOOIB}*•* (.00015) 
Macrocco11omic iudicators 

GDP .252 .1786 .17882 .18009 .!7956 .16907 
(.0032)**• (.0047)* .... t.00432)*"'• C00392)0

" (.OOMi:'.:'.}*** {.00601)•++ 

INF 
-.115 -.0746 -.06644 ·.04963 ·.08416 -.04927 
(.0033)••· (.002:7)**"' (.00428)••· (.00378)*"'· (.00314)••· (.00493)*"'"' 

RJR 
·,0025 -.0337 -.0328 -.03528 -.03577 -.03549 
(.0004)**• (.{)018)**• {.00209)*"'* (.00161) .. ** (.0017:2}**· (.00235)**"' 

FDI 
• .3044 -.4419 ~.42754 -.38140 •.44571 • 40341 
(.0078)••· (.0099)••· {.01096)*"'* ( 01080} ..... (.0JJ!l)•.,. {.(H323}*** 

011 
.0518 JXi22 .00228 .00439 .00206 ,00312 
(.0012)••· C0006)0 * (.00065)*"'"' (.00068)••· (.00106)* (.00076)••· 

FiJla11cial srrucwrc ilidirotors 

HHI -.00066 -.0006 -.00073 -.00123 -.oo:no -,00069 
(.0002)*" (.0003)** (.00022)* 0 (.OOD27)*"* {.00024}0 {J)0027)*"' 

MARKES,P .0271 .0295 .02929 ,02864 .03006 ,02:ll.97 
t.0003)••· (.0004)0 * (.00042)•·· (.00049} ..... (,00047}"'** {.00052)0 • 

DCPS 
w,1302 ·.0134 •,06708 •,04564 -.07694 •,05384 
(.0013)*** {.0017)*** {.00196)**"' (.00123}*** {.00210)*** (.OOJ 86)0 * 

LISTED_ Dummy 
2.2246 
{.1325:t•• 

FOR£JGN _ Dummy ~ 7.5530 
(5.15%4) 

CRlSlS 
~,!4201 
{.02()64}"'*" 

Dummy__.BHR 9.6625 
(A9496)**" 

Dumm::,_K\VT 8.7409 
{.71727)••· 

Dummy_OMN 
63535 
(l.1713)*"'• 

Dummy_QAT 
22,509 
{2.4848)•** 

Dummy_SAL' 
22,2052 
(l.5400)••· 
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('nnslant 
6.]8~ .368 <?.0196 -LSS3 -2.93945 l.5579 -2.06! IS ~9.510l 
{.17::}**"' (.264)*** (,253}"" 0 f.4 ! l)H* (.45786)*** (.48781)"'** t.42,rns>*** (1.0756)*** 

No. ofobscn-ations 2::66 2138 2266 2238 2238 2238 2238 2238 

Nu:11ber of banks ! 7: 171 171 17] 171 I 71 17! 171 

Number of ins:romen1s l>Y 14.3 141 146 147 147 147 146 

Wald-test Xe 755M• 0 6240'""'" 12200*""" 81800••* 379000°• J95QOQ•H I ::0000°• ]70(lQ•*"' 

Sargan :cs1 (p-valuc} (Ul&J2 0.8636 O.BIOS 0.8644 0.8768 il87tJI 0 S637 0.8333 

AB test ARI J) (p-Y,;1lue) {U,443 0.027 0.0379 o.o::rn 0.0183 0.0280 0.0:?:7-1 00383 

Al3 test AR(2J (p-rnluc) U.46) I 0.4931 0.301'2 0.2957 0.2700 (J.1273 0_29gs 0.2458 

The tab;e describes results of the efleC:t$ ofbank-specif;c, macroeconomic, and financial market factors on bank perfonnam:c using t,\·o•s!cp GMM estimations 
by Arellano and Hover (1995}. ·n1c dependent variabk i1< the return on assets ROA. ('OST is cos!~lo-income ralio measured by opcra1ing expenses lo 101al 
income; NlR is non-interes! revenue 10 total reYe:iue; OPC b opportunity cost measured by liquid reserves 10 lotal assets; LR is liquidily risk measured by loons 
divided by customers and shon-lenn funding; DMDEP is demand deposil to lotal deposits; MR is markel nsk cxpost,1rc measured by 101al amount of inveslmenls 
in security dividOO by total assets; NPLs is non-perfonning loans 10 Iota! Joans; LLPs is !oar Jess provision to total loans; CAR is capital adequacy ratio measured 
by equity to m1al assets; LOAN is Joa11s lo wtal assets; LNGRTH IS loan growth measured by annual growth rate cf wt.al loan; SIZE is bank size measured by 1be 
natural logarilhm of the total ass.;ts ,,a Jue; OBSs is ofFbalanec sheet ac1ivi1ies di\'Jded by 1o!al assets; GDP is annual GDP 1,,rov.1h Rate; INF is current period 
inflation mle (consumer pnces}; RIR L'- real interest rate; FDI is FD! inflow measured by 1be natural logarilhm of the FD! inflow value; OlL is Oil price measured 
by amiual oil spot price ,;ban,;;e (Dollars per Barrel); HHJ is Hcrflndahl index measured by sum of the Si..'l_u;ned each bank's !ola1 assc:s to Iola\ banking soclor 
assets: MARKEJ' AP is s1ock market capitalization measured by value of !isled shares relative to GDP; DCPS is domestic c1edit lo 1he priva1e sec1or to GDP; 
LJSTED _Dummy is a dummy 1akes a value of l for lis1cd bimks and O o!herwise; FOREIGN_Dmmny is a dummy takes a value of I for foreign banks and 0 
other'lvise; CRlSJS ls a dum:ny c1isis takes a value ◊f ! !Or 1he years 2008-2009 and O olhenvise; DummLBHR is equal 10 one ff the bonk nationality is that of 
l!ic Oahrain and zero otherwise; Dummy_K\VT is equal to one iflhc bank nationality is tha1 of the Kuwal! and zero otbe1wise; Dummy_ OMN is equal 10 one ff 
the bank n,;1tionality is that of lhc Oman and zero otherwise; Dummy_ QAT is equal to one if the bank nationality is that of the Qatar and uro otherwise; 
Dummy_ SAU is equal (O one if the bank natiooainy is that of !he Saudi and uro othe.-·wise. The pt,'Tlod covers the years from 2000 10 2015. Robust standard 
errors are in pmeoiheses. Cocfficien1s tha1 arc signiflcanlly diITewnt from zero at the I%, 5%, and ~0% level are marked wilh •••, ••, and • respecttvely. Wald 
lest is ,a lest of homoscedasticity. The Sargan test is the lest for over-iden1ifylng rcstrict:ons in GMM dynamic mOOel estimation. The null hypothesis of the 
Sargan tes1 is that the ins1num.-n1s .:sed are not correlaterl with residuals AB test ARO) and AR(2) 1efer 10 !he Arellano-Bond let;! thal averng;e auto-covariance 
in residuals of order 1 respecihdy of order 2 is O (HO. no autocom:lation i,c., no second-order serial correlation), 

In the case of the coefficient of opportunity costs (OPC), the study finds that it has a positive and 

highly significant association '-vith the profitability of banks in GCC countries suggesting that 

banks maintaining higher reserve generate higher ROA. This suggests that as OPC of the reserve 

add to the cost of funds, banks obtain additional returns via compensating themselves for these 

costs: banks force clients to pay a price higher than the OPC of reserves. This finding is 

consistent with the finding of Saunders and Schumacher (2000) and Chen and Liao (20 I l) in 

across countries, as well as with Naceur and Omran (2011) in MENA region. 

Liquidity risk (LR) is found to be negative and significantly related to ROA; this finding 

suggests that lower loans to total deposits ratio (higher liquidity) improves the profitability of 

GCC banks. It also indicates a positive association between the profitability of banks and the 

level of liquid assets held by the bank. This result is consistent with the results of Jara-Bertin et 
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al. (2014) and Claessens et al. (200 I) for banking sectors in across countries as well as with Tai 

(2014) and Srairi (2009) who find the association between loan to deposits ratio and ROA of 

overall GCC banks are negative. 

Analysis of the study shows that demand deposit to total deposits ratio (DMDEP) has a positive 

and significant effect on bank profitability measured by ROA in all models, indicating that the 

higher the demand deposit, the higher the banks profit. The findings are consistent with the 

argument that demand deposit is a low-cost source of fund that adds to the profit of banks. This 

result also confirms the results of Smirlock (1985), Gropp and Kohler (20 I OJ, Kashian el al. 

(2014), and Jara-Bertin et al. (2014). 

Regarding market risk (MR), current analysis finds that MR exposure of banks has a significant 

negative relationship with profitability {ROA) of overall GCC banks. This result in line with the 

findings ofFiordelisi and Molyneux (2010) as well as with the view that that banks that are more 

engaged in capital markets activities face negative and significant association with profits. On 

other hand, banks without having relevant skills in managing their MR exposure increase the 

share of assets invested in securities may lead to a decrease in their operating profit 

As anticipated, the results show that the association between bank profitability and the ratio of 

NPLs as a measure of asset quality or credit risk is negative and significant. The higher the NPLs 

the lower banks profit. This results confirm the finding of Garcia-Herrero et al. (2009), 

Fungafova and Poghosyan (2011), Apergis (2014), Daly and Zhang {2014), and Trinugroho et 

al. (2014) who suggest that poor asset quality (high NPLs) should decrease bank performance in 
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as much as it limits the loanable resources pool of banks. This is also in line with the argument 

that depositors may require higher interest rates since they believe that the banks are risky and 

hence retnms may be lower (Fungacova & Poghosyan, 2011 ). 

'The current study finds that credit quality measured by LLPs ratio has a negative and significant 

effect (at one percent) on banks performance which confinns the results ofKhediri et al. (2015) 

and Al-tamimi (2014) for GCC banks. The higher the LLl's the lower the bank perfomrnnce. 

This is also not smprising; the ratio of LLPs to NPLs of banks in Saudi Arabia, a major country 

in GCC region, rose from 153.3 percent during financial crisis period to 194 percent in 2015. 

The siguificant increase in LLPs of GCC banks after the financial crisis has negatively affected 

their profitability. TI1is result is also in line with the conclusions of Dietrich and Wanzenried 

(2014), Fu et al. (2014), Athanasoglou et al. (2008), and Athanasoglou et al. (2006) who argue 

that banks improve their profitability through policies that improve monitoring and screening of 

credit qnality. 

The capital adequacy ratio (CAR) measured by equity-to-total assets has a positive and 

significant association with bank profitability (ROA) in all the regressions, reflecting the state of 

financial soundness and creditworthiness of GCC hanks. This indicates that in view of their 

stronger capital position GCC banks are able to raise funds at a cheaper rate and are a hie to 

follow business opportunities and are able to gamer more profits. This result is also in line with 

the results ofKhediri et al. (2015) in GCC economies. 
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TI1e effect of loans 10 total assets ratio (LOAN} 011 ROA is positive and significant, this i11 line 

with the argument of Fu and Heffernan (2009) that profitability of GCC banks improves with a 

higher percentage of LOAN due to the higher risk It also reflects the fact that GCC banks have 

the capacity to properly manage and monitor their loans portfolio very well, which enhances 

bank profitability. This results is consistent with Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (I 999) and Abreu 

and Mendes (2001) as well as with the more recent studies of Fu and Heffernan (2009), Nacenr 

and Omran (2011), and Olson and Zoubi (2011). 

The association between loan growth (LNGRTH) and ROA is negative and significant. The 

higher the L'\GRTH the lower the ROA of banks. TI1is suggests that banks with higher 

LNGRTH, suffer from higher loan losses that adversely affect their profitability. Keeton (1999) 

and Garcia-Herrero el al. (2009} find similar results. 

Regarding bank size (SIZE), the estimation finds that the effect of SIZE on bank profitability 

measured by ROA are positive and significant at the level one percent suggesting that larger 

banks achieve higher ROA. These findings provide evidence for the theory of economies of scale 

and scope. The finding is also consistent with Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014) Guillen et al. 

(2014), Liang et al. (2013), Micco et al. (2007), Athanasoglou et al. (2006), Smirlock (1985), 

and Short and Keasey (1999) who find that large banks in the emerging economies tend to be 

more profitable. Similar fmdings have been reported by Almazari (2013) in Saudi Arabia and Al

Saidi and Al-Shammari (2013) in Kuwait by using ROA and NIM as dependent variables. 
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T11e association between off-balance sheet activities (OBSs) and ROA is positive and highly 

sii,>nificant (at the level of one percent) for aU GCC banks. This suggests that the activities of 

OBSs allow banks to enhance their profitability. This finding is consistent with the view that 

engaging in OBSs activities improves the scope of diversification of product lines and operations 

and consequently profits of the commercial banks (Mokni & Rachdi, 2014). This is also in line 

with results of Haq and Heaney (2012), DemirgU9-Kunt and Huizinga (2010), Tafti el al. (2009), 

Karim and Chan (2007), and Goddard et al. (2004} who stress that banks with rapid growth in 

OBSs activities face problems in maintaining their perfonnance. GCC banks have responded to 

the higher pressure of competition by providing a wider range of services and products lines and 

are also engaged deeply in OBSs activities. However, OBSs activities also add to the riskiness of 

banks. 

In tenns of macroeconomic va1iables, the effect of GDP growth on bank profitability (ROA} is 

positive and highly significant (at the level of one percent}, reflecting that banks have improved 

perfonnance when the economy is prosperous; economic prosperity leads to higher demand for 

loan during the expansionary periods.This finding is consistent with the various studies such as 

Tan (2016), Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Guillen el al. 

(2014), Lee and Hsieh (2013), Kosmidou el al (2005), and Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999) 

on different economies as well as with Srairi (2009) in GCC economies. 

Turning to the inflation rate (INF), INF is found to be negatively and significantly associated ( at 

the level of one percent} with bank profitability (ROA) suggesting that the higher the INF the 

lower the bank profitability. The negative and significant effect of INF on banks performance is 
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probably due to the inability of the bank's management in GCC economies to efficiently predict 

INF. As a result, the GCC banks have not been able to suitably adjust interest rate to gain higher 

retums. Moreover, it also reflects that the managers of GCC banks have also not been able to 

manage their expenses well during the inflationary periods, which led to decrease in the 

profitability of banks. Nouaili et al. (2015), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), and Afanasieff et 

al. (2002) have the same results for the banking sector in various countries as well as Lee and 

Hsieh (2013) for the Asian banking industry. 

In regard to the real interest rate (RIR), study finds that the effect of RIR is negative and 

significant (at the level of one percent) with profitability, suggesting thereby that the GCC banks 

with lower RJR tend to have more profits. lt also reflects that increase in the RJR paid to 

depositors contributes to a reduction in profits of banks. This also confirms that the GCC banks 

have expanded their activities of OBSs to reduce the adverse impact of the RIR caused by higher 

competition between banks. Lee and Hsieh (2013), Chen and Liao (2011), Staikouras and Wood 

(2011 ), and Cebula ( 1999) have similar results for banking sectors in various countries. 

Referring to FDJ inflow, FDJ inflows into GCC economies have a negative and significant effect 

on the profitability (ROA) of overall GCC bank, with the significant coefficient at one percent 

level in all the regression models. This means that the higher the FD! inflows the lower GCC 

banks profits. This result is, however, inconsistent with the Sabi (1988) and Williams (1998a, 

1998b). They argue that foreign banks follow their customers into the host country in order to 

maimain (defend) their bank-customer relationship and they fmd that FD! increases the profit of 

foreign banks. The GCC banks may have been adversely affected by their loss of good clients to 
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foreign banks due to the higher competition from them. The negative effect of FD! may also due 

to the fact that banks from several coun1ries have opened branches in GCC, Bahrain in particular, 

despite negligible levels ofFDJ by their clients. 

In tenns of oil price shocks (OIL}, OIL has significant (at one percent level) and positive effect 

on bank perfonnance measured by ROA, indicating thereby that the higher the OIL the higher 

the performance of banks. Clearly, GCC banks benefit the most from the increase in economic 

activity (launching of new investment projects, fee income, cheaper access to liquidity via 

wholesale funding market) associated with OIL. This results also in line with the finding of 

Poghosyan and Hesse (2009} who argue that higher OIL is related to higher liquidity and hence 

higher deposits inflows which are then intennediated into lending to increase profitability. 

The findings regarding financial structure indicators are as follows. The empirical analysis shows 

that the effect of the bank concentration measured by HHI on bank performance (ROA) is 

negative and significant (at the level of one percent). Hence, this study fmds no evidence to 

support the SCP hypothesis which argues that the financial institutions operating in less 

competitive environment (higher HHI) tend to have wider scale and scope of operations which 

results in an increase in their level of profit The study finding is consistent with Short (I 979), 

Berger (1995) and other more recent researchers such as Chronopoulos et al. (2015), Liang el al. 

(2013), Kanas et al. (2012), Tan and Floros (2012), Liu and Wilson (2010), Goddard et al. 

(2008), Athanasoglou el al. (2008), Kosmidou et al. (2007), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), 

Park and Weber (2006}, Bikker and Bos (2005), and Williams (2003) for banks in various 

economies, as well as Tai (2014} for the GCC banking sector, who argue that banks profit are 
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usually adversely affected by the market concentration. Banks managers in GCC have shown no 

motivations to improve their efficiency to be capable enough to pass on their cost on to clients as 

well as they have not been able to adjust spreads in response to the adverse changes in the 

macroeconomic environment to achieve more profits. 

For stock market capitalization (MARKE_CAP), the smdy finds that the effect ofMARKE_CAP 

on bank profitability is positive and significant (at one percent level), which is consistent with 

the findings of Dietrich and Wanzenried (2014), Growe el al. (2014), Tan and Floros (2012a), 

Nacenr and Omran (201 !), Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga 

(2000, 1999), and Levine ( 1997). This indicates that stock market development exerts positive 

influence on bank performance. Stock market development contributes to improved transparency 

of information about the borrowers which enables better screening and monitoring by banks. 

TI1is results in improved bank perfom1ance. 

The ratio of domestic credit to private sector (DCPS) has a negative effect on bank perfonnance 

and is statistically significant at one percent level: an increase in DCPS inflow by one unit will 

decrease bank profit by average 0.075 unit. In the conducive economic enviromnent, banks tend 

to step-up their lending activities resulting in a highly competitive situation in the marketplace. 

h1 their eagerness to lend money banks tend to overreach the customers by relaxing their credit 

standards. Lee and Hsieh (2013) and Mirzaei et al. (2013) also find similar results. 

Incorporating the dummy variables for listed and foreign banks in columns five and six does not 

influence the main results of the profitability measured by ROA analysis in Table 5.6. The 
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relationship of the LISTED _Dummy variable is positive and significant, which suggests that the 

ROA of listed banks are higher than those of unlisted banks. This finding is consistent with the 

argument (Mokni & Rachdi, 2014) that listed banks have to comply with tougher rules of 

corporate governance which result in improving performance. Moreover, the market regulation 

and competitive pressure from stock markets force listed banks to increase their profitability. 

Sagbi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), Barry et al. (201 l), and Nichols el al. (2009) have same results 

for European and USA banking sectors as well as Mokni and Rachdi (2014), Kobeissi and Sun 

(2010), and Farazi et al. (2011) for banking sectors in MENA countries. The insignificant 

coefficient of the FOREIGN_Dunnny variable in column six shows that, on average, there is no 

significant difference between foreign and domestic banks in determining their ROA. 

For global financial crisis {CRISIS), this study finds that the financial turmoil representing the 

impact of the CRISIS on bank performance is negative and statistically significant in GCC 

economies. This implies that perfomiance of GCC banks is bad during financial turmoil. The 

average ROA for GCC banks drops from a value of2.53 before the crisis {2000-2006) to 1.75 

during the CRISIS (2007-2009). Furthermore, incorporating the dummy variable for CRISIS in 

column seven does not change the main findings of the ROA analysis with the exception of OIL. 

Estimation results show that the association between OIL and ROA has been distorted by 

CRISIS (positive and significant at 10 percent level) when positive OIL has resulted in a 

decrease in the profit of GCC banks due to the global financial turmoil in 2008. 

For a country dummy, the positive and statistically significant value for the Bahrain, Kuwait, 

Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia suggests that the ROA of the banks in those countries are higher 
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than that of UAE. After controlling for country dummy, the coefficient of OBSs, however, 

becomes positive but insignificant, while the results for other variables do not change. This 

implies that after including the country dummy, there is no evidence that the adoption of OBSs 

increases ROA, which may due to the differences in banking systems in GCC as well as 

technical competence in banks to handle OBSs activities. 

Table 5.7 
Summary of Empirical Resulrs for ROA 

Model 4 Model 5 Model6 Model 7 ~odel 8 

Independent Expected Full Model With Listed With Foreign With Crisis With Country 
Variables sign (si!ln) Dumm)' (sii;n) Dumm)' (siiin) Dummx (sign) Dummy (sign) 

LROAi1-l Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
COST +I~ Significant(-) Significant ( -) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant (-) 
NIR +/- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
OPC +/~ Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significam (+) Significant(+) 
LR +/- Significant ( -) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant (-) 
DMDEP +I- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
MR +!- Significant(-) Significant H Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant (-) 
NPLs +/- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( -) 
LLPs +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
CAR +/- Significant(+) Significant("'") Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
LOAN +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
LNGRTH +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant{-) 
SJZE +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(.,.) Significant ( - ) 
OBSs ... ;. Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( 4) Significant(+) Insignificant(+) 
GDP +!- Significant(.,.) Significant(-) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
INF +!- Significant (-) Significant ( -) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant (-) 
RIR +i~ Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant (-) 
FDI +!- Significant(-) S,gnificant (-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
O!L +/. Significant ( +) Significant (-l-) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
HHI +!- Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant{-) 
MARKE_CAP +/- Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant{+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
DCPS +/~ Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
LISTED.,.Dummy Significant(+) 
FOREIGN_Dummy Insignmcant (-) 

CRISIS +!- Significant(-) 
Dummy_BHR Significant(+) 
Dummy_KWT Significant(+) 
Dummy_OMN Significant(+) 
Dummy_QAT Significant(+) 
Dummy SAl.'. Si •nificant +) 
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In conclusion, this study finds evidence that there is a relationship between bank-specific 

characteristics, macroeconomic and financial structure indicators, as well as global financial 

turmoil, with ROA of GCC banks, is also supported. Table 5.7 shows the summary of empirical 

results for ROA. 

5.6.l.2, Empirical Results for the ROE 

Table 5.8 summarizes the regression findings for the second profitability measure ROE. Similar 

to Table 5.6, the same set of independent variables is used in the regression of ROE as well as a 

similar nnmber of eight columns. In terms of the model specification, as shown in Table 5.8, 

ROE estimations indicate stable coefficients. The Wald-test shows the goodness of fit for the 

evaluated model and the Sargan test for over-identifying restrictions fails to reject the null 

hypothesis in all columns, indic,iting that the instruments used in the ROE analysis are valid. 

Furthermore, the p-value for AR(2) in all columns fails to reject the null hypothesis of the 

absence of second-order serial autocorrelation. This means that the system GMM estimator used 

to analyse the ROE in this study is consistent. 

From Table 5.8, as expected, lagged one period of ROE (ROE;,.1) exhibits a positive significant 

coefficient with the dependent variable (ROE) in all models. This implies that there exists a high 

degree of bank profit persistence which justifies the dynamic nature of our model specification. 

TI1e empirical findings of the dependent variable of ROE mostly confirm the results from the 

estimation of ROA in Table 5.6. In this section, the focus is on highlighting some important 

exceptions among these regression findings compared to the ones with ROA. 
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Table 5.8 
Regression Results fi,r ROE as Dependent Variable 
Variables Model I Model2 Model3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

LROE;1, 1 
.0239 .0206 .0204 .0214 .0211 JJJ9i; .0224 .os2,: 
(.0081 ) ... {.0003)"'** (.000;:!)•n (.0003)*•• (.OOOJ)•*"' (.0003)0 * \.0003)0 • (.0006)··· 

Bank-;,pcdficjOc101ci 

COST 
-.0497 -.0384 -.0336 -.0213 ~.0:224 -.0189 -.0329 ~.0340 
{.0004) ... t.0009)"'*"' (,0007)*** (.0016)0

" (.0013}•0 (.0018)"'*'" (.0013)*0 (.0016)••· 

NIR 
-.0023 -.00JJ -.0037 -.0047 -.0051 -,0037 -.00)6 -.0041 
(.00(:J )0 • (.00t11)•n (.0001 )••· {,OD02)U• (.0002)"""'"' C0001}*** {.0002)0 • {.OOOJ)••• 

OPC 
4,146 :5.2399 .460) 11.395 11.0872 J0,3069 6.7469 1.4980 
(.418)*""' (.1374)0 • (.$?SO)•• (Ul3)••• (LJ69}0 * ( 1.665)*"'* ( l.792}*** (1.7400) 

LR .079106 .0797 .07$'.: .0875 .0965 .0805 .0949 .07)6 
(.00291°* (.0065)* 0 (_0053) ... (.0074)0 • (,0097)0 (.0099)0 * (.0083)•0 i_.0098}*•• 

DMDEP .60R2 .6{);6 .6133 .6002 .5716 .6t09 .:5536 .7457 
(.0059}•0 (.Ol2S)• .. (.0122)•·· {.0181) ... (.0205) .. "' (.0187)'" .. (.0197) .... (.019]) .... 

MR •.0801 -.0824 • .J(.95 -.0717 · 0918 ·.O.J68 -.1300 -.3718 
(.0043)0 • (.0)54)"' .. (J.)098)• .. (.0168)0 • {.0173)* .. (.0212)•• (.0 I 88) ... (,0259)••· 

NPLs 
-.24867 -.3094 -.2J95 ·.2895 ·.2906 ~.2854 -.1891 -.3130 
C0009)• 0 {.00'.':4) .... (.00l9J•·0 C0027)••• (.0027}•0 (.0026)" .. (.0030)" .. (.0031) .... 

LLJls 
·l.235 ·.9621 -L2'Sl4 -1.0346 -1.0535 -.9957 -.9143 -:.0567 
(,0059) ... (.0152)0 • (.0135)· .. (,0195)•++ {.0172)• 0 (.0193) ... {.0188) ... C0230)* 0 

CAR .0606 .1067 .148-0 .1773 .1750 .1484 .1799 .!252 
(.0026) ..... C007lf0

"' (.0079)••· (,OOSS)••• (.0098)* ... (.0094) 0 • (,009n°• (.0179}* .. 

LOA!'< ·.1861 ~.3323 -.1784 -.4128 -.4440 .3891 -3122 -.0588 
(-0071)• 0 (.0!43)"' .. ( 0089)0

• (.0181)•0 (.0149)* ... (.0166)'"'*· (.0179) 0
• (.0232)0 

L!'<GRTH .0042 .0129 .0168 .00% .0099 .Oll9 .0202 .0053 
(.0014)""' (.0021)0 • (.0016)••· (.0024)·•· (.0023)• 0 (.0026)'"*'" (.0030) ... (.0025)•• 

SIZE -6.20001 ~7.4097 -4.6805 -4.8899 -5,1096 -4.2637 "8.7550 -1.4$44 
(l'-<l885) (6.1456) (4.1729) (4.2783) (4.2703) (4.2490) (7.2783) (1.3312) 

OBSs 
.0176 .0298 .0141 .0271 .02801 ,0262 ,02S5 .OJ.21 
(.0010)'"'"'" 1.Ql)J6}h• (.0009) .... (.0015)•0 (.0015)*"'* (,0013) .. * (,0017}"'"" (.0011)0 • 

Macroeco11omil' i1uircmors 

GDP 
.1214 -.0025 .0038 -.0458 -.1904 -.11 I3 
(.0!04) ... (.0146) (.0136) (.0171) ,;,,;. {.0182) "''* (.0176) 

INF 
-1.4090 -13015 -J.2957 -1.294 -.2407 -1.5205 
(.03 l ;)0 • (.0378)0 • C0J62,♦•• (.0474)*•• (.0380)" 0 (.049&)••· 

RlR -1924 -.2194 -.2246 ~.1942 -.0067 -.1820 
(.0044)U• (.0076,♦ *• (.0085) 0 • {.0077)••· (,0082) (.012lr+u 

FD! •3,0352 -1.7150 -1.7086 - J,7544 -2.6184 -.9817 
COS49)••• {,0861)••· (,0839)*0 (.0892)"'"'* (.0700)•·· (J 130}0 • 

OIL 
.0657 .0847 .0&38 .0747 .0762 .0268 
(.0018) ... (.0019)•0 (.002!{)h"' (.0032t .. {.0027) .. (.0033)* 0 

Financial s1r11c1111Y: indianors 

HHl -.0172 -.0299 -.0280 -.0243 -.0239 -.0107 
{.002l)n• (.0014) ... {.0023)0 '" coo2sr•• (.0020)0 • (.001 l)"' ... 

MARKE~CAP 
.1392 .151) ,15047 .1507 .1091 .1466 
{.0014)"'*• (,0019)··· (.0022)0

• (-0028)0 • ( 0022)0 • (,0030) .... 

DCPS -.0924 -.0745 •.0582 -.134 l .ms -.2517 
(.0064 ;• 0 (.Olli)**• (.0094)•·· (.0127)·•· (,Olll)*** C0i29)* 0 

LISTED _Dummy 9.4733 
(.8198)* .... 

FOREIGN_Dummy 
21.6299 
(1.069)* 0 

CRlSlS 
-14.8102 
(.2889) ..... 

Dummy_BllR 
53.9253 
(4.890~)*♦-♦ 

Oummy-KWT 
45.1215 
(4.9240)••· 

Dummy_OMN 
-207.9629 
( 16. 783)-*• 

Dummy_QAT 
-llS.245 
(!6.915)••· 

Dummy_SAU 
iS,6438 
01.3100)• 
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Cons1an1 160.536 !.23.329 137"°42 118.364 113.5158 105.6628 ; 38.0542 97.3514 
( j. j 2:2)*""' 12.666)"""" (2.1%)*"'"' (3.638)"'"* (3.3038)"""• OA53}*"'* (4.1186)**• (7.Ki2S)"'""" 

't-,;o. of obsernltions 2266 22J8 2266 2238 2238 2238 2238 2238 

Nurnber of banks l?! !71 J JJ 171 J7J J7J 171 171 

Number of instromcms 138 )43 14! 146 147 l4i 147 146 

\\lald-1est x: 2690*"'" 1070°• 903.Sl 0 • 1:550"*"' 2260'" 0 716()0 • 13.5:J••· 59()Q+H 

Sargan 1011 (µ-value) 0.&!40 0.906 0.8575 0.'#066 0.9179 O.l\509 0.9382 0.8555 

AB test AR('.) (p•n!lue) 0.2648 02659 0.2613 0.2:591 fi.2586 0.~604 0.2565 0.2652 

AB 1es~ AR(2l (p•\alue) tUS88 0.1812 0.16% 0,230! 0.2395 02226 0.2684 0.554.1 

The table d<:seribcr; resul!s oflhe effeers of bank-specific, macroeconomic, and linaocial market faetors on hank pcrformanee using two-slep GMM esumations 
hy Arellano and Boyer(! 995}. Tie dependent yariable is the return on equity ROE. COST is cosHo-income ratio measured by operating expenses to total 
income; NIR is non-in1ercs1 revenue to total reYenue; OPC is opponunity cost measured by liquid reserves to total asse1s; LR is llquidi1y risk measureJ by !oar.s 
di\'ide<l by customers and short-term funding; D?>.·1DF,P ts demand deposit 10 total depos!!S: MR is market risk exposure measure,J by total amount of investments 
in security diYided by total asse1s; NPLs 1s non-pcrfonnlng loans 10 lo!aJ loans; UPs is loan loss pro\·ision lo Iota! loans; CAR is capiral adequacy ratio 
measured by equity to 101al assets; LOAt,; Ls: loans to 101a1 assets; LNGRTH is loan grow1h measured by annual growll1 rate of 101.al loan; SIZE is bank size 
measured by !.lie natural loga;i1hm ofr:le total assets \'alue, OBSs is: off-balance sheet actMties dh,ide,j by Iota! assc1s; GDP is annual GDP growth Rate; INF is 
current period inflation rate {consumer prices); RIR is real interest t"Jle; FDl is FDI ir.flow measu~ed by the natural logari1hm of'!he FOi illtl0w value; OJL is 01! 
price measured by annual oil spol price change {Dollars per Barrel); HHI is Herfindahl index measured by stim of ll1e squared each bank' s 101al assels t0 total 
banking sector a._<;sels; M1\RKE_C AP is stock market cupiialization meesured by value of listed shares relative to GDP; D('PS is domestic crOOi1 10 the priva1e 
sector to GDP; LJSTED _ D11m:ny is a dummy takes a value of I for lis!c<l banks .ind O otherwise; FOREIGN_ Dummy is i:l dummy takes a value of J !Or foreign 
banks and O olherw1se; CRISIS is a dummy crisis takes a value of l for \he ywr'> 2008-2009 and O otherwise; Dmnmy _ BHR is equal to one if the bank 
na1ional11y is that or :he Bahrain and zero 01hern-i<ie; Dummy_KWT is equal 10 one if 1he bank nationality is that of the Kuwait and zero otherwise; 
Dummy _OMN is equal lO one if tbe bank nationality is lhm of the Oman and 7,ero otherwise; Dummy_ QAT is equal to one if the bank nationality is that of lhe 
Qatar and zero o.herwise; Dummy_SAC is equal 10 one )fthe hank nationality is that of the Saudi and 1.ero otherwise. The period coYers the years from 2/JOO !O 
2015. Robust s:andard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients that are significan1ly difle!"en1 froin zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% Ie,·el are marked with•••, u, 
and • rC/>'}X'.Cl1vely. Wald test is a lest of homosccdasticit:;-. The Sargan test is the test for over-identifying restrictions in GMM dynamic model estimation. The 
null hypothesis of the Sargan tes1 is that the instruments used arc not correlated with residuals. AB 1est AR(1) and AR(2) re fer to the Arellano-Bond test that 
average au!o-cm·ariance in residuals of order 1 rcspce!ivdy of order 2 is O (HO: no au1ocorrelaiion te., no second-order scria; correlation). 

In contrast to the findings on the profitability measure ROA, the effect of the liquidity risk (LR) 

on bank profitability (ROE) is positive and significant, which means that an increase in banks 

liquidity risk improves the ROE of banks. It also indicates a negative correlation between the 

levels of liquid assets maintains by the bank and its profit. TI1is finding is consistent with 

Trinugroho el al. (2014), Chen and Liao (2011), Akhtar et al. (2011), Lopez-Espinosa et al. 

(2011), and Demirguc-Kunt and Huizinga (1999). This results also in line with the findings of 

Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007), Kosmidou et al. (2006), and Bourke (1989) who find mixed 

results between LR and bank perfonnance measures especially when the regression analysis 

include the sample of foreign banks. 
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The effeet of the loans to total assets (LOAN) on bank perfonnance measured by ROE is 

negative and significant (at the level of one percent) suggests that higher loan exposure results in 

deerease in banks' ROE. Similar results are found by Srniri (2009) who argues the negative effect 

of LOAN on GCC banks may due to the higher provisions for probable loan losses for those 

banks. These findings are also in line with the findings of Fu and Heffernan (2009), Lee and 

Hsieh (2013), and Tan (2016) who find that LOAN ratio has a positive and significant 

relationship with ROA and NIM but a negative and significant relationship with ROE. 

The coefficient of the loans gro'N!h (LNGRTH) is positive and significant at one percent level, 

suggesting that banks with relatively higher lending growth rates are more profitable (ROE). 

This result is also in line with the findings of Dietrich and Wanzenried (201 !) who argue that the 

possible reason for the positive association between bank profitability measured by ROE and the 

relative LNGRTH may due to the fact that banks with a high relative LNGRTH display higher 

NIM. The relationship between NIM and LNGRTH of GCC banks is positive and significant 

(Table 5. 10). The results are mixed between ROA and ROE with LOAN and LNGRTH may also 

be due to differences in denominators of ROA and ROE. 

This study finds that the association between SIZE and ROE is negative but insignificant in all 

models, suggesting that there is no empirical evidence to support that larger banks are more 

profitable than smaller banks in terms of ROE. In other words, shareholders of larger GCC banks 

are not able to benefit from diversification possibilities, and generate products lines and/or 

economies of scales. Thus, the hypothesized relationship between SIZE and ROE are not 

supported. This result is in line with the view (Athanasoglou et al., 2008) that the insignificant 
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effect of SIZE Oil bank profitability may be due to the fact that banks that are recently 

established are not profitable especially dnring their early years of existence. At this stage, they 

put more emphasis Oil expanding their market share instead of focusing on increasing 

profitability. fllrthennore, smaller banks usually attempt to grow more quickly, even on the 

account of their profitabilily. This result is also consistent with results of Tan (2016), Dietrich 

and Wanzenried (2014, 2011), and Chen and Liao (2011) who find that the effect ofSJZE on 

ROA and NIM is significant while its effect on ROE is not significant. 

With regard to GDP growth, as shown in model four which involves all the main variables in the 

model of this study, estimation results find no evidence that the growth rate of GDP has any 

significant effect on ROE of all GCC banks. Thus, the hypotheses of the relationship between 

GDP and ROE are not supported. These findings are in line with the results of Tan (2016) and 

Chen and Liao (2011) who find that the relationship of GDP with ROA and NIM are significant 

while its association with ROE are not significant. The effect of the main variables on ROE does 

not change after incorporating the dummy variable of listed banks (LISTED _Dummy). The 

significant effect of LISTED _Dummy implies that ROE of listed hanks is higher/better than 

those of unlisted banks. 

The variable of foreign banks (FOREIGN_Dummy) has a positive and significant impact on the 

ROE of GCC bank, suggesting that foreign banks are more profitable than domestic banks, 

which may due to the fact that the domestic banks are less competitive. Moreover, the higher 

profitability of the foreign banks may be the result of higher profitability of the parent banks in 

the home country. This result in line with the results of Pell11athur and Vishwasrao (2014), 
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Claessens and van Horen (20 I 2), Chen and Liao (20 l I), Havrylchyk and Jurzyk (20 l I), 

Kosmidou el al. (2007), and Claessens el al. (200 l) who argue that foreign banks in developing 

economies provide a wider range of products and financial services of high quality. This is also 

consistent with the home field advantage hypothesis (Berger et al., 2000) that argues that foreign 

banks have comparative advantages like they use more advanced technologies that lead to better 

perfonnance. In other words, foreign banks in developing economies seem to overcome any 

infomiational disadvantage relative to domestic banks through superior banking techniques. 

Incorporating FOREIGN_ DUMMY in column six affects the main findings of LOAN and GDP. 

The ratio of LOAN is positive and highly significant with regard to the foreign banks' 

profitability (ROE), suggesting that higher degree of loan exposure (lower liquidity) enhances 

tl1e profitability of foreign banks. This reflects that the foreign banks are more efficient in 

managing their loan portfolios compared to the domestic banks in GCC economies. Pasiouras 

and Kosmidou (2007) and Kosmidou et al. (2006) have similar results. The coefficient of GDP is 

negative but significant, implying that foreign banks in GCC economies with higher GDP tend to 

have less ROE when compared to domestic banks. Pasiouras and Kosmidou (2007) argues that 

the coefficient of the relationship of GDP and profitability of foreign and domestic banks is 

opposite as they cater to different clientele groups who may respond differently under the 

economic environment. 

Including CRISIS as a dummy variable in column seven affects the findings of GDP, RIR, and 

DCPS. The average GDP growth of GCC economies falls from almost 14.86 percent before the 

crisis 2000-2007 to 4.05 percent during the crisis 2008-2009 (Table 2.1). The ROE of their banks 
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is negatively affected: the sign of the coefficient is negative and significant at the level of five 

percent. The insignificant coefficient of the RIR variable suggests that RIR does not affect GCC 

banks' ROE during the crisis period. The positive and significant effect of DCPS on ROE may 

due to the financial supports from GCC governments to their respective financial sectors in 2008, 

which led to an increase of the average DCPS from 40.83 percent before the crisis period 2000-

2007 to 57. 77 percent during the crisis period 2008-2009 (Table 2. 7) as well as stricter control 

and monitoring of the credit growth by the GCC authorities during this period. 

Table 5.9 
Summary of Empirical Results for ROE 

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model8 

Independent Expected Full Model With Listed With Foreign With Crisis With Country 
VariabJes: sign (sign) Dummy (si~n) Dummx (sign) Dumm>:: {sii:w) Dumm,: (sign) 

LROEi1-I Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
COST +/. Significant (-) Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant ( ·) 
NIR -/. Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) 
OPC +/. Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Jns.ignilic;mt (+) 

LR -+ I- Sjgnlficant (+) Significant ( ~) Significant(+) Significant(+) Sigr1ificant (+) 
DMDEP +/- Significant(,) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
MR +I- Significanl (-) Significant(·) Significant ( ·) Significant(·) Significant ( ·) 
NPLs +I- Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant (-) Significant(·) Significant ( ·) 
LLPs +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(~) Significant ( ·) 
CAR +i- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
LOAN +!~ Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(+) Significant(-) Significant(·) 
l.NGRTH +i- Significant(+) Significant ( T) Significant ( +-) Significant(+) Significant { f.) 
SJZE +J- Insignificant(-) Insignificant H Insignificant(-) Insignificant(-) lnsignifirnnt (-) 
OBSs +i- Significant(-) Significant ( ~) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
GDP +!- Insignificant(-) Insignificant(+) Significant(-) Significant(·) Insigniliunt (-) 
ll'iF ➔/- Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
RIR +!- Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant (-) Insignificant(-) Significant(·) 
FD! +/. Significant ( -) Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant ( -) 
OIL +}- Significant ( ~) Significant ( +) Significant ( ~) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
Hill +I- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
MARKE_CAP +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
DCPS +J- Significant{-) Significant{-) Significant ( ~) Signilieant {+) Significant(-) 
LISTED _Dummy Significant(+) 
FOREIGN_Dummy Significant(+) 
CRISIS +I- Significant(-) 
Dummy_BHR Significant(➔·) 

Dummy_KWT Significant(+) 
DummY ... OMN Significant(-) 
Dummy_QAT Significant ( ·) 
Dummy SAU Significant(+) 
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The negative and statistically significant relationship of the country dummy for Oman and Qatar 

suggest that the ROE of banks in those countries are lower than that of UAE. Further, the result 

demonstrates that controlling the effect of country dummies has caused the main variable of OPC 

to become insignificant. This may suggest that the differences in the banking structure, 

regulatory environments, and economic and political background may influence the way banks 

manage their reserves. The SUllllllary of the empirical results for ROE is presented in Table 5.9. 

5.6.1.3. Empirical Results for the NIM 

Similar to the earlier analysis on ROA and ROE, the NIM hypothesis is also estimated using the 

two-step GMM estimator. Table 5.10 presents an analysis of the third profitability measure NIM 

using the full sample that contains GCC banks perfonnance. Again, Table 5.10 consists of eight 

models which include the same columns in Tables 5.6 and 5.8. 

The Wald-test shows the joint significance of the variables, while the Sargan test shows no 

evidence of over-identifying restrictions suggesting that the instruments used in the :\TIM analysis 

are valid. 'Though the equations display that the first-order autocorrelation is present, this does 

not imply that the estimates are inconsistent. Inconsistency would be implied if the second-order 

autocorrelation is present (Arellano & Bond, 1991), but this case is rejected by the test of AR(2) 

errors. This implies that the GMM estimator used lo analyse the NIM as a measure of bank 

profitability in this study is consistent. 
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Table 5.10 
Regression Results (or NIM as a Dependent Variable 
Variables ~fodcl I Model 2 Model 3 Model4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

u,.:JM;i,r 
.7609 .7706 .7643 .7689 .7479 .7642 .7590 .7702 
(.00192)'"*"' C00::29}**'" {.00222)*"'* {.00223)**"' (.0025)"'"' .. (,0025)* .... C00173)""** (.00352)*** 

l3anJ.:-spuijic /Gciors 

<:OST 
~.0039 -.0037 -.0035 -.OQ:34 -.0035 -.0033 -.0035 w,0028 
{.00012)"' ... (.00016t0 (.00009)*'""' (.00023)"'"'* (.0002)0

"" (.00021 t•• {.000:.':2)0
• {.00014)'" 0 

NIR 
-.00029 -Jl002 -.0003 -.00026 -.00035 -.00017 -.00027 -.00025 
(.CW00!)u• (.(10001 )U• {,1)0001)"' 0 (.0000])'"0 t.00002}0

'" (.00002)*** COOOOl l"'"''" (.00001)"' .. 

OP(" ,3307 .3736 .4099 .1614 .1353 .32591 ,2341 .llfi98 
(.252SI) (.212S8) (.31363) (.11902) (.1319) {.1495} •• (. 1260)" P98I) 

LR .0005! .00073 .0005 .00063 .0005J .00043 .00075 .00099 
(.000061 ..... (.00019)""• (.00008)'" 0 (.00032)* (00021)""" (.00014)·• C00025}••• (.00031)"' .. 

DMDEP . o 13~ .0140 .0141 .0132 .0161 .0163 .01246 .01165 
(.00028}"'0 (.00066)"""" {.00042)"'0 {.00093)0

• (.OOJ 1)••· (.0012) ..... (.00073) .... C00l02)·0 

MR 
•. 01201 -.0144 ~.0125 •.0145 -.0195 ·.Ol61 -.0129 -.02312 
tG0076)• 0 f.00135)•·· (,00122)'"""" (.00154)•0 (,001!:!)""0 (.0019)0 "' (.00201)•*• {.00220)••· 

NPLs 
-.0097 -.0084 -.0091 -.0078 ·.0089 •.0078 -.00796 ~.00737 
(.00014}0

• {.00022)·•· {.00017}•0 {.00024)"""" {.0002)"-* (.0002}"'*• {,00028)**"' (.00025)*•• 

LLPs 
-.0552 -.0562 -.0545 -.0573 -.0623 -.0578 -.0587 -.0519 
{.00053)" .. (.00057)"••· (.00068)"""' (.00084}*0 (.00083)'""'* (.0009)0 * C0006ln• {.00123)'"** 

('AR ,0385 .0406 .0379 .03999 '°306 .0306 .04124 .0379 
l.00053) .... (.00081) ... (.00070)• .. (,00088)""** (.0010)*** (.0012)"'*'" (.00066)•·· {.oo: 12,0 • 

LOAN .0183 .0188 .0205 .02197 .0275 .Oc86 .:J2!02 .02901 
(,00042)··· (.00135)'"""' {.00077)"'""" (.00153)0 '" (.0017)"' .. (.0015)'"'"* (.0012)0 • (.00228)0 • 

LNGRTM ,0017 .00139 .00\l .0010 .0012 .0013 .OO!l98 .00099 
i.00006)'"""" {.00010)*'"'" (. 000 l O )*""'' {.00009)0

• (:JOOn••• (.0001)"'** cooon··• (.000l6)••• 

SIZE 
.1482 .02629 .ll06 .0494] .1249 .1308 .0599 .10492 
(.00878}0

'" {.01309}'"'" \.00879)"'"''" (,01771)'"'" (.0256)•·· (.O:.?l'.3}'*'"* (.0150)"'"''" (.0259)*•* 

OBSs 
-.00026 -.00030 -.00028 -,00029 -.00036 -.00033 -.00029 -.00047 
\,00004)*** (.0000~}"'** (,00005)*** (.OOOM)*0 (,00005)0 * (.0000~}*** (.00006} .. "'* (.00007)""'""" 

Mncroeco11omic indica/Qrs 

GDP .0024 .0054 .0092 .0104 .007) 00414 
(.0013)* (.00157)• 0 (.0021)'"** {.0018)"'0 COOi))'"'"'" (0019) 0 

lNf 
-3)264 -.0208 -.0265 -.0279 -.0298 -.03196 
(.OOJ 7)0

"' (.0017 J )0
"' (.001'8)•·· (.0022)*** (.0020)0 * (.0020'.?)'""'* 

RIR -.om ~.01631 -.0129 •,0116 -.0170 ~.01409 
(.00122)0 * {,00117)••· {.0010)• 0 (.0014}"' 0 (.0013)* ... (.00148)0 • 

Fl)l -.0302 .,0631 -.0851 •.0707 ·.0754 -.0495 
(.00559)"'""' (,00540)*•• (.0068)* .. {,0066)0

• (.0056)••· (.00892) .... 

OlL 
.00302 .0028 . 0030) .0036 .0031 .0037 
{.00022)••· (.00022)••· {.0003}""** (.00029)"'** (,0002)'"*• C00033}'"** 

Fim:mda/ s1ruc111rc indicators 

HI-JJ -.00041 -Jl0023 -.00010 -.00018 -.00025 -.00004! 
(.00008)'" .. (.00010)•* (.0001) {.0001).,. (.000] )'"'" (.00012) 

MARKE_f',\P 
.OOlS .00296 .0035 .0035 .00354 .0033 
(.00013)*'"'" (.00025) ... {.C002)'"""'" (.0002)*"'"' (.0002)"'*'" (.00027)'"'"• 

OCPS 
-.0043 M.00574 w.0015 -.00005 .0041 -.0OlJ 
(.00055)'"*'" (.00075)*"'"' (.0007)"'"' (.0007) (.0007)" 0 (.0008)•• 

LJSTED _ Dummy 
-55934 
(.3057)••· 

FOREJGN_Dummy 
4.1647 
C 1395) .... 

rn1s1s 
-.1622 
(.02171••· 

Dumrny_UHR 
·.5919 
(.3098)' 

Dummy_KWT 
3.0884 
(.32281•·· 

Dummy_ OM:-J 
2.8157 
(,5240)" .. 

Dummr.__QAT 
• 7209 
(.4845) 

Dummy_SAU 
~3J 156 
{.6405)••· 
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Co:isiant 
'.::.9529 .9041 2.-J.?11 .9990 4.4282 -.8762 .6358 -.0141 
(.1485)* ... Cl 873)"'** (.1442)*** (.3541)** (.4446)*"'"' L3941)"'"' (.18'.:.9)""" (.0015) 

No. of obSt:rnllions 215? 2138 2 157 2138 2133 2138 213B 2138 

Number of bank$ 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 

Number 0fins1rumcn1s 137 142 !40 ]45 146 140 146 J45 

W;,Jd-tesl x~ 138()0*"'* 93SOOH+ 7490QO•U·it 12200""~"' 243000*""' 18800**"" 72700"'** 54500*0 

Sar,b'<>n (est (JH'alue) 0 9213 0.9113 0.9287 0.9448 0.9348 0.9222 0.9540 0.%73 

AB test AR{!} {p•Ya!ue) 0,0072 O.OC% O.O(l7l 0.0053 0.\;052 O.D050 0.0050 0.0053 

AB lesl AR(:!) {p-value) (U7l4 0.1663 0.1702 OJ555 O.LBB 0.1649 0.1560 0.1739 

TI,e tabk dcseribcs results oflhe e1Tects ol"ban"k-specific. macroeconomic, and financial marl:et faetrns on bank perfonna:;ce using 1wo-s!ep GMM es!ima\lons 
by Arellano and B0Ye1 ( 1995). The dependent Yariabte is the net-interest margin NIM. COST is c0sf-10-lncome ratio measured by operating expenses ID !Ola! 
income; NlR is non-imcres1 re\·enue 10 total Ten.~nuc; OPC is opportunityc~l measured by liquid reserves to 10ml assets; LR is \iquidity risk me:isured by Joans 
divided b:; customers and shon-tenn funding; DMDEP 1s demand deposit lo total deposits; MR is market nsk c:,;posure measured by 101al amovnt of 
im·cstmenis in securi1y divided by 1ota! assc1s; NP Ls is uon-perfooning loans ;o tO!al loans; LLPs is loan loss provision lo total loans;(' AR is capilal adequacy 
ratio measured by equity to lo!a! assets; LOAN is loans to tc:al assets; LNGRTH is loan growth measured by annual grow1:1 rate of total loan; SIZE is bank size 
measurCC by the nalural logarithm of the Iota! assets value; OBSs is off-balance sheet ae1i,·i1ies divided by total assets; GDP is annual GDP growih Ra1e; INF is 
eurrenf period inflation ralc (consumer prices); RJR :s real intere-.1 ra1e; FDl is. FDl inflow measured by the natural logarithm of1he FD! inllow value; OlL is.OIi 
price measured by a:mual oil spot price change (Dollars per Barrel}; HHI is Herfmdahl index measured by sum of the squared each bank's total assels 10 10Ull 
bankbg sector assets; MARKE_ C.A.P is siock market capitalization measured by value oflisted shares rela1ive to GDP; DC'PS is domi:stic credi1 lo 1he private 
sector!o GDP: US.TED-Dummy is a dummy takes a value of l for listed banks and O otherwise; FOREIGN_Dummy is a dummy ia1'es a value of I for foreign 
banks and {l otl11.nvisc; CRISIS is a dummy crisis 1akes a value of I for the years 2008-2009 and O otherwise; Dummy_BHR is equal !o one if !he bank 
nationality is that of the Bahrain and ze:o otherwise; Dummy_KWT is equal lo one if the bank nationality is that of 1be Kuwait and zeo otherwise; 
Dummy _OMN is equal to 0nc if Lhe bani., nnuonali!y is lha1 of the Oman and zero othe:wise; Dmmny_ QAT is equal 10 one ifihe bank nationality is thai of the 
Qaiar and zero otherwise; DummLSAU is equal 10 one if the bank nationality is that or1he Saudi and zero otherwise. The period covers rhe years from 2000 to 
2015. Robust siandarcl errors are in paTenlheses. ('ocmc:ents that a}(: significantly dlfferem from zero at the 1%,, 5%, and ! 0%, le\cl are marked wifh ...,.., , ,.,., 
and* respcct:vely. Wald tesl is a les1 ofhomoscedt1sticity. The Sargan test is the lest for m·er,identifying restriclions in GMM dynamic model estima!k"in, The 
null hypo1hesis of the Sargan tesl is lhat the instruments used are nol c-0rrelated with residuals. AB 1est AR{ J) and AR(2) reli:r to !be Arellano-Bond !CS! !hat 
average aulo-eo\'arinncc m residuals of order I 1rspcclively of order 2 is O (HO: no autocorrelation i.e, no ~econd-order s<:rial cmn:Ia:i(111). 

For the lagged impact of profitability measured by NIM with a lag of one period ::s;IM;i.1 presents 

a positive and significant coefficient with the dependent variable NIM in all models, which 

confirms the dynamic character of model specification. This study fmds that a significant 

coefficient of::-SIMa.1 close to 0.763. This suggests that the presence of market power in the GCC 

economies' banking sectors with a very large deviation from perfect competition. A weaker 

evidence of profit persistence is found in the case of banks in Switzerland by Dietrich and 

Wanzenried (20 11 ), for MENA banks by Naceur and Omran (2011 ), for Asian banks by Lee and 

Hsieh (2013), and for banks in China by Tan (2016). 

Analyzing the determinants of the NIM helps to better understand some of the results of the 

ROA and ROE specifications. The findings for the NIM variable largely confirm the findings 
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from the ROA and ROE estimations discussed earlier in this chapter. Therefore, researcher 

focuses on highlighting some relevant differences between the three regression findings. In 

contrast to the outcomes for the profitability measures ROA and ROE, differences exist with 

regard to the opportunity cost (OPC) variable. As shown in model four, the OPC has no impact 

on GCC bank profitability as a whole when measured by the NIM. This finding is similar to 

results by Maudos and Guevara (2004) and Ho aod Saunders (1981) who use NIM as dependent 

variables of bank profitability. Tims, the hypotheses of the relationship between OPC and NIM 

are not supported. 

Contrary to ROA and ROE, the OBSs activities have a negative and significant effect on NIM in 

all estimated models at one percent level of significance, suggesting that banks with high levels 

ofOBSs (nontraditional) activities tend to have lower intennediation margins. Banks that engage 

in various non-lending activities adjust their pricing of loan products lo cross-subsidize 

(Valverde & Fernandez, 2007; Lepetit et al., 2008). This result is also similar to results by Chen 

and Liao (201 I) and Rogers and Sinkey (1999) who use NIM as a dependent variable and argue 

that since traditional intermediation activities are less beneficial for the banks, they seem to be 

benefitting from the profits arrising out of diversification to non-traditional activities. 

The negative and significant coefficient of LISTED _Dmnmy with NIM in column five displays 

that there are no changes in the main variables excepting HHI. The estimation results show that 

listed banks tend to have lower KIM than unlisted banks in GCC region, suggesting that listed 

banks do not compete quite well with unlisted banks in relation to the interest rate on loans. 

Furthennore, the effect of the market concentration or HHI is negative but insignificant 
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confirming that the competitiveness of listed banks with unlisted banks is very weak with regard 

to NIM. This is also a possible reason for the negative association between the OBSs activities 

and bank profitability when measured by NIM. 

Incorporating FORElGN_Dummy in column six affects the main findings of OPC and DCPS. 

The positive and significant coefficient ofFORElGN_Dummy implies that foreign banks tend to 

have higher NIM than domestic banks. This suggests that of foreign banks are more competitive 

than domestic banks with regard to an interest rate of loans. This may due to their better 

experiences and skills to use superior banking techniques and their ability to provide diversified 

products and banking services. The OPC is positive and significant related to the foreign banks' 

NIM, suggesting that foreign banks maintaining higher reserve generate higher NIM compared 

to domestic banks. In other words, foreign banks make customers pay prices more than the OPC 

of reserves compared to domestic banks in GCC countries. The coefficient of DCPS has no 

significant effect on NIM of foreign banks. 

Furthermore, including the dununy variable of global financial tum10il (CRISIS) in column 

seven affects the results of OPC and DCPS. The relationship between OPC and NIM at the 

overnll level of GCC banks is positive and significant (at the level of IO percent), suggesting that 

keeping more reserves enhanced the profitability of GCC banks during the crisis period 2008-

2009. Similar to the findings of ROE, DCPS have a positive and significant effect on NIM 

dnring the crisis period. 
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Table 5.11 
Swnmal]_' ofEn11z.irical Res11/1s /i)r NIM 

Model4 Models Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

Independent Expected Full Model With Listed With Foreign With Crisis With Country 
Variables si1,;n (sign) Dummy (si~n) Dummy (~~gn) Dummy (sign} Dummy (sign) 

LNlMlt-1 Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(.:..} Significant(+) Significant(+) 
COST +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-} Significant(-) Significant(-) 

NIR +/- Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(·) 

ore +I- Insignificant (+} lnsignififant (+) Significant(+) Significant(+) lnsignifirant ('r) 

LR -!- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant{+) 

DMDEP .+/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant {c-) Significant(+) 

MR +!- Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(-) 

NPLs +/- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 

LLPs +/- Significant(·) Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
CAR +/- Significant( ..... ) Significant(-:-) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 

LOAN +!- Significant(+) Significant ( ~) Significant ( - ) Significant(+) Significant(+) 

LNGRTH +!- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) 

SIZE +!- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 

OBSs +/- Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(·) 
GDP +/ .. Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
INF +/- Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant{-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) 
RIR +/- Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant (-) 

FOi +I- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
OIL +!- Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant\-:·) 

HHI +/. Significant (-) Jnsignifieant {-) Significant (-) Significant(-) lnsignifirnnt (-) 

MARKE_CAP +!- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
DCPS +I- Significant(-) Significant (-) lnsignitkant (-) Significant(~) Significant(-) 
LISTED _Dummy Significant (-) 
FOREIGN_Dummy Significant(+) 
CRISIS +i- Significant (-) 
Dummy_BHR Significant(-) 
Dummy_KWT Significant(+) 
Dummy_OMN Significant(+) 
Dummy_QAT Insignificant(+) 

Dumm SAIJ Si!;!nificant (-) 

Column eight is controlled for country dummies. 11,e results demonstrate that controlling for 

country dummies does not alter the main findings with the variables. The insignificant effect of 

HHI suggests that no evidence to support the SCP hypothesis. The negative and statistical 

significance of the Bahrain and Saudi Arabia dummies suggest that the NIM of banks in both 

countries is lower than that of !JAE, Furthermore, the positive and significant of Kuwait and 

Oman dummies indicate that the NIM of banks in both countries is higher than that of !JAE, 
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while no difference is found between the NIM of banks in Qatar and UAE. The snmmary of the 

regression results for NIM is presented in Table 5.11. 

5.6.2. Empirical Results for the Market-Based performance (Tobin's Q) 

Similar to ROA, ROE, and NIM, this study uses the two-step GMM dynamic system panel 

estimator proposed by Blundell and Bond (2000) and Areliano and Bover (1995), which is 

usually more efficient than the one-step estimator, especially for the system GMM (Lee & Hsieh, 

2013). Table 5.12 reports the empirical findings of the market-based performance measured by 

Tobin's Q using the sample of only listed banks in GCC stock exchanges. This study uses 

Tobin's Q to evaluate shareholder value for GCC listed banks. In Table 5.12, there are six 

columns: Column one reports the results of bank-specific characteristics; Column two displays 

the findings of bank-specific and macroeconomic factors; Column three examines the effect of 

bank-specific and financial structure indicators; Column four presents the findings of bank

specific, macroeconomic, and fmancial factors; Column five reports the results of the full model 

witl1 the CRISIS as a dummy variable; and Column six reports the outputs that are controlled for 

country dummies. 

The Wald-test ratifies the goodness of fit, while the Sargan test for over- identifying restrictions 

fails to reject the null hypothesis in all models, indicating that the perfonnance measured by 

Tobin's Q is valid. Moreover, the p- value for AR(2) in all models fails to reject the nnll 

hypothesis suggesting that there is no serial correlation. This also means that the GMM estimator 

used to analyse Tobin's Q hypotheses in this study is consistent. 
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Table 5.12 
Reg!'ession Resulr.1- for Tobin's Q asIJeeendent Variable 

Variables Model I Modell Model3 Model 4 Model 5 ~fodel 6 

LTobin's QiJ.1 
.4546 .4253 -3421 ,3328 .3106 .2875 
i.011}0 * (.015)••· {.012)"'"• i.015}0 * C017)♦ ** (.019)* 0 

Bank-spec{/ic Jae-tors 

COST 
-J)0:4 -.ll(ll 9 .0004 ,0002 .000$5 .00029 
{.0004)•• (.0005)•• (.0003) (,0001) (Jlil043) (,00023) 

NIR 
.0014 .0024 .0001 .0007 .0013 .00083 
(.0003)* .. (_0003)**• (.0002) t,0003)0 {.0003)0 (.00039)0 

OPC 
_1)999 .0841 .4444 .4649 .6158 .74169 
(.047,♦* (.081) (,073)*** (.099} ... (,099)♦ +• (.18925)0 * 

LR .0003 .0000 .0028 .0023 0033 .00449 
(.0005) (.0006) (.0005)*** {.0009)0 (.0014) 0 (.00118)*0 

DMDEP 
.0047 J)057 .0036 .0033 .00!5 .00363 
{.0007)*** C0008)*0 (.0007)"'* (.001 !)** (.001) * (.001 !3)*** 

MR .0072 .0077 .0008 .0002 .0011 -.00199 
(s0007)"'"'* (.0009)*0 ( 0008) (.ilOl) (.il012) (.00170) 

NPLs -.0059 -.0038 -JJOJ f -.0015 -.001! -.00192 
(.00l}*** (,0009)0 * (.0007) (.0007)* (.001) • (.0002:7)*** 

LLPs 
·,0032 •,0026 .0007 w,0031 ·.001 l .00095 
(.0003)"'·· (.0004} ... (.0005) (,0016)• (.0006)" (.OOC49)• 

CAR -.0009 -.0062 -.0011 -.0037 -.0028 -.00296 
(.001) (,00 !8)** (.0009) (.0012)** (.0014)*+ (.00147)** 

LOAN 
·.0001 -.0002 -.0006 -J1003 -.00014 -.00032 
(.0001) (.0002) (.0002)0 • (.il002) (.0002) (.00020) 

L"IGRTH 
-.0004 -.0005 -.0001 -.OO0J -.OOOl 7 -.000095 
(.0001)*** (.0001)*** (.00004) .. (.00004)** (.00004)•0 (,00007) 

SIZE 
-,0940 -.0927 -JJ45S -.0001 -.0433 -.08739 
(.006)*** (.0099)•** (,009)*** (,00005)*** (.012)*** L0lll6)*•• 

OBSs 
.. 0001 -.0002 -.0001 -.00004 -.C•J004 .. 00064 
(.0001) (.0001) (.0002) C0004} (.0003) (.00035) 

Macroeconomic indicators 

GDP .0045 .0055 .0031 .002.04 
{.001}* 0 (.0008)*** (.00) J)** {.0011)1 )** 

INF •.0149 -,0032 -.0025 •.00326 
(.0013}*** (.0011)0 (.00J3)• (.00128}0 

RJR 
-,0005 -.0019 • .0016 -,00087 
(.0004) {.0003}*0 (.0004)0 • (.00032}*** 

FDl 
.0488 .0341 .0313 .01002 
(.005)•** {.003)·** (.OC6)••• (.004S6j** 

OIL 
.0011 .0011 .00083 .00065 
(J)OOl}"'•"' (.0001 )"'** (.0001)0 * (.00015)"'** 

Finaw:ial srruc111re h1dif.'(l!OrS 

HHJ -.0003 -.0440 -.0003 ~.00011 
(.000 I)••• (.009) .. (.0001)' (.00004}0

"' 

MARKE..('AP 
.0041 .0041 .0033 .00387 
(.0001)"""* (.0002)'""'* (.0002)"'*"' (,00016)•** 

DCPS ·.0016 •.0025 -.0014 -.00083 
(.0002)*•• {.0003)*0 (.000:5)*"' t.00040) .. 

LJSTElJ _Dummy 

fORElGN-Dummy 

CRISJS 
-.019 
(.009) .. 

Dummy_BHR 
-.17106 
(.20649) 

Dummy_KWT 
-.213'..:4 
(.11678}* 

Dummy_OMN 
.13144 
(,)2371) 

Dunnny_QAT 
.00840 
(.16213) 

Dummy_SAU .14199 
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(.13346) 

Constam 
l.25'..: .200 1.421 ~.730 .595 2-16!37 
t.l !8)0 * (.220} (.174)•♦+ (.21 '.!)·'" (.'.:03)"' .. (.:9982)0

"' 

No. ofobsen<nions 832 812 831 812 832 83'.! 

Number of banks 67 67 67 67 67 67 

Number of instruments 51 56 54 59 60 59 

\Vald➔1est X; 3775.4::;•n .1424.71*'""' 4908.53• 0 2556.46°• 1907.54'"** 6836...J4U+ 

Sargan lest (p-value) 0.9914 0.S%S 0.999 0.9%7 0.9994 0.9997 

AB lesl AR( I) (fr\'alue) 0.0299 0.0279 0.0253 0.0175 0.0218 (LO!Sl 

Al3 Les! AR(1) (i>wt'alue,l 0.1557 0.lo0t. 0 1676 02277 0.2086 0.2135 

The table describes resui!s of the effects ofbank-~peciftc, macroeconomic, and financial market factors on bank perfonnar.ce using two-step GMM 
e~timations h,· Arellano am.I Bover 0995) The dependent rnrmble is the Toh1n's Q. COST is.cosHo•income ra1io measured by opera!mg expenses 
10 101al ioeo1~e; NlR is non•interes1 re,·enuc to total 1evenue: OPC is opportunity cost: measured by liquid rescr\·es lO total assets; LR is liquidity 
risk measured by loans divided by customers and shor1-lerm funding; DMDEP is demand deposil TO total deposits; MR is market risk exposure 
measured by total amoun: cf investment?- in secur:i!y di\'idcd by lot.al assets; NPLs is non-perfonning loans to rnlal loons; LLPs is loan loss 
provision lo tornl loons; CAR is capiral adequacy ratio measured by equity lo total assets: LOAN is loans to total assets; LNGRTH is loan grow1l; 
measured by annual g;--owth rate of rotal Jean; SIZE is bank sjzc measured by !he natural logarithm of the to!al asseis value; OI3Ss is off-balance 
shce1 activities divided by l{)tal assels; GDP is annual GDP growlh Rate; JNF is cum:o! period fnl1ation rate (consumer prices); RJR is real interest 
rate; fDJ is FDI inflow measured b) lhe na1ural !og_arithm or 1he FDt inrlow valne; OJL Is Oil price mea;;urcd by annual oil spot price ehan,ge 
{Dollars per Barrel); HHl is Herfindahl index measured by suin of the squared euch bank' s toral assets to to!al banking sector asse,s; 
MARKt_ CAP is stock ma1;r<et capi1aliza1i<m measured by value of listed shares relative 10 GDP; OCPS Js domestic credit to !he private sector to 
GDP; LISTED_Dummy is a dummy takes a value of l for listed banks and O otherwise; FOREIGN_Dummy is a dummy takes a value of I for 
foreigi: banks and O 01herwise; CRISIS is a dummy e;isis takes a value of l for the years 2008-2009 and O .:»hcrwisc; Dummy_OHR is equal lo 
one if !he ballk nationality is that ofihc Bahrain and zero rnherwise; Dnmmy _K\VT is equal to one if:he bank nationality is t;lat of the Kuwait and 
zero otherwise; Duimny_ . .OMN is equal to one if the bank nationality is tha1 of the Oman and zero otherwise; Dummy_QAT is equal to one if 1hc 
bank nationality is 1ha1 of 11te Qatar and zero otherwise; Dummy_SAU is equal to one if the bank na1ionatity is lhal of die Saudi and zero 
otherwise. 'TT:tc period covers- the years from 2000 to 2015. Robust Slandard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients th:,t are significantly different 
f1om zero.al the 1%, 5%,, and !0% level areir.ark,>dwilh H•, 0 , an<l + respcc1ivcly, Wald lesl is a !est ofhomoscedasticity. The Sargan test is the 
tesl for ovcr-iden! if?,'ing rc~trictions in GMM dynamk model estimalion, The null hyprnha,;is of !he Sargan test ls 1hal foe instruments used are not 
eorrda!ed with Tl>sidual!l, I\I3 test AR(l) and ARO) refa 10 ;h<: Arellano-Bond tesl !hat avera1;e auto-co,,ariance in residuals of order I 
respe.;tive!y of order 1 is O (i-10: no auiocorrelation i.e., no s«Ond.order serial corr1;Ja1ion), 

Table 5.12 shows that lagged one period of Tobin's Q (Tobin's Qil-1) exhibits a positive and 

significant coefficient (at one percent level) with market-based performance Tobin's Q as a 

dependent variable in all models, This suggests that the improvements in bank efficiency last 

year leads to improvement in the shareholder value of banks next year. The significance level of 

coefficient of Tobin's Q is found to be close at average level 0.36, suggesting that GCC banks 

should focus on ways and means to increase shareholders value rather than only NIM differential 

(NIM,,.,= 0.76). 
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In general, the findings for the listed banks' perf01mance measured by Tobin's Q confinn the 

results of !he perfonnance measured by ROA, ROE, and NIM of all GCC banks with the 

exception of some of the independent variables. For instance, as shown in model four, the 

association between COST and Tobin's Q is positive but insignificant, which means that the 

enhanced cost efficiency has not significantly added to shareholders' value for listed banks in the 

GCC region. This result is consistent with the results of Fu el al. (2014b) and Karim and Alam 

(2013) who find a positively insignificant relationship between Tobin's Q and COST. This result 

does not support the hypothesis of COST with Tobin's Q. 

Referring to non-interest revenue (NIR), this study finds that the NIR has a positive and 

significant effect on GCC listed banks' performance measured by Tobin's Q, implying that the 

higher income from non-traditional activities enhances the shareholder value of the listed GCC 

banks. This suggests that listed banks in GCC markets have the necessary technical competence 

to offer relevant services to generate NIR which leads to increase in the shareholders' value of 

banks. Similar resnlts are also found by Fiordelisi and Molyneux (2010). 

As shown in column four of Table 5.12, market risk (MR) exposure has a positive but 

insignificant effect on bank performance measured by Tobin's Q. This implies that, on avG>tage, 

thL-re is no clear evidence to support that listed banks which are more engaged in investing in 

securities conld enhance the shareholders' value. The proxy for the credit risk in bank's loan 

portfolio, total loans to total assets (LOAN), is also found to be negative but insignificant, 

meaning that there is insufficient evidence to suggest that the loan portfolio risk determines the 

shareholder value for the GCC listed banks. Trus result is in line with results of Garcia-Meca et 
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al. (2014) who find that the effect of LOAN on Tobin's Q is negative but insignificant. Thus, 

these results do not support the hypotheses of MR and LOAi" with Tobin's Q. Fu et al. (2014b) 

argue that the positive/negative relationship between MR/LOAN and Tobin's Q may due to the 

fact that shareholders may take a positive view of their MR exposure but take a relatively 

negative view about the credit risk exposure. 

Regarding capital adequacy ratio (CAR), finding of the study suggest that the effect of CAR on 

Tobin's Q is negative and significant; indicating that shareholder value of GCC banks is affected 

negatively by CAR. This finding has confirmed the results of Al-Saidi and AI-Shammari (2013) 

who use Tobin's' Q as dependent variables of bank perfonnance and find that the link between 

the CAR and Tobin's Q is negative and significant and argue that various efforts by Central Bank 

of Kuwait to review the capital of financial sector did not improve the shareholder value of 

Kuwait banks. This result is also in line with the 'moral hazard' hypothesis; the higher the level 

of capital of the shareholders has at risk, the stronger are their incentives to monitor management 

and assure that the institution operates efficiently. Empirically, GCC banks are not able to 

translate the increase in their equity capital to increase the shareholders value: where CAR of 

GCC banks has witnessed an increase from 16.52 percent in 2008 to 18.85 percent in the end of 

2015; in contrast, value of shareholders equity has observed a decline from 16.45 to I 3.05 during 

the same period. 

For SIZE .. this study finds a strong negative effect of SIZE on listed banks' performance 

measured by Tobin's Q, meaning that the smaller the listed banks, the belier the perfonnance 

(higher shareholders' value). Similar results are found by Fu et al. (2014b) for 14 Asian Pacific 

banking sectors, Liang et al. (2013} for European banks, as well as with Al-Saidi and Al-
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Shammari (2013) for Kuwait banks. Fu er al. (2014b) argue that the negative effect of SIZE on 

Tobin's Q suggests that shareholders may give more value to the synergistic effects derived from 

expansion at the early stage. The negative association may be due to the higher LLPs of the 

larger listed banks in GCC stock markets. This result is in line with the view that the smaller 

listed banks are easier to control and manage and their managers can focus on fewer activities, 

which leads to better perfonnance. 

The association between the OBSs activities and listed bank performance (Tobin's Q) is negative 

but insignificant; this means that there is no clear evidence lO suggest that the more OBSs 

activities a bank undertake, there will be a corresponding decline in shareholder value. Hence, 

this does not support the hypothesis of OBSs with Tobin's Q. This also in line with Khediri el al. 

(2015) who find that listed banks in GCC stock markets are less engaged in OBSs activities. 

FDl inflow into GCC region has a positive and significant impact on the shareholder value of 

listed banks measured by Tobin's Q. This finding is in agreement with the view that higher FDJ 

inflow enhances the economic growth by human capital formation, technology diffusion and so 

on. Higher FDI inflow in an economy may result in be11er performance expectations which get 

reflected in the higher level of stock market performance including bank stocks. 

As shown in column five, incorporating the crisis dummy (CRISIS) does not alter the main 

findings of this study. The CRJSlS is negatively and significantly associated with Tobin·s Q, 

indicating that shareholder value of listed banks in GCC economies is lower during the global 

financial turmoil. Fu et al. (2014b) find similar findings between CRISIS and Tobin's Q of 14 
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banking sectors in Asia Pacific. The results in Column six illustrate that controlling the country

specific effects have caused the main variable of LNGRTH to become insignificant. This may 

indicate that the variations in economic, political and regulatory enviromnents, as well as 

banking structure, may affect the style banks in which manage their market-based perfonnance 

(Tobin's Q). The negative and significant effect of Dummy_KWT indicates that shareholder 

value (Tobin's Q) of banks in Kuwait is lower than that oflJAE banks. Table 5.13 presents the 

summary of empirical frudings for Tobin's Q. 

Table 5.13 
Summary of Empirical Resulis for Tobins 'Q 

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

Independent Expected sign Full Model With Crisis Dummy With Country Dummy 
Variables (si n) (sign) (sign) 
LTobin's Qi1-1 Significant(+} Significant(+) Significant(+) 
COST +/. lnsignlflcanl (+) Insignificant(+) Insignificant (+) 
NIR +I- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
OPC +!- Significant(+) Significant ( •") Significant ( +) 
LR +/- Significant ( a") Significant(+) Significant(+) 
DMDEP +I- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
MR -+-/- Insignificant(+) Insignificant(+) Insignificant (-) 
NPLs +/. Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(.) 
LLPs +/- Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant(-) 
CAR +I- Significant(·) Significant{·) Significant(-) 
LOAN +!- lnsignlflcant (-) lnsignilkanl (-) Insignificant(-) 
LNGRTH +!- Significant ( ·) Significant(·) Insignificant(·) 
SlZE +/- Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(·) 
OBSs +i- lnsignlf1<an1 (-) Insignificant(-) Insignificant H 
GDP +/. Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
JNF +/- Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant ( ·) 
RIR +/- Significant ( •) Significant(·) Significant{-) 
FD! +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
OIL +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant\+) 
HHJ +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) 
MARKE __ CAP +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(-) 
DCPS +/. Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(-) 
LJSTED _Dummy ............. , .. ................ ............. , .. 
FOREIGN Dummy ················ ........... , .... ................ 
CRJSIS +/- Significant(-) 
Dumrny_BHR Insignificant (-) 
Dummy __ KWT Significant(·) 
Dummy_OMN Insignificant(+) 
Dummy_QAT Insignificant(+) 
Dummy SAU Insignificant(+) 
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5.6.3. Empirical Results for the BaukRisk-Taking Behavior 

This section discusses the results for the measures of hank risk taking behavior which are 

standard deviation of ROA (SDROA) and standard deviation of ROE (SD ROE). 

5.6.3.1. Empirical Results for the SDROA 

Table 5.14 reports the empirical results of the bank risk-taking behavior measured by SDROA 

using the full sample ofGCC banks in this study. Similar to Table 5.6, 5.8, and 5.10, there are 

eight columns in Table 5.14 and the same set of independent variables is used in the regression 

of SDROA Collllml one presents the outcomes of bank-specific determinants. Colunm two 

shows regression results with the bank-specific factors and macroeconomic factors. Column 

three displays the results of bank-specific and financial structure indicators. Column four 

exhibits the results of bank-specific, macroeconomic, and financial structure indicators. Columns 

five, six, seven and eight report the estimation results that are controlled by the listed dummy, 

foreign bank, financial crisis, and country dummies respectively. 

As presented in Table 5.14, Wald-test shows that overall, the model is found to be statistically 

significant, indicating a relationship between a set of independent variables and SDROA (fine 

goodness of fit). The Sargan tests for over-identifying restrictions do not reject the null 

hypothesis in all columns, indicating that the instruments used in the SDROA are valid. In 

addition, the p-value for AR(2) in all columns do not reject the null hypothesis of the absence of 

second-order serial autocorrelation. This means that the GMM estimator used to analyse the 

SDROA in this stndy is consistent 
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Table 5.14 
___ Regression Results for SDROA as Dependent Variable 

Variables Model I Model 2 Model3 Model4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

LSDROA:1-1 
.73140 .70689 .68344 .67! 99 .66161 .65454 .69)91 .63088 
{.00074}*"* (.00090)••· (-00116)*"'* (.00121)*0 COOi i)..,** COOl4)U* (.00l421""""' (.002}:JU• 

Ba11k.-specific/Gc1ors 

COST 
.00!32 ,00113 .00182 .00142 .00154 .00167 .0009! .00166 
(.00002)0 * {.0000::in••· (.00002)*** (.rn:)0034)*0 (.0()003} ... (.00003)*** (.00003)*"* (.00004)•0 

NIR 
.00006 .000054 .000073 .00007 .000099 .00013 -.00552 .00038 
(.00002}0 {.000007)*** (.000004)*** (.00001)*** (J)OOO))*** (.00001) ... (.00001)-** (.00001)0 • 

OK l .044) l.1338 1-1853 l.5592 1.6050 1.63:29 L3Sl2 .95678 
(.03651 }**"' {.04759t** ( 0255-4)**'"' (.05578)*0 (.0655)•0 (.0742)*0 C06428l0 * t05l0)0

• 

LR 
-.0037 ·.0034 -.00314 -.00312 -.0033 - 00346 ·.00312 -.00479 
(,00004)**"' ( .OOOG4 )*** t.00005)*** (.0()()08)*"'* (.0001)"'0 (.OOO0~q•o (.00006)* .. (,0001)"'""" 

DMDEP 
-.0174 w,0)5 J ·.01398 -.0!35& -.0124 -.01095 -.01388 -.02037 
(.00030)*** c00052)** .. cooo31 r• .. • (J)0072)**"' (.0006)*0 (.0007)*"'"' (.00051)0 • (.0008}*** 

'MR 
.0716! JJ6S3 .07225 .07096 .0702 .06958 J)?:264 .06134 
(.00026) .... (.0:)055)"'"'* (.80049)*** (.00068)*** (.0006)*** (.0007)0

• (,00058)*** (.OOG!h0 * 

NPLs 
.00971 _01011 ,01122 .01042 .01041 .0!034 .01104 .01214 
(.00006)*"* (.00007)**"' (.00004)"'** (.00007)*** (-0001)*** (.00008)*** (.0001)*** (.0002)"""* 

LLPs .18497 .1827 .1783] .17964 .17951 .17743 .17433 .18474 
{.00059)*** cooo68J*** (.00039)*** (.00093)**"' (.0011)• 0 (.001 J}*"'"' c,0012.r•• (.0017) ... 

CAR 
-.0232.0 -.02669 -.02.i2 -.02857 -.02981 -.03356 -.02531 ·.04076 
(.00024 )"'** {.00057)*** {.00037)*""" (.00049}*** (.0004)*♦* (.0004)*""" (.0006)**"' (,0007)*** 

LOAN 
.01156 0!26 .0%76 .Ol 154 .01343 .01347 .00792 -.00455 
(. 00063 )*** (.00055)*** (.00057)"'"* t,00105)*"'* (.0010)••· (.0008) .... (.0:.109)*** (.001w· 

LNGRTH 
.00281 .00089 .00362 ,00149 .00135 .00129 .00143 .n0J?S 
(.00:)05)**"' (_.00:.107 )*** (.00006)*** (.00007}*** (.0001)**"' (.00001,)*** \.0001)*** (.0001) .... 

SIZE 
•,56037 -,7692 -,72336 -.90233 -.88632 -.84102 -.73732 -1.02066 
(.00713)*** C00850)*** (.0!004)*** (.OJ 394)*** t.0136)*"'* {0118}4'*· (Dl47)*"'"' {.0212)"'*" 

OBSs .00068 ,000072 .00007 .0002! .00023 .00024 .000141 .000216 
t.000()3)*"'* (.00003)"'* (.00003)** (.00004)"** (.00004)**"' {.00004 )"'""' (.00004)"'"'"' (.00005}*** 

Macroeco11omic indicmors 

GDP 
-.0438 -.02359 -.0.2301 -.02433 -.0!291 -.01835 
( .00086 )*** (.00138)*** {.0016)**"' (.0018}*** \.00i2)*** (.00!3)**• 

£NF .098! .09037 .09002 .08807 .03402 .07585 
(.00096)*""" (.00140)**• (.0016)"'""" (.0017) .... (.0016)*""* (.0023)••· 

RlR 
.01794 .01242 .01265 .01295 .00172 .00789 
(.00038)*** (,00038)"' ... (.0004)"'"'"' {.0004)"" 0 {.0004)"'** (.0004)"' 0 

FDl .1092 .12163 .12523 .12401 ,0S392 ,07946 
(.00508)"' ... {.00376)*** (.0033)*** (,0034)0 * {.0052)0 * (.0059) .... 

O!L ,00322 .00317 .00349 .00366 ,00299 .00256 
(,00015)0 * {.00019) ... {.OOOJ)•H (.0002)"'"'• (.0003)"** C0001)0 * 

Financial s:rncrure i11dicawrs 

HHl -.00004 .00009 .0002 .00012 -.00012 _00002 
(.00003) (.00006) (.0001) (.00007) (.000ll) (.00009) 

MARKE_CAJ' 
-OOOll I -.00166 -.00157 -.00135 .0005$ -.00263 
(.00012)*** (.00018)•*♦ {.0002)*"'* {.0002)*** (,000;?)** {.000]9*"'* 

DCPS .02501 .02204 .02063 .01832 .00737 .03143 
<.00027)* ... {.00043)* ... (.0005)0 • (.0006)* .. (,00069)-••· (.0006)"'** 

LISTED _Dummy -.8100; 
{.0394)* ... 

FOREIGN_Dummy 
l.3631 
{.0600)*** 

CRlSlS 
.8245 
(.0252)*** 

Dum:nv BHR -.51081 
{.2609}** 

Dnmmy_KWf 
4.5:246 
P65l)**" 

Dummy_OMN 
-3.6404 
(.5105)"'"'"' 

Dummy __ _QAT 
9.3097 
(.8907)"' ... 

Dum1ny_SAU 
5.974.2 
{,5520)"'"'"' 
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SJB8:-: 9.5192 J0.234 10.8547 10,288 8.9350 9.1480 12.430 I 
('ocstam (JJ92i)••· (.1661)"'*"' {.1299)••· ( 1596)"' .... (.1381 )"'** (.14'.H)..,,.. (.J.260) ...... (.4644) 0

"' 

No of obserrnticns 196.'.'i ]939 1965 1939 1939 1939 1939 1939 

Number of bank;:; I 63 163 163 163 J63 163 163 163 

Number of ins1nm1ents 137 142 JOO 145 146 146 146 145 

Wald-1es1 l240tHJ"'"'"' 146000••· 56100"'"'· 1540000"'0 27800"'"'· 53100(,1**"' 936000••· 4870(1•0 

Sargan tes1 (p-n1luel 0.9566 J.9577 0.9501 0.9635 0.9706 0.9720 0.9786 0.9693 

AU lest AR{! l (p-Yalue} OJ)~J I 0.0194 0.018 0,02(12 0.0202 :).020) 0.02()8 O.OJQ4 

AB tesl AR(.!} {p,-vaiuc) 0.5837 0.6542 OA:,735 0.6813 0.6655 0.6710 o.~7 06863 

The 1abk describes results of the eflCCls or bank-specific, macroeconomic, and financial markcl raclOrs on bank per!Onmmcc using lW{'Hi!ep GMM 
cstimatiom by Arellano and B(wer 0995). The dependent variable is the Standard devia1ion of return on asscis SOROA. COST is cosHo-incomc ratio 
measured by operating expenses to lotol income; ~IR is non•interesl revenue lo total revenue; OP\ is oppo11uni1y cost measured by liquid reserves. to total 
asscis; LR is liqddity risk measured by loans (hided by cus!omers and sbort-tenn funding; DMDEP is demand deposit lo total d<.l)Osils; MR is market risk 
expos.ure mcasure<l by «Hal amount of invesm,ents in security diYidcd by total assels; NPLs is non-performing loans to total loans; LLPs is loon loss provision 
to \Olal loans; CAR is capital adequacy ralio measured by equi1y to total asseis; LOAN is Joans to total assets; LNGRTH is kian 1,>rowth measured by annu;,J 
growth rate of 10ml loon; SIZE is bank siz.e measured by the natural logai-;thm or the towl assets value; OBSs is ofl'-b.i!::mcc sheet actiYhics divided by tolal 
assets; GDP is annual GDP growth Rate; INF is curreut period inflation ra(c (consumer prices); RIR is real interest rate; FDi 1s FDJ inflow measured by the 
natural logaril'lm of the FDI inllow n1iue; OIL is Oil priee measured by annual oil spo1 price change (Dollars per Barrel); HHI is Herfindabl index measured 
by sum cf the squared each bank's total assets to to1al banking seclor assets; MARKE ... C AP is stock market capitalization r.1easured by Yalue ofiisted shares 
relalive :c GDP; DCPS is domestic credll 10 the pri\'ate sector to GDP: LISTED-Dummy is a dummy takes a value or I for listed banks and O otherwise; 
FOREIGN_ Dummy is a dummy takes a \a]ue of I for foreign b;mks and O otherwise; CRISIS is a dummy crisis lakes a value of I for the years 2008-2009 
and O otherwise; Dummy _BHR is equal rn one if lhe bank nationality is th:11 of the Uahrain and urn otherwise; Dmnmy_ KWT ls equal LO one if the bank 
nationality is thal of 1he Kuwait and zew otherwise; Dummy_OMN is equal to one if the bank nationali!y is that of the Oman and z.e10 otherwise; 
Dummy _QAT is e.:;.ual !O one if the bank nmiona:i1y is that of the Qatar and zero otherwise; Dummy~SAL- is equal to one if the bank nationality is 1hal of the 
Saudi and zero otlterwise. The period CO\·crs 1he years from 2000 to 2015. Robust standard errors are in parent:iescs. Coefficients that are signifieamly 
different from zero at the 1%, 5%. and 10% level are marked with •••, ••, and "' re~pectivdy. Wald test is a test of hotno&eedas1icity. The Sargan feSl is lbe
test for over~idenlifying re.mlclions m GMM dynamk model estimation. The null hypothesis of lf".e Sargan tcsl is Iha! !he instruments used arc nol correlated 
wilh residuals. AB test ARi l} and AR(2) refer to the Arellano-Bond test thal average amo-wvariancc in re,iduals of order l respetfr•;ely of order 2 is O (l-10: 
no au1ocom:Ja1ion i.e., no second-order serial correlation). 

As expected, lagged one period of SOROA (SOROA;,_,) exhibits a positive and significant 

relationship the dependent variable (SDROA) in all the columns, suggesting that the risk in the 

previous period will be enhanced in the next period. The coefficients on the lagged SDROA 

takes a value of approximately 0.68, implying that there exists a high degree of bank risk 

persistence which justifies the dynamic nature of study model specification. 

In all the regressions, present study finds that the COST has a positive and significant effect on 

SDROA with the coefficient of significance at the one percent level. This implies that banks 

which are less cost-efficient (lrigher COST) are more risky (higher SDROA). This result is 

consistent with the results of Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014) and Barry et al. (2011) who find 
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that banks with lower managerial efficiency are more risky. For NIR, this study finds that the 

effect of NIR on SD ROA is positive and significant at the one percent level, suggesting that 

higher NJR is associated with higher volatility {SDROA). These findings are consistent with the 

view that more reliance on non-traditional activities results in higher risk {Saghi-Zedek & Tarazi, 

2014; Goddard et al., 2008; Lepetit et al., 2008; Mercieca et al., 2007; DeYoung & Roland, 

2001). In other words, the profits from non-traditional activities are less stable than those from 

lending activities. 

With respect to the opportunity cost of reserves (OPC), the results in Tables 5.14 show that the 

relationship between OPC and SDROA are highly positive and significant at the one percent 

level with an average coefficient 1.32. This suggests that the higher the reserves, the higher are 

the risk (SDROA). These findings are consistent with the view that the OPC are an implicit tax 

that erodes bank profitability (Nacenr & Om.ran, 201 I). TI1e liquidity risk {LR) has a negative 

and significant effect on SDROA with the coefficient of significance at the one percent level, 

suggesting that the higher the ratio of loan lo total deposits and short-term funding, the lower are 

the volatility of returns (lower risk). It reflects that the managers of GCC banks have the 

capability to manage and monitor their loans and deposit and funding mix, which result in to 

decrease the bank risks. Similar results are found by Bedendo and Bruno (2012). 

The coefficient of demand deposit to total deposits ratio (DMDEP) is found to be negative and 

significant with SDROA, implying that higher demand deposit leads to lowering the risk of 

banks due to their lower costs. In contrast, market risk (MR) exposure of banks has a significant 

and positive relationship with SDROA, indicating that banks that are more engaged in securities 
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investment are at higher risk (volatility of returns). lt also reflects the view that banks that 

generate higher returns on their investments face higher systematic risks (Jones el al., 2013). 

Regarding NPLs, the present study obseives that the association between NPLs and SDROA is 

positive and significant, implying that the higher the NPLs higher are the risk and hence the 

volatility of returns. These findings are in line with the results of Bedendo and Bruno (2012) who 

find that banks with higher NPLs are at more default risk. Similarly, the effect of LLPs on 

SD ROA is positive and significant with: the coefficient 0. J 81 implies that a one percent increase 

in LLPs raises volatility of assets return by 0. l 8. lt also reflects the fact that banks with a large 

portion of loans provisions are more-risky. 

For capital adequacy ratio (CAR), the findings suggest that the equity to asset ratio has a 

negative and significant relationship with SDROA, implying thereby that the banks with higher 

equity show lower returns volatility. This may be due to the fact that banks with higher CAR are 

more conservative in traditional lending activities, which, in tum, results in the lower volatility in 

profits. This result supports the argument that banks with higher capital ratios are safer and take 

less risk (Keeley, 1990). Lepetit et al. (2008b) for European banks, and Goddard et al. (2008) 

and Cebenoyan and Strahan (2004) for U.S.A banks find similar results. 

The estimated coefficients on LOAN are positive and significant in the regressions for SDROA, 

suggesting that banks with a higher share of LOAN are more risky. These results are consistent 

with Cebenoyan and Strahan (2004), Mercicca et al. (2007), Goddard et al. (2008), and Lee and 

Hsieh (20 I 3) who find that banks that are more involved in loan sales have a higher percentage 
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ofNPLs on their balance sheets. Likewise, this study finds that loan growth (LNGRTH) is one of 

the significant detenninants of bank risk. The finding is in line with Bedendo and Bruno (2012), 

Kohler (2012), Keeton (1999), and Foos et al. (2010) which report that banks with higher 

LNGRTH are more risky. In a high LNGRTH environment, banks may sanction loans to clients 

who were either rejected earlier or reduce their credit standards in approving credit thereby add 

to the riskiness of their loan portfolio. Higher LNGRTH than their rivals may attract clients who 

could not get loans from other banks because they are provided the loans without sufficient 

collateral related to the credit quality or require a very low-interest rate on loans (Foos et al., 

2010). 

Regarding SIZE, the coefficient of SIZE has a negative and significant effect on SDROA, 

suggesting that banks with larger size are less risky (lower returns volatility). This result supports 

the argument that larger banks experience economies of scale and scope. This also may due to 

the fact that larger banks in GCC economies are less aggressive which, in rum, reduce the 

volatility of their returns. These findings are in line with Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), 

Goddard et al. (2008), Lepetit el al. (2008), and Mercieca et al. (2007) who find that larger banks 

experience lower return's volatility. 

The empirical results display that bank's risk or volatility of returns 011 assets measured by 

SDROA is positively associated with OBSs activities and is significant at the one percent level, 

indicating that banks with a higher level of OBSs activities are at higher risk. These results are in 

line with the moral hazard hypothesis that states that OBS activities increase risk (Angbazo, 

1997). Aktan et al. (2013), Haq and Heaney (2012), and Wagster (1996) also conclude that 
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OBSs activities are positively associated with numerous measures of bank risk. K6hler (2012) 

stress that banks that are more engaged in OBSs activities like securitization are more risky due 

to the fact that these activities attract low or few regulatory capitals, employ higher financial 

leverage. 

In terms of macroeconomic indicators, the coefficients of GDP on bank risk (SDROA) are 

negative and significant in all models, suggesting that the higher the GDP, the lower the 

volatility of returns (lower risk). In other words, banks located in economies with faster growth 

in GDP tend to have lower volatility in their financial performance. This may be due to the fact 

that the rates of insolvency and unemployment are lower during periods of economic prosperity, 

which decrease banks' credit risk and make banks' loan portfolios less risky. Moreover, during 

the phase of healthy economic growth, there is an increase in the number of investment projects. 

Tbe anticipated net present value of such projects result in lowering the total risk of banks 

{Kashyap, Sten, & Wilcox, 1993). Similar results are found by Saghi-Zedek and Tarazi (2014), 

Lee and Hsieh (2013), Soedannono et al. (2013), and Goddard et al. (2008) who find that 

economic development will reduce banks' risk. 

The present study finds that the inflation rate (INF) has a positive and significant effect on banks' 

volatility of returns (SDROA), implying that the higher the INF, the higher are the bank risks. 

11lis result is consistent with the argument that higher inflation can make debt servicing easier by 

reducing {erodes) tbe real value of loan repayments and also the real income of the borrowers 

(Castro, 2013). Lee and Hsieh (2013) and Soedannono el al. (2013) find similar results between 

INF and SDROA for Asian banking sector. 
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This study finds that the association of RlR is positive and significant oo bank risk (SD ROA), 

suggesting that the banks with higher RIR have more volatile returns, These results are in line 

with Unite and Sullivan (2003), Quagliariello (2007), Castro (2013}, and Kohler (2012) who 

argue that the positive effect of higher R!R on bank risk mostly comes through lower leverage 

risk Furthermore, higher RIR can increase problems of adverse selection and moral hazard 

(Bohachova, 2008}, This also may due to the fact that rise in the debt burden due to high RIR 

leads to a higher rate of NP Ls (Louzis et al., 2012), 

FD! inflows into GCC countries have a positive and significant effect on the risk (SDROA) of 

overall GCC banks, suggesting that the higher the FD! inflows the higher the volatility of GCC 

bank returns. These results may due to the tougher competition domestic banks face from the 

foreign banks. The largest foreign bank subsidiaries in GCC region are from USA and UK, 

which have better expertise and techniques, and a strong capacity to compete in the region. Most 

of the foreign banks in GCC economies are small and from countries without having significant 

FD! inGCC. 

The results show that the impact of oil price shocks (OIL) on bank risk or returns volatility of 

banks (SDROA) is positive and significant at the level of one percent. These findings indicate 

that OIL is in fact related to banks volatility of returns in GCC economies. These findings are 

consistent with the fact that higher OIL wonld generate higher loan demand and a corresponding 

appetite of banks to sanction loans, However, this may also result in banks sanctioning loan to 

more-risky projects. 
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Tuming to financial structure indicators, the study hypothesized that there is a relationship 

between market concentration (HHI) and SDROA. However, the findings show that the 

relationship between HHI and SOROA is insignificant, which means that the hypotheses of the 

association of HHI with SOROA are not supported. This also implies that market concentration 

does not increase bank risk-taking behaviors that ultimately result in volatility in ROA at the 

overall level of GCC banks. The possible interpretation is that market concentration results in the 

better ability of banks to manage their assets, control operating expenses, determine the 

appropriate mix of funds to raise, decrease the bank's tax liabilities, and pricing bank services, 

which have smoothening effects on banks' ROA. 

The coefficient of the effect of stock market development {MARKE_ CAP) on SD ROA (bank 

risk-taking) is negative and significant, suggesting that higher stock market development leads to 

lower bank risk (returns volatility). TI1is can be interpreted by the view that a well-developed 

stock market provides appropriate information to the banks' management about borrowing finns' 

credit situation, which significantly decreases the cost of monitoring risk and results in a 

decrease in their returns volatility. The relationship between domestic credit to private sector as a 

percentage of GDP (DCPS) and SD ROA is positive and significant, suggesting that banks with 

higher OCPS are more risky. This sllldy finds evidence that DCPS is a major determinant of 

bank risk at the country level. This is in line with the previous studies that confirm that higher 

the OCPS higher is the risk which is the result of the higher level of competition in the financial 

environment (Lee & Hsieh, 2013; Kohler, 2012). 
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As shown in column five, including the dummy variable of listed banks (LISTED_ Dummy) has 

not affected the main findings of the variables. The negative and significant coefficient of 

LISTED _Dummy with SD ROA suggests tlrnt listed banks are less risky (lower SDROA) than 

unlisted banks. This may due to that market forces may dampen the risk-taking behavior of listed 

banks. 

In eolumn six, ineorporating FOREIGN_ Dumn1y has not influenced the results of the main 

variables. The significant positive relationship of foreign banks to SDROA indicates that foreign 

banks are more risky (SDROA) than domestic banks. 'The possible explanation for these results 

could be due to the distance between the parent banks and their subsidiaries in the host markets. 

Local outfits have a higher degree of freedom to manage their equity, which gives them more 

flexibility to invest in risky projects in the anticipation of higher expected return. The mean value 

of foreign banks' NIR is 65.98 compared to 37.43 for domestic banks (Table 5.1), which suggests 

that foreign banks more engaged on non-traditional activities which are risky than domestic 

banks. Availability of relevant skills and expertise to reflects the risk-taking behavior of foreign 

banks. 

The dummy CRISIS has a positive and significant eoefficient in colu1m1 seven holding all main 

variables constant with exception )!JR and MARKE_CAP. The negative and significant 

eoefficient of CRISIS variable suggests ilia! GCC banks' returns are more volatile during the 

financial crisis period. Furthennore, the association between NIR and SDROA is negative and 

significant, suggesting that banks that are more involved in non-traditional activities are less 

risky during tl1e crisis period, which means also that non-traditional activities help banks to 
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reduce the risk of the financial crisis. Moreover, banks with higher stock market development 

(MARKE_ CAP) are also more risky during the financial turmoil period due to the strong 

correlation and interconnectedness with the global financial markets. 

Table 5.15 
Summary of Empirical Results for SD ROA 

Model4 Model5 Mode16 Model 7 Model 8 
Independent Expected Full Model With Listed With Foreign With Crisis With Country 
Variables sign (sign) Dummy (sign) Dummy (sign) Dummy (sign) Dummy (sign) 
LSDROA;,. 1 Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) 
COST +!~ Significant (-) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( <) Significant(+) 
NIR +!- Significant ( 7) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(·) Significant(+) 
OPC +!- Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
LR +/. Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant(·) 
DMDEP +!~ Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant(·) 
MR +!- Significant (7) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant (-) 
NPL.s +!~ Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
LLPs +I- Significant (-) Significanl (+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
CAR +/- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant(-) 
LOAN +!- Significant(+) Significant(-) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(·) 
L'.'JGRTH +J- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(-) Significant ( +) 
SIZE ""'"I- Significant ( ·) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant{-) Significant{-) 
OBSs -/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(-) Significant ( +) 
GDP ,.:,..;_ Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) Significant (-) Significant {-) 
lNF +!~ Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( ... ) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
RIR -+-!~ Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
FD! +/. Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant ( 7) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
OIL -t-/w Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant ( 7) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
HHl +I- Insignificant(+) Insignificant(+) Insignificant(+) Insignificant ( -) Insignificant(-"-} 

MARKE CAP +!- Significant{-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant('+) Significant (-) 
DCPS +I- Significant{+) Significant(+) Significant { +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) 
LJSTED_Dummy Significant(-) 
FOREIGN_Dummy Significant { ~) 
CRISJS -f.1¥ Significant(+) 
Dummy_BHR Significant(-) 
Dummy_KWT Significant(-) 
Dummy_OMN Significant(-) 
Dummy_QAT Significant(+) 
Dummy SAU Si ificant (+) 

Controlling the country dummies has only affected on the findings of LOAN variable, LOAN 

has a negative and significant effect on SDROA which may due to the differences in lending 

policies for GCC banks. The significant coefficients of country dummies on SD ROA show that 

Bahraini and Omani banks are less risky than banks in UAE, while banks in Kuwait, Qatar, and 
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Saudi Arabia are more risky than in UAE. Table 5.15 presents the summary of empirical findings 

forSDROA. 

5.6.3.2. Empirical Results for the SDROE 

Table 5.16 presents an analysis of the second bank risk-taking measure SDROE using the full 

sample in the study. Similar to the empirical analysis on SOROA in Table 5.14, Table 5.16 also 

consists of the same eight models. 

The Wald-test shows the joint significance of the variables, while the Sargan test for over

identifying restrictions fails to reject the null hypothesis in all columns, indicating that the 

instruments used in the SDROE analysis are valid. In addition, the p- value for AR(2) in all 

columns fails to reject the null hypothesis of the absence of second-order serial autocorrelation. 

This means that the GMM estimator used to analyse the SDROE in this study is consistent. 

Furthermore, the positive significant coefficients of lagged one period of SDROE;1•1 in all 

columns imply that there exists a high degree of bank risk persistence which justifies the 

dynamic nature of study model specification. 

The empirical findings of the dependent variable ofSDROE mostly confirm the results from the 

estimation of SDROA in the study with some exceptions. For example, the association between 

OPC and SDROE is negative and significant, suggesting that the keeping more reserves lead to 

reduced volatility of bank equity returns (lower risk). This may due to tl1e fact that efficient 

banks are able to make their customers pay more than their OPC which in turn reduce hank risk 

measured by SD ROE. 
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Table 5.16 
Regression Results(or SD ROE as Dependent Variable 

Variables Mod<I I Model 2 Mod<l3 .vlod•I 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 

LSDROE;1-I 
.83601 .83971 .82968 _83357 .83417 S6l93 .83455 _81307 
i-00007)*"'"' C00016}*** (,00011 )*** (.00019)"'** (.0002)"'** {.0002)*0 t.000'..:)*** (.0003) ..... 

Bm1k"spec·j/icJGcmrs 

COST 
.()2531 .02756 .02299 J):2.592 .02589 .03075 .02792 .02346 
(.000!2)"'** C0(){)42)-*U (.00028)*•"' (.00049)*** {.0003)0 • (.0008) 0 * {.0005) ... {,0006)0 * 

NIR .00527 .00531 J)0491 .00504 .00589 .08638 .00538 •.00312 
\.00004)"'0 (.00007}"'** { OOO(l.:J*O (.00008)*** {.OOO!CW,... (,0001)*** (.000 l)*** (.0001 }*** 

OPC -8.2158 ~10.3128 -6.8028 -7.8677 -8.98)7 -11.558 -8.8205 -12.4185 
{.05228)•-- (.31978J"'** (.16095)**"' (.37919)**"' ( .. nss)*** (.4712)*** (.4696)*** (J.027)** 

LR .016771 .0J791 ,01577 .0188$7 .01819 .01716 .01828 .01326 
(,00077)**" (.00143}* 0 (.00125) ..... (.00215)*** (.0016)*** (.0020)""** {.0016)*"''"' (.0022}'"** 

DMDEP -.30266 -.30011 -.30896 -.30577 -.30'..:46 -.30175 -.29960 -.35931 
(.00149)"'** {.00436)*"'"" (.00296)•·· (.005 I lt0 (.0066)"' .. (.0076)* .. (.0057)*** (.00 !Ol*** 

MR .08644 .14410 .06797 .I 1504 .10797 .11723 .!0832 .12701 
(.00203)*0 (.00278)*"'"' {.00301)'"** (.00376)"'*"' (.0f142)"'U (.0053}0 * (.0052)"'*"' \.0056}*** 

NPL; _04373 .047 JO .04on .04784 .04683 .04075 .0446l .04722 
(.00050}*'"* (.00068)**• t.00057)0 * (.OOi I l)*** (.0010) ... {.0012)"' .. (.0011)0 • (.0016t 0 * 

LLPs 90862 .87797 .90796 .88ll4 .88405 .81764 .85853 ,89243 
(.0038-C!)* .. (.00769)"'*-" (.00417)*** {.00736)*** (.0090)*** C0l2l)*U (.0069)' ... (.0097) ... 

CAR 
-.77096 ~.75354 -.75123 -.74302 -.74456 -.67105 -.72854 -.82161 
(,00074)"'** t/10281)*** (.0024 l )*** {.00371)* 0 COOS!)*** (.0056) ... {.0036)* .. (.0064)* .. 

LOAN -.09489 -.11422 -.10526 -.!0808 -.14726 -.13823 -.14771 -.15561 
(.08176) (.11414) (_] 1379) (.09!'65) (.0860) (-0185) (.0957) (_0907) 

LNGRTH --00381 -.00810 --01028 -.00343 -,00433 -.00403 -.00500 -.00281 
(.00ll9) (.00668) (-00949) (.00272) (.0030) (.0027) (.0037) (-0019) 

SlZE 
-1.698;: -2.0298 *L9044 -2.1928 --1.9209 -25461 -l.5391 -5.5222 
{.01.51])*** {.04751)*** (.02111)'" .... {.04320} ... (.0473)0 * (.0464)* 0 (.0452) ... (.1002)·•· 

OBSs 
.C.0254 .00ll9 .00303 .00195 .00229 .00203 .0016& .00174 
(.00013}"'** (.00016)••· (.00027)*"'* {.00035)*** cooo3t** (.0004)* 0 (.0003}*** (,0004)0 * 

Macroecouomic indicators 

GDP 
-.D9446 -.02009 -.02036 -.02292 -.02877 -.08082 
(J)0315}**"' (.00398}*0 (.0044)*0 (.0068) .... {.0063)**" t0088}*** 

INF .68599 . 59377 .57107 .44955 .) 1921 .56377 
(.00887) ... (.00944}*** (.0097)••· (.0085) .... (.0072)"'*" (.0!66}* .... 

RlR 
.{)0497 .00667 .00878 .04562 .0539! .05348 
(,00161}*"'· (.00210)'0 * (.0019)••· {.0026)* .. (.0025)*** (.0033)" .... 

FDl 
.76996 ,68638 .75759 .55682 .8%07 , 70345 
(.02221) 0 • (.02533)**• {.03!3)*** (.0251)• 0 (.0312}*••· (.0344) ... 

O!L 
.01445 .01231 .Oll62 .00943 .OJ 143 J)3215 
(.0003368) .... (.00043}* .. (.0005)••· (.OOOBS:i*"'* {.0007}"'** (.OQ09j•0 

Financial s1mcmre indicalon 

HHI 
.00007 .00131 .00060 .00224 .00647 .00<62 
1.00021) (J)0031}*'** (.00051) {.0003)••· {.000'.i)+"'* (.0005)*0 

MARKE_CAP -.0239 -.01923 -.01807 -.02724 -.()067] -,02420 
(,00024)••· (,00041)*++ {.0004)0• (.0008)* 0 (.00043)0 • (.0008} .... 

DCPS 
.03616 ,03901 .04214 .05936 -.02138 .11889 
(.00158)" .... {.00248)• 0 {.0026)0 * (.0034)""* (.0031)*** (.0040}0 * 

LISTED_Dummy 9.2922 
(8.1550) 

FOREIGN _Dt:.mmy 
-15,7813 
(.4577)*** 

C'RlSJS 3.9~49 
{,0585)**"' 

Dummy_BHR 
-27.4712 
( l .397)*** 

Dummy_KWT 
20.350 
(1.425}0 • 

Dummy_OMN 
-10.655 
(2.0767)0 * 

Duminy_QAT 
-3.041 i 
(L67ll)* 

Dummy_SAU l4.801 
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(l.019}*,.,. 

C'onstanl 69.247 91.291/2 72.1757 89.0794 82.077 96.S74 g$.J922 149,!37 
(.21265)*** (.51439).., ... (.41'225)*** {.80991)*** (.819}0 * {.6696)"' 0 C7-l70}""'"' (23553)*+ ♦ 

No. of obscrva1ions 1965 t939 1965 1939 1939 1939 !939 1939 

Number of banks 163 16) 163 163 163 103 163 16) 

Number of instnanents. 137 142 140 145 146 146 146 145 

WakHes: 2,3800*"'• 497()"'+* 6020°* 4400*** 27JG""** 148000**"' 3330*** 18200"'*"' 

Sargan 1es1 (p·\·alue) tJ.9762 0.9649 0.%15 0.9719 0.%70 0.9867 0.9801 0.9730 

AB 1es1 AR{I) (p-\·alue) 0:2124 0.26!8 0.2715 0.2714 0.27[0 0.2722 0.2694 0.2700 

AB :est AR(2) (p-Yalue} 0.2737 0.2727 0.285 0.2991 0.2977 0.3092 0.3633 0.3722 

The table describes results of1he eJfocts ◊fbank~specific, macroeconomic, and finaneial 1r:arket factors on bank perfonmmce using two-slcp GMM es1ima1ions by 
Arellano and Bover (1995). TI1C dependem variable is ihe Standard deviation of return on C4uitr SDROE. COST is eosHo-income ratio messured by operating 
expenses 10 lolal income:; Nill is non-interest revenue lo total revenue; OPC is opportunity cost measured hy liquid reserves to toial asse1s; LR ls liquidity risk 
measured by loans diYide<l by customers and short-term funding; DMDEP is dei.nand deposit 10 101al deposits; MR is market risk exposure measured by 101.al 
amounl of inves!meols in stxurily divide.cl by total assets; NPL<; is non~performing loans to to!al Joans; LLPs is loan loss provision 10 !o!al loans; CAR is capital 
.adequacy ralio mea.<iured by criui1y so 101al asscls; JJ)AN is loans 10 101aJ assets; LNGRTB is loan growth measured by annual growth rate of total loan; SIZE is 
bank size measured by !he Miura! logarithm of the iota! assets value; OBS.s is off-balance sheet activities divided by !Ola! asse1s; GDP is annual GDf' growth 
Rate; INF is current period in!1mior. ra,e (consumer prices); RIR is real interest ra~ FDl is FDJ inflow measured by the natural logarithm of lhe FD! inflow value; 
OTL is Oil price measured hy annual oil spo: price change (Dollars per Barrel); HH l is Herfindahl iudex measured by sum of the squared each bank's total assets 
to total banking sector asse!s; MARKE_ CAP is stock marker capitalization measured by value of hsted shares relative to GDP; DCPS is domestic credil lo !he 
private sector 10 GDP; LISTED _Dummy is a dummy lakes a value cf I fer listed banks and O olherwise; FOREIGN _Dummy is a dummy takes a Yalue of I for 
foreign banks and O otherwise; CRlSJS is a dummy crisis Jakes a \·alue of I for !he years 2008-2009 and O otherwise; l)ummy .. BHR is equal to one if the book 
nationality is that of the Bahrain and zero 01hcrwi$C; Dummy_K\VT is equal to one if the bank nfilionalny is 1ha1 of !he Kuwait and zero otherwise; 
Dummy-OMN is equal to one if 1he bank nationality is lhal of the Oman and zero otherwise:; Dummy_QAT is equal to one if ihe bank nationalily is tha! of the 
Qatar and zero otherwise; Dummy _SAU is equal to one if the bank nalionali!y is thai ofihe Saudi and zero otherwise. "Ille period covers the years from 2000 to 
20!5, RobuSt. standard en ors are in paremheses, Coefficients that are significantly different from zero al the 1%. 5%, ar.d 10% lev-d are marked with"'**,**, and 
* respec1lvely, Wald !es! is a tes'. of homos-:;edastici!y. The Sargon test is the test for over-id;;:ntifyir.g restrieiious in GMM dyw::nic model eslima1ion. ·n,e null 
hypothesis or the Sargan test is 1ha1 the ins!romenls used ore not conelo1e.d wilh residuals. AB lest ARO) and AR(2) refer !O the Arellano-Bond test tha1 average 
auto--covarir.nce in rc~iduals of order I respectivdy of order 2 is O (HO: no autocorrelati0n i.e., no second-order serial correlation), 

Regarding with LR, the effect of LR is positive and significant, implying that banks which are 

more liquid (lower loans to deposit ratio) are nonnally accompanied by lower risk. This result is 

consistent with Lee and Hsieh (2013) who find that LR for Asian banks has opposite pattern with 

bank risk-taking measured by SDROA and SD ROE. 

The estimation results of this study show that loan to total assets (LOAN) and loan growth 

(LNGRTH) are insignificant with SDROE, which implies that the hypotheses of LOAN and 

LNGRTH to SDROE are not supported. The insignificant association between LOAN and 

LNGRTH to SDROE in this study may be due to the ability of the banks in controlling their 

expenses (such as reducing the interest rate on deposits, non-deposit borrowings, different 
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operating exp~'nses. shift banks funding sources toward less costly deposits, reduce workers, 

LLPs and overhead). Rose and Hudgins (2010) suggest that reduction in expenses will create a 

big gap between expenses and revenue of banks and therefore will improve banks income. 

In line with Mercieca et al. (2007), this study finds a highly significant and positive association 

between HHl and SDROE as reported in columns four, suggesting that banks with higher market 

concentration show higher returns volatility due ro less competition. This may due to the fact that 

in banking markets with higher concentration/less competition have less credit rationing and 

larger loans, which eventually increase tl1e probability of bank failure. In other words, as 

competition intensifies, borrower risk decreases and the LOAN increases. As LOAN increases, 

banks bnild np knowledge and expe1tise to monitor loans portfolio which in tum reduces the risk 

of loan defaults. 

Incorporating the LISTED_Dummy in column five and FORElGN_Dnmrny in Colunm six have 

not affected the main findings of the variables. The insignificant result of LISTED_ Dummy to 

SDROE indicates that listed banks do not reduce bank risk-taking behavior. The probable 

explanation for the insignificant result may due to the inefficiency of GCC listed banks in 

translating their equity to generate profits. Moreover, the effect of the HHI is insignificant 

confirming that the competition between listed banks and unlisted banks is very weak in regard 

to SDROE, 

The negative and significant association of FOREIGN_Dumrny with SDROE suggests that 

foreign banks are able to better manage their risk and are able to reduce volatility in ROE (lower 
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SOROE) than domestic banks in GCC countries. These results are in line with the prior smdies 

that indicate that better technology, better expertise, and larger capital base decrease the risk of 

foreign banks. Furthem1ore, foreign banks are usually subsidiaries of large banking instimtions 

that have better access to global financial markets, quality risk management team and better 

capacity to diversify risks. Higher level of expertise and better technology in foreign banks lead 

to improvement in their profits and performance and are able to control their risk-taking 

behavior. 

lncluding the CRISlS dummy in column seven and countries dnnnny in colunm eight have not 

altered the main findings of the analysis of SOROE with exception of DCPS. OCPS has a 

negative and significant effect on SOROE during the crisis period 2008-2009. Higher OCPS 

reduce bank risk-taking (SD ROE) as all the sectors of the economy are not strongly sensitive to 

changes in the financial markets conditions, whereby any downturn in the financial markets may 

not necessary affect banks' returns in GCC economies. In other words, increase in OCPS rather 

than investing in financial markets help GCC banks to reduce the risk of global financial crisis in 

2008. The summary of empirical results for SOROA is presented in Table 5.l 7. 

The summary of the regression results of bank-specific characteristics, macroeconomic and 

financial strucmre indicators, as well as the dummy variables of listed banks, foreign banks and 

CRISIS on bank performance measured by ROA, ROE and NIM for bank profitability; Tobin's 

Q for market-based shareholder value; and SOROA and SDROE for bank risk-taking are showed 

in Table 5.18. Moreover, the results of the testing of hypotheses are provided in Table 5.19. 

Robustness test of the findings and the empirical results are reported in next section. 
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Table 5.17 
Summarv of Empirical Results for SD ROE 

'lfodel 4 Model S Model 6 Model 7 Model8 
Independent Expected Full Model With Listed With Foreign With Crisis With Country 
Variables sign (sign) Dummy {sign} Dummy (sign) Dummy (sign} Dummy (sign) 
LSDROE,,., Significant ( +) Significant{+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
COST +!- Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(~) Significant(+) 
NlR +I- Significant('·) Significant(+) Significant ( + l Significant ( +) Significant ( +) 
OPC ~/- Significant (-) Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant(-) 
LR +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
DMDEP T/• Significant { ~) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) Significant (-) Significant (-) 
MR +/. Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
NPLs +!- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(') Significant(+) Significant(+) 
LLPs -"----!- Significant("·) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(•·) 
CAR +!~ Significant(·) Significant (-) Significant H Significant(·) Significant (-} 
LOAN +I- Insignificant(+) Insignificant(+) Jnsignificant (+) Insignificant(-) Insignificant(+) 
LNGRTH +/- Insignificant (+) Insignificant(+) JnsignHicant (+) Insignificant(-) lnsignificant (+) 

SIZE -/. Significant(-} Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(·) 
OBSs +/. Significant(+) Significant (+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+} 
GDP +/- Significant (-} Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant ( ·) 
INF +I- Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
RIR +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant (-r) 
FD! +I- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant{+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
OIL +/. Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
HHI -1•/- Significant ( +) Insignificant(+) Significant (+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 
MARKE-CAP +/- Significant ( -l Significant (-) Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant (-) 
DCPS +/- Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant ( +) Significant(·) Significant ( +) 
L!STED_Dummy Insignificant(+) 
FOREIGN_Dummy Significant(-) 
CRJSIS +/. Significant(+) 
Dummy_BHR Significant(·) 
DummLKWT Significant (+) 
Dummy_OMN Significant (-) 
Dummy_QAT Significant ( -) 
Dummy SAU Si nificant (+) 
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Table 5.18 
Summary of Regression Results of Independent Variables on Bank Pe1formance 
Independent Expected Bank Profitability Market-Based Bank Risk Taking 
Variables sign Performance 

ROA ROE NIM Tobin's Q SDROA SDROE 
(si!ln) (sign) (si!ln) (siiin) (si&n) (sign) 

Lagit-1 NIA Signilicant (+) Significant(+) Significant(!) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant (,) 

COST +!- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant {-) Insignificant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+) 

NIR +/. Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant{+) 

OPC +!- Significant(+) Signilicant ( +) Insignificant(+) Signilicanl (+) Signllkant (+) Significant(-} 

LR +!- Significant(·) Significant ( ·i) Significant (,) Significant(+) Significant(-} Significant(+) 

DMDEP +/- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant(+} Significant(+) Significant ( ~) Significant(-) 

MR +!- Significant(·) Significant (-) Significant (-) lnsiinificant (+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) 

NPLs +!- Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant ( -) Significant (-) Significant{+) Significant(+) 

LLPs +/- Significant(-) Signilkant (-) Significant(·) Significant(·) Signilkant (t) Significant(+) 

CAR +/- Signiflcant (+) Signi licant ( +) Significant (-+) Significant(-) Significanl (-} Significant (-} 

LOAN +!- Significant{+) Signilicant (·) Significant { 1) Insignificant(~) Significunt ( +) Insignificant(+} 

LNGRTH +/- Significant(-) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant (-) Significant (1) Insignificant(+) 

SIZE +/- Significant (-+-) Insignificant(-) Significant(+) Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(·) 

OBSs +I- Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(-) Insignificant(-) Significant(+) Significant(+) 

GDP +/- Signilicant (+) Insignificant(-) Significant(+) Signiticant I+) Significant ( -) Significant ( -) 

INF +!- Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant(-) Significant ( +) Significant ( ! ) 

RIR +/- Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant (-) Significant(-) Signi fkant ( l) Significant(-+) 

FOi +/- Significant (-) Significant(-) Significant(-) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant ( +-) 

OIL +!- Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(+) Significant(+) Significant (,) 

HHI +I- Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(~) Significant(·) Insignificant.(+) Significant(+) 

MARKE_CAP +/- Significant(+) Significant(+} Significant(+) Significant ( +) Signi lkant ( -) Significant ( ~) 

DCPS +/- Signliiciml (~) Significant (-) Significant (-) Significant(·) Signi /kanl { +) Significant(+) 

L!STED_Dummy Significant(+) Significant ( +) Significant(-) Significant( .. ) Insignificant(+) 

FOREIGN_Dummy Insignificant(·) Significant Significant ( l) Significant(+) Significant (·l 

CRISIS +I- Significant(-) Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(·) Significant(+) Significant(+) 
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Table 5.19 
Summcny of"Hypotheses Testing Results ()j" fndependent Variables on Bank Perf"ormance 

Hypotheses 

H1 · There is a difference between the pcrfom1ance of foreign and domestic banks in GCC countries. 
H2a: There is a relationship between the COST and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H3a: There is a relationship between NIR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE. and NIM) 
H4a: There is a relationship between OPC and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H5a: There is a relationship between LR and bank profitability (ROA. ROE, and NIM). 
H6a: There is a relationship between DMDEP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
H7a: There is a relationship between MR and bank profitability (ROA, ROE. and NIM). 
l !8a: There is a relationship between NPLs ratio and hank profitability (ROA. ROE, and NIM). 
H9a: There is a relationship between LLPs ratio and bank profitability (ROA, ROE. and NIM). 
HIOa; There is a relationship hetween CARs ratio and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H 11 a; There is a relationship between LOAN and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H12a: There is a relationship between LNGRTH and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
HI 3a: There is a relationship between SIZE and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H14a: There is a relationship between OBSs activities and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
HI Sa: There is a relationship between GDP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
Hl6a: There is a relationship between INF and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H 17a: There is a relationship between RIR and bank profitability (ROA. ROE, and NIM). 
H 18a: There is a relationship between FD! and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and 
Hl9a: There is a relationship between OIL price and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H20a: There is a relationship between HHl and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H21 a: There is a relationship between MARKE __ CAP and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
fl22a: There is a relationship between DCPS and bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM). 
H23a: Listed banks have higher profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) than unlisted banks. 
H24a: The CRISIS has an effect on bank profitability (ROA, ROE. and NIM). 
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Table 5.19 (Continued) 

Hypotheses 

H2b: There is a relationship between the COST and market-based performanee (Tobin's Q). 
H3b: There is a relationship between NIR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H4b: There is a relationship between OPC and market-based performance (Tobin ·s Q). 
H5b: There is a relationship between LR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H6b: There is a relationship between DMDEP and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H7b: There is a relationship between MR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H8b: There is a relationship between NPLs ratio and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
119b: There is a relationship between LLPs ratio and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
HI Ob: There is a relationship between CARs ratio and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
HI I b: There is a relationship between LOAN and market-based perfom,ance (Tobin's Q). 
H 12b: There is a relationship between LNGRTH and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
Hl3b: There is a relationship between SIZE and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H 14b: There is a relationship between OBSs activities and market-based perfom1ance (Tobin's Q). 
H 15b: There is a relationship between GDP and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
Hl6b: There is a relationship between INF and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
HI 7b: There is a relationship between RIR and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
Hl8b: There is a relationship between FDI and market-based performance (Tobin·s Q). 
H19b: There is a relationship between OIL price and market-based performance {Tobin's Q). 
H20b: There is a relationship between HHI and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H21 b: There is a relationship between MARKE_ CAP and market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
H22b: There is a relationship between DCPS and market-based pcrfonnancc (Tobin's Q). 

H24b: The CRISIS has an effect on market-based performance (Tobin's Q). 
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Table 5.19 (Continued) 

Hypotheses 

HI; There is a difference between the performance of foreign and domestic banks in GCC countries. 
H2c: There is a relationship between the COST and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SOROE). 
H3c: There is a relationship between NJR and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SOROE). 
H4c; There is a relationship between OPC and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SOROE). 
H5c: There is a relationship between LR and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SOR OE). 
H6c: There is a relationship between OMOEP and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SOR OE), 
H7c: There is a relationship between MR and bank risk-taking (SDROA and SDROE). 
H8c: There is a relationship between NPLs ratio and bank risk (SOROA and SDROE). 
H9c: There is a relationship between LLPs ratio and bank risk (SOROA and SOROE). 
H!Oc: There is a relationship between CARs ratio and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
H 11 c: There is a relationship between LOAN and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SD ROE). 
H 12c: There is a relationship between LNGRTH and bank risk-taking (SDROA and SDROE). 
H 13c: There is a relationship between SIZE and bank risk-taking (SD ROA and SDROE). 
H 14c: There is a relationship between OBSs activities and bank risk-taking (SDROA and SD ROE). 
H 15c: There is a relationship between GDP and bank risk-taking (SD ROA and SDROE)_ 
H 16c; There is a relationship between INF and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
H 17c: There is a relationship between RIR and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
HI 8c; There is a relationship between FDI and bank risk-taking (SD ROA and SOROE). 
H 19c: There is a relationship between OIL price and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
H20c: There is a relationship between HI fl and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
H2lc: There is a relationship between MARKE_CAP and bank risk-taking (SDROA and SDROE). 
H22c: There is a relationship between OCPS and bank risk-taking (SOROA and SDROE). 
H23b: Listed banks are more risky (SDROA and SOROE) than unlisted banks. 
H24c: The CRISIS has an effect on bank risk-taking (SDROA and SDROE). 
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5.6.4 Robustness Check 

In order to further confinn the robustness of the above-mentioned results, this study provides 

several robustness checks, which are the following: 

5.6.4.1. Regress Bank-Specific Factors with FDI Inflow and Oil Price Shocks 

To get more robust findings, this study considers alternative models with a smaller nnmber of 

parameters. In order to distinguish between the direct and indirect impacts of oil prices shocks 

and FDI inflow, the study examines the relationship of bank-specific factors with FDI inflow in 

Model 1 and bank-specific factors with oil price (proposed by Poghosyan & Hesse, 2009) in 

Model 2. If the impact of oil prices and FDI remains significant when macroeconomic variables 

(GDP, INF, and RIR) and financial structure indicators (HHI, MARKE_CAP, and DCPS) are 

excluded from the model specification, then this study would confirm that oil prices shocks and 

FDI inflow have a direct impact on bank performance. 

Table 5.20 shows that the effect of FD! inflow and oil price on all measures of bank perfonnance 

(ROA, ROE, NIM, Tobin's Q, SOROA, and SDROE) remain significant when the other 

macroeconomic and financial indicators (country-specific) are excluded from the specification, 

confirming that oil price shocks and FD! inflow have direct impact on GCC banks performance. 

Moreover, the results confinn that irrespective of the inclusion or exclusion of macroeconomic 

and financial indicators have not affected the main findings with the exception of COST and MR 

with Tobin's Q. COST has a negative and significant effect on Tobin's Q, while the effect of MR 

on Tobin's Q is positive and significant. 
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Table 5.20 
Regression Resultsfor Rank-Specific Fnctors with Oil Price nnd FD/ Inflow on Bank Pe,.formance Measures (Robustness Check/) 

Bank Profitabilit:l,' MitrkeM3a$cd Performance Bank-Ri!!k-T;iking 

ROA ROE NIM Tobin's Q SOROA SDROE 

Variable" Mo1MI Mnde12 l\fodt'I 1 Mndel 2 Modd 1 Model 2 Model l Model2 Model I ~1od<'l 2 Model 1 Modd2 

Lng,!.1 
14<> 12' 021J 0257 7607 .1621> .4013 4117 ,7167 7110 R355 ,ll.1_5(, 

(.0004}"'n (001)·•· cooo11°~ ( {l(l!)1)1'U (.0(1)5)~ 0 {.00\'JJ"'*' (Oil)"* ➔ ( {l)()JU* (!1[)0f1.)H1' (,{1007)U"> l,{)001)0• {,ll!Jtl\)""" 

COST 
.J).24 -,021 -.0501 -.0511< -.004 • 0018 -.00:U -,0015 001 I .0012 .tl249 02~2 
(Ji-00!)" 0 c@0!)* 0 ( ()(}{)7)•n (,!1004)""* {,[)oonyo (.0001)~ 0 (.!ID05)*"" (.M04l 0 ~ (.00001)~"' i OOOOY"* C{)(lOlt.._. ( 00112) .... 

N!R -.00041 •.OOOJ --0022 .J}O).J -OOfH -.0003 0016 0016 .OIJ02 0002 00i!4 005} 
( OOOl'lj*U { ffll(l!)Jn• { fJOOIJ'"*~ LMOl )_.•• {.OOOHJl•*• {.00001) .... ,. 1 0003r 0 f OOP2}"'° (,0000)'"-• ( 0001}* i 1')()01) ... f OOM!""'* 

OPC J_')~ :,,22 J.::n 5,3R3 . -l-215 .3li0 ,0252 1051 1 $51 ,')(,l 1 -9.455 -~ 4(14 
{ 01t44)•u ( 0111)"' 0 (640) 0 * C6&3J* 0 ( 0617) * (OM!)" (.056)* ( 055)' f,(]j&J)H• (J)2S2l*'"-* (.09/,)'"-H {.!.17j'H 

LR -.{102 ! -Jl()) ,0759 .0675 , 0001 ,0005 0017 .0009 -.00.17 -.0036 ,(!1-t.D5 fll71 
(.OO(ll)•** (.DOOl) 0 • (,O!l27J"'"'* ;.003(,;• 0 {00011°• ( (l(l01J(,)-+U (.Ofl(l5)-+" C00t'l4JH (.OOOO)""H (J)OOl))"u 1 O\Jn7)0~ (J){)(){,jU,i, 

DMDEP 
01.~ .iWl 5R7 "°" .(JIJ4 , 0129 0031\ JID5 -0!7~ -.016') -.2')1'5 - 2'l".I~ 
j.OflOSr♦_.. j,{l[lflC,)Hl 1.!UJ~7J""""' ( OQSfl.)lU \.OOOJ)H• (.00(}4}"'0 f_.0007)• 0 i 0007)~ 0 {.0004)• 0 (.OOO;:)o• j.002J*u (_i)IJ21)H* 

MR ,Ol<i • UIS -.02411 -.0600 -IHJ.i - 0139 ,ooo, ,llll<IJ 07'i9 0717 0<'.!75 <l'lilS 
( 001}"' 0 uJ01r,.. (,007;~ 0 (.Ol!J)~o (.0007)'°"' { O{)f$)H0 1.000-,w j,0033)" (.M04r'" 1.000.'!Y"'' (.00'.'.31 ♦ +• (.0029)+<!-* 

NPb 
-.020 • 024 •,256 •.251)7 -.0097 •,001\6 -.005 -.00.'.l 0091 Oil% 0417 04.'19 
(.OOO:Z)"** (.DU02t** f Dozr•• (.00J6)•U {.ooon•0 (.0001)"'0 {.OOl)**"' ( HO!)**• (,OOOll'"* (.OOOJJHt {.O!J05l"'u- ( orw:11•~., 

LLP$ -J;'I:?. -Y)J -1.209 -1.224 -.0558. - 0.542 •.004 •.OflJ JSSR 184) 9036 9073 
(,001)" 0 (.001]°' h {{)()'))*"" (.0097)• 0 (.OOO'i)*H ( 0004) 0 • (.OOOJ)u• (.0003)**"' (.i}{)O(,C)H ♦ (.0007) ...... {.00{,JlO* L0D.!9)•H 

CAR .'.'.21 .no 0637 0554 038') ll40 •.0036 ~ 00fl2 -,0258 ._01n1 •,7658 -7667 
(.OOt,H• (.Ol'll)H ♦ (,Ul}(l)"U {.0032\H• (.0005)* 0 ( H002)* .. (.002)0 l 0001)• (.0003),~• 1-000:nu• i ()(Jl5\H• 1.00121• .. 

LOAN 
094 ,Hl4 - ll6 -.19)2 . 0172 . 01911 -HOo, -0001 {)-145 011}7 I0~7 10()(\ 
(.00t) 0 * coo nu• {.OOR)-.u (.00!0)* 0 (.0004)*0 (.0010)*** (.M02") (.0001) (.OOOT;~-o f.Ofl()E,)U* (.0027}" 0 (.0021)+<'~ 

LNGRT[t •,01Jn6 -.002 .004') .OOJ9 .OO!i . 0009 •,0003 -.0003 .002$ .0028 .0044 .00-1 I 
COOOI)*•• (,0001) ... (.002} _,. (.002D)* (.0001)0 • (.0001)0 • (.OOOW0 ( HOOi)"'"' (_0001)"*~ (.0001)*"'" 1,.0004)0 (.00,,1:t)"u 

SIZE .7D .567 -7710 ..(,_ 648 132 om - 1 !-1-9 -.0!17 •.6765 -.5446 -1.410 -UH<'J 
(.00$)**"' ( OD)*u (. 137) {.08Rl (.O!O)'"H \ 0012)•0 (.007)*'" r.007)*** (.006ro (.010}"·"" ( 0:!07)' ... (_fll46)*U 

ORSs .nooo .002 .0149 J)174 • ll-003 . 0002 •.0002 -.0001 ,0004 OOO'l .0018 no24~ 
l,{)(l()J)H>I< l.0001**'" {00l0)~ ... {.OOlo)• 0 f_Of)O)H• (.0000) ... i,0001) (.0001) (.0000),...* ( DOOO)u-+ f.000{/tO (.O(l02)"" ... 

FD! 
-,O'l07 -1!)57 -.O?tH ,0365 .13% ,4!16J 

(,flflJ4)"H (,fl36)"u l,00:t!!)*** (.flfl47)*U (,(1(}37)"U 1.0J29J*** 
OIL .0217 .03!17 Jl041i .OCJ{J .0008 .!Hl-OM'-

(,OOOlj*u (,0007}4U t.noo2ru (.0001) 0 
.. (.0003)*** {.fJ002)"H 

(\:incSlant 
7.41 l.33 131,64 !Ml.27 3.21) 1.757 ! 2S2 1.130 V67 S.622 75_.t& 09.39 
(.213)*"'"' L216}••-- {2.Ml!r'.-. (I )3J*h { 159).-u (.162)"** (.118)"" 0 ( 170)0 " (.0~4) 0 • (.1326)"'"'"' !.3':i.\)"' .. " 1 zu;i"'~"' 
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llm; ~'f-ntJ,l\' r\11<:>-t'e•nn:mre 1,ic •c'\1id11nl~ or n,ltr I 1c•r~ctiw!y d ,m1~1 2 ir, \1 (H(l- O(l )\!\<,r<:n?lMIO!l i.e .. mi ~,cnnd•<ml¢r sen al tond:tt,0n) 
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5.6.4.2. Exclusion of Bank Size Variable 

Given the large differences between the size of domestic banks and foreign banks in each of the 

GCC countries on the one band. as well as between banks as a whole in the GCC countries on 

the other hand, this study checks the robustness by running regressions to check as to whether 

the findings of the study change when the banks' size variable is excluded from the analysis. 

Table 5 .21 shows the results for the sample of all banks and of listed banks. Overall, Table 5.21 

shows that the results are similar to the main results excepting the coefficient of HHI which is 

found to be not significant with ROA, NIM, and SDROE when SIZE is excluded from the 

specification. 

S.6.4.3 Regress using the ROAA, ROAE, SDROAA and SDROAE 

Following the previous studies of Dietrich and Wanzenried (201 I, 2014), Mirzaei et al. (2013), 

and Mercieca et al. (2007), this study also re-run these tests for selection bias with the four other 

dependent variables that capture average ROE, average ROA, and the two corresponding risk

taking behavior measures. In other words, this study also estimates the models by using the 

average of dependent variables ROAA, ROAE, SDROAA and SDROAE rather than ROA, ROE, 

SDROA, and SDROE in order to estimate how study findings are sensitive to the average 

measures used. Table 5.22 confirms that the regression results remain consistent when the study 

replaces the dependent variable of bank profitability from ROA and ROE to ROAA and ROAE 

as well as for bank risk taking from SDROA and SDROE to SDRO.I\A and SDROAA. 
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Table 5.21 
Regression Results when the Sl!ldy Excludes the Variable of Bank Size (Robustness Check 2) 

Bank Profit1tbility 
'.\1arket-Based Bank Risk-Taking 
Performance 

Variables ROA ROE NIM Tobin's Q SOROA SIJROE 
Lag;.1 .n574 0209 7691 .3527 .7529 .068 

:.oou;•0 (.(1003)* 0 t002J}"' .. LOl23)0 • (001)) .... (.00015)"' 0 

('OST -.0165 -,0194 ·.00}3 .0004 _(l()JJ .0258 
t.0001}• 0 d:IOJ5)••u 1.00021• .. t,0003) C0000JJ• 0 t0005l**' 

NIR - 00057 ·.004-0 -.lt0026 .0006 .00023 .0046 
(.00002)'"" t.0001;' .... {.00001)'" ... t.OOOW (.OOOL) 0 • t.00004/* 0 

OP(' 1.2-098 6.762 .0311 .2866 1.8827 -7.(173 
U69)"'"• !L443)• 0 i.D74) (.0931) 0 (.055]) ... 1.2519)~•• 

LR •.0039 .0810 .JJOOS7 .!)022 -,0027 .0!46 
.;.0001)" ... !.0075J"'° (.0001) 0 L0006}*"* (.{1001) 0 • 1.0011r• .. 

OMDEP 0245 008() .OJ3-3 .0031 -JH7J -.324! 
L00l4J"u {.Ol27J*0 (.0008J 0 * COOO'J1~• \.QQ{){,j•H /.0023) 0 • 

MR -.04:0 -A)465 -.0131 ))006 .0798 .09}3 
(.OOJSJ+u i.0160)•+>< C.0016)'*" {.0010) {.0007)**" (.0051;'*" 

NPLs ·.0398 -.2609 -.0079 -.00)5 .0092 .0546 
(.0OO:W°'• i.oo.:i9r•· {.0002/" .. (.OOO!W (.0001) .. + {.00S9J♦H 

LLPs -J92fi -L046l •.0579S -.(!028 .1838 Jl948 
{.0027l"0 (.0167)",u {.O<Xn.1•H fJ)OOOj" COOOJ)U• !.0040) ... 

CAR .2420 .1863 .0388 .00()4 -.01955 -.7611 
i.OOl:H0 • (.0069),.U (.0007) 0 * i.!Xl02)"' LOOOJ)"*" {.0051)0 " 

LOAN .081\i -.5173 .0228 .J){l006 .0073 -.125) 
(.O◊Jli)U* (.0.162)'** (.0011)" 0 1,0001) C0006)*"* (.0044J 

LNGRTH •,0032 .0!Sf, .0014 •. 0001 .001 l -.0053 
i.0003)* 0 C002J)*"~ (A)002i'*" t,00004)"" j.00003)**" {,0007) 

SIZE 

OBSs .0009 .0266 -.0005 -.00017 .00043 J)022 
i.0002)'"" (.001~)0 • {.0001 )O• {.0003) (.00-004/'*· \.00036)**" 

GDP 1658 ·.0250 .007! .O{Wi -.0219 -.0099 
\.OOJ!l)••~ (.0180) \.00!9)* ... \.OOO&j*** {,00!5)*0 (.00:SOJ .. 

INF ·.0678 -1.2217 ·.0247 -.0043 .0970 .583<) 
(.0029)*H iJ)430)0 * {.001SJ**""' (.0008) 0 L00L6J••• i-0084)*'* 

RIR ·.0352 -.1701 .. OL'i3 •. 0020 .0155 .00'.>6 
(.0016"1• 0 {.OJ07j••• {.00J3)""' /.0003) .. ., (.00034)*'* (,0022) ... 

FOi -.345J .J.213 -11555 .0236 .0346 .87}7 
{.OOSIJ'~H :.os2:wu \.0046)* 0 (.0033) 0 * (.0053)*0 (.0257) 0 • 

011. .0029 .0622 .003 I .0012 .00316 ,0]10 
0)0061• 0 (.0027)"*• 1.0002)0 • i.0001)• 0 (.00015)0 • (.0004) ... 

HHI .. 000(!? -.0316 •. 0001 -.00().J 

__ , 
.oooos 

(.0003 {.0023)0 • {,000JJ (3)001} ... (.00002) (.0005) 
MARKE_ C.!\P ,0288 .1640 .00~ I JJ04l -.0011 -,0151 

(.0004)-;,H \.0018)0
• (.0001 , .... ,. (.0002)0 * \.0002)*" 1-ooos,•n 

!lCPS ·.076£ ·"1940 -.0003 -.0023 .0085 026:' 
/.001Si* 0 (.0099)'"" Ul(}Osr•· t.ooow• (.00041}* 0 ( OO!&)U• 

Constant 5.096 68.055 .871)5 -.2823 -US-6& 62.079 
{.l')_jJO ♦ (2.424) ..... U577; .. • {.13:51) .... {.I.IJl)"h (.7896j•U 

No. of observations 2238 22.,s 21}8 m 1939 19.'9 

?'h:.rn ber of bauks J?J 171 170 61 163 I"' 
Number ofinstrumen!s 145 145 144 " 144 144 

Wald-lest X: 36100* .. &275.23 ... 9710"' .. .U43JI• 0 113000"'*" 600C(l0 ... 

Sargan tesr (p-nlue) 0J:!588 0.90!0 0.9474 0.9991 0.%43 0.9585 

AB tesl AR(!) {p-Yalue) 0.02&1 0 . .2600 0.0053 0.02Ll 0.0194 0.2707 

AB test AR(2) (p-value} :J.2959 0.2:2ll4 0.1:5'!!1 0.2249 0.693-3 0.3067 

The table dei.:rib,:s ;('$\11:J of1he effe<1$ ofb,mk-~fa. maa,=onomk, and iiruncial made!, f,.cl(,i~ (e~<:epl w,,I,; m:e) <m bml: 1mfom"1n.<0e 1ROA ROE_ NJt,{ iobm·, Q_ 
SOROA. and SDJI.OE) min; iw~·stepGM!.1 t!'S!illlJ!K>f\:'. b, ArtllMoand Bo~\199.") ("OSTlscasl•IO•incom.eratio m-rei!bycperJlinU CXp.:t!Sct lo tow! im:otm:; t,.:.IR.s-Mn
in!er<::.9. rr.·,,rmc w ttU,l r'-'"'·cnue. OPC is 0!'P'lTil1l!il~ ;:,.,;1 measured by liquid ,_,...,:s to loml ;is:;e!s.; LR i~ Jiqndit:, rnk me:r;urc:I by Joint di, ided :>;: <:m:lomrrs :ll'ld tJ»tMi:,"111 
foWl!ltt: DMDEJ' is dn;wid ~Sil 10 10:al dqx,,iw: MR ~ mar1'd ri~k exp:n~111 m;;awrOO by lO!al amount of ill•"C;tmtnt, in ~curi1y d'.\'ldai by mtal a_"1',:u; )I.PL~ iN 00'.".• 
pcrli):m!ng. lcam 10 101:il )01111!, Llfi ii; loan loss J'.'f"l"~i<>n 10 lOUll l,;tus: C'AR is dpllld ad;::qua,;;y ratio mc:;,$11red by<q.liey lo k>!al ~I~: t0Ar. is lnllll> 1o 1o,;1i U!-CI~: LNGRTil 
:~ lmrn w=~h m=roxl by anm;al ;rowfo rnle d w1a\ loan: SIZE ~ bank size mta<11f<!d by me n~tuta: k11milhm oflM wl.al asscl~ "ill\•"; OBS:; n olf.b~lance ~h~-e1 a.:i.vi:iei. 
<!Mdi:d by 10111135sel5: CiDP b annual GDP gro""!.~ ~,c; lNf \~ crrem peffi'-0 1nfladon ,a1c /OOn,'..i!Jle: price,): RlR is real in1~1 r~te; rm is FD! inflow mea.smed by the 11a:W'11.1 
io.prU1m oribe FDI inOow ,aim!, Oil ,s Oil price m.c.lfurl.'ll by amruzl ct'. sp<,t price d,anse (Doll:,u pot !la,:c!J. HHI i~ Herfinda!,J im!CJ< >Mas~d by mm "'f the i;qu;,n•tl wicli 
b.lnk s IOltl aJW~I<> lfilal OOn'idi,g ,i:c1or as:;~1~: MARKE-C'AV i> rt~k ,n;;,kct capi1ahu1ior 111%:!Jf.:d by ,a!..e ofli~ted dmru ri,lii1ive to GOP; DCPS is doffl!:>l!k cr,:,fa !o !ix: 
p<ivat,;,- :x,,;t01 w GDP, Th<' pc:ru,d ,;i,,'¢rt the Y= from 2:JOO t(l 201S. Robus1 mtndafd envro ;ue in Plll<;,ub;;scs. Cocffi.:ien:s 1ha1 a«: 1l&nillc.:m1J,. difft<tnl rwm i.erc .u d">I! J~,.. 
~%. an(l 10% 1¢"'<1 are marktrlwiih •u. H, and• ~ively. Wtld t\41 b a 1ci:1ofho~;,;;I)', The Sargan 1,::o;i l!i 11le1~1 form."et•!.demifying r~r':nii:m~ 11\GMM dynamic 
model ei;1im"'1icn, l"he nuf'. typotl>esi> of1h., $~ !es\ 1£ l1'a! th,; ln;,·ffUl'IWnl~ uioed ~c ooi wITc\aled w4h resi.luak AB !C'>t AR\)) :1.11d AR(2) refer 10 the AreJW!!O-Uond !esL Lhat 
a,-eras.e ..,i,,.cm-a:riam;c in fCl;idual~ of order l :~lin:fy ofonta- 2 is O (HO- n::,imtoo.>n:eh.ion i.e .. ""~JJl!d-or:1er=ia1 am .. Wfonl 
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Table 5.22 

Regression Results when the study Replaces ROA, ROE, SDROA, and SDROE by ROAA, ROAE, 
SDROAA and SDROAE (Robustness Check 3) 

Bank Profitability Bank Risk-Taking 

Variables ROAA ROAE SDROAA SOROAE 

Lagi1•· ,118:i J}l6l ,5596 .76\ia5 
i.0021) 0

• (.iX){iS)U ♦ L002:li"' 0 \,0021)•** 

COST -_0!.45 -.l5'i8 00204 OJ¼ 
P)OOJJ: .. ,. (.0035) ... {,00005)• 0 (.0005) ..... 

NJR •,C00!\9 •JJJ15 .00071 .01578 
t.00004)• 0 (.00019) 0

" (.00001!) ... (.0005)• 0 

OPC 2-'.\!07 5!U69 2.Jl<!lS -17:(ilR 

(.2075) 0
" (JA2'))*** (.082W 0 i.47Sij*** 

LR -.00045 .0912 .JID27 •. iJ0'.\46 
i,0002) 0 {.0050) .... !.OOC07) 0 (00l:W'0 

DMOEP .omm .0"146 -.Ol46 -.501) 
LOOI l)U+ !.OH8)•0 i-00050}'" 0 (.005])• 0 

MR -.COJJ -.3586 ,07J2 .24211 
(.OOHW (.0091) 0 • (0008:5)"·** (.00402)"'"'"' 

NPLs •,0263 -.1403 .OOJ'.l ,0308 
(.0,)022)°'* (.0021}*** {.00012) .... \_{IQl'A1)H¥ 

LLPs -.2749 -J.9517 145:t .4115 
(.0022) .... t0245J•** \.0014}• 0 \ (IQ7l)♦U 

CAR .2.1.4\ 1549 -.OHlO -.1348 
i,0014) 0 • Ulll51•n (.0006)• 0 {.00371•0 

LOAN ,OS!9 -.0306 .0026 •. )973 
(.001&) 0

• (.0179) 0 " (.00!0)♦ * (.0065) 

LNGRTH -0022 .0438 .00256 .00'.189 
(.000:t}**"' (_0036; 0 .. (.OOOJ)•H (.00043) 

SIZE .2309 -l.4f;) -L04J7 -2A437 
\017:t;,"'•· cins \.Ol73}♦u \.1107) ... 

OGSs ,001.'5 0391 .00025 .0242 
(.0002 t )"*-" {.00167)••· (.00005).,.. (.00371• 0 

GDP .!8Sl5 -.0091 -3)6194 •,038% 
i.00291• 0 1.0194) {.002l4r0 {.0Hl9)*** 

!'NF -.0771 -.-1084 .1059 ,0904 
{.00314)0 • {.02S5l°"'" i))02!J*""" (.0121)••¥ 

RIR .QJ52 •• OlOS 01432 .0301) 
(.0019t•** ( 0084)0 ¥ {.00067jH• (.0031) .... 

fDl •.418.\ •. 9325 .17194 l.4[63 
(.0097) .... 1.0u22r" (.0059)• 0 (.0522j••· 

OIL .0021 .0865 .0053 .00303 
(.000591••· \.00366)• 0 (.OOOts1• 0 (.0009St 0 

HHI -.00071 -.0159 .000079 .OOH,! 
(.{10026)** t.OOJ73}"' 0 {.000049} (,00069J"'** 

MARKE_CAJ' .034'.I .l67S -.00)67 -.0063 
(.00044) .... {.00:196)0" (.0C025)••• L00142)* 0 

DCPS -.0464 -.OS45 .0252 JXJ941 
(.OO!J21°* t.0106)0 * (.OOJO)+H !.0037)' 0 

('or.slam .4812 -14.676 I0,578 63.6225 
\.OOJ!li 0

• (l.67321'*" "27113)0
' (1.530) 0 • 

No. orobservath:ms 22J5 12'.>5 um 1821 

Number of banks 171 )7) 163 16J 

Number of instrumen1s 146 146 14,~ '" 
Wald-lesl x~ 2920Q•U 49100' 0 5440" ... IJ4QQU• 

Sargttn test (p-value) O.S98S 0.9004 0.1%3 0.1707 

AB test AR(l){p-,\'alue) 00059 0,7635 0.0045 0.1)933 

AB .es! AR(2) (p-\a]ue) O.SM8 0.2462 0.39tH 0.2056 
1he l~k d~·;dulu r,f1ht >:ffOC!S t,(l;n::k-spe,;ifk m;\\'.fu«X>/llOIJnc. and firn1nci1J m;trl:et factor.ion banl-: p.:t(ormaice (ROAA. ROAE, $Dit0AA. ;,c:,,;! SOR◊AE) mir,g nw-:,tq; 
GM\l em":':allons by Arel!;mo and Dovtr (1995). (OSl it ¢0fHO·;,.,«mlc ;;n'r mc11.rn<«I b:,· ope-ratini e~j)Cfl/i<t t◊ IOUI.! inronw. NIR ir "¢!Hnt~tsl •O!'.'<-c:nue !O l◊t~l ;e1<enue; ()I'( io 
qp;:,rtuniiy con mea:rufOO by liquid rderH:!'i lo t,nal as~s: LR ls HquiJi1i- ,:sk meai.wi:d by ;uan,; e;,.,;;1e,d t:, -::unomas and shvrH<,:11,1 lum:fo,g: O~EJ> i:a ~cmJnd dc;iru,il: m 101al 
dc;,csit~; MR i,; markrl ;i»; e."f)Oh,nr measured l:>y 1oial amo:n( vflnvr,;1mem~ m r,,;-C\lrily dlvhltd by m1at =11: Nf'ls ii; oo.1-pcrfQ11d-g lo:ms 10 m1al k;i,n;; I.LI'; ls lc;m ~> 
pmvisio;; lo !O¼I h,an;;, (" AR is capi:a1 adequacy ~alio mrost1Te<l by cqully lo row.I =cu. LOAN l'f loa:, le lei.al am:1~ LNGRTH 'f loan ,;,owJh lllu.!,ure<:l by ilnm,al ;!!Owth Titl.e of101al 
loa,1 . .SIZE is b¥nk ;;ut mdturcd by the rr.nurn, lq;aritllm ofl~e 101a! a.s:.cti; vmue; OBSs ts ofFJxrkm:e :fhe<::t Jcti'.-ities divided by to1a' Jase!~: GDP i, ammal GDP ;iwv.:h Raw: tNr 15 
nITT(.111 period. infla!:i-On raie l~on~unwr pri<Xll): RIR is real ;n:erdl rlk; FOJ I! FD! imlow measured by th( na!u1al logi'lrilhm o( ;hi;! f])I inflow value: OIL is Oil price m~urOO by 
tmrual oil ,po!~ changt (D()l!a~ per Oarrel): Hill i,; Hcrfindah! intk,. mea1wed by nm cf:hc sq~ffi 11,l!tll barik' s !m;;l a:;~ lo lctaJ bank~ ,e,;\,:,r ~5; MARKE~("" AP is $1,:,d 
11»<1«:: rapiiaJizano~ mcir~ur«I t:y ,•Jbe offr;11N:1 thilr¢' r~la1h·e ;;;, GDV: OCl'S C ®me~ic cnxlil l;;, tilt j:l'ivalt sect()! 10 GDP: T~.c ii.:riod cQ,•frf foe \t&:;;; from 20:iO iv 2015. Ro'::.111 
tlandvd .:rrors are in par-.enth~ t'odrtcier.l~lhl! atetl£,:llllkan1I) difliuem ~"' w::1 3l the l~-o..•~•- illld 10% k,d iue marktcwll.h •••.••.and" H.'$plX1h,:ly. Wald le!il i~ ;:t le:A ::,f 
homM('.tduti~ily. The :',,u~m !.:sl be :he test for 9v~•itk11lifyif11! Te:Stn\:tiN>> in (;M\1 dynamic mo,;lel <$1\malion. The null hyp01he:sl~ of the~ U;'SI e !hill" !h>: inslru!Tk'nl.'i URd ati: 

m:,1 wrrelated with r~ii!uals AD Jes, AR(!) and AR(.'.!! rekr to the Arella,,o-Bond !e,l 1ha-. ~·:e;;ig,: iu10.;;ou.,fa_e,ce in r~1dual,; ()f order ! "-'Speai,tl)· ,:,f orde,· 2 i; () iHU. ru;, 
fiutoronc!~liM i.t:.. no urond-cr<lu .<rrral eorrehliim;. 
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5.6.4.4 Exclusion of Bahrain and UAE Banks Sample 

Since Bahrain and UAE banks account for 39 and 24 percent of the sample population 

respectively, this study provides three robustness tests in order to check as to whether the study 

results suffer from any sample bias. In panel A, the study excludes the sample of Bahraini banks 

from the dataset. In Panel B, this study reruns the analysis excluding the sample of UAE banks. 

Panel C shows the results when the sample of Bahraini and UAE banks are simultaneously 

excluded. 

Table 5.23 shows that the main results remain unchanged when Bahraini and UAE banks are 

excluded from the sample. However, there are three findings that are noteworthy: Panel A and C 

shows that the coefficients on NIR and OBSs are significant bnt positive with all measures of 

bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) and negative significant with bank risk (SOROA and 

SDROE} when Bahrain is excluded from the sample. Bahraini banks are more engaged in non

traditional activities during the period of 2000-2009 which is linked to their lower profitability. 

After the fmancial crisis, this association is reversed: lesser involvement in non-traditional 

activities result in improved profitability of Bahrain banks. This evidence suggests that Bahraini 

banks are responsible for the negative and significant association between NIR and bank 

profitability. Furthermore, tbe coefficients on COST and MR becomes significant with Tobin's 

Q, suggesting that the Bahraini listed banks are less efficient in managing their costs and less 

engaged in securities investments, which has contributed to making the relationship of COST 

and MR with Tobin's Q being insignificant. 
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Furthennore, Panel A and C indicate tliat the coefficient of FD! inflow is positive (negative) and 

significant with bank profitability (risk) when Bahrain banks are excluded from the sample. This 

may due to the fact that Bahrain has witnessed higher competition from foreign banks compared 

to other GCC countries. In the end of 2015, the foreign assets concentration in Bahrain was 74 

percent, compared to 50 percent in Kuwait, 29 percent in Oman, 68 percent in Qatar and 36 

percent in Saudi Arabia. Moreover, during the last five years, the number of foreign commercial 

banks in Bahrain is 57 banks compared to 46 domestic commercial banks. 

This indicates that Bahrain contributes largely to the significant negative (positive) association 

between FD! inflow and bank profitability (risk). h1 other words, the defensive expansion theory 

is applicable in the banking sectors of Oman, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar and Kuwait while in 

Bahrain banking sector it is not applicable. lbe defensive expansion theory argues that foreign 

banks follow their customers into the host country in order to maintain ( defend) their bank

customer relationship and they find that FDl increases the profit of foreign banks. 
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Table 5.23 
Jl<?JQ·ession Results when the Sh1dv Excludes the Baliraitr and UAE Ba11ks Same.le (Robustness Check 4) 

Panel A: Excludes the Bahrain Banks Sample 

Bank Profit•bilit:y 
:\1arket-Based 

Ban~ Risk-Taking 
Performance 

Vnriablcs ROA ROE '.\'IM Tobin's Q SORO/\ SDROE 

Lag,1.1 0287 .O(JJ7 .6903 .l ,1s .6441 .&541 
(.0045)"'"* L()j}l)())h• {.Qli)(l)Ht [.0055j•n (.Oo.181°• ( 0004)*** 

COST -.0294 •,:'6564 -JH203 -,00393 .00177 .1029 
\.0004:"'• (.0094:u• \00025i .... {,0007)",.... \.0001}"' 0 (.0021)0 * 

NIR !I.H6 .5194 .01404 .00104 -.0036 -.)870 
{.ffl?f""" Ulll2i*'"* (,00052)*** i,00043)'"""' (.OOOJJl*""' (.()031)*** 

OPC 
2.J6J9 24.2461 1.5646 .4499 Ll56 -17. 7)2 
(.J7tl)'""0 13.'.\572)*'"* L2050)* (,;2'.,:0J)H UJ48;••• I l .424975J*♦• 

LR 
-,0034 0151 .00072 .0089 -.oo:m .00458 
(.000! )*** COOS5j' UXi02)0 • (.0026)'° 0 (.000141•0 {.1)027;*** 

DMDEP .01406 I 9161 .!)4703 .0156 -.OlWS •.6366 
(.0022)"* ..... 1.0825)* 0 (.0015)*** {.0033)0 • (.OOQIJJ"** (.03.\47)*"* 

MR 
,,055724 . 4272 -.01115 .0078 .06107 .35703 
L003&rn {.0429)•"* {.0022)*** 0>025}**"' UlOll)"** (.01194)*** 

NPLs - Q372 -.2532 •,00207 • 00497 J.11804 ,0l!lJR 
(.OOOSt"* (.0029_;•0 !.0003j*** t,OOB7) 0 (.OOOJ)*•• C0020)0 • 

LLPs -.3437 ·!.l6S2 -.01953 •,00164 08>48 .97569 
{,0079)~*• (.0562}0 " t.0011)• 0 (,0048) ... (.00262)•*" \.0325)'"u 

CAR 
.2595 1.7825 .0064:::i ._00521 -.04'.\J 7 -.75762 
(.002\)jU* (.0749/U* (,0011) 0 * (.0025) 0 (.00095)• 0 {.0255]* ... 

LOAN ,; 163 -.2118 .03869 .00069 00139 JC?H 
(.0038}'• 0 1.0364)*"' {.0022)*0 {.0047) (.00!8)* t,OB.3) 

LNGRTH 
-.0049 .0477 J)0099 .,00}45 00442 -.01366 
(.OOOorn 1.0067)**' (JJ004.?,)'" f.00022)* \.00029;0 • (.0024) 

SIZE .7902 -7,3290 JORJ I • 08003 -1.0199 -l.1141 
\.0319)• 0 (J551) L0225)*U \.0i7:W 0 U}224}0 * t.]4JF)•0 

OBS:s. .OtH64 .00624 .00013 .. ooon •. 00011 -.OOHJ 
(J)002J}""" (.0008)~** (,00007)"" (.00037) {.OO{i04J"'"''" (.0007)""' 

GDP 
,21945 •,0492 .01241 .00766 -.0344 -.IOl I 
t.1)061) ...... t-03J2) (.0024) .. " (.0014)* 0 (.00/4Jto• t.0llJJ" 0 

INF -,00707 -.8981 ·.0082 · .0029 .06JJ4 .65570 
(.0043) ... 1-061 w~· (.0034)*• {.0015)• (.0016)• 0 (.01&0) 0 * 
, 00775 .04H ·.00187 -.00103 ,004]9 .0036 

RIR {.00!8) 0 * L0l59)u L00095l~* i-()004)*** (.0004)* .. (.0044) 

FD! .65543 .76438 ,05134 .042:S'S -.17494 -.93163 
(.0166)'"" .... (,17741!)""'"' 1,01006)**"' (.0073'}''"'"' (.0061} .. ,,.,. (.0592)"'** 

OlL 
.00502 ,06t7 ,00)78 .00104 .0006 .0127 
{.00061""""" t.005'W** (,00034)•0 (,000l)•n i.0002}*0 \.0013)*'""' 

HHI ,.00138 -.008!: •. OOJ5 ,.0004 .00028 .00590 
(.0004)""** /.0:J22)"* (.0001)0 (.0001)""* {.0(l(J(l()J+-H COOl5i*** 

MARKE_CAP 
.0218 .0751 .00043 .00385 ·.00343 ·.01939 
(.0008)• ♦ + \.0:136) ... {.0002/""' (.0003)"** J,-OOC26J"*" (.0;'.IL4)*u 

DCPS 
•,04581 -.1527 0075 .,{)04J2 J)J474 .02335 
{.0029J* .. (.02081••· {.COJ6)*"* {,0004J'"0 (.000?}"".,. (.0067)* .. 

C0ns1ant 
-8.2238 319.890 4.362 L7956 IL925 !2'5.865 
\.7873)+ .. (9.0;{)) 0 • {J246)"H ($3,l))U+ t.B07J* 0 (2.60!:3)••· 

No. of obs.ervmions 1225 1225 1225 6/iS 1191 1191 

Number or hanks 103 103 103 56 92 92 

Number ofinsirumenls 82 " " " 80 '° 
Wald-test X1 7200"'** 20(,00 ♦0 59&o~u 4514.40 ... 7740°• 21ooou• 

Sargan lest (JH11!uc) 0.9991 0.9999 0,9996 1.0000 0.9997 0.8588 

AB tesl :\R( ! ) ([M'.iluc) 
0.1024 (1,28.55 0.0135 0,0292 (W505 0.2S03 

AB tes1 AR(2) (P"\·aluc) 
IH,514 0.1 !95 O .. B35 OJIR2 0.4435 09699 

The- ,able <:kt~Tih-s rcr\!hs ()j tlw cfibctt<:rfbank-sp~rifi,:; '*'<ll<".!\!tuinm,u,:. ~Hu fin uncial m~1h\ larl\mi 1m !'>lnl.. p~rfaonanct {ROA. RQC, }HM, Tabin·~ Q, SOROA, ~ml SDR0£) il!'mg 1w0•~lep 
GMM tll'timn11enf by AtcllatP a,-,(> lln•·n (! 9?5), COST is iwi-w-in;x,n~ mio measun:d by qpo:nHi,;s expeni;e;s w m1~l ir.come; NIR is Mtt<m1en::;1 res·enue ro t{ltal rcw,1m,r OPC is c,;,i:,ortunity 
e(l~1 meai.urcd by hquid r=..,, L;:; WLal a~tt; LR l'r hquirllly d,I: measuroJ b:, loans divided by eu~lomt-n and short•lemi fimding: DMDf:f' iE dem!llld depusit 10 wtal ~;~; \1R it matkeL risk 
expoiur.e 11wa,;w1ed by imal amrnrnl or inve.tments Ill -=ii: d,vidce by to(al av;cts; t-."Pl.t. is oon.perforr.::ni; loom to iota! :=s; LL!'!. it tx.n 00 pt»,-isfon 10 t«al loan!, CAR i, enpihtl adctjuacy 
ratio me;.,ur«l b;- equit~ 1¢ ,,:;ul lls.<iCI&: LOAN is I-!<::> 101al :a.swt~; l.NGRTU ii; !&an t.WW'lh me.wi,OO by aimual Jll◊W!i: mt 0fwlal l(>ar,; SIZF. b b;mk t'.Zc H1e:3$11rcd by<~ nillnral lo;;arllhm of 
1het,;,tal ~1.-al.:.t: OUSs ;~ off-00.1'1'!"" m€<'I w:\1,4,ie,; di\idod by wtal :1til'l.s; GD? ii; anm;a: GDP t1rowth Ra1u: INF ii (:!Jmmlp!:riod in-flatmn 1<1,ejoon,;~m,,,. pri<:crJ.RlR is real l!!IG:"Wil IHI<,; 
FDJ ,s fl)! ini\oss· n,ea,<urcd by 1hc niuril ~C'.m c,ft½<I' FOi mlkw ,·alpe; QIL i.i Oil price ::-:easurod by a~n..al 0H "f'Ot price d1angc (Dollm; per Band), Hlll ~ !forfirubhl mde\ measmed br 
Silm uf !he .qrn,red c.-:h bank's mu! .u,,:ts 10 Ulla! baoJ.ing iittlnr a.'5ffi; MAk:K.£_ CAP ll nod<: marl<d capitallmticn rnai.urtrl by value of}is;OO slm~ n:ilth\t 10 GDP: DCPS i,, ~o=ic cred,t 
lo thepriva'.e"''""' m GDP: Theperilld raver! th ;tan from 2000 t,:; 2015. ReOOS1 sunci.m:1 nm,~ ,,u, in partul.he:us, Cot-fficie.ut ll'tt1 are ~ignilicanlly d1ffa-tnl ft❖:r, 1rro at lhe 1 •,,. !s~o. l»d IC% 
l!!Hl 3tt m'1fkcd" ilh •••. "'. ;1,u1 ~ tttpecti>:d:,. Wald 11m it a !eti oitomos,:OOilS'.icity, The Sarr,11111cs: is the lesi tor o<·cr-idtnofyir~ resttic'lioru; in GMM dyn~mk model es1ima;iou Tl;,, null 
hyp:j!be!;i~ of1J1c S;irt;in trot if 1hat !he !r,:;tru111en1s u.<cd MC no\ «mell!:00 wi1h residual• AB l(f,1 AR!}) a~d Ak\3) ,cfe, I::> !he A1..J!Jrm-Bood 1es: th.it a,era,:~ 411lrH:N·lrbmcc in re:;idw,ls of t,rder 
l respociivriy or D<~e,-;; j~ 0 {HO; no J1t❖-:rirrehdon i e .. 110 :>l!l.'(llld~ffi'ii' ,:.rr<'i:ition), 
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Table 5.23 Cominued (Robustness Check 4) 

Panel B: Excludes the UAE Banks Sample 

Bank Profitabilit,· 
~tarkd-Based Hank Rh,k-Taking 
Performance 

Variables ROA ROE ~[\1 Tohin':r:Q SllROA SDROE 

Lag;,-1 
.01 !2 .0'.l70 .7300 .1574 .7491 s:m 
co:.1:11)"' 1 (.0004r" 0 L0044r•++ C'.lOSll"'°' { 002:jJ ♦U :.0003)"'*'" 

COST -0126 -.0143 -.oon .J002 .0016 .0220 
ccoo;;•n (.0031)••· L0002}0 * ( 0002} (.0001 )1 "* {.0005)"'*• 

NIR 
-.001<) -JJ043 ~.0006 .OOOJ 001 l .0049 
U)00,)) 0 • UlOiM)" 0 (.OOOO)H♦ 1.0001}' cooooi 0

• (.0001)••~ 

OPC .1178 7.825 .5624 .06:0 .7549 •&.J6S 
j.◊024}*U !2.6.57)+H (.1121)"' .. (.32(,1) \.1300)"' 0 (.9149) 0 

LR 
.,(l062 .128S .0029 .0044 -.0011 .0180 
,.000or--"'* C0246j0 • {.0007)**• (.0019}0 ( 00021-- 0 (.0060)"'• 

DMDEP .Ol!:!4 .59)0 _(}103 .WJO · 0128 -.4009 
(.0035)**" t.041tsr'*• 1.00201•0 1,00201°• ( 0010) .... {.()j l4)H• 

MR 
-.C255 -.1941 -.0075 .0024 .0584 """ {.0035)"*~ {.042l)• 0 (.0027)"* .. (.0023} !,00!1) .... C0ll7)* 0 

".'-IPLs -.o:i-ss •.'.?.75S •.0082 -.0012 .0078 .05J3 
(.0007) Ut t004S)• 0 cooo.:n ..... (.0006)"' {.0002J*0 (.00-Zl)**• 

LLPs -.3958 , J.J29 -.07)5 -,0018 .lStH .9747 

UX149J"'0 t-0487)• 0 i.{)(114}0 • \-0007) 0 {.0015)"' 0 \.CHU)••• 

CAR J907 .3178 3)475 -.0045 -.0065 -.6077 
c003J)',.. LQ25i!)O"' i.O(H9)U ♦ {.0010)0 • (.0007) ... + {.0103)""'* 

LOAN .09<>1 -.5477 .0268- .0049 .0039 """ cCObOj♦ +• (.059!)* ♦♦ t.0029)*u (.0045) L()Ol4/0 (.0/76)0 • 

L~GRTH 
-0021 "°179 .0006 ,.0001 .0011 .JOJ2 
(.0004)...,.* i_.003:!)0 • (J)002).,.. (.00007)' (J)OOI i•u (.00Jl)U 

SIZE .3068 -.1190 J)987 -.0)9} .,6049 -J-5(,59 
\.0-46I)u-.- ! 6115) i.0279)**" C0!4J)U L\Jl?SJ 0 • {.!159) ... 

OBSs .0274 .0184 •.0028 -.0012 00:'s-7 .10!0 
C002S) ..... ,. !.0093)"'• t00J(H0 f.0005)• (.0f!ll)* 0 \.007Si• .. • 

GDP JS45 .2252 .(H04 JlOJ~ •.0233 ~,0303 
i.oos:,•u (.Q305)*H (.002lli""'* (.0014}"'" (.0011;•"+ (.00$:/)0♦ 

lNF 
,,!:149 ,2.201 -.0369 -.fH07 .-0761 .66-92 
(,0089) .... {.JOJ J)*** {.0029)* ... (.0014) 0 • coo,4}*.,. (.0310)* 0 

RIR 
-.OiS! -.3332 -.0104 -.0026 .0!28 .0241 
!.()i)2l)U* :.ol80J•n i.0016) 0

" (.0003) ..... {OOO·l)J"++ (.0039) 0 "' 

FD! 
. .3553 •2.381 .Ji8!9 JJ297 .i!Ol .ll413 
(.0212}• 0 t.l.580)• 0 UH011•n /.0038:)· 0 1.00091• 0 {.050!)"' ... 

OIJ. 0!04 .109"! ·"°'' ,0015 .0022 .0129 
1,0007)•'* (.0065i* 0 <.ooo:w0 LOOOJ)• 0 (.0004!•0 {OOB)"u 

HHI · 0008 -.02◊J .0004 - 0027 ,00004 .0022 
LOOOl)•h !.0030)0 • (.00:)[)H {.000(1)H (.0000.\) (.0005) ...... 

MARKESAP .0236 .121!7 .0039 .0041 • .()019 -.0255 
(.0007)*'* (.0{}?,0)••· {.0003} ..... (.0002} .... tOOOJJ ♦H (.0007)•++ 

DCPS 
-.10(,1 -.2294 - 0078 -.0033 .0097 .1040 
1.00Jo;•0 {.02J2)U (.QOJ6ja0-h L00041n• COOLOi .. • (.0049)*' .. 
.8594 116.14 .0361 .7545 4.!H76 &5.2.\0 

Constan'. \.OSOJ;+u (9.534) 0 • (.)543) 0 " !..13091° (.2215)• 0 \L2S2)"' 0 

No, of ~~bservations 17l5 1715 1635 m 1463 ]463 

Number ofbanks 131 l3J no 48 123 123 

Number of immuments ., 90 <J& " 97 97 

Wald-tesl X2 5752'** 1190°• 8414 ..... 1S91•u 1[9000 ... 174QO-O♦U 

Sargan lest {r•\'nluc) 0.9995 0})998 l.0000 l.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

AB 1est AR(I) (p-valuc) 0.0574 {1,()624 0.0081 0.0439 o.c:m cmzz 

AB lest AR(2) (p-rnlu.::) 0.1807 0,1650 0,139% 03940 0.7004 0.21!75 

T.':<" td,le <!t'fcr'l:e; tesul!s of(lic tff!X!~ ofb:>11k•spe<:1fic n1.o",:,ec.:mon:ie, a:tci .!i11x1d:,! mll~t! focloru 011 :;,:!11,;; ;)¢1"f<nm.mct !ROA ROE. Nll\l, Tobl,!'1 0. S!JROA. ;)1d s6Jl.OE/ u~mg t1,1,1Hi!tf, 

GMM es1immis>M by Arellano ancl 13,wer 11!l9S). COST is cart•l<,..ine<.::-:c rntio mea;ured h) operalinr e;c:pcr,>c,; 10 to!..! ioro-::,e: NJR is m:m-inlen:,;1 =·etm,;, V.> :o:a: rc,·enu~ OPC ¥l oppcrrunily 
«isl. 1m,asw:o:: by liquid n:s~e!i IO !Otl\1 am:ls. LR is liquidity mk mc~,cd by loo.,:; di>cided bv c;;f/10•::ut and 1hor\.lcrm fundlnt; DM:DEP i., dcmuid ~cp@il lO lot:il <krioriis; MR I$ matke, 
,N< expm1u,e mcru.ur«I b:, w1a1 ;nno11CT of 1n~cstt1,tn1~ in ~ocunty divi&;d hy w:111 u.set5: NPl.s it m:in•ptrfull!Dn~ loon~ 10- tclal Joa,"'· lLP> is !,;,a,, i,:,;1s prt>\ i~fon to lolal Joans: (AR ls C3pi1al 
a:!c£tuicy r.mo meas11rOO :>y t'Q.!iily u., 101i! as:itts; l.OAJ\ is loam !o l11!1lil l/i/icit'. LKGRTH is !oa.i trowtl! fN:'~1Jml by ~nnual gro,uh r11< ofrout k:m11. SIZE i~ tvonk ~iie meawml t,;· 1he natural 
logarithm afthe WL!I! lUM!l.t vJke". OBSs ;,s off.t,allrt('< !hcl!! actis·itie. d)'idc<J by 1oial 35= G:W 1$ w11ual GO!' j!ro"ih R111c, 1NF is<:\ll'TI:ffl pe,i.::>d in{latiou flll(' '.C<l11511111d"Jri(:C'iJ. R!R is real 
i.ntcrll!il rate; 11)1 i.,: FDJ inflow m,:;ismed by the l!ll!Un.l klprrilhm oflhe l'Dt inflo'-'' ,,due: OIL is Otl price m,;;.i:i,11rOO by .annual oil spo! price chani;e (Dollaru per l¾orti:l), HHI is Hcrfindahl ilKW~ 
mea.~u,«l by ~um of1k ,qnNed t~h haru:·, rn!al i!SM"lt D Mal banking. ~,or ~1: MARK£ __cAP is ,io.:k nmkrt ~~kalizaiion m>Mau.-«l by ,-a)uc or 1U:rd ri:ia!'t'f ei:b1We w GOP. OCPS it 
domet1k cr«ii1 10 1M pn,·al¢ ~rn, h)GOP-. Tiw p,,:'fl()d <Nm, !he ).:-ars from 2iXlO m 201.", Jto~ !ilandard =en; an:i11 J'.WC'l!he:;,:,,. C'c.:fhde,ns 1M1 a;c ,;isnifKa!Hly dilletmi fiom re., JI 1hi: 
J•;,, ."% • .!JIil I~, k-,.¢1 ;u( ffillf~OO wi1h u•_ ~"'.and~ ~ll'dy, Wald IC!t. is a «:V o(k:>~<1j~i1y TI->t $,rpm <e:<! is 1k !es! (r,r o•-u-ic<111!/;,i!>$ T¢"ir1CTio.~~ in GMM dyna.::;i,, mad.-! 
=.l!na::iln, rm:- null 11}-,.;,the:d~ of1hc Slrgan lesl i, !~ flt< \n>lrll'llCMI~ wed ll<t fiOI ctom:l.:ded wi(h resid\liil~ AIJ (<:'rl All(l) and AJt{2) tel.er lo lire Arell:m.::-fiu(ld (CS! lh,t a,-erage V!!!)<

.:-o.aria1Ke jo rci;i<halo of orde, I IC!'jX'(l;vrly ofc,der :'.' 1" 0 (/f.l: no aulnWTTcli!tll-"' u:-. nn :;¢0;nd•-0rder .ttri)I ro:n!Jtkm). 
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Table 5.23 Continued (Robustness Check 4) 

Panel C: Exclude both Bahrain and LAE Banks Sample 

Bnnk J► rofit11W1ity 
Markei~8a5cd Bank Rbk-Tuking 
Perfo,man..:e 

V.ni1tblcs ROA ROE Nl:\I 1'4.1bin'1,Q SDROA SDROE 

Lagr,1 
, 0416 -.0189 7241 ,J(IB9 .7181 .8491 
1,i)l4J) ♦♦ .. !.00J?J 0 • L029l)JU♦ i QJ(,l)•U (.0092)•.n ! 0008j .... 

COST 
-.0194 -A09S -'°167 -.OOJI .0043 .1603 
C0009)n• (.0231}"0 (.000fi)• 0 (,0012),,. ({l(}{l3) ♦U (.0075)* .. 

NIR .0300 ·™' .0206 .0027 -.0018 -.2559 
(.OOJOJ*H f,0429)"U (.OC:14}'"'"* (.0009)0 * 1~}*0 (.OIOJ)"'_,' 

OPC 
\.0564 2.9722 1.45!4 .2297 3142 .JSJ3(1 

(.5591)*"'* 11.0042} .. iA9JSJ**+ C0997/ .. t 1213}** OASS)* 0 

LR -.0(}46 .o?:6 .0011 .0104 •.0011 .o:os 
iAJOJ21••• i,0373) .. C0005)•• (.0059! .. (.0006}* {.0047!0 

DMDEP 
,066 2.1785 J/471 .0047 -.0477 -.8844 

toOlll""" (.2142_:•o C0045)0 * (.00(8)H (.0033) ..... CO'i'i~J•o 

MR -.0164 -.OS15 -.0157 .0036 .0314 .4268 
;.oonr L0394J 0 (.0041) ... * (.0013)*" (.0018)" 0 (.042JJH" 

NPL,; -.o:BJ -.2377 •.O(H5 -0034 .0!41 .0314 
(.00\0j' ... (,OOS7)""* (.0003)* 0 {.0017) 0 (.0001)* 0 (.0042)*H 

LLPs- -J083 -}"5~6 -.0192 -.0072 .1155 1.2317 
(.0250)• 0 !.1546)0 • (.0034)0 • !.0038)"' (.0066)*0 C0920)Ht 

CAR .3248 2.415) J)(l26 -.0058 -.000.8 -.8621 
(.0102)•0 j.2!47j•H {.0021)*'"• {.OOJ:t;•u (.0022) 0

' \.-0445)* 0 

LOAN 
.J4S4 -.3401 J'.i3l4 .0009 .024!) .1867 
l.0109) 0 * !.l193)•u {.0072)"" ... {.0085) (.0031}0 ~ {.0348)"'0 

L:--4GRTH -J)05l .0549 .0026 ·.0005 .0064 .J)2!5 
tOOJ&)•* (.01'17J 00 t.0(!06)"'** L0003l" {.0005)0* t0J67J 

SIZE J50S :DOIi .1098 - 061}6 -.9742 -.329<) 
l.OS75r 0 tL234)0 * (J)642)*' \.021&) ... (.0676}h* \.J{)5JJ+U 

OBSs 
.0194 .'.HIil .0019 -Jl002 -.4)206 -.0587 
\.0032)"'"* {.tl;\45)0 • (.0009)""' i,0006) (.0013)*** (.4U9~)" 0 

GDP .J 778 ·.l77S .0106 .0059 -.{(\IS -.0868 
(.0!72)'"•· i.)5&0) (.OOlS;• .. (.00!8) 0 • f.0015)*"'+ (.01-4.ll•u 

INF 
•.0259 ~l.3JJ9 -.0149 •,0034 .0402 .43-44 
(.0098) 0 • /.H54) 0 • (.0052)* .. !.00171 ... {.0054) 0 • (.{16_<{,j-*• 

RIR 
-.0082 .,C,SJ& •,0029 -.0013 .O:J:'6 .0008 
{.QIJ26J• 0 co'.lm .. ~ {.0015}* (.0004)*,.. {.(Xl09)• 0 (.0099) 

FOi A551 .4194 .0577 .OJ57 -.1578 ~,?9J4 
(.OJIJ)*"* (.0819)0

" t.Cl67)"""' {.ffl1}U* (.0I02J"*"" (,tJJll**"' 

OIL 00,5 .0304 .0111 0014 .0029 .0242 
t.0015) .... {.0)31)0• i.!)005) .... U.l002)"'• (.OC,0.,1) 0 * {.0047) 0 ~ 

HHI •,0025 -.0095 -.0006 -.0002 ,0004 .0047 
i.0009)+• UXl47) 0 (.000))♦- (0000)•• (.0001)* 0 {.0024)• 

MARKE_{'AP JH59 .04.n .0009 .00.34 -J)011 -.0091 
C0013) 0

" (.0107;, 0 ~ (.0003;-*• (.0004} .... {.OOO))U• {.OOJ4J•.,. 

IX-PS .102.5 -.392t -.004) -.0036 .040J .1093 
(.0084)* 0 (.0445}' ... LOOlt)"* (J)009)0• {.002sr•• L0185) 0 • 

Constalll 
-6.352 2%.7J 5.272 J.OOJ9 8.2840 IJSS8t:> 
\1.6!'.,J)"*• (15.6J)H* \l.l(ll})H" (:9153) {.7917;••· ;(,.405) ~---

No. of obscn·ations 916 '" '80 424 809 809 

Number of banks "' 70 70 JS 0S ., 
Numher ofinslrumenls 55 55 5l " SJ 4J 

W:ald-1es1 X2 5{120°~ .>JS6u+ [3568•0 481 ..... 10200°• :55600 .... 

Sargan lcsl (µ-value) J.0000 !.COCO 1.0000 J.0000 UIIJOO 1.0000 

AB test AR(l)(p-YalucJ 0.15:53 0.2&90 0.024-4 0.0801 O.HJ5S 0.2845 

AB test AR(2) (p-\·alut) 0.9268 0.9677 0.4548 0.3340 0.6068 0.9029 

Ttle tablt ~hes results ofiheeflecta ofba11k--s;,,mfic. nL1CfO«'OO,lllll£ mil! (,.u,,ma! market faners rn1 b:mk perforrrun~~ !.ROA. KOE. NI"!. T,:,lm'li Q. SDROA ;,ml SDROE\ mm~ 1wo-siqi 
G'-1.M <:$llmi1k>--s hr Arellano ~Tld Bi>•'t"> \19€;;"). ('OST is COS(-l(l•ir><:(111"1¢Tt!k> n.:.a.;:utcd by O~ill;ng ex~ :o 101a) in,ome.. NIR 'IS nc,n-i!l!¢:"t:S1 ,~-.:nut to !(llal tt~•tfme; OP(' i:r <'fJPOtlU!lity «IM 
,n~("d by liquid resen·es 1<1 =I 11~ U{ b liquidi1y ru.k _,,,cd lly "laru. divided by custome,~ a::d shcrH(ffll limilinp; DMDEP ~ ~"1!-">d df!?'.'s11 10 1Mal deposit~; .\l;t i~ mblk<:1 ~k 
e,posi,n:-- IMM~rnd by tot,l =1 cfimu.tmtntl in ¾xuril~ di, idtd by lot"' "-"Sl.ili: NP Ls is nok•pe,furminJ! l,;,-~n, to !<llal ki"r;.,: lll>s i~ k,;,n k,>-> pr,w~\<.m !<: !<Ya1 kiil!l!: CAR is capital ;,(!Cil')a,7 
r~io 111fflS'Jrtd by ,:quity l<l ,ma! ;is,o,H; LOAN i,o; lo~m: to lct:d ~; LN:GRTH is loar. gr,;mlh measured bj innual ,r(l"1h rl!e !)f,0,31 loan·. SIZE"" bank size ~<'d by 1he mnurai \o~ill"ilhm <ifllu: 
w1al i\Metii >.'~l~e, OBS~ 1$ ,:,:l'.OOJru,,.,e lit mt anivitiei; dkidc:1 by ltli!.l as.seG: GDP if ;urnulll GDP i;rowth R~!e: INF i~ currclll p,:rilld 1o!la!iOII r3te (comumer ~). RIil •~ •cal ffllcr=t ratt: FDI is 
FD! 'uflow 111c,uur<t1 by the 11:1rurnl Jogariihm of the !'DI ir.Ilcw ,·ahlt: 011. ;~ Oil pll,x mrat.111:"ro by aw.u,il oil !,x>l -prio: chim.(Y,1 !Dol:ws pe,- Barrel), HHI is Hcrfindahl indc~ measurro by sum oftbt
sq...;iied l"'Ch b3nk' s !Ohl lll'Sl.'ls \O 101al bar.krng -H\-~N a..~u.: Mi\t<'.KF:_ CA!' i~ stock 1\lMl<:1 ,;af)'llal!Ultk>n inea~Ute<.:1 by ,·ah1c of!ir.>:i! ~ha.res rda1iv-e w GDP: 0CPS is ~o;-;;cMic cr«II! lO tile J'.'ffi'3!1l 
~"''"' lo GIW·. Tl0c pe,iod.:o•:i:n !ht )-t'llr1i fro,,, 2000 ro 2.0! ;' Robu\! srnndlu\ e,rn:-1, .vr;,, P"'ffllhUid, Coeffic)cm~ !l-.at are sipdfil'-!lni!y <lifforem frum uw a: 1he /%, 5%. 1md lO'!o i..•1·e1 ar;: m,.,-lc,l 
,,'ltl\ •••. '* . .:md * tesp«iwdy. Wald \,:,rt is a 1e;t ;,fhom,m-.:d:widly. The Sargan test is u.., (,;::ii ri:Jr o,·rr•\<lemlf)'ing rcs:ri.:1im1~ in GMM dy::ami,;: modcl e,:imatkm, The null hyp,1/lC$.h of l"nc 
SMtM te:11 i> 1h111 1!.e ,n~rurrcm1 usoJ are i,,;,! co,Telalcd wil~ ,e\ictu.ils, AB :e;i AR{ I) and AR(2; l'efer (o (be Arellaoo-Bocd lest t11~t ~'""'llf-1: .w1~·a:nnnce in residual;; or (11,kf l r~l'!.-el~ of 
ntdtt 2 \~ J (HO; no au(crurrd:mon i.c. m:, sectmd--<>«kr serial roncl~lion;. 
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5.6.4.5 Replace HHI by Concentration ratio, Lerner Index and Boone indicator 

This study also conduct robustness checks following the methods of Khan et al. (20 I 6) Tan 

(2016), Kasman and Kasman (2015), Fu et al. (2014a), and Chen and Liao (2011) by replacing 

HHI by the concentration ratio, Lerner Index as well as Boone indicator. In panel A, the study 

replaces the HHI by concentration ratio of the five largest banks assets. In Panel B, this study 

reruns the analysis replacing the HHI by the Lerner index. Panel C shows the results when the 

study replaces Boone indicator rather than HHI (Table 5.24). 

5.6.4.5.l Concentration Ratio 

The concentration ratio shows the degree of competition in the banking sector. Following the 

study ofKasman and Kasman (2015) and Khan er al. (2016), the concentration ratio is measured 

as the ratio of the assets, loans, or deposits of the five largest banks divided by the total assets, 

loans, or deposits of the banking sector in each country (CR5). 

5.6.4.5.2 Lerner Index 

Following the methods of Chen and Liao (2011 ), Kasman and Kasman (20 I 5), Khan et al. 

(2016), and Tan (2016), the Lerner index is calculated on the difference between a bank's price 

revenue and marginal costs divided by a bank's price revenue which can be written as follows: 

L . d _ Bank's Prkc-M11rginal Costs (5 l) erner m ex- .. .......... ... . 
Bank's Price 

A higher value of the Lerner index indicates higher market power and less bank competition, 

while a low Lerner index suggests a highly competitive market with the lower level of 

perfonnance. The price is calculated as the ratio of total revenue to total assets. The marginal 

cost is estimated on the basis of a translog cost function with one output (total assets) and three 
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input prices: price of funds (PRICE1) measured by interest expenses to total deposits; price of 

labor (PR1CE2) measured by personnel expenses to total assets; and price of fixed capital 

(PRICE3) measured by other non-interest expenses to total assets (other operating and 

administrative expenses/total assets). Similar to Chen and Liao (2011), the cost function is 

estimated as follows: 

3 3 

Ln(COST.,FP,Ln(ASSETS.,)+~p (Ln (ASSETS;,)!'+ La,, Ln(PRICE.;,)+ Lr,, Ln(ASSETS1,)•Ln(PRICE•;) 
2 

K=J K"'I 

3 3 

+LL"•• Ln(PRICE•11 )*Ln(PRJCE;;,)+ cit ... , .... (5.2) 
k j 

Where, COST is the total cost of the bank (interest expenses plus non-interest expenses). 

[ , l . COST;, 
Margmal Costsrn, ASSETS• P1 +p2Ln(ASSETS;,)+ Ly Ln(PRICEki,) ........................ (5.3) 

'
1 

k><l 

The Pl. P,. and y., are the coefficients estimated from Eq. (5.2). Finally, the Lerner index is 

averaged over time for each bank 'i' for inclusion in the regression model. The data for this 

measure of competition are at the bank level and are estimated country-by-country and year-by-

year. 

5.6.4.5.3 Boone indicator 

Boone (2008) proposes a new method for estimating the level of competition. The main idea 

from the Boone indicator is that efficient banks expand the market share at the cost of the less 

efficient ones. In other words, competition improves the performance of the efficient banks and 

decreases the performance of the inefficient ones. The higher the effect, the higher is the 
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competition. Following Khan et al. (2016), this study estimates the Boone indicator by using the 

following model: 

ln(Profit),=u+JUn(Marginal Costs);+~, ...................... (5.4) 

'W indicates the Boone indicator value. A higher negative value of Boone indicator denotes that 

the competition level in the banking market is bigh. However, a positive value indicates that the 

competition level is lower or the banks are competing on quality. Positive values of Boone 

indicator mean that the marginal costs of banks are higher, the more profits will gain. 

Estimating the Boone indicator for GCC banks may be appropriate for several reasons. Foreign 

banks operating in GCC are I J 7 compared to domestic banks J 13 banks. The participation of 

foreign banks in GCC banking markets is almost 43 percent in 2014. ROA of domestic banks 

and foreign banks over the sample period are 1.3 percent and 1.8 percent respectively. In 2014, 

the market share of domestic banks is 86. 7 percent while for foreign banks it is 7.8 percent. 

Furthermore, banks' efficiency measured by the COST for domestic and foreign banks is 52.9 

percent and 60.5 percent, respectively, over the study period. 

The Boone indicator overcomes the weakness of concentration measures like HHI or CR of the 

largest sample banks and aim to assess the competitiveness by investigating levels of market 

concentration in the banking sector. Contrary to market concentration measures, the Boone 

indicator is effective to capture interaction between banks by focusing on their behavior. Market 

concentration measures may provide inaccurate results since high levels of market concentration 

results in low level of market competition. 
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Furtherrnore, numerous studies have used the Panar-Rosse H-statistic to analysis the competition 

in the banking market However, H statistic requires some restrictive assumptions on the banking 

industry which cannot be realized in this study: long-run equilibrium required by the analysis 

canuot be realized because of the entry and exit from the market (Kasman & Kasman, 2015). 

Moreover, H statistics model only analyzes the competitive nature of the entire banking market 

and not for a particular activity. 

The Boone indicator is an innovative model from which one can measure the competition in the 

banking market as a whole as well as different market segments, such as commercial banks, 

inves1ment banks, and loan market Unlike H statistics and Bresnahan models, the Boone 

indicator requires relatively small data and it allows estimating the competition on an aJlllnal 

basis (Leuvensteijn et al., 20ll). Lerner index is not able to seize the level of product 

substitutability. The Boone indicator does not require the hypotheses of long-run equilibrium and 

it also does not suffer from product substitutability problem. Lerner index is simple and easy to 

apply however the Boone model has a solid technical basis. 

As shown in Table 5.24, Panel A and B show that the coefficient of market power measures 

(CR5 and Lerner index) is negative and significant with bank profitability measures (ROA, ROE, 

and NIM) and market-based shareholder value (Tobin's Q), while positive and significant with 

bank risk taking behavior (SDROA and SDROE), suggesting more market power leads to 

decrease in bank profitability and shareholders' value and increase the risk-taking behavior of 

GCCbanks. 
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Furthermore, Panel C reports that the impact of Booue indicator on ROA, ROE, NL\1, and 

Tobin's Q is also significantly negative, but it is significantly positive with SD ROA and SD ROE, 

indicating that competition leads to increase the bank profitability and shareholders' value and 

decreases the risk of GCC banks because of that lower/higher values of the Boone indicator 

mean more/less competition. On other words, the more negative/positive of the Boone indicator, 

the banking market is more/less competitive. Results indicate that more competition (lower 

market power) in the banking industry enhances the perfonnance and decreases the risk of banks 

in the GCC region. 

Results support the main findings of the study, which shows that higher market concentration 

(higher HHI) leads to lower the bank profitability and shareholders' value and increase the risk

taking behavior of GCC bank. In other words, excessive concentration leads to bank fragility. 

These findings are not in line with SCP hypothesis but they are consistent with the view that 

banking markets with less competition (more market power) may lead to larger loans and lower 

credit rationing, which result in increased the probability of banks failure (Caminal & Matutes, 

2002; Khan et al., 2016), In addition, banks hold more capital buffers when operating in a higher 

competitive environment and competitive banking markets are Jess likely to witness a systemic 

crisis. Overall, tJ1e findings for all other main variables remain unchanged. 
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Table 5.24 
_Regression Results when lhe Study Replaces HHI bv CR, Lerner Index and Boone l11dicator (Robustness Check 5) 

Bank Profitabili 
ROA ROE NIM 

Panel A Puncl B Panel C Panel A Panel B Panel C Panel A P.inel B Punel ( 

Variables CR5 Lerner Boone CR5 Lerner Boone CR5 Lerner Boone 

Lagi<.1 
0633 ,0517 .0319 .0225 .0256 .0247 .7266 .'Jt}37 .1273 

(.0012)*0 {.0020)*0 {.(',026)0 * {.OC-02)"** (.1)003}*""* (.0003)*0 i.0019?** (.OCI!!)*** {,00)9) 0 • 

COST -.0! 59 -.0137 -.0162 -.0236 -J)JS9 -.0196 -.0041 -,0029 -.0040 
cooo11n• {.0000)* 0 t.OOOJ)•O (.0014) 0 * (.0012) 0 * (.0011)**"' (.0001)"'*• (0001)* 0 (,0001j•*"' 

NIR -.0003 -.0006 -.oom -.0048 -.005S -.!}051 -.0003 -.0002 -J)OOJ 
{JJOOO;•u (.0000),...,. .. iJJOOOf*"'* (A)OOI;'*"' (,000!) 0 • {.0001)"'0 !.OCOO)'""'" (.0000)* .. (.0000)*"'* 

0!'{' U587 /1670 ,39{11 Jl275 8.5781 l!Ul4 .2768 .7460 .1478 
{.l75J/H (J441)"'*'" (,1936) .. (J.719l'u (J.324J*H t.9704)*0 Cll53)** (.0968}*** {.0405!** 

LR ·.0038 -.0023 -.0023 .0905 .!041 J042 .0009 .0015 .0014 

(.0001)'""* cooo1r0 • (.0Q02)*H {.01 lD)*** {.0083)*** {.0054)*** cooo2r 0 (.0{)031°" (.0002) ..... 

DMDEP .0317 JJ'.\21 _1)!$7 .6071 .5740 .5775 .0134 .0097 .0106 

(.0016) 0
• L0017)*** {.0022J*0 (.0209)**• {.0149)"'** (.0156.J ♦H {.0007) 0 * i.0006)*** (.ooosr** 

MR 
.J}ll30 -.0418 -.0395 •.0598 -.0409 -.(1674 -.0143 -.0159 •.0153 
(.0016)*+* (.0017)•"'* {.0016;•~• C0176J*** f.0146)* 0 {.0209}0 ~ (.OOl 6J• 0 (.00]4)U* (.0015) 0 • 

NPLs -.04JO -.042& -.042.'i ._2$84 -.2868 -.2745 -.0089 -.0060 .J)093 

{-00'J3)*** {.0()J2j ..... (.0002)""*"' U)02J)U" (.0020)•0 (.0019)•0 \.OOOJJ,.."' (.0001) .. ,. (.(1()()2)"'',. 

LLPs -.3902 -.415•1 -J667 ,L02l7 .!.0451 -1.0280 ·.0661 ·.0621 -.0008 

i-0022)*0 (,0024)"'*"" (.0052) 0
"' (.Oli7) 0 ~ (.0JB4j•H (.0J7]j•H (.OOost•* (.0012)0 * (.0007) .... 

CAR 
.2428 .2500 .2653 .1567 sm .1397 .0425 .0403 .0451 
(.0014)•*+ (.00:S)*H i.0025)* .. (.0102)**"' {.0{)66)*H (.0076) 0 • (,0006)"*"' cooo1r ... (.oomr1• .. 

LOAN 
A)655 ,08<3 .OB50 -.4545 ~.5774 -.5137 .0229 .orn ,022! 

(.0019P*♦ (,{)02'.,ljU+ (.001?)*"'* (.02:23) 0 • (.0158)**• V-H42}U• !_.0011t•• /.OOJO)*H (.0012)**"' 

LNGRTH 
-J)041) -.0041 -.0042 D09& .0163 j)09J .0012 J)009 .0014 
(.0002ju+ {.O(){JJ)•u (.0003}*** (.00?6)*"'* (.0028)**' t0020)"""• (.OOU!J*U (.0001) 0 * (.0001) 0 * 

SIZE 
.4675 .7751 .1mo 5.2:016 6.4880 5.7642 .0356 .086'3 .0148 
C0164)•~• (.0168)*0 (.0355)**"' (.2604)••· (.2J7iJ•0 {.2095)""0 (.0144) 0 (.0163)* 0 (.0059)' .. 

OBSs 
.0005 .0004 .0021 ,02&9 .0235 .0258 .. 0001 -.0005 -.0002 

1.0001)·• (.Ooou•u (.C-002)"" 0 (.OOJ6)"h (.0008) .. ,.. (.00!Or,.• iJl000)* 0 \.0001)·•· (.0000)"'•· 

GDP .1920 .2025 .2390 .0666 .0457 .0372 00]] .0075 .0042 
(.0045)Hli" (.0045) 0 * {J)l)54j+U (.0!09)'*• {.0!80)** C0144)0 (.0014"!''"" l.00l6)•u (.OOJS)♦+ 

INF -.0092 -.1092 -.0531 •1.1944 -.6295 • J 2825 ~.0295 -,0325 -.0271 
{.0039)•** (.0042J• 0 (.0fl48)*H C04J0)0 • (.037J)+u {.046'.W""+ {.OOllW"* {.0036)* 0 t,00161°* 
,,O<IJ.8 •. 0554 ·.0490 -.HB4 -.1515 -.2603- -.0135 -.0145 -.OJ t3 

!UR {.0018)~** COOJ9)'*• (.0021) 0 + (.0089) 0 * (.0117)U ♦ {.0104)~•· I OOlO)+u (,001])0 • (.OOIW .. 

FDI 
-.4734 -.4395 -.6401 .].963.8 ,J.2&11 -1,5729 .J.1485 -.1055 •,0656 
{.0087)*0 L0104)"'H {.0185)*0 t,0761)"*- \JJ9())Hf (.0947)"'0 (.0075)·•· (.0070)•0 (.0057)-'"H 

OIL .0077 .0134 0:20 .0603 .0795 .0761 .0033 .(XH9 .0052 
(.0005)*0 (.0006)**• {.000t)"'** (.0029jO♦ {.C-032J**' (.0039)• 0 (.0003) 0 • {.i)O{l'.l) .. ,. (.00021°• 

CRS -.0364 •• 0544 ~.0027 
(,0014)~** (J}076J" .. ,. {.{1009)** 

L('rncr Index -2.9551 -53.691 .t.4209 
(.3ll85J"'"~ {Z.312)"'"'"' (.U!55)*'"* 

Boone Indicator ·2,6244 .:t3.S27 -3.7337 
(.6229)*"~ (6.690)**"' (,6013)*""' 

MARKE_C'AP .0297 .0336 .0456 .1479 .1692 .1574 .0015 J)043 .OOH 
(.0004)"'0 C0004)•++ {.0008)*** {.0016)*"* (.0023)*** i.OC-48) 0 ~ <.OOOJ)♦n {.00{]1)•.u (.00()2j•O 

DCPS ·.0695 ·.0724 0523 ·.0623 ·.02% .. 0827 -.():J6J -.0:12 -,0088 
(.OQJ(,}'ft+ (.Oo26_1u+ (.0024) 0 • (.0100_1°• (.0154),. (.0137) 0 • (.0007)" 0 (.0009)* .. (.0008,♦ .. 

C'onstan! 
23368 <J.730 -6.237 114.014 118.74 125.&49 :'.<33} 1.272 .6JJ8 
(.3-972)0• (.4209;0 ~ (,{!058)H+ {4.565)·•· (J.138) .... + (1812)++>!- {.2797)" (.](191)j++• (.2995) .. 

No. of observa1lons 223ll 2238 2238 :ms. 223S 2238 2B8 2!38 2\3S 

Number of banks 171 l7l ;71 171 171 17] 170 170 170 

Number of inshumenls 146 146 ]46 146 ]46 146 145 14.'i '" Wald-lest X1 7420*"'" l440o~u li?OO'"~" 14900•0 J?JO*** 65J7J ♦+~ 9030♦ +·• 6050* .. 7040"'•· 

Sargan tesl (p-value) 0J389J 0.5969 05557 0.9180 0.5970 0.64&2 0.9730 0.6594 0.6SS9 

AB test AR(]) (p-value) O.C·286 0.02CO 0.0219 0.2(,(B 0.2597 0.258.3 0.0050 0.0049 0.0014 

AB test AR(2) (p-qilue) 03025 0.3J90 0.3794 0.2308 0.2463 0.2761 0.1521 0.1518 0.JW7 
The rnbl~ d,;.;,,,,r:tes re1llls of !h eIT«1s ofballk-5p,:tdfit. 11:a«liiK01101nlc. and fina,1cicl ,rn:,hl factors on bank pt;:i'.lrmiince (ROA. ROE. NIM, T-0b,:1 ·5 Q. SDROA and Sf}ROE) ,wo,,: l"-'$/41{1! CiMM cs,imatiori~ by 
/\r¢llano ;;::ii il>Y= l!94l~). COST ts eos:-,c-i11co,m1 tatio mNs~red by operntinf ,;ipwwt'1 to weal income; NlR i& non-m!t:,ei re--..'!l\!e l\> l(>lal revowe; OPC h \ll'l"-'•t>l11Jly coot ,,,=red by !iqllld r~·es lo lohl ll'l!<!IS 
LK i$ liq~\dilyrlsk -1rn1ed b1 J◊;ll1$ divided by orswmern U'ld shotHerrn Lnfa1g: l)MDEf',:; dt'ITland de~k W 1mal Jq:xi~: MR is rnirrktl rii.:_ eq:nwre -ll<':<lby lol~l mll{!l)m ofi,wemrumt.~ in ~OCl.lril.y ,cJividoo by 
IQ:al lllM'IS; Nl'Ll. is ecn•perlorming fo= \o loia! lif,,u>; L"..f>s L; loan bs:; provi~crn 1.c tc\ll bam;'. CAR is -c;,;;ri:.al a&eq,.uicy ralio measured by equity to !OW :i:;se!s; LOAN i'l !~111t 10 total asseto: LNOflTH 1' Jrum ;;:rowlh 
rr;=o:r,:<l b,' anrn.rn: growlh ra!c ofl<Jlij) lean; SJ.3'f i:;: bank size m.:a.wrol by tl:ieru.\uml k,?llrillun oft!,,:- !Dial ~s value: OBS~ is tIT•bafa1100 a-lire'! acfr,iliet dj,.:ided by ln!a! l\ilett; GDP:~ annwl GOP gWW'lh Rate: !NF 
i:s cu<Tem pcr,w infb1",on r11e t:ronsumer prs.e.): RJR is real i~teres1 121e. FD! ,.1 FD! ;nflow rm:;;,ure,! by !he rili1urat 011ari!hm 6flhe FDl inlillw value-, O!L i~ Oil price meam;,,:<l by rumoal cil SJ)(II p-~ cl:;m,1w {0011,n; 
per fu.rrci): Cll~ i6 the S.toan~ ;;::cnumn-Mmn rnt,O ~n(I measure cf ml'lrk~ 1)1\\'tr; Lerm:r Index is !lie m~t p<:>wer indtr.\: Bot:ne indk:imr is ;he ba11l:mg mmp;,htien iw.k:< : MARK£_CAP is SNcl-: =i,;,,ct mpllafuw.io!! 
measure,:; ·:,r 1•alue of lw!,:;;l ~hares rel.16'!: w GDP: DCPS is <:foa~1k credil 10 r'.le pri,'llre sroQI" m ODI': TIie pe:iod ~qver~ ;he }'eif11 !rec 2000tu201-~- Rehm $1a,:dard en ors ~r¢ in parenlM:SeS. C,x,ITKiellls lh.11! are 
$lp"nfu:,,mly diITei·t:.t :!:-em tno at 1he- 1%, ~%. aud !0½ '.evd ,ue mto\.:d wllh n", ••. Md "' t<Sf)«\i,·c!y. Wakl 1e,1 j:; ,1 lt'1l ofOOnmscedas!ic,ty. The Sarjl,!!1 le<t i!. !he te>! for OV¢"•idciil:,'lllg resmciicoo hi GMM 
dynamic model :::;l'm~tio~ The m,Jr l1ypo1J,esif nf (he S!!!,;:m u:s1 i:; !Im! ihe in:mu= u!'C<I are not ,x1rrnfa(c<l with residoJ~ AD IC$'. AR(!) and AR;ll refer lu !ht Ar<:llanc-Roocl \Kl 0-.li! ;,,-cr41e ~ufr,-oovaribMC ill 
tes.idual~ ofwde 1 ,e,.pective:,- of o,-der 2 is O !HG, llO autow<1ela1;.,n ~e .. no ;;oo;nd,o!-Oe{"reria'.<:<>m,•la!ion). 
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Table 5.24 Cominued (Rohusrness Check 5) 
Market-Based Performance Bank Risk-Takin 

Tobin's Q SOROA SDROE 
Panel A Panel B Panel(' Pane: A Panel B Panel(' Panel A Panel B Panel C 

Variable, CRS Lerner Boone CR5 Lerner Boone CR5 Lerner Boone 

Lag~.: 
1670 J121 -,[602 .6527 :6SJ4 7166 ~J.?,4 .0114 .S616 

(.0054]-U+ 1.{){}44) .. 0 (.00561 .... (.0015)♦♦ ,t C0022l 0 -.. (.002-0)"-0 (.(H)(l[)+H co,o:1.u-0. (.OOOJ).u+ 

COST 
-.0004 -.0005 -.0005 .001 I .oon .ooo, .0255 .ll/04 .0231 
i.0,}021"" !-OO0!)Hf 1.ooon•u (.0000)-+0 coooo1°• (.OOOO)U+ L0005J 0 • i,00(}4)•·. (.0006)• 0 

NIR .0001 .0002 .0001 .0001 0002 .0002 .0050 .0042 .0044 

{ 00001)"" (.0000) 0 • \.OOOOi ♦ *" (.0000)*+* {.OOOO)U+ L00(l0j•0 (.0001)* .. {.000'.)··· (.ooon•o 
OPC 

.:m:g .1556 .2572 l.6'804 l.7412 1.9.\03 -7.4735 -8.0857 -5.3576 
! 1ns1•~ (.0643)'* 1<0816)••· (0628)*** (.0900)"+* 1.0592)""~ (.4237)0 " \.5194)• 0 {.2956;,+.u 

LR 0026 .0056 .0034 -3)029 -.0046 -.0042 011'> 0)25 0155 
(.0009)"~• (J){l;o;•o 1.00Q9j+0 tOOOJ)th cooon•u I OOOJrH {.0(HJJ•0 {,00i7)*U (.OOJ7)*H 

lJMDEP 0051 .0061 .0040 -.0124- -.0176 -.0079 -.309} ··.2791 -.263.'.' 
(.00!2)••· iJ){ij(lj1H (.0008) ..... cooosyu C0005) 0 • I 0006)•,.. 1.0051)0 "' (,0082i0 * (.0058)'" 0• 

MR 0002 .J.!013 -.0012 .0685 .0620 .0548 _JJ66 .1845 _!585 
(.00l3i t-(}008) L0007) (.0005)0 • (.0009) .... !.OOOR) 0 • (.0050i00 !,0059)0 • (.0031) 0 • 

NPL.s -.0021 ._0022 -.0021 .0102 ,0159 ,0188 0481 .006£ .0209 
(.0003)0 + I 0002) 0

'" t,0002}00 (.0001)* ♦"' (.OOOJ)* .. (.OOOJ)~ ... (. (X)()9) ... LOOOS) 0 • (.0006)• .. 

LLPs ·- -.0009 •.OO(l(i .1784 ,!833 .H160 .!1807 .9208 .8320 
(.0002;"' t,0005)* t.0005J" !.OOJOJ-*• i.00101°• {.0012)0 * C0077J"'"' {,Oi69)0 '" {.0142)0 • 

CAR 
-.001.i -.0038 •. 0032 -3BB -,02[5 •,0078 -.7480 . .709; -.7426 
<.OOJJ;•n (.0013f"' h (.OOllj"*~ (.0005)*0 {.0004) ... {J}{)OO 1--~ l.0029)•0 {.0056j*U (.0040;•0 

LOAN .0003 .0063 J)021 .0106 .0234 .0151 _[003 .0289 -{.0016; !.0015) 0 + (.00[4) t.0001)>+• (J)009j+H lJ.IDl·n♦•• (.0052)0 • {.0062)"u (.0030}*0 

LNGRTH 
-.0001 -.0003 -.0002 .oon .0009 .0027 JJ031 .0060 .004:2 
(.0000) ♦ ++ (.O,.JQ())+"" (,0000) 0 * (.OOOJ)*h cooon• 0 i.0001)' 0 \_000(;)0' (.000/)++♦ (.0007>•·· 

SJZE -.073~ • .(1401 -.0489 .J.0166 •l.1!!23 -!.2B3 -1.4691 -J .6694 -2.1135 
(.0096) ...... {J)07J)••· (.0066)00 1.0102)+++ t.0143} 0 • {.0J3\jU ♦ cM&61°• (.0666}--· (.0451)* .. 

OBSs 
•.00002 .000\ .oro, .0001 .0002 .0001 .0014 .0006 .0007 
(.000:'!J {,0003) i.0003) (.OOOQ)U (.0000}* ... l. oooor .... i.000'.IJ+u l.00(0)* ♦ (.0002)* 0 

GDP .0042 .0031 .00.lS -.OJ 17 -.0290 -.0365 -.0089 -.0495 -.0392 
<.OOIO)h* \.0009)"H 1.0009)"'•· \ 0012)•0 (.00161" 0 (.00J3j+++ (.003W* i.0079/u• C0053)*U 

INF 
-.0623 -,0045 •.0014 .0809 .0792 0870 .5772 5140 .5978 
Ul009)** (.0008}* ♦* {JJOO?j** <,0017)0

" (.0012j 0 • tOOlfi)H♦ (.009:5)* 0 (.◊20Qj♦H {.0095j+H 
-,0009 .0012 ··- .0052 .0122 ,0146 .0227 ,0357 0267 

RJR {.Of/02:•--- (.0002)0 " L(KlOJ) .. • (.0004)*♦ + f.0007)• .. i.0003) .... coo11;•0 \,0022)Ut (.0016}*0 

FDJ .0249 .0197 ))1~9 .mm .1269 ,J&-45 _7730 .7132 .1150 
C0037;+u r.0026)0 + t.0029) 0 • (.0036)+•+ (.0046r0 i.005!i)•n (.0167j*H (.0302)•'* {.0305]•++ 

OJL .0007 ,0003 .0022 ·- .0032 .0031 .IJ228 .0343 .0404 
(.000])• 0 (.OOOJ) H* (,000]) 0 • 1.0001;••· {.0002}•0 {.0001) 0

"' (_{11)1}4) .... {.OQ()?j+H /.0007)" .. 

CR5 
-.0027 ,0229 .0544 
(,00011~ .. ~ (,0007)"''""' (.0013)"" .. 

1.,erner fnde.i: -.5911 l.74tIB Jl .... 
(.0570)*** {.0772) ...... (J.078-}*** 

Uoone lndicaklr ·.3124 2.29H} l9.D7 
j.(522)*• (.2J79)U1< (l.022)*""' 

MARKE_C.\P .00'2 .0047 .0044 -.0014 •,0021 -.0041 •,0181 ·.0195 ·.0!44 
C000l)" 0 (.0001)0 • 1.0002,••· r_.ooon••• L0002)H• (.0001) ... L0004)"H (.00Jl}♦U cooou1•0 

D(PS •,0028 ·.0031 .J}OJ4 .0276 .0248 ,0198 .0455 .0568 ,0433 
t.ooo:wn {.QOOJ)•H !.0004)0 • {JJ005)•"• (.OQ09)•H i.0006)• 0 {.OOWt'° (.0027) .... (.0023) 0 • 

Constant 1.797 .7529 l.3072 L'.L&IH 14.976 B.937 9!!.747 89.481 89.363 
t.274?) 0 • {.15·H)"·0 {.]224JtU i.l157i+><+ (.2245)"** c2040J• 0 {.6055)'"'· (l.265)•0 (.666!1• 0 

No. of observations 812 812 812 1939 [Q39 )939 1939 1939 1939 

Number of banks 67 67 67 JM 163 16) 163 163 163 

Number of instruments '9 " l9 145 145 145 145 145 145 

Wakl-:est x: 3J24" 0 2189* 0 l5S0°• 665QOH♦ 2e20•-- IIOOOO•u n1000• 0 2470('J*U 35301}:)" 0 

Sargan test (p-Ya!ue) 0.998'1 0.9759 0.9%5 0.9740 0.8504 0.8125 0.9494 0.8605 0.8272 

AB tcsl AR{l}(p•va]ue) 0.0190 0.0168 OJJ2l4 0.0206 0.0176 O.OJS2 0.2713 0.2518 0.2794 

AB 1est AR{2} (e•value) 0.3175 0.2165 0,2520 Oii6% 0.7271 0.5379 0.2972 0.2417 0.3189 
Tht 1i!N¢ det.."fihes resi..ht :.1 ihe clf«ts ofb.lril;,:ptrffir. mll<"m=>Ornlc a.-.d r.11mu:1~l nw1b. I.c1mo N> h,mk p~rformm,ce (ROA. ROE. NIM Tobin"~ Q. SOROA. 1.ad SDROC:) :win~ rwc-$1ep GMM fflimatk>v. by 
A,1ell:11,o and Bm..::1· ii '19.Sj. COST ,:, creMo-incomc rnri,l mlitl<mcd b; op,:,-a1irr.; c~pc11~c, 1r 10\al im-mn,;; MR,; mm•intcrcsl n:,·111nw t◊ 1v1.tl r¢'tt-ut: OPC ;~ o:,,p,:,mmil; w•I me1m1r-,d h; liquid 1~n~ to Iola! ~Mlb: LR 
•~ /iq(!idity !l!<k nwwmreJ by lo:ms dil·lded by ,;,u~1omcn iml Won4er:m funding: DMDEP l~ drn1~~ .-/~ii 1c lctal d~po~il5; MR is mvk~ ri.lk exf'()FJre :neas:1xd by 191~1 •mmm! nfhwcstrrcms in security rlivid,,,J h'f \Qlpl 
~ets: f<.'PL; it .uc1v;x,rformmg loom io !otal lOil-".S; LL'P~ h 1t-un bs.r. pr.:n i,non le Iola 1(1ms; CAR is upihtl !M!eqMcy ratio ,_,irCT! hy cq\>it)' 10 tot a, as.x!s-: LOAN is lo:fln; l() 101al IL'IY'lS: !YGlfJ Ii is ban i;rQwth 
~ured by aiam!I growth nm:-ofwo:a: :oJn: SIZE l~ baok sfz.: 11)!'lm.!1td hy lhc n11rnr~1 '.c~~•itllm cflh!> 10.11! wcts value-. OBSs is otf-ba.lanre ~heel :wtll'iti<:s dividw by 1clal :u.,,e1~: GOP C<..umual GOP JI""',ih Rate: INF ls 
Curr<!-111 periOC inllatiml ,;ue \tcf!Sll!l'ltJ prices). RIR is «c&l inlffl!& ,;11e: FD! i! FDI i •f,ow me,mi<al b~· !he ll/llural lo,tiri!h,1; Qf1hc fDJ inflow \"alue; OIL is O,l p,i.,c.e 111""--"<ffl::I bf ~<mu~] <>ii :,:p(;I )Yi.:'t' dlao,;-., (Dollars pa-
B31Tel): CR'.' is ;tw 5--bant n1n,;:tmtrn1;on 11uio a.rd mea,tm: cf mvket p;iwei; L,:rr..,.- bde.. is the -narl<t, pov.·er index: BMne trnfu:.t10; ;~ the bankir,.; OOllllpdn&n 1ndt~ : MARKE_CAP i:, 11,xk marke\ eapitaliun.cn 
ni.ea.,•ured by n:ue oflistOO fliares rnlatil·e !t GDP. DCPS i!C ®lll"Slic credit IP the ptkllt s«tc-1 :o GDP: The period ro•."1'11"'5 the years from WOJ 10 20I~. K-0!:nMt Sl1'..~dal'll crmrs are ir, partlll~, (,xffidetHS !hit! art 

i,i,tuifkanl'; d,llel'e<i! Im• «ro 11.l the l~o.. ~•-,.tm! W% le-.-el a.·e marked wirh ••~. "•.anJ' 1tspt,.:!in:ly. Wald le.t i>a \eHoihoroo~ticiry. Yhe5argli!> 1es1 ,$ tlw !est for o,'Cr-'Mn1i~~res1rict,ons inGMM dynillllk 
mo«! dliiruuimL ~ null hypolhe<i; ofthcSa.;an ~ is Iha:! lhe 1n<1ru:n<;tl!S u>red a«: n<lO: iWTel.m:rl withTesidu.!4-. Afl le;! ARI I) and AR!2l refu-to 1be Ait-'.lano-Soflll t,::;l !hat Jntngta\l!0-001'.lriance lll 1'¢Sidll.ll:;Qf 
o,d11r ! 1~11,dy ofmdo."f 2 is O (HO. w, au~l31ion ;_,,_ __ no sero:xl-rirderi;eria!cou,:-lalionl 
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5.6.4.6 Exclude the Financial Crisis Period 2007-2009 

This study also provides another robustness test by limiting the sample period of the study by 

excluding the years 2007, 2008 and 2009 to isolate the impact of the 2008 global financial crisis. 

Looking at the all six estimations i11 Table 5.25, it can be seen that the results are not affected 

with this time-truncation and the main conclusions remain valid despite the study drops a large 

number of observations. 

5.6.4.7 Using Alternative Measures of Bank Risk-Adjusted Performance 

In line with Stiroh and Rumble (2006), Mercieca et al. (2007), Lepetit et al. (2008), Goddard er 

al. (2008), Barry el al. (201 J), Kohler (2012), Soedarmono el al. (2013), and Kasman and 

Kasman (2015), this study evaluates bank risk through six indicators to further check the 

robustness of the results and to get additional insights into the possible drivers of bank risk

taking behavior. 

The study considers six altematives dependent variables to measure bank risk-taking behavior: 

two for bank risk (NPLs and LLPs), and four for bank stability or insolvency risk using two 

types of Z-score measures based on ROE represented by ZROE, and ROA represented by 

ZROA. In literature, the NPLs and LLPs are usually used lo measure the loan quality of banks. 

These variables are also used to measure bank risk taking behavior as in this study. 

ZROA indicates the number of standard deviations that ROA of banks have to fall below its 

forecasted value before equity is depleted. Therefore, higher values of ZROA imply lower 
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probabilities of failure. In other words, higher values of ZROA indicate that banks are more 

stable. For a bank i and time t, NP Ls, LLPs, ZROE, and ZROA are computed as follows: 

NPLs;, 
NPLsil ----... .. .......... (5.5) 

Total Loans;, 

LLPS;, 
LLPs;,···---- ........ ,... .... . ......... (5.6) 

Total Loans,, 

ZROE,1 

l+ROEi, 

SDROE;, 
........... (5.7) 

.. ROA,,+EQTA;, 
ZROA;,- SDROA;, ............................ (5.8) 

ZROAI;, 

ZROA2;, 

ROA;. 

SDROA" 

EQTA;, 
SOROA;, ..... 

.................. (5.9) 

........................... (5.10) 

Where, EQTA is equity to total assets ratio. NPLs and LLPs are a measure of bank risk-taking 

behavior, while ZROA and ZROE are measure of default risk, ZROAl is a measure of bank 

portfolio risk, and ZROA2 is a measure of leverage risk. The results with six alternative 

indicators of bank risk are presented in Table 5.26. 
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Table 5.25 
Rec;ression Results whrn the Swdy Excludes the Financial Crisis Period 2007-2009 (Robustness Check 6) 

Bank ProfitabUity 
Market-Hai,:cd 

Bank Risk-Taking. 
Performance 

Variables ROA ROE :\'D-1 Tobin"sQ SDROA SDROE 

lag~-l 
.056-7 .0506 .6545 .2425 .6241 .62,1 I 
(.00471*"" i0088) 0

'" i.OL%)0 * (.02791• 0 L004i:ii•H !.001 J 1"•" 

COST 
-.0260 -.OJ99 •,000') •.0024 .0029 .04.ll 
(.0{)0(,) 4 H c0064) 0 * (J)005)* LOOOSln cooonn• f.004'.)JH• 

NIR 
-,0(;0$ -,0028 -.0002 J)002 .0002 00)7 
\J)O()(})"H L0004J"u j.O'}O())*H coooo, 0 • t.0000)*0 L0002)u• 

01'{' :uns 40.627 .9766 .470) ,8%6 -).1620 
{.29.':2)'"0 1l822)*,.. (.1509)0 " {,]512)"*" {,(}\))!$} ..... (.89}3i 0 • 

LR -Olli .1599 .001 J .0027 -.0014 .0491 

!.0004)*'' co;n).,.. (.000•0° (.0015)* t,O:JOJ)*"• (.iJ056)0 • 

DMDEI' 1367 2411 .OJSS .00]7 -.0072 -.2499 
(.0030)°""' 0 {.0427)* 0 (.OOH)tu (.1)014) 0 L0009J°' .. LOJl9r•• 

MR ·,0?:66 •,8018 ·.0227 ·0016 .0391 .0468 
!00'.H'!* ... (.07221* 0 {.0028t'* (,0015) {.0013)*"* f.0149) ..... 

Nl'Ls • 0012 . 1741 .J}041 •,0006 J)424 A062 
tOOZO)+u {.00971+•+ (.00!{,J"' (.000'.W L0006)*H (.0064) ... 

I.LPs ·.0973 -.6.'190 -J}049 -:0036 .0405 .1794') 
(.0067)" .. (.083(,)H• {.00l9ju (.0010)• 0 1.00l!l)+O co3oSr•· 

CAR .1552 .6611 .0262 -.003! -.o471 -5127 
(.0027}0

" (0398)" 0 t.0016}00 ( OOlSJ• (.0007)'"♦ i,{Xl7J)•H 

LOAN .06% -.8957 .0276 .0031 .0-:}52 .1866 
l J)(l38l 0 * 1.0550)0 "* (.0025) 0 * (.0022) (h020;•n !.0J94)+H 

LNGRTH · 0051 009) .0()12 .0002 _00()7 .0087 
L0007) 0

" \.0062}" p)Q()4)"* C0002i {.0002) ....... (.OOJO)H 

SIZE 
L02JO 9.5:247 .2189 -.0941 ·.264S •.7596 
(.048S)*h (.74?2)H• {.fBZ4)"0 (.0191)*"' (JJJ73)* .. U456)" 0 

OBSs .OO!B .0153 ·.0003 .0002 .0002 .0017 
t.0001)0 (.OD!:!)* ♦ + ( 0000} .... {.OOOZ) t.oooo;n~ i.0004J•H 

GDP 0520 .H52 .0147 .0051 ·.OO:B ·.1663 
i.oO<Jn ..... i,04J9J 0 * (.(XB0}*0 {.0021Jt (.(1Cl7J• {.0\2J)O• 

INF ·.1241 •_&722 ·,0194 -.0175 J}059 .202(, 
(.0155)* 0 (.12%1°• (.307fl)h+ !.Oll22)++• !.003W (.0388}**" 
•,0056 -.4008 -.0001 •-0026 .0221 5037 

RIR {.:J0<17)*** {.0476) .... (.0Cl21/*""* \ OOU)H (.0012i**~ i,0183)00 

FDl 
•.1809 -1 .. H2 -.0559 .0653 .0374 hl7l 
(.02:,C)*H (.24 J '))"*" (.0119)* 0 {.01()8) ... (.007J)+H {.0540)• 0 

OlL 
.OOJ.4 .0349 .0036 0017 .0007 .0477 
(.01)()8J••- p)OSl).-u (_Q(){l4}*"* (.0002) 0 • (.00(:IJ)"*• (.0017)0 * 

HHI -.0005 •.0240 •.0003 •.0003 .0002 .002g 
( .0002)0 (.0040)**" {.0001)♦+ (.0000} ... {.0001)* l.0004)0* 

MARK[-{'AP .0127 .1052 .0004 .0037 -.0004 -0282 
1.0009)"'* (.0077/ .... (.0002)· LOOO.Ji ... {.0002)* t.0012)' 0

• 

OCPS ·.0075 .}6$9 -.0069 -.0003 .0102 .Q703 
1-0030;•0 ( ,0305}*0 (.0019)* 0 (.000[)• (.0012)**" (.0050) 0 * 

Cons!ant 
-7.069 234-49 ·2 .. nt .7(,Sl 7.2578 56.5J9 
t-8194)•'"~ il l.51 ) .... (.48(:5)*'°* (.370$) ... L2749P*' tlh30)• 0 

No. ofobserva1ions 1775 1775 )!:,?f; "' 1500 \,00 

Number of banks l 71 )71 '" 67 163 163 

Number of inslruments '" '" '" 59 145 145 

Wald-lest XJ 2905• 0 48a(iQ~H 1082:* 0 1036**' ?orn°• 2noo••• 

S.argan iest (p-value) OJ}45 0.2601 0,2036 o.6470 O.l550 0,1734 

A!3 lest AR{l)(p•Yaluc) 0.0122 0.4297 0.0008 OJ}513 0.0268 0.2404 

AO test AR(2) (p~;·aluc) C.2203 0,1499 0.1260 05612 0.1943 0.7024 

Thr 1:ib'.(- d¢:.cribe,; r,csul!s of !he,:)(.,...,, uf bank•spwf". :ru..me,:umm,a:_ ,md f111311c>.Jl m,,l.:e, facim> on h1inl: pc1fom1.1ra {JI.OA RO£ >..:!\I. T ot>m ·1 {f. SOROA. 31,J !iDR0£) u,ii;i:, 1...-c,.s;-q1 GMM 
e\li,,ia!iono by Arel boo ;wl B>,vcr tl9v~ ). COST is 00;1-10,ino:;m1e ra1itJ measur«I t>y-Op<'ra!in;: ex!"'n>es !<) toca.l ill~me; 1':lR is m,1rinlCn!Sl re,,enue lo !C!ul re.-.::nue: OK' is opp,:,numly .:.m rnQWre,:l 
by liqnid r«.e,ws;s lti !Otal MSeto_l.R i$ li<tuidily risk mel:11:uted b)· lo/lll~ divided by cw.rimer., and ,OOn,1crm fimdm;;:. 0,,_1DEP is <kmaold de-posi1 \c, to-:al rllljXlfiU, MR ls marl<ct ri:,k t.\jXltlJft im:a:.urcd by 
101al amtmnt ofm>'Cftments :n ~rily dividro by toi.1! a'!/io!llla: "!f>l.s ,~ Ml!-p,:rformmi; loaflt to :01al loan~: Ll.P~ is bM 11}:,;i; prc,v~iun m 1-00.I k>aru: CAR it C1p11al arle,:Jua.c;·r1r.io mtaWt;xt b) ,quiiy 11> 
toula.%= LOA:S: l3 lot""" 10 total=: l"SGR.TH is loan WUWlh m~asurod by -~I JlTC14".h me oflo1al !Cilll: SIZE is hmlc. sfi:e lTJe:J!;Urod t>y ill,:- narm?} k>pITT!hm ofihe m!al ='• <'!11.!f; OBSs is uff• 
balance~ .-.:1hi1iei di\'ldcd by 100! ¥$t!f'. GDP 1~ a,~n~~l GPf' t1tuw1½ Rxt: !~Fis eun:m1 period iofi,11i,:,n rate (f'◊llSUmer pricei;I; IUR \~ re.,) irll<:rc,;L rnte: FOi ii FDl info,_.· mea_,;un:d hr the no!unil 
fo~Yithm of1he FOi in Clo" ,·alue.. -OIL is Oll prkt measured by l!Mlll!I oil JPOI pr,-.,e d ... u,g-e {Dolla'!' per !hrr~l): Ck5 iJ th<, -~•bank roru;e!!\rlllim, rnlio- and mez;ure ofmarl:ci. f"'" er: ~ARKE~f'AP i.~ 
m.oek m.trku capi\aH:m1i1m rni,asws,d by valmtcffotc<l ~hares rcbtive1c GDP; OCPS is OOmes1il::o:edi: w 1trepriva1e i,cctor w GOP· The pc:oo:! oo,= the Y'-""'" from 20!Xl lo :W,~. Rob~I Sl.3l'ldaid mm:< 
;v,: ,o pa::cnt~e:s. Coefikwuts !hat are si~nii",candy difl<lf<:!ll &om 1.cr,;, al lhe l~O. ~!o. and l(l% kvel ll-'f rrarl.:ed 11-i1h .... •• Md• ;epr,:;!ilcly Wald Its! is a :cs1 oflu:m1M,::tda;;1icity. Tl'R: Smi;an l<SI 
It tM 1cs1 for U\'er.',<lentif;.iug 1"'1l"Ktions in GMM 11ynamY. .nodtl es:imi•im,, Th~ mdl hypo1hesjr nftlu: Sa._,;an te:i:1 ;s 1hJ11hc; mm.rnmcr•s u,ed M~ m:,1 enrre-m\«I wilh ,e,iduJlt. AB tact AR{!) and AR(Z) 
refer \o the Ard!ano-Bcttd 1c;: !lm a>.,cm;;e au\,;,..;,:,qvi.:l~ fu ;,:,,aidu.Jfa uf ,;,rder l r~i,-ely {);' orda:- l fa O (HO· n<; ~11',,xerrei!llkm Le,, nc, ~=nd-orde! seri:11 corr~h;ti;:"') 
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Table 5.26 
Regression Results when the Study uses Alternative lefeasw-es of Bank Risk-Adjusted Pe,formance 
(Robusmess Check 7· 

Bank Rislt \1easurci. Bank StubUhy :\1easures 

Credit Hi.,k Th:!fu.uh Risk Portfolio Risk Le,·rrage Risk 

Variables !\PL LLP ZROE ZROA ZROAI ZROA2 

La~.1 
.0503 .4637 .4063 .5UJ .4997 5108 
i.0005/•H cco101•0 C0021i* 0 L0024J•n /.0020)0 • l 0026) ... 

rns1 .0241 0145 • .(JO{j •.0164 -.002~ • 0120 
t,0006)*** {.0002}0 • coomn°• (.006W• (.O{lQJj•H (.00541 ... 

NIR .0089 .0096 -.OOL\ -.0032 -.0003 · 0010 
t,OOOOj•'* coooo)•*" (.0001)"*· l 00J3JU (.000l_!u (.001 I)* 

OPC -24 092: -34-06 6.3744 29.424 3.419 34.7(;3 

\571(,)H• I 1072)• 0 i.80631'*- i6.J6Qj•U :.S085)*0 (4 RIRJ• 0 

LR 
- 0079 -.0033 0039 .0634 .0029 0554 
{.0016)•·· (.OOOJJ*u t0006) 0

" ( 0092) 0 • ( 0004rn {.0087!•0 

DMDEP -.1744 -.1074 .0221 1176 .0117 .0994 
(.0078)* 0 (.OOJWU L0075)*** \.04ll5J"** UlOJJ)H+ {.0439}·· 

MR IJ23 0549 •. B67 •.5059 ·.040) •A497 
(.004-{j)*H C-00ll)* 0 (.006-9)"'"" l-C743)0 * i.0097)'-'* L0478) 0 • 

"IPLs o:rn -.0049 · 0196 •.0046 •.Olii9 

c0003J 0
• (.00l7i*"'* (.0081)0 (-0005}"""'" (.0084) 0 

I.Li's 2439 •.OSJ2 -.3129 -.OS78 -.!069 
{.003!)*H LOJ93)H* {.1016)0 LOIJS)*H L0504}-* 

CAR -.2006 . 000) 0J42 4073 .02 l 1 3474 
!.0058)*0 (3)()(11) .. coon1• iJJ64S)• .. i.0066)0 • {J)495JH ♦ 

LOA"J 6906 _0423 -.!2!0 ·.556.3 -.0393 -.5441 
\.007::',)n• (.0015J•H ;.007J)h* ( OS07tH {.0092)* 0 l.0643) ... 

LNGRTH 0022 .005-7 -.0018 -.03l!7 -.00·43 ._04:55 
COOJO)H (.OOO])*U j_O'JQ8)U {.0117)'*· l_.0006)0 * {.0096) .... 

SIZE -6.4203 -.7832 l.5737 18.126 l.79&5 16.861 
( (r}t_iOJH ♦ l.0205)0 • (.0681)**"' (.6615)0 • (.0528)* .. tJ®7)"'"' 

OBSs 00,2 .00Hl •.0012 ·.0099 -0024 -0098 
(.0003)"' .. {,0001)"*' L0002)••• (.0056)"' (.GOOS)0

• (.00)3) .. t 

GDP - 3945 -.0310 .0006 .:5418 .0669 50)6 
{.0064! ...... (.0017)• 0 {.007Z)h* ( 0709)* 0 :.0042)+0 (.0406)*0 

JNf .O&Ji! .0647 -.3009 -L91J ·.2'>71 -l.701 
{ 0091)" .. (.002!\)U+ (.OIO'il)+ 0 {.{i(;8S-) .... L0047} 0 * {.0616)• .. 

RIR 1050 .OJOS •. 0435 •.5480 -.078{) .,4755 
(,OO}})U• (.00!2;0 • l.0021)* 0 C0l47)* .. (.0017) ... (.0117)* 0 

FOi 5842 49:3'.'i -.7170 -5.7946 -.6776 -SA05 
{.0278}* ... \.0!23) 0

• i.0376-J*""* 0014)0 * 1.0221;0
• (.3141) 0 • 

OIL .0131 0060 -.0297 -.3!!22 •,0401 ..3439 
{.0016! 0 " c00031n• (.0011)'"·._, ( 0074)'" 0 (.0007;,•n {.0060) ... 

rnll .0057 .0006 -.0074 ·.00}8 •,0016 -01.m 
(.OCJJJ+-* ♦ i.0002) 0 (,0001)"' ... (,0022)"' (.G002)• 0 !.0017)* 

\-1ARKE_CAP -.0157 •.Oln 0066 1385 .0JO:' .1275 
(.0010}"* ♦ ! 0003)• 0 LOOOll)*' .. U'055Ju• {0004)*0 ! i)()(,9)0• 

DCPS 1374 0026 -.1098 · 7685 -.0905 ·,6931 
{.0059}0 "' <.oo;w• {.002fl) ♦H {.03Ht0 • (.0021!)0 * {030[) .... 

Ctinstun! 
146A6 •7.129 -7 . .St):9 -65.127 -3.9}9 Sl.797 
(l.l40)"' 0 {38lllr•• (1.79))**"' (11.813!• 0 /1.790) 0 .. \11.62)'" 0 

?\Jo, of observations 2J53 2153 1939 1939 t939 1939 

Number of banks 171 171 163 163 163 163 

Number of instruments 146 146 145 l<S 145 14' 

Wald-lest x" 2680on• :5340+0 72400"' 0 46700* ... 12400♦ -+ 6650°• 

Sargan te:sl {p-valuc} 0.<J230 0.9215 0.9900 0.9865 0.9&97 0.9816 

AB lest AR(l) (p--,aluel !]4$44 ()(10{,6 o.mms C,_(.'89&: (U028 OJ)S&4 

AB lesl AR(2) (jM-Ulue) 0,2$44 0 5921 0.8659 0.6719 {l 3290 0.1.sn 

Tiie tab!c,hisi::-it.cs p;:ru]1, ,;,f!ht effem ofhan}.,i~·if1<:. rnacrnecoMmic. and ~ancial mukrt F..c!crs on hank r:sk \t-PL LU'. ZROE, ZROA Q, ZROA!. :,nJ ZROA2) 1mng. rwo-Sll'{'GMM cstinutions 
by Ardl;in,;, MJ &w ... 1.9\l!l). COST,~ am-10 in<::Nt>t r;uio nwasur<d by epemiiug «r,o:wes to 10\al imvme; "SJR t$ nou-in¾'1"ffl res'er,11,;;;:, totlll wvemJC; OP(' m cppol'.llllily cost 1t)(.(>:,ured by liquid 
res=·¢$ :o ffila! :met5; L.R Cl hquidily risk mea,urcd b:, k>un~ d,; id,:,1 by wncmer.; ind shon•\tm) fondi1tg: DMDEP t$ dem~nd dq>o1i1 to io:al ;l,ep,:)$11$: MR is mark,:i d!'l, eApcmn,; ml.'l)f'llle<l by 101~1 
~mo1uu :,fi11>1$1mN1!~ ii, !ii!C11ri1ydi'!iJ,I by lotal ilMCl"t; NrLt •~ oor-raf0f!1llllt loans 10 1,;,1al loan:;: LU's ;i; l:,an k>¼ prnvi~ii:,n 11.> J,;,t~l loans: CAR is capi!Jl ?!06juaey raiio mi:;;:c~rtd by equ11; 10 total 
a.ss=. LOA~ i, loans 10 total~. LNGRTH i~ ]Qan fl:TO"t" mca$\lf<ld by tnnual P"y,,11111leoflol;;) )oan: $!ZE is bank si~c meas,,red by the mllural l011w:ilhm of!¼: !Olal as>;1,li rnlue; OBS, is off
b.,J.,,-,ce sheet ~1;1l!:e, di,i&d by 1c1~l a::se~,: GDf' is 41111>!:il GDf> g.rov.11> Raw: lNF is cur,-m! perio{l idlation ratt: (,.'<)n~umerprn.:os). RlR 1~ ,,;al inf<'fc:'il raw: FD! it FDl inflow m<Uisurcd :,Y th,; lW\ltJ:l 
bt.ari1l1m of1he rut inflow u1~~c: OIL b Oi! price mf:i\Slll"W b) anruJ! ml ~l ptin: ,:Ila~ (D:,:!Jn re,- Barrel). CR.~ it !!It ~bank ;;cn1·e111raik>11 rm,o arnl meM»rt' or r.:ark1:r P<)lsff_ MARl;;E_ CAP i,i 
tmck nnitct (';1J:!\W!iUH,.tt1 me:;surOO by vJJOt of \i$1ed W1u 1et.11ivc to GOP. DCPS is ,:bm!'lilic- (a'OOn 10 1he priuw ~Ulf 1c GDP·. TI1~ period «hers >'he ;ems from 2000 to WlJ. Robus1 st~,.,,J.:ud 
c11,;:,-i, are 1e pm-,;mhC/l,,_ O:,tflic1enlr 1:,a: JJOSl$mf1<:Jn!t,· dlfle.-c111 trom ~ a! th< 1%. 5'%. and 10"/4 !~vcl me mlfko:d will:*••.••. ~nd ~ ~nvcly. Wald tusl is a 1e;t oflll;,m,:m:eilisiicity. Tho 
Sar gr lev. is d-,e tf<ll fur o,·ei•iden1ir:v>n♦ 1t,lrieiiorn,. in GMM dynamk nm;fd i.•!itimaiim. T11c 11ul! l>ypcll-.c,~ of 1h;: S~rsnn te!J i~ '.lut the :ns:r-un..,nls u!>ed are ro(,: cr,,r.elil!<:d 1>11l:. ra11d11al$., All leH 
AR! IJ ;,xi ARO) rcle'J 10 the A.·dla:1(>----Bzy:;d teu th;u a,·.,.ai:ic ~'.!l()•<.'(!'.;i;i:;m;:e in =,i:ba!s of order I respectively ofor<kf 2 ig O (HO: <JO filllo«rrre!a1ion i.e. no second-oder stn.il wrrdath.n), 
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Column one and two from the Table 5.26 confinu that the estimation results remain consistent 

when the study replaces the dependent variable of bank risk from SDROA and SDROE to NPLs 

and LLPs. Furthermore, Table 5.26 shows that the results of bank stability measures ZROE, 

ZROA, ZROAI, and ZROA2 have also supported the results of bank risk-taking behavior 

SDROA, SDROE, NPLs, and LLPs. The coefficients of the variables that have negative and 

significant effect on bank risk-taking behavior measures (SD ROA, SDROE, NP Ls, and LLPs) 

also have positive and significant effect on all bank stability measures {ZROE, ZROA, ZROAl, 

and ZROA2). The coefficients that have positive and significant effect on bank risk-taking 

behavior measures also have negative and significant effect on all bank stability measures. 

Overall, study findings also remain unchanged using these new parameters. 

5.6.4.8 Controlling for the Individual and Time Fixed Effects 

Differences in fmancial and macroeconomic environments like financial structure and the degree 

of development, as well as institutional factors that affect political and economic characteristics, 

may probably explain the profitability and risk exposures of banks. To account for these 

dimensions, the study incorporates the dunnnies of bank level fixed effects and time-invariant as 

independent variables in all regressions. As shown in Table 5.27, using these new variables, the 

main results are not altered. The coefficients on time dummy variables (not shown in the table to 

save space) are significant with variety signs. For 2007, 2008 and 2009, the coefficients are 

negative (positive) and significant with bank profitability (risk), indicating that bank profitability 

(risk) of GCC banks is lower (higher) during the recent global financial crisis 2008 compared to 

other years. 
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Table 5,27 
_Begresswn Resuils when the S111dv Incorporates tire I11divid11a/ a11d Time Fixed Effects (Robustness Check 8) 

Bank Profitability Market~Bascd Performance B:tnk Risk~Taking 

Variable~ ROA ROE SIM Tobin's Q snROA SDROE 

Lag,,< 
076? ,0703 .4505 .3115 5[42 .!!351 
LOOS!Ju• (.0(195) ..... !.014lli ... "' un211•,... (.0]6.'i)*H i.Ol I on• 

COST ·.04)6 ·.Ot,56 -.0051 ·.0011 .0067 .0675 
! O(l46)H ♦ l.00%)•n (.0007)•"'• (.0005)• LOOJ 1)•0 i.0087)0 "' 

NIR 
·.0024 .. oon -.0013 .0009 .0010 .0099 
t 0004} .. ,.. (.0015?** i.0002)•0 ;.oooqn• UX103) 0 (.0011)0 • 

01'(' 22388> 7LR7l 1.4365 5)442 IJ412 -9.3325 
t.4591 )Of (6.344) .... (.051])• 0 Ll672}" 0 (.08%) 0 • US(:1) 0 • 

LR ·,1023 .2Tl5 .0055 .0067 ~.0061 J,.99 
(.0155)· .. (.◊2JJj+U (.00121•"'* (.002'!)'°' t.001J) 0 •. (.Q] JOj*U 

D~1DEP 
.5411 7431 .167.' 0432 -.0[67 •. )516 

!.OIi iJ' 0 (.015Jt•• \.0133)" 0 !-01551° \.0022J 0 • {.02!0)♦ *" 

MR 
-_06E, __ 7501 -.1222 ._0231 .0953 _0&'1.) 

t.OJOW"~ i.0444} ... (.0192) .... /.0177) (.0194) ... 1.021:w 0 

NPLs 
.. 011 i -.1562 -J:\167 -,0027 !.'.Bl .7891 
COOIJ)H• (.{1\27?-H i0029-J*"" {.0014)• C0077)0 + (,Ol:14)0 • 

LLPs -llm -.7891 -.0'.',76 -.02!0 .0982 .2971 
L0066)H+ {.lll0)•0 (.0036)0 • (.0041} ... (.0112)"** (.0455} ... 

CAR 
.2541 ,%72 .0911 -.0!09 ~.{16:D - 4J21 
(.01&7)• 0 (.0564) .... {.OHJ6)*"" (.OOSSl* (.0011)* ♦* {.0101)**" 

LOAN ,1009 -.6321 .0541 _(Jl\9 .01'.lS .2011 
/.0!44/H+ (.1002)• ... (.Q06t)fH LOOS8) (.0047)0 " (,0114) 0 • 

LNGRTH -0116 OJS6 ,0102 ,0012 .0038 _{IJO& 
!.OO)J)tO coos;,n+u {.0024) .... (,0009) (-0007)•0 C.0022)• 0 

SIZE 4.0521 : C.3113 AJ21 -.I 114 · 2150 -.9742 
( 0.2; IJ+O C541])+U \.0542} 0

" (.020Jr 0 t0i33)0 • i_.09S9)'°" 

OBSs .0051 .0321 -.002& .0OIS ,0016 0033 
;.0009} ... {.0043)~ .. {.000])"0 {.0012) (.-0002)0

" (.OO<JIJ")'fH 

GDP .!392 7651 .0678 .0222 -.{)3% •.17634 
( 01~9)"** {.1002)'0 \.00%)♦** (.004JJH* 1.oossr•* (.0115)" .. 

JNF 
.,3216 •,7863 -.1777 ·.0421 .0295 .1872 
LOl!J:7;, 0 • (.OS65l" . .._ {.0155)'"* {,0155)0 (.0111) {.0423)*•+ 

RIR 
-.0121 2176 -.0231 .J)Ol4 .0871 .0137 
!.OG21) 0 * U}2:'1J* 0 {.()059)*0 cOOIO) ;JH20)"*"' (-073)• 

FDi ·.2120 -4.2i56 -J653 ,05)o/J .0.761 .9612 
!.OJIJJYH (.124'.WU 1-m21r~ 1.01!\5!•0 (.0099) ... {.l 129)*'* 

OIL .0199 .0998 .o!OJ .0052 .0019 (l</Jl 

l.0024)u+ Ulll7l'*' (.0019)" .. L0009) 0 • {.-0004)'" ... (.0068);,H 

HHl 
·.0018 •.01&7 -.0009 -.0006 .0005 .0039 
( .0()08) 0 (.0076)0 (.0005)• cooon• (.000:W (.-0009) ... 

MARKE_CAI' .0491 .0783 ,OOS8 .0124 -.0141 -.0585 
{,0026)H+ i,.(il06)•*" (.0014)• 0 { 0023}'"*" (.0040)*'* (.0082)••· 

DC'PS -.0.l'J2 -J 159 •.0177 -.OOI6 0892 .1920 
(.0052)* ... { .0505,'•~ C0069J0 (.0005i .. (_l), JOl)'fH (.OJ30)""" 

Bank Fil:<'d [ff~t \"o ,,~ 
'" \'~~ Y~B Yn 

Time EITccl \"ts \"e.s Yu '" \"rs fo 

Constant -16.J JO 97.109 .. 7932 .4301 .J3,1.i91 117.444 
(.2W4i" 0 t7.43])" .. i.1204}*"" (.\j()4)0* L9Sl2ru (5.S7.'l)*0 

No. ofob$ervations 2238 2238 2138 811 1939 1939 

Number ol'banks : 71 rn 170 ,1 ](iJ 163 

Number of iuslruments 1'6 146 145 59 14!: 145 

Wald-tesl X~ 4652•"" %43""* 2t07• ... 2005°+ 9494u+ 4?Soo••· 

Sai gan test (p~-va!ue) 0.6531 0.4131 0.4077 0.9899 03854 0,JJ33 

AB !CS! AR(]) (]}w\'alue) 0.0331 0.0786 00071 0.0234 0.1281' 0.093! 

AB test AR(2) (p-,·alue) 0.50)0 OJlol 0.3897 0.&389 0.3282 0-9321 

The Lable 4™:noe, !e$Uhs o• the dl'i:os ofban'<•~penf,c. nrn,,oeco.no11llt. :in<l fov:111r1~l '1Wki!1 factor> on b~:,l.: p,:,-fo1=1rn:e {ROA ROE NIM. Tobm"s Q, SOROA. Mid SDROEl using IWC•Sl(Tl <1'1M 
et1in1:11-.0Mb;,' Ardla..o :.PG Bown (199~). COS! ~ rt>!l-10-iooo-111tio !lll'a:;urt\l by<!p,!!'Elingei.f'{"rd<lS to lNal inool'l"J:: N!R i:. oon-1"1cre-;1 r~'YCf!Utl◊ 101a.l nm.m,,e: Of>C 1$ orponu!'lity •11~ ""1':ll'Alttdby 
lit(md 11.lSia\'~ !O toial ~e1s: LR h !iquidty ml; m,::;iturc,J by Joans div'J6:d b)' a;Momc,'S and sOOn -1nm f;mdin\!; DMDEP is dnnand o$:\>:>sil t,:, 10::! ~s: Mll i} ffllltket n:;t ¢\P<)J,Ure mca:;vr,;:4 by 1olal 
am.tum M 1nvesrmtn1s in security dkid!l<:l by 1otil W>cib; J>:Pls is w:m-pe::iormin~ lo>ant 1(1 total lo;un: LLI'~ it loan lo1.1 pm'"isKJn (Q (!'lt~I :Carn;. CAR is e,pi!a'. J~\'qn~~,· ratio rr~rod hy cqul!y Ii) (oral 
:.iW1t. LOAN is loont IC WI.al as,;clS; l¾'GRTH i~ loan J!tCll'11l meuurc,J by anrrJa! grow1h t::ne oft«.J; loan: SIZE IC'! \,;Ink ~Ile me/lS!!t\-d by llic oaru""I klprithm oft be !O!al .._,,,.,, val,re; OBSs is off•Nl:mce 
~he.,f aclivi1ies di,·id«l by lil!J1 ass<:lt: GDP i~ ann1,3! GD/> 11mwl), k~-\f: !Nil is ~~rr,m period inflam:m m!e (t'OIIS'~m<"r prittn: RlR iL T'-"11 imcrasl rru:e, FD) i~ FDI inffo,.,_- !Illlal'urcd by the natmal lo~:uifm, 
of!he F!JI imlow >'ah>\:: OIL is Oil price rne.!S,rc<J ~- M11111al o': s:;,vl prke dia11ge (Uol:.iln pe, llam,IJ; CR~ i~ the 5-ba::k ,xm;:en1ra1ir,~ ratio arrrl meii,we o[ m~ll<ci po,,,cr: MARKE_CAP is ~leek marl.ti 
capimli;,,:rtk,,, measm«I br ,·alue or ll,:e,.! di;;u;s ,tl~IJ\C to G:JP: DCPS i~ dom,:si:ic ctro,! ID!}.., priv~1c =-r to GOP: Thl peri,:,d oovcr5 !he yl",a-1; fulm 2000 V> 2C1:'-. Robus\ tt:Wdl!ld ,;::nm; il!C- in 
p;unu~. Coeflicicn\J 1\rn1 ar,, ti,!'mfir,1111;\yditlro,m ;;om ,.ere at l':c 1~;,. ~~ ... ll'!d i~;, kva: i!Je marked wi!h 0 •. H .and,.. resp,:cti,-.:,ly. Wald1~1 d'a \em cfho::ioi;."'1a~1id1y. Tk Sa,g;,m ,eu bthc-t<:::!• 
for O\'<tt-identify·ilii; r<':ilrktinns i~ GMM dynmni,; modd cnim3tion. T'lc nuil h:,-p;,1i,,,,;i• (lfth,: SMi;ar. :r:'1 it 1ha1 \h,: in:mvinem, used arc 1,01 oom:imed wi1h res1du~h. All teM Alt! l) aM AR(2l rder 10 the 
Aldlano---8ond lesl th.ll a1it!i1£¢ &@)-.;;:o,·ari.lnct" ill f<-Sidu~ls of ol'lkt' I resjX'Uf'"t!)' of ord<!f 2 i:;O \HO· w amo,<,"Ortelaii:>n i.e., no ;o:otld-,:,w<'f fflial cmrel;r.t\on). 
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5.6.4.9 Controlling for the Arab Spring 

In recent years, Arab countries have wit11essed a major issue or event called the Arab Spring. 

Due to high oil prices, Middle Eastern countries have grown rapidly iu comparison with 

developed countries in the West that have been affeeted significantly by the 2008 financial crisis. 

However, by the end of 2010 {on 17 Deeember 20IO), political revolutions started to emerge. 

These revolutions have overthrown many political systems and caused numerous Arab countries 

to suffer from economic problems and instability. Ghosh (2016) and Bitar et al. {2016) find that 

Arab spring revolutions have increased bank risk and deereased bank profitability. Hence, 

following Ghosh (2016) and Bitar et al. (2016), this study decides to provide another robust test 

by controlling for the Arab spring. 

Using infonnation from different sources, including Ghosh (2016), Bloomberg and World Bank 

(2011), and Wikipedia, the study classifies GCC countries into three categories: severely affeeted 

by the Arab Spring (major affected), mildly affeeted (minor affected), and those that are not 

affected (see Table 5.28). In contrast to the work of Ghosh (2016) and Bitar et al. (2016), this 

study provides three robustness tests in order to examine the impact of the Arab Spring on bank 

profitability, market-based shareholder value and bank risk in GCC countries that are vulnerable 

to the political transition and hence eeonomic instability. In the first model, the study uses Arab 

Spring (ArabSpring-1) as a dummy variable that equals one if a country is affected (major and 

minor) by the Arab Spring and zero otherwise. In the second model, the study uses Arab Spring 

(ArabSpring-2) as a durmny variable that equals one if a country is only severely (major) 

affected by the Arab Spring and zero otherwise. The third model shows the results when the 

study uses Arab Spring (ArabSpring-3) as a dummy variable that equals one if a country is only 
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mildly (minor) affected by the Arab Spring and zero otherwise. The results with three controls 

for the Arab Spring are presented in Table 5.29. 

Table 5.28 
Arnb Spring for GCC Countries 
Countn· Outcome Situation Remark 

Bahrain 

Kuwait 

Oman 

~ Economic concessions by King Hamad. 
~ Release of political prisoners. 

Negotiations with Shia representatives. 
- GCC intervention at the request of the Government of Bahrain. 
- Head of the National Security Apparatus removed from the post. 
- Forn1ation of a committee to implement BICI report 
recommendations. 

- Resignation of Prime Minister Nasser Mohammed Al-Ahmed 
Al-Sabah. 
- Dissolution of the Par\iarncnt 

- Economic concessions by Sultan Qaboos. 
- Dismissal of ministers. 
- Granting of lawmaking powers to Oman's dected legislature. 

Sustained civil disorder 
and government changes. 

Major protests and 
governmental changes. 

Minor protests and 
governmental changes, 

Major 

Major 

Minor 

Qatar No impact No impact No impact 

Saudi Arabia 

~ Economic concessions by King Abdullah, 
- Male-only munieipal elections held 29 September 201 l. 
- King Abdullah announees women's approval to vote and be 
elected in 2015 municipal elections and to be nominated to the 
Shum Council. 

Minor protests. Minor 

U AE 1' o impact No impact. No impact 
Sources: Ghosh (2016), Bloomberg and World Bank (2011), and Wikipedia. 

In general, Models one, two, and three for each dependent variable in Table 5.29 shows that the 

findings for all main variables remain unchanged when the study controls the impact of Arab 

Spring revolutions, which lends credence to the previous results of this study. 

Regarding the impact of Arab Sp1ing on bank performance, the coefficients on Arab Spring for 

ROA, ROE, NIM, SDROA, and SDROE equals -4.0925, -3.2225, -.2411, 2.0129, and 5.6472 

respectively and is statistically significant, suggesting that profitability levels are, on average, -
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409.3, -322.3 and -24.1 percent lower, and risk levels are, on average, 201.3 and 564.7 percent 

higher for a country in GCC region affected by the Arab Spring. However, profitability levels 

(ROA, ROE, and NIM equals -4.5505, -64.444, and -1.0996 respectively) are lower and risk 

levels (SDROA and SDROE equals 2.0129, and 5.6472) are higher for a GCC country that is 

severely (major) affected by the Arab Spring compared to those that is mildly (minor) affected 

by the Arab Spring. 

The results suggest that the Arab Spring has a negative and significant impact on all measures of 

bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) and market based-shareholder value {Tobin's Q). They 

have a positive and significant effect on bank risk-taking behavior (SDROA and SDROE), 

indicating that political instability has a negative effect on bank performance in GCC countries. 

ln other words, political instability decreases bank profitability and shareholder value and 

increases their risk. 

The profitability of GCC banks is more sensitive to political uncertainty because revolutions are 

usually longer. Political instability gets immediately reflected in the economic development of 

GCC countries. In such events, banks in GCC countries (especially those severely affected by 

Arab Spring) are needed to spend more money to develop the professional management team and 

expertise in risk management and profitability better, monitoring and supervision of loans and 

investment projects. Hence, these results are in line with the findings of previous studies which 

are found that political changes negatively affect bank perfom1ance (Bitar er al., 2016; Ghosh, 

2016). 
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Table 5.29 
Regression Results when the Studr I11corpora1es the Impact of the Arab Spring (Robustness Check 9) 

Bank Profltabilitv 
ROA ROE '.\TM 

Variables Model I Model 2 Model 3 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model l Mode!2 Model-~ 
,\rnbSprln£- ArabSprin• AhlbSprJ11. ArabSprin- ArabSprlng• ArabSwing- ArabSpri □• ArabSpri111_i:• ArabSpring_-

I 2 ' I 2 3 I 2 ' 
Lag~.j .0519 ,0452 ,04J2 .OIJ2S .0278 J)08J 7710 .7564 .76% 

t.001 SJ• .. !.OOJbi•u (.0020) .... \.000))*"'* (.00051°• (.000~)**'" 1.002~, ... (.0021) .. ,. c.00221°• 

COST -.Oll!S -.0185 ,0185 -.0260 -.0250 -.0248 .. om1 -.0037 -.0035 
i.00011• .. \.0001 )••· tJJOOl)u• /00!7)' ..... (.0013)• .. (,0015)*** {.0002)+H cooo2,~ ... C0002)•0 

NJR -.0002 -)])QI .JlQOI -.OOSS -.OOS!, .,ot,55 -.0003 -3)0<H .,(1003 

1.000010• :.00001•·· tOOOO)"'" (.OOOJ)H .. i,0001)•0 (,0001;•*" LOOOO)H• (.OOOO)+u coooor .. 
OP( 2.1570 L85JD J.7573 IO.:<S3 (i.7629 4.722:5 .0071 JD52 .032', 

i.2626)"*" {,283l{)"'H {.2324!~"* (l.124) ... {lA7S)"*" {I .9-0Q)U (,1456) C1229i (.14651 

J,R 
._004; -.0050 0()49 .0855 J)S63 .0809 .0009 .OOO!l .OOOS 
i.OOOJ)**• L0001)""'" cooon••..-. LOJO:t)•0 iJX)S4)•*• (.OllS.1°• cooon• 0 L0002in• L0003) 0 • 

DMDEP .0161 .o:m: .0285 .7898 .7256 .nn .{H3S .01.17 .013(} 

\.002.JJU♦ L0024)• 0 l.OC261•*- (.Ol94J 0 * i.0203)• 0 {.0236)"** !.OOOSY 0 i.OOffi)"'u {JJOOS;0 • 

MR -.044:1 •.0424 -.0152 · 1490 •,2205 •.1450 -.OlZ} .J)ll5 -.0104 
{.0025i0 • coo2:w 0 (.002ll•u (.0184) ..... {.0-232) ♦0 1.02ssr 0 (.0015) ... (.0015)*·• ;.ool9)•.♦ 

NPLs -.0408 -.0406 •,0404 -.3184 -J266 -.3097 -.0076 -.00&4 -.0073 
{.0004/ ... (.0005) 0 ~ (.0005J+h (.0024)*** t.0025) 0 • (,0020l" 0 (.0002)••· L0002)* 0 f.0002) .... 

LLPs 
-.3937 -.3861 -.3857 -l.0037 -.9895 -J.0143 •. 0-574 ·.05&5 -.0569 
{.(Xl39)0 • (.002SJ• 0 {.0033) 0 + (.0198) 0 * [.0]74)H• (,0\95)*H (.0006).+t (.0007)* .. !.OOOSj••• 

CAR 
.2649 .2607 .2627 .J2!'.I ,1521 ,'.\JOI 0394 ,0391 .04205 
{.0020)a .. (J)(ll4)H'"" (.-0023)"'° (.0077)•** 1.0116)""'* (.OJOJ)""'"' (.0008)"' .. (,0010)""* (.0011)~** 

LOAN .0962 .1)918 .OS46 ·.5028 -.4144 ~.3915 JJ227 ,0269 .0242 
{.001Slu .. {.0024) ... {.00JOJ 0 • !_.0202)* 0 ;.:1226)"' 0 (.0278j0 • i.0014)'" .. (.00\J)O+ (.001:-) ... 

LNGRTH -.0021 -.0017 •.OCH6 .0210 .0274 .0304 .0013 ,0009 .0009 
(.0003)0 " (.0002} ... LOOOJ) 0

• {.0024}*0 1.003,wn i-0026)" 0 {.00011••· (.0000) ... (.0001) ... 

SJZE 
.8002 .6587 .5615 5J729 .U!306 35HIO .0251 .1231 .0751 
(.0403) ..... i,0316} .... t.034!;;♦ 0 {.1687)0 • (.2829)°'" {.3165)•0 {.(H05)0 t.0193}* 0 (.0179)~*" 

Ol3Ss 0009 .0011 0009 .0294 0271 .Q267 ··- ,.0003 -.0003 
(.0001)*"• LOOOll• 0 1.00{)JJU" {JXll4)**" UJOl4)•,.. (.0014)* .. {JJOOO;+o (.0000)•+ ♦ LOOOO) ♦+• 

GDP .2044 .2105 .2137 .1004 .0091 J}I(.12 .0066 .oo.n .0029 
(.0049) ... \.0049)h• t.O:l~1J~ .. {.0-J79) ... (.0164) \.0186) t.0016}• 0 /.0015J*• (.OOIJ)O 

lNF -.0553 -.0495 -.0474 -J.3.:UO -LJ997 -U462 -0::.16 -.0204 -.0256 
(.0046) ... (.0032) .... (.0044)'° 0 !,04)8) ... (.OJ4W 0 \.0463) 0

• (.0019)0 • (.0021) 0 • (.00!6) ... 

-.0323 •.0369 -.036-6 ~.190) '· 1784 -.1579 -.0149 -.OJJ9 -.o:47 
RlR (.0022)* 0 (.0023;0 • L0017l 0

' {.0051) ..... (.0067}• 0 {.l'()<ilt 0 (.0012)'• 0 {.0012) .... (.00!2)••· 

rm -.5995 -.6146 -.6267 -1.948.5 •2,1512 -2.092 -.0613 .J)624 ._1}450 

i.Ol33)• 0 { 0139} ..... (.015]}" 0 (.Q9J.')JU" (.0838)• 0 (.1085) 0 • (.oo.s9r 0 (.0062)"'"• (.0065) 0 • 

OJL ::021 .0036 J)045 .!075 .-0881 .0857 ,00)2 .0036 .0014 
{.OQDt,jH* !.0007J'""'" (.OOO·W 0 (.0024)"'"'" <.OOJSJ•u {.0028)0

'" (.00021••· (.0002ru• (.0002)• 0 

HHJ -.0007 -.OO!l ·.0014 -.0271 -.0208 •.0210 -.0Cl02 •.0001 -.00001 
\.0002}"· {.000{\H* 1.0002)" 0 {.0023) .. ,. (.0020)'" ... (.0023) ..... \.0001)• (.0000)• (.OOol)u+ 

MARKESAP .0321 0ml .0328 .1428 .1364 .1416 .0030 .0031 .0027 
(.0005}*'"* IJJO{!(;)*"• L0005)0 • !.0024)-fO {.0018) ..... (.0022J*U cooon•** (.0C!Qlj"O {.(.'()02)*0 

DCPS -.0651 -0565 -.0514 -.1732 •.2671 -.2619 -.0073 -,0018 -.0031 
(.0020}*♦* (.0019)" 0 i.0020)"** (.0100)*"* (.0107)* 0 (.0119}* 0 t,0007) 0 * (,0;)05) 0 .. {.000S)" 0 

ArabSpring~l -4.0925 -3,2225 -.1'41J 
(,230'.H**" (J.20S)*** (.0?28)"* 

Ar.abSpriog•2 -4.$.'illS -64,444 -1.0996 
(.437})"'*" (2.189)*" .. LlU37)'>""" 

Ar.abSpring-3 -.6245 -34.360 -1.0143 
(.2148)* .... (2.404)*H {.l:146}" .... 

Constant -7.4810 -1.)593 -1.048 148.57 92,042 129.36 7279 -LJ417 -.0685 
{.7506j♦U (.7809)• 0 (.6105) 0

" (3.552)0' (4.IOJt*'• 0.166-iU♦ (.2843] 0 • iA08S)0 + (.3(.'65} 

:Jo. ofobserva!ions 2238 2238 2238 2238 :ms 2238 2.JJ8 2138 2138 

Number of banks 171 J7I 171 171 171 171 170 170 170 

Number of in~1mments 147 147 !47 147 147 147 146 146 146 

Wald-tesi X2 95W 0
• 13800* 0 5040•"~ ]6,JQOO+U 12500::JiU ]b9000ht 4050"" 382ooo•n 4720on• 

Sflf!,;an lest (p-va.lue) O.&l:,50 0.8451 0.8211 0.9217 0.9170 0.929o 0.%!1"1! O.S%5 0.9745 

AO test AR{l){p-value) 0.02% 0.026:5 0.0291 0.1592 0.262[ 0.2601 0.00:SJ 0.0051 0.0050 

AB lesl AR{2f {e-va!ue) 0.5912 0.61?1 05789 0.7157 0,7718 0.72S2. 0.1566 O.J603 I 0.1522 
The lllhit dtscr:tli:s ICSlllli' of tlriot elfn.ii. ofbank-'5pccific. ~IIQffiic. and fmam·,~I m.vtt! farn,u en ban!. perfotSrQrn:e {ROA ROE NIM, Tohin·s Q SD ROA .cmd SDROE) utms l\\'¢-step GMM tstimMion:. by 
Areilu~ and 1).-;\"<t i)99,\), C'OST is cos1-to-JOCOmc rn1i., 1m:awrOOb}"QPCr.ll\nt e,..,.-nsts IC 101;i.1 inro=: KIR if oon-mlerim! Je>ti!llt t:. «>l~ ftWnut'. ◊PC' i5 ◊Pf)Qti:unily .:&M ;ne.,su1«i by liquid f,esct','ftl ¼ imal asse1s; LR 
j~ liquidity f..,J,;. !Ud$Ufed by~ di~idro b~ c<>.~l!Jl'l"IIITT' 3:n() dmrMern, fiindffl!'.DMDEP ~ dw>V>d ~ii!◊ !<JU.I~: MR ir mfflltt rb\: exp:,sure measured by !<JUI ffliO)l"l offflv,:i;t1Tit!111; in =rii,·,fa·idcd by wul 
im:et:;: "<Pls "- oon•pcrfomri'r,g !na::~ J<:: 1wal 00~; Ll-h lt luan ,w.5 pN'l!';ion !O h"ilnl loons: C ;i.R if l'-'lpi~ "6cqu:cy mfo mell!Wcd by eq11ftY m !O!al ~; LOA/\ 4 kla1U< to 10;;)} U!-"ls, LKGkTH i:; loan p""'1b 
rrn:~ured by 1umual l)rm<th nte-of1c1al lo.an: SJZE i> b~nk sin: meai:ured by !ht r..nmal lopl\thm of:h<" tQl.al ~W ,-ahw: OBSs ff olf-balan«-shec:1 ac/I\,jties <frrirl"'1 by wial u,;ct;; GDf is anm,ai GDP p,m1l, Rat~ INF He 
curre,,i p(\'l"rod inf,i,1i0rt rate {ctins~me::-p:ices): R!R is rtJl mti:nst 1111e; FDI ii; FDI infkm measured by !Ir rornrlll lc,;..ar.thm of!hl: FDI io&w \'tktt:, Oll is Oil price mt'1"111cd b)- Ml!lllll oil 1J)O( pric,; tltan;;c /Dolbra p:r 
Bam:I); (R~ i~ t\;t ,<,-bani. conee,,1ratron m!io and mc;imr.: ormakct ~11er. MARKE~ CAP,,, ~:o;:k 1113rt.f't c.;,iaEuuioo mawrOO by ,·a!uc Mlfo1cJ sb..rei: reb.H;-e IO (iDP: !)('PS IB dmnmk ;,:rt'O,t w 11K prl,·ate oec:m JC 

GDP; ArabSpring-1 is~ dmnmy ,·ariabk that equals l if a ,;:vm:uy i,; ,f'l.:ctc<! /m11jor a~ mioor) by thl' A,ab Sf"in& atd O ot\-icru M, Aral§prins-2 is a d,m,m;: va:iaNc 11»1 tqU41$ ; it a oo:nfl'} l$ 01>ly se,."""ly \majru) 
~m:ct«l by the Ar;,b Spring Mci () Nhe,wi~: Ara1'Spri11~-3 i~ 11 dmnmy v:;r1abk tl\a! eq~~I~ l ifa co=, it.:mlymlkl!y \mi-nor) af!OCf>ld by 1heArnbS;dng an,;10 ;,th,;,-,;·i,;;,:- 11,er,:ri,xl co,=<'"<' y>::1r< m:>m :woo In Wl!-
Robust slam.lard= arc in pfilenthcscs. Coeffid~nw \h~t MC &\;lnilk1unl)' dil'ferenl !romiern ~l rhe 1%. ~~<.&nd 10% level Me marl::00 wi!h 0 *. *"'. a,:d • respe,:Ll\"ely. Wal~ ll::'! is t ,est ofht1mm~ici1y. The Sru-!l'm 
t¢tt i1 the let\ for over-identifying rcstric1ioo~ tn GMM dyMmk model ~stimatfon, lhe null hypo1hesi~of:hc 5a•il,llf L,;-i;l ½: that the instrument~ u,ec a·e no, o;m,:!aiffi whh residm;i,i; Afl ti:rl AR(l/and Ak(2l ref.,.- m :he 
Ar~llano-Bo1ld \-e:;1 that a\'cr:>ge au1o-t.-onriance in •c~iduah 1>ftnd~-r 1 n:s~ively ofordcr 2 i~ O (HO. no sulorunelalirni 1.e., no ~e<::or.d,o,-dec Mo::ili! ror.dai.im,J. 
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Table 5.29 Continued (Robustness Check 9) 
'.\brket-Bascd Pcrforman~e Bank Risk~Taking 

Tobin's SDROA SORO£ 
Variables Mood: Model 2 Model 3 Model! Modcl1 Model 3 Model l Model 2 Model 3 

A11!hS1irlt1{!- ArahSprh;~ Ar11bSprln- AnibSprin- An1bSprlng- ArabSprln~- ArubSprin- Ar21hSpri11?- AOlbSpring-
I ' ' l 2 ' l 2 ' 

Lag,,.1 32~ .2889 J:)07 .7256 ,73lS .7107 &364 .85(1{) K593 
c0lii.'l" 0 1.0164)" .. i.0!6S)•♦ + (.0021)• 0 i.OOJJj•H (.0021)'" ♦" C0002)••• 1.00021°• t.0002) .... 

COST 
ooo, .0002 .0001 .0005 J)004 .0004 .0272 JJ279 .0287 
U.l002J (.0001) !.0002) (.0000)**"' (.0000)•0 L0000)• 0 (.00061• 0 (.0005) 0 • (.0005) 0 • 

NIR 0002 .0002: ,(!()02 .0001 .0001 .0004 .0056 D057 .1)056 
:.000())~"♦ l.OOOOt• 0 (.0000) 0

"' (.0000)"'...,. {.OOOo;n• L000l)• 0 (,000Jl'"'" (.0001) .... {.00001• 0 

ore 5566 .497(, .59Q5 U818 ,7662 1.3973 .7 3749 •7.352 -9.2330 
(.IJ4SJ•n (.!J4[)•H (.1341)•0 (.0341)• 0 iJ).5221°• (.0370)0

"' (.4620)•H (.3951}* 0 (.4170) 0
'" 

LR 
0064 .0047 .002$ ·.0032 -.00]6 -.003! .0166 0174 .0180 

! 0018;•'"" {.0017!•+• l.(~)15)" f.OOOO;•u {.0000)0 + {.OOOl}u• C()0JfiH• (.0014} ... \.0019)H♦ 

DMDEP 
.0054 0042 .0033 -.0110 -.0108 -.Oll5 3066 -.J054 - .. >;(){)6 

(.0017) ... d)0(i9/* 04 (.()014) 0 (.0006)• 0 (,0006}*'"" {.0005) ... {.0((,4}* ... 1.0059)0 • (.0056}* 0 

MR .0003 .0007 .0001 .0597 .0559 .0632 -1002 .098) .ll08 
U)OllJ COO!'.\) C00J3) (.OOO&)••• {,0010) 0 "' !.0008)••· (.0038) 0 • {,0()6j)*H (_0049) 0 • 

NPLs 
-.0()15 -.0015 -.00!4 .0JS0 ,0153- .0147 .0427 _0440 .0446 
(.0004}" 0 (.0003)*°' C0003)¥ 0 i,0001)*"* (.0o0n•n i.000:i* .. (.0039) 0 * (.OOJJ}*H {.0010)•0 

LLPs 
-.0008 -.>JOOS -.0006 .1670 .!<)87 )61!2 7949 .7942 .7999 
(.0004)" (.OOl)1)•• (.0003)" WOJS)*-• (.001!!)0 • (.OOIJ)•n (.0095)"' ... (.0084) 0

• \ 0075)*'"" 

CAR 
-.0025 -.0027 ~.O(lJt ·.0116 -.00!)2 •.0089 -.7007 -,7(125 -.6992 
\.0012)· (.OOIJ)U (.0011)"" (.00ll4)H• (.0006)"'** (,ooosr-u (.0049).,.. {.0041!}** .. (.0046)'""** 

LOA!\ 
,0040 .0017 •.0013 .(Xl35 .0088: .0052 .0652 .0649 ,0%5 
1 0027) l.0024) {.0022.i {.0013;"'* {.00121•0 COOB)" 0 (.()!}-50) .... (.005S)0 ~ ( 005Ji•♦♦ 

LNGRTH ·.0001 ·.0005 ~.0001 ""' .0029 .0025 .005l ,0051 .0051 
(.0000)* (.0003)* (.0000)·• 1.ooow~• (.0001)*** (.OOOO)+U \.0008)* .. (.0008)",.. C0006)"' 0 

SIZE •. 0541 -,0712 .. ov,s ·l.0535 ~Ll9l3 -l.l32! ·'.U414 ,2.l<i61 -2.369 
C009!l~~· (.0090)• 0 {,Oll17ru (.0129) .... {-0t5l)9u {.0102) ... (.0501) ... \.0570) 0 * (.0281)+0 

OBSs 
-.0002 -.0002 -.00001 .0002 JJQOl .ooo, .0032 0{)29 ,0026 
i.OOOJ) (.0003) \.0002) {0000) 0 • {.0000)" 0 i OOOO}•n cooo1i• 0 (.0005} .... (.OrnJ4)~ 0 

GDP .0048 -,003 l .0031 -.0295 -.0215 •.02'.19 -.0217 •.0092 -,0131 

(.OOJ0t 0 {.0009t• 0 (.OOIO)~H (.0015}0 • (.OOJ.W•H {.00)4) 0 • (.0071}•· <.005S)• {_{)068)* 

11'F -.0047 •,0029 -.0039 .0769 .0&13 .0819 .4351 .4326 .4391 
di011)",.,._ (.0013) .. (.00J2)H (.OQIJ)H+ (.00B)•♦ + (.oo!7r•.,. COJ l8i.,.~ {.OOS4)*0 (.0096)• 0 

-,0011 -.0008 0009 .0100 ,:J07S 00% .03G2 .0357 .0'.178 
RIR ( 0003;* 0 /.0003)•,.. (.000'.l)n• !,0005) ... (.0005) 0

• (.Q004)+H coo22i•0 (.{)024)"'*" \.0029) .... 

FD! .0299 ,0!97 .0215 .1552 .IJ2'9 Jli.70 .3f.S5 .4032 .44'.\4 
L004fW** (.0043)•-- (.0053) .... U)062)•u 0)0'19j0 • {.0043JU* l 03!0: 0 • {.0318)*0 {.03'.'l-7►•0 

OIL 
.300S. .0007 .ooo, .331? .OOll .0021 .0052 .0044 .0069 
(.0001)"' 0 (.0001)"' 0 {.0001) ..... {.0001) ...... i.0001)" .. (.0001}" ... 1,.0006)* ... {.0005)"'* (.0007)••· 

HHI 
-,0002 -.000! -.0'.)31 .0001 .3004 .000) .0008 .0007 ,001 I 
(.0000)* 0 i,0Q:J0J"" {.OO00)U {.0000)•"· {.0000)•0 (.OO"JO}" C30:J3j•• t0OO]JU (,0003) .... 

MARKE_C:\P .0041 .()038 .Om7 ·.0031 -.0032 --004 l ~-0276 .0279 ,,0264 
(.0001 )""* COOOJJ*•" (.0002)""" (.0OOJJ•u (.000)) .... {.0002)" ... C0006J•• .. (.0006)•*- U'.1007) 0 • 

OCPS 
-.0024 -.OOOI> -.0008 _0188 .0295 .0252 ,0404 .0278 .041! 
l.0003) 0

" i.0003) .... {.OOOJr• (.0004/""'" \.00CS) 0 '" {.{)1)04)• .. f.0035)" 0 (.00)1)fH (.0033!' 0 

ArabSpring-J 
-.J545 l.012'9 5.6471 
{.0!!98)"''° (.ll?l}'"'""" (.5614) .. 0 

AnbSpring-2 -.1S86 l,6544 4J)4]4 
{.\J341;"H 1.0909)0 .. (.1081)""" 

ArabSprh1:g•3 -.1.883 U.431 .'.\933 
!,OJlS)""'* (,13l1J"** (.19.St}*" 

Cons.tam 
U06i 1.6794 J.237 14.00o l6-.2 tO 12.0:B 80.814 SO%o 87.481 
i.2544)*"" L2853).,." \.26-05) 0

• {.3061 )"0 (.26281• 0 {.JM5J•0 {.8565;•'"* (.9603) 0 * c9'n11•0 

No. of observations 812 &12 "' 1939 19~9 1939 1939 1939 1939 

Number of banks: 67 67 " 163 163 163 !63 ]63 163 

N1.1mbcr of instn.nncnts " 59 59 146 146 146 146 146 146 

Waldwtesl X~ }558°• 7.'7J*H 5157•0 40700°• 15200" 0 12600•"· 384300"0 2120000~- ♦ 227:100°~ 

Sargan lest (p-value) 0.999! 0.9991 0.9~9:2 0.9%5 0.960& 0,9817 0.9837 0.%22 0.9378 

AB test AR{!} (p-valuc) 0.0017 0.0034 0.0030 0.0187 0.0179 0,0!83 0.2722 0.2720 0.2721 

~~R{2} (e-valuc) 0.3402 0.253t 0.2563 0.9965 0,961:3 0.9816 0.3111 0.3109 0Jll9 
The !abk ~ihes results ofth,: efftos ofbink-,,..,ulk mmoeco11()ni,c ~nd financial nlM'lel fotton on b,m]._ pct'fonn.»mi \ROA. ROE. N"IM. Toh!n'; Q. SOROA ruul SOROEl u_~inj/ lll'O·ffitt, QMM ffiirr~!:(,ng by Arellano 
,md Bon'l" (IW~J. <'OST is cm;f.to,ff'.<.'(>mi,ratwmall'umiby <ipe.-alifii! c\pensi,,; totoull Dlcrlmc: NlR is 00!'.-inicrmt ,...,·<:rn>elo mtal n!•tm1e: OPC'isopr,,»"1@1'.yw11 mea.w1tdb) liquifl ~·;:,; 1ow1al~ts: LR is liquidity 
r& me3$l.lr..d bJ lnans divided b;-t::\i$1.0mffi' 111\d shoi:Herm f.,;::dL1j!-. D~m£f' i<; ck:mru;d dqx,~,1 \Q h'l!a! dtpo5:ils:: MR is ma:kc: 115k t.\p(l!lllr¢ meas>J1tdby wta1 amount ofi1M41=g #;;;e,;\:rh, dMtlcd by !Nil i,:;~ct$, NPL~ is. 
oon-perfomi-ing loa..'ls 10 tol.31 '.oans. Ll,P► ll loa,~ loi,:$ pr(rvitbn fo total i,,»u,s; CAR is capi\.al ad~· ratio meas,,re(l t,r cqui1y lO !QI..III ~- LOA"J is loan~ 10 !Cul i,;)'1:1,; LNGRTH is '.ox:. rro"1h mea,lm<.-d by ll!!!Wal 
i;:·ow\)'I r!llt of1oal l(n:,; Sl?:£ is h:ink iize m(:a.!lmed by 11:W Ml\!till l<lpi1hru. of the 10\al asselr ,·ah;;:. OllSs is ofT-h:iiancc ih('C: !ICl!"citi~ dhtroc;:I b~ wt~l &%C.l$'. GDP i~ ,IJ)tl"\!-l GDP {HOWlh R..:nc.: !Sf is ,urrcnl p;ri,,:l i11imio" 
,aic. (consumer prkG<j; ):;JR JS real inte,e,,l tt!t; FD! ~ rut lnfiu,; mi:asured hr the nlll<.mtl '.,;,r.ri1hm ,:,f(h,: rn1 influ" value; OIL is Oil prfoe m;,asurcd by annual oil spot prn:e thit,~t \Dollan; TJe'f !lrunl); C'R.'i is !ht 5-bt.nk 
canctntrnli~n ra!io a"d mea:;ure of marl.Ci JlO">"'; MARKE_ <:'AP i:; swck ,naitu ci,pil_a!ir.almn meuntoxl b~ value of h,;ted sl,;uc,c o-elttive !o GDI'; !X'l'S ~ dt>ffltt'lic ~,<:Oil lo \he J)l'kl.te sect,x W GDP, Amh.Sprin1H i$ ~ 
dumm:, \"itmiik !hJt CQnllb ! 1( a coun1ry iii 1ffMtd i=;cr ar.d minor) l:l_v 1he A.rat, Spri;-,ii .111\G C 01h,::rwi$C: AmbSpring·Z Ji a J1,mm:,.- ,·ari~bie \lM'. equa¼. l if a roumry ls only ~ev,irqly (nujITTI ,.rr,,.,,¢ by lht Ar:.h Sprin~ and 
0 «Mfl'•:u:: AubSpr'ing-} is a tlummr ,·ariable H:ir ;:quall I if .;:i ..:001110 h' only mildly [mi®<) alT~l•:d by L'!e A,at: Sir;i~\1 and O olhef'o' i~e. Tr;: period ;;onrs l~ years from 2000 w 2()1.'. R<;k-"'1. tUlmfard errnr.; are m 
p;Y<:el~ C'oelTJciems lh,i areslgruf..:an;fyciiffC'."<!fll from z,;,.."\'>a1 the 1•.._ ~%. i!lld JQ%k1·tl a;ema,ti,J:,vith H,._ "'*. ar,d * n::i:pective:y. Wa'.d leg( ha1cs1 olho(fl(ll)~licity. T!ieSa1ta111~1 £:he 1eil forovi:r--i<!emifymf 
n:sni.:tl;,<¢ ,n GMM dynamic <1K><kl es.1mnicm. The Mll h;,x,the,;"' nf!Lc &rrµr, ies! ii; tlt.:ol 1hc '!lllrum.!nb WIX ¥C not wmJ~Jed wilh re;,;kals AR le!i! AR(ll 1llld AR{2) rdef m IP¢ Artlbno-Bond test lhli! 11\~e aoW• 
ro,1rianc-c in rciidn!ib of order l !1$penl,,cly of crde,- 2 is O (!-¥.:· oo 3u(m,wwbiion i.e., 11U :.e,.:m,d--0ni:r i.erial wrrclmlon\ 
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It is also noted that higher capital ratios (CAR) enhance the bank profitability and reduce the risk 

in GCC countries that are mildly (minor) affected by Arab Spring and it is more than that are 

applicable which severely affected by Arab Spring. This is in line with the opinion that banks 

with more capital are more prudent and employ wiser risk strategies, which leads to increased 

monitoring and supervision especially in the time of crisis like political uncertainty (Bitar et al., 

2016). 

5.6.4.10 Winsorize Test 

This study checks the robustness by running regressions to minimize the effect of outliers and 

potential data errors by using the winsorize test. Following Poghosyan and Hesse (2009), Kohler 

{2012, 2015), Beck et al. (2013), Bitar et al. (2016) and Olson and Zoubi (2016), this study 

winsorizes all variables at the 1st and 99th percentiles of their empirical distributions. Overall, 

Table 5.30 shows that the results remain the same when the study winsorizes all bank variables 

at the 1st and 99th level, indicating that outliers are not driving the results. 
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Table 5.30 
Regression Results when the Srudv uses Winsorize Test (Robustness Check JO) 

Bank Profitability 
Market~Bascd 
Performance 

Variables ROA ROE NIM Tobin'$ Q 
la&,._, 0 lfl?*H 0.Q8]5H* 0.444"0 0.391"' 0 

{O.Oll!94) i0.002<PJ (OJ/0323) {0,020!) 

COST -0.0!>VR•· .. -OJJJ**" -0.Q095JUO 0.000199 
!0.000172) !Os\)016.'I} (0.000225) !_0.000179) 

NJR .o.oso2n• -OJll*•• -0.Qi2JU" 0.00038S"' 
/0.0006<,0J (0.0032!;) {(Hl00357) (0.000213/ 

OPC ,1_5&4•H 12.91°* L599°• .Q_{)(,59 

(OJ33) (0.934) (0.l;t4_l (00395) 

LR -Otl0.107* 0 0.0153""'* 0.00163"• 0 o oom01• 
filOOOJ:38) tOJXil IS} (0.000149) !il000122i 

DMDEP o.o:qgtu 0,0824'*• o.002oou• 0.00214"'0 

(0.0005S9) 10.o:m21 (0.000311:) (0.000350) 

MR -0.0515" .. -0.0.570• 0 -0.025! 0 * 0.000841 

(0.00)74) {0.00841) {0.00116) (0.000Sl9) 

NPLS -0.0366°• -0.239·"· -0.0150" 0 . 0,000379• .. 

i<lOOOi:20) i0.00751)) {0.000874j i:o.00012n 

LLPS -0.246•0 -0.832°• -0.005.H 00 --000!86** 
!0.00227) {0.0117) (0.000&86) (0.00076h) 

CAR 0.IJ<IH* Q,JJ4U+ O.OHS**• -0.00298 .... 
(0.00224) {0.0268) {0.00091li} (0.000979! 

LOAN 0.025!1 ... ~ -0 0938" 0 0.0277""" .o.002s2°• 
(0JlOIS5J {0.01 l3) (0.00!47) {0.00054S) 

LNGRTH -0,003 JOH• 0.0()0944 0.00260' .. -0,000103 

/0.000143! {0.00123; [0.000113) ;7.24e-05) 

SIZE 0,2(u;H• 0"°380 0.241•** -0.0190*"* 
(-0.0377) tO.IJ I l l0.0J;l9} (0.00646) 

OBSS 0,00066()••· o.oos,12• 0 -OJ)OOIJ~• .. .-O.OOOH4 
i2.22e-05J i0.0002!!J (V:)(,e-05) i0.000251} 

GDP 0.0!02•*" 0.IH>..,.,. 0.00534 • u 0,00152•0 

~0.00.~ !OJ (0.0184) (0.00126) {0.000947) 

!NF --0.0688~°" -o.o:m -0.0]1)6+U -0.00606•0 

{0.00316) {0.021:) (0.00153) (0.00127} 

RIR -0.0191°"' -0.0682~ 0 -0Xl0567•'"" -0.00D929"· 

(000ll6} (0.006(,9) (O.oo:J632} {03)00326) 

FOi -0.113• .. -0,0198"~"' -0.0248 ... 0.0258**" 
{000706) (0.0009) {l},00606) \0.00427) 

OIL 0,0046] •U 0.00698°-- 0.00174 .. " o.000952u• 

{0.000299! i0.C0212) (0000215) (0.000106) 

HHJ --OJlO!(M•U -0.0111• 0 -{!OCl(}44jH -0.00042:JH" 

(0.0002!11 (0.0011') i0.000195; {8_{,8t-05) 

MARKE_CAP 0.00846** ♦ 0.041/H+ {),OQ21J.O• 0.00369*"" 
10JJOOJ80) {0,00263} {0.000143) \9.!5t-05) 

DCPS -OJ.Bil*" •0.153*""' ·0,00889··· -0.00190°• 
(0.000804) {lJ,00%7) (0.0007%) (0.000297) 

Constant -UEc,0 5.IS9 .. 2.6§J ♦H 0.)35 

(0.679/ (2.149) (0.24 IJ (0.)59) 

Observations 2238 2238 2113 812 
Number of id "' 171 170 ., 

Bank Risk-Taking 

ROA 
0.757°• 
(0.00130} 
o.ooons 0 • 

(9.8.k-05) 

0.0180*** 
{0.000134) 
0})43""" 
{0,0029) 

-R00126• 0 

(539e-05l 
-0.0!80• 0 

{0.000331) 

0.02!0*""' 
(0.000954) 
0,0247 ... 

(OJ)003i6) 

0.122°* 
(0.0C()9]7) 
-0.0326., ... 

{0.000568) 
(lJ)0230"0 

l0.000530) 
0.00144*·• 
(S,62e-05) 

-0.SGl • 0 

(0,00S7i) 
0.000186°• 
{l.02:e.OSJ 
-0.0229*♦ * 

(0.000971) 
0.0847°" 
(000164} 

0,0106°• 
(0.00042 l] 

0,0593++"-

1,0.00379) 

0.00136~ 0 

(0.000168) 

0.000354 
(0.000572) 
-0.00469" .. 
(O.Jl00J45j 
0.0082 l 0 • 

{0.000362) 
7.036 ... 

{0.195! 
1939 

ROE 
0.123*'" 
([J.00100} 

0.0647**" 
l(i.000()1(,J 
0. HJ()•·· 

!0.00120) 
-2. l53•n 
!_-0,105) 
0.{I069S.,.• 

l0.0(!0701) 
-0.07~} .... 

\0.00l92) 
0.0012• .. 
(0,00440) 
0.270* .. 
i(i.00)63) 

0.411:l:• 0 

(0.007.15) 

-0,282•0 

(0.00528) 
0.110••· 

(0.00559) 
0.00711 ... 
i0.000491) 
-i.936• .. 
(0,Q442J 
0.000662°• 
(0.000!27) 

-O.IOJ" 0 

{0.00948} 
0.407" .... 

(0.00986) 
(),02(,4H• 

(0.00254) 
0.440 ... 

f0.0265) 
0.009<f!H+ 

(0.00!X,18) 
0.000752• 0 

(0.000142) 
-0,00534*"* 
{0.000602) 
O.tH4S,,,.• 

(0.00395) 
4z.4zu• 
(0,924) 

1939 
163 J(j'.! 

Numberofinstrumems !46 146 146 59 145 145 
Wald-tes, x~ &1600""' 1550°• 243000• 0 2556.46•0 1s40000•** 4400• 0 

Sarg.an test (p-value) o.&644 0.9066 0.9348 o.9967 0.%35 0.9719 
AB !estAR(1)(p-value) 0.0277 0.2591 0.0052 0.0175 0.0202 0.2714 
AB _lest AR(2)(p-value) OJ\:57 0.2.301 0 143!! 0.2177 0.6513 OJ99J 
li>e\Wkdt::;cr:'.b:-:1 r<'Slll1s ,:,fl.bt>effcct5 efba»k•S!'cdfk 11Unc1ee,11.::cn1e. :m,l fiiW\¢1il m.nLe; fa~!cr~ en lta1{;: J'¢f'fcrmanu (ROA ROE, NIM, fobi1> s Q_ SOROA and SDROE) Wlllt! !v,·o-Oe;,GM\t 
cstim~!Qni; ,;· Arellano and Bov~ (19'1)) COST i$ ,s;,~1-1:;,,iou:imi ratio me)$Vf('.l(j by opera!~ e~pe~,:w to teW ffic,:,m,;.·. NIR is "l'.ll!•inu:re.q re,:nut to !Olal revenue. OPC w eppo<1;;11i1y o::sl 
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5.7 Summary of Chapter 

This chapter provides empiiical results of the relationship of bank-specific factors, 

macroeconomic, and financial structure indicators of bank perfonnance in GCC economies over 

1996-2015 periods. The two-step system GMM estimator proposed by Areliano and Bover 

(1995) and Blundell and Bond (2000) has been employed to run the main analysis for the three 

meas'Ures of bank profitability namely ROA, ROE, and NIM; market-based shareholder value 

measured by Tobin's Q; and the l\vo measures of bank risk-taking SDROA and SD ROE to test 

the research hypotheses as reported in O1apter Four. To further confirm the results, this study 

provides a number of robustness checks. Twenty-four hypotheses are developed to test the 

relationship benveen parameters with every measure of bank profitability and bank risk-taking 

behavior while twenty-two hypotheses are developed on the association between parameters and 

Tobin's Q, 

The results on foreign banks show that the foreign banks are perfonning better than domestic 

banks in tenns of ROE, NIM, and SDROE, but there is no significant difference between them 

and the domestic banks regarding ROA. Foreign banks have higher SDR0E (more risky) than 

domestic banks. The analysis shows that there is a significant impact of oil price shocks, FDI 

inflows, and CRISIS on all bank performance measures. The empirical analysis also finds those 

bank-specific factors, macroeconomic and financial market indicators, excluding SIZE and GDP 

with ROE; OPC with NIM, COST, MR, LOAN, and OBSs with Tobin's Q; MARKE_CAP with 

SDROA; as well as LOAN and LNGRTH with SDROE, have significant impact on bank 

performance. Finally, listed banks have higher ROA and ROE while they have lower NIM than 
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unlisted banks. Furthennore, listed banks have lower SDROA whereas there is no difference 

between them in SDROE. 

Finally, regression results of the bank-specific factors with only FD! inflow or oil price changes, 

exclusion of banks size variable, alternative profitability, risk and stability measures, exclusion 

of Bahrain and t:AE banks from the sample, alternative measures of bank competition, exclusion 

the financial crisis period 2007-2009, controlling for the individual and time fixed effects, as 

well as an examination of the Arab Spring period show very consistent results. Chapter Six 

provides a smmnary of the thesis and discusses the policy implication, limitations, and 

suggestions for future research. 
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6.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter presents the overall conclusion of the study on the relationship between bank

specific factors, macroeconomic and financial structure indicators on profitability of the banks in 

GCC economies, market based-shareholders' value, as well as bank risk-taking behavior. TI1is 

chapter starts with a summary of findings and followed hy contributions and implications of the 

study. Lastly, limitations of the study are discussed and suggestions for possible future research 

are highlighted. 

6.2 Summary of the Study 

The findings are summarized in this section in the sequence of the research objectives, which are 

as follows: (I) To identify the overall level of banks' performance in GCC countries. (2) To 

investigate the difference between GCC domestic and foreign banks. (3) To examine if some 

hank specific characteristics (COST, NfR, OPC, LR, DMDEP, MR, NPLs, LLPs, CAR, LOAN, 

L:'-.'GRTH, SIZE, and OBSs) have a relationship with banks' performance. (4) To examine 

whether macroeconomic factors (GDP, INF, RIR, FDl, and OIL) have a relationship with banks' 

performance. (5) To examine whether financial structure indicators (HHI, MARKE_CAP, and 

DCPS) have a relationship with banks' performance. (6) To investigate whether there are 

differences in perfonnance of listed and unlisted banks in GCC countries. (7) To determine the 

impact of CRISIS on GCC banks' performance. Using 3640 observations of 100 domestic 

commercial banks and 82 foreign commercial banks in the GCC countries over the period 1996-
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2015, the study applies two-step system GMM dynamic panel data analysis techniques to explore 

the possible relationships as stated in the objectives of the study above. 

6.2.l Objective Two: Difference between GCC Domestic and Foreign Banks 

This study finds that there is a significant difference between GCC foreign and domestic banks 

in terms of ROA, ROE, NIM, SDROA, SDROE, COST, NIR, LR, OMDEP, MR, NPLs, CAR, 

LOAN, SIZE, and OBSs. There are however no significant differences between them with regard 

to OPC, LLPs, and LNGRTH. The regression results show that foreign banks are more profitable 

than domestic banks in tenns of ROE and NIM. This may due to the less competitiveness of 

domestic banks, better level of competency and experience of foreign banks, better use of 

technology and managerial techniques by foreign banks, capital support from parent institution 

in their home cow1try and the profitability of the parent institution. It also finds that foreign 

banks has significant and positive association with SOROA but significant and negative 

association to SOROE, which suggests that foreign banks engaged more on non-traditional 

activities than domestic banks, however, it also indicates their ability to manage risk which is 

reflected in lower volatility in their shareholders' retum. 

6.2.2 Ob_jective Three: Bank Specific Characteristics 

The empirical results show that all of the six dependent variables (ROA, ROE, NIM, Tobin's Q, 

SOROA, and SOROE) have persistence with positive significant coefficients. NIM has the 

highest persistence of profit, followed by ROA and ROE, while SOROA has the largeest 

persistence of risk compared to SD ROE. This study shows that COST is important in explaining 

the bank performance in GCC countries. The study also shows that GCC banks which are less 
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cost-efficient are less profitable (ROA, ROE, and NIM) and are more risky (SDROA and 

SDROE). Additionally, on an overall basis, GCC banks that are highly depmdent on NlR have 

lower profitability and are more-risky. More diversified GCC listed banks have higher market

based shareholders value with regards to Tobin's Q. Banks with more statutory reserves are more 

profitable (ROA and ROE), have greater shareholders value (Tobin's Q), more volatile asset 

retums but lower in volatility of equity returns. In line with Lee and Hsieh (2013), LR has the 

opposite pattern. Furthennore, this study finds that banks that are able to attract demand deposits 

are more profitable and create more shareholders' value and are less risky as demand deposits 

are less e-ost!y. 

GCC banks with a higher level of investment in securities and higher NPLS and LLPs have a 

lower level of performance (lower profitability and more-risky). In line with moral hazard 

hypothesis, this study finds that GCC banks with higher capital ratio have higher profitability 

(ROA and NIM) and lower risk (SDROA and SDROE), but lower shareholders' value. GCC 

banks with better capability to monitor and manage loans are more profitable in relation to ROA 

and NIM but it is also more-risky in terms of ROA (SDROA). Similarly, banks with higher 

LNGRTH have a positive effect on ROE, NL\1, and SDROA. In general, this study finds 

empirical evidence that larger GCC banks are more profitable and less-risky than smaller banks; 

however, GCC listed banks suffer from diseconomies of scale and scope with regards to Tobin's 

Q. Likewise, a positive (negative) and significant association between ROA, ROE, SDROA, and 

SD ROE (NIM) of GCC banks with OBSs is found, which suggest that an increase in the level of 

OBSs increase bank profitability (ROA and ROE) bnt lower intermediation margins (NIM) and 

are more risky (SDROA and SDROE). 
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6.2.3 Objective Four: Macroeconomic Indicators 

TI1e estimation results show that macroeconomic indicators such as GDP plays an important role 

to explain the GCC bank performance, confim1ing that during the economic bnom periods GCC 

banks are more profitable (ROA and NIM), have higher shareholders' value (Tobin's Q), and 

less-risky (SDROA and SDROE) due to increased demand for lending over those periods. 

Furthem10re, the findings show that during higher inflationary environment GCC banks have 

lower profitability, lower shareholder value, and higher risk Similarly, high RIR, lead to lower 

bank performance. 

Moreover, on an overall basis, in GCC economies, increase in the FD! inflow result in lower 

bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) and higher bank risks (SDROA and SDROE) due to 

the tougher competition by foreign banks in the region. It also finds that increase in FD! inflow 

leads to increase the shareholder value (Tobin's Q) of the listed banks. This study also finds that 

the effect of oil price shocks on all bank performance measures (ROA, ROE, NIM, Tobin's Q, 

SDROA, and SDROE) is positive and significant, suggesting that higher oil price is related to 

higher liquidity resulting in higher deposits inflows which are then intermediated into lending, 

The robustness checks also confinn that FD! inflow and oil price shocks have a direct effect on 

bank profitability, shareholder value, and bank risk Thus, macroeconomic policy parameters 

play an important role in explaining the perfonnance of GCC banks. 

6.2.4 Objective Five: Financial Structure Indicators 

The results with financial structure indicators indicate that market concentration has a negative 

significant effect on bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) and Shareholders value (Tobin's 
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Q), while it has a positive and significant effect on bank risk (SDROE), meaning thereby that the 

SCP hypothesis is not confinned, which stress that improved market power yields monopoly 

returns. These findings are consistent with the studies that find banks with higher market 

concentration have lower perfonnance due to stiff competition in the sector. The robustness 

checks also confirm that excessive concentration (higher CR5 and Lerner index) leads to bank 

fragility, while more competition or lower Boone indicator (lower market power) enhances the 

perfonnance and decreases the risk of banks in the GCC region. Stock market capitalization has 

a positive (negative) and significant associations with bank profitability and shareholder value 

(risk}, meaning that banks with stock market development perfonn better. In contrast, higher 

credit to private sector leads to reduced bank perfonnance (less profitable and shareholder value, 

and more-risky). 

6.2.5 Objective Six: Differences between Listed and Unlisted Banks 

This study also provides empirical evidence that listed banks are more profitable with regards lo 

ROA and ROE, but also more-risky on assets returns (SDROA) than unlisted hanks. This may 

dne to the competitive pressure of performance in the stock markets, market regulation as well as 

the stricter corporate governance rules which lead to enhanced ROA and ROE for listed banks. 

In contrast, NN of listed banks is lower than unlisted banks because GCC listed banks are less 

competitive in their interest rate of loans compared to unlisted banks. 

6.2.6 Objective Seven: Global Financial Crisis 2008 

This study finds that the impact of the CRISIS on the bank profitability (ROA, ROE, and NIM) 

and market-based shareholder value measured by Tobin's Qare negative and highly significant, 
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while it is positive and significant with bank 1isk taking behavior measured by SDROA and 

SDROE. In other words, this study provides evidence that the impact of the CRISIS on the 

perfo1mance of the GCC banking sector is negative and significant and has severely weakened 

the GCC banking system. These results are also confim1ed by the robustness tests when the 

dummies of time-invariance are incorporated as independent variables in all regressions. 

The results are also robust when controlling for the Arab Spring transition period. Finally, 

regression results of bank-specific factors with only FD! inflow or oil price, exclusion of banks 

size variable, alternative profitability, risk and stability measures, exclusion of Bahrain and UAE 

banks sample, alternative measures of bank competition, exclude the financial crisis period 2007-

2009, and controlling for the individual and time fixed effects confinn the study findings. 

6.3 Contributions of the Study 

This study contributes to existing empirical analyses in several ways, which are the following: 

6.3.1 New Approach of Analysis and Insight 

Overall, the study findings contribute some interesting new insights into the mechanisms that 

define the performance (profitability, risk, and market-based shareholder value} of GCC banks. 

First, in order to address the endogeneity problem, which may lead to inconsistent results, this 

study use the dynamic model of two-step system GMM by Areliano and Bover (l 995} that 

allows for persistence of profil and risk. Second, the results confirm the findings of previous 

studies on bank profitability and risk. Third, this study examines a unique set of bank-specific, 

macroeconomic and financial stmcture determinants of bank perfonnance which let researcher 
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provide some interesting and new results. Fourth, this study provides evidence for a more recent 

period during which some significant events in the financial sector like the financial crisis, oil 

fluctuations as well as the Arab spring revolutions. 

Fifth, most literature focuses largely on the determinants of either bank profitability or risk, yet 

seldom aim to assess the detenninants of bank profitability and risk. This study discusses 

profitability, risk, and market-based shareholders' value together. Sixth, the study uses three 

measures of profitability: ROA, ROE, and NIM; two measures for risk: SDROA and SDROE; 

and one measure for market-based shareholder value: Tobin's Q. lt also provides robustness tests 

to confirm that profitability and risk proxies used in the smdy are suitable for GCC banks. 

Seventh, most previous studies nse sample from domestic banks only. However, this study 

examines the performance at the overall level of the commercial banking system in the GCC 

economies, including domestic and foreign battli:s as well as listed and unlisted banks. Banks 

with different ownership characteristics differ in their attitudes to managing profitability, capital, 

and risks. In general, this study finds that foreign banks performed better than domestic banks. 

Furthermore, it is found that the performance oflisted banks is better than the unlisted banks. 

6.3.2 New Focus Area 

The existing literature has mainly focused in analysing banks performance in the U.S.A and 

European economies. Moreover, unlike previous Asian studies on battli: profitability and bank 

risk taking behavior (Lee & Hsieh, 2013; Soedarmono et al., 2013), bank profitability and 

shareholders' value (Fu el al .. 2014b) which pooled data from several Asian countries, this study 

focuses on a single region in the Asian economies, which is GCC region. This is because despite 
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being an important economic area, it has not attracted the attention of the researchers. This stndy 

is the first comprehensive study which analyses the perfonnance of GCC commercial banks. 

This stndy works on a panel of GCC banks over the period 1996-2015 which witness several 

financial refmms initiatives by the respective governments, and have fostered the balanced 

growth of the stock markets and the banking system in the region. 

6.3.3 New Variables Tested 

DMDEP and OPC are new variables are tested as bank-specific determinants with bank risk and 

market-based shareholder value. The study fmds that banks with higher demand deposits are 

less-risky and have higher shareholders' value. Hence, banks that are able to attract more 

demand deposit would be more profitabile and less risky. Furthermore, the study finds that 

keeping more reserves lead to enhance the shareholder value and reduced volatility of bank 

equity retnms (lower 1isk). Therefore, efficient banks are able to make their customers pay more 

than their O PC which in tnm reduce bank risk and enhance the shareholder value. MR is also a 

new parameter which is examined in the study with ROE and NIM (profitability), and bank risk

taking behavior. The results suggest that banks with more investments in securities have lower 

profit and are more-risky. Efficient investment management would reduce bank risk NPLs are 

tested to determine its effect on shareholders' value: the findings show that the higher the NPLs 

the lower than the shareholders' value of banks. OBSs are also examined with bank risk-taking 

behavior and the findings show that banks that more engaged on OBSs are more-risky. ]bis 

confirms that the experience and expertise are important talent requirement in banks to reduce 

the risk in non-lending activities. 
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The importance of FDI inflow and oil prices for the economic development of all oil-export.ing 

economies is widely acknowledged, However, the impacts ofFDI inflow and oil price shocks on 

bank profitability, market-based shareholders' value, and bank risk have so far lacked rigorous 

empirical analysis. This study does not only show that FD! inflow and oil price shocks are 

related to bank performance, but it also canied out the robustness check to provide evidence that 

they have a direct effect on all bank perfonnance proxies. This makes the present study 

completely different from the previous study which addresses the bank perfonnance (bank 

profitability, market-based shareholders' value, and bank risk-taking behavior). Moreover, RIR, 

MARKE_CAP, and DCPS are three additional variables which are tested with market-based 

shareholders' value (Tobin's Q) and the results show a significant association between each 

variable and Tobin's Q. 

Furthermore, MARKE_ CAP and HHI are examined with hank risk-taking behavior. 'fbe study 

finds evidence that they have significant effect on these relationships. This study not only 

highlights the significant negative association between HHI and individual bank perfom1ance 

(concentration decreases the profitability and shareholder value, and increases the risk), but it 

also earned out the robustness check to provide evidence that CR5, Lerner index, and Boone 

indicator have negative impact on bank performance, confirming that more concentration or 

market power (low competition) increases bank fragility. The results also confinn that bank 

concentration is an insufficient measure of bank competitivcness. Finally, a major issue that has 

not been considered in the literature on the analysis of bank perfonnance is the impact of Arab 

Spring on banking sectors (bank profitability, market-based shareholder value as well as bank 
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risk-taking behavior). The robustness analysis of this study suggests that the Arab Spring 

decreases bank profitability and shareholders' value, and increases bank risk. 

6.3.4 Theoretical Contribution 

This study uses tJ1e financial intennediation theory, diversification theory, internalisation theory, 

as well as SCP hypothesis which have been used in several studies in developed economies that 

have more diverse enviromnents and features than the developing economies. 11,is study has 

added to the understanding of the applicability of these theories in the context of the performance 

of banks in six developing economies. The fmdings of this study regarding the determinants of 

the performance of commercial banks support the financial intem1ediation theory, which is 

supported by the fact that both external and internal factors influence bank profitability and risk. 

The findings suggest that with a stronger compliance to regulation, bank risk would decrease. 

The implementation of Basel lll is found to be effective in mitigating the risk experienced by the 

commercial banks in GCC economies. The results also indicate that banks having lower costs of 

the transaction have achieved the same through economies of scale. Furthermore, GCC banks 

use depositors· money in productive and profitable lending/investments with satisfactory risk. 

The results of this study support the portfolio/diversification theory in that it provide empirical 

evidence that more reliance on NlR is related to lower profitability and higher volatility of 

returns. These results are not consistent with the traditional intermediation theory which 

highlights the benefits of diversified revenue for bank perfornrnnce, but a more active 

engagement of banks in highly diversified OBSs is associated with higher profitability and 

higher returns volatility. More specifically, as is found in the robustness tests, traditional 
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intermediation theory that suggests diversification reduces risks is not supported in Bahrain 

banking sector, while it is supported in other GCC banking sectors ( Oman, Qatar, Kuwait, Saudi 

Arabia, and UAE). The study findings also support the capital management theory and moral 

hazard hypothesis whereby higher capital would increase profitability and reduce risk. 

It is also observed that internalisation theory (defensive expansion theory) that argues that banks 

go along with their clients into the host market so as to maintain the bank-customer relationship 

did not occur in the case of foreign banks in Bahrain but it occurs in other GCC countries such as 

Oman, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, and Kuwait. Moreover, the "too- big-to-fail theory" which 

states that larger banks are more likely to take on more risk is not supported in GCC countries as 

a whole. In addition, the SCP hypothesis that argues that banks with more concentration tend to 

have larger scales of operation, which leads to a higher (lower) degree of profit (risk), is not 

supported in GCC banking markets. However, the findings of this study provide support for the 

competition-stability theory that argues that a positive association exists between competition 

and stability. 

6.4 Policy Implications 

The empirical analysis of this study has several policy implications to GCC governments, 

regulatory and supervisory authority as well as bank managers and shareholders. GCC banks 

need to place greater emphasis on both cost and profit efficiency to boost their future 

performance. Recruitment of more professional staff and a continuous process of talent 

development may not only enable GCC banks to counter the threat of competition from foreign 

banks but also be able to manage their business better. The study clearly highlighted the 
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importance of demand deposit to boost bank perfomiance and hence propose that banks should 

explore ways and means to augment their base of demand deposit by providing wider and better 

range of product and services. Higher demand deposit would enhance the perfonnance and 

reduce the risk of banks. The findings of this study indicate that strategies of income 

diversification are not suitable for Bahraini banks in particular. In other words, Bahraini banks 

do not have enough skills or necessary expertise to diversify income away from lending 

activities. Hence, they should limit their effort to diversify income and remain focused toward in 

traditional business until they build relevant capabilities to handle NIR generating business. 

Further, Bahraini banks being a key offshore banking center, banks in the said country need to 

strengthen their expertise in handling non-traditional activities. 

The results also suggest that GCC banks (excluding Bahraini banks) can improve their 

perfonnance by expanding their resources within their existing bnsiness lines and engage more 

on the non-traditional activities (OBSs activities and income diversification) where they possess 

distinctive comparative advantages, however, non-traditional activities of these banks should be 

kept under scanner by the regulatory authorities in order to guarantee safety and soundness and 

avoid excessive risk-taking behavior of their banks. GCC banks have to be cautions in taking 

excessive risk in financial markets which may destroy shareholders' value. Further, bank 

regulators should more closely monitor to prohibit those banks engaging in excessive risky 

undertakings. It is also necessary for GCC banks to have prudent risk management policies to 

estimate the risk premium to be charged on loans by using appropriate credit scoring systems. 
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The positive effects of CAR on GCC bank perfonnance is very interesting and of great 

importance in the light of the current supervisory focuses on the CAR (Basel III). In other words, 

the regulatory authorities in the GCC countries need to improve the application of Basel Ill, 

which enhances bank profitability, efficiency and bank protection against risk particularly in 

periods of stress such as the financial crisis and the Arab Spring. Moreover, the negative 

relationship between the CAR and risk suggests that capital regulation could ensure bank 

soundness. Therefore, banks in GCC countries ( especially those severely affected by Arab 

Spring) have to spend more money to develop their human resources and expertise in risk and 

profitability management and better monitoring and supervision of loans and investment 

projects. 

Furthennore, there is evidence that bank profitability and risk-taking behaviour in GCC countries 

in general and Bahrain in particular, are significantly more affected by bank-specific 

detenninants. This implies that regulatory authorities in GCC countries in general and Babraini 

banks, in particular, should focus more on risk management systems, managerial perfonnance, 

and measures to identify banks with potential impaired loans and possible financial instability, 

Bank managers in GCC countries should use the relevant fiscal and monetary policies to control 

market interest rate volatility and inflation to some extent Strengthening the speed of 

development of the stock market is likely to improve transparency in banks and better screening 

and monitoring of banks by regulators to ensure better efficiency and performance. 
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6.5 Practical Implications 

As GCC economies are proved to be vulnerable to oil price changes, banks should be in a 

position to track the changes in oil price and tread a more cautious approach while stepping up 

their lending activities. Bank capitalization may be linked to oil price shocks to mitigate the 

adverse effect of pro-cyclical bank lending behavior of banks in GCC countries. In other words, 

tying bank capitalization to oil price shocks can help to mitigate procyclical bank lending and 

allow banks to use their capital cushions created during boom periods for lending purposes 

during downturns. 

Moreover, FDI is a vehicle for the adoption of new teclmologies, and therefore, the training 

required to prepare the labor force to work with new technologies in order to mitigate the 

negative effect of FD! on banks performance. Further, enhanced competition through ease of 

entry of foreign investments should be accommodated since their introduction to mitigate its 

negative effect on bank profitability and reduce the risk, especially in Bahrain. 

To curb the umeasonable concentration, regulators and authorities should use a more robust 

approach in the evaluation and adoption merger and acquisition. There is a need for some ease of 

restrictions on the entry of foreign banks in domestic market and domestic banks seeking 

acquisitions in the Gulf countries (excepting Bahrain) because empirical evidence of the study 

indicates that banks are more profitable and less risky when the environment is more competitive 

with less concentration. In other words, results show that banks with a higher competition 

"enjoy" higher profits and lower risk. Therefore, promoting a more healthy banking competition 

should be pursued by regulators to specifically improve transparency and disclosure on banking 
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products. Moreover, promoting the ability of banks to provide financial products and services 

efficiently in a stabilized and less concentrated enviromnent is wa1T'dnted rather than merely 

expanding the quantity of credit. Entry of wholly owned foreign banks in the GCC region is 

encouraging. Furthermore, policymakers should control and monitor the other developments !hat 

impact the competitive situation in the GCC banking market such as privatization and 

international financial integration. 

6.6 Limitations of the Study 

This study has some !imitations: First, the study sample consists of domestic and foreign 

commercial banks, therefore, the outcomes from this study are not applicable to non-financial 

firms, investmenl banks, development banks and cooperative banks which are also active players 

in the GCC economies. Second, as the stndy sample consists of six countries from one region 

and have almost similar legal origin, the findings of this study are not generic in their 

application. Finally, this study uses data from 2000-2015, which represents the post-Gulf crisis 

period. Due to the paucity of data, this stndy does not cover the periods of the Asian crisis. 

Therefore, the findings found are confined to 2000-2015 study periods only. 

6.7 Suggestions for }'uture Research 

Though the study sample includes all commercial banks operating in the GCC countries and 

considers the main determinants of bank performance (bank profitability, market-based 

shareholder value, and bank risk-taking behavior) as well as indicators related to macroeconomic 

and financial markets environments, there are few relevant areas that can be considered for 

future research. First, profitability and risk-taking behavior of GCC banks continue to pose a 
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major challenge to all concerned. Therefore, it is suggested that more research is conducted to 

identify the detenninants of profitability and risk-taking behavior ofGCC banks with a due focus 

on its possible impact on bank regulation and supervision, monetary policy indicators, and 

management of banks. 

Second, the analysis of the effect of the merger on baok performance is a potential area of 

research in GCC economies. Third, it may be useful to include specific information on corporate 

governance in such studies. Fourth, future research can extend its scope to include the 

profitability and 1isk-taking of investment banks, cooperative banks, and development banks in 

those economies. Fifth, include multinational banks' variables in foreign banks nsing the 

methods of Williams (2003) and Kosmidou et al. (2007) will be a useful line of research in 

future with important policy implications. 

Sixth, the analytical framework of the study can be also used in analysing the financial 

performance of banks in other economies. Similar study may be conducted for other regions 

which might perhaps provide similar or more interesting results. One can consider conducting 

more robustness tests to validate the relationships tested in the study. Finally, in order to get a 

more comprehensive analysis of bank profitability, market-based shareholder value, and bank 

risk, comparative analysis between GCC banks with banks from other regions may be explored. 

Thus, future studies can conduct a cross-country study to compare the findings of GCC banks 

with the other region such as Southeast Asia countries or others region in emerging or 

developing economies. 
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